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Foreword

The Workshop on 'Future Physics at HERA' started with a general meeting at DESY in
September 1995 and is now completed a year later with these proceedings. With the experience
of the first years of HERA running, it was the appropriate time to consider how to go ahead for
the coming years. The HERA program must be carefully planned based on physics priorities
and realism of what is feasible with possible Upgrades of the accelerator complex and the
detector Systems, or even entirely new experiments. Thus, the aim of the workshop has been:
'To work out and review prospects for future physics at HERA, running in collider and fixed
target modes. Options to be considered include high luminosity, polarized beams, light and
heavy nuclei.'

With the assistance of the Advisory Committee (W. Buchmüller, J. Feltesse, A. Levy, H.
Schröder, J. van den Brand, A. Wagner) we organized the work in nine study groups to cover
difFerent topics: HERA Upgrades and impacts on experiments, structure functions, electroweak
physics, heavy quark production and decay, Jets and high-£j_ phenomena, diffractive hard
scattering, polarized protons and electrons, light and heavy nuclei in HERA and, last but not
least, physics beyond the Standard model. For each working group conveners were appointed.
both theorists and experimentalists to promote collaborative efforts. In February 1996 a mid-
term plenary meetjng was held to communicate the progress and the final general workshop
meeting took place at DESY May 29-31, 1996, with summaries of the results from the working
groups. The complete reports of the groups are now available in these proceedings.

An overview of all the interesting and important results can be obtained from the summary
reports for each of the working groups. Some totally new aspects compared to what was treated
in the 1987 and 1991 HERA Workshops should be noted. Beams in HERA of polarized protons
äs well äs light and heavy nuclei were studied seriously both regarding machine aspects and
physics potential. New fixed target experiments were considered and the machine aspects of
possible HERA Upgrades and their impacts on experiments were studied.

It is our hope that these proceedings will be a valuable basis for the future of HERA. In
particular, that they contribute to wise decisions concerning Upgrades and running programs
of HERA and the experiments.

These proceedings represent an enormous effort and dedication of the many participants. As
Organizers, we are particularly grateful to the conveners of the working groups, who shared our
responsability to carry through the workshop. We are much indebted to our workshop secretary
Ms. H. Haertel and also thank Ms. B. Bahr, Mr. A. Edin, Ms. S. Guenther, Ms. I. Harm, Ms.
S. Lefay and Dr. G. Soehngen for their assistance. Finally, we gratefully acknowledge the strong
support to this workshop from the DESY directorate.

Hamburg, September 1996

Gunnar Ingelman Albert De Roeck Robert Klanner

Introduction

HERA is a world wide unique facility which supports a broad and exciting programme in
experimental particle physics. The HERA performance has been steadily improving and is now
starting to approach the design value with an integrated luminosity of 4 pfc"1 per month, an
overall efficiency of 50% and a longitudinal positron polarization of more than 50%. However,
the request for a luminosity well beyond its design value of 35-40 pb~lyear~l is clearly justified
by this study. A design group with members from both the accelerator division and the HERA
experiments has recently completed a conceptual design study which shows that it should be
possible to reach a yearly integrated luminosity of order 150 pb~l by moving the low beta
quadrupoles closer to the interaction point. The directorate considers the luminosity Upgrade
to be of high priority and expects that the Upgrade can be carried out during the 1999/2000
winter shutdown.

A conceptual design study has shown that it may be possible to störe polarized proton
beams in HERA. However, to carry out a programme on nucleon spin physics requires major
modifications to both the preaccelerators and to HERA proper. A decision how to proceed will
be taken after the completion of the luminosity Upgrade, i.e. in 2000/2001, and also after the
completion of a more technical study. The construction time is estimated to be 4 years such
that polarized protons could in principle be available around 2005, after the first part of the
high luminosity programme has been completed.

Colliding heavy and light nuclei with high energy electrons opens up a new field of research.
DESY and GSI are now exploring how such a facility could be realized äs a collaborative effort
between the two institutions. As a first step a joint workshop on electron-nuclei interaction at
high energies is planned for the spring of 1997.

This study not only shows that we have just scratched the surface of the HERA physics
potential, it also provides a guide towards its realisation. On behalf of the DESY Directorate
I thank the Organizers and all the participants in the study for a Job well done.

Bjoern H Wiik
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Structure Functions
in Deep Inelastic Scattering at HERA1

,]. Blümlein (DESY). T. Doyle (Glasgow), F. Hau t mann (üregon)
M. Klein (DESY), A. Vogt (Würzburg)

Abstract

An introduction and summary is given of the main results achieved by working group 1:
Structure Functions in Deep Inelast ic Scattering at H E R A . The prospects were discussed of
future measurements of the structure functions F2, FL, xGs, F2 and F* at HERA.
The results represent a long term programme of experimentation with high luminosity,
different lepton beam charges, proton and deuteron beams, allowing for precision mea-
surements. The theoretical investigations focussed on QED corrections, higher order QCD
corrections for different observables, resummation of small x contributions, and the de-
tailed understanding of NLO QCD evolution codes, to allow for a high precision analysis
of the forthcoming deep inelastic data.

l Introduction

The discussion of prospects of structure function physics has taken place for the third time in a
HERA physics workshop. In 1987, the emphasis was put mainly on high Q2 structure function
simulations, and the determination of parton distributions [Ij. In 1991, the experimental pari
concentrated on the reconstruction of the deeply inelastic event kinematics and Monte Carlo
simulations, while the theoretical investigations began to focus on the physics of the parton
densities at very low x [2].

This workshop was based on the experience gained in the first four years of running at
HERA, and on recent important theoretical developments, in particular the extension of next-
to-leading order (NLO) cakulations to more observables, and on small x resummations. One of
the major goals on the theoretical side was to summarize the progress towards high-precision
calculations, and to point out which further theoretical investigations are most important in
order to match the accuracy expected in future high-statistics structure function data from
HERA.

On the experimental side, the scope of the studies has been extended to the charm con-
tribution to the proton structure functions at low x, and to the pion structure function- The
knowledge of existing HERA data allowed for much more reliable simulations than in previous
Workshops. Demands on the future HERA running were derived, which are contained in ihe

'Summary report of Working Group l of the 1996 HERA Physics Workshop

experimental section of this paper. A challenging scenario of running HERA for many years has
been developed. It requires the accumulation of high luminosity for both lepton beam charges
and also to accelerate deuterons. This will permit to reach very high precision, i.e. an error
level of only a few % for the proton stucture function F2, and also accurate results for FL, F%
and F.. On the basis of this data high precision studies of QCD in the regions of very small
x and of very large Q2 can be carried out. In the following, we summarize the main results
obtained in the theoretical and experimental investigations of the working group.

2 Theoretical Studies

Since the 1991 HERA Physics Workshop, various theoretical developments have taken place
in the field of deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). These include the extension of QED radiative
corrections to more observables, the calculation of various QCD coefficient functions and scat-
tering cross sections to O(aJ), deterrninations of the 3-loop corrections of a series of moments
of coefncient functions and anomalous dimensions for non-singlet äs well äs singlet structure
functions, and the resummation of certain classes of logarithmic corrections at srnall x. Dur-
ing the present workshop, applications of these results have been considered to future HERA
data. Comparisons have been performed of the experimental requirements and the theoretical
accuracy achieved at present.

2.1 QED Radiative Corrections

The understanding of the O(ct) QED corrections for a few choices of kinematical variables was
already obtained at the time of the 1991 HERA workshop [3]. In a contribution to the present
workshop [4], recent developments in the semianalytical approach by the HECTOR collabora-
tion [5] have been summarized. These include the O(a) corrections for a wide variety of kine-
matical variables äs well äs leading-log O(a2) results. Recently also the QED corrections due
to the resummation of the 0(a[alnI(l/x)]' log[Q2/me!) terms were calculated [6]. For leptonic
variables, their contribution is of similar siae äs the second order corrections "- a2 \og(Q2 / m2.)
and diminishes the effect of these terms. A first complete 0(a) calculation was reported also for
neutral current polarized-lepton polarized-hadron scattering [7] accounting for photon and Z-
boson exchange. This calculation covers the cases of both longitudinal and transverse nucleon
polarization for the twist-2 contributions to tbe Born term [8\2 Comparisons of NLO QCD Evolution Codes and the Theoretical

Error of a,(jU|)

A major effort within the working group concerned a detailed comparison of next-to-leading
order (NLO) QCD evolution codes. The aim of this comparison was to understand the ac-
curacy of the different numerical Solutions of the evolution equations and their conceptual
diffeiences. A numerical agreement of better than ±0.05% of the parton densities has been
achieved between five of the evolution programs. For these codes, previous deviations due to
different theoretical assumptions on the truncation of the perturbative series at NLO are now
completely understood. The results of this study are summarized in ref. [9].
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Precision measurements of F2 allow for detailed QCD tests and an improved extraction of
a,(Q2). The theoretical uncertainties of the a, measurement from scaling violations have been
investigated for NLO analyses in the HERA ränge [10, 11]. The different representations of
the evolution within NLO lead to a shift of up to Aaa(A/|) = 0.003. The largest theoretical
errors at NLO are due to the renoimalization (R) and factorization (M) scale uncertainties,
resulting in Aa,(M|) - +°;°°* \ ;°°°' \ , for a g:-cut of Q2 > 50 GeV2. The contribution

of mass threshold uncertainties to Aa,(Af£) was conservatively estimated to 0.002 in ref. [12].
Due to the large statistics at low Q2 it appears to be desirable to include also the ränge down
to a few GeV in the QCD analyses. To exploit this region fully, however, requires to carry out
next-to-next-to leading (NNLO) analyses, for which the 3-loop Splitting functions still have to
be calculated.

2.3 and O(cvJ) Corrections

Since the 1991 HERA Physics workshop, various two-loop calculations have been performed
for quantities related to structure functions. A survey on the status of these calculations, and
recent three— loop results, was presented to this working group [13 . The NLO corrections turn
out to be essential for the quantitative understanding of raost of the observables.

Numerical studies during this workshop were devoted to the behaviour of F^(x, Q2) [14] and

-F2 [15, 16]. An Update of the parametrization of the NLO heavy flavour coefficient functions
is also given in [15]. Moreover, a calculation of the heavy flavour structure functions in charged
current interactions has been presented [17] . Besides of the twist-2 contributions to the structure
function F£,, also higher-twist terms for its non-singlet part have been investigated, accounting
for renormalon contributions :18j. Also the NLO corrections to the scattering cross section
a("f + 3 ~~* -W1 + ^0 are available now [19].

First results on the behaviour of structure functions in NNLO were reported by the NIKHEF
group [20, 21l. The first raoments for both the non-singlet and singlet combinations of unpo-
larized DIS structure functions have been calculated. By the same group also a phenomeno-
logical analysis was presented [22], estlmating the z-dependence of the corresponding Splitting
functions by a fit allowing for a set of functions which are known to contribute. Also a phe-
nomenological appücation of the non-singlet results to xF$ was reported [23].

2.4 Resummations for S mall x

The measurement of DIS structure functions remains one of the major methods to investigate
the small-r physics at HERA. Various aspects have been considered in the working group.
A possible approach has been discussed which relies on the fei-factorization method [24], It
consists of cornbining systematically the resummation of the small-ar logarithmic corrections,
äs given by the BFKL formalism [25] and the QCD corrections to it, with the QCD mass
factorization theorem, dictated by the renormalization group. This approach enables one to
study the small-z effects by solving improved evolution equations which include resummed
kernels. A first numerical analysis along these lines was carried out in ref. [26]. A review of
these equations and the current status of resummed calculations, covering also the non-singlet
cases, can be found in ref. [27].

During the workshop numerical studies of structure functions at small x have been performed
by two groups [28, 29]. One contribution to the workshop [30] dealt with the resummation of
the small-z contributions on the level of a double-log approximation. In the flavour non-singlet
sector resummation effects are small, less than 1% [31]. In the singlet sector, however, they may
give rise to large contributions [28, 29]. The question of assessing the importance of unknown
sub-leading terms has also been addressed in ref. [28], comparing several different models. The
outcome is that these terms seem to be able to affect the result sizeably. This indicates that
at present the uncertainties on the theoretical predictions at small-x are fairly large, and more
accurate calculations (next-to-leading small-z logarithms äs well äs exact 3-loop contributions)
are necessary. The analysis in ref. [29] has emphasized the role of a combined determination of
F2 and FI to pin down the behaviour of the QCD perturbative series at small x. The effects
of small-z resummations on the photon structure functions were also discussed [28].

On the leading-order level, predictions for the structure functions, covering the BFKL effects
at small z, can also be obtained starting from a different equation, which was introduced a few
years ago [32] to describe the detailed structure of the gluon radiation associated to small-z
events. In ref. [33], the solution to this equation has been investigated numerically for the
structure function F%.

In the working group also the properties of the BFKL resummation equation itself were dis-
cussed with emphasis on the transverse momentum cut-off '34]. Recent progress in calculating
NLO corrections to the BFKL kernel was reported in ref. [35], see also [27] for other ongoing
investigations.

An alternative formulation of QCD at small x has been proposed in a series of papers, based
on a colour dipole concept [36], The theory has been worked out for the case of scattering
of two quarkonia, in which non-perturbative effects are suppressed by the smallness of the
quarkonium radius. First attempts to apply the colour dipole formulation to deep-inelastic
scattering have been reported at this workshop [37, 38]. The suitability of this approach to
investigate unitarity corrections and parton Saturation has been emphasized, and an explicit
parametrization of multi-pomeron exchange contributions has been presented [38].

3 Experimental Studies

The future HERA rneasurements of structure functions using electron and positron, proton and
deuteron beams promise to be of great interest, since the envisaged increase of luminosity will
allow for reducing the statistical and the systematic errors, especially for the proton case, to the
level of a few per cent in almost the füll accessible kinematic ränge. Within this working group,
detailed Simulation studies have been performed of various structure function measurements,
in order to estimate their expected accuracy and to analyze their physics impact.

3.1 The Proton Structure Function F2

A thorough Simulation has been carried out [39] of future HERA measurements of the proton
structure function F2(x,Q3) for a nominal kinematic ränge given by y < 0.8, 6e < 177°,
Q2 > 0.5 GeV2, and 9h > 8". The following assumptions were made on the future measurement
accuracies: 0.5-1% for the scattered electron energy E'e, 0.5-1 mrad for the polar angle 0C, 2% on



the hadronic energy Eh, 1-2% for the photoproduction background uncertainty at high y, and
2% due to trigger and detector efficiencies. The luminosity was assumed to be known within
1%. Moreover, controi of the radiative corrections at the level of 1% has been assumed- These
conditions lead to an estimated systematic error of F2 of about 3% in almost the füll kinematic
ränge of 2 • 1CT5 < x < 0.7 and 0.5 < Q1 < 5 • 104 GeV2. The anticipated accuracy represents
an improveraent by about a factor of two compared to the present results but extended to a
much wider region. The current Hl and ZEUS structure function analyses served äs a basis for
the simulations and were summarized in various talks presented to this working group [40].

In a detailed NLO QCD analysis [39], possible determinations of the strong coupling con-
stant a, and of the gluon distribution have been considered using the Hl and the ZEUS QCD
analysis programs and fitting techniques. The error of a, strongly depends on the mmimum
Q2 which can be included into such analysis. While perturbative QCD seems to work down
to l GeV2 at low z, the theoretical scale uncertainties in NLO become very large, see above.
With only HERA proton data an o, error of about 0.004 can be expected for Q2 > 3 GeV2.
As described in [39] the measurement of a, requires very accurate controi of the dependence
of the systematic errors on the kinematic variables. This will permit to largely reduce their
effect in the fit procedure like it has been practiced in the BCDMS/SLAC data analysis [41]
which lead to an experiineiital a, error of 0.003. Combination of the high x fixed target F2

data with the low x HERA data promises to yield a precision measurement of a, with an esti-
mated experimental error of 0.0013 for a,(M^). Simultaneously the gluon distribution can be
measured very accurately with an estimated error of e.g. 3% for x — 10~4 and Q — 20 GeV
[39] using HERA data only. This potential measurement can only be reliably interpreted if the
theoretical description is extended to NNLO.

3.2 High Q2 Structure Functions

For Q2 :> 500 GeV2 and with both electron and positrons beams employed, there are two
neutral current and two charged current reactions, i.e. four cross sections to be measured.
This permits to extract various structure functions and combinations of parton densities, äs
was already thoroughly studied in the previous HERA Workshops [42, 43] and summarized in
the discussion [44]. The main conclusions remain valid: i) the charge asymmetry in neutral
current elp scattering allows to determine the interference structure function xG$ — Ix £ Qqo,q •
(q — q) for large y; ii) the charged current cross sections directly determine the valence quark
distributions for x > 0.3; iii) with a high precision measurement of the four cross sections,
various combinations of parton distributions can be unfolded, e.g. the singlet distribution 01
the stränge quark density. All these measurements require highest luminosities, L > 500 pb~l,
about equally shared between electron and positron runs.

3.3 Deuteron Structure Functions

Interest has been expressed in the structure function working group '39, 45] in measuring the
electron-deuteron DIS cross section at HERA. At low x, despjte a few % structure function
extraction uncertainty due to shadowing effects [46], the proton-deuteron FZ difference will
permit to constrain the up-down quark difference. This is expected to vanish towards low x
but has not been measured yet in the domain of x < 10~3. Deuteron structure function data

are important for a seif consistent QCD analysis of HERA data äs they constrain the non-
singlet distributions in the a, and gluon determination. Even with a luminosity of C - SOpb"1

only, interesting parton distribution combinations äs s - c [43] at high Q2 > 100 GeV2 can be
measured.

3.4 Changing the Beam Energies

With the maximum possible energies of Ep ±: 1000 GeV and Ee ~ 35 GeV, the cms. energy
squared can be increased by about a factor of 1.5 äs compared to the nominal energy runs.
Hence x values lower by this factor can be accessed at a given Q2. It should be stressed that this
high-energy Option is the only way to explore this extended kinematical ränge in the foreseeable
future. It requires only modest luminosity L ~ 5 pb"1 for the exploration of the low x region.

Because of the relation Q2 ~ (2E,. cot Ce/2)z, the decrease of the electron beam energy can
be employed to reach very low values of Q2 < l GeV2. Using a small luminosity, C ~ l pb"1,
only this will allow for a high precision measurement of the transition region to photoproduction
even after the foreseen luminosity Upgrade which may limit the detector acceptance close to
the beam pipe.

A run at lowest possible proton beam energy with C ^ 10 pb"1 is required in order to ensure
maximum overlap of the HERA F2 data with the nxed-target results. This is important for the
precision measurement of a,. Lowering Ep is also a necessity for measuring the longitudinal
structure function FL.

3.5 The Longitudinal Structure Function FI

Various, partially complementary studies were presented to the workshop on the estimated
measurement accuracy of the longitudinal structure function FL [47, 48j. The joint conclusion
of these studies is that an FI precision measurement requires a set of about four different
proton beam energies, Ep = 250,350,450 and 820 GeV, for instance, with luminosities around
5-10 pb~l per energy setting. In a wide ränge of Q2, between about 4 and 100 GeV2, FL
should be measurable with an absolute error of typically 0.08 [48]. That accuracy largely
depends on the maximum y, i.e. the minimum electron energy which can be controled in view
of background and trigger requirements. The availability of various proton energies and the
use of the subtraction method [49] will permit a significant mea.su reinen t of the x dependence
of Fc(ar,Qs) which is important to distinguish between different predictions for FL. A run at
highest proton energy, Ep ^L 1000 GeV, would represent an important gain in sensitivity to FL,
and lower Ef data would provide useful systematics cross checks.

3.6 The Charm Contribution to F2

At low i, the charm contribution to the inclusive DIS cross section has been measured to be
about one quarter [50], Its understanding is crucial for the Interpretation of F2 and interest-
ing for an independent measurement of the gluon distribution. With a luminosity of several
100 pb"1, the charm structure function will be measurable with an estimated accuracy of 10%,
the error being mainly due to the limited knowledge of the charm fragmentation probability
P(c —> D] into D mesons, and the detector and analyses uncertainties [51, 15]. This will permit



a detailed investigation of the charm production mechanism äs a function of Q2 and x and a
complementary determination of the gluon distribution. The measurement relies on the obser-
vation of open charm production at HERA which should profit from Silicon detectors installed
near the interaction vertex in order to enhance the charm tagging efficiency.

3.7 Structure of the Pion

HERA provides an interesting opportunity to study the structure of the pion [52, 53] äs was
presented to this working group [54]. Finite values of momentum transfer squared from the
incoming proton beam to the outgoing neutron can be measured in the Hl and ZEUS neutron
calorimeters with mean values of the order of 0.1 GeV2. Studies were performed prior to the
workshop k53], and a complete Monte Carlo Simulation of the performance of the Hl forward
neutron calorimeter is described in [55]. A modest luminosity of 10 pb"1 would yield about
5000 events in the ränge 10 < <?! < 15 GeV2. This would enable the structure of the virtual
pion to be determined äs a function of the longitudinal momentum of the exchanged pion for
0.6 > xr > 10~4. Higher luminosities may allow the Separation of the longitudinal structure of
the pion and the determination of the structure of higher mass resonances.
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Abstract: We describe several numerical results for radiative corrections for deep
inelastic ep scattering at HERA which are calculated using the HECTOR package.
We present radiative corrections for ten different choices of kinematical variables
for unpolarized neutral and charged current deep inelastic scattering. Radiative
corrections for neutral current scattering off polarized protons are calculated in
leptonic variables and compared to those obtained by the POLRAD code for the
kinematic regime of the HERMES experiment.

l Introduction

The precise knowledge of QED radiative corrections is indispensable in the determination of nu-
cleon structure functions. The forthcoming high statistics measurements of FZ(X, Q2), FL(X, Q2)
and Fc^(x,Q2') at Hl and ZEUS require knowing the radiative corrections at the % level. In
some of the measurements particularly, the ränge of high y is essential. Here the radiative
corrections turn out to be large foi some choices of the kinematical variables and higher order
corrections can be necessary.

In the present note we summarize the status reached in the calculation of the QED radiative
corrections. In section 2, we present a short description of main features of the recently released
code HECTOR [1],

For the first time also polarized nucleon structure functions can be measured at HERA with
the HERMES experiment Also here the radiative corrections are large. Recently a dedicated
new calculation [2] was performed including both 7 and Z-boson exchange and accounting for
all twist-2 contributions to the structure functions contributing to scattering cross sections both
for the case of longitudinally and transverse polarized nucleons.

In section 3, we present a discussion of numerical results summarized in a collection of
figures. A particular emphasis is given on the high y ränge by presenting and discussing the
results for ten different choices of the kinematical variables. A first comparison between the
results of HECTOR and earlier results of POLRAD 3]- 5] is presented.
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2 HECTDR 1.00 and its recent Upgrade

The code HECTDR was created at DESY-Zeuthen in 1995. Version 1.00, November 1995 [1],
accumulates and comprises results collected over the course of 20 years (1975-1994) by the
Dubna-Zeuthen Radiative Correction Group (DZRCG) [6], based on a semi-analytic, model-
independent (MI) approach and results by J. Blümlein (1990-1994), based on aninclusive leading
logarithmic approach (LLA).

The branches of HECTQR include earlier codes for treatment of selected parts of radiative cor-
rections:

• HELIOS - an inclusive LLA treatment of leptonic QED radiative corrections including
second order initial state radiation, O ( ( a L f ) , and soft-photon exponentiation to all Orders
for a variety of measurements: leptonic, mixed. Jaquet-Blondel, double angle variables,
the S method and others [7];

• TERAD - a complet» O (a) MI treatment of leptomc QED radiative corrections for several
types of measurements, for a detailed description see [8];

• DISEP - a complete Ö(a) quark-parton model treatment of QED radiative corrections
and one-loop electroweak radiative corrections [9] for leptonic and mixed variables;

• TERADLOW - a MI treatment of leptonic QED radiative corrections in the photoproduction
region for leptonic variables [8],

HECTDR makes use of extensive access to existing libraries of the structure functions and
parton densities, both via the PDF-library [10] and directly, and to recent low Q2-libraries.

The QCD corrections are implemented in the framework of different factorization schemes,
äs the M,? and DI S schemes, in order to ensure a proper use of available parton densities. The
LO Option is also available.

Cunently one may access ten different choices of kinematical variables for neutral and
charged current deep inelastic scattering, see figures 2a-j.

Simple kinematical cuts are possible within the complete O(a) MI approach.

The Upgrade of HECTQR, version l. 11, will contain the following additions:

• The Option to calculate radiative corrections for neutral current deep inelastic polarized
lepton - polarized nucleon scattering has been incorporated [2]. It includes both 7 and Z-
boson exchange. The Born cross section contains all twist-2 contributions to the polarized
structure functions - for the cases of longitudinal and transverse proton polarization.

• The radiative corrections for a tagged photon measurement based on a mixture of complete
MI, deterministic and LLA approaches are being incorporated [11].

Version 1.11 will be released by the end of 1996.
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3 Numerical Results

3.1 QED radiative correctioiis at high y

The radiative corrections (RC) at high y are presented in two sets of figures, l and 2, at HERA
collider energies. Here for the structure functions, we used the CTEQ3M LO parametriza-
tion [121.

In figures la-d, we show the comparison between complete ö(ct) MI cakulations and those
in LLA, for 4 types of measurements for which the complete results are available.

In leptonic variables at sinall x and high y, where the correction is big, the difference between
complete and LLA calculations reaches tens of percent.

In mixed variables we registered an almost constant, i,i/-independent shift between the two
calculations, which is quite small, < 0.5%.

An interesting phenomenon is observed in Jaquet-Blondel and kadronic variables. There
the difference between the two calculations grows with growing y, reaching several percent for
y K; l, i.e. in the soft photon corner of hadronic y. This could be a reflection of the fact that
in these variables the final state radiation leading log correction is absent and non-logarithmic
terms can be important.

So, one can conclude, that although the LLA approximates the gross features of radia-
tive corrections in ah1 4 variables, its precision is not sufficient if one aims at an accuracy of
measurement of the order of 1%.

In figures 2a-j, we show the comparison between lowest order and higher order LLA cal-
culations of radiative corrections for ten measurements: eight - for neutral current (NC) and
two - for charged current (CG). Although we have presented figures for all ten choices of
measurements available in HECTOR. we will discuss only several of the most populär kinematic
variables.

In leptonic variables at small x and high T/, the higher order corrections reach tens of percent.
Since LLA qualitatively decribes the lowest order corrections, one may trust the reliability of
higher order corrections estimation.

In Jaquet-Blondel, mixed, and hadronic variables, the higher order corrections exhibit very
similar properties. They grow with increasing x and y, reaching l — 2% at high x and high y,
i.e. in the soft photon corner.

The constant positive stuft, growing with increasing z, is distinctly seen in double angle and
E variables. It may reach 1% for i — 0.1 and goes down rapidly with decreasing x.

In the eS method, the higher order corrections are surprisingly large, but this niethod is
not so populär.

From figures presented, we may conclude that higher order corrections are in general rather
important for the precision measurement ofdeep inelastic scattering at HERA.

Both sets of figures prove tha.t a realistic radiative corrections procedure must take into
account both the complete lowest order calculations and higher order corrections, at least
within LLA. This is exactly the strategy that the HECTDR code follows.
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3.2 Comparison of HECTOR and POLRAD15 for Polarized Deep Inelastic
Scattering

In this section we compare the results of the codes HECTOR and POLRAD15. We refer to the
kinematic ränge of the HERMES experiment and consider only leptonic corrections in leptonic
variables for scattering off polarized protons. Both the cases of longitudinal and transverse
polarizations were studied. We used the parametrizations of Schäfer'88 [13] and GRSV'96 [14]
to describe the polarized structure functions.

To simplify the first comparison between the two codes, we neglect 2-boson exchange,
account only for one structure function (gf) for the case of longitudinal proton polarization,
and at most for two (g^) f°r the case of transverse polarization. Furthermore, we neglect the
vacuum polarization correction (the runm'ng a), higher order radiative corrections, hadronic
corrections and electroweak corrections.

The comparison for unpolanzed, longitudinal and transverse parts of deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) radiative corrections normalized by corresponding Born cross sections is presented in
figures 3a-d. They are denoted in figures äs UNPOL, LONG, TRAN, correspondingly. Further
details may be found in [2].

The results of the comparison may be summarized äs follows:

• Very good agreement was found for all values of x and y in the unpolarized-case.

• We registered some disagreement for small x and high y, i.e. in the Compton region, for
longitudinal- and franst; erse-cases.

• We observed an amazing agreement between complete and LLA calculations in the con-
sidered set-up. This suggests the use of a fast, LLA code for HERMES measurements in
leptonic variables.

Further work on the comparison, aimed at the resolution of the above-mentioned disagreement,
is in progress.
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Abstract: Seven next-to-lcading order QCD evolution programs are compared.
The deviations of the results due to different theoretical prescriptions for truncating
the perturbative series are clarified, and a numerical agreement between five codes of
better than Q.1% is achieved. Reference results for further comparison are provided.

l Introduction

In order to exploit the füll potent ial of HERA for deep-inelastic scattcring (DIS). the highest
possible luminosities and considerable efforts for the reduction of experimental systematic un-
certainties are necessary. This will finally allow a measurement of the proton structure function
P? over a wide ränge, vvith errors on the level of very few percent [1]. To rnake füll use of such
results, and to allow even for combined analyses using the high-precision fixed-target data
äs well, the structure function evolution programs required for the necessary multi-parameter
QCD fit s have to be numcrically and conccptually under control to a mucli higher accuracy. At
least oue Order of magnitude is desirable. This accuracy is necessary to safely rule out coatribu-
tions to the theory error of Q,(A/|) which arise frora the particular technical implementation of
the solution of the NLO evolution equations. Due to the current apparent difference in as(M|)
äs determined in e+e~ and DIS experiments [2], this question is of particular Import auce for
the future QCD analyses hased on the HERA structure function data.

So far no high-precision comparison of next-to-leading-order (NLO) programs has been per-
formecl including the füll HERA ränge. In previous studies partial comparisons were carried out
demanding a considerably lower accuracy (see e.g. ref. [3]). Other comparisons focussed on the
valencc ränge and compared the effect of different codes used for the QCD fit on AQCD only. see
ref. [4]. The required accuracy cannot be easily reached by just comparing results to published
parametrizations, due to their inaccuracies. caused by respective numerical representations.
Often also the physical and technical assumptions made are not fully documented.

In this paper, we present the results of a dedicated effort, comparing the results of seven
NLO codes under perfectly controlled conditions. The paper is organized äs follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we recall the basic formulae. and sketch the most commonly used approachcs to the
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evolution equations. Section 3 compares the differences of six "global1 evolution programs. The
clarification of the deviations found there. using also a seventh program especially suited for
the -local' evolution of F2. is described in Section 4. The size of the numerical differences
which persist after this development is investigated in Section 5, where also reference results
for further comparison are provided. Finally Section 6 contains our summary.

2 Approaches to the Next-to-Leading Order Evolution

The evolution equations for the parton distributions f ( x , Q 2 ) of the proton are givcn by

Here x Stands for the fractional momenturn carried by the partons. and •£ denotes the Meilin
convolution. For brevity, we havc iutroduced as(Q2) = a,(Q2)/4;r. Eq. (1) is understood to
represent. in a generic manner, the non-singlet cases äs well äs the coupled quark and gluon
evolutions. P|0) and .P1'1 denote tbe corresponding leading order (LO) and NLO Splitting
functions. respectively (see, e.g., ref. [5]). Only these two coefficicnts of the perturbative series
are completely known so far, hence the solution of the evolution equations is presently possible
only up to NLO. To this accuracy. the scale depcndence of the strong coupling a,(Q2) reads

(2)

Throughout our comparisons, we will identify the renorrnalization and factorjzation scales with
Q2, äs already indicated in eqs. (1) and (2). For different choices see refs. [6, 7). Introducing
the QCD scale parameter A, the solution of cq. (2) can be written äs

Two approaches bave been widely used for dealing with the integro-differential equations
(1). In many analyses. they havc been numcrically solvcd directly in .r-space. \Vc will exemplify
some techniques applicable in this casc for one particular program, choosing 'QCDNUM1 , which
is based on the programs of ref. [8], and is planned to become publicly avallable [9]. See, for
example, ref. [10] for a description of a differing j;-space implementation.

In QCDNUM, the Q2 evolution of the parton momentum densities is calculated on a grid in
x and Q2, starting from the x-dependence of these densities at a fixed reference scale QQ. The
logarithmic slopes in Q2 are calculated from eq. (1). To compute the convolution integrals, the
assumption is made that the parton distributions can be linearly interpolated (at all Q2) from
one x gridpoint to the next. With this assumption the integrals can be evaluated äs weightcd
sums. The weights, which are essentially integrals over the Splitting functions. are numerically
calculated (by Gauss Integration) to high precision at program initialization. From the value
of a given parton distribution and the slopes at Q%, the distribution can be calculated at the
next gridpoint Q\ Ql (or Q\ Ql). This distribution then serves to calciilate the slopes
at Q\, and the evolution is coutinued over the whole x-Q2 grid. The evolution algorithm
makes use of quadratic interpolation in \nQ2.
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In this way, a. fast evolution of parton dctisities is obtained, entirely based on look-up
wcight tables which are calculated at program initialization. The numerical acouracy depends
on the density of the x grid and, to a lesser extent, on that of the Q2 grid. In the comparisons
pix&ented here, 370 gridpoints in x covering 10~5 < x < l have been used: 230 points distributed
logarithmically for x < 0.2, and 140 points distributed linearly for ,r > 0.2. A logarithmic Q2

grid with 60 points covered the ränge 4 < Q2 < 104 GeV2.

An important alternative to the direct x-space treatment, employed in the analyses of refs.
[11. 12] based upon ref. [13], is to transform the evolution equatkms to Mcllin-Ar moments.
The main virtue of this transformation is that the convolution is reduced to a simple product.
Hence eq. (1) turns lato a system of ordinary differential equations at fixed A', which allows
for an analytic solntion. Rewriting the evolution equations in tcrms of as = a,(Q2} using eq.
(2), and expanding the resulting r.h.s. into a power series in os. one arrives in NLO at

da,

After transformation to Ar-moments. its solution can be written down in a closed form for the
non-singlet cases, with a0 = <i,(Ql). äs

(5)OK)3o v Jo " / ' J \a0

For the notationally more cumbersome, corresponding relation for the singlet evolution, the
reader is referred to refs. [11. 12].

From these analytic Solutions, one can acquire the x-space results by one contour integral in
the complex Ar-plane. see ref. [12]. Using a chain of Gauss quadratures, a numerical accuracy of
this integration at better than 10~5 is readily achieved. In our comparisons, at most 136 fixed
Support points at complex A^values have been used. with this maximal number employed only
for very large values of x [14]. Due to the required non-trivial analytic continuations of the
NLO anomalous dimensions [12], this approach is technically somcwhat more involved than the
nurnerical x-space solution. On the other band, since the Q2 Integration is done in one step,
regardless of the evolution distance, and the use of fixed support points allows for performing
the calculation of the anomalous dimensions only once at program initialization. this method
is competitive in speed to the x-space iterations.

A partly independent .V-space program has been developed during this workshop [15]. im-
plementing an iterative numerical solution of the Mellin-transformed eq. (4). Since one of the
advantages of the Ar-space approach is not exploited here, this program is so far not compet-
itive in speed with the ones discussed before. It has however been of considerable value for
cross-checks and theoretical investigations, see below.

Before we now turn to the comparisons, it should be emphasized that a perfect agrecment
between the results based upon eqs. (1), (4), and (5) is not to bc expected, since they all differ
in terms of next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO), hidden under the O(a^) and O(a2a) signs.

3 The Initial Comparisons

All our comparisons are performed under soraewhat simplified. but sufficiently realistic condi-
tions. We assume four massless flavours, in cq. (1) äs well äs in eq. (2), at all scales considered.
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i.e. effects due the non-zero charm mass and the existence of the bottom quark are not taken
into account. All our results below will refer to the MS reiiormalization and factorization
Scheines, and the corresponding scales are identified with Q2. The reference scale Q2 for the
evolution, and the four-flavour QCD scale parameter A in eq. (3) are chosen äs

= 4 GeV2 . AJJ = 250 MeV. (6)

xg(x,Ql) = Agx-™(l-x)\ = xc(^Q2) = 0.

The SU(3)-symmetric sea S is assumed to carry 15% of the nucleon's momentum at the input
scale. and the remaining coefficients .4,- are fixed by the usual sum rules. Finally F2 is determined
by simply convoluting the resulting parton densities with the appropriate coefficient functions.
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Figure 1: The differences between the up-valence, smgiet q u a r k and gluon densities, ÜL , , E and g,
and the proton stmcture functlons F2, äs obtained from evolving the i n p u t (7) with various MLO
evolution programs [9, 10, 14. 15, 16, 17] to Q'1 = 100 GeV'J. All results have been normalized to
those of ref. [9]. For a detailed discussion see the text.



The results of OUT first comparisons are shown in Figure 1. One notices the very good
agreemeut betweeii the programs [9, 10] used by the HERA collaborations. The differcnces
are always much less than 1%, and the curves can hardly be distinguished, except for large
r, with the present resolution. A similarly excellent agreement is seen between the two A'-
space programs [14, 15], except for very low x, where offsets up to 1.5% show up. The most
strikiiig feature of the figure, however, is the very sizeable differences between these two groups
of programs: the scaling violations, increasing (decreasmg) the distributions at sraall (large)
Valucs of .r. are considerably stronger in the results of refs. [14, 15], although. of course, the
same values for o, are eraployed äs in refs. [9, 10]. This effect reaches a magnitude of äs much
äs 8% for the structure function FI at the smallest r-values considered,

As stated above, perfect agreement had not been expected due to theoretical differences,
but the sizc of this offset was a surprise to most of us. It Jnitiated quitc some chec.king and
programming activity, which will be summarized in the next section.

Also shown in the figure are the results obtamed by the j-space evolution programs of the
MRS and CTEQ global h't collaborations [16, 17]. Very good agreement to the results of refs.
[9. 10] is found for the valence quarks, except for ref. [16] at extremely low values of x. In the
singlet sector. however, significant diffcrences are observed for some quantities: 1.5 - 3% on the
gluon density in ref. [16], and up to 4% on the sea quark distributious in ref. [17].

4 Pinning Down the Differences

Besides checks and comparisons of the numerical values of the NLO Splitting between the codes
of refs. [9, 14, 15], the large differences discussed in the previous section led to three program
developrnerits, which together allowed for thcir füll understanding on an unprecedented level.

• A program for a local rcpreseutation of the evolution of F? close to the initial scale.
completely independent of all previous ones, was added to the comparisons [IS],

• The code of ref. [15] was extended to include, still in moment space, an Option for evolving
also on the basis of eq. (1) mstead of (4).

• The program of ref. [14] was used to simulate an iterative solution of eq. (4) äs performed
in ref. [15], and additionally two new iterative options, one of them equivalent to eq. (5),
were introduced int o this package.

The results of these efforts are displayed in Figure 3, where we show the evolution of Fj, close
to onr reference scale Ql = 4 GeV2, for three typical values of x. The differences. depicted
in the previous figure for Q2 — 100 GeV2, build up very quickly near Qo: already arouucl
10 GeV2 t Key are close to their final level. The second importaiit observation is the perfect
agreement of the local representation [18] with the x-space codes [9, 10], which imrnediately
stopped any speculations on possible problems in the latter programs. Next one notices that
the 1% small-x difference between refs. [14] and [15] is perfectly understood in terms of the
slightly different contributions truncated away in eqs. (4) and (5). cf. ref. [6]. The concluding
step is the comparison of the modified evolution of [15] with the results of [9, 10, 18]. This
reveals that in fact virtually all offsets between the results of refs. [9. 10, 14. 15] in Figure l are
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Figure 2: A comparison of results on the Q2 evolution of F2 close tot he reference scale Ql — 4 GeV2.
The results of refs. [9, 15, 12] (denoted by B, R, and V) are äs in the previous figure. BvN
represents a local representation of the F2 evolution [18], and the curves R' and V check the
numerical consistency by adapting to the theoretical assumptions of refs. [9] and [15], respectively.

due to the differences introduces by the employed truncation prescriptions for the perturbative
series the NLO level, i.e. by terms of NNLO and bcyond.

The origin of the differences between the results of refs. [16, 17] and our programs ccmid
not be clarified during this workshop. Hence for the very precise comparisons to which we now
turn, we will keep only our five program packagcs. which agree, at least, sizeably better than
to 1%,

5 The Achieved Numerical Accuracy

Armed now with at 'east two different codes for any of the truncation prescriptions of Section 2,
we can proceed to explore the lirnits of the agreement of our five program packages under
consideration. This complete coverage will be used for comparing all programs, even those
with conflictiug theoretical treatments, in one figure. For this purpose, the results of refs.
[9, 10] have been normalized to the modified evolution of ref. [15] (based upon eq, (!]), whereas
the 'iterated' evolution of ref. [14] is normalized to the original results of ref. [15] (based upon
eq. (4)).

The results are shown at two fixcd Q2 values in Figure 3 for the partou distributions, and
in Figure 4 for Q2 evolution of the proton structure function F% at three fixed values of x. The
total spread of the results at Q2 = 100 GeV'2 amomits to at most about 0.05%, except for very
large x, where the distributions, especially the ghiou density. become very small. Even after



evolution to 104 GeV2, the differences are still on the level of 0.1%, meeting the goal formulated
in the introduction. Moreover, there is no reason for failing to reach an even higher accuracy,
at least to 0.02% äs already achieved between the /V-space prograrns, also in z-space, e,g. by
increasing the still not too high number of Q2 grid points in the program of ref. [9].

Finally, for the convenieuce of those readeis who want to check their own existing of forth-
coming NLO evolution program to an accuracy well below 0.1% over a wide ränge in x, we show
in Table l two sets of reference results, which represent the evolution of the initial distributions
(7) under the conditions (6), according to eq. (1) and eq. (5) to Q2 = 100 GeV2.

X

io-5
10-'
io-3
io-2
0.1
0.3
0.7

X

IQ'5
IO'4
io-3
io-2
0.1
0.3
0.7

xu„

9.2793 E-3
2.8777E-2
8.720SE-2
2.4598 E-l
4.7450 E-l
3. 1152 E-l
2.504SE-2

xu„

9.4109 E-3
2.9144 E-2
8.8083 E-2
2.4723 E-l
4.7268 E-l
3.0798 E-l
2.4433 E-2

z4,

5.2115 E-3
L6134 E-2
4.8678 E-2
1.3494 E-l
2.3215 E-l
1.1662 E-l
3.94S6.E-3

xdv

5. 2848 E-3
1.6336 E-2
4.9146 E-2
1.3553 E-l
2.3097 E-l
1.1511 E-l
3.8429 E-3

xS

2.6670 El
1.3862E1
6.7508 EO
2.8562 EO
5.7924E-1
5.7780 E-2
8.0219 E-5

xS

2.8S93E1
1.4755E1
7.0516 EO
2.9226EO
5. 7880 E-l
5. 6817 E-2
7. 6 136 E-5

2xc

5.0866 EO
2.4694 EO
1.0663EO
3.5762 E-l
4. 6496 E-2
3.5268 E-3
4.0111 E-6

2xc

5.6465EO
2.6954 EO
1.1434 EO
3. 7584 E-l
4.7422 E-2
3.4796 E-3
3.5004 E-6

ig

9.6665 El
4.7091 El
2.0801 El
7.5998 EO
1.4260 EU
1.9173 E-l
1.1276 E-3

xg

9.8060 El
4.7859 El
2.1110 El
7.6627 EO
1.4152 EO
1.8757 E-l
1.0854 E-3

f3

7.0270 EO
3.5868 EO
1.7271 EO
7. 9497 E-l
3. 5397 E-l
1.6536 E-l
1.4359 E-2

F.

7.6417 EO
3.8325 EO
1.8094EO
8.1358 E-l
3. 5337 E-l
1.6349 E-l
1.4013 E-2

Tabie 1. Reference results at Q2 — 100 GeV3 for the NLO evolution using the direct solution of
eq. (1) (upper half), and the truncated analytic solution (5) (lower half). The initial conditions are
specified m eqs. (6) and (7). The estimated numencal accuracy of these results is about 0.02%.

6 Summary

The results of seven prograrns for the XLO evolution of parton densities and structurc functions
have been compared. Differences due to terms of NNLO. truncated differently in the various
implementations, turn out to be larger tlian anticipated. They can reach, e.g.. about 6/^ at
x = 10""1 and Q2 = 100 GeV2. A füll quantitative understanding of these differences has been
achieved at an unprecedented level of accuracy for five of these codes. There the remaimng
numencal differences are on the level of ±0.02% at Q2 = 100 GeV2. Two sets of rcference
results, according to different theoretical prescriptions, have been provided for further high-
precision checks of evolution programs.
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Figure 3: The rernaining numerical ,r-dependent deviations on uv, E and g at Q2 = 100 and IO4

GeV2 between the prograrns of refs. [9, 10, 14, 15], after the differing theoretical assumptions have
been corrected for, see the text. The results have been normalized to those of ref. [15].
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Abstract: The results are presented of a study of the accuracy one may achieve
at HERA in measuring the strong coupling constant Qs and the gluon distribution
x g ( x , Q2} using fu ture data of the structure function F^(x, Q2} which are estimatc-d
to be accurate at the few % level over the füll accessible kinematic region down to
x ~ 10~5 and up to Q2 ~ 50000 GeV2. The analysis iricludes simulated proton and
deuteron data, and the effect of combining HERA data with fixed target data is
discussed.

l Introduction

Deep inelastic scattering is the ideal place to investigate the quark-gluon interaction. Previous
fixed target experiments have lead to very prccise tests of Quantum Chromodynamics in the
kinematic ränge of larger x > 0.005 and lowcr Q2 < 300 GeV2. The first few years of exper-
imentation at HERA extended this ränge to very low j ~ 0.0001 and large Q2 ~ 3000 GeV2

leading to reraarkable results in the investigation of deep inelastic scattering [1. 2] including
rather accurate measurements already of the proton structure function FI(X, Q2). In this study
an attempt has been made to estimate the accuracy of future measurements of F? at HERA
and their possible impact on precision mesurements of the strong coupling constant o>s(Q'2) and
the gluon distribution xg(x,Q2}, The measurernent of these quantilies is a key task at HERA.
Both can be determined in a number of different processes äs deep inelastic jet production.
charm and Jjfy production and with future measurements of the longitudirial structure func-
t ion. The rrieasurement of F?, howevcr, is expected to be the most precise way to determinc as

and xg from the scaling violations of F2. Those are most prominent at very low ,T due to quark
pair production from the gluon field and weaker at large x > 0.1 due to gluon bremsstrahlung,
Both processes, and their NLO corrections, will be accessible with future high statistics data
at HERA which is hoped to deliver a final luminosity figure near to C, ~ l fb~' during the next
8 years of Operation.
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The QCD analysis of the past and present F2 structure function data lead to remarkable
results already, more than listed here:

• A rather precise determination of as(Q2) with an experimental error of 0.003 at Q2 ~ M\s perforrned using the SLAC and the BCDMS structure function data [3j.

• Both Hl [4, 5] and ZEUS [6, 7] have determined the gluon distribution with an about
15% accuracy at Q2 = 20 GeV2 and x ~ l O'4 by using different sets of fixed target data
[8, 9, 10] combined with the HERA results.

• The HERA deep inelastic structure function data have a big impact on global analyses
and the determination of parton distributions [11].

The analysis presented in this paper will show that HERA will allow to reach the 1% level of
deterrnining as and xg. This represents a challenge to the theoretical understanding of deep
inelastic scattering in perturbative QCD in the low x and low Q2 ~ M% region. A precision
measurernent of the strong coupling constant will represent an important constraint to unified
theories. As such it represents one fundamental reason to perform an extended long term
Programme of experimentation at HERA,

This paper is organized as foliows. Section 2 presents the assumptions and the results of the
Simulation of F2 structure function data. Section 3 contains the outline of the QCD analysis
procedure and error treatment required for the analysis. The results of a detailed study of
the as measurernent accuracy are given in section 4. Similarly the determination of the gtuon
distribution is presented in section 5. A brief summary is given in section 6.

2 Accuracy of Future HERA Structure Function Data

Recent measurements of the proton structure function F^x.Q2) by the Hl and ZEUS col-
laborations [4, 6], bascd on data taken in 1994 with an integrated luminosity C of about
3 pb"1, have reached a systematic error level of about 4-5% in the bulk region of the data.
10 < <5a < 100 GeV2. Exploratory measurements of the very low Q2 region with about 15-20%
accuracy were presented by Hl with 1995 shifted vertex data [12] and by ZEUS using a rcar
calorimeter installed near the beam pipe in backward direction [13]. Based on the experience of
these analyses a study has been made in order to estimate what might be the ultimate accuracy
of F2 measurements at HERA. This is a difficult task: on one hand one can rather easily ex-
trapolate the present knowledge of systematic errors and also calculate rather straightforward
the effect of residual miscalibrations on the cross section measurernent. On the other hand
there will always be local, detector dependent effects in addition and, furthermore, one can not
sinmlate the results to be expected from innovations of the structure function analyses. For
example, it is likely that a low elcctron energy calibration. much below the kinematic peak,
can be performed reconstructing the TTO mass or. to givc another one, the region of y below
0.01, which was considered to be not accessible due to calorimetric noise, may be accessed
nevertheless by imposing a p? balance constraint using the electron inforrnation. Thereforc
this Simulation study may give valid estimates but the t ruth will be the result of data taking
and analysis work over many years still to come.
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For this analysis the following kinematic constraints have been imposed;

• Q2 > l GeV2 which may be the limit of appücability of the DGLAP evolution equations
at low x [14];

• Of < 177° which might be arcessible with nominal energy running even after the luminosity

• y < 0.8 a limit arising frora large radiative corrections and a small scattcred electron
energy limit E'e > fevv Ge\ due to photoproduction background and electron Identification
limitations;

• öjj > 8", a hadron reconstruction limit imposed by the beam pipe which may differ
somewhat finally.

A number of data sets was generated äs summarized in table l and illustrated in fig.l. The
maximuin Q'2 of the data depends on the avaüable luminosity and rnight reach values of up to
50000 GeV2. The generation and systematic error calculation was performed with a numerica!
program written by one of us which was checked to be in good agreement with the Monte Carlo
programs used for real data analyses.

number
1

11
III
IV
V
VI

micleon
proton
proton
proton
proton

deuteron
deuteron

Ee

27.6
27.6
27.6
15.0
27.6
27.6

£W
820
820
400
820
410
110

C/pb-1

10
1000
200

10
10
50

QLr.

0.5
100
100
0.5
0.5
100

QLr
100

50000
20000

100
100

20000

Table 1: Summary of simulated data sets for this study, energy values are in GeV and Q'2 in GeV2.

The following systematic error sources were considered in the analysis the effect of which is
illustrated in fig.2:

• An electron energy calibration error of 0.5% in the backward region (Of > 160°) and 1%
in the central barrcl and forward region of the detectors.

• An electron polar angle uncertainty of 0.5 mrad backwards and l mrad in the central part
of the detector (fle < 165°).

• A 2% uncertainty of the hadronic energy scale which is important at lower y < 0.1 where
the kinematics cannot be determined solely with the electron variables E'f and &,, because
of divergencies of the resolution x \jy. The energy scales E'f and Eh may be cross
calibrated by comparing cross section mesurements in different parts of the detector [15]
once t here is high statistics available in the barrel part, and using the electron and track
Information in the detector.
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• The photoproduction background may cause a 1-2% error at large y > 0.5 and for Q2 <
100 GeV2. This requires an about 10% control of its shape and normaüzation which
can be envisaged with the electron taggers, the hadronic calorimeter sections and using
tracking Information in front of the calorimeters which suppresses the TTO part of the
contamination.

• Radiative corrections can be controled to 1%, perhaps 2% at highest y > 0.7, using the
hadronic and electron Information which overconstrains the kinematics. The Monte Carlo
[16] and numerical calculations [17] are known to be in very good agreement. This FI
Simulation assumes the radiative corrections to be performed, including the electroweak
part which at high y and Q2 modifies the cross section at the ~ 20% level.

• Beam background and various efficiencies are assumed to introduce an overall error of
2%.

• A luminosity error of 1% is assumed.

These systematic errors are about one half of those presently reached in the high statistics
domain of the FI measurements. If the kinematic dependence of the correlated systematic
errors is sufficiently well known, it can be taken into account in QCD fits, see below. Note in
this respect that the required luminosity is not simply given by the statistical errors per bin
but rather by the statistics needed for detailed systematic studies. However there will always
be residual local and higher order effects which we represent here by a random systematic error
of 1%.

3 Analysis Procedure

The generated data were analysed using the Hl [18] and ZEUS [19] QCD fitting programs.
Elsewhere in these proceedings both programs are shown to be in good agreement [20]. In
order to simplify the analysis the data were replaced by the QCD model (see below) so that the
fits immediately convcrged to the minimum \ — 0 and CPU time was effectively spent only
on the calculation of the covariance matrix of the fitted pararneters. The errors on the gluon
distribution and on QS are then obtained from Standard error propagation.

3.1 QCD Model

The QCD prediction for the F2 structure function can be written äs

F?CD(x O2) = Fuds(x,Q2) + Fr(x Q2). (1)

where F2" ä obeys the NLO QCD evolution equations for / = 3 light flavours and the charm
contribution F2 is calculated according to [21]. The light flavour contribution in tu rn is decom-
posed into a singlet and a non-singlet part:

The singlet structure function is related to the singlet quark momenturn distribution, z£ =
"£jx(qj + 9/)i which obeys an evolution equation coupled to the gluon distribution ig. The
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main contribution to F^s comes frorn the difference of up and down quarks and antjquarks:
-r AU(j = x(u 4- ü) - z(d + d). We remark here t hat Aud is constrained by the difference F$ - F$
of proton and deuteron structure functions.

At the input scale Ql - 4 GeV2 the parton distributions were parametrised äs

(3)

The input parameters for the gluon and the singlet distributions were obtained from a fit to
the sirnulated data whereas the non-singlet parameters and their uncertainties were taken frorn
[7]. The input value of os was set to a,(M$) = 0.113 corresponding to A<ll = 263 MeV [3].

3.2 Definition of the \ and Fit Procedure

The two fitting programs of Hl and ZEUS have been used in parallel arid all Important numbers
were cross checked. The ZEUS program uses a step by Step ( a la Runge Kutta) procedure
to solve the DGLAP evolution equations. The Hl program projects the DGLAP cquations
on a functional basis where they are solved exactly [18, 22]. Both programs use MINUIT to
make the fitting. In addition the Hl program has the possibility to use an independent set of
routines (called LSQFIT) which performs a least chisquare fit. In LSQFIT the \ function to
be minimised is recognized to be the sum of the square of dcviations and the derivatives of the
deviations are computed by finite differences. Both MINUIT and LSQFIT can compute the
second order derivatives of the \ with respect to the parameters: these may be used for the
error cornputation äs will be shown in the following.

The x2 's defmed äs
_ v~"

A/,
14!

where F, is the model prediction, /,• the measured F2 value, A/, its statistical error and the
sum runs over all data points (i). In addition to the set of parton distribution parameters {p}.
including a,, we have introduced the parameter set {s} which takes into account the systematic
errors of the measurements. The relation between the model prediction and the QCD prediction
for FZ is written äs:

where A(l- is the relative systematic error on data point (i) belonging to the source ( / ) . We
assume that the parameters s/ are gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance so
that the A; correspond to a one Standard deviation systematic error1.

3.3 Systematic Error Evaluation

Given the ̂  definition of the previous section there are essentially three methods to evaluate
the systematic errors on the fitted parameters:

Asymmetrie errors can be taken into account by adding terms quaclratic in s( in eq. ö.
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Repeat the fit with several values of the systematics variables s/, either chosen at random
or giving to each variable in turn the value 1. The systematic errors are then obtained
by adding all the deviations from the central value in quadrature.

Leave the systematic parameters fixed to zero but propagate the errors on s/ (assumed to
bc 1) to the covariance matrix of the fitted parameters [23]. If the deviations are linear
functions of the systematic variables it is easy to compute directly the errors from the
second derivatives of the \, Let us introduce the following matrices:

u
M =

dp dp
1/2

dpdp
(61

L- — 7 TT ^ — " 7 2 ^ 1/2-jr—;r- ( i }
• op os Am; opas

V3tae = M"1 is the {p} statistical error matrix and C is the matrix which expresses
statistical and systematic correlations. One can show that [23]

ywt = M-lCCTM~l (8)

is the {p} systematic error matrix. The LSQFIT program determines these matrices and
also the function crror bands. For MINUIT a fit has to be performed where the systematic
parameters are left free and the inverse of the resulting covariance matrix contains the
matrices M and C. Reinverting M and using eq.(8) yields the statistical and systematic
errors in case all systematic parameters are kept fixed.

• The \-2 ~ Vmin + l method
If the correlations between parametcrs are big and/or the dependence of the deviations
with respect to the parameters is highly non-linear, it is more appropriate to compute
the error on a specific parameter by considering an increase of the \y one. all the other
parameters being optimised. Both MINUIT and LSQFIT can provide this calculation.
This method has been used also to draw error bands with LSQFIT which is faster than
the MINOS option of MINUIT. In this case the value of the function itself at some fixed
x and Q2 point is taken äs a parameter. Then the equation say G(z, Q2) — G is used to
climinate the more sensitive parameter.

The three different methods and the two different programs have been coinpared in detail
leading to consistent rcsults. Fits were performed on data randomly offset both statistically
and systematically. Taking äs the error the r.m.s. of the fitted as values this appeared to be
in agreement with the Standard error calculation. This method gives the most rcliable error
estimate, but it is clearly too elaborate to bc of practical use in a study Hke the one undertaken
here.

3.4 Fitting the Systematics

If the kinematical dependence of a systematic error. like the l /y behaviour of the electron. energy
scale uncertainty. is well known. a contribution, £( s?i can be added to the ^2 and a fit can be
performed determining an extended set of parameters {p, 5}. The interest of such a procedure
is obviously that here füll knowledge of the experiment enters to irnprove the measurement
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accuracy. Such a procedure was adopted in [3] to reduce the influence of the main experimental
errors, the magnetic field caübration of the BCDMS spectrometer for exarnplc, on the value and
error of QS. The method to find the resulting errors is practically the same äs for the statistical
error treatment. LSQFIT and MINUIT deliver the complete error matrix which in the case of
M I N U I T is exactly the one used in melhod "2.

4 Results on as

4.1 Introduction

The data and the fitting procedures äs described above were used to determine the expected
error of a,(Mf), and of xg in the subsequent section. Three typcs of fits were performed:

• A - Fits to HERA pro ton data alone.

• B - Fits to HERA proton and deuteron data.

• C - Fits to HERA proton data with inclusion of fixed target data, in most of the cases
those frorn SLAC [8] and BCDMS [9].

In the fits the systematic error parameters were left free. The input values s, = 0 were always
reproduced while the input errors AS| = l were typically reduced by a factor of two. The
correlation coefficients betwcen the systematic error parameters were well below unity. In the
following we denote the error on QS from these fits by AQ/,,. The statistical error (Aa,laj) and
the systematic error (Aa iä,sf) for fixed systematic errors were calculated from the covariance
matrix äs described above.

4.2 as with HERA Data only

As a starting point of the investigation fits were made to HERA high energy proton data alone
(sets I and II in table 1). The low Q2 sample (set I) covers an x ränge of 1.4 x 10~5 < j <
4.3 x 10~2 whereas the high Q2 sample (set II) covers 2.4 x 10~3 < x < 0.65. For the nominal
fits integrated luminosities of 10 and 500 pb"1 were assumed for the low and the high Q' data
set respectively.

The strong coupling constant and the parameters describing the inpu t singlet (5 parameters)
and gluon distributions (3 parameters) at Ql — 4 GeV2 were left free in the fit. The gluon nor-
malization was calculated by imposing the momentum sumrule. The non-singlet contribution
to ¥2 was kept fixed since it is not well constrained by proton data alone.

Besides a„ and the parton distribution parameters five systematic error parameters were
introduced as described in section 3. In addition the assumed raiidom systematic error was
added in quadrature to the statistical error.

Recent analyses of ZEUS [7] and Hl [4] F2 data have shown that perturbative QCD might
be applicable down to Q'2 ~ l GeV2 at very low x, see also [14]. In figure 3a and table 2 the a,
error is given as a function of Q2. which is the lowest Q2 considered in the fit. The statistical
error (which includ.es the 1% random systematic error) increases from Aasja; = 0.0024 to
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0.0053 with increasing Q2C. When all systematic errors are fitted. Aa / i( is almost idenücal to
the statistical error for Q2 = l GeV2 but increases more rapidly to 0.0075 at Q2 = 8 GeV2.
When the systematics are not fitted, their contribution to Aas rises very strongly to about
0.012 above Q2 = 2 GeV2. The same tendency is observcd when all the systematic errors are
scaled down by a factor of two (figure 3b) though, as expected, the uncertainty of QS is reduced
almost by a factor of two.

To investigate the impact of the high Q'1 data on the result, the lurninosity of dataset II
was varied between £ = 10 and 1000 pb~'. For a Q2 cut of l GeV2 the Variation of the as

errors with L is fairly modest as shown in figure 4a and table 2. However, the dependence on
the high Q2 lurninosity becomes strenger if the Ql cut is raised. This is illustrated in figure 4b
for Ql = 3 GeV2. Here a factor of 10 increase in lurninosity decreases the a., errors by about
40%. On the other band, increasing the lurninosity of the low Q2 sample (dataset I) from 10
to 50 pb"1 gave an insignificant improvement (^ 10%) on the uncertainty in a,.

An improvement of the result is obtained if the lower energy data are included. sets III and
IV in table 1. For example, for Ql = 3 GeV2 the nominal data set yields an error of 0.0061.
see table 2 while the incJusion of the lower energy data reduces that error to 0.0046', if in both
cases the systematics is fitted.

As described above, the nonsinglet distribution is input to the fit of the proton dal a. Taking
its uncertainty from the QCD analysis of [7] a contribution of about 0.004 is estimated to the
uncertainty on QS. However, when both proton and deuteron data are available the nonsinglet
contribution is constrained by the differencc Ff - F$ and the 0.004 error gets eliminated.
Therefore, a low and a high Q2 deuteron data sample (set V and VI in tabie 1) with modest
lumionosities were included in the fit. Apart from the highest Q2 region these data have roughly
the same kinematic coverage as the proton data.

In the combined proton and deuteron QCD fit the three parameters which describe the
nonsinglet input distribution were left free. Furthermoreone normalization parameter and five
iridependent systematic parameters for the deuteron data were added. The resulting a, errors
are given in table 2 for a Q2 cut of 3 GeV2. It is seen that the error on a, is reduced by
about 25% compared to the corresponding fit on proton data only although the number of fit
parameters had to be increased and the non-singlet distribution is as well fitted.

4.3 Inclusion of High x Fixed Target Experiment Data

The published QCD analysis [3] of SLAC and BCDMS proton and deuteron structure function
data yiclded an experimental error of 0.003 on a,(M|). The natural question to bc answered is
whether the combination of the low j- and high Q2 HERA data with the fixed target experiment
data can improvc this result significantly.

As a first necessary step it was studied if our fits can reproduce the error quoted above.
The following conditions were appüed to mimic the analysis of [3] as closely as possible:

• A cut of W2 > 10 GeV2 was imposed to effectively remove the region at high x and low
Q2 dominated by higher twist effects.

• The parameters of the input singlet, gluon and nonsinglet distributions were left free
except BS and BG which describe the low x bchaviour of xS and xG (the SLAC/BCDMS
data extend only down to x = 0.07).
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• One normalisation parameter was kept fixed (BCDMS deuteron) whereas those of the
remaining three datasets were left free. In addition two systematic parameters for the
BCDMS data were left free.

• No momentum sumrule was imposed.

• Being interested in the derived error only, the SLAC and BCDMS data were replaced by
the mode! input .

• The quoted errors of ref [3] correspond to an increase of the \ by 9 units which was
t.aken into acoount in the estimate of the statistical errors.

The fit defined above on the SLAC/BCDMS data alone yielded äs a result Aas = 0.0030,
exactly äs published.

Using all high energy HERA proton data in addition the error on as was reduced to AQ/;; —
0.0016 with Ql = 3 GeV2. Adding the latest data of the NMC experiment with a preliminary
treatment of the systematic errors of thismeasurement reduces this number to 0.0013. In table 2
results are given on Aa, for various choices of the Q2C cut, the sizc of the systematic errors and
the luminosity of the high Q2 data sample. It turns out that AQ/,-( ranges from about 0.001 to
0.002 and is thus fairly insensitive to these ehoices. Compared to fits on HERA proton data
alone, the error on a, is much less sensitive as to whether the systematic parameters are left
free or kept fixed and the dependcncc on the minimum Q'2 is less severe. With fixed systematic
errors the combined statistical and systematic error ranges from Aa^ = 0.002 to about 0.003.

4.4 Double Logarithmic Scaling and the Error of a,,

With high precision data the low x behaviour of F^ will be much better understood. If the data
further support the double logarithmic approximation [24] of the low j-, large Q1 behaviour
of FZ, then a precision of ns to 0.001 or even better can be reached with HERA data alone.
Already with the present Hl data only, such an analysis [25] lead to a valuc of a5(_U|) =
0.113±0.002(siö()±0.006(^i/5(). The advantage of this approach is obvious as i t likely requircs
only the low x data of HERA and depends on two scale parameters, Q2. xü. a normalisation
constant and a, only. This is in contrast to the QCD analysis of HERA and fixed target data,
considered here, which has to include the füll parametrization of two nonsinglet. the singlct
and the gluon distribution leading to typically 15 parameters to be simultaneously controled.
Further theoretical understanding of the double scaling approach is necessary, however.

5 Determination of the Gluon Distribution

5.1 HERA Proton Data Only

The previouH determinations of the gluon distribution from the scaling violation of F2 at low x
by Hl [4, 5] and ZEl S [6, 7] were performed combining the HERA results with fixed target data
and treating Q, as an extra parameter. Since the scaling violations essentially are proportional
to the product of os • xg. a large data ränge in x and Q'2 is required to disentangle these two
basic quantities.
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Table 2: Errors on QS for fits with HERA proton data only (A), proton and deuteron data (B) and
combinations of simulated HERA proton data with fixed target experiment data (C) from SLAC and

BCDMS, see text.



Fig.5 shows the result of a QCD fit to the simulated F2 data, sets I and II in table l, without
fitting the systematics but determining xg and the singlet distribution a;S. In this fit a, was
fixed considering an a3 uncertainty of 0.005 for the calculated gluon error. The inner dark error
band is the statistica] error while the total error is shown as the outer grey band for all Q"2

values. The error bands were drawn using the LSQFIT routines and the ,\ = Xmi„ + l method.
At Q'2 = 20 GeV2 and j = 0.0001 the total error amounts to 11% somewhat better than the
present result which included the fixed target experiments. If os is allowed to vary and the
systematics is fitted äs described in section 3 the gluon determination gets very accurate with
an estimated error of 3% at the same x and Q2 values. This is iüustrated in figure 6.

5.2 HERA Proton and Deuteron Data

The consideration of deuleron data of £ = 50 pb~' allowed finally to perform a complete fit
of all distributions. In particular onc has to notice that the non-singlet distributions are not
well constrained with proton data only. In section 3 the up-down quark distribution difFerence
was introduced äs the non-singlet quantity to be determined assuming the stränge distribution
was fixed, see [7], Generally there are two non-singlet distributions which may be written äs
u+ — u + ü — E/3 and similarly d+. The deuteron data allow to detemiine these distributions.
Fig.7 shows the calculated accuracy of the u+ distribution at Q* = 2 GeV2 from a complete fit
to all distributions, as and with free systematic error parameters. This represents an interesting
result as apparently the non-singlet distributions will be mcasurable with high accuracy down
to very low x, and the predicted weak Q2 dependence can be verified. The gluoti belonging to
this fit is determined with an error of oiiiy 1-2% at the x, Q2 point chosen for comparison.

Further studies of the importaiice of HERA deuteron data are necessary. For example, this
data will have an addiüonal few % uncertainty due to shadowing corrections at low x which was
neglected here. Constraints on the non-singlet distributions are available already from the fixed
target deuteron data, but at higher x. A more thorough djscussion of these aspects has been
bcyond the scope of this study. Independently of theoretical preassumptions, however, one may
rcgard this data as important to rneasure the low x behaviour of the up-down quark distribution
difFerence which requires modest luminosity only. With larger luminosity C ^ 50 pb"1 it will
help to decompose the flavour contents of the nucleon as was discussed already ten years ago
[26].

6 Summary

According to this analysis HERA will have an important impact on the measurement of a3 and
the gluon distribution. A precision near 0.001 for as(M|) and of almost 1% for xg is in reach
if

• F2 measurements in the füll HERA ränge will become available with systematic and
statistical errors of a few % only,

• the systematic errors are thoroughly studied at, the per cent level as functions of x and
Q2 such that their gross effects can be absorbed in the QCD analysis.
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and the HERA data can be combined rcliably with the fixed target experiment results on

Such an accuracy represents a great challenge for the experimental programme at HERA. The
HERA data should be complete. i.e. comprise a high luminosity data set with C > 300 pb"1

and modest luminosity data sets: i) at lowered proton energy C. > 50 ph"1 to reach highest x, as
close as possible to the fixed target data region, ii) at lowered electron beam energy C > 3 pb"1

to cover the z dependence at smallest Q2 and iii) possibly also deuteron data with C ~ 50 pb~' .
Note that no attempt was made to optimize these luminosity values, in particular, since the
necessary level of systematic error control is competing with the requirements coming from
simple statistical error considerations.

Completion of this programme also requires a major theoretical effort to calculate the 3-loop
coemcient functions since the present theoretical uncertainty of os of ~ 0.005 [27] exceeds most
of the estimated experimental QS errors discussed in this study. R is obvious that a precision
at the level of 0.002 for as(M%) will lead to a very precise study of its Q2 dependence and
resolve the question of the compatibility of the deep inelastic Q, values with those from e+e~
scattering.
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Figure 2: Estimated systematic errors of the F2 measurement for difFerent Q2 äs a function of
x. Dashed line: efFect of error on the scattered electron energy E'e, dashed-dotted line: effect of
errot on the hadronic energy scale Eh, solid line: efFect of error on the polar angle 0F_; long dashed
Hne: 2% efficiency error. Not drawn are the efFect of photoproduction background at high y and
the radiative correction error. Both have been added to the other error sources which gives a total
error drawn äs the upper solid line. The authors apologize for the Workshop style of this figure.
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Figure 3: The error on as(A/|) from fits to the HERA high energy proton data äs a function of
Qe'- (a) with füll systematics included; (b) with systematics further reduced by a factor of two. The
(dotted, solid, dashed) curves correspond to the errors (Aasfa,, Aa/vt, Aa3},,j) described in the
text.
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Figure 4: The error on QS(W|) äs a function of the luminosity of the high Q2 sample: (a) for
Q2c = l GeV2; (b) for Ql = 3 GeV2. The (dotted, solid, dashed) curves correspond to the errors
(Aas(al, Aa/;(, AQ3ysl) described in the text.
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Figure 5: Determination of the gluon distribution using future F2 data from electron-proton scat-
tering with fixed systematic error parameters. The inner band Js the statistical error. Note that for
simplicity the gluon is shown outside the allowed region of x < Q2/105.
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Figure 6: Determination of gluon distribution using future f\a from electron-proton scattering
with fitted systematic error parameters. Note that for simplicity the gluon is shown also outside the
allowed region of z < Q2/105.
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Figurc 7: Determination of the non-singlet distribution u+ — u + u - L/3 from a QCD fit to the
simulated proton and deuteron data (sets 1 , 1 1 and V,VI in table 1).
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Abstract: Uncertainties in the next-to-leading order evolution of deep-inelastic
structure functions - arising from different prescriptions for truncating the pcrtur-
bative series, and from the freedom the choose the renormalization and factorization
scales - are briefiy discussed, and their quantitative implications on a„ determina-
tions from Ff at HERA are estimated.

l Introduction

Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) : especially the proton structure function Fy(x,Q2), has been
one of the classical tools for determining the strong coupling constant at. With the advent
of HERA, the accessible kinematic ränge has been expanded to scales up to Q2 sä IQ4 GeV ,
and down to Bjorken-x values of x fs 10~4 in the deeply inelastic rcgime. Givcn a sufficicnt
luminosity of HERA, this enhanced Icver arm for measuririg the scaling violations of FI can be
used for obtaimng iinproved a, extractions from DIS.

For the anticipated experimental crrors from such analyses, see refs. [l, 2]. In this coutri-
bution, we briefly summarize a recent study on present thcoretical Uncertainties pertaining the
dctermination of 05 from F2 scaling violations at HERA. For a detailed account the reader is
refcrred to ref. [3].

2 QCD Evolution in Next-to-Leading Order

The complete understanding of the evolution of F2 in perturbative QCD is currently limited
to next-to-leading order (NLO). Generically, the evolution of the parton densities /(x, M ) at
the fractional momentum x can be written as

ö/(*,M2) r , , .
ÖInJl/3 L "

identifying M as the niass factorization scale and as — a.,/47r. Here @ Stands for the Meilin
convolution. The evolution equation (1) is understood to represent the non-singlet cases as
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well äs the couple.d smglet quark and gluon evohitions. P ( 0 ) and
Icading order (LO) and NLO Splitting functions, respectivcly.

The second iinportant ingredlent is the scale dependencc of oe. governed by

denote the corresponding

0(a4. (2)

where R stands for the renormalization scale. Only the first two terms in the series. ß0 and ßl,
are kept at NLO. As already indicated in eq. (1). we set R - M in this section.

Beyond LO. tlie parton densities are not observables. To obtain the structure functions from
the (anti-) quark and gluon densities. the latter have to bc convoluted with the appropnate
coefficient functions, e.g.

Q2) - (3)

Here we have additionally identified the factorization scale by putting A/2 — Q2. The coefficient
functions c, are also treated äs an expansion in a,, according to

This completes the ingredients reqnired for a complete KLO calculation. For an overview of
the concrete calculations of P^(x) and c'''(j), see ref. [4].

We now turn back to the evolution equatkm (1). Two approaches to its solution, which
differ in their treatment of terms beyond NLO, have been widely used. The first approarh is to
solve eq. (1) nuraerically in .r-space, see for example refs. [5, 6, 7]. An Import ant alternative,
employed in refs. [8, 9], is to transform to Mellin-jV space via

,4 v =

The main virtue of this transformation is t hat the convolution is reduced to a simple product.
Hence eq. (1) turns Int o a System of ordinary differential equations at fixed A", which allows for
further analytical developments. After rewriting the evolution in tenns of as = a,(M2) using
eq. (2), and expanding the resulting r.h.s. in a power series in as, one arrives in NLO at

(6)da, i30. _

Its solution can be vvritten in a closed form for the non-singlet cases. with a0 = ü»(A/o), as

A-(a. f . >

For the notaüonally more cumbersome singlet evolution, see refs. [8, 9). From these analytic
Solutions, one can acquire the r-space results by one contour integral in the complex ,V-plane.

The truncation of the perturbative series at NLO in either eq. (1) [5, 6, 7] or eq. (6) [S, 9]
leads to noticeably diffcrent evolutions, see refs. [3, 10]. Fitting the same data. in the HERA
kincmatical ränge for Q2 > 4 GeV2, with the two approaches leads to central values for aä(jl/|)
which differ by Aaä(.U|) ~ 0,003 [3]. This shift is very similar to the differences observed in
earlier non-singlet fits with vaiious programs to the large-j BCDMS data [11].

3 Renormalization and Factorization Scale Dependence

In the previous section, the condition M2 = R2 = Q2 was imposed on the renormalization
and factorization scales. In general, however. those scales can be chosen differently. The
stability of the results against variations of R and M provides a measure of the quality of the
perturbative approximation under consideration. For general choices of the scales. the NLO
evolution equations for the parton densities read

df(Xd\K\f^} -^' f l2)[p(0)^)+M^)P{ ' '(^) + ^(^).30f (0 |(^)ln(^)]s/(x;A/2,j;2).

(8)
This relation differs from eq. (1). where the parton deusities are expressed as functions of one
scale, only by terms beyond NLO.

In ref. [3] the scale-choice dependence of F2 has been studied for two cases. The impact
of varying the renormalization scale R has been considered for A/2 — Q2. In this case, the
structure function is givcn by

r . i

(9}

The dependence on the factorization scale, on the other hand, has been investigated for R2 —
A/2 . Then the parton densities obey eq. (1). and FI is determincd via

F2(x,Q'i)= >(°) • M (Q'\\z)lnllpj}®fj(x,M2

(10)

The uncertainty of a,(A/f). as determined in fits to ftiture high-precision FI data from
HERA, due to the arbitrariness of R and M has been estimated in the following way: a sample
data set has been constructed for R2 — M2 — Q2, using typical kincmatic cuts, see fig. 3 of ref.
[3]. Then one-parameter fits of a,(A/|) to these data have been performed, with R2 and A/2

varicd up and down up to factors of four in the manner dcscribed above. The resulting shifts
from the assumed central value of as(A/f) — 0.112 arc displayed in Table l for characteristic
additional Q2 cuts on the data.

Q2 Cut (GcV2)

4
20
50

Q'2 Cut (GeV2)

4
20
50

A/2 = Q2/4

+0.0067
+0.0032

R2 = Q2/4

-Ü.OÜ76
-0.0067
-0.0061

A/2 - Q2/2

+0.0029
+0.0015

R2 = Q2/2

-0.0037
-0.0032
-0.0028

M2 = 2Q2

-0.0068
-0.0024
-0.0015

R2 = 2<y2

+0.0032
+0.0027
+0.0023

M2 = 4Q2

-0.012
-0.0044
-0.0029

Ä> - 4Q2

+0.0059
+0.0049
+0.0042

Table 1. Theoretical shifts on Q.,(.l/|) from variations of the factorization scale M (upper part) and
the renormalization scale R (lower part), for F2 data m the HERA kinematic ränge. The reference
data was generated for ns(.A/|) = 0.112 and imposing A/2 - R2 = Q2.



4 Summary

The theoretical uncertainties have been briefly outlined. vvhich arise from the truncation of the
(twist-2) perturbatjve series for the scaling violations of the structure function F2 at NLO.
Their effect on the value of as(A/j) äs extractcd from data in the HERA regime has been
investigated. An uncertainty of

-0.003
+0.003

has been estimated originating in the frecdom of choice of the renormalization scale R and
the factorization scale M. if only data above Q1 — 50 GeV; are takc-n into account. Different
preso'riptions for truncating the series at M2 = R2 - Q2 lead to shifts of about Aa^A/l) =
0.002 under these conditions. Lower Q2 cuts, äs possibly experiracntally desirable, lead to
larger theoretical uncertainties. All these uncertainties can only be signincantly reduced, if the
analyses reac.h the next-to-next-leading order level. To achieve this goal. however, the extremely
demanding calculation of the 3-loop Splitting functions has to be carried out.
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Review of Higher Order QCD Corrections
to Structure Functions

W.L. van Neerven0

" Instituut-Lorentz, University of Leiden, P.O. Box 9506, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

Abstract: A review is presented on all higher order QCD corrections to deep
inelastic structure functions. The implications of these corrections for polarized
and unpolarized dcep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering will be discussed.

l Introduction

The past twenty years have shown much progress in the field of perturbative calculations in
strong interaction physics [1]. This in particular holds for the radiative corrections to the deep
inelastic structure functions. Sometimes these corrections could be even extended up to third
order in the strong couplmg constant as. The structure functions we would like to discuss are
measured in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering

where / i , / z stand for the in- and outgoing leptons respectively. The hadron is denoted by H
and "Jf " Stands for any inclusive hadronic state. The relevant kinematical and scaling variables
are defined by

q = k,~k2 q1 = -Q2 > 0 J = —- u = —- (2)
pq

w j t h the boundaries

Reaction (1) proceeds via the exchange of one of the intermediate vector bosons V'' of the
Standard rnodel which are represented by V = 7, Z. \V. In the case of unpolarized scattering
with V — 7 one can measure the structure functions Fi(x,QT) (longitudinal] and Fl(x,Q2)
(transverse) or the better known F^(x,Q2} which is related to the former two via

FLx, (4)

Whcn V — W or V — Z one can in addition to Fj, F2 and F/„ also measure the structure function
F3(x,(52) which is due to parity violation of the weak intcractions. In the case the incoming
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lepton and hadron are polarized one measures besides the structure functions F, (i = 1,2, 3, i)
also thespin structure functions denoted by gi(x,Q2) (i = l , - • -5). At this rnoment, because of
the low Q2 available, reaction (1) is only dominated by the photon (V — 7) so that one has data
for </i(x, Q2) (longitudinal Spin) and g^(x, Q2) (transverse spin) only. The measurement of the
structure functions at large Q2 gives us insight in the structure of the hadrons. According to the
theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) the hadrons consist out of quarks and gluons where
the latter are carriers of the strong force. When Q'1 gets large one can probe the light cone
behaviour of the strong interactions which can be described by perturbation theory berause the
runn ing coupling constant denoted by a,(Q2) is small. In particular perturbative QCD predicts
the (Revolution of the deep inelastic structure functions mentioned above. Unfortunatcly the
theory is not at that stage that it enables us to predict the x-dependence so that one has
to rely on parametrizations which are fitted to the data. A more detailed description of the
structure functions is provided by the parton model which can be applied if one can neglect
power corrections of the type (\JQ2}P (higher twist effects). Here one asuines that in the
Bjorken limit (Q2 —t oc, x is fixed) the interaction between the hadron and lepton in process
(1) proceeds via the partons (here the quarks and the gluons) of the hadron. If the scattcring
of the lepton with the partons becornes incoherent the structure function can be written äs

>

•V (6)

with simüar expressions for the twist two contributions to the spin structure functions g t ( x , Q2)
in which case we introduce the notations AS,AG',AC i i( etc.. The vector- and axial-vector
electroweak couplings of the Standard model are given by v(k and a\y with V =
f.Z.I'V and k = l (u) .2(d),3(s) Further nj denotes the nurnber of light flavours and fi
Stands for the factorization/renormalization scale. The singlet (S) and non-singlet combinations
of parton densities (A^, 14} are defined by

where /fc,/j denote the quark and anti-quark densities of species k respectively. The gluon
density is defined by G(z^2). The same nornenclature holds for the coefficient functions
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d,i(l = q , g ) which can also be distinguished in a singlet (S) and a non-singlet (NS) part.
Like in the case of the structure functions the z-dependence of the parton densities cannot be
determined by perturbative QCD and it has to be obtained by fitting the parton densities to
the data. Fortunately these densities are process iridependent and they are therefore universal.
This property is not changed after including QCD radiative corrections. It means that the
same parton densities also show up in other so called hard processes like jet production in
hadron-hadron collisions,direct photon production. heavy flavour production, Drell-Yan process
etc. Another firm prediction of QCD is that the scale (/j.) evolution of the parton densities is
determined by the DGLAP [2] Splitting functions P,-j (i,j = q,q.<j} which can be calculated
order by order in the strong coupling constant as. The perturbation series of P^ gets the form

with fls — as(/j2)/47r. The Splitting functions
corresponding to twist two local operators 0>^

^ + «-M;) + - - - (10)
are related to the anomalous dirnensions 7,-"

t n ( x ) of spin n via the Meil in transform

P„ (11)

These operators appear in the light cone expansion of the product of two electroweak currents
which shows up in the calculation of the cross section of process (1)

(12)

where Ck (12) are the Fourier transforms of the cocfficient functions C^ (5),(6) (k — q,g) in
Minkowski space (xß). Like the Spli t t ing functions they are calculable order by order in Q, and
the perturbation series takes the form

--(D (13)

with i = 1,2. 3, L and k ~ q,g. \Ve will now review the higher order QCD corrections to the
Splitting functions and the coefficient functions which have been calculated till now.

2 Splitting Functions

The Splitt ing functions are calculated by

1. P'01 Gross and Wilczek (1974) [3]; Altarelli and Parisi (1977) [2].

2. AP (0)

3. P,

Sasaki (1975) [4]; Ahmed and ROSS (1976) [5]; Altarelli and Parisi [2].

Floratos. ROSS, Sachrajda (1977) [6]; Gonzales-Arroyo, Lopez, Yndurain (1979)
[7]; Floratos, kounnas, Lacaze (1981) [8]; Curci, Furmanski, Petronzio (1980) [9].



4. AP,1,0 Zijlstra and van Necrven (1993) [10]; Mertig and van Neerven (1995) [11];
Vogelsang (1995) [12].

Notice that till 1992 there was a discrepancy for P'° between the covariant gauge [6-
8] and the lightlike axial gauge calculation [9] which was decided in favour of the latter by
Hamberg and van Necrven who repeated the covariant gauge calculation in [12], The DGLAP
Splitting functions satlsfy some special relations. The most interesting one is the so called
supersymmetric relation which holds in j\f — l supersymmetry [13]. Here the colour factors,
which in SU(N) are given by CF = (#2 - i)/2N , CA = Ar, T; = 1/2 become CF = CA =
2Tj = Ar. The supersymmetric relation then reads

p$,(k) , p(k) _ p(k) _ p(k) _ n ,, , J

' ?? ~ ' an ' an ' oa u \^'

0 (15)

which is now corifirmed up to first (k = 0) and second (k — 1) order in perturbation theory.
The third order Splitting functions P~ ', AP/j- are not known yet. However the first few mo-

ments ~f}j for n ~ 2.4,6.8,10 have been calculated by Larin, van Ritbergen, Vermaseren
(1994) [14]. Besides exact calculations one has also determined the Splitting functions and the
anomalous dimensions in some special limits. Examples are the large nj expansion carried out
by Gracey (1994) [15]. Here one has computed the coefficients 621 and 63! in the perturbations
series of the non-singlet anomalous dimension

nf (16)

Further Catani and Haut mann (1993) [16] calculated the Splitting functions PIJ(X) m the limit
x —>• 0. The latter take the following form

The above expressions follow from the BFKL cquation [17] and ^T-factorization [18]. Some
results are listed bclow. The leading terms in 7'"' are given by

- CA (18)

where (,(ri] denotes the Riemann zeta-function. Further we have in leading order l /(n — 1)

CL
CA

= a,T}- 1 + 1.67
o l In — l

1.56

3.42 + 5.51

(19)

, 2 0 i
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Kirschner and Lipatov (1983) and BKimlein and Vogt (1996) have also determined the sublead-
ing terms in the Split t ing functions (anomalous dimensions). They behave like

In' (22)

The same logarithmic behaviour also shows up in AP,-,- and A 7,-"' . In the latter case the
expressions in (22) become the leading ones since the most singular terrns in (17) decouple in
the spin quantities. The expressions in (22) have been calculated for the spin case by Bartels,
Ermolaev, Ryskin (1995) [20] and by Blümlein and Vogt (1996) [2l] who also invesügated the
effect of these type of corrections on the spin structure function gi(x,Q2). Finally the three-
loop anomalous dimension A^^1' is also known (see Chetyrkin,Kühn (1993) [22] and Larin
(1993) [23]). It reads

= a] [-6n, CF] + a3. lSC£ - ~ nf + l n}CF\ J

Notice that the second order coefncient was already deterniined by Kodaira (1980) [24].

3 Coefficient Functions

The higher order corrections to the coefficient functions are calculated by

1 r^1' r1'1) i — l 9 ^ /'• '-'i.u i "--i,? ' — i, ^,o, ^

2. AC«1' ,

Bardeen, Buras, Muta, Duke (1978) [25],
see also Altarelli (1980) [26].

Kodaira et al. (1979) [27],
see also Ansclmino, Efremov. Leader (1995) [28]

Together with the Splitting functions P^j , AP, (k = 0,1) one is now able to make a completc
next-to-leading (NLO) analysis of the structure functions Fi(x, Q2) (i — 1,2. 3, L) and g , ( x , Q 2 ) .
The second order ccntributions to the coefficient functions are also known

i = 1,2.3,1

The first few moments of C\

Zijlstra and van Neerven (1991) [29]

Zijlstra and van Neerven (1993) [10]

(i — 2, /,; k — q,g] were calculated by Larin and Vermaseren
(1991) [30] and they agree with Zijlstra and van Neerven [29]. The first moment of AC^21 was
checked by Larin (1993) [3l] and it agrees with the result of Zijlstra and van Neerven [10].
The third order contributions to the coefficient functions are not known except for some few
moments. They are given by
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I. C{?M1) (Bjorkensumrule) Larin, Tkachov, Vermaseren (1991) [32];

2. £3,, (Gross-Llewellyn Smith surn rule)

3. AC'3l'll) (Bjorken surn rule )

4. (j = 2.1) n =2.4,6.

Larin and Vermaseren (1991} [33];

Larin and Vermaseren (1991) [33]:

Larin, van Ritbergen, Vermaseren (1994) [14],
(see also [34]).

Since the three-loop Splitting functions P/, , A/7_, are not known, except for a few moments,
it is not possible to obtain a füll next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) expression for the
structure functions. However recently Kataev et al. (1996) [35] made a NNLO analysis of the
structure functions F2(x,Q2), F3(x,Q'2) (neutrino scattering) in the kinematical region x > 0.1
which isbased on t*S'W-(n] for n =2 ,4 ,6 .8 ,10 [14]. Like in the case of the DGLAP Splitting
functions Catani and Hautmann (1994) [16] also derived the small ar-beliaviour of the coefficient
functions. At small r the latter behave like

In' 2x

[3mm] The ingredients of the derivation are again the BFKL equation [17] and tx-factorizaton
[18]. from [16] we infer the following Mellin-transformed coefficient functions.

L,a Ml = *T / n /- | l -

f .
2.27 0.-13

n-1

n- l

(25)

r*w
U2.3

+ 16.43

r \r-(

The order Q^ coefficients were already obtained via the exact calculation performcd by Zijlstra
and van Neerven (1991) [29]. The subleading terms given by

In2

were investigated by Blümlein and Vogt (1996) [2l]. The most singular terms shown in (24) do
not appear in the spin coefficient, functions i\Ck because the Lipatov porneron decouples in

polarized lept.on-hadron scattering. Therefore the most singular behaviour near x — 0 is given
by (29) (see [10],[2l]). Besides the logarithmical enhanced terms which are characteristic of the
low z-regime we also find similar type of logarithms near x = l. Their origin however is com-
pletely different from the one determming the small x-behaviour. The logarithmical enhanced
terms near x = l, which are actual distributions, originale from soft gluon radiation. They
dominate the structure functions F, and 3, near x = l because other production mechaniams
are completely suppressed due to limited phase space. Following the work in [36] and [37] the
DGLAP Splitting functions and the coefficient functions behave near x — l like

l -x

l

In5

(30)

(31)

Notice that the above corrections cannot be observed in the kinematical region (x < 0.4) acces-
sible at HERA. Furthermore the behaviour in (30) is a conjecture (see [7]) which 1s confirmed
by the existing calculat'ons carried out up to order a*.

4 Heavy Quark Coefficient Functions

The heavy quark coefficient functions have been calculated by

Laenen, Riemersma, Smith, van Neerven
(1992) [40].

where m denotes the mass of the heavy quark. The second order heavy quark spin coefficient
functions AC'2 '(x,<52 ,m2) and AC'2 ' (x,Q2 .m2) are not known yet. Due to the presence of the
heavy quark inass one was not able to give expüclt analytical expressions for C,,t(i = 2, L; k =
q,g). However for experimental and phenornenological use they were presented in the form
of tables in a Computer program [41]. Analytical expressions do exist when either x —» 0 or
Q2 3> m2. In the forrner case Catani, Ciafaloni and Hautmann [12] derived the general form

(32)

Like for the light parton coefficient functions (see (24)) the above expression is based on the
BFKL equation [17] and tr-factorization [18]. In second order Buza et al. (1996) [43] were able
to present analytical formulae for the heavy quark coefficient functions in the asymptotic limit
Q"2 3> '/i2. This derivation is based on the operator product expariKion and mass factorization.
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5 Phenomenology at low x

Since the calculation of the higher order corrections to the DGLAP Splitting functions Pij
and the coefficient functions dk is very cumbersome various groups have tried to makc an
estimate of the NNLO corrections to structure functions in particular to F2(x, Q2). The most
of these estimates concerns the small ar-behaviour. In [44] Ellis, Kunszt and Levin Hau t man
made a detailed study of the (Revolution of t\g the srnall .r-approximation for /J,-j (17)
and C\ (24). Their results heavily depend on the set of parton densities used and the non

leading small j-contributions to P}f . The latter are e.g. needed to satisfy the momentum
conservation sum rulc condition. Large corrections appear wheii for x —> 0 the gluon density
behaves like xG(x,/.t2) —'* const. whereas they are small whcn the latter has the behaviour
xG(x,/i2) -J- x~x(\ 0.3 — 0.5 ; Lipatov pomeron).
Howcver other investigations reveal that the singular terms at x — 0, present in Fy; and C1,-,*,
do not dominate the radiatve corrections to F2(;r, Q2) near low j. This became apparent after
the exact coefficient functions or DGLAP Splitting functions were calculated.
In [45] Glück, Reya and Stratmann (1994) investigated the singular behaviour of the secorid
order heavy quark coefficient functions (32) in electroproduction and they fouiid that its effect
on F2 was small.
Similar work was done by Blümleinand Vogt (1996) [2l] on the effect of the logarithmica] tenns
(22).(29) on gt(x,Q2) which contribution to the latter turncd out to be negligable.
Finally we would like to illustrate the effect of the small z-terms, appearing in the coefficient
functions C$ and C|% on the structure functions F?(x, Q2) and FL(x,Q2). For that purpose
we compute the order a^ contributions to F; and FL. Let us introduce the following nota-
tions. When the exact expressions for the coefficient functions CIpfc' are adopted the order a,

contributions to F, w i l l be called SFj ' "". If we rcplace the exact coefficient functions by
their most singular pari which is proportional to l/x (see (2-1)) thc order Q^ contributions to
F, are denoted by 6F> pp. The results are listed in the table below. Further we have used the
parton density sets MRS(DO) (xG(x,it2) -> const. for x -» 0) and MRS(D-) ( x G ( x . ß 2 ) -^ z"~A

for x -t 0) [46]

X

IQ"3

10~4

10'5

1 •<•
10'3
10-4

10'5

2

0.67
0.82
1.00

F£LO

0.149
0.210
0.281

MRS(DO)
gpWwt

-0.069
-0.088

l_ -0.092
SFW,~*<*

-0.029
-0.062
-0.102

5F^]'app

0.088
0.158

l_ 0.251
SFww

-0.040
-0.071
-0.113

'l

0.99
2.29
5.99

FXLO

0.263
0.780
2.370

MRS(D-)
jF(2),r*act

-0.084
-0.226
-0.665

SFW,™ct

0.008
0.031
0.105

<5F;j2)'app

0.116
0.349
1.059

&FW.'w

-0.052
-0.156
-0.475

Frorn the table above we infer that a steeply rising gluon density near ,T = 0 (MRS(D-)) leads
to small corrections to F2 and Fj.. On the other band if one has a flat gluon density (MRS(DO))

. .

the corrections are rnuch larger in particular for FL. A similar observation was made for F2 in
[44]. However the most important observation is that the most singular part of thc coefficient
functions gives the wrong prediction for the order o^ contributions to the structure functions
except for FL provided thc set MRS(DO) is chosen. This nieans that the subleading terms are
important and they cannot be neglected. Therefore our main couclusioii is that only exact
calculations provide us with the corrcct NNLO analysis of the structure functions. The asymp-
totic expressions obtained in the limits x -t 0, x ~-> l and Q2 » m2 can only servc äs a check
on the exact calculations of the DGLAP Splitting functions and the coefficient functions.
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Abstract: We present the calculation of the analytic next-to-next-to-leading per-
turbative QCD corrections in the leading twist approxiniation for the moments
N—2,4,6,8 of the flavour singlet deep inelastic structure functions F2 and FL. We
calculate the three-loop anomalous dimensions of the corrcsponding singlet opera-
tors and the three-loop coefficient functions of the structure functions F/„ and F2.
In addition, we obtained the 10"1 moment for the non-singlet structure functions in
the same order of perturbative QCD.

Introduction

The calculation of the next-to-next-to-leading ( N N L ) QCD approxiniation for the structure
functions F2 and FL of deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering is important for the under-
standing of perturbative QCD and for an accurate comparison of perturbative QCD with exper-
iment. To obtain the NNL approximation for these structure functions in the operator product
expansion (OPE) formalism one needs the 3-loop anomalous dimensions of the operators, the
2-loop Wilson coefficient functions for Fj and the 3-loop coefficicnt functions for FL. A l present,,
these structure functions are kiiown in the next-to-leading approxiniation only. since the 3-loop
anomalous dimensions and the 3-loop coefficient functions for FI were not calculated yet.

The 1-loop anomalous dimensions were calculated in Ref. [1]. The complete 1-loop coeffi-
cient functions were obtained in Ref. [2] (see also the references therein). Anomalous dimensions
in the 2-loop order were obtained in Refs. [3]-[6] and the 2-loop coefficient functions were cal-
culated in Refs. [7]-[ll]. In Ref. [12] we presented the NNL corrections of the non-singlet type
in the leading twist approximation for the moments N=2,4,6,8 of the deep inelastic structure
functions F2 and FL.

In the present contribution we describe the more recent calculation of the NNL QCD correc-
tions to the singlet moments N=2.4,6,8 of both structure functions F2 and FL. To this end, we
calculated the corresponding 3-loop anomalous dimensions and the 3-loop coefficicnt functions
for the structure function FL. In addition. we obtained the 3-loop coefficient functions for the

LPartially supported by Junta Nacional de Investiga^äo Cieniifka e Tecnolögica, Lisbon
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structure function F2 (for N=2,4,6,8) and we obtained the N=10 non-singtet moments of F2

and FL. The calculations are done for the leading twist approximation for zero quark masses.
The complete set of the results of our calculations can be found in Ref. [13] where further
details and an analysis of the results are given.

2 The calculation

We need to calculate the hadronic part of the amplitude for unpolarized deep inelastic electron-
nucleon scattering which is given by the hadronic tensor

HUP,?) =

(1)

d . = \Q u-

where Jß is the electromagnetic quark current, x — Q2/(2p • q) is the Bjorken scalmg variable
(0 < x < 1), Q'2 = -q2 is the transferred momentum and nucl,p) is the nuclcon state with
momentum p. Spin avcraging is assumcd. The longitudinal structure function FL is related to
the structure function Fj by FL = F2 — 2xF\.

As one approaches the Bjorken üinit. Q2 —> oc, r fixed, one can show that the Integration
region in Eq. (1) near the light cone z2 KI 0 progressively dominaAes[14], due to increasingly
rapid phase fluctuations of the term e"'~ outside the light cone region (and presuming that
the integrand (p. n u c l j J ^ ( z ) J u ( ^ ) \) varies smoothly outside the light cone). Since \ve
have to deal with this non-local limit z1 & 0, a formal operator product expansion in terms
of local operators can only be applied together with the dispersion relation techmque [15].
These techniques together provide a systematic way to study2 the leading and non-leading
contributions to the hadronic tensor.

The tensor W^„ is, by application of the optica] theorem. related to a scattering ampli tude
TU? which is a more convenient quantity for practical calculations since it has a time ordered
product of currents to which Standard perturbation theorv applies (T^ is the amplitude for
forward elastic phot in-nucleon scattering J

Thc operator product expansion in terms of local operators for a time ordercd product of the
two electromagnetic hadronic currents rcads

"For reviews see Refs. [IG, 17,
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higher twists,

•,—n ,/, C- Ci\j (•>)

where everything is assumed to be renormalized (with fi being the renormalization scale). The
use of the OPE in the short distance regime ( z —* 0 ) differs from its use in the light cone region.
In the former case the sum over spin-N extends to a finite value for a given approximation,
while in the latter (the one we have to deal with) the sum over N extends to infinity. The
sum over N runs over the Standard set of the spin-N twist-2 irreducible (i.e. symmetrical and
traceless in the indices / * ! , - • • , / * # ) flavour non-singlet quark operators and the singlet quark
and gluon operators:

L) ' — (ji U - • • Ls ' ~* (i . [m\^ f

Here and in the following we denote the generators of the flavour group 5f/(n/) by A°, and the
covariant derivative by D"'; in addition. it is understood that the symmetrical and traceless
part is taken with respect to the indices in curly brackets. The functions C]. ,v(Q2/^2.as) are
the coefficient functions for the above operators. Since the coefficient functions C%N of non-
singlet operators depend trivially on the number a (see e.g. Ref. [12]) we will use for them the
Standard notation C^*N. Here and throughout the whole contribution we use the notation

^
for the QCD strong coupling constant. The direct application of the OPE of Eq. (3) to the
Green function T^„ leads to a formal expansion for Tp„ in tenns of the variable q-p/Q2 ~ l/(2x)
i.e. an expansion for unphysical x —+ 20.

^ z e i l I ! ( p , n u c \ \ T ( J ß ( s } J , ( Ö ) ) \) -

21'̂ :)

higher twists,

where the spin averaged matrix elements are defined äs

and m„ is the nucleon mass.

To perform the proper analytic continuation of the representation Eq. (8) to the physical
region 0 < x < l one applies a dispersion relation in the complex x plane to the Green function
rwu. For electron-nucleon scattering where we have hermitian currents J^ one finds that the

Mellin moments of the structure functions
operator product expansion (3)

are expressed through the parameters of the

4;nuc]„V (10)

Please note that the odd Meilin moments of FA are not fixed by this equation. However,
all moments in the complex N plane are fixed by analytic continuation from the even Mellin
moments when all the even moments are known. This means that the structure functions in
z-space, 0 < x < l, can be found by means of the inverse Meilin transformation when the
(infinite set of) even moments are known.

The Q2-dependence of the coefficient functions can be studied by the use of the renormal-
ization group cquations

- C}— W
Q2 ( 2
— ,".(/,

^

Q2

(11)

where Eq. (11) represents the singlet sector where quark and gluon operators mix under
renormalization, and Eq. (12) is the non-singlet equation. ß(a) is the beta-function that
determines the renormalization scale dependence of the renormaiized couplmg constant. It is
known at three loops [19] in the MS scheine

da,

.2857^3 205
—

158
27

(13)

where CF = | and CA — 3 are the Casimir operators of the fundamental and adjoint repre-
sentaUons of the colour group 5(/(3), T p — ^ is the trace normalization of the fundamental
representation and rij is the number of (active) quark flavours. The anomalous dimensions
7^/(aa) determinc the renormalization scale dependence of the operators, that is

(14)

(15)

dln /^
d

We define renormalized operators in tenns of bare operators as OR = Z OB and find

d
Z] OB-

\dln/L<
Z ] Z~lOt z\z- ( 1 6 l
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where it is undcrstood that in the singlet case Z represents a matrix ZIJ

group equations are solved in the Standard form
The renormalization

(17)

The solution for the singlet equations h äs a similar form but since one gets the exponential
of a matrix of anomalous dimensions one has to define the exponential properly in the singlet
case (i.e. a T-ordered exponential, see e.g. Ref. [20]). Here as(Q2) = a,(Q2/,\~) is the
renormalized (i.e. running) coupling constant at the renormalization scale Q'1 and A^ is the
fundamental scale of QCD in the MS-scheme. In practice one may use the DGLAP evolution
equations [21] for matrix elements of operators at the scale p1 — Q2 (i.e. (J2-dependent parton
distributioiis) instead of the renormalization group equations for the coefficient functions (for
perturbative Solutions of the DGLAP equations in moment space see e.g. Refs. [3, 22]).

We will now discuss the method [23] for the calculation of anomalous dimensions and coeffi-
cient functions in considerable detail äs it applies to the singlet sector. Let us first elaborate on
some details spedfic to the dimensional regularization[24] and the minimal subtraction scheine
[25], and it's Standard modification, the MS-schcme [2], which form a modern basis for multi-
loop calculations in QCD. We use the symbol a, for the renormalized coupling constant and
«i, for the bare coupling constant. Although renormalization constants Z contain poles in £ in
D= 4 — 2e dimensions, anomalous dimensions are finite äs D—t 4. This fact gives expressions
for the higher poles of Z in terms of the first poles of Z. To see this we write Eq. (16) äs

d
(18)

where ß ( a s ) is the 4-diinensional beta function of Eq. (13) and [—ea + @(a)] is the beta
function in 4 —2e dimensions. This latter function receives no higher order corrections in e due
to the form of renormalization factors in the minimal subtraction scheme. The factors Z'1 are
calculated äs series in as, and have thc well known form

with Z^'W = ZGG<°> - 1. Z*ffto) - ZGt"w - 0. ^Erom equation (18) and the form of the
factors Z'J it follows that the anomalous dimensions are expressed through the coefficients in
front of the first poles of Z as

(19)

where Z ' j t l ^ ( a s ) was defincd as the order 1/e part of Z'1. The coefficients of higher poles in Z
can then be expressed in terms of 7'-* by substituting the expression for 71J back into equation
(18).

The operator product expansion of Eq. (3) is an operator Statement and both the coefficient
functions C"k N and the anomalous dimensions 7!̂  of the operators are functions and do therefore
not dcpend on the hadronic states of the Green function to which one wishes to apply the OPE.
The Information on the hadronic target is contained in the operator matrix elements A'N in
Eq. (9) which are generally not calculable perturbatively. It is therefore Standard to consider
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simpler Green functions with quarks and gluons as external particles, instead of the physical
nucleon states, in the calculation of coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions. In this
case the Green functions can be calculated in perturbation theory as well as the operator matrix
elements and the anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions can be extracted as will be
shown below in detail.

Let us consider the following 4-point Green functions

quark,p)

gluon,p)

(20)

(21)

where the label 7 is used to indicate an external photon, q indicates an external quark and g
an external gluon. Spin and colour averaging for the quark and gluon states is assurned. Anal-
ogously to the decomposition of the hadronic tensor W^v in terrns of F2 and FI we decompose
the Green functions Tu„ in terms of TL and T?. Applying the OPE to T™'1 and T^^ we find
the following equations for the renormalized Green functions

Tz™(P.q,a„(S,e) =
E 2r

••*„vl (22)

(23)

where k =2,L, as — a,(/*2/A2) and it is understood that the 1.h.s. is renormalized by substituting
the bare coupling constant in terms of the renormalized one.

f (24)

The terms O(p2) in the r.h.s. of Eqs. (22) and (23) indicate higher twist contributions. The
renomaüzation factors for the external quark and gluon lines are overall factors on both sides of
the equations and are omited. The coefficient functions on the r.h.s are renormalized quantities.
The matrix elements A'N are the matrix elements of bare operators and are defined as in Eq.
(9) with the nucleon states replaced by the appropriate quark or gluon states.

It is known that the gauge invariant operators O* and OG mix under renormalization
with unphysical operators (that are BRST variations of some operators or that vauish by the
equations of motion) [18, 6, 26]. But physical matrix elements (i.e. on-shell matrix elements
with physical polarizations) of such unphysical operators vanish. Since the method that is
described below deals wi th physical matrix elements we omited the unphysical operators in
Eqs. (22) and (23).



Starting from Eqs. (22} and (23), the anomalous dimensions and the coefficient functions
are calcnlated using the method of projections of Ref. [23]. It reduces the calculation of
(moments of) coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions to the calculation of diagrams
of the propagator type instead of the 4-point diagrams that contribute to T^u. This method
relies heavily on the use of dimensional regularization and the minimal subtraction scheme and
implicitly involves a considerable rearrangement of infrared and ultraviolet divergences.

The method consists of applying the following projection operator to both sides of Eqs. (22)
and (23).

QN

Here • • • q1*

,{«

is the harmonic (i.e. symmetrical and traceless) part of the tensor q'L>

(see next section). The operator PH is applied to the integrands of all Feynman diagrams
(nullifying p before taking the limit e — t 0, to dimensionally regularize the infrared divergences
äs p — > 0 for individual diagrams). It is important to realize that this Operation does not act on
the renormalization constants Z1^ and the coefficient furiclions on the r. h. s. of Eqs. (22), (23).
It does however act on the matrix elements A'N. The nullification of p has the effect that of all
the diagrams that contribute to the perturbative expansion of A'N only the tree level terms (i.e.
with no loops) survive since all diagrams containing loops become massless tadpole diagrams.
Massless tadpole diagrams are put to zero in dimensional regularization. Furthermore, the jVth

order differentiation in the operator Pfj has the effect that "P.v projects out only the _V rnoment
since of all the factors l/(2x)N' only l/(2x}^ gives a non zero contribution after null ifyingp. On
the left hand side the effect of PH is to effectively rcduce the 4-point diagrams that contribute
to Tyiv to 2-point diagrams (this follows from the nullification of the moinentum p ) , which
drastically simplifies the calculation. We apply the operator PN after the tensor structures 2, L
have been projected out because the operator "P,v would mutüate the tensor structure of 7^„. In
the projector T*,v we use the harmonic tensor g'"1 • • -q"N> to reniove higher twist contributions
(the 0(p2} terms in Eqs. (22) and (23)) that after difTerentiation with respect to p" survive äs
terms proportional to the metric tensor.

After application of the projection operator "P.v to Eqs. (22) and (23) we have

'- *,*

n2 i n2 i
l f-.^ / V \v>i>Gi \ r-G t,. ^ WGG/ l\\e

= (C7,jv(a. ,—,£)ZjV K - j J - r t - j t j v t a , , — if)ZA. ( a ' i - ) } ^ghionJV*

(26)

(27)

where k = 2 L and we defined

^.«^2'-"^- Ar| ^pül . . . QpN --v*-' i'"' "•

It should be understood that (26) and (27) represent a large coupled System of equations when
both sides are expanded in powers of as and e (i.e. C is expanded in positive powers of s and
Z Is expanded in negative powers of 2).

After the calculation of Tqr"qrt and T*"'8"' in the order a* and the determination of the tree
level matrix elements A$rfe one can solve Eqs. (26) and (27) simultaneously to obtain Ck,
Cg, Z^ and Z^G in order a3 but, unfortunately, ZGttl and ZGG only in the order a*. This
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limitation follows directly from the fact that Ck Starts from the order a° but CG starts from
order a, since the photon couples directly only to quarks. In solvmg the equations it is essential
that all poles of the Z factors are fully expressed in terms of the anomalous dimensions äs was
discussed in the beginning of this section. Coefficient functions and operator matrix elements
are fmite äs £ —* 0 but one must make sure that sufficiently high powers in E are taken into
account. For example, one should consider order e2 contributions for C^ at order a,. We stress
that by calculating only propagator type diagrams in the l.h.s. of Eqs. (26} and (27) we can
get both renormalization constants of operators and coefficient functions.

To obtain ZGv and ZGÜ in order a^ we calculated t wo more unphysical Green functions 7'q*qi*
and T8*8*, in which the photon is replaced by an external scalar particle <j> that couples directly
only to gluons. The vertices that describe the coupling between the external scalar field </> and
the gluons follow from adding the sirnplest gauge invariant interaction term 0G^G"" (where
C^v is the QCD field strength tensor) to the QCD Lagrangian. For the Green functions Tvt*vl'
and rgtis* an OPE similar to (3) exists with the same operators but with different coefficient
functions CG and C?, where C^ starts from the order ös and CG starts from the order a°.

One can repeat the steps that led to Eqs. (26) and (27) for the Green function Tq*qi*
and T808* but in addition, the external operators G" G^" have to be renormalized. After the

calculation of T^ and T$** in the order a3s one can obtain C$, C£. ZG* and ZGG in the

order 0^. Please note that the coefficients C® and C% are obtained äs a byproduct and are not
important for the physical process under consideration.

Summarizing. we apply the operator TV for jV—2,4,6,8 to 4 different Green functions. T1t'm,
T*'*6"'. Tq*q<* and Y'R*g* and we sum over the physical spin polarizations of the external quarks
and gluons. For the external quarks (in T'1'"1"' and T^i*) the s um over the polarizations is
performed by inserting the projection operator fi between the external quark legs and taking
the trace over the strings of gamma matrices. For the external gluons (in Tg"lt~> and T8*80) the
sum over physical spins can be done by contracting the cxternal gluon lines with — g"0 -\-(paq' +
p3q")lp • q — p°pÖ92/(p • i?)2 in which the (on-shell) gluon has momeiitum p (with p2 - 0). The
presence of the extra powers of p poses considerable efficiency problems (the operator "P,v will
generate rnore than 3 timcs larger intermediate expressions äs cornpared to the case of a simpler
<ja3 projection). Alternatively one may take the sum over physical gluon spins by contracting
the external gluon lines with only — y00 and adding external ghost contributions to the Green
functions. T^ to Tf1" and Th*hö to T^^, where the labe! h indicates an external ghost
line. This procedure 1s identical to the Standard use of ghost diagrams to remove unphysical
poiarizations of gluon propagators in the covariant gauge, and the ghost particle h is the
same ghost that we use in closed loops. Although we now have to consider all diagrams that
contribute to T)."1 "'and Th*h*, and increase the total number of diagrams that we have to
calculate, it still rnakes the cornputations morc than a factor of 3 faster (since ghost diagrams
are of a far simpler nature than gluon diagrams}. We checked for the lowest rnoments that the
two methods for taking the sum over the gluon spin polarizations gave the same results. but
for the higher moments we only applied the ghost method.

The Feynman diagrams that we need to calculate are generated automatically with a spccial
version of the diagram generator QGRAF[27]. The use of a Feynman diagram generator is very
important since in total we necd to calculate more than 10.000 3-loop diagrams for each value
for the momcnt Index N. For every class q-yq7, q^>q<£ etc. the füll set of diagrams is put
into a singlc file using a dedicated database program MINOS that manages information about
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thousands of diagrams and can be instructed to call other programs, giving them the proper
information from a database file.

For the actual calculations we use programs written for the symbolic manipulation pro-
gram FORM[28] to calculate colour factors for each diagram and bring the diagrams into a
representation that explicitly contaiiis information required at later steps in the calculation.
For instance, this involves choosing automatically an optimal path (in most cases the shortest
path) for the external momentum p to flow through each diagram (we are going to expand
in p when the operator P,\s applied) and determining automatically the diagram's topology
when p is nullified. This information, for all diagrams togcther, is kept in a single file and is
accessible using MINOS. We instruct MINOS to run sequentially, one diagram at a time, a
highly optimized FORM program that performs the explicit calculation i.e. it substitutes all
the Feynman rules, it performs projections on the Lorentz structures of the Green functions, it
Taylor-expands the diagrarn in the external momentum p (the depth of the expansion increases
with the moment index N), it takes all the Dirac traces, contracts with the tensors q^"1 • • • q^^
and finally calls the MINCER [29] integration package to perform the 3-loop scalar Integrals
of the massless propagator type (using the integration by parts algorithms pubüshed in Ref.
[30]). The results togetlier with some useful technical information about the calculation (such
äs the resources used) are again stored into a single file. MINOS will initiate the calculation
of a next diagram äs soon äs the calculation of a previous diagram is completed without any
need for human interference.

The complete set of the results of our calculations can be found in Ref. [13] where further
details and an analysis of the results are given. The obtained 3-loop singlet anomalous dimen-
sions and coeffident functions required the calculation of more than 10.000 3-loop diagrams.
The caiculation of these diagrams (for N=2,4,6,8) required more than the equivalent of 7500
hours on a 150 Mhz SGI Challenge Workstation and at some instances 2 Gbyte of storage place
for the intermediate stages in the calculation.
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Abstract: A study is presented of a possible future measurement of the longitudinal
structure function F/,(j, Q2) with different proton beam energies at HERA.

l Introduction

In the one-photon exchange approximation, the deep inelastic inclusive scattering (DIS) cross
section is given by the expression

Here Q2 is the squared four-momentum transfer, x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y =
Q2/sx ihe inelasticity variable with s = -lEfEp the centre of mass energy squared of the
collision. The two form factors Fj and FL are related to the cross sections a? and er/, of
the scattering of transversely and longitudinally polarizcd virtual photons off protons. In the
Quark Parton Model FZ is the sum of quark and antiquark distributions in the proton weighted
with the electric quark charges squared while FL is predicted to be zero for spin 1/2 partons
[1]- In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) FL aquires a non zero valuc due to gluon radiation
which is proportional to the strong coupling constant QS [2] with possibly sizeable higher order
corrections in QCD perturbation thcory [3], Measurements of FL, expressed äs the structure
function ratlo

« = T^F = -- < 2 'FI - FL aT

were performed by various fixed target lepton-hadron scattering experiments at x values larger
than 0.01 [4, 5].

A measurement of the longitudinal structure function at low x at HERA is important for a
number of reasons:

• At lowest x the cross section measurement can not bc uniqucly interpreted äs a deter-
mination of Fj bccause the FL contribution to the cross section becomes sizeable, see
eq.l.
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• A measurement of FL and of FI represents an important test of QCD which uniquely
describes the decomposition of the cross section into the F% and the FL part based on a
rommon set of parton distributions and NLO corrections [6]. In particular, the scaling
violations of F2 which at low x determine the gluon distribution are predicted to be in
accord with FL which is directly given by xg.

• The lowest Q2 behaviour of F2 is related to FL or R: a hard input distribution leads to
R = 6.2a,(<22)/ir, indepcndently of x while a soft distribution ,which implies approxiniate
double logarithmic scaling of Fj, leads to a dependence of R on In l/z [7], see also [8j.

• The FL measurements are performed at lowest possible x where BFKL dynamics may
show up. This may not affect FI in a sizeable way but may lead to FL values predicted
to be different by a factor of 2 from the Standard DGLAP expectation [9].

The qucstion is how predse one may hope to perform this measurement. This can be studied
now more reliably than previously [10, 11] since the systematics of t hat measurement is better
defined. This paper documents a study to measure FL with a sct of different proton beam
energies. Similar conclusions were reachcd during this workshop in [12]. Data at lower electron
beam energies Ee may be useful for systematic cross checks. Access to FL with lowered electron
energy. however, is even more complicated äs about two times lower scattered electron energies
have to be measured than with maximmn F.f. Further Information on R may be obtained from
radiative events äs originally proposed in [13j.

2 Cross Section Measurement

A measurement of the longitudinal structure function requires to access the lowest possible
scattered electron energies E'f which approxirnately define y äs l — E'f/Ef. The measurement
accuracy improves with rising y iike l / y 2 , see eq. l. The kinematic ränge of the FL measurement
is a band in the Q2,x plane of a y interval, between about 0.5 and 0.85. with a low Q2 limit given
by the maxiinum accepted polar angle of ihe scattered electron 8e ~ 177° and a large Q2 limit
around 100 GeV2. A measurement performed at several beam energy settings appropriately
chosen permits to cover an x ränge at fixed Q2 of about one order of magnitude. The smallest
x values can be covered using highest energy data by the method introduced by Hl [14] which
subtracts the F2 contribution to the cross section assuming (hat F% is accurately described by
NLO QCD.

The following sources of systematic errors of the high y cross section measurement were
considered:

• The uncertainty of the scattered electron energy: using the kinematic peak and the 7T0

mass reconstruction, the double angle method and Compton events one may assume a
scale uncertainty of 0.5% which implies a cross section error of about 0.7% at high y.

• The polar angle measurement can be äs accurate äs 0.5 mrad, even independently of
the even t vertex reconstruction with hadron tracks, based on drift charnbers and Silicon
trackers. The resulting cross section uncertainty amounts to about 0.6%.
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• The photoproduction background may cause an error of 2% which assumes a 10% control
of the background. This should be possible using the elect ron taggcr Systems, the hadronic
backward calorimeter sections and reducing the TTO background part with tracking in front
of calorimeters.

• At high y the radiative corrections are large [15] if the kinematics is reconstructed with
the scattered electron. These get reduced due to possible track requirements or E —
pz cuts which allows to study the effcct of the radiative corrections. Moreover. wi th
hadron calorimetry in backward dircction one may usc äs well the hadronic final state to
reconstruct the kinematics which then is inuch less affected by radiative effects. Altogether
an uncertainty of 1% may remain.

• Various detector and analysis efficiencies give rise to an estimated uncertainty of 2%.

• At low E'e the electron identification becomes difficult. For E'f > 6.5 GeV an error of 17t.
h äs been achieved by the Hl Collaboration [14]. Refined cluster algorithms considering the
highest energy cluster and the next high energy cluster can be employed and information
on hadron deposition in the calorimeters be used. Here we assume an error of 1%.

Altogether it can be expected that a 3% cross section error is achievable owing to the large
statistics envisaged for this measurement. This represents an improvement by a factor of 2 of
the Hl result obtained at y ~ 0.7 with data taken in 1994.

3 Longitudinal Proton Structure Function L

The estimated systematic cross section errors were converted into FL measurement errors, see
fig.l (open points), which are typically 0.08 in absolute. At each Q2 two or three rather precise
FL measurements can be obtained at different x for the sei of energies considered. Some
of the bins are accessed with more than one beam energy combination. The beam energies
finally chosen should include srnallest and largest possible proton beam energies because of the
measurement accuracy and x ränge. An important parameter of the measurement accuracy is
the minimum electron energy E'e which was assumed to be 5 GeV. No use was made in the
analysis of a possible reduction of the FL errors by the cross calibration of the measurement
results at low y where the sensitivity to FL is negligible.

At lowesl x information on FL can be obtained using the F? subtraction method [14]. The
result of a corresponding study for the highest beam energy is illustrated in fig.l (closed points).
The assumptions on the cross section error were those äs described above. In the Standard
method two independent cross section measurements have to be combincd. Here errors have
to be considered from one data set only. i.e. those from the large and the low y region.
These partially are compensating with the exception of the electron energy miscalibration.
This, however, leads to a very distinguished departure of F2 a-t low y from any possible QCD
behaviour. Therefore it can be constrained further in the requircd QCD analysis of F2 giving
finally rise to an estimated 1.5% accuracy of the extrapolated F2. Finally, the uncertainty of
the QCD fit to F-2 and its extrapolatjon to high y were estimated to leave a residual 2% error
of the subtracted FI cross section part.

The subtraction method can of course be applied to all data sets. The data at the present
HERA energies have shown already that the QCD assumption on F2 will be justified for the
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lower energy data since these are limited to relatively larger x, at fixed Q2. The estimated FL
errors of the subtraction method and of the data comparison method are similar which should
enable important systematic cross checks since the subtraction method depends on one energy
data set only while the Standard method uses at least two. These were not used here for any
possible error reduction which would have been difficult to model.

4 Conclusions

A measurement of the longitudinal proton structure function can be performed at HERA with
runs at > 4 different proton energies with luminosities per beam of about 10 pb"1. Such a
dedicated measurement series is estimated to determine FL for Q2 values between about 4 and
100 GeV2 with systematic errors of ~ 0.08 for one order of magnitude in x at given Q2. This
accuracy is challenging but the measurement is of fundamental theoretical interest.
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Figure 1: Estimated total accuracy of a raeasurement of the longitudinal structure function
FL(x,Q2) simulating data for an electron beara energy of 27.5 GeV and proton bcam energies
of 250, 350, 450 and 820 GeV with luminosities of 10 pb"1 per beam energy setting (open
points). The closed points at lowest x represent the result of a Simulation study using the
method to determine FL after subtraction of F2. These points are baserl on the higheat energy
data set.

QCD corrections to Fi(x,Q2)

Johannes Blümlein and Stephan Riemersma
DESY-Zeuthen, Platanenallee 6, D-15735 Zeuthen, Germany

Abstract: We perform a numerical study of the QCD corrections to the structure
function FL(x,Qz) in the HERA energy ränge. The tf-factors are of 0(30%) and
larger in parts of the kinematic ränge. The relative corrections to F" turn out to
be scale dependent and partially compensate contributions to the massless terms.

The longitudinal structure function in deep inelastic scattering, Fi(i,QJ), is one of the ob-
servables from which the gluon density can be unfolded. In leading order (LO) [1] it is given
by

with

and ® denoting the Meilin convolution. Eq. (1) applies for light quark flavours. Due to the
power behaviour of the coefficient functions Cj^fz) , an approximate relation for the gluon
density at small x

(3)

has been used to derive a simple estimate for xG(x,Q2) in the past [2\y quark con-
tributions and the next-to-Ieading order (NLO) QCD corrections complicate the unfolding of
the gluon density using F[,(x.Qz) and have to be accounted for in terms of ff-factors. In the
present note, these contributions are studied numerically for the HERA energy ränge.

The NLO corrections for the case of light quark flavours were calculated in ref. [3] and
the LO and NLO contributions for the heavy flavour terms were derived in refs. [4] and [5],
respectively. While in LO the heavy flavour part of FL(X, M2) is only due to ~j"g fusion, in NLO
also light quark terms contribute. Moreover, the choice of the factorization scale M2 happens
to affect F^(x,M2) substantially.

Light flavour coutributions

The leading order contributions to F^x^Q2) are shown in Figure l for x > 10 4 and 10 <
Q2 < 500 GeV . Here and in the following we refer to the CTEQ parametrizations [6] and
assume jV/ = 4. We also show the quarkonic contributions which are suppressed by one order of
magnitude against the gluonic ones in the sniall x ränge. The ratio of the NLO/LO contributions
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is depicted in figure 2. linder the above conditions, it exhibits a fixed point at x — 0.03. Below,
the correction grows for rising <?2 from K = 0.9 to l for x = 1(T4, (?2e[lO,500] GeV2. Above, its
behaviour is reversed. The correction factor K rises for large values of x. For x ~ 0.3 it reaches
e.g. 1.4 for Qz — 10 GeV . In NLO the quarkonk contributions are suppressed similarly äs in
the LO case at small x and contribute to FL by 15% if only light flavours are assumed.

Heavy flavour contributions

The heavy flavour contributions to FL are shown in figures 3 and 4, comparing the results for
the choices of the factorization scale M2 — 4m2 and M2 - 4m2 + Q2, with me = 1-5 GeV. Here
we used again parametrization [6] for the description of the parton densities but referred to
three light flavours only unlike the case in the previous section. The comparison of Figures 3a
and 4a shows that the NLO corrections are by far less sensitive to the choice of the factorization
scale than the LO results. Correspondingly the Jt«-factors F"(N L0)l F£(LO) are strongly
scale dependent. Note that the ratios KCc and K behave different and compensate each other
partially. Thus the overall correction depends on the heavy-to-light flavour composition of

In summary we note that the NLO corrections to FL are large. Partial compensation between
different contributions can emerge. For an unfolding of the gluon density from Fi(x,Q2} the
NLO corrections are indispensable.
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Flgure l : Leading Order contributions toFi(x)Qi). Figure 3a ; LO and NLO cc contributions toFz,{xtQ3}
The factorization scale is set to M2 = 4m2..

^ »
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g '•«

CTE02MS, N, = 4
CTEQ2M, CTEQ2LO Ms = 4 m1

tf- 10 GeV

tf = 50 GeV

O1- 100 GeV

tf= 500 GeV

Figure 2 : The NLO correction factor for FL(x,Q2) Figure 3b : Ratio of the NLO to LO cc" conlribu-

in the case of four light flavours. tions to FL(X, Q2)- The factorization scale is set to

M2 = 4ml



CTEQ2M, CTEQ2LO M3 = Q1 + 4 m1 •J

O

: CTE02U. CTEQ2LO M2 = Q1 + 4 m!

tf- TOGeV3

tf « SO GeV

tf- lOOGe^
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Figure 4a : Same äs In Fig. 3a but for choosing the Figure 4b : Same äs In Fig. 3b but for chooslng the
factorization scale M2 - 4rr^ + Q2. factorlzation scale M2 = 4m2 + Q2.
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IR-Renormalon Contribution to the
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Measurements of the ratio

R(x,Q2} = ̂
4MV

- l (1)

which so far had only rather limited precision should improve substantially over the next years
FL — FI — 2xFi. Phenomenolügical fits to the existing data Kuggest surprisingly large higher
twist contributions. It would be interesting to gct an estiniate of the twist-4 part of FL, which
has been analvzed in the framework of operator product expansion. The corresponding matrix
elements could not yet be evaluated, by relatively reliably methods like lattice gauge calculations
or QCD sum rules. In this contribution we will derive an estimate for the nonsinglet part of the
longitudinal structure function, denoted by F^s, in the framework of the renonnalon calculus

[1].

The forward Compton-scattering-amplitude is cakulated in the Borel-plane with an effektive
gluon propagator, taking only one gliion exchange int o account. In the Landau gauge the
effective gluon propagator resums arbitrary many quark loop insertions in the gluon line, which
is an exact procedurc in QED and reads in the Borel representation:

(2)

«s — «j/(47r), C corrects for the renormalization scheme dependence and u is the Borel trans-
formation parameter. In QCD the restriction to one glnon exchange is an cxact procedure only
in the large ,<V/-liinit, where :V^ is the number of quark-flavors. The next-to-leading .V^-order
terms are approximated by naive-nonabclianization (NNA), which means to replace the one
loop beta-function of QED by the QCD beta-function ßa — 11 - |A'/ and corresponds to the
replacement A'/ —• Nf - ~. The quality of this approximation has to be checked by comparing
the NNA-perturbative-coefficients with the known exact ones.

The IR-renormalon-poles reHect the factorial growth of the perturbative series. which has
to bc interpreted äs an asymptotic expansion. It has to be truncated after the minimal term,
which determines the best accuracy one may achieve using perturbative expansion. As the
Q2 dependence of this ambiguity is power-like, it has been suggested to use H äs an estiraate
of higher-twist contributions. Despite the fact that the conceptual basis for this approach is
controversial. the procedure has given rea^onable estimates [2. 3],



N = 2

N = 4

N = 6

N = 8

Ns = 3

Nf = 4

Nf = 3

AT, = 4

N/ = 3

Nf=4

Nf = 3

N} = 4

Exact results

43.1254 a* + 1386.59 ojj

38.5822 G^ + 1032.7 a*

37. 75 a^ + 1472.58 a^

34. 3367 a2 + 1155. 64 a;)

32.9091 a2 + 1433.24 a*

30.21340? + 1152.07o*

29. 1822 a2s + 1373. 83 a}

26. 9507 a^ + 1117.97 a^

NNA approximants

61.3333 a2 + 2168. ̂

56.7901 a2s + 1858. 71 a'

46.08 a? + 1984.51 a^

42.6667 a2 + 1701.4 a*

36.3918 a? + 1726.31 a3,

33.6961 a= + 1480.03 a*

30.1249 ß^ + 1519.45 a^

27.8934 ß2 + 1302.68 a'

Table 1: NNA approximants compared to the exact results [2j.

To obtain the NNA-approximated coefficient function CI,N(O.S) we have tu calculate the
first order as correction to the Compton scattering amplitude using the effectivc propagator

(2). We get

ß[CV„.vK)](s) = C-j,"-" ' ' r(3 + N}

= CF

(2 - s) (3 + Ar)(2 - s) (2 + JV)(3
(3)

T wo IR-renormalons appear at s = l and s = 2 in the Borel-representation. The position of
the UV-renormalon s = -(l + Ar) depends on the moment N onc is dealing with.

The NNA-approximated perturbative coefficients can be derived fromj3) to all Orders in
aä (setting the renormalization point to ß2 = Q2 and C = -5/3 for MS-scheme) and then
be compared with the exact results derived by Larin et al. for the non singlet moments N =
2, 4, 6, 8 (see table 1). In each order the leading A^-tenn Ar"~La? agrees exactly, so that the
result is exact for the first order as correction, which is not shown. The Ay-subieading terms are
NNA approximated. It is interesting to observe that NNA is for higher moments a consistently
better approximation than for lower ones. This is due to the fact that the most problematic
property of NNA is to neglect multiple gluon emission. As such processes are irnportant for
small x we cannot expect our NNA structure functions to be correct in this region. Ever higher
moments of the structure functions are less and less sensitive to their small-x behaviour and
therefore the NNA should systematically improve.

As already mentioned the IR-renormalon poles in (3) reflect a factorial growth of the pertru-
bative series. This means that the perturbative expansion at best can be regarded as an asymp-
totic expansion. The general uncertainty in the perturbative prediction is then of the order of
the minimal term in the expansion, which can be estimated either directly or by taking the
imaginary part 'U/TT of the Borel transform. The leading IR-renormalon at s = l gives rise to
a A2/(?2 arnbiguity for the asymptotic series. This uncertainty is easily transformed from the
nioraeiitum-space to Bjorken-,?::

— dffit)
d(QCD)

• • • - d(TM)
d (twist-4)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 l .C

Figure 1: AJTJ = 250 MeV, Q'2 - 5 GeV and Nf - 4 [2].

y \y

(4)

The first two terms are the Standard convolution and the target mass correction respectively.
The last term with undetermined sign is the calculated ambiguity, which we will u^e as an
estimate of the twist-4 correction to F*s.

In Figure l the experimental fit of the power corrections d!li is compared with the QCD-
calculation dQCD (Eq. (4)) using au experimental fit for F2, where we have shown target mass
d™ and twist-4 contribution dttaist~* separately. We observe a rather large contribution coming
from the IR renormalon estimate for the twist-4 part. which accounts for more than half of the
discrepancy between the experimental fit and a prediction which takes into account the target
mass correction only. In view of the fundamental objections concerning the used IR-renormalon
method. the prediction of a large twist-4 contibution to F^s in agreement with experimental
results is a surprising success. It further Supports the idea that, while the rigorous QCD
calculations of higher twist contribution to FL are not yet available, calculations like the one
presented here may be used to predict the order of magnitude of power suppressed corrections.
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Abstract: We present theoretical and experimental considerations pertaining to
deeply inelastic heavy-flavour production. The various theoretical uncertainties in
the cross section calculation are discussed. Cuts are imposed to determine the
fraction of charm production accessible to the detectors. The production of charm
at asymptotic Q2 and bottom production are also covered. Experimental aspects
include current charm production data analysis and prospects for future analyses
including anticipated high precision and distinguishing photon-gluon fusion charm
events from excitation from the charm parton density. The feasibility of measuring
F!f(z,Q*) is investigated.

l Introduction

Heavy-flavour production in deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA is now emerging äs
a very important means of studying proton structure. The ink is still drying on the first
experimental reports of charm production from photon-mediated DIS at HERA [l, 2]. The next-
to-leading order (NLO) calculations have also been published within the last four years. The
inclusive calculation of the photon-mediated heavy-flavour structure functions F^(x^Q^,m2)

[3], the inclusive single differential distribution dF^\jdO [4] (0 being the transverse niomentum
pt of the heavy quark and the rapidity y), and the fully differential calculation [5] are now
available for a complete NLO analysis of the photon-mediated heavy-flavour structure function.

In section 2, following a short review of the necessary formulae, we give event numbers
for charm and bottoin in bins of x and Q2 and investigate the theoretical issues surround-
ing DIS heavy-flavour production. The primary sources of theoretical uncertainty include the
imprecisely determined charm quark mass and renormalization and factorization scale depen-
dences. Additional impediments to a clean extraction of the gluon density from heavy-flavour
production include the effects of light-quark (u,d,s) initiated heavy-flavour production and
the influence of the longitudinal heavy-flavour structure function FLq(x, Q2,ro2) upon the cross
section results.

We investigate the effect of realistic cuts in p, and pseudorapidity t} on the cross section and
determine acceptance probabilities äs a function of x and Q2. Charm production in the limit
Q2 > m2 [6] is then discussed.

In section 3, we briefly sunimarize the analyses of charm production of the 1994 HERA data.
These data allow for the determination of the source of the charm production, revealing the
primary production mechanism at presently measured Q2 values is photon-gluon fusion rather
than stemming from the charm parton density. From the first measurement of the chatm
structure function F" at low x, the ratio F"/F^ is extracted.

Subsequently future experimental prospects are discussed. The current installation of the
silicon vertex detectors at Hl will enable greater charm and bottom hadron detection efficiency.
The anticipated luminosity of 5QQpb~l will allow detailed studies of charm production dynamics.
The transition from boson-gluon fusion of charm to excitation from the charm quark sea should
become apparent äs the accessible Q2 grows. The predicted bottom quark production cross
section will enable studies of F2 jF^c äs a function of x and Q2 with reasonable precision.

2 Theoretical Aspects

2.1 Background

The reaction under study is

P(p) X ,

where P {p} is a proton with momentump, Q(pi)(Q(pi)) is a heavy (anti)-quark with momentum
p1 (p2 = m2) and X is any hadronic state allowed by quantum number conservation. The cross
section may be expressed äs

(2)dx dQ2 x Q4

The inciusive structure functions F21 were calculated to next-to-leading order (NLO) in Ref. [3].
The results can be written äs

Fk(x,Q2,m2} =

(3)

where k — 2, L and the upper boundary on the Integration is given by zmai = Q^/(Q2 + 4m2}.
The functions fi(x,fi ) , ( z — g , q , q ] denote the parton densities in the proton and ß Stands
for the mass factorization scale which has been set equal to the renormalization scale. The

<=B(C,0(« - 9,q,4'J = 0 , l ) , cg(C,0(^ - 5,9,^_= 1), and dgtC.OC« = 9 , 9 i ^ = 1)
are coefficient functions and are represented in the MS scheme. They depend on the scaling
variables C an^ ^ defined by

4m2
(4)

9 n



where 5 is the square of the c.m. energy of the virtual photon-parton subprocess C?2(l — z)/ 'z.
In Eq. (3) we distinguish between the coefficient functions with respect to their origin. The
coefficient functions indicated by c^;(£ ,£) ,CfcJ(£,£) originate from the partonic subprocesses

where the virtual photon is coupled to the heavy quark, whereas <^i(C>0 comes from the
subprocess where the virtual photon interacts with the light quark. The former are multiplied
by the charge squared of the heavy quark e*H, and the latter by the charge squared of the light
quark e\y (both in units of e). Terms proportional to e//et integrale to zero for the
mclusive structure functions. Furthermore we have isolated the factorization scale dependent
logarithm

We investigate the ability of heavy-flavour production to constrain the gluon density. The
scale dependence and the poorly known charm quark mass are the largest contributors to
the theoretical uncertainty. The effects of FL^ and the light-quark initiated contributions are
discovered also to be important in the analysis. To aid the experimental analysis, the fully
differential program [5] is used to apply a series of cuts to determine the percentage of events
the detectors are likely to see in bins of x and Q2. With the planned inclusion of silicon vertex
detectors, the abiüty to see bottom events increases dramaticaUy, motivating the presentation
of results for the cross section and Jj (*, Q2,mj}„ The transition of charm production from
photon-gluon fusion to excitation from the charm parton density is something HERA is in a
unique position to evaluate. For other phenomenological investigations, see [8, 9, 10].

2,2 Code Update

For this study we use an updated version of the code based upon [7]. The original code was
based upon ntting the coefficient functions described in eq. (3) using a two-dimensional tabular
array of points in £ and £. The coefficient functions were generated via a linear Interpolation
between the caJculated points. The linear Interpolation was insufficiently accurate and required
a more sophisticated Interpolation procedure.

The present Interpolation procedure is based upon a Lagrange three-point Interpolation
formula, see eq. 25.2.11 [11]. The results have been thoroughly compared with the original
code in [3] and [5] and excellent agreement has been established.1

As a demonstration of the code, we present results for the Born cj (£, £ = l, 10) in Fig. la

and c£i(C,£ = l, 10) and cg(C,l - l, 10) in Fig. Ib.

2.3 Scale and Parton Density Related Issues

For the subsequent studies we first construct a "data" set. The number of DIS charm events is
calculated for an integrated luminosJty of 500 pfe"1, using CTEQ3M [12] parton densities with
A4 - 239 MeV, mc = 1.5 GeV, and p? = Q2 + 4m*. Unless otherwise mentioned, CTEQ3M
is used for all results. The results in Fig. 2a. are produced for 1.8 < Q2 < 1000 GeV1 and
10" < z < l using four bins per decade for both Q2 and x.

We also calculate the araount of bottom production events, which is greatly reduced due to
the reduction of the charge factor by four äs well äs a significantly reduced phase space. The

'The code is available at http://www.ifh.de/theory/publist.html.

(>>)

Figure 1: (a) The Born coefficient functwn c\, for £ — 1,10 and (b)The NLO coefficient
functions CjJ(f,£), for £ — l, 10 (upper curves at large () and C2J((,£) for £ = l, 10 (lower
curves at large £).

(b)

Figure 2: Projected number of DIS events from (a) charm and (b) bottom production for an
integrated lummosity o} 500 pb~l binned in x and Q2 with no cuts apphed.

result is shown in Fig. 2b taking the same parameters äs before except TOJ = 4.75 GeV and
p* = Q2 -f m'. A discussion of the implications of this number of b events can be found in
section 3.2.

The most important numerical sources of theoretical uncertainty in DIS heavy-flavour pro-
duction are the factorization/renormalization scale dependence and the poorly known charm
quark mass. Varying /i in Eq. (3) indicates the stability of the NLO result is against scale
changes.

The "data" are peaked strongly at small x and Q2. As Q2 grows, the events become more
evenly distributed in x. For small Q2, the number of events N falls off äs z —> 1. At larger Q2,
N rises, peaks at intermediate x, then drops.

Using the "data" set äs a point of reference, we can investigate where in the kinematic
region the effects of scale Variation are most strongly feit. Keeping every other parameter fixed,



Figure 3: The uncertainties in a(ep —t ccX)(x,Q2): (a)

we determine the nurnber of events for /t2 = 4m2 and p2 = 4(Q2 + 4m2). We investigate the
quantity

= 4K?a+4me ' ))
+ 4m2) ' l&)

The results are displayed in Fig. 3a. Apart from the high-z region, which contains very few
charm events, the scale dependence varies relatively little with Q2. As x —> 0, we find the scale
dependence disappearing. This behaviour bodes very well for a low-z extraction of the gluon
density from charm events.

The charm quark mass uncertainty presents a stickier problem, A precise measurement of
the charm mass is yet to be made. To develop a feeüng for how much of an effect the uncertainty
has, we calculated

Am (x,Q2) = (6)2JV(me = 1.5GeV)

Very large effects are naturally found near threshould, but äs Q2 increases and z decreases,
Am<. approaches a value on the order of 0.1. Varying the charm ma.ss from 1.3 to 1.7 GeV is a
conservative estimate; the error induced by the uncertainty viewed in Fig. 3b. can be viewed
äs an upper bound.

A clear indication of the ability to extract the gluon density from charm production is
whether one can distinguish the gluon densities from different available parton densities. We
compare the cross section generated with CTEQ2MFJ12] (with a flat gluon density äs x —> 0)
with GRV94HO[13] (with a steep gluon density äs x -> 0). We define

(7)

and show the results in Fig. 3c.

Away from large z, &siaf(x,Q2) is flat äs a function of Q2. In the intermediate region in
z, very little distinguishing power is observed. Beginning near z = 10~3, a definite difFerence
is seen. The analysis rnust seemingly extend to x <C, 5 • 10~4 to distinguish cleanly the gluon
densities mentioned.

To summarize: While the scale dependence is well under control, the dominant source of
uncertainty is clearly the charm quark mass, which has a strong influence on the cross section
at low z and low Q2. This region is exactly the region sensitive to the gluon density. This
strong influence of mc poses problems for a clean extraction of the gluon density at small x
from inclusive ineasurements.

'

2.4 Smaller Contributions to the Cross Section: Ff and Light-
Quark Initiated Results

A clean extraction of the gluon density rnay be hindered by contributions of F£c and light-quark
initiated contributions to the cross section. We investigate the fractional FL contribution to
the cross section by investigating

0FL = ^^-^ , (8)

where ff, represents the contribution to the cross section in Eq. (2) with FL set to zero.

We find a sizeable contribution to the cross section at high y. This overlaps with the low
Q2 and low x region previously determined to be deemed the most suitable for a gluon density
extraction. To do so, however, one must take into consideration F"'.

We investigate the light-quark initiated contribution by detetmining

(9)

The results are very nearly constant, amounting to a 5 - 8 % contribution except at large x,
where the charm contribution does not appreciably contribute numerically.

Summarizing: the contributions to the cross section from F" are noticeable in the large y
region, which overlaps with the srnall x and small Q2 region, hindering the extraction of the
gluon using only _F2CC. The h'ght-quark initiated cross section contributes on the order of 5 % to
the total cross section, and therefore cannot be totally neglected.

2.5 Cuts vs. No Cuts

With the fully differential code developed in [5], a series of cuts can be applied determining a
mote realistic expectation of charm events able to be detected.

The cuts imposed upon the data are

< 1-5, Pl > 2GeV, (10)

T/C belng the pseudorapidity of the detected charm quark. We define the efficiency äs the
percentage of the cross section surviving the cuts relative to the the uncut cross section. Looking
first at the low Q2 ränge from 2 to 10 GeV2 (CTL), we present the cross section with and without
the aforementioned cuts in the x bins outlined in Tab. 1. In the low x ränge, we observe an
efficiency of 20 - 25 %, diminishing near threshould, the low efficiency rnostly a result of the p<
cut.

In the intermediate Q2 ränge (er/), from 10 to 100 GeV2. We find the efEciency has risen
considerably to the 30-40 % ränge where the cross section is peaked in intermediate x, with on
the order of 20 % for the small x region.

In the high Q2 ränge, from 100 to 1000 GeV2 (<?jj), the efficiency continues to rise with Q2,
reaching 50-60 % in the high to intermediate x region and 30-40 % in the srnall x ränge.

The number of events falling within the imposed cuts mentioned in Eq, (10) is not over-
whelmingly large, but a large enough sample should be accessible to gather significant statistics.
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*„,„
0.10E-3
0.18E-3
0.32E-3
0.56E-3
0.10E-2
0.18E-2
0.32E-2
0.56E-2
0.10E-1

0.018
0.032

0.56E-1
O.IOE+O
0.18E+0

£

0.18E-3
0.32E-3
0.56E-3
0.10E-2
0.18E-2
0.32E-2
0.56E-2
0.10E-1
0.18E-1
0.32E-1
0.56E-1

O.IOE+O
0.18E+0
0.32E+0

^iJf^L
4.39
4.14
3.60
2.96
2.32
1.74
1.25
0.-5

VL.cut, (nb)

1.06
1.13
0.96
0.70
0.40
0.17
0.04

0.002

a i (nb)

0.33
1.16
1.73
1.98
1.91
1.62
1.27
0.94
0.66
0.43
0.26
0.13

<7/iCtl(ä (nb)

0,06
0.25
0.48
0.68
0.77
0.70
0.50
0.28
0.11
0.025
0.014
0.000

<7ff (nb)

0.040
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.13

0.091
0.057
0.032
0.014
0.041

va.wt, (nb)

0.012
0.049
0.089
0.096
0.076
0.046
0.017
0.003
0.000
0.000

Table 1: Cross sections with and without the cuts mentioned in Bq. (10).

2.6 Charm Production at Asymptotic Q2

Near the threshould for charm production the deep inelastic structure functions F,, i = 2,Z,
which include the contributions of the light partons u, d, s, and g and the charm quark with
mass THC are given by eq. (3).

Equation (3) gives an adequate prescription äs iong äs the c.m. energy is not too far above
the charm threshould, which implies that Q2 is not too large compared to m^. However, when
we enter the asymptotic region Q2 >- m2,, the heavy quark coefficient functions behave like
lnl(ml/^)[n:'(Q2/m2} so that the higher order corrections can become large. At sufficiently
large Q2 the charm quark should be treated in the same way äs the light partons were at smaller
Q:. The logarithmic behaviour of the coefficient functions is due to the collinear singularities
which are regulated by mc. Therefore when Q2 > m2,, the charm quark behaves like a massless
quark similar to the behaviour of the normal light quarks (ut d, and s) over the whole Q2 ränge.
Following the same procedure äs has been used for the light partons, the mass singular (mc

-dependent) terms have to be factorized out of the heavy quark coefficient functions using the
method of mass factorization. This leads to a redefinition of the parton densities and the heavy
quark coefficient functions turn into the light parton analogues, wherein the number of light
flavours is enhanced by one. The above procedure is called the variable flavour number scheme
(VFNS) which is outlined in leading order in [14].

Since all coefficient functions are now available up to order ctj, this analysis can be extended
to NLO to give a better description for the structure functions F^x, Qz) at large Q2. A preprint
is in preparation[15].

3 Experimental Aspects

3.1 Charm production

Resuits on charm production in deep inelastic ep scattering are available Hl and ZEUS based
on a luminosity of approximately 3 pb~l collected with each experiment at HERA in 1994.
The Hl collaboration [l] has performed the tagging of heavy quark events by reconstructing
P°/D°(1864) and D-±(2010) mesons, whüe the ZEUS collaboration [2] has given preh'minary
results for the inclusive D'*1 (2010) analysis. The number of currently observed events containing
heavy quarks is only of the order of 100 to 200 charm mesons identified in any of the different
analyses. Combining the Z>° and D~± analysis of Hl leads to a charm production cross section
of

v(ep -> eccX) = 17.4 ± 1.6(.tat.) ± 1.7(«p.«v*-) ± l.^moÄi) nb (11)

in the kinematic ränge 10 GeV1 < Qz < 100 GeV2 and 0.01 < y < 0.7. This cross section is
somewhat larger than predicted by the NLO calculations [3, 1].

Hl has also extracted Information on the charm production mechanism in neutral current
DIS at HERA from the distribution of XD = 2\P^a\/W, where P'Da denotes the momentum of
the D° in the f'p system. This is found to agree well with the expectation from boson gluon
fusion, but disagrees with the prediction from processes in which the charmed hadrons would
originate directly from quarks in the proton. This analysis concludes that over 95% of charm
production in neutral current ep DIS is due to boson-gluon fusion. This observation seems to
be in contradictkm to recent inclusive calculations of charm production in DIS [14], from which
was concluded that for the kinematic ränge accessible in the current analyses at HERA charm
quarks may already be considered äs partons in the proton [10].

Finally, current charm production data allowes for a first glimpse at the charm contribution
-Fje(x, Q2) to the proton structure function at small x. Although the errors on the indivial data
points are still large (0(20 - 30%)), clearly the charm contribution is important. Averaged
over the kinematic ränge, a ratio (F^/Fi) — 0.237 ± 0.021 ± 0.041 is obtained, which is one
order of magnitude larger than at larger x.

In the following we give some estimates about the precision that may be expected at HERA
for an integrated luminosity of 500 pb , As an example the capabilities of the Hl detector
[18] are considered. For heavy flavor physics an important new feature of the apparatus is the
double layer silicon vertex detector (CST) [19] which will allow use of the apparent proper time
of charm hadrons in selecting heavy flavor events. Other decay channels than D° —* K~n+ and
D"+ —> DOTT+ —> K~ir+irf are already under investigation or will become accessible due to the
CST.

Table 2 contains a list of decay modes which should be feasible for charm tagging in Hl in
future by also including the CST. A total charm selection efficiency of 1% may be obtained.
Compared to the present analysis this corresponds to an increase in the total selection efficiency
of a factor 4 to 5. Although the new channels opened by the use of the CST corresponds only to
50% of this gain, the signal to background ratio will improve for all decay modes considerably.
From the improved signal to background ratio, the improved effective number of events per
luminosity Neff = (N,ignai l & ttatf will increase by a factor of 6 to 8. Due to the cut in the
impact parameter of the D° mesons, which is likely to be different in the D° and D'+ analyses,
the events selected in the D*+ analyses will only partially overlap with the events selected in
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Mode

ß*+ _, U°jr+ -> K-IT+IT+
D~+ -> /)°7r,+ -» Ar~7r+7r°7r+
D*+ _, £t°7r+ -» K-STTK?
]}•+ _» D°TT+ -* tf°ir+*--n-+
/)•+ _+ ü°7r+ -* K°ir+ir-*0x}
D-+ _,. £>°JT+ -t K-p+v^t
D-+ _> D°x+ _» A-e+i/,7T(+

Sum Z)""1"
D° _» K--IT+
£p _> K0Tr + TT~~

D° -> tf-37r
Sum D
£>+ -, K°ir+

D+ -* tf-Tr+TT-
£>+ -» tf°37r

Sum £>+

Sum D

[1]

[1]

CST

CST
CST
CST
CST

P(c - D)

0.248

0.248

0.535

0.535

0.25

0.25

BR(D -> FS)

0.026
0.096
0.052
0.013
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.259

0.0383
0.0186

0.075
0.132

0.009
0.091

0.07
0.170

«-
0.16
0.04
0.10
0.20
0.08
0.04
0.04

0.06
0.06
0.04

0.12
0.07
0.07

P-BR- etot

0.0010
0.0010
0.0013
0.0007
0.0005
0.0002
0.0002
0.0049

0.0012
0.0006
0.0014
0.0032

0.0003
0.0016
0.0012
0.0031

0.0097

Table 2: Compilation of vanous decay channtls of charm mesons accessible in Hl. The channels
marked by "CST" will be accessible only by using the silicon vertex detector. BR(D —* FS)
denotes the product of all branching ratios involved in the decay into the final state "FS". For
the determination of the total charm tagging efficiency the correiations in the D° and D" +

analyses are taken into account.

the corresponding D° analyses. Taking an integrated luminosity of 500 pfc"1, about 160,000
tagged charm events are expected for the kinematic ränge of the published Hl analysis. This
has to be compared to the currently analyzed 250 events. We expect a gain of a factor of
1000 is expected for the statistical significance because of the increase in the effective number
of events. In total, we expect to observe roughly 6,000 double-tag charm events in the ränge
1.7 GeV2 < (J2 < 560 GeV2 which would allow a study of the charm production dynamics in
detail (see Ref. [10]).

Figure 4 shows the result of the hypothetical measurement of F" in the ränge 1.7 GeV2 <
Q"1 < 560 GeV2 for a luminosity of 500 pb~l based on the gluon density determination from
the NLO Hl fit to the inclusive F? data combining the statistics of the D meson decay modes
summarized in Table 2 by assuming mf = 1.5 GeV and /i2 = Q2 + 4m2. The contribution due
to FL and the light flavors are not included. Statistical and füll errors are shown. The effect
due to the uncertainty in mc and fi is not included. For Q2 < 100 GeV2 the precision of this
measurement will be limited by the experimental systematic uncertainty.

A detailed analysis of the experimental systematic uncertainties in the determination of
Fjc based on the current data is given in Ref. [1]. At present the total systematic error is
approximately 20 %. It is dominated by the uncertainty in the assumptions made to extract
the Signal from the observed tnass distributions. This will improve äs soon äs more data become
available. Ultimately a systematic error of 10% is achievable. which will then be equally due to

Figure 4: Expected F™ for a luminosity of 500 pb l. The points show the prediction from the
gluon density determination by the NLO Hl fit to the inclusive FZ- The inner (outer) error
represents the statistical and the total experimental error. The füll (dashed) Une gives the ezpec-
tation from the NLO calculations based on GRV-HO [16] and MRSH [17] parton distributions
using a charm quark mass of mr — 1.5 GeV.

detector and analysis related errors (7%) and to the knowledge of the fragmentation probability
P(c —> D) of a charm quark into a specific charm meson and their branching ratios (7%). The
latter will not improve in the near future.

Figure 4 also shows the NLO predictions [3. 7] using the GRV-HO(1992) [16] and the
MRSH [17] parameterization of the gluon density in the proton using mc — 1.5 GeV and
/t2 = Q2 + 4m2. For a given value of mc the data will still allow a sensitive indirect determination
of the gluon density even with the relatively large experimental systematic uncertainties. Due
to the high statistics it will be possible to measure the charm production cross section up to
Qz < 1000 GeV2. Assuming charm tagging is perfornied for all decay modes listed in Tab. 2,
the sensitivity limit for the inclusive measurements will already be reached at 50 pb~l for
Q* < 100 GeV2, at which time the experimental systematic will dominate in this kinematic
ränge.

As shown in the theory section, the measurement of F|c is sensitive to the gluon density at
large y. Unfortunately the F" measurement in this ränge is also very sensitive to the charm
quark mass. Therefore it is not clear whether the measurement of F" alone will allow an
extraction of the gluon density at small x. For the present data j l ] it was concluded that the
extraction of the gluon density from F%c should be still feasible. The behavior for Q2 < 10 GeV2

has not been studied yet. If it happens that F™ does not provide an reliable indirect extraction
of the gluon density because of the uncertainty in m,., exclusive distributions of the identified
charm hadrons have to be studied. As an example the result of the Monte Carlo study of the
influence of mc and the gluon density on the distribution 1/u dcr/dxrj is shown in Fig. 5 for
6 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 and the cuts of Eq. (10). Here A XD is defined äs

l/U; dffildxD(x£))
112)

where i,j denote the different values of the parameters, i.e. mc = 1.3, 1.7 GeV and
PDF=MRSH, GRV-HO(1992), respectively. The mass of the charm quark affects strongly



Figure 5: Relative change A.xD in the shape of the distribution I/o- da/dxpj according to tke
LO Monte Carlo Simulation of the AROMA program for 6 Ge V1 < Q2 < 100 Ge V2 and the
cuts of Eq. (10). The füll line gives the change m the shape by changing mc from 1.3 GeV
to 1.7 GeV. The dashed line shows the influence of using the GRV-HO (1992) instead of the
MRSH parameterization of the gluon density m the proton.

the shape of the XD distribution (füll line) while there is only very Httle effect due to the choice
of the parton density function (dashed line). A study of this distribution, for instance, should
therefore disentangle the effect of the charm quark mass and the gluon density on F".

In section 2.5, the question when charm quarks should be treated äs partons of the proton
was discussed. The investigation of the x and Q2 dependence of the exclusive measurement of
I/o- dv/dxD will allow a study of the origin of charm production äs a function of the kinematic
variables. At sufficiently large Q2 it is expected that the charrn quark behaves like a parton
in the proton. This will result in a change of the XD distribution from the boson gluon fusion
dominated regime presently observed in the available data at (Q2} zx 25 GeV to the sea quark
dominated regime at large Q2. If it becomes possible to control the ft and mc dependence of
charm production at large £?2, the measurement of F"(x, t?2, XD) can determine g(z, (?2) and
c(x, Q2) simultaneously. This study would certainly require a luminosity of 500 pb~l to produce
enough data at large Q .

3.2 Bottom Production

In the following the possibilities to measure F^(x, Q2) at HERA are studied on the basis of the
predictions for bottom production in section 2.3. Again the Hl detector is used äs an example.

Compared to charm quark events the major experirnental difference in bottom quark pro-
duction is the relative long lifetime of the B mesons. With use of the CST, bottom events
are selected by applying a cut in the impact parameter of tracks not nttlng to the primary
event vertex. The combinatorial background is negligible, while the charm production is a
signincant background source, because of the much larger cross section. Only the exclusive
analysis of reconstructed D mesons will be discussed Lere. This method benefits from (a) the
large branching ratios of B mesons into charm meson and (b) the relatively long visible lifetime
observed m the decay chains. For a selection efficiency of 50% for the impact parameter cut,
the contamination of charm events reduces by a factor of 12.5(2.8) for the D°(D±) analysis.

AU decay modes summarized in Tab. 2 will also be accessible in this case. Due to the larger
cut values in the impact parameter for the different decay modes, the combinatorial background
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Figure 6: Expected ratio F^/F" for a luminosity of 500 pb~l . The points show the predictions
according to the calculations of section S. l and 2.6. The inner (outer) error represents the
statistical and the total experimental error.

is smaller. This will allow for softer cuts. Compared to charm production studies an increase
in efficiency by a factor 3 is expected. A systematic error of 16% may be achieved, limited by
the uncertainties in the branching fraction BR(B —> DX).

Figure 6 shows the ratio of F^/F" expected from this analysis where the charm production
background is subtracted statistically. The errors refer to the statistical and the total experi-
mental error. For a luminosity of 500 pb"1 will still be statistics limited. Integrated over the
kinematic ränge a mean value of F^/Fy* = 0.02 is predicted.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed DIS heavy-flavour production at HERA at NLO. The effect on
the charm production cross section due to the uncertainties in the factorization/renormalization
scale /( and the charm quark mass mc has been studied äs a function of x and Q . At small x
and for Q2 < 300 GeV2 the predictions are found to be insensitive to ji while in this region the
effect of mc is found to be large. Unfortunately the sensitivity of F j e ( x , Q2) to the gluon density
at small x is also restricted to this kinematic region. It has been shown that the contribution
of FL has sizeable effects on the charm production cross section at large y. The contribution
of light quarks to tl.e cross section turned out to be of the order of 5%, nearly independent of
x and Q2. Results on bottom production have been presented.

The current experimental Situation has been summarized. Based upon this knowledge,
statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties for large luminosity have been estimated.
Ultimately an accuracy of 10% in the overail normalization of the cross section may be achieved.
In the kinematic ränge where the inclusive measurement Ff(x,Q2} is found to be sensitive to
the gluon density, the error of the inclusive measurement will start to be systematics dominated
with a luminosity of 50 pb~l. It has been demonstrated that exclusive measurements of the
charm mesons would disentangle the influence of mc and the gluon density on the charm
production cross section. An exploration of the kinematic plane, the extraction of the gluon
density, äs well äs the question when the charm quark may be treated äs a parton, will require a
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himinosity of 500 pb 1. Finally the ratio of FfjF"(x, Q2) haa beeit investigated by performing
an exclusive D meson analysis. With a luminosity of 500 pb~l the predicted statistics is found
to be sufficient to make a detailed study of the x and Q2 dependence of this ratio.
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Abstract: We review the present theoretical knowledge of the charm-strange con-
tribution to charged-current DIS structure functions. In particular, the uncertain-
ties arising from the choice of the factorization scale, of the massive QCD scheme,
and of the parton fit are discussed.

l Cross Sections

Charm production in charged current (CC) deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is the best way
to obtain information on the stränge sea density [l], which is at present the most poorly
known among the light -quark distributions. The stränge distribution can also be obtained by
properly combining fully inclusive CC cross sections. CC reactions are thus necessary in order
to determine the stränge sector and, in general, to reconstruct the whole flavor systematics.

The relevant subprocesses for charm excitation in CC DIS are (we consider only Cabibbo
unsuppressed diagrams):

i) the O(a°) direct transition W+s -» c;

ii) the O(c<l) U'-gluon and W-quark fusion processes W+g —* sc, \V+s —> gc.

The CC DIS cross section reads

G2,s i - > „ , _ m'vxy_ , y

where the subscript -f ( — ) denotes the reaction e+N -> vX (K N —)• i/X). If we restrict
ourselves to charm excitation we get at order a° (for electron scattering)

(2)

where the slow rescaling variable £ — x (l + m^/Q2) accounts for the finite mass of the charmed
quark in the Ws —» c transition. The cross section for positron scattering is obtained by the
replacement s -> s. The cross section (2) provides a direct measure of the stränge sea density.

'Supported by EU Contract ERBFMBICT 950427.
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Howcver, at order QS (often referred to, somehow improperly, äs the next-to-leading order)
formula (2) does not hold any longer because of the more compücated relation between structure
functions and parton densities. The most important O(as) contribution comes from the vector-
boson-gluoo fusion terni which incorporates important dynamical cffccts (quark mass threshold
effects and large longitudinal contributions due to the non conservation of weak currents [2]).

2 Theoretical Uncertainties

The QCD analysis of the charm-strange structure function at order as is affected by theoretical
uncertaintics which have two sources: i) the choice of the massive QCD scheine; U) the arbi-
trariness of the factorization scale. Besides these, there is a further uncertainty coming frorn
the choice of the parton fit amorig those avaüable on the market.

The most commonly used O(ct3) Scheines for massive quarks are the Fixed Flavor Scheine
(FFS) [3] and the Variable Flavor Scheme (VFS) [4].

In the FFS, chartn is treated as a heavy quark, in an absolute sense. There is no charm
excitation term in the structure functions and the number of active flavors is Nj = 3. The
collinear divergence \og(Q2j'm2) in the gluon fusion term is regularized at a scale ;j2. For the
es contribution to the F2 structure function one explicitly has

FFS

where the Wilson coefficicnts C\d C| cari be found in the literature [5].

In the VFS, charm is a "heavy'' flavor for /j2 < m'*, and a partonic constituent of the nucleon
for /.t2 > m1.. Both the stränge and the charm excitation terms appear and hence there are
two subtractions in the Wilson ooefficient. correspouding to the two singularities in the limits
7ns — > 0 and ml/Q2 — > 0. The explicit expression is

VFS:
dz

where Cf1' denotes the doubly subtracted massive Wilson coefficients.

The factorization scale ft2 is arbitrary and only an educated guess can be madc on it. 1t is
clear t hat a knowledge of the CG structure functions at order a*, still lacking at present, would
allow testtng the perturbative stability of the various choices.

3 Results

We estirnate now the theoretical uncertainties on F" and on the es contribution to the DIS
cross section.

In Fig. l we show the results of the calculation of F™ and of

da" .. , G2 s
dx dy

A =
-l'l + °
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at Q2 = 100 GeV2, for various NLO parton fits: MRS(A) [6], MRS(R,) ["}. CTEQ(4M) [8],
GRV [9]. The scheme used is the FFS and the factorization scale is taken to be p2 = Q2. In the
box on the right we also display £s(f, Q2), that is what <7C3 reduces to at order a°. Note that the
CTEQ(4M) and MRS(Ri) curves nearly coincide whereas there is a non negligible difference
between the two MRS fits and a larger discrepancy between MRS(Rj) and GRV. The global
uncertainty due to the choice of the fit amounts to ~ 30% bot h for Ff and for äcs.
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0.0
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FFS, nz = Q2

solid URS(Rj)

dash CTEQ{4U)

dot MRS(A)
dotdash GRV
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Figure 2: F" and fr™ in tke two schemes (FFS and VFS} and with tu>o choices of the factor-
ization scale.

In Fig. 2, considering now only the MRS(Ri ) parametrization, we illustrate the scheine
dependence for two different factorization scales: ft2 — Q2 and ß ~ 2p(imor, where pt is the
transverse momentum of the produced charmed quark. The difference between the FFS and
the VFS results at Q2 — 100 GeV2 is again up to ~ 30 — 40% (attaining the largest value for
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In Fig. 3 we show the Situation at a higher physical scale, Q2 — 1000 GeV2. Notice that
the difference between the two schemes is still relatively large whereas the choice ji = 2pt,max

gives curves (not displayed) which are indistinguishable from those corresponding to /i2 = Q2.
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Figiire 3: Fit and scheme dependence of F" at Q2 — 1000
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Figure 4: Dependence of F" on the factorization scale in the two massive QCD schemes.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate the dependence on the factorization scale. The parton fit used 1s
the MRS(R[) and the results of both schemes are presented for some kinematically accessible
(x,Q2) bins. It is clearly seen that when Q^ is not very large the VFS is more unstable than
the FFS. At very high Q2 both the VFS and the FFS are not very sensitive to the factorization
scale.

It is important for HERA to know also the expected uncertainties on the charm-strange
contribution to the total cross section. These are presented in Table 1. It is interesting to
notice that the main difference (~ 40 %) arises from the choice of the scheme.
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v%t (pb)
H* = Q'1

li = 2p,imal

FFS/MRS(Ri)
4.66
4.20

FFS/GRV
4.02
3.57

VFS/MRS(Ri)
6.79
6.80

Table 1: Total charm-strange cross-section for diffzrent parton ßts, factorization scates and
schemes in the kinematic region Q'1 > 200 Ge.Vl and x > 0.006 ( ,/s ~ 300 GeV).

4 Conclusions

The overall theoretical uncertainty on the charm-strange contribution to the charged-current
structure functions is relatively large, being at least of order of 30 % in the typically aocessiblc
(T, Q2) region. At not very high Q2 the Fixed Flavor Scheme turns out to be preferable due to
its greater stability. An order a* calculation is necessary to settle the problem of the scheine
and factorization scale dependence. For the sake of consistency and for a safer analysis it
vvould be important to use massive QCD evolution in the heavy-quark sector of the global fits.
Possible HERA data on the charm-strange structure functions at large Q2 would certainly be
of the greatest utility.
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F2(x,Q2) and FL(x,Q2) at Leading Order, in l n ( l / x ) äs well
äs as(Q2)

R.S. Thorne

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, OX11 OQX, UK

Abstract: We present a brief discussion of the füll leading order, including ln(l/z)
terms, renormalization group consistent calculation of structure functions. A fit
to the available F2(x, Q2) data is performed, and a prediction made for FL(z, Q2).
Comparison is made with two-loop results.

l Introduction

Recent measurements of F2(z,Q2) at HERA have provided data on a structure function at
far lower values of x than any previous experiments, and show that there is a niarked rise in
F?(x,Q2} at very small z down to rather low Q2(~ l.SGeV ).[!, 2] These measurements have
led to a great deal of interest in how one should best calculate structure functions, and in
particular, whether one should include the leading ln(l/z) terms for a given power of at.

This presentation is a brief advertisement of the fact that the correct renormalization and
factorization scheme independent expression for the structure functions naturally includes lead-
ing ln(l/z) terms, but leading in the expressions for the structure functions themselves, not
in the unphysical (and hence factorization scheme dependent) anomaious dimensions and co-
efficient functions. Calculating the structure functions in this manner gives a vey good global
fit to the data on FI(X, Q2). Many more details of this are in a forthcoming paper.[3] As an
example, let us consider an expression for a hypothetical physical quantity depending on the
running coupling a,(Q2) and another variable N (N may be interpreted äs the moment space
variable), which can be expressed äs

E (i)

In the Standard loop expansion one includes all terms in the expression for F(N,Q2) up to a
given m, and uses the ro-loop coupling. Uncertainties in the expression for F(N,Q2) due to
uncertainty in the definition of the coupling are then of order a™+l (Q2)- However, any change
in the defintion of the coupling a.,(Q2) —* a,(Q2) + ö(ajf Q2)), does not alter any of the terms
of the form (at(Q )/N)m. Hence, each of these terms is renormalization scheme independent,
and should be included in the leading order expression, which uses the one-loop coupling.
(Also, since F(N, Q2} is a physical quantity, factorization scheme independence is guaranteed.)
Terms •— a.,(Q2)(a.(Q2)/N)m are next-to-leading Order, etc. When working with structure
functions the details are rather more complicated, but the principle is the same. In essense,
since the structure functions may be factorized into inputs at some starting scale Q2, and the
evolution to other scales Q2, the expressions for both the input and the evolution should be
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Table 1: Comparison of quality of fits for füll leading order (including ln(l/z)) terms, and
two-loop fits, MRSR1 and MRSR2. For the L0(x) fit the HERA data is corrected for the low
vafue of FL(x, Q2) obtained using this method.

Experiment

Hl F2ep

ZEUS F?
BCDMS F?p

NMC Ff
NMC Ff
NMC FflFp
E665 Ff
CCFR F%a

CCFR xF%N

# data

193
204
174
129
129
85
53
66
66

x2
R! R2 L0(x)

158 149 121
326 308 257
265 320 200
155 147 147
139 129 142
136 132 144

8 8 8
41 56 49
51 47 64

the leading order, including leading a,(Q!)ln(l/x) terms, expressions. (For more details see
[3]) The füll LO(x) (where we use the abbreviation L0(x) to mean leading order including
leading (x,(Q2)\n(l/x) terms) expressions involve leading ln(l/z) terms which are in the form
of Catani's factorization scheine independent anomalous dimensions. [4] These appear in the
expressions for both the inputs and evolution, and gjve a theoretical prediction for the small x
form of F2(x, Qty in terms of FL(X, QQ) (or vice versa, of course).

2 Results

We obtain a good fit for Fz(z,$2) data using the L0(x) scheme independent expression and
the one-loop coupling constant with A"'=4 — 9GMeV. Satisfying the theoretical relationship
between the small x forms of FI(X, Ql] and FL(x, Ql), forces Ql to be roughly in the ränge
20- lOCGeV2 (with little sensitivity). Within this ränge the theoretical prediction for FL(x, Ql)
at very small x is in fact a little (~ 10-15 %) larger than that obtained from the best fit. Thus,
the agreement is qualitatively fairly good. The discrepency may be, at least partially, due to
the naive treatment of heavy quark thresholds in this fit, or is perhaps simply due the the fact
that this is, after all, really only a leading order treatment, The L0(x) fit can be cornpared to
pair of fits using the Standard two-loop expressions[5] where RI allows A-^ to be free (giving

A^ - 241MeV) and R; fixes A^ at the higher value of 344Mel/. forcing a better fit to
the HERA data. The results are shown in table l (füll references for the experimental data can
be found in [5]). The füll LO(x) scheme independent fit to the HERA data is markedly better
than the two-loop fits, and this is combined with a much better fit to the BCDMS data. The
fit to the rest of the data is similar in all three cases.

A sttonger test of which of the two approaches (if either) is correct comes whert the fit to
F2(x,Q2) is used to predict Fi(x,Q2}. Predictions using the füll L0(x) scheme independent
expression (the prediction is different to that in [6] because in this previous treatment Q\s
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too low to be consistent with the theoietical relationship between inputs) and one of the two-
loop expressions are shown in fig. 1. (the two-loop curve corresponds to RI: that fot Rj is
very similar.) A direct measurement of FL(x, Q2} at HERA will clearly help a, great deal in
determining whether the approach advocated in this paper is correct.

Figure 1: Comparison of predictions for Fi(x,Q2} using L0(x) fit and two-loop (MRSR1) fit.
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The QCD dipole picture of small-cc physics
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Abstract: The QCD dipole picture of BFKL dynamics provides an attractive
theoretical approach to the study of the QCD (resummed) perturbative expausion
of small-x physics and more generally to hard high-euergy processes. We discuss
applications to the phenomenology of proton structure functions in the HERA ränge
and to the longstanding problern of unitarity corrcctions, and outline some specific
predictions of the dipole picture.

l Introduction

The dipole formulation [1. 2] is an approach to srnall-(Bjorkeu)a; physics which for inklusive
quantities can be shown [3] to be equivalent to the BFKL approach [4]. One Starts with a qq
state (onium), taken to be heavy enough to cnsure the validity of perturbation theory. The
ruain ingredieuts of the dipole picture of BFKL dynamics are the following

i) Choosing the quantisation in the infinite-momentum frame of the onium allows one to
select the leading a log l/z terms of the QCD perturbative expansion of the onium wavc-
function.

ii) Changing the momentum representation into a mixed one (b, x), where b is the traiisverse
coordinate, amounts to killing the contributions of the interference Feynman diagrams in tbe
leading-log expansicni. This results in a quasi-classical picture of the System of quarks and
gluons in terms of probability distributions at the interactiou time.

iii) Finally the l/Arc limit Icads to the emergeuce of a representation in terms of independent
colourless dipoles, replacing the description in terms of soft, coloured gluons.

To illustrate.these properties on a simple example, one constructs the component of the
squarcd wave functioii that contains one soft gluon. äs a functkm of the transverse positious
bu jb ! (or impact parameter) of the onium quark and antiquark and b2 of the gluon, (see
fig. 1). In the large-.Vc limit. the original colour dipole of the onium state (of size b) effectively
becomes two colour dipoles: one formed by qg (of size 602) and the other by gq (of size bn}- So
the addition of a gluon is equivalent to the branching of oue dipole into two, and each of the
produced dipoles can then branch indepondently — this leads to a cascade of dipoles devploping
when x becomes smaller and smaller, explaining the rise in the number of dipoles (or gluons)
at small x.
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To determiue the gluon distribution, one must use some probe. One way is to measure
the interaction cross section with a second oniuin. The evolution equation for the interaction
cross-section (see fig. 1) of two qq states of sizes b and b' is

Figure l: Onium-omum interaction at first
order via the one-soft-gluon component of the
onium wavefunction; under the effect of the
Lorentz boost e¥, the original qq configuration
of size b gives rise to a soft gluon component,
OT in the Nc —> cc limit, to two dipoles of sizes
602 and b\i interacting with the other omum of
size b'.

where Y ~ In l/z is known äs the rapidity.
The solution is

with (aB. - 1) = (4hi2)ttArc/7r and k =
s^HCtS). Eq. (2) has sorae ititercsting fea-
tures which deserve comment. First it re-
produces exactly the high-energy (c± small-x)
behaviour associated with the BFKL "hard"
Pouieron. Second. and inore intriguiug, a de-
peudence appears on the scale-ratio b'/b be-
tween the two colliding onia. This is related
to the property of BFKL dynamics that it
"explores" a large region in the transverse-
momeutum plane, which is analogous to a
classical diffusion mediantsm.

2 Structure functions

The scaie-ratio dependence obtained in formula (2) is of importance when considering another
type of probe, a photon of virtuality Q2. which corresponds on average[2] to a transverse size
l/Q. In ref. [6], the (theoretical) process of deep-inelastic scattering on an onium state has
been proposed to determiue the origiu of scaling violations of the structure functiou in the
coutext of BFKL dynamics. Indeed from the viewpoirit of the dipole picturo, scaüng violations
are induced by a term analogous to the scale-ratio in eq. (2). One gets;

(3)

where one uses the known BFKL analytic expression for the Mellin transform of the oniura
structure functiou. and x("f) is ^c corrcsponding kernel[4]. This expression leads to an inter-
esting phenomenological extcusion to the proton structure functions, which has the property
that it describes the scaling violations at small-x obscrved at HERA.
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Figure 2: Prcdictions for the ratio R = Fi/FT in tht dipole picture [6]. The füll line describes
the prediction based on a fit to F% data and, with the same parameters, a determination of the
gluon structure function (not shown). The effect of the In ~ resummation is seen by comparisort
with the une-loop approximation (dotted line). The prediction is significantly lower ihan the
known DGLAP estimates. e.g. [8j.

Indeed, assuming tj-factorisation properties[5j for high-energy scattering off a proton tar-
get, it is possible to extend the dipole model to deal with deep-inelastic scattering on a pro-
ton target[6], Starting from formula (3), the Mellin iutegrand happens to be multiplied by
10(7, b; QÜ) where w can be interpreted äs the Mellin-transformed probability of findiug a dipole
of (small) transverse size b iri the proton. Q0 » ̂ ' is a typically non-perturbative proton
scalc. Noting that b is a small but arbitrary factorisation scale, the overall result has to be
6-independent, provided it stays in the perturbative region. Hence, assuniing renormalisation
group properties to be valid[7], the b dependence of w has to match the /T27 dependence in
forinula (3). One then writes
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This yields the final result[6]

(4)

(5)

whcre FJVM IS tne stnicture fvmction corresponding to transverse(longitudinal) photons and FG

rhe gluon stnicture function. The known (resummed) coefficient functions /iT,t(f) are given in
ref. [5], and the gluon-dipole coupling ^(7) is derived in the second of refs. [6], It is interesting
that these fornmlae give a good fit of the HERA data on FZ = FT + FL in the small-i' ränge
and in a large domain of Q2 < 150 GeV'2. Moreover it leads to a gluon stnicture function in
agreement with the Hl determination based on the next-leading order DGLAP evolution[8].
Note also that the ratios Fc/F2 and R = FL/FT are independent of the non-pcrturbative
funi'tion w(f). In relation to this a mnark is in order for the future prospects of experiinentation
at HERA: As shown in flg.2, the predictions for R are rather lo\ (R < 2/9) which appears to
be in contradiction with the phenomenological estimate[8] based on the renormalisation group
cvolutiou for Ff,. Indeed, äs shown in fig. 2. the resummation of the leading a log l/x tenns of
the QCD perturbative expansion is crucial for obtaining the final predictiou. This may give a
hint for an experimental discriminatiou of DGLAP versus BFKL evolution equations which is
dimailt to achieve from the study of F2 and F« alone.

Another series of interesting pheuomenologica] results apply to hard diffraction at HERA.
The QCD dipole picture leads to two distinct dynarnical components of diffraction by a virtual
photon. One component, dominant at large diffractively produced masses, is analogous to the
triple-(hard)Pomeron coupling and can be explicitly derived from the inelastic interaction of
dipoles from both the photon and the proton sides [9]; A second component results from the
quasi-elastic iuteraction of the primary dipole coupled to the photon to the proton target and
is dominant at smaller diffractive masses [10]; The quantitative predictious from these two
compoiients are strongly correlated with the fits for F2, giving a nicc interrelation between the
different aspects of deep-inelastic processes at HERA and the possibility to rely on perturbative
QCD to get a coherent description for them.

3 Unitarity corrections

When the centre-of-mass energy becomes very high, the BFKL cquation yields a scattering
amplitude which violates the unitarity bound. or equivalently conservation of probability, The
dipole formulatiou offers a well-defined way of alleviating the problem. One considers the
scattering of two onia in the centre of mass frame. Schematically the scattering amplitude is
just relatcd to the probability that there will be an interaction between a parton in oue onium
and a partou in the other. The usual small-j- growth of the cross section relies on the idea
that the interaction cross section is proportional essentially to the product of the number of
partons in each oiiium. This is only valid when the overall likelihood of au interaction is low.
When there are many partons in each onium. multiple interactions become commoujll], and
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the interaction probability then depends ou the details of how the partons are distributed in
trausverse position (for exainplc if they are clumped together, theii multiple interactious are
much more likely than if they are uniformally spread out). These multiple-scattering corrections
are equivalent to multiple t-clianncl pomeron exchange diagramsjl, 12].

To obtain the probabilities of differ-
ent gluou distributions inside the onium.
one can use OEDIPUS (Onium Evolu-
tion, Dipole Iuteraction and Perturba-
tive t'nitarisation Software) [13]. This
simulates the small-x dipole branching
producing random dipole configurations
with the correct weights. It determines
the interaction (both with and without
multiple-scattering corrections) between
pairs of these raudorn configuratious and
theu avcrages over the configurations. It
is important that one averages over con-
figurations only after taking iuto account
multiple interactions — doing the aver-
aging before taking into account the mul-
tiple interactions (the eikonal approxi-
mation) tends to wash out the correla-
tions between gluons, and causes one to
underestimate the poiut where correc-
tions set in by up to two Orders of mag-
nitude in x.

The results .12] are shown in figure 3.
The rapidity Y corresponds roughly to
In l/a:, and b is the onium size. The
most striking point is that corrections to
the total cross section set ia very slowly,
whereas the elastic m>ss section is sub-
ject to very strong modifications. The
reason is that the total cross section is
proportional to the integral over inipact
parameter. r, of the amplitude F(r). whereas the elastic cross section is proportional to the
integral of the square of the amplitude:

Total, l pomeron

Total, muH. scat.

Elastic, l pomeron

Elastic, mult. scat.

Figure 3: The elastic and total cross sections for
oniurn-omum scattering, äs n function of rapidity,
showing both the one-pomeron approximation and
the results mduding multiple-scattering corrections.

d2rF(r) dar|F(r)p (6)

Because of BFKL diffusion. for moderate r = r the leading dependence of the amplitude is
F(r) - l/r'2. Therefore the elastic cross section is dominated by small impact-paraineters,
whcre the amplitude is large and there are strong multiple-scattering corrections. The tota!
cross section comes from a wide ränge of r, where the amplitude will on average be smaller.
and so the corrections are less importaut. Effectively the total cross section carries on growiug
through an increase in area of intcractiou. More details can be found in [12]
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Onium-oiiium scattering is a good theoretical laboratory because it ensures that it is safe to

use perturbative QCD. For DIS one can expect two rnajor qualitative differences: (a) infra-red

effects will constrain the maximum size of tbc dipoles, limiting the growth of the total cross

section, and altering the balance between total and elaatic cross sections: (b) the presence of two

different scales means that different kinds of dipolc configurations will dominate the scattering,

tending to reduce the multiple-interaction effects.
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Gluon distributions from the CCFM equation.

P.J. Sutton

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Univcrsity of Manchester, Brunswick Street,
Manchester, M13 9PL, England.

Abstract: We solve a unified integral equation (the CCFM equation) for the gluon
distribution of a proton in the small x regime. The equation generates a gluon
with a steep J~A behaviour, with A ~ 0.5. We compare the solution with that of
the double-leading-logarithm approxiniation to Altarelli-Parisi evolution and that
of the BFKL equation.

l Introduction

A theoretical framework which gives a unified treatment of both the DGLAP (ln((32)) and
BFKL (ln(l/:r)) evolution has been provided by Catani, Ciafaloni, Fiorani and Marchesini [Ij.
It is based on the coherent radiation of gluons, which leads to an angular ordering of the gluons
along a chain of multiple emissions. The CCFM equation is defined in terms of a scale (Q)
dependent unintegrated gluon density F(x, k^-. Q2), which specifies the chance of fmding a gluon
with longitudinal momentum fraction x and transverse momentum of magnitude k?.

= F°(x,4,<?a

(i)

The inhomogeneous or "no-rung" contribution, F°, may be regarded äs the non-perturbative
driving term. The function P is the gluon-gluon Splitting function

P = äs
l

+ AR- -2 + 2(1 -z (2)

where ag = SOS/TT. The multiplicative factors A$ and A/? cancel the singularities manifest äs
; —> l and z —t 0 respectively, Their explicit form can be found in, for example, refs. [l, 2].

2 Numerical solution of the CCFM equation

In this contribution we are interested in the CCFM equation at srnall x. In this region we may
simplify the equation (1) äs follows [2]

(3)
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We take the scale of the running coupling, o,, to be /c£ and we choose F° such that it would
generate a "flat" gluon, xg ~ 3(1 —z)5, in the absence of angular ordering and the A« correction
term [2]. With these choices we solve (3) by iteration from the starting distribution. Fig. l
shows our solution in terms of the integrated gluon distribution, xg(x,Q^). Also shown arc
the corresponding Solutions for the BFKL equatlon and the double-leading-logarithm (DLL)
approximation to the DGLAP equations.

cn
x

10
X

Figure 1; The integraied gluon distribution ig versus x, obtained from the CCFM (continuous
curves), BFKL (dol-dash curves) and the DLL (dashed curves) integral equations, for Q"2 —
4, 10, II)2. IQ3 and 104 GeV2 . Our Solutions are obtained from a "flat" gluon input [2]

To quantify the increase in xg, we show in Fig. 2 the effective value of A, defined by

(4)

For small x we see that the Solutions convergc to a typical x~°'5 behaviour, approximat.ely
indcpendent of Q2, which is consistent wi(h that obtained from the solution of the BFKL
equation. although the onset of the J~A form is rnore delayed for the CCFM solution.

The gluon distribution itself is, of course, nol an observable. However, the behaviour of the
gluon feeds through into physical quantltles such äs the structure functions. In deep inelastic
scatterlng the virtual photon couples to the gluon via the g — > qq transition. We have therefore
calculated the structure function F? from the unintegrated gluon distribution F using the k?-
factoriza.tion theorem. Details of this calculation can be found in ref. [3].
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CCFM
BFKL
DLLA Q2 = 1 O4 GeV2

TO GeV

= 4

10

X

Figure 2: The effective values of X, defined by xg = Ax A. The CCFM values (continuous
curves) are comparcd u-ith those. obtained from the BFKL (dot-dashed curves) and DLL approx-
imations (dashed curv?.s). In e.ach case we show curves corresponding to ßve different values of
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Experimental constraints on coefficients of ay-expansion
of Gottfried sum rule

A.Y. Sidorov and M.V. Tokarev

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 111980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

Abstract: The x- and QJ-dependences of the Gottfried sum rule SG(£, Q1) based
on the experiraental data on proton and deuteron structure functions are studied.
For the first time, the coefficients Cj.c? of the expansion of SQ(Z,Q3) in QS/TT up
to second order are evaluated through the phenomenological analysis of NMC and
Hl data. It is found that c\s negative while c^ is positive. The obtained result is
in disagreement with QCD predictions for these coefficients. We suggest measuring
the low x-dependence of the Ff deuteron structure function at HERA in order to
study the Q2-dependence of the Gottfried sum rule.

l Introduction

The experimental data on the proton and neutron structure functions (SF) are of great
interest for verification of the theory of strong interaction. QCD. The relevant Information can
be used to extract the spin-dependent and spin-independent parton distributions, to estimate
nonperturbative effects, to verify nucleon models and sum rules such äs the Gottfried [1],
Bjorken [2], Ellis-Jaffe [3], Gross-Llewellyn Smith [4] and Adler[5] ones.

New data on the deuteron SF F% obtained at CERN, SLAC and Fermilab [6]-[9] stimulated
great interest in theoretical studies of the deuteron structure.

The deuteron is an excellent neutron target and therefore the neutron structure functions F£
were usually extracted from the experimentally knowii proton and deuteron structure functions.

The extraction procedure of the neutron SF from deuteron and proton data is ambiguous
and, therefore, the estimate of nuclear effects in the deuteron is extremely important not only
to obtain new Information on F2" but also to verify deuteron models and to perform a common
QCD analysis of experimental data.

The Gottfried sum rule was verified by the NMC Collaboration [6] and the value of Sa =
0.240 ± 0.016 was found to be below the parton model prediction. To study the sum rule in
detail. the experimental data on the deuteron structure function F2 at low x and large Q2 are
necessary. Such measurements are possible to perform at HERA [10].

In theprcsent paper, the phenomenological analysis of x and Q2 dependences of the SG(X- Q2)
Gottfried sum rule is based on the NMC [7, 8], Hl [11] and ZEUS [12] parametrization of the
proton structure function F$(x,Q2}. It is shown [13] that the available experimental data on
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F$ and Ff allow one to estimate the 03 correction to 5c(Q2). The expansion coefficients of
So(Q2) up to order Q(a2) are estimated. 1t is found that the obtained results are in disagree-
ment with the QCD predictions. To clarify the discrepancy. it was proposed to measure the
FP(x.Q2) deuteron structure function at low x and high Q2 in order to extract precisely the
coefficients of tt£-expansion of the Gottfried sum rule.

2 Deep-Inelastic Scattering on Deuteron

The cross section of deep-inelastic lepton-deuteron scattering in the one-photon approxi-
mation is expressed via the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude of the virtual
photon or I^-boson on the deuteron - W^u. The latter is related to the deuteron spin-dependent
- g^2(v,Q2) and spin-independent - F^^(v,Q2) structure functions äs follows

W'%, = -(9ia, - W?3) • Ff + (jv - qM/q2)(p» - ?,(P9)/92) • F?l»

+»W^°{A0/" + [A?P) -/(^W-'s?/*2) + 'W ?V ' F?/"- 0)

Here q,p are momenta of the photon and deuteron; M is the deuteron rnass; v = (p<?}; the
4-vector sa describes the deuteron spin. The Symmetrie part of the deuteron tensor W®u can

be written äs W = W • p(

I I

Here the B- function and light-cone variables - (k±,k±) are used. The tensor paj is the Symmetrie
part of the deuteron polarization density matrix. The antisymmetric part of the deuteron tensor
W® is expressed in a form similar to (2). The procedure to coristruct the relativistic deuteron
wave function (RDWF) V'a was proposed and RDWF was obtained in [14].

3 Deuteron and Neutron Structure Functions

The deuteron SF F,f in the light-cone variables is expressed äs follows

The nucleon SF F£ - (F2P + F2")/2 is defined by the proton and neutron ones. The func-
tion p ( x , k_i_) describes the probability that the active nucleon carries away the fraction of the
deuteron mornentum x = ki+/p+ and the transverse momentum kj_ in the infinite momentum
frame. It is expressed via the RDWF

The nuclear effect in the deuteron is described by the ratio RF ' — *•' . It was shown
and the ratio RF reaches 6%in [15] that the effect of relativistic Fermi rnotion grows with

at ,r
is practically independent of Q2. Using the universal behaviour of the ratio it is possible to
extract the neutron SF F%

0.7. The dependence of the ratio ffF on x resembles the nuclear EMC effcct and it
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We would like to note that for a reliable estimate of other contributions to Ff from nuclear
effects such äs nuclear shadowing, rneson exchanges etc., the data at low x such äs the E66Ö
data [9] are required.

4 Gottfried Sum Rule

The extracted neutron SF can be used to verify the Gottfried sum rule [l]:

ri
(6)

The Gottfried integral äs a function of j and Q2 is defmed äs follows

To verify the sum rule, not only the r-dependence of SF's also Q2-dependence in a wide
kinematical ränge are necessary. The realistic comparison of the experimental results with
theoretical predictions based on QCD is more argued at high Q2.

As has been reported in [6], the value of SG at Q^ ~ 4.0 (GeV/c)2 obtained from the
measurements of Ff and F$ is considerably bclow the value of the naive quark-parton model
equal to 1/3: SG = 0.240 ± 0.016. This result in the parton model is usually interpreted äs
the violation of the isospin Symmetrie sea. As will be shown later, the symmetry violation
demonstrates the strong (J2-dependence.

The QCD corrections of order O(as) [16] and O(a2s) [17] are estimated for the Gottfried
sum rule in the case of flavor-svmrnetric sea ü = d:

/T) + c 2 - ( Q S / T ) 5

The coefficients Ci .c j are equal to 0.036, 0.72 for n/ — 3 and 0.038, 0.55 for n/ = 4,
respectively. Thus, the coefficients c\, c2 are found to be positive and relatively small. and
äs mentioned in [17], the QCD corrections cannot explain the deviation of the theoretica)
prediction from the experimental result of the NMC collaboration without the assumption that
l he light quark sea is flavor asymmetric.

5 Procedure to Extract Neutron Structure Function

The method to extract F£(x, Q2} from proton and deuteron experimental data was proposed
and realized in [15].

The procedure includes the items: 1. experimental data on the ratio RF = Ff/F$ and
structure functions Ff. Ff; 2. the relativistic deuteron model [14]: 3. the choice of the
parametrization of the Fj1 neutron structure function and the determination of free parame-
ters to describe the ratio RF — Ff/Ff; 4. the comparison of the absolute values of the
experimental and theoretical structure function F f ( x , Q ' 2 ) ; 5. the determination of the ratio
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RF' = Ff/F^ describing the nuclear effect in the deuteron; 6. the extraction of the neutron
structure function from experimental data using the formula

F?(x, Q2) = 2 • [/£'"]-' - Ff ( z , Q2} - Ff (z- Q2). (9)

In [15] the NMC data [6, 7] on the ratio R^/P = Ff/F%. F% and the relativistic deuteron
model were used to extract the neutron SF F2". It was shown that the calculated results for ratio
R.? and Ff(x,Q2) are in good agreement with the available experimental data [6, 7, 18, 19].

Thus. the concluslon was made that the extraction procedure proposed for F2"(:r,(52) is
self-consistent because it provides a good description of higher statistics experimental data on
the ratio RF/P and Ff over a wide kinematic ränge of x and Q'".

We would like to emphasize that the nuclear effect of Fermi motion was only used in [15],
The shadowing effect [20] shoutd be also included into the procedure if the deuteron data in
the low x- and Q'2- ränge are used ( for cxarnple. E665 data). In that case, the factor
should be corrected at low x.

6 Results and Discussion

Figure l(a) shows the dcpendence of the Gottfried integral Sc(x,Q2) on x and Q2. The
parametrization of the proton structure function F$(x,Qz) for Hl data is taken from [11]. It
was shown in [13] that the x- and (J^-dependences of Sc^C?2) for the parametrizations [7, 8]
are similar to Hl one [11]. The NMC parametrization [7] was used in[l-5] for calculating the
deuteron structure function F2 (x.Q2) and a good agreement with experimental data SLAC,
BCDMS, NMC was obtained both for a low and high 3- ränge. It is assumed [15] that the ratio
f ( x ) — F"(x, Q 2 ) / F $ ( f . Q2} —i l äs ,r —» 0. The parametrization of the f ( x ) function was
obtained and will be used later for the determination of the neutron SF from the Hl and ZEl'S
proton structure function parametrization.

We would like to note that there is the crossover point xü ( in particular, TO ~ 0.01 for
the Hl parametrization) separating two ranges: one - wi th decreasing 5o(zi Q2) and the other
- with increasing Sc(z,Q2) with Q'1. respectively. A similar dependence of the SGLs(x-Q2}
Gross-Llewellyn Smith integral on Q"1 with the crossover point x0 =n 10~2 is predicted in [2l].
Note that the main part of the S'c(x,Q^} integral is given by Integration over the interval of
relatively large x ( \Q~2 < x < 1.) and detennines the first term in expansion (8).

Figure l(b) shows the dependence of the derivative dSG(x.Q2)/das on x and Q2. The
3-loop perturbative QCD expression of äs with u f = 4 is used. The derivative grows up to
x ~ 0.1 - 0.2 then'decreases and changes in sign for Q"1 > 100 GeV2 for NMC and even for
smallcr Q2 for Hl parametrization. 1t should be stressed that the negative value of the derivative
dSG(x-Q^}/das is due to the small x contnbution to the Gottfried integral.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of So(Q2) on GS/T at x — 1Q~3 in (7). The a^-dependence
could be parametrized by the parabola:

Sa(Q2) = SD • (l + c

The values of So.c^c^ are presented in Table 1. They could be considered äs as corrections
to the Gottfried sum rule. It was shown in [13] that the derivative dSG(Q2)/das is negative at



ÖS/T < 0.05 for all parametrizations F%, and the Hl curve crosses the NMC one in the ränge
Q2 = 5 - 10 (G'eV/c)2.

"**«fc
Ä- . ; _ _

a) b)

Figure 1: The Gottfried integral Sa(x, Q2) and the derivative dSG(s,Q2)/das äs a function
of x and Q2.

NMC95

Figure 2: The Gottfried integral SG(,<22) «s a function 0/0.5 at x = 10 3. T/ie /ines
present the paraboloic fit of Sc(,Q*} /o r different parametertsations F$.

Despite different kinematica! regions of NMC and Hl experiments used for fits of experimen-
tal data one can see from Table l the rcasonable quantitative and good qualitative agreement
between the corresponding coefficients SD. Ci, c? for parametrizations of the proton SF under
consideratioo. Note that the F% parametrization of Hl is conibined with the data from NMC
and BCDMS experiments and a smooth transition between different F$ data is obtained. The
kinematic ränge covers almost four orders of magnitude in x and Q2,
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Table 1. The coefficients of the So(Q2) Gottfried integral expansion in OS/T.

\2 [7]
NMC95 [8]
Hl [11]

| average value

So
0.246
0 -1 1 0
0.271

0.242± 0.21

c\6

-4.87
-6.04

-6.00± 0.74

Cl ]

5.'}. 2
14.2
23.7

40.4± ll . l [

The average values for the coefficients n (i — So,ciiCj) are calculated by <
and < Ar >= (£,- < r > —r,\)/n and presented in Table 1. The errors obtained could be
considered äs a crude estimation of systematic uncertainties.

It should be noted that the parametrization of the ZEUS data [12] for F$ provides quaüta-
tively the same results: So = 0.383, c\ —12.9 and c2 — 76.2.

We would like to emphasize that the values of coefficients obtained from the phenomenolog-
ical analysis of experimental data are esscntially different from the theoretical QCD predictions
for ci and c2. The coefficient ci is found to be negative, in contrast to ci. Both Ci, c2 are many
times larger in the absolute value than c t, c2.

7 Conclusions

The analysis of Q2-dependence of the Gottfried sum rule based on experimental data on the
proton F% and deuteron Ff structure functions in the framework of the covariant approach in
the light-cone variables and relativistic deuteron model was performed:

• the procedure to extract the neutron SF F£(x,Q2) is described and used to analyze the
parametrizations of NMC, BCDMS, SLAC, Hl, ZEUS data on Ff and F% SF's

• the increase of the SG(Q2} Gottfried sum rule for smn\las(Q2) is a general feature for the
NMC92, NMC95, Hl parametrizations. This behaviour is connected with the negative
value of the first order äs correction to the GSR

• it is shown that the results obtained for ̂  and c2 are in disagreemcnt with the calculation
made in the framework of QCD assmning the flavour symmetry of sea quarks (ü = d)

• the measuremtnts of the deuteron structure function Ff at HERA, extraction the neutron
SF f-J1 and verification of the <52-dependence of Sc(x.QT] at low x are nccessary to
determine the o.5-corrections to GSR more reliably.
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Abstract: A high luminosity Upgrade of HERA will allow the measurement of
Standard model parameters and the neutral current couplmgs of quarks. These
results will have to be consistent with other precision measurements or indicatc
traces of new physics. The analysis of W production will complement future re-
sults of LEP 2 and the Tevatron. We summarize the main results and conclusions
obtained by the working group on Electroirtak Physics concerning the potential of
future experimentation at HERA.

l Introduction

The DESY ep colüder HERA is a unique place to explore the structure of the proton. in
particular at low Bjorken x and large momentum transfer Q2 and at the same time to probe
the theory of electroweak interactions in the regimc of large spacelike Q2. extending previous
measurements at fixed target experiments by inore than two orders of magnitude. T'his is
complementary to what can be accessed at LEP and hadron colliders in searches for (leviations
from the Standard model (SM). In the 1987 [1] and 1991 [2] HERA workshop proceedmgs and
elsewhere [3], comprehensive reviews on electroweak physics at HERA [4, 5] and the influence
of radiative corrections [6, 7] have been published. In the meantime HERA has started and
proved to work reliably. The detectors have shown to operate successfully and to be able to
stand the special environment of an ep machine.

Theexperiencecollectedin thenrst yearsof experimentation at HERA allowed us to consider
in the present workshop in some detail experimental problems, like systematic uncertainties due
to the energy scale, the luminosity measurement or the measurement of the polarization, äs
well äs limited acceptance and emdencies. In thls respect. the contributions to this workshop
go beyond earlier stud'ies.

The principal goal of the present workshop. on Future Physics at HERA, is to explore the
physics potential attainable by possible machine and detector Upgrades with respect to the

various options under discussion: (i) high (l TeV) versus design (820 GeV) proton energy; ( i i )
fixed-target versus collider mode; ( i i i ) light or heavy nuclei versus protons; ( iv) polarized versus
unpolarizcd protons; (v) polarized versus impolarized electrons and positrons; and (vi) high
(l fb"1) versus design (250 pb~') luminosity. Working group 2 has analyzed these options and
concentrated on the interesting cases for Electroweak Physics. In this introductory report, we
shall summarize the main results obtained by the various subgroups and draw conclusions.

Prior to presenting an overview of the various subgroup activities and reporting the key
results, we preselect from the Upgrade options enumerated above those which will prove rnost
useful for the study of electroweak physics at HERA, and argue why the residual options will
have marginal advantage or even disadvantage. In order to suppress the impact of the (well-
tested) electromagnetic interaction in neutral-current (NC) deep inelastic scattering and to
gain sensitivity to the VV'-boson mass in charged-current (CG) deep inelastic scattering, large
values of Q2 and thus centre-of-mass energy i/s are required. Increasing the proton energy Ep

by 22% while keeping the lepton energy Ef fixed, äs in option ( i) , will only increase \/s by
10%, and will insignificantly irnprove the electroweak-physics potential. By the same token,
the fixed-target mode of option (ii) will reduce the centre-of-mass energy to \/s = 7.6 GeV,
assuming the design lepton energy of Ee — 30 GeV, and will so render the study of electroweak
physics much morc difficult. Clearly, in order to perform precision tests of the electroweak
theory, we will need äs much luminosity per experimental setup äs possible. so that option (vi)
inust receive high priority. Also, to disentangle the helicity structure of the weak NC and, in
particular, to measure the vector and axial-vector coupüngs of quarks to the Z-boson, beams of
longitudinally polarized clectrons and positrons must be available with appropriate luminoaities
[8], äs in option (v). On the other hand, options (iii) and (iv) are not useful for our purposes.
since the structure functions of nuclei and polarized protons are at present poorly known, which
would jeopardize electroweak precision tcsts. In addiüon, the total available luminosity would
be distributed among too many different experimenta! setups and probably decreascd due to
the additional construction periods. In conclusion, options (v) and (v i ) will be crucial for
electroweak studies.

At HERA, investigations of electroweak physics may beclassified according to two categories
of processes: First, there is the more conventional measurement, of inclusive deep inelastic scat-
tering. Due to reasonably high cross sections, not only the measurement of total cross sections
and thelr ratlos, but also of differential cross sections, will allow us to envisage precision tests of
the electroweak Standard model. Experiments may be interpreted in tcrms of a measurement
of the basic Standard model parameters. e.g. the mass of the H'' boson, mjv, or the top-quark
mass, mt. The potential of HERA for this kind of analysis was investigated in Ref. [9] and is
summarized in section 2.1. Confronting within the Standard model measurements obtained at
HERA with results from other experiments will constitute one important test of our present
understanding of the electroweak interactions. Another type of test of the Standard model
is possible by measuring quantities which are not free parameters in the Standard model La-
grangian and comparing the experimental results with corresponding theoretical predictions.
In particular. the measurement of NC coupüngs of quarks is a test of this kind and was studied
in Ref. [10] (section 2.2). More general quantities generalizing the Standard model Lagrangian,
like the /y-parameter or the 5, T. U parameters have been considered earlier in Ref. [3], Fi-
nally, an analysis aiming to assess the sensitivity for additional heavy charged gauge bosons
W (section 2.4) starts to overlap with the activities of the working gronp Beyond the Standard
Model.
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The second class of processes with a potential to study electroweak physics comprises scat-
tering processes into exclusive final states. The aim to measure processes like Higgs-boson
production (see section 2.7). the production of 6-quarks or, most interestingly, of W and Z
bosons (section 2.5), and to compare corresponding experimenta] results with the predictions
of the Standard model is an experimental challenge by itself. In the latter case, in order to
quantify the results of such measurements testing the validity of the Standard model in the
gauge sector, it has become customary to generalize the Standard model Lagrangian by intro-
ducing non-standard, so-called anomalous. couplings, Eventually, the Information obtained by
studying these processes will be concentratcd in Statements about these anomalous 3-boson
couplings, A«y and Xv for WWV (V = 7, Z) and h^ for Z-/V.

Theoretical uncertainties due to an incornplete knowledge of the structure function Jnput ,
äs well äs unknown higher-order QCD corrections and uncertainties in the scale of as, de-
serve particular attention since they could severely limit the usefulness of electroweak physics
analyses of deep inelastic scattering [9. 11]. Each of the subgroups has therefore undertakcn
particular efforts to demonstrate that already with the present knowledge about structure func-
tions sensible measurements can indeed be performed. With high luminosity available, future
measurements at HERA are bound to improve the Situation.

2 Summaries of the individual contributions

2.1 Electroweak precisiou tests

The most obvious question about the possible contribution of HERA for electroweak physics
tests is to which extent the basic Standard model parameters mw, mt and mn can be constrained
by precision measurements of deep inelastic scattering cross sections. From earlier work it is
known that measurements at HERA without any additional input from other experiments are
very similar to a measurement of G„, the /j decay constant, but at (Q^} — O(3000GeV2).

In the report of the subgroup on Electroweak Precision Tests, it is pointed out that, although
an Interpretation of deep inelastic scattering measurements in terms of either mw or m, results
in rather large errors, HERA data will put a rather stringent constraint on the interrelation
of these two parameters. Fig. l presents results for a measurement with 1000 pb"1 of data
from polarized neutral and charged current electron proton scattering. The corresponding 1(7-
contour is represented by the shaded ellipse. Projecting it onto the axes results in precisions
of 5mt — ±50GeV and 5m\v = ±290 MeV. These values are more than a factor of 2 better
than what can be obtained from charged current scattering alone with the srnaller luminosity
of 250 pb (see the large ellipse in the figure). Anticipating future direct high precision
measurements of m, and mw, a comparison with these data will provide a stringent test of the
Standard model. One way to quantify the measurement is to cornbine HERA data on neutral
and charged current data with a direct top mass measurement of ±5 GeV. Such a test yields
£mw = ±60 MeV. This scenario assumes a value of l % relative systematic uncertainty, which
represents a serious experimenta! challenge. The figure also shows the relation between mw and
mt following from the G,, constraint. The upper füll line is for a Higgs mass of m// — 100 GeV,
the lower dashed one for m/; — 800GeV. Note that the confidence ellipses derived from HERA
measurements are also obtained for a fixed Higgs mass value which was chosen to be 100 GeV.
They would be shiftcd downwards much the same äs the lines describing the G„ constraint for
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Figure 1: la-confidence contours in the (mw,Tnt) plane from polarized electron scattering
(P = -0.7/. utilizin1] charged current scattering at HERA alone with an integrated luminosity
of 250 pb"1 (large ellipse), neutral and charged current scattering at HERA with 1000 pb~l

(shaded ellipse), and the combination of the latter HERA measurements with a direct top mass
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a Higgs mass of mw = 800 GeV. It is obvious from this figure that with such a high precision
one would be able to constrain the allowed ränge of Higgs masses provided one has available a
second precise measurement of the W boson mass.

Rather than taking into account a more or less well-motivated fixed size of experimental sys-
tematic errors. the Electroweak Precision Tests subgroup decided to investigate the dependcnce
of the measurement error on mw on the systematic uncertainty in a ränge up to conservative
values of 5 %. Future experiments are expected to reduce this value of systematic uncertainty.
äs well äs uncertainties from parton distribution functions, considerably.

Comparing different scenarios of beam Setups (electrons versus positrons and degree of lon-
gitudinal polarization), it turned out that experiments with left-handed electrons aione would
give the highest precision from both NC and CC scattering. This is essentially a consequence
of the need to have äs much data äs possible and thus the process with the highest cross section
is preferred.

2.2 NC couplings of quarks

Measurementsof NC and CC cross sections with longitudinally polarized electrons and positrons
would provide enough Information to disentangle the neutral current couplings of the light u
and d quarks. This is demonstrated in the contribution of the subgroup on Measurement of
NC Couplings. The analyses are based on the NC and CC cross sections. In a scenario with
1000pb~ divided equally between the four charge/polarization combinations, all four u and
d-type vector and axial-vector couplings can be measured with resulting fractional errors on
a„, yu, ad and vd of 6%, 13%, 17% and 17%, respectively (see Fig. 2). Even higher predsions
could be achieved by constraining two of the couplings to their Standard model values. These
results are comparable with the heavy quark couplings determined at LEP 1.

These studies are based on füll Monte Carlo simulations taking into account the present
knowledge of the ZEUS detector performance and the current analysis methods. Future up-
grades to the delector and improvements in the understanding of calibratlon of cxisting detector
components will serve to improve the precision of the measurements. In addition, a detailed
investigation of uncertainties from parton distribution functions, entering into the analyses ba-
sically via ratios of u and d-type quark densities, and a comparison with the experimental errors
have shown that this latter source of uncertainty will not be the limiting factor in determining
NC couplings of quarks at HERA.

In the light. of the intriguing Ri, anomaly which has been presented by the four LEP exper-
iments [12], the question was raised whether HERA would be able to provide complementary
information. Frorn earlier Workshops it is known that the total rate of 6-quark production is
not at all small. However, the contribution due to photon-Z interference and pure Z-exchangc
is tiny (order 50 events for lOOpb"1) [13] and much too srnall to be helpful for electroweak
physics.

2.3 W

The potential of HERA for the discovery of additional heavy neutral or chargcd gauge bosons
had been studied carefully in earlier Workshops. In Ref. [14] it has been pointed out that
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Figure 2: Summary of measurements ofu-type (a) and d-type (b) quark couplings to the Z°. The
results of a measurement at HERA are shown äs the shaded ellipses. The outer ellipse shows
the result which would be obtained with 250 pb~l divided equally between the four lepton beam
charge/polarization combinations, the inner eilipse shows the result which would bc obtained
v'ith 1000 pb~l equally divided. Fits for the couplings of the u (d) quarks were per/ormed with
the d (u) quark couplings fixed at their SM. values. The open ellipse drawn with a dash-dotted
line shows the one Standard deriation (\a) contour obtained in a fit of the four chiral couplings
of the u and d quarks to a compilation of neutrino DIS data. The solid, dotted and dashed
ellipses show the l, 2 and 3 er limits of the combined LEP/SLD results for the c and b quark
couplings. The shaded band shows the result obtained by the CCFR collaboration from the ratio
of NC and CC cross sections projected onto the quark coupling plane. In the case of the CCFR
the couplings of the u (d) quarks are obtained with the d (u) quark couplings fixed at their
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charge and polarization asymrnetries of NC cross sections are particularly suited for the search
and the Identification of a heavy Z' boson and exclusion limits for its mass have been given
there. A model independcnt analysis. considering the 6-dimensional space of Z'ff couplings
was performed in Ref. [15].

Similar discovery limits for a heavy charged boson W can be derived by considering a pos-
sible deviation of the measured CC cross section from its Standard model prediction assuming
the existence of a heavy W. A possible signal could show up in a comparison of the CC cross
section at HERA with data at zero-momentum transfer, e.g. the /;-decay constant. The en-
hancement of the CC cross section with respect to the SM prediction in the presence of two
charged W bosons is approximately given by

da(W+\V)
= 1 +

Q-
+

(i)

where x = gilgi is the ratio of the coupling constants of the two charged bosons. The mass of
the lighter one has been identified with that of the Standard model W, while the heavier one
is denoted by m2. The exclusion lirnits in the (x, ro2) plane derived from the condition that
the enhancement be larger than the statistical precision of the measurement of the CC cross
section are shown in Fig. 3. Assuming equal coupling strengths, g-tidi — L f'he resulting lirnits
are m^ <^,400 GeV for positron scattering and m2 %, 630 GeV [16]- These mass limits do not
supersede corresponding limits from the Tevatron and we have not considered thern in further
detail.

1 +

-C?
W

D)

0 . 5 - •

v X

v X

200 400

m2

600 GeV

Figure 3; 95 % exclusion limits for a heavy W in the (gijg\, m^) plane.

2.4 W production

The study of single W production offers the challenging opportunity to test the nonabelian
structure of the Standard model at HERA, in particular to search for deviations of the WM/7
couplings from its Standard model values [17, 18]. In a new study of this process during the
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present workshop [19]. a discussion of the event topology and kinematical cuts to optimize the
event selection is presented. It is shown that HERA offers greater sensitivity to anomalous
values of A«-, than A-, and therefore cornplements measurements made at the Tevatron and
LEP 2 where the sensitivity to Xy is greater. Since single W production at HERA is quite
insensitive to anomalous WWZ couplings. unlike WW production at the Tevatron or LEP 2,
measurements at HERA will be important to identify the nature of possible deviations, if they
would be observed.

The sensitivity to anomalous It'M'f couplings has been studied for various integrated lu-
minosities and at two center-of-mass energies. The resulting 95% confidence level limits at
^ß = 300 GeV are given in Table 1. At v^ = 346 GeV, the limits for f £dt = 1000 pb"1

are —0.27 < AK-, < 0.26 and -1.26 < A-, < 1.28. They are lirnited by statistical rather than
systematic errors. For /Cdt = 1000 pb~' the future sensitivity on anomalous values of A/%
which can be obtained at HERA is competitive with projected limits from W-y production at
the Tevatron (see Fig. 4). The bounds from LEP 2 shown in this figure are bascd on the aux-
iliary assumption that the WWZ and WW'7 couplings are not independent from each other
(HISZ scenario) and can thus not be compared with the HERA results on equal footing.

f£dt
100 pb~'
200 pb"1

1000 pb~ :

A«-,

-1.43 < A*, < 0.95
-0.87 < A«T < 0.72
-0.38 < A^ < 0.38

A,

-2.93 < A., < 2.94
-2.46 < A., < 2.47
-1.65 < A7 < 1.66

Table 1: 95% CL lirmts derived for WW-, couplings from the measurement of a(ep
at HERA for the nominal center-of-mass energy of 300 GeV.

2.5 Radiative NC scattering

Radiative deep inelastic scattering offers another possibüity to study trilinear gauge boson
couplings. Radiative CC scattering and its potential to probe the WM7 7 couplings has been
studied in Ref. [20]. As a new contribution to this workshop. Ref. [21] investigated whether
277 couplings can be tcsted in radiative NC scattering. Contributions due to ZZf couplings
are suppressed by two Z propagators. Since the rates are too small to exploit differential
cross sections, estimates for bounds are obtained from total cross sections taking into account
realistic cuts to improve the sensitivity to this source of new physics. HERA will explore these
couplings in a different kinematic regime than at LEP 2, NLC or hadron colliders. However.
it turns out that competitive bounds on these anomalous couplings cannot bc achieved. even
with the future luminosity Upgrades.

2.6 SM Higgs-boson production

The prospects of producing light SM Higgs bosons at HERA under nominal conditions wcrc
discussed in the 1987 proceedings [22]. In the rneantime, LEP has ruled out the mass ränge
MH < 65.2 GeV at the 95% confidence level [23]. An update of the 1987 analysis assessing
the benefifcs from luminosity and proton energy Upgrades may be found in Ref. [24]. H'^H7"
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Figure 4: Projected 95% conßdence level stnsitivity limits for WW~; couplings determincd from
fhe single W production cross section at HERA and from W-) production at the Tevatron and
fhe LHC. The solid shading indicates the limits for the H'H'V. V — 7, Z couplings from WW
production at LEP 2 assurning the fffSZ scenario.
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and ZZ fusion are by far the most copious sources of SM Higgs bosons at HERA. In the mass
ränge 65 GeV < MH < 100 GeV, the Higgs boson decays with about 90% branching fraction
to bb pairs, so that its visibiüty at HERA will suffer from severe intrinsic backgrounds due to
continuum 66 production. If such a Higgs boson exists, its production cross section at HERA
will be below 6 (9) fb for Ep = 820 GeV (l TeV). It is therefore unlikely that a signal can be
established in the 66 channel. even if the Ittminosity and/or proton energy are upgraded leaving
this terrain to LEP 2.

3 Conclusions

The observation of the propagator effect due to W exchange was one of the first results from
HERA at high Q2 after decades of searching for deviations of the linearly rising cross section of
the CC process. In the meantime. the finite mass of the W boson responsible for this effect, the
propagator mass, has been measured with an accuracy of a few GeV at HERA. First candidate
cvcnts for the dirert production of the W boson have also been observed at HERA. In order to
turn these observations into measurements of parameters and conclusive tests of the Standard
model electroweak scctor the luminosity has to be increased tremendously. Luminosities of
l fb~' and polarized beams will make these measurements possible.

The cross section for the production of W bosons is the order of l pb so that it is an
experimentai challenge to establish the experirnental signal and it is essential to consider all
available decay channels. The study performed in this report shows that already with an
integrated luminosity of 250 pb deviations from the Standard model couplings parametrized
in terms of AK-, and A., can be tested at a levcl which is comparable to present collider results.

While for H'' production neither lepton charge nor polarization is a prerequisite, the precision
measurement with the charged current process profits especially from e~p scattering due to
the roughly threefold larger cross section äs cornpared to e+p scattering. For an analysis in
terms of NC quark couplings it is indispensable to have available both charge states, while not
necessarily with equal luminosity. To disentangle up- and down-type quark vector and axial-
vector couplings bearns have to be polarized. A proper choice of polarization would also render
the NC data useful. and evidently enhance the significance of the CC data, for the precise
detennination of e.g. m\y or mt.

The result of these measurernents constitutes an important test of the Standard model by
comparing precision measurements of SM parameters obtained at HERA with those at other
experiments. DiiTerences appearing in such tests have always stimulated extensive research.
The Separation of the light up- and down-type quark couplings at HERA would complement
the achievements of LEP in the heavy quark sector.
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Abstract: We investigate the potential of deep inelastic lepton proton scattering
with polarized electrons or positrons for precision tests of the electroweak Stan-
dard model. We Interpret the measurements of cross sections äs a measurement
of the electroweak parameters m\v and mt, assuming that ro// is a fixed external
Parameter. As a main result we find that measurements with left-handed polarized
electrons give the highest precision. Provided the top mass is known within ±5GeV,
HERA can measure the W boson mass with a precision of ±55MeV from 1000 pb"1

of data from electron scattering with 70 % left-handed longitudinal polarization.

l Introduction

Deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering has always played an important röle in understanding
the interplay of electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. In fact, weak neutral currents
were first observed in deep inelastic scattering, Neutrino scattering has cstablished the structure
of the neutral current at low rnomentum transfer, Q2, and, for a long period. provided the most
precise value of the weak mixing angle [l], It is therefore an important question whether
experiments at HERA are able to provide further insight into the structure of the electroweak
interaction. The hupe that this question will have a positive answer is based on the fact that
HERA is extending the measurements to much larger values of the momentum transfer and
that beams with both electrons and positrons and with longitudinal polarization of up to 70%
[2] could be utilized at a future Upgrade of the machine.

The electroweak theory based on S U (2) x f / ( l ) gauge symmetry and the mechanism of
spontaneous symmetry breaking (the Standard Model, SM) successfully describes the wealth of
existing data on the electroweak interactions almost perfectly. After having fixed the basic free
parameters of the Standard model, it allows for the derivation of unambiguous predictions which
can be compared to experimental data. In order to quantify the agreement or disagreement
of theoretical predictions with experimental results it is often convenient to generalize the
theory either by treating certain quantities äs free parameters (e.g., the vector and axial-vector
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couplings of leptons and quarks) or by introducing additional free parameters, for examplc
anomalous three-boson couplings. Experimental results interpreted äs measurements of these
free parameters can then be confronted with the predictions of the Standard model. Another
possibility is to Interpret experimcntal data äs measurements of the basic Standard rnodel
Parameters, i.e., the mass of the W boson, mw, or the top-quark mass. m,, for example. A test
of the theory is then possible by comparing results obtained in different experiments. It is the
aim of this article to investigate whether HERA can contribute to this strategy of testing the
Standard model. A companion contribution to these proceedings prefers the first way of testing
the Standard model by investigating the question to what extent experiments at HERA would
be able to measure the neutral current vector and axial-vector couplings of quarks [3].

In the following we shortly describe the predictions of the Standard model for deep inelastic
lepton proton scattering. taking into account 0(a) electroweak radiative correc.tions. We will
describe in detail the analysis strategy and the observables we suggest to use for precision
measurements at HERA. Finally, we discuss the quality of HERA experiments in terms of the
precision of the W boson mass that can be achieved with high luminosity.

The Standard model has 5 independent free parameters (a, mz, n>w, mHi ^t, apart from
fermion masses other than the top-quark mass and CKM matrix elernents) which are essen-
tially not constrained by theory. Since present day's experimental observables depend only
logarithmically on the Higgs mass my (via loop corrections). it is legitirnate to perform anal-
yses of data with fixed m« and study variations of its value separately. Therefore we have to
consider 4 independent parameters and meaningful tests of the theory can be performed only
by combining the experimental measurements of more than 4 observables. Evidently the very
precise measurements of the finestructure constant a and the Z boson mass roz can be taken
from experiment. Any additional measurement will then put a constraint on the remaining t wo
parameters m\v and raj. Two additional measurements are needed to determine both m\v and
mt.

In analyses of the LEP data it is suggestive to reduce the number of free parameters to
one (plus one for the Higgs mass) by taking into account the constraint from the precise
measurement of the /j-decay constant. GM, which is unexplorcd at LEP. Thus it was possible
to obtain an indirect detennination of the top-quark mass from Z-peak observables. Former
analyses of the electroweak physics potential of HERA 'L-l. 5, 6] adopted a strategy similar to
that used at LEP and attempted to comblne HERA data with the G^ constraint, i.e. only
variations with mw were considered and mt was determined from tnw with the help of G'^.
Öwing to the fact that at HERA rnost of the data are still obtained at relatively small Q2.
the constraint resulting from these data on the parameters of the Standard model is not very
different from the Gß constraint. As a consequence, these former analyses usually predicted
rather large uncertainties for measurements of mw of the order of 600 MeV. In the present
work. however, we will adopt a different approach and choose to combine HERA data not with
the GH constraint, but rather with independent Information on the value of the top-quark mass.
By the time when HERA has collected enough luminosity to allow for precision analyses. the
top-quark mass will be known from experiments at Tevatron and the LHC with a precision
of a few GeV. Since this direct constraint on one of the Standard model parameters is very
different from the G^ constraint, a combination of HERA data with a direct m, measurement
allows to obtain an indirect rn\y measurement with a reasonably small uncertainty. Comparing
the results from such an analysis with other experiments (indirect determinations of m\\- from
LEP l precision measurements, or direct measurements of m\\- at LEP 2 or hadron colliders, for
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example) will provide constraints that sirnultaneously have to be fulfilled within the Standard
model.

2 Precise Standard Model Predictions for HERA

2.1 Lowest-Order Cross Sections

We study deep inelastic scattering of electrons or positrons off protons

X(px), U)

with e' = e for neutral current scattering (NC) and e' = v,, for charged current scattering (CG).
The particle momenta are given in parentheses. A useful set of kinematic variables to describe
the process (1) is given by

(2)

In the region of largc x and Q2 where the contribution of the longitudinal structure function FL
and proton mass effects can be neglected, the differential cross section for the neutral current
process for left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) poiarized electrons is given by

( 3 ldx dQ2

For positron scattering one has to replace F3 ' —> —F3 ' and cross sections for beams with an
arbitrary degree of longitudinal polarizatlon /' can be obtained by calrulating the appropriate
averagc of the cross sections for left- and right-handed leptons. The structure functions are
derived in the quark-parton model from basic 4-fermion scattering cross sections:

?L,R

(4)

They contain the quark (q) and anti-quark (q) distribution functions äs well äs coupling con-
stants and propagators corresponding to photon and Z-boson exchange (L = -f, R = — V

A

(5)

, ' i th

,g2 ca Q2 + M?' (6)

In Eq. (3), also Higgs-boson exchange is neglected because of the small couplings to light
fennions. By using Q'2 dcpendent parton distribution functions, QCD corrections in the leading-
logarithmic approximation are includcd.
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The parametrization of the lowest-order cross section in terrns of vector and axial-vector
coupling constants ly,, a£,q 1s quite general and appües to any model where a vector boson
with v and a couplings is exchanged together with the photon. In the Standard model, the
couplings of the fermions to the bosons are given by the electric charge (in units of e) for the
photon exchange and. for the Z-boson exchange, by (/ — e,q)

- 2Qf sin2 Ow (7)

where Qj and 7g denote the charge and the third component of the weak isospin of the fermion
/- In the Standard model with an arbitrary Higgs sector, the mixing angle is related to the
vector boson masses by

ÜJ8W = l --^5-. (8)

In the following we restrict ourselves to the minimal model with p<, — l at the tree level and
use äs abbreviation

2 _ i _ ™U' (Q)
ÜW ~~ ' 2 ' l9'

In a siimlar way one can write for the charged current differential cross section

*2 l r ,. , - > , T ,1

dxdQ*
( 1 0 )

with P denoting the degree of left-handed longitudinal polarization (P — — l for left-handed
electrons. P — l for right-handed electrons). For positron scattering one has to replace u + c —>
ü + c and d-\- $ —> d + s and adjust the sign of P.

2.2 Higher-Order Corrections

A study of the sensitivity to electroweak parameters rnust be based on cross section formulae
which incorporate their dependence on mw. rn,, etc. äs precisely äs possible. It is, however,
not necessary to include all kinds of corrections if these do not affect the electroweak parameter
dependence. This is the case for the purely photonic (QED) corrections and for some parts of
QCD corrections.

QED corrections are large and unavoidable, in particular for NC scattering at small x and
large y. They constitute a well-understood (thus 'uninteresting') part of physics which has to be
separated from genuine electroweak effects. Careful comparisons of different calculations during
the HERA workshop in 1991 have shown good agreement at the permüle level between results
for the first order corrections obtained by various authors [7]. Also corrections of higher than
one-loop order are known in the leading logarithmic approximation so that we can be confident
that QED corrections can be taken into account in the analysis of experimental data at a level
of precision that does not introduce severe uncertainties. Moreover, explicit calculations show
that QED corrections do not change the sensitivity on electroweak parameters. An example
is shown in Fig. l where the m\y dependence of the ratio R+ of CC to NC cross sections for
positron scattering at a fixed value of the momentum transfer Q2 is cornpared for calculations
without and including QED corrections. The corrections are large, of the order of 10%, in
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5.4

Q2 = 25000 GeV

0-0 O-
. X---X- x-

4.8

Figure 1: The ratio R+ of CC to NC cross sections der/dQ2 for positron scattering at fixcd
Q2 = 25000 GeV* with (füll lines) and without (dashed lines) QED corrections. The curves
with diamonds are for m# — 100 GeV, those with crosses for m// — 800 GeV. mt has been
ßxed by the Gß constraint,

particular much larger than the Variation of the results with mw or m#. However, it is obvious
that QED corrections do not affect the dependence on these Standard model parameters. but
simply shift the theoretical predictions.

Since we are dealing with small effects, äs we will see below, it will be indispensable to take
also QCD corrections into account in the analysis of HERA data, QCD corrections needed for
precise predictions of DIS cross sections can be classified according to three sources: i) there
are universal corrections rnodifying the relations among Standard model parameters, entering
via the corrections to the /i-decay constant G^ (see Ar in the formulae below). We included
the dominating two-loop contributions of order O(aas) [9] corresponding to shifts of mw in
the order of 60 MeV. Contributions of order O(cta'2s) are known [S], but not included in our
calculations. ii) Additional corrections of O(aaa) modify the l and Q2 dependence of the
electroweak form factors. These contributions are only partly known and probably small. iii)
Finally. corrections due to real and virtual emission of gluons from quarks in the hard lepton-
quark scattering subprocesses modify the way the structure functions are expressed in terms of
parton densities. In the DIS scheine, these corrections of order 0(a,) enter via F/, and affect
F3 in NC scattering and the CC cross section. They are known in next-to-leadiiig order for
all structure functions [10] and up to next-to-next-to-leading order for the photon-exchange
contribution in NC scattering [11].

The calculations of electroweak higher order corrections to deep inelastic scattering at HERA
have been reviewed in [7] (see also references therein). They are performed in the on-shell
scheine, where mw and mz are treated symmetrically äs basic parameters together with m,
and mff (besides the fine structure constant a and other fermion masses). Amplitudes are
functions of these basic parameters. The electroweak corrections are collected in form factors
that change the amplitudes in a simple form: the dressed photon-exchange amplitude can be
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written in the following way:

.M, =
- II](Q- (H)

in is the fermionic part of the photon vacuum polarization. Writmg it in the denominator
resums the leading logarithmic corrections according to the renormalization group equation and
the first factor in Eq. (11) constitutcs the ruiming fine structure constant. Bosonic contribut.ions
to the vacuum polarization have to be combined with vertex and box corrections and added
separate! y.

The weak one-loop corrections to the Z-exchange ampütude MZ for eq —>• eq can be ex-
pressed in terms of four weak form factors (peq, Kf, «,, and /cei?) in the following way. making
use of dressed vector couplings [12. 13]:

l - Ar

(13)

: •

with $ = xs and s^- from Eq. (9). The normalization factor in square brackets can be related to
the /i-decay constant (taking into account the radiative corrections to the /i-decay, (l - Ar)"1).
[- • -] = (G^m|/2v/2) • Peqi showing that pfq denotes the ratio of the NC and CC coupling
strengths in eq scattering. In the Born approximation. p = K = 1. Ar — 0 and veq — i'fi'q. The
above parametrization has the form of a Born-like expresslon except that at the Born levcl there
is no parallel for the coupling üe?. The axial-vector coupllngs can be kept in their form af — I3

by absorbing corresponding vertex corrections into the normalization factor pf/l — pfq(s,Q2)
which receives also contributions from seif energies. The form factors */ and ^e? combined
with s^v give rise to effective mixing angles which ciepend through the K'S on the fermion
species and on the kinematic variables. The form factors can be separated into a universal part
independent of the fermion species and a non-universal remainder term. The universal parts
contain the dependence on the masses of the top quark and the Higgs boson. The dominating
contribution to them is proportional to m^ and with

3a

one has to one-loop precision

(15)

(16)

Additional details, in particular concerning the inclusion of higher than one-loop order terrns
which are taken into account in our application. are described in [14].
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The W'-exchange amplitude including higher-order contributions can be written in the fol-
lowing way:

(18)
l - A r

DifTerently from the neutral current, only a single form factor p™ for each parton scattering
process is required to accommodate the higher-order contributions. Rewriting the normal ization
of the W-exchange amplitude with the help of the /i-decay constant using :ra/8s^(l — Ar) —

sliows explicitly that the measurement of the CC cross section at low Q2 is, in
fact, a measurement of G^. In this form, weak loop corrections are very small since p™ deviates
from l typically by a few perrnille with very little dependence on mt and ro/f .

The above formulae are implemented in the FORTRAN code eprc93.f [14] which has been
used for all our numerical evaluations. We stress that the formulae given here are sufficient to
study the sensitivity on electroweak parameters, but not for the determination of their central
values from real data since QED corrections are not. and QCD corrections only partly, included.
These corrections will have a aon-negligible effect on the predicted values of observables. Con-
sequently, using measurement s of these observables for a determination of m^, for example,
these corrections will also have a non-negligible effect on the central value of m H,-. In this work,
however, we are interested in a deterrnination of the sensitivity of such a measurement expressed
in terms of the precision Amw of the measurement. Since it is completely sufficient to know
the sensitivity Amiv with a relative precision of O(10%), higher than one-loop corrections are
not relevant here.

3 Precision Measurement s at HERA

3.1 Analysis Strategy

We consider the well measured Q and in z äs fixed parameters of the theory (l/a — 137.036 • • •
and m z — 91,1884 GeV). The Higgs boson enters vialoops, so that there is only a weak logarith-
mic dependence on m// which allows us to treat m# äs an external parameter. The numerical
results presented below refer to m n = 100 GeV and variations of ro// are discussed separately.
Hence, äs discussed in the introduction, we are left with mt and mw a-S free parameters which
are to be determined by experiment. A precision measurement of any observable constrains the
allowed region in the (m\y.-m,} plane and a test of the theory consists in comparing the ovcrlap
of regions obtained from different experiments.

A possible result of a measurement is sketched in Fig. 2. The details of the correlation
depend on the Standard model and the particular choice of observable, i.e. its dependence on the
particular electroweak parameter. The dependence on the parameters of the theory is smooth
so that a linearization of the theoretical dependence around the value of the measurement
is justified. The r.onfidence levels are chosen such that for a single parameter test, i.e. a
projection onto one of the axes, the usual l parameter confidence level for l er is obtained. The
correlation between the two parameters can be exploited: using the value of a future direct
top mass determination (vertical lines in Fig. 2) from other experiments yiclds the smaller
tilted (shaded) ellipse in Fig. 2. Projecting this ellipse onto the mw axis results in a-tightly
constrained interval for values of m\\-. In quantifying results of the sUidies we have chosen, for
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mw

±10 atfixed
top mass

Figure 2: Schematic vicw of the l u contour in the (mw,mt) plane, resulting from a measure-
ment at HERA and its combination with a dirtct top-quark mass measurement (shaded ellipse)

the sake of defmiteness, to indicate the vertical extent of 6m\v of thc ellipse äs the uncertainty
of the W mass measurement. This corresponds to a scenario in which the top mass has been
measured precisely elsewhere. In the end we shall indicate the extra uncertainty for a more
realistic measurement of m, for which we assume an uncertainty of 5 GeV1.

The Higgs mass enters via one-loop contributions to the gauge boson seif energies and
modifies the Interpretation of the measurement. Performing an analysis with different values
for ITIH leads to different contours (Fig. 3) which are shifted and have very similar slope.

3.2 Observables

Wc fix the bearn energies at their nominal values EI - 27.5 GeV, Ep = 820 GeV. All cross
sections are evaluated with a cut on the transverse momentum of the scattered lepton (or
missing transverse momentum) of pT > 15 GeV. For scattering with polarized leptons we assurne
a. degree of longitudinal polamation of P — 0.7. In order to exploit the Information containcd
in the shape of the Q~* distribution, we take the cross sections to be measured in 5 bins of Q2,
equidistant in log Q*, with lower bin limits (225.6, 747.2, 2475, 8199, 27160) GeV2, the last bin
extending up to the kinematical limit Q2nai ss s. The SM predictions, depending on mw and
m<, are obtained by integrating over the Q2 intervals:

dx
dxdQ'

(19)

'Presently, the precision for m( is already äs small äs 7GeV [15].
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= 800 GeV

150MeV

Figure 3: The qualitative dependence of the. l a conßdence contour in the (mw, rnt) plane from
a measurement at HERA for two different values of the Higgs mass.

The event numbers expected for an integrated luminosity of C, — lOOOpb"1 and P — —0.7 are
shown in Fig. 4.

Future experiments measure cross sections <T;rp with errors Aajrp for each Q2 interval. To
quantify the companson of experimental data and theoretical predictions. we define a X'2;

<\- \ - - ~ t t i - - - i / / _s , , exp\l

Lackmg experimental data for the time being. we assume that the central valuc of the mea-
surement coincides with the SM prediction for a set of referencc values of thc SM parameters.
We choose

ff«" = Ot(mw = 80.2 GeV, m, = 170 GeV) (21)

thus fixing the position of confidence regions in the (mw, m,) plane. Note again. that due to the
weak dependence on the parameters the particular choice of reference values has a negügible
influence on the following studies of sensitivity.

The precision of the measurement trivially improves with the statistical accuracy of the
data,

The systematic errors, Aa*"*, encompass the uncertainties of the measurement (identification,
emciency, reconstruction of kinematics etc.) äs well äs uncertainties in the determination of the
luminosity and the beam polarization. Hence, the Auf*" will be correlated between different
bins of Q2 such äs in the case of the luminosity and polarization measureinent. Nevertheless,
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Fig. 5 shows that a measurement of the charged current cross section for unpolarized electrons
is superior to that of neutral current scattering. 5mw is of the order of 100 MeV and is
only doubled when the relative systematic uncertainty is increased to 5%. The neutral current
measurement is worse by a factor of % 3 and much more sensitive to systematic errors. Whereas
for charged current scattering there is little improvement in precision for m^- when increasing

3.3.1 Charged vs. Neutral Current

The results of the sensitivity studies are summarized in table 1. For two values of luminosity
the sensitivity is shown for the different processes äs a function of the systematic uncertainty
t. In the following discussion we compare the various options and will quote a value for the
precision of the W mass measurement for a fixed value of the top mass äs described above.

3.3 Results

The condition x2(mw-,rnt) = l defines a la-confidcnce region in the (mw,rnt) plane. Since
we are dcaling with small variations of m n- and m,, we assume that the parameter dependence
can be linearly approximated. This simplifies the determination of confidence regions consider-
ably. Our approach will become unreliable if these regions turn out to be large, corresponding
to uncertainties for mw of more than about 1 GeV.

surements did not advance the precision beyond the present level, which is not expected. We
consider the füll ränge of Variation.

sults on the relative systematic uncertainty e — A<7S!/S / a"F ranging from 0 to 5%. Since the
theoretical uncertainties due to an imperfect knowledge of parton distribution functions can
be absorbed in the Aa,S!/s, the larger value of 5 % would become relevant if experimental mea-
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The largest experimental uncertainty arises from the incompletc knowledge of the absolute
value of the calorimeter energy scale. The susceptibility to this uncertainty depends on the Q2

Variation of the cross section. Simplified, the photon propagator dominated NC cross section
will be mostly affected in shape due to migration while the CC section will be predominantly
affected in absolute normalization due to the lower Q2 cut off. Typical experimental accuracies
ränge around 1 - 2% for the reconstruction of the electron energy [16]. The hadronic energy
measurement is presently considerably less certain [17]. However, the large statistics availabie
from a high luminosity HERA will allow to impose considerable constraints on the reconstruc-
tion of the final state s i that together with a good electron measurement a better precision at
the level of per cent will be achieved. It will be important to cross check the CC channel with
the more constrained data of the NC analysis.

For the polarization measurement an accuracy of 2% or better [2] is conceivable. (Note, that
typically the polarization enters through a factor (1+ P ) so that a precision of 1% is adequate).

A precision of order 1 % has been achieved in present measurements of luminosity already
and at high luminosity independent mcthods of measuremcnts can be used for cross check.

when quoting the dependence on the systematic error, we will assume a correlation coefficient
c = 0 in most cases. However, we will also present a study on the transition from a result that is
dominated by point-to-point errors c = 0 to a result that is dominated by overall normalization
c = l.



Electroweak Sensitivity for rn\v
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e'p

ZTp5=l
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O>
£[pb-']

250 1000

Neutral Current
ep

£[pb-']
250 1000

e+p

-Clpb-1]
250 1000

Am w [MeV] for |P| = 0
68 34
80 53

105 84
202 184

101 51
111 68
136 101
237 209

223 1 12
347 237
475 364
855 717

363 181
699 526

1051 853
2032 1863

Smw [MeV] for \P\ 70%
52 26
66 47
95 80

194 179

78 39
90 59

118 94
223 203

113 57
187 131
263 207
488 414

173 86
348 265
530 437

1048 973

Table 1: The uncertainty 5m\v in MeV for a givcn beam conßguration and process äs a func-
tion of the relative systematic uncertainty e for ßxed top mass. The sign of the longitudinal
polarization is assumed to be chosen such that the cross sections are enkanced, i.e. P = 0.7 for
e+ and P = —0.7 for e~ beams.

the lurainosity from 250 pb"
current scattering.

to 1000 ph '. there is an appreciable improvement for neutral

3.3.2 Polarized vs. Unpolarized Lepton Beams

This trend pcrsists for positron scattering and for polarized beams. äs seen in Fig. 6 which
shows the results for polarized electron scattering of degree of polarization P — —0.7. The gain
in precision for mw in this case is due to the increase of statistics (note that the charged current
scattering cross section is proportional to (l — P ) } . For a large systematic uncertainty, the gain
in statistics is, of course, lost. This is in contrast to the case of neutral current scattering where
polarization leads to a substantial increase of sensitivity even in the presence of large systematic
uncertaintles. This difference betvveen NC and CC scattering is a consequence of the fact that
for charged current scattering it is essentially the normalization of the cross section which
determines m\v whereas in the neutral current case the shape of the Q2 dependence contains
the sensitivity. The influence of the weak interference terms can be enhanced by proper choice
of polarization. Coarsely speaking. beams of — 7 0 % polarization are äquivalent to a factor 4
l arger integrated luminosity of unpolarized beams. Thus polarization is needed to render the
NC data useful at all for precision measurements.

3.3.3 Electron vs. Positron Bearns

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the potential of unpolarized charged current electron and positron
scattering. Positron scattering always yields a lower sensitivity than electron scattering simply
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Figure 5: Precision for mw from measurements of the HERA NC and CC cross sections for
unpolarized electrons at fixed top mass äs a function of the relative systematic uncertainty e.
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Figure 6: Same äs Fig. ö for scattering with longitudinally polarized electrons of degree P

-0.7.
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Figure 7: Companson of the precision for m\\- frorn unpolarizcd electron and positron charged
current scattering at HERA at fixed top mass.

because of the smaller cross section. The same comparison for polarized neutral current scat-
tering is made in Fig. 8. Agaln electron scattering is preferred since both the absolute values
of 5m\v äs well äs the sensitivity to systematic errors is more favourable in this case than for
positron scattering.

3.3.4 Overall vs. Point-to-Point Error

Fig. 9 addresses the importance of the Q2 dependence for an experirnental determination of
mw- The sensitivity is depicted äs a function of the correlation coefficient2 c for the system-
atic error in the five chosen Q2 bins (for the case of definiteness we have assumed a global
value of the correlation coefficient c). A correlation coefficient of 0 describes a Situation where
the norrnalization of the cross section measurement has no systematic uncertainty, whereas a
coefficient of l applies to an experiment where only norrnalization 1s affected by systematics.
In turn, a coefficient of 0 ascribes the complete systematic error to relative uncertainties in
different Q2 bins and the value l for the correlation coefficient assumes no relative bin-to-bin
uncertainties apart from statistical ones. The gently rising curve for the charged current mea-
surement dernonstrates that the normahzation of the cross section measurement contains the
Information about the value of mw- In this case, bin-to-bin uncertainties do not strtmgly in-
crease the uncertainty 5mw provided the normalization can be well measured. In contrast to
this, for neutral current scattering, uncertainties on the relative norrnalization result in a large

2If ff - ((vllp,<r"p • ••ff"F) describes the systematic uncertainties in the five Q1 intervals the 5 x 5 variance
matrix is calculated äs V - ff((l - c)l + cl)ffT- Hete I and l refer to the unit matrix and the matrix containing
ones in all positions respectively. The diagonal variance matrix of the statistical error has to be added.

löo

2 4 %

rel. syst. error e

Figure 8: Same äs Fig. 7 for neutral current scattering of polarized etectrons (P = —Q.7) or
positrons (P — 0.7).

uncertainty for mw and a good knowledge of the relative bin-to-bin norrnalization is essential
for neutral current scattcring to contribute significantly to an rtiw determination. In the ümit of
vanishlng point-to-point errors the NC measurement would compete or even be superior to the
CC current measurement. The different dependence can thus be exploited in the Interpretation
of the experirnental data in a favourable way.

3.3.5 The High Sensitivity Measurement at HERA

Finally. Fig. 10 indicates the result for a scenario with 1000 pb~ l of data from polarized
neutral and charged current electron scattering. The corresponding Icr-contour is represented
by the shaded ellipse. Projecting jt onto the axes results in precisions of Smt — ±50 GeV and
5m\v = ±300 MeV. These values are more than a factor of 2 better than what can be obtained
from charged current scattering alone with the smaller luminosity of 250 pb~' (see the large
ellipse in the figure). Cornbining the neutral and charged current data from HERA with a
realistic top mass uncertainty (assuming a value of ±5GeV) results in the small füll ellipse
in Fig. 10. The resulting precision on mw is Sm\ — ±55 MeV. This scenario assumes a l %
relative systematic uncertainty. a serious experimental challenge. The accuracy decreases to
5mw — ±81 MeV for a systematic error of 2%. With a very precise measurement of m, the
corresponding values are -15 and 75MeV respectively. The figure also shows the relatioti between
m iv and mt following from the G,, constraint. The upper füll line refers to a Higgs mass of
WH - 100 GeV. the lower dashed one to mH = 800 GeV. Note that the confidence contours for
the HERA measurements have to be associated with a fixed Higgs mass of 100 GeV. Thev have
to be shiftcd downwards much the same äs the lines describing the G,, constraint for a Higgs
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Figure 9: Precision for mw from neutral and charged current scattering of polarized electrons
(P — —0.7_J at fiifd top mass äs a function of the correlation coefficient c for the systematic
error (see text). The Overall systematic uncertainty for this example is assumed to be 2%.
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mass of m// — 800 GeV. It is obvious from this figure that with such precision one woiild be able
to constrain the allowed ränge of Higgs masses in conjunction with iridependent measurcments
of both m( and mw.

3.4 Uncertainties from parton distributions

The DIS cross sections depend not only on electroweak parameters but also on QCD input given
by parton densities and the strong coupling constant as(AgcL))- A final analysis will have to
determine all parameters simultaneously in a global fit to all DIS cross sections measured at
HERA. The study of such a global fit is beyond the scope of the present work. The preceding
discussions assumed that parton densities are a well-known independent i n p u t . Ignoring the
possibility that electroweak parameters and QCD input might be correlated, we now address
uncertainties of parton densities äs an additional source of uncertainty for the precision of an
m\v measurement. We have seen that the normalization of the CC cross section provides an
important constraint to the measurement of m\y. Therefore we expect that uncertainties of the
overall normalization of parton densities will have the largest impact on the precision of mw.

Since no parton distribution functions exist which parametrize their errors, we are bound to
study variations of the predicüons for DIS cross sections obtained when using parametrizations
given by different authors. A comparison of recent parton densities of GRV (94IIO) [18],
CTEQ (3D and 3M) [19] and MRS(H,A) [20] gives a Variation in the CC cross section for
left-handed electrons of up to 5pb. This can be interpreted äs a contribution to the systematic
uncertainty of about 5 %. Considering most recent parton densities which include 1994 HERA
data (CTEQ3M and MRS(A')) yields already now only 2% additional systematic uncertainty.
It seems reasonable to expect that the uncertainties in our knowledge of the parton densities
will further dimimsh with more data being available and that, consequently, the imperfect
knowledge of parton densities will eventually not be the ümiting source of uncertainties for the
measurement of electroweak paraineters.

An additional uncertainty is due to the error on as> viz. AQCD- Since the extractionof parton
densities from experimental data is usually performed for a fixed value of Q3, uncertainties on
the latter induce uncertainties on the former. The effect on DIS cross sections can be studied
using the parametrizations of MRS [2l] which are given for a number of different values of
AQCD- Again concentrating on CC scattering, we observe an increase of the cross section by
0.7 pb (i.e., less than 1%) when Jncreasing QS by 0.005. In addition, uncertainties on QS would
affect QCD corrections which modify the relation of structure functions to parton distributions.
This direct effect is expected to be much smaller since QCD corrections themselves are srnall so
that uncertainties 01 as will not contribute much to the uncertainties of electroweak precision
measurements.

4 Conclusions

Precise HERA measurements of the diffcrential NC and CC cross sections complete the picture
of successful tests of the Standard Model in the region of large space-like momentum transfers.
This study has shown that, given sufficient lurninosity, a test of the model to a level of accuracy
hitherto only achieved at LEP l can bc reached at HERA. Consistent values of mw and m,
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Figure 10: la-confidence contours in the (mw,rnt) plane from polanzed electron scattering
(P — —0.7), utilizing chargcd current scattering at. HERA alone with an integrated luminosity
of 250 pt"1 (large ellipse), neutral and charged current scattering at HERA with 1000 pb~l

(shadcd ellipse), and the combination of the latter HERA measurements with a dircct top mass
measurement with precision am, - 5 GeV (füll ellipse). The rnw-mt relation following from
the GH constraint is also shown for two values ofm^.
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have to be obtained between the HERA measurements, the
mcasurements from colliders.

constraint and the direct mass

A luminosity of 250 pb"1 can be safely exploited at HERA for a given electroweak process.
Admittedly, the uncertainty arising from the energy scale of the hadronic calorimeter imposes
the largest experimental challenge. On the other band sufHcient NC data will be available to
constrain the final state and hence the scale of the calorimeter energy. One can speculate that
this uncertainty becomes dorn in at mg only well above the 250 pb"1 limit.

The most stringent tests can be performed with elcctrons rather than positrons. Both CC
and NC cross sections are largest and the electroweak effects are enhanced for the latter. A
scenario with nonzero longitudinal polarization will improve the sensitivity. In fact, NC data
start to be useful once polarization is available which allows to cnhance the ^Z interference
terms. Roughly speaking, a polarization of 70% in the NC measurement is worth a factor 4 in
luminosity.

In an optimistic scenario a value for mw with an accuracy of 55 MeV can be extracted frorn
each of the HERA experiments; this compares well with the projectcd precision from LEP 2
for all 4 LEP experimcnts combincd.
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Theoretical Uncertainties in Precision Electroweak
Physics at HERA
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Abstract: We assess the influence of those radiative corrections which are not
presently included in the theoretical calculations underlying this study group report,
and estimate the theoretical uncertainties from unknown higher order.s.

The discussion of Ref. [1] focuses attention on the experimental uncertainties in the values of
m\v and other electroweak observables extractcd from the measurements of the cross sections
of charged-current (CC) and neutral-current (NC) deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA
through the comparison with theoretical predictions. For the sake of estimating experimental
scnsitivities, it should be sufficient to computc the theoretical predictions with electroweak one-
loop precision and to disregard the availablc QCD and higher-order electroweak corrections (see
Section 2.2 of Ref. [1]). However, since, under favourable conditions, future measurements at
HERA are aiming at experimental errors on m\\r of order 6mw — ±60 MeV [l], which is
considerably smaller than the shift due to the inclusion of the electroweak one-loop corrections,
it is important to study by how much the extracted value of m\v is affected by the known
QCD and higher-order electroweak corrections, and to estimate the residual uncertainty from
theoretical sources.

In the case of the electroweak corrections, we rnay simplify this problem by studying the
value of m\v predicted from the measured muon lifetime via Ar [2], i.e. the so-called GIL

constraint, since the dominant higher-order corrections coincide with those to the CC DIS
cross section (see Fig. 9 of Ref. [1]), which is most important for the mw determination at
HERA (see Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. [1]). The values of mw derived through Ar to O(ct] in the
electroweak on-shell scheine and the shifts due to the O(aa,) [3], O(aa2s) [4], O(G2Fm*) [5] and
O(G2Fm'^vm1t) [6] corrections are listed in Table l for m, = (175±9) GeV and selected values of
rnH [7]. We see that all highcr-order corrections act in the same direction and typically reduce
mw by 100 MeV, to be contrasted with the envisaged experimental error Smw — ±60 MeV
[1], It will theiefore be crucial to implement these corrections in the theoretical predictions of
Ref. [l] before one attempts to confront the latter with precision data on DIS to be collected
with HERA or possible Upgrades. In general, these corrections will shift, tilt and distort the
ellipses shown in Figs. l, 2 and 9 of Ref. [1].

The residual theoretical uncertainty in mw is either due to experirnental errors in the input
Parameters or to the corrections beyond present knowledge. From Table l, we read off the errors
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Table 1: mw predicted for various values of m, and
higher-order corrections. All masses are given in GeV.

via Ar to one loop and shifts due to

m,

166

175

184

mH

100
300
800
100
300
800
100
300
800

mw

0(a)
80.420
80.349
80.273
80.485
80.414
80.338
80.553
80.482
80.406

Srtiw

0(aa,)
-0.058
-0.058
-0.058
-0.063
-0.063
-0.063
-0.068
-0.068
-0.068

OM)
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.013
-0.013
-0.013

ö(G\m*)
-0.009
-0.015
-0.017
-0.011
-0.017
-0.021
-0.012
-0.021
-0.026

0(&Fm*wm\)
-0.011
-0.009
-0.006
-0.013
-0.011
-0.007
-0.015
-0.013
-0.008

Smw = +H MeV and ±76 MeV due to the variations Sm, = ±9GeV and SmH = +^ GeV
around the central values m, — 175 GeV and m// — 300 GeV, respectively. Furthermore, the
errors in a,(Mz) = 0.117 ± 0.006 and the hadronic contribution AaAad = 0.0280 ± 0.007 [8] to
the running fme-structure constant lead to Smw — ±4 MeV and ±13 MeV, respectively. The
higher-order uncertainty may be estimated to be less than Smw — ±10 MeV by considering
the renormalization scheme and scale dependences of the presently known corrections [7, 9].

The next-to-leading order QCD corrections to NC and CC DIS are well under control [10],
and in the case of the photon-exchange contribution to NC DIS even the next-to-next-to-
leading-order QCD corrections are available [11]. As may be glcaned from Ref. [11], in the
kinematic regime of interest here. the residual QCD uncertainty is likely to be smaller than the
one from the parton distribution functions.

In conclusion, the extraction of electroweak parameters from future prerjsion mcasurements
of DIS at HERA will essentially be meaningless unless the presently known QCD and higher-
order electroweak corrections will be included in the theoretical calculations. On the other
hand, the residual uncertainty due to unknown higher-order corrections is estimated to be
small agalnst the envisaged [1] experimental accuracy.
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Abstract: We present methods to determine the Neutral Current (NC) axial and
vector couplings of the quarks at HERA. Without beam Polarisation, limits on
deviations from the Standard Model (SM) value of the axial coupling of the up-
type quark to the ZQ may be obtained using ratlos of NC cross sections to Charged
Current (CG) cross sections. Assuming an electron (positron) beam Polarisation
of 70%, ratios of polarised NC and CC cross sections may be used to set limits on
deviations of the up-type quark vector coupling from the SM value. We show t hat
with an integrated luminosity of 1000pb"1, divided equally between the left- and
right-handed electron and positron beams, fractional errors on vu,au,vj and ad of
13%, 6%, 17% and 17% may be obtained from a füll fit, while if the d (u) quark
couplings are lield fixed while the u (d) quark couplings are allowed to vary then
the errors on vu (vd) and av (ad) are 4% (6%) and 4% (10%) respectively.
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l Introduction

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions (SM) has been experimentally verih'ed in an ex-
tensive series of experiments over the last 25 years. Deep Inelastic Scattermg (DIS) expcriments
with electron, muon and neutrino beams [1] have contributed to t bis success with measurements
of the fundamental constants of the SM for space-like momentum transfer squared, Q2. in the
ränge 0 < Q2 < 250 GeV2. The HERA experiments have already been able to cxtend the sen-
sitivity of measurements of electroweak parameters in electron proton DIS to Q"2 ~ 8000 GeV2

[2, 3, 4]. The high precision measurements of SM parameters made by the LEP and SLC col-
laborations have verified the SM at a time-like Q2 of A/|0 fv 8100 GeV2. The mass of the top
quark was predicted by combining the measurements of the Z° dccay parameters with the mass
of the W boson measured in pp annihilation at the Fermilab Tevatron [5]. The recent discovery
of the top quark [6] at the predicted mass is a remarkable success for the SM.

The axial, a/, and vector, vj, couplings of the fermions to the Zü are defined by

and v; — // - 2e/ sin2 (1)

where // is the third component of isospin for the fermion of navour / and electric charge ej.
&w is the weak mixing angle which is defined by the ratio of the charged and neutral weak gauge
boson masses, cosBw — Mw/Mgo. The LEP and SLC measurements of the partial width for
Z° decay to cc and bb may be cornbined with forward-backward and Polarisation asymmetries
to yield measurements of the b and c quark couplings [7], The results are shown in figure 1. The
ratio of neutral current (NC) to charged current (CC) cross sections, /?„, for neutrino DIS may
be used to extract the couplings of the iip-type and d-type quarks. The results of an analysis of
a compilation of rneasuremcnts of R„ [8] are also shown in figure l together with the couplings
determlned from a measurement of /?„ rnade by the CCFR collaboration [9], Note that in the
case of the CCFR results the couplings of the u (d) quarks are obtained with the d (u) quark
couplings fixed at their SM values. It is interesting to note that the b quark couplings obtained
by combining the published LEP and SLC results are 3.7 Standard deviations from the SM
value [5, 7]. Recently new measurements of the partial width for Z° decay to bb have been
reported. These measurements indicate that the coupling of the b quark to the Z is shifted
closer to the SM expectation [10].

The two HERA collider experiments, ZEUS and Hl, have collected data corresponding to
~ 10 pb"1 per experiment over the period 1992-1995. An Upgrade to the HERA machine is
now proposed which will provide each of the HERA experiments wi th an integrated luminosity
of up to 1000 pb~ l over its remaining period of Operation. The availability of a longitudinally
polarised lepton beam greatly enhances the HERA potential to make precise studies of elec-
troweak physics. At the experimental interaction points in HERA spin rotators will be installed
which can turn the naturally transversely polarised lepton beam into a longitudinally polarised
beam. Currently Polarisation values of 60% have been routinely achieved and it is expected
that 70% longitudinal Polarisation for future running should be attainable [11]. The purpose
of this article is to determine the precision with which the HERA experiments will be able to
measure the NC couplings of the light quarks to the Z°.

In the followlng section we show how measurements of the inclusive DIS cross sections at
HERA are sensitive to the couplings and how experimental observables may be used to pro-
vide limits on, or measurements of, their values. RadJative correctlons are also discussed. In
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Figure 1: Summary of measurements of u-iype (a) and d-type (b) quark couplings to the Z°.
The dash-dotted ellipse shows the one Standard demation (\a) contour obtained in a fit of the
four chiral couplings of the u and d quarks to a compilation of neutrino DIS dato.. The solid,
dotted and dashed ellipses show the l, 2 and 3 o iimits of the combined LEP/SLC results for
the c and b quark couplings äs reported before the 1996 summer Conferences [7j. The shaded
band shows the result obtained by the CCFR coüaboration from the ratio of ;VC and CC cross
sections projected onto the quark coupling plane. In the case of the CCFR result the couplings
of the u (d) quarks are obtained u>ith the d (u) quark coupimgs fixed at their SM values. From
equation l the Born level SM values of au, ru. a^ vj are 0.5, 0.19, -0.5 and -0.35 respectively.
For the LEP/SLC results radiative corrections (see section 2.3) modify the SM predictions to
the values indrcated by the circle. Different radiative corrections for neutrino data give the SM
prediction shown äs a square.

section 3 we give a brief overview of the experimental issues involved in such a measurement
and discuss event reconstruction, Simulation and binning and we touch upon the various ex-
perimental sources of systematic error which will be important when analysing forthcomlng
data. Systematic errors arising from uncertainties in our current knowledge of parton density
functions are discussed in section 4. Using samples of fully reconstmcted Monte Carlo data, two
complementary analyses, presented in section 5 and section 6. provide quantitative estimates of
the potential to measure both the axial and the vector couplings of the light quarks at HERA.
The results are compared to existing measurements from other experiments.

2 Formalism

2.1 Kinematics

Lowest order Feynrrian diagrams for lepton nucleon DIS are shown in figure 2. The neutral
current process, which is mediated by the cxchange of a photon or Z°, is shown in figure 2a and
the charged current process, where the exchanged boson is a W±, is shown in figure 2b. The
scattering may be desc.ibed in terms of the Lorentz invariant quantities Q'1. x and y. —Q2 is the
square of the momentum transferred to the hadronic System. In the frame where the incoming
proton has infinite momentum, x is the fraction of the proton's momentum carried by the
struck quark. The quantity y is related to the scattering angle 6' in the lepton-quark centre
of rnass system by y — sin2(Ö"/2). At a given lepton-protori centre of mass energy, \/5, the
combination of any two of the three variables, Q2. x and y fully describes the inclusive DIS
process.

P(P) P(P)

Figure 2: Kinematics of deep indastic scattering. a) Neutral Current DIS. b) Charged Current
DIS. The four momenta are indicated in parentheses.

2.2 Cross Section Formulae

The neutral current cross section for polarised leptons scattering off unpolansed protons may
be written

dxdQ"<
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where P denotes the lepton beam Polarisation and is defined by

P= NR + NL- (3)

A'n and <VL are the number of right-handed and left-handed leptons in the beam respectively.
HO contains the unpolarised structure functions. The extraction of the NC couplings of the
quarks requires the measurement of DIS cross sections at high Q2. For large Q2 the longitudinal
structure function, FL, may be neglected so t hat //Q may be written:

- Y,— J
Y
>- (4)

where the factors Y± - (l ± (l - y) J give the angular dependence of the cross section in the

lepton-quark centre of mass System and F° and F° are the usual DIS structure functions
given by:

i i

where q = q(z, Q2) are the parton distribution functions (PDFs) and ,4° and B° are given by

In the following we shall be considering deviations from the SM in which the vector and axial
couplings of quarks are replaced by

vv = vfM + $vq ; av = a*M + 6a9. (7)

Deviations of the electron couplings will not be considered here. At lowest order, the SM vector,
v f M , and axial. G^M, couplings of the quarks to the Z° are given by equation 1. The variable

[ 47TQ M:

is proportional to the ratio of the 2° and photon propagators. The numerical factor in square
brackets is required to complete the SM neutral current coupiings when v^M and aSM are
defined äs in equation 1. This choice of normalization factor is suited to a scheme where input
Parameters (the mass of the W boson, Mw, and thus also sm2 &w and the NC couplings) are
fixed using the constraint obtained from the experimental dctermination of the muon decay
constant. GM [12] since it reduces the numerical size of electroweak one-loop corrections. Terms
which are linear in \ arise from 7/2° interference while those which are quadratic in \ are
due to Z° exchange.

The effect of a finite lepton beam Polarisation on the cross section given in equation 2 is
contained in the functions Hp which, for high Q2, where the longitudinal structure function
may be neglected, may be written

The structure functions FP and are given by

(9)

(10)
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where Ä? and B^ are given by

A* = 2eva,x ~ 2 + (H)

The cross section for the charged current process depicted in figure 2b with an incident
positron beam is given by

.G2

dxdQ2

whilst for an electron beam the cross section is given by

M& (13)

In equations 12 and 13 u, d etc. refer to the universal PDFs with an obvious notation.

2.3 Definition of Couplings and Radiative Corrections

The formulte presented so far are Born level expressions and have to bc improvcd to include
radiative corrections. Part of the radiative corrections lead to a modification of gauge boson
coupling constanls. Therefore a clear understanding of them is needed bcfore one can airn at
an Interpretation of measurements in terms of NC couplings.

A first class of radiative corrections is due to contributions where the process is accom-
panied by the emission of a bremsstrahlung photon [13]. This part has to be combined with
virtual photonic corrections in order to obtain an infrared finite result. In practice, these QED
corrections are broken down into four classes of events: non-radiative (NR) events, events with
initial or final state radiation (ISR and FSR) and Compton (C) events. Radiation of a photon
from the struck quark can safely be neglected at HERA. Radiative corrections of this first class
do not change the structure of the NC cross section formulae and may bc written in the form

(14)

The correction factors fi* depend on the kinematic variables x and Q2 and result from the
Integration of radiator functions ovcr the phase space of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon. It
is essential that here the kinematic variables are the true ones, i.e. those which are determined
from the hadronic final state. Otherwise, QED radiative corrections would involve an Integra-
tion of structure functions over the true x and Q2 and this would introduce a dependence of
the correction factors on both the parton distributions and the NC couplings. Depcnding on
kinematic cuts, these corrections may reach the level of 10% and have lo be taken into account
before a sensible analysis in terms of NC couplings can be performed.

A second class of corrections receives contributions from electroweak loop diagrams (see
[14, 15] and references therein). Apart from a small non-Born-like term, these electroweak
corrections can be absorbed into the definltion of the vector and axial coupling constants of the
fermions. /. Introducing form factors ps^ and «/,,-, one usually defincs effective NC couplings

am l (15)



The effective couplings depend on the kinematic variables, i.e. in DIS on x and on Q2 and on
the process under consideration (indicated by the index i). In particular, there are p's and K'S
for each lepton-quark subprocess. Examples for numerical results have been given in [14]. Uslng
the effective couplings of equaüon 15 in the cross section formulas of the preceding subsection
would mean that the dominating electroweak radiative corrections are taken into account.

Electroweak radiative corrections to the charged current process are simpler since they do
not change the (V - .4)-structure of the interaction and there is only one form factor p?f for
each process which multiplies the CC amplitude. Of course, QED corrections have to be added
äs well.

The aim of the present work is to study the precision of measurements of the neutral
current couplings. Anticipating that the precision will be not much better than 5%, für t her
simplifications are possible. First, the non-Born-üke term can be neglected since jts effect
can reach the level of a percent only at very large Q2. Second, in the interesting kinematic
regime at HERA, the x and Q2 dependence of the effective couplings introduces modifications
which are again small compared to the expected precision of vector and axial vector couplings.
Therefore, the analysis performed in this work can safely bc based on the Born-level formulce
of the preceding section. Eventually, however, when compar'mg the results for NC couplings
obtained from an analysis of true data one would have to take into account the complete
radiative corrections in order not to Interpret shifts of the NC couplings induccd by radiative
corrections seen in the data erroneously äs a sign of new physics. In particular, the x and Q2

dependence of effective couplings will become important äs soon äs the level of a 2 % precision
would be reached.

We also assume that the deviations Sv,, and 6aq of the couplings froin their SM values do
not depend on x or Q2. although it is llkely that new physics that could lead to modified NC
couplings would give rise to momentum dependent form factors, not just to constant shifts. This
approach is sufficient for performing a lest of whether the measured NC couplings agree within
measurement errors with the SM predictions. A more general ansatz would be interesting
if measurements should find deviations from the SM predictions or if they would allow the
determination of the NC couplings at the level of a percent or better. Finally, it should be
kept in mind that QCD corrections will eventually have to be taken into account. In the DIS
renormalisation scheme, they will modJfy the CC cross section and also F3 and FL in NC
scattering. Numerically, QCD corrections are small except at very small x (which is irrelevant
for our purposes) and for x closeto l [16]. For our work it is important that not only corrections
of O(as}, but also of O(a|) are known [17], so that additional theoretical uncertainties can bc
kept to a minimum.

2.4 Sensitivity of DIS to the NC Quark Couplings

The NC DIS cross section is composed of asumof terms in which PDFs multiplyfunctions of the
quark couplings. A determination of the couplings, therefore, requires that the PDFs be known.
The effect of Z° exchange is to cause the cross sections, J^_jt = d2a/dxdQ2(e* Rp —> e^_RX), to
deviate from the one photon exchange cross section. £«11- at high Q . As an example figure 3
shows the contribution of Z° exchange to the cross sections ZL,R ̂  a function of Q2 for x = 0.2.
At Q2 = 10" GeV2 the effect of Z° exchange is to split £L,H from £rm by up to a factor of '2
(see figure 3a). The object of the analyses presented in subsequent sections is to exploit thcse
differences between the cross sections for different lepton beam charges and polarisations to
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determine the couplings. For Q2£500 GeV2 the Z° contributes £5% to the cross section so
that measurements of Y^L,K can be used to determine the PDFs for Q2<.5QQ GeV2. The QCD
evolution equations [18] can then be used to evolve the PDFs up to high Q2. Uncertainties in
the PDFs will tend to affect all the £*R in the same way. Therefore differences between the
£Ljf will be relatively insensitive to uncertainties in the PDFs. Differences between the Y^LR
are proportional to particular combinations of couplings and PDFs and consequently the errors
with which these combinations are measured scale with the errors on the differences.

10 10 IG 10
Q2 (GeV2)

Figure 3; Sensitivity to weak contrütutions of double differential NC cross sections äs a function
of Q2 at x = 0.2. a) Ratio of Born level cross sections including wcak terms with purely
flcciromagrtetic contributions. b) Absolute values of Born level NC cross sections.

A first indlcation of the sensitivity of the structure functions to the neutral current cou-
plings can be obtained by looking at the effect of simply setting one of them to zero. This is
demonstrated in figure 4. Changing i>g from v^M to zero while a? is held fixed at a^M lowers
F° by ~- 5%. With aq set to zero while the vector couplings are held fixed at their SM values
F° changes by ~ -10%. In contrast, xF® shows little sensitivity to Variation of vq since the
term in B° containing vg is multiplied by ue which is small (ve za —0.036). xF® is strongly
dependent on a, since B° cc aq. A similar pattcrn emerges in the case of the polarised structure
functions. F% is relatively insensitive to a, äs the term in A^ containing a? is multiplied by ve.
Ff changes by ~ 20% when r, is set to zero while aq is fixed at a^M. xF£ is proportional to
Q, and strongly sensitive to vq.

The sensitivity of the structure functions to the couplings is summarised in table 1. Unpo-
larised DIS is sensitive to a^ mainly through xF$. Polarised DIS shows strong sensitivity to a,
through xF° and xF3p and to u, mainly through xF£.

In the following two subsections we identify specific ratlos of NC and CC cross sections
which can be utilised to perform quantitative tests of the structure of vector and axial cou-
plings. Ratios of cross sections are preferred since to some extent a cancellation of systematic
uncertainties can be expected. Moreover, by including CC cross sections which are iridependent
of the neutral current couplings, one introduces a means of constraining the parton distribution
functions, thus reducing the corresponding uncertainties.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the NC DIS Structure Functions (F%,xF$, F^,xF£) to changes in the
NC couplings (aq,vq) of the quarks. The structure functions are evaluated at Q'* — 104 Ge V2

äs a function of x using the MRSA parton distnbutions [19]. The labe! i is used to identify the
values of the couplings used for the structure function evaluation in each plot. The axial and
vector couplings both take their Standard Model values (a^M,v^M) when i — l with the results
plotted äs the solid lines. When i = 2, vq ~ 0 and a, = a^M and the results are plotted äs the
dashed Imes. With i — 3 o7 — 0 and vq = v^M and the results are plotted äs the dotted lines.
The pure electromagnetic (em) contribution to each structure function is obtained by setting
vq = aq = 0, labelled i — -l and plolted äs the dash-dotted lines (where non-zero). The structure
functions are shown in the subßgures labelled a\ di while their ratios for i: — 2 — 4 with the
Standard Model values at i — l, are shown in subßgures a% — d% respectively.
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Q2 = IG4 GeV2

l -

l -

l —

u — n « —<-q — U, U, —

0.05

0.03

0.2

0.

0.12

0.02

Tablc 1: Summary of structure function sensitivity to neutral current couplings.

2.5 Unpolarised Beams - Extraction of Axial Couplings

The structure function xF$ is proportional to the axial couplings of the quarks so that the
difference of the unpolarised electron and positron cross sections raay be used to determine
the axial couplings. The charged current cross sections, which are indepcndent of the neutral
current couplings, may be used to constrain the PDFs. The sum and difference of the charged
current cross section for electrons and positrons may be written [20]

(l-y)'2xD (16)
dxdQ- dxdQ-

-+
A° -
cc

%.
27TT \ dxdQ''

/here
xV — xu + xu + xc + xc xD — xd + xd + xs + xs + xb + xb

v, (17)

(18)
xiit, — xu — xu + xc - xc xd„ — xd ~ xd + xs — xs + j'6 — x!>.

Similarly one may define sums and differences of the unpolarised neutral current cross sections
äs

A° =
NC

dxdQ-

= 2Y+F? + A°dxD

/ (Pa-
(dxdQ2 dxdQ"'

(20)
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where quark universality has been assumed (i.e. that A„ = A°. Ajj = A, = A°, B® = B® and
B° = B° — ß°)- The assumption of quark universality has been made since it is consistent
with present data. The ratio

is given by

= A+0 / A+0
,vc / cc

1Y_

(21)

(22)

Using equation 22 we may express the ratio Ffj^ in terms of deviations of axial couplings from
the SM values so that

u v

The terms 6r/ and IJSM are given by

«$»> = -6t,eXz[wfw*a. + «fw|

(23)

(24)

where terms of second order in the deviations have been neglected.

The presence of the small electron vector coupling (ve ^ -0.036) and the factor \z (Xz =

0.67 at Q2 - 10000 GeV2) in IJSM and STJ ensure that these terms give only a small contributlon
in equation 23. In the absence of deviations of the couplings from their SM values, the right-
hand side of equation 23 should be zero. Thus, the measurernent of the ratio in equation 21
can serve to constrain the axial couplings. Since only the ratio dt/ul. of valence distributions
enters, this way of utilising data to obtain NC couplings is particularly helpful when analysing
the uncertainties coming from parton distribution functions.

2.6 Polarised Beams - Extraction of Vector Couplings

The structure function F% is sensitive to the vector couplings of the quarks and so the latter
may be extracted by taking surns and differcnces of polarised neutral current cross sections.

In the following the assumption is made that both electron and positron beains with right-
and left-handed polarisation are available. In addition, the assumption is made that

PR = -PL - "P-

where PR and PL are the degree of polarisation of the right- and left-handed beams respectively.
Under these assumptions the sum of CC cross sections may be written

f
dxdQ' dxdQ-

(25)
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Note that the superscripts denote the charge of the lepton beam and are ordered such that the
first superscript refers to the left-handed beam (PL = ~p) and the second to the right-handed
beam (Pn = T).

In order to derive an expression for the vector couplings we consider the following two
differences of NC cross sections

. dxdQ* dxdQi
= -2PHi

dxdQi

Ignoring terrns in ve, equations 26 and 27 rnay be combined to give

(26)

(27)

Dividing equation 28 by equation 25 and writing the vector couplings in terms of deviations
from the SM values äs in equation 7 gives

,D
D

3(1 +P)
8 P

\P i \T
tA -f- ii
NC NC

V>e ET

CC

X'z
+ ̂ rj7- (29)

If the couplings take their SM values then the right-hand side of equation 29 should be zero.
Thus the measurernent of deviations of vector couplings from polarised cross sections receives
uncertainties from parton distributions only via the ratio D/U.

3 Experimental considerations

The following section briefly describes the experimental techniques used in obtaining cross
sections at high Q2. highlighting the potential sources of systematic error.

Monte Carlo Simulation
High luminosity Monte Carlo event samples for NC and CC DIS were generated using HERACLES
which includes QED and electroweak radiative corrections [21] interfaced to LEPTO [22] via
DJANG06 [23]. The MRSA set of NLO PDF parametrisations was used, which is based on
preliminary 1993 F2 measurements by ZEUS and Hl äs well äs on recent data on W asymmetries
from CDF and on Drell-Yan cross sections (see [19] and references therein). The hadronic final
state was simulated using the colour-dipole model äs implernented in A K I A D N E [24] for the
QCD cascade and JETSET [25] for the hadronization. Generated events were passed through
the füll ZEUS deteclor Simulation and reconstruction chain.
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Kinematic reconstruction and event selection
For CC DIS tlie Jacquet-Blondel (JB) method [26] may be used to reconstruct the kinematic
variables using the measured missing transverse momentum, ft. and the quantity S — E — pz,
where E is the total energy and p% is the total longitudinal momentum. For NC DIS several
reconstruction methods are available (see for example [27]). Unless otherwise stated the so
called 'double angle' (DA) or 'electron' (EL) reconstruction methods are used for NC events äs
they have a significantly better precislon and accuracy than the JB method.

Detailed descriptions of Standard event selection cuts for the Isolation of high Q2 NC and
CC DIS may be found in ZEUS publications [3, 28]. Here we shall summarise only the most
important cuts. The NC selection is based upon the identification of the scattered lepton in
the final state. The identification algorithm uses a neural network and is described in [29]. An
electron (positron) of energy E'e > 10 GeV detected in the calorimeter is required. Additionally
a matching track, in the central tracking detector, between the primary event vertex and the
electron energy deposit must be found. The value of S is required to be within the ränge
35 < 6 < 65 GeV. This cut, combined with an additional requirement that TJEL < 0.95,
significantly reduces contamination from photoproduction events in data samples, where a fake
scattered lepton is identified in the final state. For the selection of CC events the missing
tranverse momentum carried by the final state (anti)neutrino motivates the main selection
requirement: f , > 11 GeV. A cut on the value of yJB < 0.8 reduces contamination from
NC events. Other cuts are used to remove backgrounds in the data originating mainly from
photoproduction processes, cosmic rays and proton beam gas events [3].

The resolutions obtained for the reconstructed kinematic variables, <5jß, yjB and xj&
are 20%, 18% and 17% while those for Qj>A, yoA and XDA are typically 5%, 6% and 12%
respectively.

Choice of Eins for Coupling Fit
In figure 5 migrations of the reconstructed values of y and Q2 for NC events from their true
values are shown for bins in the y, Q2 plane. The decision to bin in y rather than x is motivated
by a superior rcsolution in y and the event selection requirements. The tail of each arrow lies
at the mean generated ij and Q2 of the events in the bin around it and the heads of the arrows
are at the mean reconstructed y and Q2 of the same events. For the electron and double angle
methods the shifts are generally very small except at low y. For the Jacquet -Blondel method
events are systematically shifted to lower Q2 and slightly lower y values. This is a result of
hadronic energy loss in the vcry forward region of the detector and inactive material. The
contribution to the migrations coming from ISR and FSR is shown in the last subfigure. We
rernark that the migrations in the DA variables are somewhat smaller than those for the EL
variables in the low y region where the effects of ISR are important.

NC/CC cross sections and acceptance
Using the MR.SA PDF parametrisations [19]. NC and CC cross section predictions for the
y,Q2 bins shown in figure 5 were computed using the EPRC program [30]. Weak radiative
corrections, but 110 QED effects. to the Born level cross section are included in these predictions.
The result mg integrated cross sections in each bin (in pb) are shown in figure 6. The subh'gures
a - d show the NC polarised cross sections whilc subfigures e and / show the CC polarised cross
sections for electron and positron beams. In all cases the incorning lepton beam polarisation is
100%.

The acceptance for NC events varies between 90% at Q2 K 1000 GeV2 and 60% at Q2 Kt
50000 GeV2 while that for CC events is approximately constant with Q2 at around 85%. It is
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Figure 5: Migrations in reconstructed variables.

expected that the acceptance for NC events at very high Q2 will incrcase in coming years äs
lepton identification techniqucs in the forward region of the detector are developed further.

3.1 Experimental sources of systematic error

The main sources of experimental systematic errors pertaining to cross section measuremenls
are listed below. Based upon analyses of 1994 ZEUS data [3, 28], numerical estimates of errors
are also given where appropriate. It is expected that further improvements to the ZEUS detector
and the understanding of the data will reduce the systematic error contributions significantly
for future running. In general the systematic errors are largest for the highest Q2 and y regions
of the accessible phase space.

Calorimeter Energy Scale
Uncertaiiities in the absolute energy scale of the ZFjUS calorimeter provide the largest con-
tribution to the systematic error for NC and CC high Q2 cross section measurements. For
CC cross section measurements a Variation of ±3% in the energy scale gives rise to 5-30%
systematic nncertainty on cross sections. For NC cross section measurements the use of the
double angle reconstruction method greatly reduces the sensitivity to the absolute energy scale
and the resulting uncertainty is at the level of 1-2% [28].

Contamination from photoproduction and other backgrounds
Conservative estimates of NC and CC cross section uncertainties arising from photoproduction
background subtraction are ~ 5%.
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Event selection cuts and reconstruction
Uncertainties arising from variations in the selection cuts are generally O(l — 2)%.

Polarisation measurement
The uncertainty in the calibration of the polarisation scale is the most prominent systematic
error of the polarisation measurement. The assumed scale can be checked experimentally.
Preliminary results suggest that currently the polarisation scale is known to ±3.2% which,
together with other minor sources of error, Icads to a systematic error &P/"P$yst. of about 4 %.
Further improvements of these values are expected and it seems to be feasible to reduce the
systematic error of the polarisation measurement to 2% or even below [11].

Luminosity Measurement
The uncertainty on the luminosity measurement is currently ~ 1.5%.

With existing detectors and techniques it is possible to make precise measurements of the
cross sections at high Q2, With the proposed factor of 100 increase in luminosity we anticipate
that the systematic errors can be reduced to the level of the statistical errors or better at high
Q2. In following figures and tables of results the quoted errors are statistical only unless stated
otherwise.

4 Parton Distribution Functions

The NC and CC cross sections are not only dependent upon the SM couplings but also upon
radiative corrections. PDFs, the polarisation and other electroweak parameters, namely the Z°
and W boson masses. Radiative corrections for initial state, final state. vertex, propagator and
box diagrams have all been calculated to at least first order and are known to better than 1.0%
[21]. The expected accuracy of the polarisation has been discussed above and future precision
measurements should allow the W mass to be measured at the per mille level [31]. The Z°
m äs s is already very precisely measured. Here we consider the uncertainties on the PDFs.

There are many sets of parton density parametrisations available [32]. These pararnetrisa-
tions are obtained by global analyses of decp inelastic and related data from various experi-
ments. High Q2 data have not yet had great impact on thcse analyses and therefore the parton
densities at high Q2 are cssentially dctermined from lower energy data through the QCD evo-
lution equations1. Hence, both the fit to the lower energy data with associated errors, and the
extrapolation. which. for example depends on the contribution of heavy quarks arid on the QCD
scale A, introduce uncertainties in the parton distributions. Parton density parametrisations
are rarely, if ever. published with errors äs a function of kincmatic variables.

Some measure of the uncertainties on the PDFs at high Q2 cari be obtained from the
dirfcrcnces bctwcen the parametrisations. This is not ideal since the universal use of the QCD
evolution equations means that it is more likely to indicate similarities or differences in the form
of the parametrisations. The PDFs compared hcre are MRSG, CTEQ3M and GRV94HO2 [33,
34. 35]. These form a repräsentative sample, with differing approaches in the parametrisation,
which fit well the available data3.

1 Recent data on inclusive jet measurements at CDF and DO have been used to obtain a new parametrisation
CTEQ'tHJ [37] which has, however, not been used in the present work.

2The GRV94HO version used here has only 3 active quark flavours; the heavy quarks are not present äs
partons in the (f evolution

3There now exist new global fits, MRSR [36] and CTEQ4M [37] which include the latest HERA data at Iow
x. The parametrisations at high Q- have not altered significantly.
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Figure 7 shows the ratios of various PDFs äs contour plots in the (z,Q2) plane. The singlet
structure function, Fs ~ x(U + D), and the non-singlet structure function, F^s — x(uv + d„},
are shown for CTEQ3M and GRV94HO relative to MRSG. It can be seen that the differences
are generally less than ±5% over the high Q2 region (^,1000 GeV2) except at very high x. The
parton densities vanish äs x —> l, so that variations in the ratios here do not reflect signincant
variations in the PDFs themselves. Figure 8 shows the quantities dv/uv and D/U (which appear
in equations 23 and 29) for different PDFs äs a function of x for Q2 — 5000 GeV2. The Variation
with Q2, at fixed x, is small (£5%). The ratios of dv/uv and D/U for different PDFs with
respect to MRSG are also shown in figure 8. The difference from unity is generally less than
5% except at very high x.

The sensltivity to Variation in a, on the PDFs has been studied in [38]. In the high Q2

HERA region a wide Variation of as (from 0.105 to 0.125) leads to a Variation in the structure
function Fj of less than ±10% except at very high x (x£0.8) where the Variation is somewbat
larger. This indicates the maximal possible Variation in the PDFs due to parameter Variation
since the effects of varying a, are larger than, for example, the effects of heavy quarks.
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Figure 8: Comparifon of the structure function ratios dvjuv (a) and D/U (c) given by the
CTEQ3M, GRV94HO and MRSG PDF paramctrisations as functions of x at Q2 - 5000 GeV2.
Subfigures (b) and (d) show the. ratios of dv/uv and D/U given by the CTEQ3M, GRV94HO
parametrisations with respect to ihose of MRSG.

Hence, it is estimated that the error introduced by the uncertainty in the PDFs to the
total NC DIS cross-section at high Q2 is <,5%. Future measurements at HERA and elsewhere
will increase the data available at high Q2 allowing better PDF determinations and thereby
reducing this source of uncertainty.
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5 Limits on Light Quark Couplings

The estimates of limits on the deviations presented in this section are based on an analysis
of Monte Carlo data samples for right- and left-handed electron and positron beams following
the strategy of section 3. By considering the uncertainties in the cross sections and parton
density ratios which enter the expressions 23 and 29, the accuracy of the couplings can be
estimated. Since these equations involve ratios of combinations of differential cross sections
some systematic errors will caccel.

Three bins at high Q2 were used (see table 2). These bins were chosen such that the purity
in each bin. i.e. the percentage of events reconstructed in the bin that were also generated
in the same bin, was £30%. The mean values of x and Q2 were obtained from the generated
events in each bin. The fractional statistical errors on the cross sections are obtained from the
Monte Carlo and are shown in table 3 with the corresponding bin purities.

Bin

1
2
3

Bin Limits (GeV 2 )

1100Q< Q'2 <20000
7500< Q2 <11000
5000< Q2 <7500

< .r >

0.280
0.232
0.197

<Q'l>
13957
8893
6010

Table 2: Bin limits and mean values.

Bin
Number

1
2
3

% Errors(% Purity)
NC(e-)

LH

7.5 (73)
12.6(51)
6.0(61)

RH

15.0(72)
15.5 (53)
8.2(57)

NC(e+)
LH

34.1 (-16)
20.6 (49)
10.8(66)

RH

24.9 (43)
14.3 (43)
6.9(67)

CC(c-)

9 . 4 ( 4 1 )
9.6 (40)
7.1(41)

CC(e+)

48.9 (56)
26.2 (33)
17.8(32)

Table 3: Bin purities and statisticat errors on cross section measurements for a luminosity of
62.5p&-1 per beam per polarisation.

The deviations for the axial couplings were estimated from equation 23. The one Standard
deviation error on the right-hand side was calculated at each of the three bin centres using the
cross section errors obtained from the Monte Carlo sarnples. The three bins were combined to
give an overall estimated measurement error. The limits that this error imposes on possible
deviations from the SM axial couplings, Sa* and Sau, are shown in figure 9a. The outer (solid)
lines correspond to a total luminosity of 250 pb"1 , the inner (dashed) lines correspond to
1000 pb~' .

Limits on deviations of the vector couplings were obtained from equation 29. The limits
on possible deviations from the SM vector couplings, 6vd and 6vu, are shown in figure 9b. The
solid (dashed) lines correspond to a total luminosity of 250 pb"1 (1000 pb"1 ), equally divided
bctween the four possible lepton beam charge/polarisation states. The polarisation was taken
to be 70%.
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0.75

• SM
LEP,

250 pb''
1000 pb''

-0.1

Figure 9: Limits for a) axial coupling deviations and b) vector coupling deviations for 70%
polarisatwn.

The LEP points in figure 9 correspond to the values of the effective couplings (i.e. including
weak radiative corrections) taken from [7] for the b and c quark couplings. The errors on the
LEP points are simply projections onto the axes from the 68% confidence level correlation
cllipses of vector versus axial coupling deviations for the b and c quarks.

Limits on deviations of the couplings. when all other deviations are zero, are shown in
table 4. Results are shown for the case when the JB method is used for CC data, and the DA
method is used for the NC data. Including additional errors of 10% on the PDF ratios, d^/uv

and D/U, has no signifkant effect on the results. Furthermore, using a greater luminosity of
electrons than positrons or vicc-versa (given the same total luminosity) does not lead to any
Jmprovement.

Rec.
Method

DA (NC)
&

JB (CC)

DA(NC)
&

JB(CC)

jC/beani
per T

62.5 pb-1

250 pb-1

Bin
Nurnber

1
2
3

First 2 bins
All 3 bins

1
2
3

First 2 bins
All 3 bins

Aa„

0.12
0.19
0.17
0.10

0.087

0.060
0.095
0.085
0.051
0.044

Aaj

0.72
1.05
0.88
0.61
0.50

0.36
0.53
0.44
0.30
0.25

Avu

0.12
0.13

0.082
0.090
0.061

0.062
0.066
0-041
0.045
0.031

A i',; '

0,59
0.52
0.28
0.39
0.23

0.29
0.26
0.14
0.20
0.12

Table 4: Comparison of coupling deviations for two luminosities.
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6 Fit to Determine Light Quark Couplings

The most precise values for the couplings will be obtaincd by combining the data from all lepton
heam charge/polarisation combinations in a fitting procedure. To determine the precision of
such a fit the values of the quark couplings were estimated by miniraising

~" W&)
(30)

where ; runs over the bins in the y,Q^ plane (shown in figure 5) with Q2 > 1000 GeV2. s runs
over the various chargc and polarisation states of the beanis (right- and left-handed electrons
and positrons). M* is the number of data events in bin i for polarisation state s. The expected
number of events in bin i for a state s is given by £f(g). £' depends on the NC axial and vector
couplings which are contained in the vector g = (uu ,au , t>d ,ü<j ) through equations 6 and 11. As
the fit Js made to numbers of events measured in a particular set of bins the values of the M'
are statistically independent. The values of the £' are derived from Monte Carlo Simulation äs
described in section 3 so that dctector acceptance, resolution and parameter biases are taken
into account. The fitting procedure used was similar to that described in [39]. The MlNUIT
program [40] was used to minimise the \-2 function with respect to the couplings.

The errors obtained on the couplings under two polarisation conditions are reported in
table 5. With a total integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 divided equally between the four
beam configurations. the fractional errors on f u , a a ,U i and aj are 13%, 6%, 17% and 17%
respectively. If the d quark couplings arc held fixed while the u quark couplings are allowed to
vary then the errors on vu and au are 4% each. Holding the u quark couplings h'xed and fitting
for the d quark couplings gives errors of 6% for Vd and 10% for HJ. Changing the binning to
that used in section 5, i.e. only three biris at high Q2 (see table 2), results in greatly increased
errors on all the couplings (a factor of 4 or greater). This indlcates that the füll structure in
the kinematic plane must be input to the fit in order to obtain good accuracy in the couplings.
Simulation of a perfect detector shows that the finite acceptance and resolution of our detector
increases the errors on the coupling constants by about 15%.

Uncertainties in the PDFs have not been included. In section 4 it was shown that PDF errors
are currently at the level of <,5% and will be reduced further following analysis of forthcoming
data from HERA and elsewhere. The cross sections are linear in the PDFs and the expected
errors on the latter are comparable to or smaller than the statistical errors on the coupling
measurements. Thus we anticipatc that PDF uncertainties will not substantially increase the
quoted errors.

The effect of beam polarisation on the errors is investigated in figure 10. The figure shows
one Standard deviation contours corrcsponding to a luminosity of 1000 pb"1 divided equally
between the four charge/polarisation combinations, for fits in which the d (u) quark couplings
are held fixcd while the u (d) quark couplings are varied. The crrors grow rapidly äs the degree
of polarisation is reduced. The error on i-u grows by a factor of ~ 6 when the polarisation, P,
\s reduced from 0.7 to 0, while the errors on au,v<i and 0,4 grow by factors of ~ 2,~ 6 and ~ 3
respectively. \Ve see in particular that polarisation is essential in order to determine the vector
couplings.

The sensitivity of the results to the way in which the total integrated luminosity is divided
between the four beam charge/polarisation options is investigated in figure 11. This is done by,
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<7M a ( a u ) o~(w) o(ad)
P = 0.7

0.026
0.023

-
0.008
-

0.008
-
-
-

0.030
-

0.029
0.018

-
-

0.018
-
-

0.060
0.052
-
-

0.019
-
-

0.018

0.086
-

0.074
-

0.048
-
-
-

0.046

*K) *(«„) *M ff(0d)

P = 0
0.161
0.102

-
0.047
-

0.040
-
-

0.06:1

0.029
0.021
-
-

0.018
-

0.359
0.138

-
-

0.101
-
-

0.054

0.264
-

0.075
-

0.087

-
-

0.046

Table 5: Precision of ßt for coupling constants. The table shows the errors determined by the
fitting procedure described m the text äs a function of the beam polarisation P for a luminosity
of 850 pb~l per beam. The errors on the couplings, <T(Ö,) and <r(u,-), are the square root of the
diagonal elements of the relevant covariance matrix.

in turn, varying the fraction of integrated luminosity devoted to a particular charge/polarisation
combination from 1% to 97%, distributing the remaining luminosity equally between the other
three to give the same total of 1000 pb"1 . A beam polarisation of 70% is assumed. For each
Option the fractional error obtained, in a fit in which all couplings are allowed to vary, is plotted
äs a function of the fractional luminosity. It can be seen that there is generally no significant
loss of precision when only three beams are used. Sharing the total integrated luminosity
equally between only two of the four possible beanis reduces the accuracy with which certain
couplings are measured. Which couplings are affected depends on the pair of beams chosen.
for example, using only right- and left-handed electron beams does not affect the mcasurement
of vu or [id but greatly affects <t„ and aj. Therefore. more than two beam charge/polarisation
combinations will be needed to measure all couplings to the best accuracy.

The precision with which the NC couplings of the quarks can be measured in a single
ep collider experirnent at HERA is summarised in figure 12. With 250 pb'1 divided equally
between the four charge/polarisation combinations HERA can make a competitive measurement
of the u quark couplings and provide a useful constraint on the value of the d quark couplings.
With 1000 pb"1 equally divided both the axial and the vector couplings of the u and d quarks
can bc determined in a single experiment.

7 Conclusions

It has been shown that it will be possible to measure the NC couplings of the quarks in a single
experiment at HERA. Ratios of NC and CG cross sections measured with unpolarised electron
and positron beams can be used to determine the u quark axial coupling with a precision of
9% (18%) for a total luminosity of 1000 pb'1 (250 pb-1). Polarised lepton beams allow the
extraction of the vector coupling of the u quark from ratios of polarised NC and CG cross
sections. With a polarisation of 70%) a prccision of 15 %. (30%) can be achieved with lOOOpb '
(250pb-1) divided equally between the four lepton beam charge/polarisation combinations.
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Figure 10: Sensitii'ity of the errors on the quark couplings to beam polarisation, P. One Standard
deviation contours for fits in which (a) the d quark couplings are held ßxed while the u quark
couplmgs are varied and (b) the u quark couplings are held ßxcd while the d quark couplings are
varied.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of the errors on the coupling constants to the fractional luminosity carried
by each of the four lepton beam charge/polarisation combinations.
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Figure 12: Summary of measurements of u-typt (a) and d-type (b) quark couplings to the Z°.
The results of a measuremf-nt at HERA are shown äs the shaded ellipses. The outer ellipse shows
the result u'hich would be obtained with 250 pb~l divided equally between the four lepton beam
charge/polarisation combinations, ihe inner ellipse shows the result which would be obtained
with 1000 pb~l equally divided. Fits for the couplings o} the u (d) quarks were performed with
the d (u) quark couplings fixf.d at their SM values. The open ellipse drawn with a dash-dotted
line shows the one Standard deviation (\a) contour obtained in a fit of the four chiral couplings
of thf. u and d quarks to a Kompilation of neutrino DIS data. The solid, dotted and dashed
ellipses show the l, 2 and 3 u limits of the combined LEP/SLD results for the c and b quark
couplings. The shaded band shows the result obtained by the CCFR collaboration from the ratio
of NC and CC cross sections projected onto the guark coupling plane. In the case of the CCFR
the couplings of the u (dl quarks are obtained with the d (u) quark couplings fixed at their
SM values. SM coupling values including radiative corrections appropnate for comparison with
€+e~ (circle) and neutrino (square) measurements are also shown.
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Measurements of the NC cross sections can be used in a fit to determine the MC couplings. A
Hiodel independent fit, where all four couplings are allowed to vary, restilts in fractional errors
°n vu,au,vd and ad of 13%, 6%, 17% and 17% respectively for lOOOpb"1 divided equally
between the four charge/polarisation combinations. If the d (u) quark couplings are held fixed
while the u (d) quark couplings are allowed to vary then the errors on uu (v^) and a„ (ad) are
4% (6%) and 4% (10%) respectively. Using unpolarised beams the precision with which the
vector (axial) couplings may be determined in such a fit is reduced by a factor of up to 6(2).
Thus, the provision of polarised beams is essential for the measu reinen t of the vector couplings.
Also, in order to measure all four NC couplings with the best possible accuracy at least three
of the four lepton beam charge/polarisation combinations will be required.

Uncertainties in the PDFs reduce the precision with which the couplings can be extracted.
We estimate that the current uncertainty in the knowledge of the PDFs at high x and Q2 is
£5%. Hence, we antidpate that uncertainties in the PDFs will not be the limiting factor in
determining the NC couplings of the quarks at HERA.

The analyses presented above were perforrned using a Monte Carlo Simulation of the existing
ZEUS detector and current analysis methods. Thus, Upgrades to the detector and improvements
in the understanding and calibration of existing detector components will serve to improve the
precision of the measurements.
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Limits on WW^ Couplings from Single W boson
Production in ep Collisions

Valerie A. Noyes
Particle and Nuclear Physics Laboratory. Oxford University

Abstract: The cross section for the process ep — i eWX at HERA can be used
to measure the anomalous couplings AK and A in the three-boson vertex iyi4/7.
A discussion of the event topology and kinematical cuts to optimise event selec-
tion is presented. The sensitivity to AK and A is studied for various values of
intcgrated lumiaosity and in the scenarios where HERA provides a high degree of
lepton polarisation, or is upgraded to higher centre-of-mass energy. With an in-
tegrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1, HERA will be able to establish 95% confidence
level limits of -0.38 < A/v < 0.38 and -1.65 < A < 1.66, the limits on AK being
competitive to projected future limits from other collider experiments.

l Introduction

The most characteristic and fundamental signatures of the S£/(2) x SU(l) gauge symmetry
upon which the Standard Model (SM) is based are the couplings of the charged W boson to
its neutral partners. the photon and the Z boson. The predicted interactions are described
by the triple boson couplings H-ll^ and \VWZ. The gauge boson coupling strengths are
strongly constrained by gauge invariance and are sensitive to deviations from the Standard
Model. The self-couplings have not been measured with sufficient accuracy to rule out physics
beyond the SM which may appear through the discovery of anomalous triple boson couplings.
Consequently. measuring the WW"i and WWZ couplings has become one of the main goals of
experiments at LEP2 and the Tevatron wherc the sensitivity to the triple boson couplings can
now be directly tested. An improvement in precision is expected at future collider experiments
at the LUC and the Next Linear Collider [1].

This report concentrates on the ability to measure the anomalous couplings of the WWj
vertex by measuring the cross section for single W production (ep-^eWX) at the HERA collider
where positrons of energy 27.5 GeV collide head-on with protons of energy 820 GeV. The
feasibility of measuring the WW-y vertex via single W production at HERA has previously been
studied by Bauret al. [2]. A complementary method to measure the ti'W^ couplings inradiative
charged current scattering events (ep—> t") A') was studied at the last HERA workshop [3]. Since
then, first mcasurements of the sensitivity to the H'H'7 couplings at HERA have been presented
by the Hl and ZEUS collaborations [4] using data corresponding an integrated luminosity of
less than 10 pb"1.

In this report, the sensitivity of the single W production cross section to anomalous W'H^
couplings is studied for various integrated luminosities, and for the first time, in the scenarios
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wbere HERA is upgraded to a higher centre-of-mass energy, or provides a high degree of lepton
Polarisation.

Following a discussion in section 2 of the mechanisms in which siegle W events can be
produced, the event characteristics are described in section 3. Given the small production cross
section of ~ l pb. experimental cuts have been devised to optimise the signal-to-background
ratio whilst maintaJning a high acceptance for events in which a single W is produced. The
effect anomalous WH7 7 couplings have on the single W production cross section at HERA is
introduced in section 4. Thereafter, in section 5, the resulting sensitivity to anomalous WH7 7
couplings is derived for ep scattering and the limits are then compared to those derived in
similar studies at other collider experiments [l]. Various integrated luminosities are studied at
the nominal centre-of-mass energy, \/s — 300 GeV and in the scenario where HERA runs with
increased positron and proton beam energies of 30 GeV and l TeV respectively. The effect of
running with a 70% polarised lepton beam is also considered.

2 The single W production process

The Standard Model predicts the production of W bosons at HERA via the two processes:

ep -4 ell'A'. and (1)

ep -> vWX, (2)

where X is the final hadronic state. As the cross section for i/W production is an order of
magnitude smaller than the that for eil7 production, this report concentrates on process 1.

At the parton level the reaction ep —> eWX proceeds via the the Feynman diagrams shown
in figures la-e. The triple boson vertex of interest eriters via diagram Ic. The dominant
contributions arise from the photon exchange graphs in figures la-c due to the (-channel pole
induced by the photon propagator. The Z exchange diagrams in figures la-c are strongly
suppressed by the large mass of the Z boson, hence ep —^ eW'A' is quite insensitive to anomalous
\\"WZ couplings.

A commonly used way to measure the triple boson couplings and parameterise possible
deviatlons from the Standard Model involves generalising the SM Lagrangian to allow for non-
standard interactions. The most general H/'M/7 couplings which are consistent with Lorentz
invariance and preserve electromagnetic gauge symmetry have been formulated and may be
parametrised in terms of seven independent couplings [5]. Excluding C and P violating terms,
two couplings remain, K and A. Within the Standard Model A ~ 0 and K, = l and can be
related to the rnagnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments of the W. Deviations from the
SM are expressed in terrns of A and AK = K — 1.

The parton model process involves Feynman diagrams containing a u-channel pole which
leads to quark mass singularities. The calculation of the cross section is therefore split into two
contributions corresponding to two regions of phase space [6]:

a = <r(u\
da

d\u\e (3)

(4)

19l

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the parton level processes contnbuting to ep —> eWX inciud-
ing the subsequent decay W -» //. Two additional diagrams which are required to preserve
electromagnetic guage invariance and are included in the cross section calculation by Baur et
al. are not shown.

and pq and pw are the four momenta of the incoming quark and the final state W boson
respectively. In the region where u > ucui the cross section is calculated perturbatively for
the complete process eq -* eWq', W -*• //'. In the second region. for small values of u < ueui

figure la can be viewed äs an almost on-shell photon which resolves into a quark-antiquark
pair. The antiquark then annihilates with a quark in the proton to form a W boson. The
on-shell photon structure functions together with the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation are
used to calculate the cross section in this region. Although these individual contributions to
the cross section vary strongly äs a function of ucu(, the total cross section only varies by a
few percent [6]. The Standard Model cross section for ep -> eWX is ~ l pb, however can
vary by ~ 30% depending on the choice of parton density parameterisations within the proton
and photon. This Variation is almost completely dominated by the choice of parton density
parametrisations within the photon, and the scale at which they are evaluated äs discussed
in [6]. Despite this dependency, it is assutned that the photon structure function will have been
precisely measured at HERA by the time this measurement becornes feasible.
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3 Event selection and backgrounds

3.1 Signal Monte Carlo

The generator EPVEC written by Baur et al. [6] was used to generate signal Monte Carlo events
with the value of ucut set to 25 GeV2. The proton and photon structure functions were param-
eterised bv the HMRSB [7] and LAC2 [8] set of parton distribution functions respectively. The
generator was interfaced to JETSET 7.3 [9] to simulate the fragmentation and hadronisation
processes. The generated events were passed through the ZEUS detector Simulation program
which incorporates knowledge of the apparatus and trigger response based on previous running
experience and test beam results. Events were generated in both of the regions described above
and the samples were combined according to their cross sections.

3.2 Event Topology

Figure 2 shows generator level distributions of the energy, polar angle and transverse momentum
of the scattered e*, W decay products and struck quark. The polar angle, 6 is measured with
respect to the incoming proton direction. The scattered e± is typically lost in the rear beam-

iso soo o
Energy (GeV) 6 (rddiansl pT(GeV)

Figure 2: Generator level distributions of the energy, polar angle and pT spectrum of the scat-
tered e*, W decay products, and the struck quark in ep ->• eWX events.

pipe, however, ~ 35% of events have an e± tagged in the electron calorimeter of the ZEUS
luminosity monitor. A similar tagging efficiency is obtained for the Hl electron tagger [10].

Due to the high mass of the W, its decay products are boosted in the forward (proton}
direction and have high transverse momentum, peaked at 40 GeV. Figure 2 also shows that
the current Jet is typically in the forward direction. Although the transverse momentum of
the current Jet is generally low, the high p-p tau in the spectrum can be used to improve the
signal-to-background ratio for the W —> Jets channel.

3.3 Background processes

This report concentrates on the W —> ei/ and W -¥ Jets decay modes. The selection cuts
applied are designed to provide a reasonable signal-to-background ratio whilst maintaining a
relatively high acccptance for the signal events. Improvements to these cuts are to be expected
äs the integrated luminosity increases and a better understanding of the real data is accrued.

3,3.1 W -> ei/ channel

The prominent signature of the leptonic decay process is a large misslng transverse momenlum
together with an energetic forward e*. Experimentally. electromagnetic clusters are identified
using an algorithm based on the shower development within the calorimeter. The missing pr is
inferred from the iinbalance of transverse momentum measured from the energy and topology
of calorimeter cells.

Neutral and chaiged current deep inelastic scattering (DIS) events are the main sources of
background to the signal. Tn neutral curreiit DIS events where the energy from the current jet is
not fully contained within the calorimeter. a transverse momentum imbalance will be measured
together with the scattered e*. In charged current events, 7r° decays may be mistaken for low
energy e* by electron-finding algorithms which together with the high rnissing pj produces a
fake signal.

Monte Carlo samples of neutral and charged current DIS events were generated to tlevise
selection cuts which would reduce th i s high-rate background. Two samples of neutral current
DIS events were generated using LEPTO 6.1 [l 1] iriterfaced to HERACLES 4.4 [12] to include
initial and final state photon radiation, and ARIADNE [13] to simulate the QCD cascade. The
first sample, with Q2 > 3.3 GeV2, ccrresponded to an integrated luminosity of 0.78 pb"1. The
second sample comprised events selected with Q2 > 4 GeV2 and E£'r > 40 GeV, where the
sum was taken over all stable final state particles. This high ET event sample corresponded to

Charged current DIS events (e+p -¥ vX) with Q2 > 10 GeV2 and corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 109.2 pb"1 were generated using the same programs. All events were
passed through the ZEUS detector Simulation.

The following selection criteria were applied and include cuts designed to reduce backgrounds
associated with bearn-gas interactions and cosmic rays which would be present in the real data
äs well äs the DIS backgrounds.

• To reduce beam-induced background, cuts were applied on the z position of the interaction
vertex reconstructed using charged tracks. Cosmic muons were rejected using algorithms
based on calorimeter and tracking Information.
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• Charged current events with a fake electron were reduced by requiring an isolated elec-
tromagnetic cluster with energy greater than 10 GeV and a matched track.

• Neutral current background was reduced by requiring an isolated missing PT > 20 GeV.

Table l detaiis the cuts applied in the analysis together with the resulting cross section of
signal and background after each cut. The cuts are effective at reducing the enormous rate
of background events, providing a signal-to-background ratio of 1:7 and an acceptance for
W —i &v events of 66%. These selection cuts were also applied to signal events generated
with anomalous couplings to investigate any dependency of the acceptance on A/c and \. The
Variation in measured acceptance between A«=0 and A«=7 was found to be less than 2%.

Cut

N'one

;,(j-| < 50 cm
Isolated e* with energy >10 GeV
and matching track
Isolated J)T > 20 GeV
Cosmic ft rejection
ff(pb)

% Acceptance

Neutra
High ET

« T ( p b )
2600
2360

1175
0.21
0.21

0.21

< IQ'2

current DIS
Q2 > 3.3 GeV2

< r ( p b )
4.44 x 105

3.15 x 105

7.32 x 10"
0
0

0

negligible

Charged current
DIS

< 7 ( p b )

53.7
42.4

Ü.4:-i

0.33
0.33

0.33

0.6

Signal

B • a (pb)

0.115
0.10

0.084
0.074
0.073
0.073

66

Table 1: Cuts applied to select the W -> e
cross section after each cut.

By removing the isolated electromagnetic cluster requirement, the analysis could be readily
extended to include the W —> fiv channel. With a similar event selection, Hl have observed
an e+p —> ft+X event with a large missing pr [14]. The kinematics of the event are consistent
with single W production where the W subsequently decays to a pu pair.

3.3.2 W —* jets channel

The signature for the W —» jets channel consists of two high pr jets. As the scattered e*
is typically undetected, photoproduction events with more than one high PT jet become a
significant background together with neutral current DIS.

Resolved and direct photoproduction events were generated using the HERWIG 5.8 [15]
program where the minimumpr for the hard scattering process was set to 5 GeV. The resolved
photoproduction events were required to have S £7- > 40 GeV where the sum was taken over all
stable final state particles and corresponded to an integrated Luminosity of 6.94 pb"1. A similar
££r > 30 GeV cut was imposed on the ICdi— 6.46 pb"1 sample of direct photoproduction
events. The events were passed through the ZEUS detector Simulation.

Table 2 compares the cross sections for the signal and the background processes after each
stage of event selection. Without any cuts applied. the QCD background from neutral current
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DIS and photoproduction is a factor ~ 7700 greater than the signal. The event selection was
based on reconstructing high ET jets from calorimeter Information using the cone algorithm with
a cone-radius of 0.7. The axis of the jets were required to have T/ = — ln(tan(0/2) < 2.5 to be
far from the proton remnant direction. Although requiring at least two jets with ET > 12 GeV
reduces the background considerably, the signal is still swamped by the QCD background. By
requiring a third similar jet and that the mass of any pair of jets to be within a ränge of 60 to
80 GeV/cs the signal-to-background ratio is reduced to 1:24 with an acceptance of 14% when
the combinatorial background has been subtracted.

Cut

Nonc
Tv,o j < > t >

Three jets
Three jets, any pair
w i t h 60 < mi} < SO GeV/c2

% Acceptance

Photoprc
Resolved

< r ( p b )

1535
300
5.62

1.153

< 0.08

)duction
Direct
« T ( p b )

1183
309
2.63

0.773

<0.07

Neutral current DIS
ET > 40 GeV

< r ( p b )

2600
338
1.23

0.335

-0.01

Signal

B • a (pb)

0.694
0.564
0.132

0.096

13.8

Table 2: Cuts applied to select the W -^ jets signal from the QCD background produced in
neutral current DIS and photoproduction together with the cross section after each cut. The
final cross section quoted with three jets, any two of which have combincd mass between 60 and
80 GeV/ca has been corrected for the combinatorial background.

The Monte Carlo programs have been used to estimate the background in a region of phase
space which has not been thoroughly tested against real data. It is possible that further tuning
of the Monte Carlo parameters will be required which may result in an optirmsed set of selection
cuts which, in future, can considerably improve the signal-to-background ratio.

4 Anomalous couplings

In generalising the Standard Model Lagrangian to allow for anomalous terms, the cross section
can be written äs a sum of the contributions from the SM, the anomalous couplings and an
interference term:

OTOT - <TSM + ÖCTint + o- o"An (°)

where a ~ A/c,A, the deviation from the SM.

At HERA the sensitivity to the anomalous couplings in ep -t eWX effectively stems from
regions in phase space where the anomalous contributions to the cross section are considerably
smaller than the SM. As a result, the interference effects between the SM amplitude and the
anomalous contributions to the amplitude dominate over the squared non-standaid terrns. For
large deviations from the SM cross section, the non-linear terrns become important.

The interference effects, however, are significantly smaller for anomalous values of A com-
pared to non-standard values of K once the sum over photon and W polarisations has been
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AK, X,

Figure 3: Cross section for the rcaction ep —> cWX äs a function of anomdous couplings
AK = K — l and A, varying one coupling at a Urne. HERA offers greater sensitivity to anomdous
values of K

taken into account [2]. Consequently, a large anomalous value of A is required to produce a
measurable effect at HERA, making ep —> eWX more sensitive to anomalous values of K than
A äs shown in figure 3.

In the region of phase space where the cross section can be calculated perturbatively (see
section 2) terms proportional to A rise äs the invariant mass of the -yq system, vJ, increases.
At the Tevatron, where higher values of \/s can be obtained, the sensitivity to A is greater than
A/t. A measurement of the WWf couplings at HERA will therefore cornplement results from
the Tevatron.

5 Sensitivity to anomalous WWj couplings

The sensitivity to the WW~f vertex which could be achieved from a measurement of u(ep -J- eWX)
at HERA was quantified by deriving those values of AK and A which would give rise to cross
sections which deviated from the SM at the 95% confidence level (CL).

Using EPVEC, the cross section for single W production was calculated for various values of
AK and A and also explored the effects of varying AK and A together. The resulting Variation of
the cross section with AK and A is shown in figure 4. No difference between incident positrons
and electrons was observed for an unpolarised lepton beam. Several important features are
noted in figure 4:

• CT(AK) and <z(A) can be parameterised by a quadratic equation in order to determine the
cross section at any AK or A;
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for fixed values of AK, c r (—A) = <7(+A) illustrating that the interference effects between
the Standard Model and the anomalous A terms vanlsh äs discussed in section 4;

the cross section decreases for negative values of AK indicating that the anomalous AK
terms interfere strongly with the SM terms; and

there is an approximately constant difference between the the AK Variation at A—0 and
A—2 indicating that AK and A are essentially uncorrelated at HERA using an unpolarised
lepton beam.

- o Vary AK, fixed X
» Vary X, fixed AK

tandard Model

Figure 4: Variation of a(ep —> eWX) äs a function of AK for fixed A=0 and 2 (open circles)
and äs a function of \r fixed AK=Ö and 2.

The acceptances for each of the W decay channels shown in table 3 were assumed, taking
the systematlc error on the acceptance to be 2% for fCdt values of 100 pb~' and 200 pb~*.
With the gain in event statistics at J£dt = lQQQ pb"1 an improvement in the systematic er-
ror to 1% was assumed. The uncertainty in the luminosity measurement was taken to be
1%. Combining all the decay channels gives an overall acceptance of 32.1 ± 1.4 (0.7)% for
/£A=100 and 200 pb~' (1000 pb"1}.

Adding statistical and systematic errors in quadrature, the uncertainty on the cross section
measurement is given by

V L J

/AAccepV
\p / (6)

where N\v is the total number of single H' events observed in all channels given their branching
ratlos and acceptances. This provides a lower limit to A<7 äs the error due to background
subtraction has been assumed to be negligible here.
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Channel
W -
W -
W -
W -

-t ei/
-> [IV

•$• TV

+ jets
Combined channels

Acceptance

32.1 ±1.4%
±0.7%

65%
65%
40%
20%
for 100, 200 pb'1
for 1000 pb-1

Table 3: Acceptance of eack W decay channel used to derive 95% CL limits on the AK and
A couplings, A systematic error of 2% (1%) on each acceptance is taken for fCdt = 100 and
200 pb-^lOOO pb-1).

From equation 6, the 95% CL limits can be derived and are shown in table 4 and figure 5,
The IJmit on AK is asymmetric for fCdt—100 pb"1 and 200 pb"1 due to the slow decrease of
the cross section at values of AK <., —0-5. Even with an integrated lurninosity of 1000 pb"1 the
sensitivity is ümited by statistics rather than systematic errors.

The effect of changing the value of ucut was investigated by lowenng it to 10 GeV within
the EPVEC program and repeating the analysis. The limits changed by less than 1%.

Recalculating the limits using only the W —t ei/ and W —> pt/ channels, reduces the 95% CL
sensitivity to —0.54 < AK < 0.48 and —1.94 < A < 1.97 using an integrated luminosity of
1000 pb"1.

fCdt
100 pb-1

200 ph"1

1000 pb~'

AK

-1.43 < A K < 0.95
-0.87 < AK < 0.72
-0.38 < AK < 0.38

A

-2.93 < A < 2.94
-2.46 < A < 2.47
-1.65 < A < 1.66

Table 4: 95% CL limits derivcd for W\V~/ couplings from measurement o/u(ep —> eWX) at
HERA.

5.1 Comparison with other experiments

Figure 6 compares the 95% CL sensitivity l imits HERA could achieve from fCdt—l fb~ ! of
data to projected limits [1] from

• e+e~ — > H'+R'~ — > Ivjj where / — e or /i frorn an integrated luminosity of 125 pb^1

collected by the L3 experiment at LEP2 where ^/s = 176 GeV;

• pp — tW-/ -4 cf-f production at the Tevatron for an integrated luminosity of l fb"1 at
\/s = 2 TeV; and

• pp -> W*i ->• ei", production at the LHC for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb"1 at
=14 TeV.
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3 h

2

-3 h

-4
-1.5

Figure 5: Projected 95% conßdcnce level sensitivity limits for WW-t couplings from mfasure-
ment ofa(ep —> eWX) at HERA for integrated luminosities of 100pb~l, 200 pb"1, and l fb"1.

In reference [1] the limits for LEP2 were calculated assuming an integrated luminosity of
500 pb"1 per experiment. As this was considered to be rather optimistic, the limits were
recalculated for an integrated luminosity of 125 pb~' per experiment by naively assuming that
the limits given in [1] could be scaled by a factor of two.

The W+W production process suffers from the drawback that both the IV*W7 and WWZ
couplings contribute and additional assumptions are often used to calculate the sensitivity to
the WlWfV7 = 7, Z) couplings. The limits from LEP2 in figure 6 have been calculated for the
HISZ scenario [16] which relates AK-, and A«/ and equates \z anci \o reduce the number
of anomalous couplings to two. W7 production from which the Tevatron limits are derived,
however, provides direct limits on the W*W') couplings. When comparing the results between
experiments, the strong correlation between AK and A at LEP2 should bc taken into account.
This correlation is smaller at the Tevatron and negligible a.t HERA when the lepton beam is
unpolarised.



Figure 6 shows that the 95% CL limits on anomaJous values of A« which could be obtained
froni one HERA experiment with an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 will be extremely
competitive with those which may be achieved at LEP2 and the Tevatron after several years
running. Limits from the LHC experiments for f£dt — 100 fb"1 are also included in figure 6
to indicate the sensitivity which could be achieved in the long term future.

LEP2 125pb
HISZ scenari

-l

-1.5

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

Figure 6: Projected 95% confidence level sensitivity limits for WWf couplmgs determined from
the single W production cross section at HERA and from W-; production at the Tevatron and
the LHC. The solid shading indicates the limits for the WWV\ = ->, Z couplmgs from \VW
production at LEP2 assurning the HISZ scenario.

5.2 Increased centre-of-mass energy

Given sufhcient physics motivation, it is possible that HERA could be upgraded to collide a
30 GeV lepton beam with l TeV proton beam, increasing the centre-of-mass (cms) energy to
T/S = 346 GeV. The Standard Model cross section for <r(ep -» elV.Y) increases from 1.043 pb
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to 1.515 pb. Figure 7 compares er(AK, A = 0) and <r(A, A« — 0) at the nominal and high cms
cnergics. The higher cross section and steeper rise äs a function of A« or A at t/s = 346 GeV
leads to a substantial improvcment in the sensitivity to anomalous couplings äs shown in table 5.

Figure 7: Comparison of ir(A«;, A = 0) and ir(A,A/c = 0) for nominal and incrcased eins
energies of 300 GeV and 34& GeV.

v/5 - 346 GeV
f C d t

100 pb-1

200 pb~'
1000 pb-1

AK

-0.84 < Are < 0.70
-0.59 < A« < 0.53
-0.27 < A/t < 0.26

A

-2.20 < A < 2.20
-1.87 < A < 1.88
-1.26 < A < 1.27

Table 5: 95% CL sensitivity limits derived from measurement o/<r(ep
a cms energy of 346 GeV.

eWX) at HERA with

5.3 Polarised lepton beam

Electroweak studies can be significantly expanded and improved if lepton Polarisation can
be achieved at HERA. The EPVEC Monte Carlo was used to investigate the effects using
polarised c^ vvould have on the sensitivity to anomalous l-Fl-V^ couplings. Figure 8 compares
tr(e+p —> e+WX) äs a function of A« and A for different e+ polarisations.

The Standard Model cross section increases from 1.043 pb when P — 0 to 1.199 when P = + l,
a 100% left-handed positron beam1. This increase in cross section corresponds to the increase

1P is defined äs q,. i . whcre qf is the lepton charge.
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expected when using unpolarised positrons and an anomalous coupling of Af ~- 0.5 i.e. is larger
than the 95% CL limit on AK found earlier. For the Variation with A« alone, figure 8 shows
an approximately constant increase in cross section between P = — l and P — 0. and P = 0
and P = + 1. In contrast, the change in polarisation affects the shape of the cross sectional
dependcnce on A. For P — 0 the distribution is Symmetrie around its rninimum at A — 0.
However for P = -\-l(P= — 1) the minimumof the distribution is reached at A h l (A 0.5).

Moreover, figure 9 shows that when P = +0.7 the difference between the <r(A/t,A = 0) and
O"(AK,A = 2) curves, is not constant äs in the case for an unpolarised lepton beam in figure 4.
The i\K and A couplings can therefore no longer be considered to be uncorrelated.

2

1.5

l

(1.5

0

2J

2

U

1

0.5

-• P=-l
-O P=0
;A P=+l

r

r ^^.__.

^̂ £̂ ^
r

Figure 8: Variation of o~(e+p -+ e+WX) with AK (left) and A (right) for polarised and unpo-
larised positrons.

The dependency of the cross section on the lepton polarisation can be understood by con-
sidering the Weiszäcker-Williams approxirnation (WWA) given in equation 7 together with the
helicity amplitudes given in reference [2] which depend on the helicities of the photon and W.

In the WWA the probability that a photon with helicity A-, is emitted frorn an electron with
helicity <re/2 is given by

" r / e v" '~27r z

where a = e2/4?r, E7 is the photon energy and z is the fraction of the electron's momentum
carried by the photon. For aeX,t ^ —l (<rEA-, = +1) the first (second) term in the numerator of
equation 7 vanishes, giving

If A-y = <7e

if A, - -t

(8)

(9)

Figure la illustrates that for a W to be produced at HERA, the cms energy of the 7q System
must be larger than the mass of the W. This forces z to be large, and the photon is
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o Vary AK, fixed X

• Vary X, fixed AK

Figure 9: Variation of <r(ep
positrons.

eWX) with either A« or A using polarised incident

predomlnantly emitted with the same helicity äs the incorning lepton which in turn favours
certain helicity amplitudes in the cross section calculation.

At HERA it is expected that 70% polarisation can be achieved and that degree of polari-
sation will be known to an accuracy better than 5%. The SM cross sections for eL Rp —> eWX
are shown in table 6. The difference in cross section between oppositely polarised positrons
and electrons is less than 3% due to the suppression of the Z exchange and charged current
diagrams in figure 1.

a (pb )

<
P = +0.7 ep

4
P = -0.7 e^

1.153
1.127
0.933
0.949

Table 6: Standard Model cross sections for ep
tron beams.

eWX using 70% polarised positron and elec-

The 95% CL limits on AK and A derived using P = +0.7 positrons and assuming that only
one coupling departs from its SM value. are given in table 7 for various integrated luminosities.
The results in table 7 indicate that the limits on AK and A do not irnprove substantially when
measuring the couplings by this method.
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Table 8 compares the 95% CL limits for left and right-handed polarised beams which could
be achieved with /£<# = 1000 pb'1. Although the upper limit on A improves for P = —0.7, the
sensitivity to anomalous values of A will not be competitive with those currently obtained at
the Tevatron [17].

fCdt A AK =

100 pb-1

200 pb'1
1000 pb-1

-1.17 < A K < 0.98
-0.80 <AK< 0.72
-0.36 < AK < 0.35

-2.91 < A < 3.83
-2.39 < A < 3.32
-1.48 < A < 2.41

Table 7: Limits derived on AK and A from measurement c*/<r(e+p —> eWX) at nominal HERA
energies using a 10% polarised positron beam. Only one limit at a time is aliowed to deviate
from its Standard Model value.

AK A = 0

P = +0.7

P=-0.7

ä
«R

3
ei,

-0.36 < AK < 0.35
-0.36 < AK < 0.35
-0.39 < A K < 0.35
-0.39 < AK < 0.35

A AK = O

-1.48 < A < 2.41
-1.51 < A <2.35
-1.79 < A < 1.21
-1.84 < A < 1.1S

Table 8: Limits derived on AK and A from measurtment o/a(ep —> eWX) using 70% polarised
electron and positron beams and an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1. Only one limit at a
time is aliowed to deviate from its Standard Model value.

6 Conclusions

The single W production cross section at HERA is sensitive to deviations of the WH7-) couplings
from their Standard Model values. In particular, HERA offers greater sensitivity to anomalous
values of AK than A and thereforc complements measurements made at the Tevatron and LEP2
where the sensitivity to A is greater. Furthermore, single W production is quite insensitive to
anomalous WWZ couplings, unlike WW production at the Tevatron or LEP2. The sensitivity
to anomalous H7H/7 couplings has been studied for various integrated luminosities and at two
centre-of-rnass energies. With an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 the 95% conh'dence level
limits are: -0.3S < AK < 0.38 and -1.65 < A < 1.66 at \/s = 300 GeV; and -0.27 <
AK < 0.26 and -1.26 < A < 1.27 at •Js = 346 GeV, and are limited by statistical rather than
systematic errors. For fCdt— 1000 pb"1 the future sensitivity on anomalous values of AK which
can be obtained at HERA are competitive with projected limits from W-, production at the
Tevatron.
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Bounds on the ^77 couplings from HERA
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Abstract: The possibility of testing trilinear neutral gaugc boson couplings in
radiative neutral current scattering at HERA is analyzed using a Monte Carlo pro-
gram that includes the Standard Model at tree level and the anomalous vertices.
Acceptance and Isolation cuts are applied äs well äs optimized cuts to enhancc the
Signal from new physics. The bounds on Zfy couplings that can be achieved are
not so stringent äs present bounds, even for high luminosities, but probe a different
kinematical region alrnost unsensitive to form factors.

l Introduction

The precislon data collected to date have confirmed the Standard Model to be a good description
of physics below the electroweak scale [1]. Despite of its great success, there are many reasons to
believe that some kind of new physics must exist. On the other hand, the non-abelian structure
of the gauge boson self-couplings is still poorly testet! and one of the most sensitive probes for
new physics is provided by the trilinear gauge boson couplings (TGC) [2].

Many studies have been devoted to the WH7 7 and WWZ couplings. At hadron colliders
and e+e~ colliders, the present bounds (Tevatron [3]) and prospects (LHC, LEP2 and NLC
[2, 4]) are mostly based on diboson production (H'W, Wt and WZ), in ep collisions, HERA
could provide fürt her Information analyzing single W production (ep —> eWX [5]) and radiative
charged current scattering (ep -t i/fX [6]). There is also some literature on H7J177 couplings
in H7-pair production at future very high energy photon colliders (bremsstrahlung photons in
peripheral heavy ion collisions [7] and Compton backscattered laser beams [S]).

Only recently, attention has been paid to the Z-;Z, Z-,-y and ZZZ couplings. There is a
detailed analysis of Z'jV couplings (V = 7. Z) for hadron colliders in [9]. CDF [10] and D0
[11] have obtained bounds on the Z-yZ and Z-ff anomalous couplings, whüe L3 has studied
only the first ones [12]. Studies on the sensitivities to these vertices in future e+e~ colliders,
LEP2 [4] and NLC [13], have been performed during the last years. Some proposals have been
made to probe these neutral boson gauge couplings at future photon colliders in e-y -4 Ze [14].

In this work we study the prospects for measuring the TGC in the process ep -> e-jA'. In
particular, we will concentrate on the Zfy couplings, which can be rnore stringently bounded
than the Z~/Z ones for this process.
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In Section 2, we present the TGC. The next section deals with the different contributions
to the process ep —> efX and tlie cuts and methods we have employed in our analysis. Section
4 contains our results for the Standard Model total cross section and distributions and the
estimates of the sensitivity of these quantities to the presence of anomalous couplings. Finally,
in the last section we present our conclusions.

2 Phenomenological parametrization of the neutral TGC

A convenient way to study deviations from the Standard model predictions consists of consider-
ing the most general lagrangian compatible with Lorentz invariance, the electromagnetic U(l)
gauge symmetry. and other possible gauge symmetries.

For the triünear Z^V couplings (V — 7, Z) the most general vertex function invariant
under Lorentz and electromagnetic gauge transformations can be described in terms of four
independent dimensionlcss form factors [15], denoted by h^, 1=1,2,3,4:

(l)

Terms proportional to p", g* and q2 are omitted äs long äs the scalar components of all three
vector bosons can be neglected (whenever they couple to almost massless fermions) or they are
zero (on-shell condition for Z or U(l) gauge boson character of the photon). The overall factor.
/(V), is p2 — q\r Z-yZ or p2 for £77 and is a result of Böse symmetry and electromagnetic
gauge invariance. These latter constraints reduce the familiär seven form factors of the most
general VVWV vertex to only these four for the Z~jV vertex. There still remains a global factor
that can be fixed, without loss of generality, to gz-<z ~ 9z-,-, — £• Combinations of h^(h^) and
h%(hz} correspond to electric (magnetic) dipole and magnetic (electric) quadnipole transition
moments in the static ümit.

All the terms are C-odd. The terms proportional to h] and h% are CP-odd while the other
two are C-P-even. All the form factors are zero at tree level in the Standard Model. At the
one-loop level, only the CP-conserving h\d h\e nonzero [16] but too small (C*(a/-))
to lead to any observable effect at any present or planned experiment. However, larger effects
might appear in theories or models beyond the Standard Model, for instance when the gauge
bosons are composite objects [17].

This 1s a purely phenomenological, model independent parametrization. Tree-level unitarity
restricts the ZfV to the Standard Model valucs at asympotically high energies [18]. This implies
that the couplings h^ have to be described by form factors h] (<3i-'?2,p2) which vanish when q\.
q% or p2 become large. In hadron colliders, large values of p2 — s come into play and the energy
dependence has to be taken into account. including unknown dumping factors [9]. A scale
dependence appears äs an additional parameter (the scale of new physics, A). Alternatively.
one could introduce a set of operators invariant under SU(2)xU(l) involving the gauge bosons
and/or additional would-be-Goldstone bosons and the physical Higgs. Depending on the ncw
physics dynamics, operators with dimension d could be generated at the scale A, with a streng t h
which is generally suppressed by factors Hke (Mw/A)J~4 or (1/s/A)d •* [19]. It can be shown

that h\d h^ receive contributions from operators "ÖT dimension > 6 and h% and h\m
operators of dimension > 8. Unlikc hadron colliders, in ep —> e-jX at HERA energies, we can
ignore the dependence of the form factors on the scale. On the other hand, the anomalous
couplings are tested in a different kinematical region. which makes their study in this process
complementary to the ones performed at hadron and lepton colliders.

3 The process ep -> ejX

The process under study is ep —> e-/X, which is described in the parton model by the radiative
neutral current electron-quark and electron-antiquark scattering.

There are eight Feynman diagrams contributing to this process in the Standard Model and
three additional ones if one includes anomalous vertices: one extra diagram for the Z-/Z vertex
and two for the ^77 vertex (Fig. 1).

(b)(d)

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for Ihn process c q —> e~q-,.

Diagrams with 7 exchanged in the t-channel are dominant. Nevertheless, we consider the
whole set of diagrams in the calculation. On the other side, u-channel fermion exchange poles
appear, in the ümit of massless quarks and electrons (diagrams (c) and (d)). Since the anoma-
lous diagrams (e) do not present such mfrared or collmear singularities, it sccms appropriate to
avoid alrnost on-shell photons exchanged and fermion poles by cutting the transverse momenta
of the final ferrnions (electron and jet) to enhance the signal from anomalous vertices. Due to
the suppression factor coming from Z propagator, the anomalous diagrams are rnore sensitive
to 777 than to Z-}Z vertices. In the following we will focus our attcntion on the former.

The basic variables of the parton level process are five. A suitable choice is: E-, (energy of the
final photon), cosÖ-,, cos 9q' (cosines of the polar angles of the photon and the scattered quark
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defined with respect to the proton direction), <$> (the angle between the transverse momenta
of the photon and the scattered quark in a plane perpendicular to the beam), and a trivial
azimuthal angle t hat is integrated out (unpolarized beams). All the variables are referred to
the laboratory frame. One needs an extra variable, the Bjorken-x, to connect the partonic
process with the ep process. The phase space Integration over these six variables is carried out
by VEGAS [20] and has been cross-checked with the RAMBO subroutine [21].

We adopt two kinds of event cuts to constrain conveniently the phase space:

• Acceptance and Isolation cuts. The forrner are to exclude phase space regions which are
not accessible to the detector, because of angular or efficiency limitations: '

0iet < 172°;

> 10 GeV.(3)

The latter keep the final photon well separated from both the final electron and the jet:

cos(7,e) < 0.9;

R > 1.5,(4)

where R = x/A?/2 + <f>2 is the Separation between the photon and the jet in the rapidity-
azimuthal plane, and {7, e) is the angle between the photon and the scattered electron.

• Cuts for intrinsic background suppression. They consist of strengthening some of the
previous cuts or adding new ones to enhance the signal of the anomalous diagrams against
the Standard Model background.

We have developed a Monte Carlo program for the Simulation of the process ep
where X is the rerrmant of the proton plus one jet formed by the scattered quark of the
subprocess (2). It includes the Standard Model helicitity amplitudes computed using the HELAS
subroutines [22]. We added new code to account for the anomalous diagrams. The squares of
these anomalous amplitudes have been cross-checked with their analytical expressions computed
using FORM [23]. For the parton distribution functions, weemploy both the set l of Duke-Owens'
parametrizations [25] and the modified MRS(A) parametrizations [26], with the scale chosen
to be the hadronic momentum transfer.

As inputs, we use the beam energies Ee = 30 GeV and Ep = 820 GeV, the Z mass Mz =
91.187 GeV, the weak angle sin2^ = 0.2315 [24] and the fine structure constant a = 1/128.
A more correct choice would be the running fine structure constant with Q2 äs the argument.
However, äs we are mterested in large Q2 events, the value o(M|) is accurate enough for our
purposes. We consider only the first and second generations of quarks, assumed to be massless.

We start by applying the cuts (3) and (4) and examining the contribution to a set of
observables of the Standard Model and the anomalous diagrams, separately. Next, we select
one observable such that, when a cut on it is performed, only Standard Model events are mostly
eliminated. The procedure is repeated with this new cut built in. After several runs, adding
new cuts, the ratio standard/anomalous cross sections is reduced and hence the sensitivity to
anomalous couplings is improved.

'The threshold for the transverse momentum of ihe scattered quark ensures that its kineinatics can be
described in terms of a jet.
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4 Results

4.1 Observables

The total cross section of epcan be written äs

(5)

The forthcoming results are obtained using the MRS'95 parametrization of the parton
densities2 [26]. The linear terms of the P-violating couplings hl and h\e negligible, äs
they mostly arise from the interference of Standard model diagrams with photon exchange (P-
even) and anomalous P-odd diagrams (r3 c± r4 ~ 0). Moreover, anomalous diagrams with
difFerent P do not interfere elther. On the other hand, the quadratic terms proportional to
(/ij)2 and (fi^)2 have identical expressions, and the same for AJ and h% (<TI = 03, <72 — 04).
Only the linear terms make their bounds different. The interference tcrms tr12 and <T34 are also
identical.

We have analyzed the distributions of niore than twenty observables in the laboratory frame,
including the energies. transverse momenta and angular distributions of the jet. the photon and
the final electron, äs well äs their spatial, polar and azimuthal separations. Also the bjorken-x,
the leptonic and hadronic momenta transfer and other fractional energies are considered.

The process of intrinsic background suppression is illustrated by comparing Figures 2 and 3.
For simplicity, only the most interesting variables are shown: the energy £(7) and transverse
momentum pT(f) of the photon; the angles between the photon and the scattered electron
{7, e), the photon and the jet {7,.?}, and the scattered electron and the jet (e,j); and the
leptonic momentum transfer Q2(e). In Fig. 2, these variables are plotted with only acceptance
and Isolation cuts implemented. All of them share the property of disposing of a ränge where
any anomalous effect is negligible. whereas the contribution to the total SM cross section is
large. The set of cuts listed below were added to reach eventually the distributions of Fig. 3:

t The main contribution to the Standard Model cross section comes from soft photons
with very low transverse momentum. The following cuts suppress a 97% of these events,
without hardly affecting the anomalous diagrams which, conversely, enfavour high energy
photons:

£\ 30 GeV

pj. > 20 GeV (£>}

• Another remarkable feature of anomalous diagrams is the very different typical momentum
transfers. Let's concentrate on the leptonic momentum transfer, Q2 = -(p'e — pf) •
The phase space enhances high Q*, while the photon propagator of the Standard Model
diagrams prefer low values (above the threshold for electron detectability, Ql > 5.8 GeV ,
with our required minimum energy and angle). On the contrary, the anomalous diagrams
have always a Z propagator which introduces a suppression factor of the order of Qfjktz

and makes irrelevant the Q\. which is only determined by the phase space.
As a consequence, the following cut looks appropriate,

Ql > 1000 GeV2 (T)

2Thc values change — 10% when using the (old) Duke-Owens' structure functions.
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Figure 2: Differential cross sections (pb) for the process ep —> e^X at HERA, with
ceptance and Isolation c.uts. The solid iine is the Standard Model contribution and
(dot-dash) line correspond to 10000 times the a, (ai) anomalous contributions.

only ac-
the dash

It is important to notice at this point why usual form factors for the anomalous couplings
can be neglected at HERA. For our process, these form factors should be proportional to
1/(1 + <23/A2)n. With the scale of new physics A = 500 GeV to l TeV, these factors can
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections (pb) for the process ep —¥ e-fX at HERA, after intrinsic
background suppression. The solid line is the Standard \fodel contribution and the dash (dot-
dash) line correspond to 500 times the a\z) anomalous contributwns.

be taken to bc one. This is not the case in leptori or hadron high energy colliders where the
diboson production in the s-channel needs durnping factors 1/(1 + s/A2)n.
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The total cross section for the Standard Model with acceptance and Isolation cuts is
<TSM = 21.38 pb and is reduced to 0.37 pb when all the cuts are applied, while the quadratic
contributions only change from a, = 2 x 10~3 pb, a? = 1.12 x lO"3 pb to a, = 1.58 x 10~3 pb,
<72 = 1.05 X 10~ pb. The linear terms are of importance and change from TJ — 1.18 x 10~J pb,
T3 = 1.27 x 10~3 pb to r, = 7.13 x 10'3 pb. r2 = 1.26 x 10~3 pb. Finally. the interference term
(712 = 1.87 x 10~3 pb changes to a12 = 1.71 x 10~3 pb.

The typical Standard Model events consist of soft and low-pj- photons mostly backwards,
tending to go in the same direction of the scattered electrons (part of them are emitted by
the hadronic current in the forward direction), close to the required angular Separation (~
30"). The lovt-pr Jet goes opposite to both the photon and the scattered electron, also in the
transverse plane. On the contrary, the anomalous events have not so soft and high-pr photons,
concentrated in the forward region äs it the case for the scattered electron and the jet.

4.2 Sensitivity to anomalous couplings

In order to estimate the sensitivity to anomalous couplings, we consider the \ function. One
can define the \, which is related to the likelihood function C, äs

- a° + a" In — r ~ L

where L = N'h/<7 = N°/a° is the integrated luminosity and Nlh (N°) is the number of
theoretical (observed) events. The last line of (8) is a useful and familiär approximation, only
valid when oih — a° \ <£ 1. This function is a measure of the probability that statistical
fluctuations can rnake undistinguisable the observed and the predicted number of events, that
is the Standard Model prediction. The well known \-CL curve allows us to determine the
corresponding confidence level (CL), We establish bounds on the anomalous couplings by fixing
a certain \-2 — S2 and allowing for the h"l values to Vary, N° — N°(h^). The parameter S is
often referred äs the number of Standard deviations or 'sigmas'. A 95% CL corresponds to
almost two sigmas (S — 1.96). When er ~ ff$M + (h^)2crt (case of the CP-odd terms) and the
anomalous contribution is small enough, the upper limits present some useful, approximate
scaling properties. with the luminosity,

(9)

A brief comment on the interpretation of the results is in order. As the cross section grows
with h",', in' the relevant ränge of values, the /VD upper limits can be regarded äs the lowest
number of measured events that would discard the Standard Model, or the largest values of hl
that could be bounded if no effect is observed, with the given CL. This procedure approaches
the method of upper limits for Poisson processes when the number of events is large (>, 10).

In Fig. 4 the sensitivities for different luminosities are shown. Unfortunately, HERA cannot
compete with Tevatron, whose best bounds, reported by the D0 collaboration [11], are

< 1.9 (3.1),

< 0.5 (0.8).(10)
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Figure 4: Limit contours for Z W couplings at HERA with an integrated luminosity of 10, 100,
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HERA

hl

A?

A3

hl

10 pb-1

-19.0

-26.0

-21.5

-26.0

-17.0

-22.5

-20.5

-27.5

14.5

19.5

20.0

30.0

17.0

22.5

20.5

27.5

100 pb-1

-11.5

-16.0

-12.0

-13.0

-9.0

^12.0

-11.0

-14.5

7.0

9.5

10.0

18.0

9.0

12.0

11.0

14.5

250 pb-1

-9.5

-14.0

- 9.5

-10.0

-7,5

-10.0

-8.5

-12.0

5.5

7.0

8.0

15.0

7.5

10.0

8.5

12.0

1 fb-1

-8.0

-11.5

-7.0

- 7.5

-5.5

-7.0

-6.0

-8.5

3.5

4.5

6.0

12.0

5.5

7.0

6.0

8.5

Table 1: Axial and correlated limits for the
integrated luminositics and 95% CL.

anomalous couplings at HERA with diffcrent

For the first value it was assumed that only one anomalous coupling contributes ('axial limits )
and for the second there are two couplings contributing ('correlated limits'). Our results are
summarized in Table 1.

The origin of so poor results is the fact that, unlike diboson production at hadron or e+e"
colliders, the anomalous diagrams of ep — )• efX have a Z propagator decreasing their effect.
The process ep — > eZX avoids this problem thanks to the absence of these propagators: the
Standard Model cross section is sirnilar to the anomalous one but, äs a drawback, they are of
the order of femtobarns.
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5 Summary and conclusions

The radiative neutral current process ep —» e-fX at HERA has been studicd. Realistic cuts
have been applied in order to observe a clean signal consisting of detectable and well separated
electron. photon and jet.

The possibility of testing the trilinear neutral gauge boson cotiplings in this process has also
been explored. The Z-^Z couplings are very suppressed by two Z propagators. Only the Z^-f
couplings have been considered. A Monte Carlo program has been developed to account for such
anomalous vertex and further cuts have been implemented to improve the sensitivity to this
source of new physics. Our estimates are based on total cross sections since thc expected number
of events is so small that a distribution analysis is not possible. The distributions just helped
us to find the Optimum cuts. Unfortunately. competitive bounds on these anomalous couplings
cannot be achieved at HERA, even with the future luminosity Upgrades.3 As a counterpart, a
different kinematical region 1s explored, in which the form factors can be neglerted.
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Standard-Model Higgs-Boson Production at HERA
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80805 Munich, Germany
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Theresienstraße 37.
80333 Munich, Germany

Abstract: We assess the prospects of producing the Higgs boson of the minimal
Standard model at HERA and possible Upgrades.

In this contribution, we discuss how the prospects of producing standard-model (SM) Higgs
bosons at HERA may be ameliorated by upgrading the luminosity and/or proton energy. Higgs-
boson search strategies in physics scenarios beyond the SM such äs two-Higgs-doublet rnodels
are reportcd elsewhere in these proceedings [1], At present, the experimental lower bound on
the mass of the SM Higgs boson is M// — 65.2 GeV at the 95% confidence level [2], The
discovery potential of LEP 2. with CM energy ,/s = 192 GeV and luminosity L — 150 pb"1 per
experirnent, will reach up to A/// s; 95 GeV [3]. Roughly nine out of teri SM Higgs boson in the
low mass ränge will decay into bb pairs [4], so that thcre will be a large irreduciblc background
at HERA.

The possible production mechanisms of the SM Higgs boson at HERA undcr nominal con-
ditions were already discussed in the 1987 proceedings [5]. W+W" and ZZ fusion, where the
intermediate bosons are radiated from a quark inside the proton and from the lepton. are the
most copious sources of SM Higgs bosons [6]. In the case of W+W~ fusion, only four quark
flavours contribute, namely u,d, s,c for e~p scattering and ü,d,s,c for e+p scattering. In the
mass ränge 65 GeV < MH < 100 GeV, the cross section of iy+H^~ fusion in e+p scattering is
approximately four times smaller than the one in e~p scattering. In the case of ZZ fusion, ten
quark flavours (u. ü,..., 6,6) are active. and the e~p and e+p cross scctions are identical. The
cross section of ZZ fusion is approximately eight times smaller than the e~p cross section of
W+W~~ fusion, due to propagator and couplmg suppression. The contribution from NC DIS
where a charm or bottom quark is hit inside the proton and radiates a Higgs boson is less than
10% of the ZZ-fusion cross section [5] and will be neglected in the following. In Fig. l, the total
cross sections of e~p —> fl + X via VI'"*" W~ and Z Z fusion and their sum are shown äs a function
of MH, assuming Ee = 30 GeV and Ep — 820 GeV. The calculation is performed to lowest
order using the CTEQ4L [7] parton density functions of the proton. The next-to-leading-order
QCD corrections are known to be modest [S], For A/// > 65 GeV, the combined cross section
is below 6 fb, corresponding to less than 1.5 (6) signal events if L — 250 pb"1 (l fb"1). For
65 GeV < MH < 100 GeV, the combined cross section is increased by 48-74% if the proton
energy is upgraded to be Ep — l TeV.
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Figure 1: Total cross sections of e p —> H + X via W* W and Z Z fusion and thcir sum under
nominal HERA conditions. For comparison, the sum is also shown for Ep = l TeV.

Alternative mechanisms of SM Higgs-boson production include: (i) cc or bb production
via ig fusion with subsequent radiation of a Higgs boson off the heavy-quark line [9]; (ii) gg
fusion (via a top-quark triangle) [10] where one of the gluons originales from a resolved quasi-
real photon radiated off the incoming electron or positron: (iii) 77 fusion (via H'-boson and
top-quark loops) [11] with elastic [12] or inelastic [13] photon emission off the proton. In the
kinematic regime of interest at HERA, the cross sections of these processes are more than two
Orders of magnitude smaller than the one of ZZ fusion [14],

In conclusion, should there be a low-mass SM Higgs boson, with 65 GeV < A/// < 100 GeV,
its production cross section at HERA will be below 6 (9) fb for Ep = 820 GeV (l TeV). It
is therefore unlikely that a signal can be established in the bb channel, even if the luminosity
and/or proton energy are upgraded. As for SM Higgs production. there is no way how HERA
can compete with LEP 2.
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Lepton Beam Polarisation at HERA
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II. Institut für Experimentalphysik, Universität Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: Longitudinally polarised electron and positron beams enhance the phys-
ics potential of the HERA experiments considcrably. In this report Status and
prospects of the production and the measurement of lepton beam polarisation at
HERA will be summarised. Polarisation values of 70% with relative uncertainties
of 2% seem to be feasable and match the requirements for physics measurements.
The use of predominantly left and right handed electron beams to measure the
Polarisation depei dence ofthe charged current cross section, a(ep —» vX), is shortly
discussed.

l Introduction

The HERA electron storage ring is opcrated at a beam energy of 27.5 GeV with typical initial
beam currents of 30 -40 mA in about 180 bunches. In storage rings electrons become transversely
polarised through the emission of Synchrotron radiation which is known äs the Sokolov-Ternov
effect [1]. After the build-up (characteristic time is about 20 minutes at HERA) the polarisation
asymptotically settles at an equilibrium value. The degree of polarisation which can be reached
is governed by the strength of counteracting depolarising effects which strongly depend on the
Parameters ofthe storage ring. The theoretiral maximum is 92.4%. Longitudinal polarisation
at an experimental interaction point in a straight section of the ring can then be achieved by
the Jntroduction of a pair of spin rotators. This means that the polarisation of the lepton beam
is transverse around the ring except at the interaction points equipped with spin rotators. The
presence of spin rotators reduces the theoretically achievablc polarisation by about 3 % per pair
[2]. Since 1994 one pair of spin rotators is installed around the East (HERMES) interaction
point. Probably in the HERA shutdown 1997/98 the III and ZEUS interaction regions will
also be equipped with spin rotators.

2 Measurement and Optimisation of Polarisation

The polarimeter at the HERA electron ring is located in the West Hall and measures the trans-
verse polarisation of the lepton beam [3j. It employs the spin dependent Compton scattering of
polarised lascr light off the electrons. The most important components are a 10 W continuous
argon ion laser and the associated laser beam optics, a caiorimeter which measures energy and
position of the Compton photons, and a fast data acquisition system. It is the difference in the
Compton cross sections for left and right circularly polarised laser light which is exploited for
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the electron Polarisation measurement. It results in an azimuthal asymmetry of the backscat-
tered photons which also depends on their energy. These quantities are mcasured with the help
of the tungsten-scintillator sandwich calorimcter which is spHt in an upper and a lower half.

Transverse electron polarisation close to 70% and longitudinal electron Polarisation up to
65% with one pair of spin rotators installed around the East (HERMES) interaction point
has been produced in HERA during special polarisation runs [4. 5]. During 1995 when HERA
routinely delivered polarised lepton beams the average asyrnptotic polarisation value was about
55%.

With a systernatic optimization of machine parameters one can hope to increase the degree
of polarisation up to 70% or even beyond for routme Operation. Especially the promising
technique of beam-based alignment for the quadrupole magnets has not fully been exploited
yet. Since the spin matching procedure for the spin rotators has been proven to work exceltently
the insertion of two additional pairs of spin rotators for Hl and ZEUS should at most lead to
a small decrease — if at all — of the degree of polarisation. Thus a polarisation value of
70 % can be considered a feasable number for physics measurement s. This number applies to
both electrons and positrons since there are no principa! differences for polarisation build-up
phenomena.

For typical beam conditions the relative statistical error of the polarisation measurement.
6PJPsiat., is well below l % when averaging the data for e.g. 15 minutes. The most important
systematic error is the calibration of the polarisation scale. The assumcd polarisation scale
which initially was derived from Monte Carlo simulations has been verified within ±5% by
various cross checks on the data. A direct determination of the polarisation scale is possible by
measuring precisely the build-up of the polarisation at the begmning of a fill or after artificia]
depolarlsation. The fitted characteristic rise time then fixes the expected asymptotic polari-
sation value and therefore the scale [6]. In prindpal this method is easy to apply. However
in order to get meaningful and precise results one needs to have very stablc and reproducable
conditions for both the HERA machine and the polarimeter itself. Preliminary results from a
limited number of rise time measurements suggest that at the moment the polarisation scale
is known to ±3.2% [7] which leads together with other minor sources to a systematic error
<5P/PsysI. of about 4%.

Possible improvements on the determination of the polarisation scale are expected with a
larger and more consistent set of risetime measurements to be done this year. With partial
depolarisation of the beam it will be possible to better control the stability of machine and
polarimeter. Further improvements can be done when the HERMES longitudinal polarimeter
will be in Operation. This polarimeter measures directly the longitudinal beam polarisation at
the HERMES mteraclion point [8] and cross checks between both polarimetcrs become possible.

Compton polarimeters are also in Operation at LEI* and at SIX.'. After somc- years of Op-
eration for physics measurements at SLD the SLC polarimeter group has reached a relative
systematic error i$P/Psy3t. of less than l % [9]. The CERN group reports a substantially larger
uncertainty on the polarisation scale, but no big effort has been made to reduce this value
yet. Thus, with the technique of Compton polarimeters it seems possible to measure the beam
polarisation of high energetic electron beams to a precision in the Order of l %.
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3 New Longitudinal Polarimeters

For the collider experiments Hl and ZEUS there exists an additional possibiHty to measure
the longitudinal beam polarisation directly at their interaction point [10]; This scheine exploits
the fact that bremsstrahlung from longitudinally polarised electrons is circularly polarised, the
degree of polarisation depending on the relative energy transfer y from the electron to the
photon. The task is to measure the circular polarisation of the bremsstrahlung photons. PF.
and the quantity y. Then the longitudinal electron polarisation Pf can bc deduced from

P. = Pf

For large values of y it follows that PeL = P^ . The measurement of Pf is very demanding and
involves special crystals for conversion of circular to linear photon polarisation and the subse-
quent absorption of the photons. The photon absorption depends strongly on the orientation of
the crystal axis which must be varied during the measurement. The tagging of high y photons
can be done with existing electron detectors close to the beam pipe.

It has been estimated that with this technique a precision of 2 % for the polarisation mea-
surement can be achieved. Therefore this would be a nice cross check for the conventional
polarisation measurement of the lepton beam.

4 Limits on Right Handed Charged Current Cross Sec-
tion

An obvious measurement with polariscd lepton beams concerns the polarisation dependence of
the cross section for the charged current (CG) reaction, u(ep — > vX), which is governed by the
exchange of W-bosons. In the Standard model it is - for electrons - given by

dxdQ'-27T+ Mi
(2)

For a definitionof the variables refer t o [11]. Hcre \\e areinterested in the polarisation dependent
factor (l —P), where P is the degree of longitudinal polarisation and P — —l denotes a fully left
handed (i.e. negative helicity) electron beam. Since in the Standard model ouly left handed weak
charged currents exist the cross section vanishes for purely right handed electrons (P = +1).

A cross section measurement at electron polarisations of P = -0.7, 0. +0.7 could demon-
strate the expected polarisation dependence and would give limits for the right handed charged
current cross section (P ~ + !)• In this study a cross section measurement for Q2 > 200 Ge\s been assumed with realistic detector acceptance and efficiency values äs given in [12]. I he

possible outcome of such an experiment is given in figure 1. The insert shows the polarisation
dependence of the cross section whereas the main plot shows the statistical precision of the
extrapolation to the purely right handed charged current cross section at P — +1. Depending
on the total luminosity and on the distribution to the three different polarisation states the
statistical precision for experimental limits on the right handed CC cross section <JR vary
between 0.3 % and l % of the left handed CC cross section <?£c. Including systematic effects
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Figure 1: Limit on the. right handed CC cross section normaliscd to the Ifft handed CC cross section
äs a function of the luminosity distribution to the different Polarisation t-tates (P = —0.7, Q.7). Shown
are the limits based on statistics only Jor Z different total luminosities. The insert shows the expected
Polarisation depcndence of the CC cross section.

(maJn contributions come from uncertaintics in the background substraction for charged cur-
rent reactions and knowledge of the polarisation scale) these numbers roughly double. At the
end a cross section limit of fff,c/o-^c < 0.02 (95 % C. L.) assuming a total integrated luminosity
of 500 pb"1 seems to be feasable.

A non-vanishing right handed CC cross section would signal the existence of a right handed
VV-boson, WR, and upper limits for the right handed CC cross section can be converted to
lower limits on the mass of such a hvpothctical right handed W-boson. However these limits
heavily dcpcnd on the mociels in which the W# is incorporated. Some of these rnodels have
been already investigated in the Electroweak Working Group of the 1991 HERA Workshop.
Rough lower limits for the mass of a hypothetical right handed W-boson of about 300 GeV can
be inferred. This is imich lower than limits placed recently from pp experiments at the Fermilab
collider.

5 Conclusion

Currently HERA routinely delivers electron beam polarisation of 50-60% which can be mea-
sured with an uncertainty of S P/P — 4 %. In the course of the year this prectsion is expected
to irnprove to 2-3 % with the help of more calibration runs and cross checks with the HERMES
longitudinal polarimeter. In the long run i t may be possible to get close to a l % precision
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äs obtained at SLC. Longitudinal polarimetcrs for Hl and ZEUS can also be installed using
existing luminosity detectors Systems. The technique of these devices would be interesting in
jts own, but also their precision is likely to cope with the more conventional polarimeters. The
measurement of the polarisation dependence of the charged current (CC) cross section can be
extrapolated to an upper limit for the right handed CC cross section. A cross section limit of
&{?'/GLC < ^-02 (95% C. L.) assuming a total integrated luminosity of SOOpb"1 seems to be
feasable. Corresponing limits for the mass of a hypothetical right handed W-boson depend on
the model considered and are of the order of 300 GeV.
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EPRC: A Program Package
for Electroweak Physics at HERA
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Abstract: I describe a collection of programs and subroutines for the calculation of
cross sections for neutral and charged current deep inelastic lepton proton scattering
at HERA including electroweak radiative corrections.

l Introduction

The program package EPRC is the result of a development which started in 1986 with the
calculation of the complete electroweak radiative corrections for deep inelastic electron proton
scattering at HERA [l]. It was used during several Workshops on HERA physics [2, 3] and
continuously improved according to requests froni rnany users. Major modifications have led to
the development of the program eprc93.f which was used for the calculations published in [4],
Extensive use of this package also during the present workshop seems to justify the publication
of a short description of it in these proceedings.

The purpose of EPRC is to assist in studies focussing on electroweak physics at HERA
which do not requirc to rely on predictions which take into account QED and QCD higher-order
effects in a most sophisticated way. Programs in EPRC either do not take into account purely
photonlc corrections or they take them into account in the leading logarithmic approximation.
A Separation of 0(a] corrections into purely photonic and purely weak contributions is sensible
for two reasons: First, QED corrections are very sensitive to kmematical cuts and details of
the experimental selection criteria; therefore these corrections are usually applied directly to
the data. Second. the cross section including purely weak corrections is sufficient to study
the dependence on parameters of the electroweak Standard model. Therefore the programs of
EPRC have proved valuable tools in studying the sensitivity of deep inelastic scattering cross
sections on Standard model parameters and on neutral current couplings of quarks [5].

For a confrontatlon of experimental data with theoreücal predictions, QED corrcctions are
indispensable. The Monte Carlo event generator HERACLES [6] is a flexible tool which can be
used for this purpose. Concerning the purely weak radiative corrections of order O(a), EPRC
and HERACLES take into account the same physics; EPRC provides a few additional features
with respect to higher-order corrections of order 0(a2). Studies of higher-order QCD effects
can be performed with the help of DJANGO6 [7] which Interfaces HERACLES to LEPTO [8];
moreover, there is a large number of special purpose programs suited for the investigation of
QCD phenomena.

'e-mail; hspiesbOmail.dasy.de
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2 Standard Model Predictions for Deep Inelastic Scat-
tering

2.1 Lowest Order Cross Sections

Deep inelastic scattering of elcctrons or positrons off protons

Ci

with e' — e for neutral current scattering (NC) and e' — vf (fe) for charged current scattering
(CC) (particle momenta are given in parentheses) is usually described by the following set of
kinematic variables

y =

In the region of large x and Q2 where the contribution of the longitudinal structure function FL

and proton mass effects can be neglected, the differential cross section for the neutral current
process for left-handed (L] and right-handed (R) polarized electrons is given by

<PtrNC }_^^\( _ )2\L.R (,_/, v] Fr>.R]
dxdQ2 L'R xQ4 ^ / 2 V l J

For positron scattering one has to replace F^'R -» -F^'L and cross sections for beams with an
arbitrary degree of longitudinal polarization P can be obtained by calculating the appropriate
average of the cross sections for left- and right-handed leptons. In the quark-parton model, the
structure functions are expressed in terms of quark (q) and antiquark (q) distribution functions:

(4)

By using Q2-dependent parton distribution functions, QCD corrections are taken into account
automatically in the leading-logarithmic approximation. The coemcients A^'R and Bq' contain
coupling constants and propagators corresponding to photon and Z-boson exchange (L <-> +,
fi**-:

with

(6)

and a normalization constant N/ which. in lowest order, can be expressed either with the help
of the weak mixing angle or with the help of the jj. decay constant, Gß:

47TQ
(7)
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In the Standard model, the couplings of the fermions to the bosons are given by the electric
charge (in units of e) for the photon exchange and, for the Z-boson exchange, by {/ — e. q]

a,(8)

where Qj and // denote the charge and the third component of the weak isospin of the fermion
/. In the Standard model with a Higgs doublet, the mixing angle is related to the vector boson
masses by

sin20„- = ̂ = l-^. (9) 4
4'

In a similar way one can write for the charged current differential cross section

0Vw°) ' TT^Ti 2~T? \ + c+ (l -y)2(d + s) . (10) \ O*-l-m?..\ L J dz dQ

with. to lowest order,

= l — r 7TQ

and P denoting the degree of left-handed longitudinal polarization (P — -l for left-handed
electrons, P =• l for right-handed electrons). For positron scattering one has to replace u + c —>
u + c and d + s —)• d + s and adjust the sign of P.

2.2 Higher-Order Corrections

Since the program package EPRC is devoted to studies of electrowcak physics at HERA, we do
not discuss QED corrections which are large and indispensable, in particular for NC scattering
at small ? and large y. Purely photonic corrections have been discussed extensively in [9] where
the interested reader will also find short descriptions of and references to programs for their
calculation. QCD corrections are also not discussed here. They should, of course. be included
in order to obtain reliable predictions.

The calculatlons of higher-order electroweak corrections to deep inelastic scattering at
HERA have been reviewed in [9, 10] (see also references trierein). They are performed in
the on-shell scheme, where the gauge boson masses m\\- and mz are treated symmetrically äs
basic parameters together with the top quark mass m, and the Higgs mass m// (besides the
fine structure constant a and other fermion masses). Amplitudes are functions of these basic
parameters.

According to this scheme, a natural way to fix the Standard model parameters is to choose
values for mw, mz, besides m, and m//. In view of the fact that there is a high precision
measurement of the ji-decay constant G„, it is, however, useful and customary to consider the
Situation where a value for mw is derived from G> after fixing the other mass parameters.
Accordingly, the normalization of the Z and W exchange amplitudes can be expressed in
different ways äs indicated in Eqs. (7) and (11). When taking into account the generic higher-
order corrections to these amplitudes, one has also to take into account higher-order corrections
to the ^-decay constant when switching from one prescription to the other in order to be
consistent.

22!'

The corrections are collected in form factors that change the amplitudes in a simple form:
the dressed photon-exchange amplitude can be written in the following way:

(12) i-n:
H, is the fermionic part of the photon vacuum polarization. Writing it in the denominator
rcsums the leading logarithmic corrections according to the renormalization group equation
and the first factor in Eq. (12} constitutes the running fine structure constant aem(Q2)' IH
contains hadronic contributions taken into account by using a parametrization derived from
data on the total hadronic cross section in e+e~ annihilation [11]. Bosonic contributions to the
vacuum polarization have to be cornbined with vertex and box corrections and are added äs a
separate correction term.

The weak one-loop corrections to the Z-exchange amplitude, Alzi for eq —> eq can be
expressed in terms of four weak form factors (ppq, /ce, K,, and Keq) in the following way, rnaking
use of dressed vector couplings:

7,75

+^3l)9T^75 ® 711 + ^S7c ® l'(13)

= e,q,(14)

(15)

with s — zs and s\ from Eq. (9). The normalization of the Z-exchange amplitude is modified
at O(a) by a form factor pfq(s,Q*):

NX1 =i
4sl -Ar

(16)

The second form of the normalization factor is used when m\\- and mz (and thus s^) 's given äs
input. It follows when using the G„ constraint with consistent inclusion of radiative corrections
to the n decay:

V^s^m^' l - Arfa, m(v,m7,rn//,mj)

In the Born approximation, p — K — l. and üe? — vevq. The above parametrization has the form
of a Born-üke expression except that at the Born level there is no parallel for the coupling veq.
The axial-vector couplings can be kept in their form G/ = !% by absorbing corresponding vertex
corrections into the normalization factor peq = pfq(s,Q^) which receives also contributions from
seif energies. The form factors KJ and Ke/l combined with s\ give rise to effective mixing angles
which depend through the K'S on the fcrmion species and on the kinematic variables. The
form factors can be separated into a universal part independent of the fermion species and a
non-universal remainder term. The universal parts contain the dependence on the masses of
the top quark and the Higgs boson. The dominating contribution to them is proportional to
m^ and with

3a TU?
T ^
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one has to one-loop precision

r. (i9)
Sfm. (20)

°H-

Resummation of higher-order terms can be performed by the replacements

l + A/»™
o —t ——-^— (911 "e1 l A r. ' 1Z1 J

W \
-5-A/»
5 w

Here, A/> contains irreducible two-loop contributions and is defined by

JT'v/2
(24)

In our calculation we use for r3 the result of [12] with the füll two-loop m//-dependence. The
leading correction of 0(aas) is given by

(25)

with Ap from Eq. (18). To O(a), A/? is equal to A/). The remainder terms (index rem) are the
one-loop expressions with the corresponding leading m2 terms subtracted. More detaüs and
references to the original literature can be found in [10].

It should be stressed that the form factors are functions of the kinematic variables x and
Q2 and depend on the fermion species. The x-dependence is due to box diagram contributions
which also lead to peq ^ peg. Since the measurement of deep inelastic cross sections covers a
large ränge of x and Q2, this dependence which is äs large äs the constant m2 terms cannot be
neglected if a precision of few percent is needed (LEP1 measurements are. in contrast to this,
performed at a fixed Q2 = — m\),

The W-exchange ampütude including higher-order contributions can bc written in the fol-
lowing way:

Mw(s, Q2) = ~ A#' * , fu [l - 75] © 7" [l - 75] (26)

Differently from the neutral current, only a single form factor p^ (or p^) for each parton scat-
tering process is required to accommodate the higher-order contributions. In the representation
with fixed G^, the weak radiative corrections are very smalt with very little dependence on m,
and 7?i// and we have

/>£ = (/>£)""* (28)

which deviates from l typically by a few permille.
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3 Description of program elements

This section gives an overview over the programs contained in the package EPRC. The recom-
mended part of this library is the program contained in eprc93. f which allows the calculation
of total cross sections and includes the complete electroweak loop corrections äs described in
the previous section. Other programs are designed for the calculation of Born cross sections,
of purely weak corrections, or of leptonic QED corrections in the leading logarithmic approx-
imation (LLA) of order 0(a) or O(a2) [13]. For the charged current process, the program
epcctot .f contains an Option to include soft photon exponentiation. In addition there are pro-
grams for deep inelastic scattering with polarized leptons and protons and for radiative charged
current scattering.

The programs contained in this dataset are based on anaiytic calculations or on numerical
Integration rnethods which do not need too much CPU-time. Monte Carlo methods are only
partly used for numerical integration, but no Monte Carlo event generator is contained in this
dataset. The programs epnctot .f and epcctot .f contain the complete photonic corrections.
Their use is, however, not particularly recommended since they provide results for the twofold
differential cross sections only and need a rather large amount of CPU-time while not always
giving results with high numerical precision. These programs call subroutincs using REAL*16
variables which is not supported on many existing Computers.

Further helpful Information can be found in the files aacommon.doc (definition of common
blocks used in the programs), aapdfs.doc (conventionfor calls of parton distribution functions.
see below) and aalpar.doc (conventions and recommendations for the steering parameters
LPAR. see section 4). Future modincations and Updates (after 28 July 1991) will be announced
in thefile aaupdate.doc. Additional files not mcntioned in this description exist in the package,
containing programs for specific test purposes. They should be used only by experienced users.
Some of the programs have to be linked with the CERN library or the NAG library (for
integration routines) äs indicated by a corresponding comment in the flies.

1.) Born cross sections

epncborn.f Lowest order cross section cßajdxdy for deep inelastic neutral current electron
(positron) proton scattering at HERA,

epccborn.f Lowest order cross section cPff/dxdy for deep inelastic charged current electron
(positron) proton scattering at HERA,

epncasym.f Lowest order results for the polarization and charge asymmetries in NC DIS
ep scattering at HERA for twofold differential cross sections (Pa/dxdy.

2.) Weak corrections and improved Born cross sections

f ormff .f Program for the calculation of Ar, the (universal) effective weak mixing angle
and the running fine structure constant a(Q^).

epncweak. f The improved Born cross section for neutral current scattering, including weak
loop corrections and vacuum polarization.

epccweak.f The improved Born cross section for charged current scattering, including
weak loop corrections, vacuum polarization and some remnant parts of QKD
corrections.
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eprc93.f Stand-alone version of a program to calculate neutral and charged current
total cross sections and their ratio äs well äs polarization and charge asym-
metries. This program includes the complete weak loop corrections, but QED
corrections only in the leading logarithmic approximation. It allows the inclu-
sion of non-standard contributions to the gauge boson seif energies (5, T, U
Parameters, for details see [4]). Cuts on i, y, Q2 and pj, deterrnined by the
momentum of the scattered lepton, are possible. A sample Output is stored in
the file eprc93.dat.

eprc93q.f Same äs eprc93.f, but for the single-differential cross section
eprc93xy.f Same äs eprc93.f, but for twofold differentjal cross sections (
zncvs .f Contains subroutines for the calculation of the Born cross section, soft brems-

strahlung and electroweak virtual corrections. Contains also the initialization
subroutine SETPAR.

zccvs.f Contains the additional subroutines for Born cross section, soft bremsstrah-
lung, and virtual corrections for the charged current process.

3.) Leading-log programs

epncllas.fLeptonic corrections of order O(a) in the leading logarithmic approximation
including complete electroweak one-loop corrections.
The same for the charged current.
Program for the calculation of leptonic corrections of order O(a2) in the lead-
ing logarithmic approximation [13].
Routines for the calculation of leading logarithmic corrections (leptonic legs)
to one- and two-loop order and the corrected cross sections for NC and CC
scattering.

4.) Total cross sections including hard bremsstrahlung

The total electroweak corrections for the neutral current cross section.
The total electroweak corrections for the charged currerit cross section. Only
for electron scattering, but with the Option to exponentiatc soft-photon cor-
rections.
Contains routines for the calculation of hard bremsstrahlung contributions to
the total corrections in neutral current scattering. These routines are needed
in epnctot.f.
Contains routines for the calculation of hard bremsstrahlung contributions to
the total corrections in charged current scattering. These routines are needed
in epcctot.f.

5.) Integrated cross sections

zsigint.f Routines for the calculation of integrated cross sections for NC and CC scat-
tering. Integration can be performed over kinematical ranges defmed with
the help of upper and lower cuts on x, y, Q2 and p? (the transverse momen-
tum of the electron). Virtual corrections and the leptonic leading logarithmic
corrections can be included.

zpdfint.f Routine to obtain integrated parton distributions.
zaxohs.f The AXO library for Integration and event sampling containing a modified

version of the Integration routine VEGAS. Used in programs for total cross
sections which take into account hard bremsstrahlung corrections.

epccllas

epncllaS

zeplla.f

epnctot .f

epcctot.f

znchbst . f 16

zcchbst .f 16
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6.) Parton distribution functions

zpver.f

zpystfu.f
zpdmrsh.f
zpdmrsa.f
zpdgrv.f
zpdgrv94.f
zpdcteqS.f

Interface for calls to parton distribution functions. The conventions for codes
of the various parametrizations are describcd in aapdf s . doc.
Parton distribution functions from PYTHIA [14].
Parton distributions from Martin. Roberts and Stirling, set H [15].
Parton distributions frorn Martin, Roberts and Stirling, set A [16].
Parton distributions from Glück, Reya, and Vogt [17].
Parton distributions from Clück, Reya. and Vogt, 1994 update [18].
Parton distributions from the CTeq collaboration, version 3 [19],

7.) Polarized electron nucleon scattering

epasyp.f The cross section for neutral current scattering with polarized electrons and
protons including the complete O(a] electroweak and QED corrections. Some
sample results are stored in the file epasyout .dat.

epasyn.f The sarrie for neutron scattering.
zncvsa.f The same äs zncvs. f extended to include the case of longitudinal proton

polarization. Called from epasyp.f and epasyn.f .
znchbsta.f 16 The same äs znchbst .f 16 extended t o include the case of longitudinal proton

polarization. Called from epasyp.f arid epasyn.f.
zpverap.f Polarized parton distribution functions (up and down only) for the calculation

of deep inelastic electron proton scattering with polarized protons and elec-
trons. Values are obtained by linear Interpolation on a grid of 100 values of x,
no Q2 dependence. Values on the grid points are read from a dataset allocated
to unit number 23. These data points are stored in the file epasyp.dat. The
numbers are from a. fit to EMC data (obtained from A. Schäfer).

zpveran.f The same for neutron scattering. Needs input from file epasyn.dat.

8.) Radiative charged current scattering

epccrad.f A program for the caluclation of the cross section for radiative charged cur-
rent scattering ep — > u~jX including leptonic and quarkonic radiation and its
interference. A lower limit on the photon energy is required. The present
version is for electron scattering only. A detailed description of the program
can be found in the file aaccrad.doc.

4 Description of Steering Parameters in EPRC

Most of the steering parameters LPAR(*) can be used to study separate contributions to weak
one-loop corrections and various options to treat higher-order contributions. They are not
options which should be freely used, rather for some of them only one specific choice is recorn-
mended or even meaningful. They should be changed with care. If not stated explicitly, a value
of 0 means that the given effect is not taken into account. More details and recommendations
than given here can be found in the file aalpar.doc.

LPAR(l) : =1: include Born cross section;
=0: used to calculate only one-loop corrections in the NC cross section.

LPAR(2) : =1: include one-loop corrections in NC and CC cross sections;
=0: no one-loop corrections.
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LPAR(3) : —1: some higher-order corrections are included (soft photon exponentiation in
CC, QED corrections applied to improved Born for NC).

LPARC4): =0,1: use fixed m«-.
> 2: determine m\v from muon decay constant Gß;
— 0: normalize cross sections with the help of $\ from m\v,
~> 1: normalize cross sections with the help of Gß',
— 3: include Ar in normalization of Z-exchange in NC 'Born' cross section.

LPAR(5) : > 1: Ar including one- and leading two-loop contributions;
> 2: Ar including corrections of order as.

LPAR(6) : code for the parametrization of parton densities, see aapdf s. doc.
LPAR(7) : > 0: include vacuum polarization:

— 1: from quark loops with effective quark masses;
— 2: hadronic part from Burkhard's parametrization (second reference of [11]);
— 3: hadronic part from Jegerlehner's parametrization (first reference of [11]).

LPAR(8) : > 0: include photon-Z-mixing.
LPAR(9): > 0: include Z seif energy.
LPAR(IO): > 0: include W seif energy.
LPAR(ll) : = 0: no QED corrections,

> 1: include QED corrections.
LPAR(12) : > 0: include leptonic QED corrections.
LPAR(13) : > 0: include quarkonic QED corrections.
LPAR(14) : > 0: include lepton-quark interference (QED).
LPAR(15) : > 0: include weak loops.
LPAR(16): > 0: include wcak box diagrams.
LPAR(17): photon and/or Z-exchange in NC scattering:

= 0: photon and Z-exchange;
only photon exchange;
only photon-Z interference:
only Z-exchange.

LPAR(18): — 0: no QED corrections (recommended);
including QED corrections in the leading logarithmic approximation.

LPAR(19): definition of x and y in LLA QED corrections:
= 1: x and y defined from scattered lepton momentum;
— 2: x and y defined from hadronic final state;
= 3: y defined from hadronic final state, Q2 from scattered electron, x — Q2/(ys)
('mixed' variables);
= 4: y and Q2 from Jaquet-Blondel rnethod.

LPAR(20) : — 0: parton distributions with Q2 as argument;
= 1: use fixed external value for Q2 as argument in parton distributions (given
by FIXQ2E, for lest purposes only).
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Abstract: We summarize the work done in the group. Of the various proposed
HERA Upgrades, t,he luminosity improvcment is the most important for this physics.
With an integrated luminosity of l /&"', collected by 2005, HERA can remain a
competitivc and potentially fruitful facility for ncw physics searches.

l Summary Statement

The goal of the workshop was to work out the implications for physics with the proposed
Upgrades to HERA. Since, by construction, the Beyond the Standard Mode! group must study
highly speculative topics (most, if not all, known extensions to the Standard Model are certainly
wroog), we studied whether potentially interesting physics could be made more accessible by
the Upgrades.

Of the proposed Upgrades, the luminosity enhancement is a priori the most important for
this physics. Without substantially enlarging the data set in relatively short periods of time,
cxotic physics searches stall. In addition, the competition from other facilities, in particular
LEP and the Tevatron, is stiff. The results of our studies indicate that a luminosity Upgrade is
essential if the HERA program is to remain interesting and competitive in this area.

Since we are going beyond the Standard Model, the topics wc studied may be organized by
hon: far beyond the Standard Model they lie, äs follows.

1.1 Higgses

We start by revisiting searches for Iliggs bosons. Standard Model Higgs physics has been
deemed hopeless at HERA, mainly due to the small production cross-section[l], (With an
integrated luminosity of l /6 ', HERA might actually produce a few Standard Model Higgs
bosons in currently allowed mass ranges, but isolating these few events from the background still
looks hopeless.) Plausible non-standard Iliggs sectors offer more possibilities. Many models,
including the minimal SUSY extension to the Standard Model, include two Higgs doublets,
generating five physical particle degrees of freedom: two neutral scalars (H° and h°), a neutral

pseudoscalar (A), and two charged scalars (H±); and introducing two parameters that modify
the couplings: a mixing angle for the neutral scalars (o) and the ratio of the vacuuni expectation
values for the two doublets (tan/?). In Minimal SUSY these parameters are constrained to
regions that keep these light Higgses out of HERA's reach, when taking the LEP bounds
into account. However, there is good reason to look anyway. The LEP program is steadily
eating away the remaining allowed rcgions and, SUSY aside, non-minirnal Higgs sectors have
been proposed äs mechanisms for a wide variety of phenomena, e.</., electroweak CP violation.
the suppression of strong CP violation, and neutrino mass generation. Such a search is well-
motivated.

Maria Krawczyk has studied the phenomcnology of a general two-doublet rnodel. She found
that there are regions of (Q./3) that are not ruled out by LEP, even for very light Higgs massless
of a few GeV. Such Higgses can be produced at HERA via photoproduction. The resolved
process, gg —>• h, results in a bb final state (or a r+r~ final state for very light h), while the
direct process "ig —>• bbh results in an enticing four-6 final state (or a bbr+r~ final state for
very light h). The success of these searches will depend on how well the signals can be isolated
from the backgrounds. Krawczyk and Ritz are producing1 generators to study these processes.
There may, after all, be a Higgs for HERA, in photoproduction.

1.2 Contact Interactions and Compositeness

Moving somewhat further beyond the Standard Model, the study of contact interactions pro-
vides a model-independent way to paramctrize the scnsitivity to new physics. Jason Gilmore
has studied the sensiüvity to eeqq contact interactions, äs well äs to ftnite quark radii. He
concludes that integrated luminosities of order 200-500 pb~l in both e~p and e+p are necessary
to probe distances shorter than 10~16cm and contact interaction scales comparable to those
accessible at the Tevatron.

1.3 Lepton Flavor Violation

With the relatively clean HERA environment, lepton flavor violating process can be probed
in a straightforward and genera! manner: a high Q2 DIS-like final state is sought with a. (i or
T replacing the scattered lepton beam particle. There are already results from ZEUS[2] and
Hl [3], Frank Sciulli and Songhoon Yang have extended their original analysis of leptoquarks
with 2nd and 3rd generation couplings to the l fb~l case, and show that HERA will have the
world's best sensitivitv to many types of these particles.

1.4 Heavy Neutral Leptons

Frank Sciulli and Larry Wai have studied an interesting case for HERA: a neutral right handed
lepton with moderate mass may have escaped detection ifit is more massive than the associated
right-handed W K boson. In lhat case. the W R will decay only to a pair of Jets with no missing
momentum. and the existing experimental limits are not valid for WR masses below 100 GeV.
Again. high luminosities allow a significant discovery potential.
_ ' 240
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1.5 Supersymmetry

Supersymmetry is the most widely studied extension of the Standard Model. Members of our
group have focused on three distinct models of Supersymmetry: (a) the minimal supersymmetric
Standard model (MSSM) with conserved R-parity and a gluino mass above the Tevatron bound
of 140 GeV; (b) R-parity violation through the LQD[A] operator, and (c) the light gluino
scenario where MQiu,no

1.5.1 Rp Conserving

In the MSSM we considered the two processes

(1)

where \° is the lightest neutralino.

For the first process, studied by Peter Schleper, the present bounds from LEP1.3 are com-
parable to those from HERA[6]. The overall sensitivity with 500 pb"1 is comparable to LEP2.
Therefore the sooner we obtain the Upgrade the more likely HERA can remain in competition.
Optimistically, if LEP2 discovers this process then HERA can also access this physics. Pcs-
simistically, if one applies the rnodel-depcndent scalar quark bounds from the Tevatron then
HERA is not competitive. The second process was investigated by Massimo Corradi. Unfortu-
nately, LEP1.3 has already excluded the region of parameter space to which HERA can ever
be sensitive[7] in this particular model.

1.5.2 Rp Violating

R-parity violation has several Yukawa couplings beyond those of the MSSM which violate
either lepton number or baryon number. HERA is particularly sensitive to a subset of the
lepton number- violating couplings, denoted LQD[4] since they lead to resonant scalar quark
production:

e~ +qq -4 </ + \e ,\s a genera] gaugino (neutralino or chargino). This has been studied in much

greater detail by Dreiner, Perez. and Sirois. extending the scalar squark decays to the entlrc
supersymmetric spectrum. HER.A rcmains the best machine for this process.

Previously, Dreiner and Morawitz studied the process[5]

e~ + q -*• e~ + q. (q,e.) -> (q. e) + \'°. (4)

HERA is sensitive to the case when the \ decays via lepton number-violating operators L3QD
or LzQE. These lead to tau-lepton final states. HERA is the best machine to test these
operators.
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1.5.3 Light Gluino

The exclusion of a light gluino with mass below 5-10 GeV is debated within the Supersymmetry
Community. If a light gluino exists it should be copiously produced in photoproduction at
HER A [8], and will likely hadronize äs a long-lived, electrically neutral particle[9]. Marc David
has studied the possibilities of detecting such processes using topologies of energy deposits in
the Hl calorimeter.

For multi-jet processes in DIS involving a light gluino, Graudenz et al. confirm that ex-
tracting a signal from the very large QCD background would require more clever analyses than
jet-angle variables alone.

It is worth noting that a recent reanalysjs[10] of OPAL data may have closed the light gluino
window defmitivelv.

1.6 Other New Particles

With general scaling rules. Uli Martyn has extended previous workshop results and existing
HERA results to the l fb~l domain. Topics include exotic leptons, excited leptons. exdted
quarks, leptoquarks. leplogluons, new vector bosons, compositeness, and quark form factors.
With an integrated luminosity of l /& ', HERA will remain an excellent facility to search for
most of these extensions to the Standard Model,

We also have a contribution from BlÜmlein et al. explicitly considering scalar and vector
leptoquark pair production. The advantage here is that leptoquark couplings to gauge particles
are determined, in contrast to the more familiär single leptoquark production case where the
Yukawa coupling is a free parameter. In this mode, HERA is likely to be most competitive, if
at all. in searches for leptoquark pairs that decay to 3rd generation states (6, T).

2 Conclusions

With a substantial luminosity Upgrade HERA will continue to have good discovery potential
for most of the topics we have studied. In addition to the amount of integrated luminosity.
whcrt that luminosity is delivered also matters. Table l shows luminosity profiles in different
scenarios. The numbcrs reprcsent only our best guesses, but they illustrate a point: äs the
annual integrated luminosity asymptotes, the time required to acquire substantially increased
statistics grows. One figure of merit is the time to double the existing data sample. If HERA
asymptotes to 35 pb~ljy. it will be difficult to wait to accumulate cvcn 250 pb l. By contrast.
if the asymptotic value is 170-200 pb~l jy, integrated delivered luminosities in the neighborhood
of l fb l can be accumulatcd in a tiinely manner, with substantial new data sets each year
to maintain an exciting program. Einally. since plans for the Tevatron indicate an integrated
luminosity of 33 fb~l by that same tirne, HERA must certainly Upgrade to be of interest for
physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Year || Annual-35

1993
199-1
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

1
6

12
15
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

Int

1
7

19
34
64
99

134
169

204
239
274
309
3-14

2 yr ratio || Annual-170

19
4.9
3.4
2.9
2.1
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3

1
6

12
15
30
50

100
125
150
370
170
170
170

Int

1
i

19
34
64

114
214
339
489
659

829
999

1169

2yr ratio

19
4.9
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.0
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.4

Table 1: Two versions of the future. Luminosity profiles for a machine that asymptotes to
35 pb~ljy (first sei of columns) and 170 pb~ljy (second set of columns). In each group of
columns, the first gives the delivered luminosity that year. the second gives the running total
collected since turn-on, and the third gives the ratio of the running total of that year to that
amount two years earlier. When this ratio falls below 2, we have failed to double our statistics
within two years (see text). The running total at that point is given by the bold numbers for the
two sccnarios.
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Higgs search at HERA
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Abstract: Present data do not rule out a light neutral Higgs particle with mass
below 40-50 GeV in the framework of 2HDM with tan/? ~ 20-30. The promising
possibility of searching for a light Higgs particle in such a scenario in photoproduc-
tion at HERA collider is discussed. For the MSSM there is only a very small chance
to observe the Higgs sector. and only for limited mass ränge ~ 45-50 GeV and with
l arge tan 8.

l Introduction

The possibilities of Higgs searches at the HERA collider have been studied in the first HERA
Workshop in 1987 [1]. It was found that it 'is (alraost) impossible' to observe the Standard
Modei (SM) Higgs. A similar conclusion for the SM scalar Higgs scarch at HERA, cven with an
upgraded luminosity and/or protoil energy, can be found in the contribution to this Workshop
[2].

Non-minimal Higgs boson production at HERA has also been investigated during the HERA
Workshop'87 äs well äs in other papers [13. 14, 15]. It was found that photon-gluon fusion into
bbh(A) may be an important production mechanism of Higgs bosons in the two Higgs doublet
extension of the SM at HERA. Also other subprocesses with Higgs boson bremsstrahlung,
namely those with the resolved photon in the initial state, are important at HERA [14]. Another
production mechanism is gluon-gluon fusion via a quark loop, where the Higgs particle is
produced in resonance. For large tan ß and Higgs masses below 30 GeV this process dominates
the production cross section over ~;g fusion [15].

According to LEP I data, Higgs bosons in the MSSM have to be heavier than 45 GeV,
therefore their production rate at the HERA collider is rather small. For the mass of h and
A equal to 45 GeV both the ig and the gg cross sections for tan/?=30 are ~ 5 fb. When
adding the similar contribution from WW fusion into h [2], one may expect 20-30 events to be
produced at HERA with an integrated luminosity of l fb"1.

The Situation is quite different in the non-supersymmetric Version of the two Higgs doublet
extension of the SM (the so called general two Higgs doublet model - 2HDM) since in this model
one light neutral Higgs boson with mass below 40-50 GeV may still exist, moreover with large
coupling to T and b -quark. In this case there is a good chance to study the Higgs sector at
HERA, with one thousand events expected for a Higgs mass of 5 GeV arid tan 0=30, assuming

£,„=250 pb-1.
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Below we prescnt the Status of this model, i.e. , the 2HDM with a light Higgs boson,
and in the next section we discuss the possibility to perform a Higgs boson search at HERA,
focusing mainly on the gluon-gluon fusion production via a quark loop. Existing limits from
LEP I for the coupling of a light neutral Iliggs boson in the 2HDM are rather weak. Also
present data on (g - 2) for the muon improve only süghtly the limits on tan/? for a Higgs
mass below 2 GeV. Therefore it is extremely important to check if more stringent limits can
be obtained from HERA measurements. The combined exclusion plot showing the potential of
HERA measurernent is presented in See.4. See.5 contains our conclusion.

2 Status of the 2HDM with a Light Neutral Higgs

The mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking proposed äs the source of mass for the
gauge and fermion fields in the SM leads to a neutral scalar particle, the minimal Iliggs boson.
According to the LEP I data, based on the Bjorken process e+e~ —« //Z", it should be heavier
than 66 GeV [3]. A possible extension of the SM is to include a second Higgs doublet to the
symmetry breaking mechanism. In the two Higgs doublet models the observed Higgs sector is
enlarged to five scalars: two neutral Higgs scalars (with masses MH and M h for the heavier arid
lighter particle, respectively), one neutral pseudoscalar (MA), and a pair of charged Higgses
(A///±). The neutral Higgs scalar Couplings to quarks. charged leptons and gauge bosons are
modified with respect to analogous couplings m SM by factors that depend on additional
parameters: tan /?, which is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs doublets
Vj/üi, and the mixing angle in the neutral Higgs sector a. Also further new couplings appear,
e.g. Zh(H)Aand ZH + tt~.

In the following we will focus on the appealing Version of the models with two doublets
{''Model II") where one Higgs doublet with vacuum expectation value t-j couples only to the
"up" components of fermion doublets while the other one couples only to the "down1' compo-
nents [7]. (In particular, fermions couple to the pseudoscalar A with a strength proportional to
(tan 0)±l whereas the coupling of the fermions to the scalar h goes äs ±(sina/cos/J)±l, where
the sign ± corresponds to the isospin ^1/2 components). !n such a model FCNC processes are
absent and the p parameter retains its SM value at the tree level. Note that in such a scenario
the large ratio i'2/i'i ~ miopjnn, 3> l is naturally expected.

The well known supersymmetric model (MSSM) belongs to this class. In the MSSM there
are additional relations among the parameters required by supersymmetry. leaving only two
free parameters (at the tree level) e.g. MA and tan/5. In the general case. denoted 2HDM,
masses and parameters a and 8 are not constrained. Therefore the same experimental data
may lead to very distinct consequences depending on which Version of the two Higgs doublet
extension of the SM, supersymmetric or nonsupersymmetric, is considered.

2.1 Present constraints on the 2HDM from LEP I.

Important constraints on the parameters of the two Higgs doublet extensions of the SM were
obtained in the prectsion measurements at LEP I. The current mass limit on the charged
Iliggs boson A///±—44 GeV was obtained at LEP I [6] from the process Z —* H+ H~, which is
independent of the parameters a and ß. (Note that in the MSSM version one expects MH± >
MW}- For the neutral Higgs particles h and A there are two mam and complementary sources of
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Information at LEP I. One is the Bjorken process Z —*• Z'h which constrains q\ ~ sin2(a — ß).
for M h below 50-60 GeV. The second process is Z —> kA, constraining g\ ~ coss(a — ß} for
Mh + MA ,̂ MZ- Results on sin2(a — ß) and cos2(ct — 6) can be translated into lirnits on the
neutral Higgs bosons masses Mh and MA. In the MSSM, duc to th additional relations among
the parameters, the above data allow to draw limits for the masses of individual particles:
Mh > 45 GeV for any tan/3 and MA > 45 GeV for ian ß >1 [5, 3]. In the general 2HDM the
implications are quite different. here only the large portion of the (M^.A/^) plane, where bot h
masses are in the ränge between 0 and ~5Q GeV, is excluded [•!].

The third basic process to search for a neutral Higgs particle at LEP I is the Yukawa
process, i.e.. thebremsstrahlung production of a neutral Higgs boson h(A) from aheavy fermion:
e+e~ —* ffh(A), where / means here b quark or T lepton [22, 8, 9]. A new analysis of the
Yukawa process by the ALEPH collaboration [10] led to an exclusion plot on tan ß versus
the pseudoscalar mass, MA- (The analysis by the L3 collaboration is also in progress [11]-)-
However. the obtained limits are rather weak allowing for the existence of a light A with mass
below 10 GeV with tan 3 = 20-30, for M^-40 GeV tan/5 till 100 is allowed! For the mass
ränge above 10 GeV, similar exclusion limits should in principle hold also for a scalar h when
replacing the coupling tan Q —> sin aj cos 3. However, one would expect larger difTerences in
the lower mass region, .vhere the production rate at the same value of coupling for the scalar is
considerably larger than for the pseudoscalar. More stringent limits should bc obtained there[9].

In the following we will study the 2HDM assurning that one light Higgs particle may exist.
Moreover we will assume according to LEP I data the following mass relaüon between the
lightest neutral Higgs particles: M/, + MA ^ Mz. We specify the rnodel further by choosing
particular values for the parameters a and 8 within the present limits from LEP I. Since
sin2(a - 8) w^as found [4, 3] to be smaller than 0.1 for 10 < Mh <C 50 GeV, and even below
0.01 for a lighter scalar, we simply take a — ä. This leads to equal strengths of the coupling
of fermions to scalars and pseudoscalars. Note that then the E W gauge boson couplings to the
Higgs scalar h disappear '. For the scenario with large tan 3 — Ö(mi/mj) a large enhancement
in the coupling of both h and A bosons to the down-type quarks and leptons is expected.

Below we present how one obtains limits on the parameters of the 2HDM from current muon
(g - 2) data [23]. also the potential of the forthcoming E821 experiment [24] is discussed. (See
Ref.[20] for details.)

2.2 Constraints on the 2HDM from (g - 2)^

The present experimental limit on (g — 2) for the muon, averaged over the sign of the muon
electric charge, is given by [26]:

= l 165 923 (8.4) - 10~9.
2

The quantity within parenthesis, uFIp, refers to the uncertainty in the last digit.

The theoretical prediction of the SM for this quantity consists of the QED, hadronic and
FW contributions:

M does aot couple to W and 'L [7].
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The recent SM calculations of a„ are based 011 Lhc QED results from [29], the hadronic con-
tributions obtained in [34, 33, 31, 35, 36] and [37] and the EW results from [28, 27]. The
uncertainties in these contributions differ among themselves considerably (see below and in
Ref.[25, 28, 31, 20]). The main discrcpancy is observed for the hadronic contribution, therefore
we will here consider case A, based on Refs.[29, 30, 34, 33, 36, 28], with relatively small error
in the hadronic part. It corresponds to : a^M=l 165 918.27 (0.76) .10~9. (The results for
case B (Refs. [30, 31, 37. 2S]) with the 2 times larger error in the hadronic part is discussed in
(28, 20],)

The room for new physics, Ükc the 2HDM with a light scalar or a light pseudoscalar, is basi-
cally given by the difference between the experimental data and the theoretical SW prediction:2

a™p — a^ = ia^. Below. the difference 6au for the considered case. A, is presented together
with the error u. obtained by adding the experimental and theoretical errors in quadrature (in
10-9};

6a„(a) = 4.73(8.43) and lim±(95%) : -13.46 < 6au < 19.94

One can see that at the l u level the difference 6au can be positive or negative. For the beyorid
the SM scenario where the contribution of only one sign is physically accessible (i.e. positive
or negative 6a„), the other sign being unphysical, the 95%C.L. Hmits should be calculated [26]
separately for the positive and for the negative contributions (/inj±(95%) above ).

The future accuracy of the (g — 2)„ experiments is expected to be a™'" ~ 0.4 - 10~y or better
24, 28]. One also expects an improvement in the calculation of the hadronic contribution 3

such that the total uncertainty will be basically due to the experimental error. Below we will
assume that the accessible ränge for the beyond SM contribution will be smaller by a factor of
20 compared to the present (/im±95%) bounds. So, we consider the following Option for future
measurements (in 10~9):

lim< 1.00.

The difference Sa™™ we now ascribe to the 2HDM contribution, so we take 8a

and 6 a™"' = a], for present and future (g — 2)„ data, respectively. We will consider t wo
sccnaros:

• a) pseudoscalar A is light

• b) scalar h is light.

Here we calculate the 2HDM contribution assuming for case a) aj,2 ' (A/,4) = aA(MA),

whereas for b) : a
(211DM)

a (A/h). This simple approach is based on the LEP I mass
limits for charged and neutral Hjggs particles and dilfers from the füll 2IIDM predictions, stud-
ied in Ref.[20], significantly for a Higgs mass abovc about 30 GeV. Note that the contribution
for the scenario b) is positive, whereas for the scenario a) 1t is negative.

The exclusion plots for tan/3 obtained from present (g - 2)^ data at 95%C.L. for a light h
or A, go beyond those from LEP I for Higgs masses below 2 GeV. tan/3 ~ 15 is still allowed
for the mass of the Higgs particle äs low äs l GeV. above 2 GeV tan/3 is limited to 20. These
results together with others will be presented later in See. 4.

2Ilowever in the calculaticm of a^w the (SM) Higgs scalar contribution is included (see discussion in [20]).
3An improvement in the ongoing experiments at low energy is expected äs well.
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It is worth pointing out the uiiique role of the forthcoming (g — 2},, measurement in clar-
jfying which scenario of the 2HD.M is allowed: the model with a light scalar or with a light
pseudoscalar. If the fa™61" is positive (negative) then the light pseudoscalar (scalar) is excluded.
Furt her constraints on the coupling of the allowed Üght Higgs particle can be obtained from
HERA, which is verv well suited for this task.

3 Search for a Higgs particle at HERA

We now study the possibility of light neutral Higgs scalar and/or pseudoscalar production in a
2HDM at HERA [14, 15, 16]. We limit ourselves to the mass ränge above 5 GeV, in order to
apply the LO approach. Next order results are in preparation [18], btit we expect that even a
K-factor ~ 1.5-2 will not change the results drastically. The results obtained for 2HDM hold
also for MSSM, providcd the proper ränge of mass is considered. i.e. , above 45 GeV. The
results relevant for SM can also be obtained from the 2HDM predictions for h production with
tan/3=l.

Photon-gluori and gluon-gluon fusions in photoproduction at HERA are expected to be
basic sources of a light Higgs bosons in 2HDM [15]. Note that the ZZ and WW fusions are
not relevant since the pseudoscalar. A, does not couple to EW gauge bosons, and the scalar
couplings, which are proportional t o sin(a — ß), are put to zero by the assumed by us condition:
Q = ß. (Even if the upper experimental limits for sm(a — ß) are used (See. 2.1), light Higgs
boson production in ZZ/WW fusion is still effectively supprcssed.)

The total cross section for on-shell neutral Higgs boson production is calculated, along with
the rates for the particufar final states —> T+T~ or bb. These decay channels are the most
important since in 2HDM with large tan/J h and A decay mainly to the heaviest available
fermionic "down-type" states. (Details can be found elsewhere, f.g. , in [8, 17]).

3.1 Bremsstrahlung of the Higgs boson:
related processes.

-/</—» bbh(A) and other

At HERA, the production of neutral Higgs boson in a 2HDM via

-,9 - blh(A)(D

may be substantial [13, 15]. The total h cross section (integrated over the bb final state) is
presented in Fig.la. Note that this process also includes ~}b —» bh(A). äs well the lowest order
contributions due to the resolved photon, i.e., bb —> k(A). bg —» h(A)b, etc. These subprocesses
were studied in Ref. [14], in Fig.2a we present obtained results. Each of these processes needs
an independent analysis of the background [18]. As this work is not yet completed, we will not
use these processes for the derivation of the exclusion plot in Sec.4.

3.2 Gluon-gluon fusion via a quark loop

Higgs boson photoproduction in gluon-gluon fusion via a quark loop,

gg -+ k(A).
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HERA ep (346 GeV):gg->h and gamma g->bbhHERAep(314GeV):gg->h(A]

MJlGeVM_h(A),GeV

Figure 1: a) The total cross section for k production at HERA with the upgraded energy. The
gg fusion (solid lines) and ~yg fusion (dotted hnes) are considered. The results for tan/3 =30
(upper curves) and the tan/3-/ (lower curves) are shou'n. GRV parametrizations were used
for both the photon and the proton [18], b) The cross sections for gg fusion for the nominal
HERA energy (with tan. ß =30). Total h (solid upper line) and A (dashed upper line) production
cross-sections are shown, along with the results for the T+T~ final state (solid and dashed lou-cr
lines for h and A, respectively).

can be even more significant [14, 15]. The results for HERA with upgraded energy are also
presented in Fig. la. A comparison of (2) with -fg fusion (1) shows t hat. for large tan 0 and
for mass below ~ 30 GeV, the gg fusion clearly dominates the total cross section. Note that
the total gg cross section for tan /3-30 is large: a ~ 105 fb for a Higgs mass of 5 GeV. falling
to 5 fb at mass ~ 45 GeV (where the oga meets the TTfl).

A mass of 45 GeV corresponds to the lowest currently allowed mass for MSSM Higgs bosons.
(Note that in MSSM, k and A tend to be degenerated in mass for large tan/2). Adding the
contribution for tan/3=30 from processes (1) and (2) for both scalar and pseudoscalar äs well
äs that due to WW fusion into h [2] which are of the same order, we estimate that HERA will
produce 20-30 events of this sort with luminosity l fb"1.

In Fig.la the tan/?— l case corresponds to the prediction for SM Higgs production in •}(/
and gg fusion. Applying the current limit for the SM Higgs mass, M//;MS > 66 GeV [3], we see
how small the corresponding fg and gg cross sections are, more than three orders of magnitude
srnallcr than the rate found in \VW fusion into h [2].

Comparing the scalar production in Fig.la with corresponding production in Fig.Ib. in
which the nominal HERA beam energy was used, we see an extremely weak dependence on
beam energy for scalar production. In Fig.lb we also consider pseudoscalar production via
gluon-gluon fusion (2) for tan/3-3Ü. The total cross sections (h(A) —* all) and the cross
sections for the T+T~ final state are shown. 1t is interesting to notlce the large difference. in the
mass ränge below 10 GeV, between scalar and pseudoscalar production seen both in the total
cross section ff äs well äs in the <r-Br(—» T+T~). Note that the difference alrnost disappears for
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the T+T cross section above the bb thrcshold.
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Figure 2: In the 7 p CM system at Ys^ =170 GeV a) the cross section for scalar production in
various subprocesses (ta,nß=80, from Ref.[l4j) and b) the rapidity distribution for T+T~ pair are
presente.d. The background (77 —> r+T~ ) and the signal (the scalar Higgs boson contribution,
integrate.d over AA//t — I GeV) are shown (from Ref.[15]).

For detection, it is useful to study the rapidity distribution do-/dy of the Higgs bosons in the
ip centre of mass system. Note that y — — \log^~?h ~ ~¥°8^L' where Jp(x-,) are the ratio
of the energy of the gluon to the energy of the proton and photon, respectively. The (almost)
Symmetrie shape of the rapidity distribution found for the signal is extremely useful to reduce
the background and to separate the gg —* h(A) contribution. which we will discuss now for the
T+T~ final state.

The main background in the mass ränge between T+T~ and bb thresholds is due to 77 —*
r+r~. In the region of negative rapidity do~/dy7+T- is very large, e.g. ,for -jp energy equal
to 170 GeV the cross section ~ 800 pb at the edge of phase space (f/T+r- ~ -4). and it then
falls rapidly when yT+r- approaches 0. At the same time. the signal reaches at most 10 pb (for
Mh=5 GeV). The results are shown in Fig.2b. The region of positive rapidity is not allowed
kinematically for this process since here one photon interacts directly with r-, — 1. and therefore
I/T+T- — — ̂log — S 0. A significantly different topology found for 77 —* r+r~ events than for
the signal should allow a reduction of this background.

The other sources of background are qq —* T+T~ processes (not shown here). These processes
contribute to positive and negative rapidity i/r+T-, with a flat and relatively low cross-section
(below 0.5 pb) in the central region.

Note that Higgs decaying into 6-quarks h äs a rnuch more severe background, and we will
not discussed it here (see Ref.[14, 15]).

Assuming a luminosity £ep=250 pb-1/y we predict that gg fusion will produce around one
thousand events per annum for A/h - 5 GeV (and roughly 10 events for Mh = 30 GeV). A
clear signature for the tagged case with a T+T~ final state at positive centrc-of-mass rapidities
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of the Higgs scalar should be seen, even for a Higgs mass above the 66 threshold (more detaiis
can be found in Ref.[l5j). For the pseudoscalar case even more events are expected in the mass
rcgion below 10 GeV.

To show the potential of HERA, the exclusion plot based on gg fusion via a quark loop with
the T T~ final state can be drawn. In this case, äs we mentioned above, it is easy to find the
part of phase space where the background is hopefully negligible. To calculate the 95% C.L.
for allowed value of tan 3 we take into account signal events corresponding only to the positive
rapidity region (in the ip CM System). The results for the cp luminosity £ep -25 pb"1 and
500 pb"1 are presented in Fig. 3 and will be discused in the following section.

4 Exclusion plot for 2HDM

In Fig.3 the 95% C.L. exclusion curves for the tanß in the general 2HDM ("Model II") ob-
tained by us for a light scalar (solid lines) and for a light pseudoscalar (dashed lines) are
presented in mass rarige below 40 GeV. For comparison results from LEP I analysis prescnted
recently by ALEPH collaboration for pseudoscalar [10] is also shown (dotted line). The region
of (tan/3, Mh(A)) above curves is excluded.

Exclusion plot {95 % C.L.}

100 -

1 -

Figure 3: The 95% C.L. eiclusion plot for a light scalar(solid lines) or light pseudoscalar
(dashed lines) in 2HDM. The limits derivable from present (g — 2)^ measurements and from
existing LEP l results (pseudoscalar production m the Yukawa proccssj (dotted line) are shown.
The possiblt exclusions from HERA (the gluon-gluon fusion via a quark loop u'ith the T+T~

ßnal state) for luminosity 25 pb~^ and 500 pb~l äs well from 77 —* fi+fi~ at low energy NLC
(10 fb~^) are also presented (from [17]). Possible limits from future data for (g — 2)M are also
shown. The parameter space above the curves can be ruled out.

Constraints on tan/3 were obtained from the existing (g — 2)u data. including LEP I mass
limits (See.2.2). We see that already the present (g — 2)„ data improve LFP I limits on tan/3
for M A ,̂ 2 GeV. A similar Situation should hold for a 2HDM with a light scalar, although here
the Yukawa process may be more restrictive for Mh < 10 GeV [9].
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The future improvernent in the accuracy by a factor of 20 m the forthcoming (g - 2)M

experiment may lead to more stringent limits than provided by LEP I up to a mass of h or .4
equal to 30 GeV, if the mass difference between scalar and pseudoscalar is ~ Mz, or to even
higher mass for a larger mass difference [20]. Note, however, that there is some arbitrariness in
the deriving the expected bounds for the 6a"'"a.

The search at HERA in the gluon-gluon fusion via a quark loop may lead to even more
stringent limits (see Fig.3) for the mass ränge 5-15 (5-25) GeV, provided the luminosity will
reach 25 (500) pb~J and the efficiency for the T+T~ final state will be high enough 4. The other
production mechanisms, such äs ig fusion and other subprocesses with the resolved photon,
are expected to improve these limits further [14, 15, 18].

In the very low mass ränge, additional limits can be obtained from the low energy NL
77 collider with ^/J^=IQ GeV. In Ref.[l7] we found that the exclusion based on -77 fusion
into Higgs, decaying into u+/i~, may be very efficient. In Fig.3 the results corresponding to a
luminosity 10 fb"1 are presented.

5 Conclusion

In the framework of 2HDM, a light neutral Higgs scalar or pseudoscalar in the mass ränge
below 40-50 GeV is not ruled out by the present LEP I and (g - 2)^ data. The other low energy
experiments cover only part of parameter space of 2HDM; sorae. such äs the Wilczek process,
have large theoretical uncertainties both due to the QCD and relativistic corrections([12, 7])(see
also discussion in [15. 16]).

The role of the forthcoming (g — 2)M measurement seems to be crucial in clarifying which
scenario of 2HDM is allowed: with light scalar or with a light pseudoscalar. If the Saf" is
positive(negative) then the light pseudoscalarf scalar) is excluded. Thcn. further constraints on
the coupling of the allowed light Higgs particle can be obtained from HERA, which is very well
suited for this. The simple estimation performed at luminosity 500 pb "' for one particular
production mechanism, namely gluon-gluon fusion, is already promising; adding more processes
may further improve the Situation significantly. The rnost irnportant experimental handle is a
good efficiency for the T+T~ channel.

All this suggests the large discovery/exclusion potential of HERA for the rnass ränge 5-20
GeV [15]. It is unükely that the LEP/LHC experiments will have a larger potential in such a
mass region [14].

The very low mass region rnay also be studied at low energy NLC machines. We found
that the exclusion based on 77 fusion into Higgs. decaying into /'+/'~, may be very efEcient
in probing the Higgs sector of 2HDM, even for luminosity 100 pb"1. It is not clear however if
these low energy options will come into Operation.

Future experiments will clarify the Status of the general 2HDM with a light neutral Higgs
particle - the role of HERA in such a study may be very important.

By contrast, for the MSSM the potential of HERA even with luminosity l fb"1 is relaüvely
poor, producing only 20-30 events of h and A, if the mass is in the 45-50 GeV ränge for
tan ,0=30.

4In this analysis the 100% efticiency has been assumed. If the efficiency will be 10 % the corresponding limits
will be larger by factor 3.3 (a simple scaling) for fixed luminosity.
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Sensitivity of the ZEUS Experiment to Contact
Interactions at High Integrated Luminosities

J. R. Gilmore

Dept. of Physics, The Ohio State University, 174 W. 18th Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43210 USA

Abstract: The sensitivity of the ZEUS experiment to eeqq contact interactions
in neutral current deep inelastic scattering has been studied for future integrated
luminosities äs high äs 1000 pb*1.

l Introduction

The electron-proton collider HERA is an ideal place for the study of neutral current deep
inelastic scattering (NC-DIS), and by making precise measurements of the cross section, the
ZEUS experiment can potentially detect the effects of physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM). Many new physics processes that occur at mass scales greater than \fs (t.g. composite-
ness, leptoquarks, and new heavy bosons) may he detected at ZEUS äs a contact terrn which
modifies the DIS cross section. A 'contact term' is a simple four-fermion interaction where the
propagator mass is so much larger than the energy available that the propagator is contracted
to a point. The most general chirally invariant expression for etqq contact interactions adds
terms to the Lagrangian of the form [1] L — riss:{F,s-!es)(q5'-jqa') where T/SS' — ±</2/2A*,,±. is
the parameter for the coupling between lepton helicity s and quark helicity s', A is the mass
scale of the process and the ± sign denotes constructive or destructive interference. Using this
modified Lagrangian, a simple technique for setting limits is presented which is complimeritary
to previously publishcd methods [2].

Assuming unpolarized beams and neglecting radiative corrections, the XC-DIS diffcrcntial
cross section can be expressed äs the sum of the proton structure functions F2 and ^3, which
in turn are functions of the parton momentum distributions and SM quark couplings [5]. The
contact term then causes additional terms (Eqs. 2-5) in F2 and f3 proportional to TjssiQ2: [2]

27TQ3

[l + (l - y)2}F2(x,Q*) ¥ [l - (l -(1)
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where T? are the weak isospins (+ \r i: — u, v, - \r i = (/, e) and $ are the charges. At
high Q2, the contribution of the longitudinal structure function (Fi,) to the cross section is very
small, so it is ignored in this study.

The effect of the contact interaction on the cross section can be seen in Fig. l, where the
ratio of the differential cross section including a l TeV contact term to the SM only cross section
for e+p is shown äs a function of Q2. Sinre the valence quarks are the primary contributors at
high Q2, it is assumed that only the u and d quarks are involvcd in the contact interaction.

Additionally, if the quark has a fiiiite size. then the cross section may be multiplied by a
quark form factor. Assuming that the quark has charged constitucnts and that the electron is
point-üke, the cross section is modified to:

da\ d<? \_ l

where R is the effective radius of the quark and the factor of G is chosen by convention

e*p NC-DIS with 1 TeV Contact Term

2.75 3 3.253.5 3.75
log10(Q2)

4.25 4.5

Ratio of differential cross sections ^(S.M + CONTACT) to jj(SM only) Figure 1:
calcvlated by Integration of Eq. l over x for four difffreni eeqq contact term couplings.

vs Q'*
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2 Event Selection and Limits

The primary selection criteria for this analysis of the NC-DIS cross section are an isolated
electron in the calorimeter with energy > 10 GeV, a matching track from the central tracking
detector, and Q2 > 200 GeV2. Isolation and track matching requirements eliminate most of
the photoproduction events with fake electrons, the primary background. Other requirements
are energy and momentum conservation, (E - P,) and various non-ep background cuts (e.g.
cosmic and halo muons, bearn-gas). The effects of all cuts were studied using NC-DIS (Django
[3]) and photoproduction (Herwig [4]) Monte Carlo. The efficiency with all cuts was found to
be 80% and the background contamination less than 5%, decreasing for increasing Q2. The
'double angle' method was used äs an estimator for Q'1 because it is relatively insensitive to
energy scale uncertainty. The overall systematic acceptance uncertaintv is estimated to be 5%.

Both the contact term and the form factor have their strongest effect at high Q2, so the
simplest method to search for a signal is to look for an excess (or deficit) in the total number of
events above some minimum Q2 (Ql,iN), thus forming one bin in Q'*. The effect of a contact
term or form factor has been simulated in this study by rewcighting the DIS Monte Carlo
event-by-event lo the appropriate signal differential cross section, where the reweighting factor
is da(x, Q^)SIGNALjda(x, Q2)SM- The signal Monte Carlo is then used to determine the t?2w,,v
that maximizes the sensitivity to new physics.

A reduction in the SM cross section is expccted in the presence of a quark form factor. so
for setting limits it is necessary to define the minimum number of events N that are consistent
with the number of observed events No with Q2 > Q\ at the 95% C.L. :

NO K k

o-« = X>-"fr t=o

This is just a modified Version of the Poisson upper limit formulation [1], with the l -1 replaced
by £. Once N has been determincd. R is varied until the number of events expected from the
signal Monte Carlo matches A'.

For the positive signal expected from contact interactions, Poisson statistics with back-
ground are used to determine the maximum number of signal events N that are consistent with
A't background events and A'o observed events with Q2 > Q\ at the 95% C.L. [l] Then A
is varied until the number of events expected from the signal Monte Carlo equals Ar. Using
this method and assuming that there is no significant deviation from the SM, the limits on the
contact interaction mass scale A can be calculated for the eight lepton-quark couplings. The
convention of setting-«/2 — 4?r has been used [1] to determine the mass scale limits for integrated
luminosities up to 1000 pb"1. Four of the lepton-quark coupling limits are shown in Figs. 2a
(e~p) and 2b (t+p). Similarly, the effective quark radius limits from the form factor analysis
are plotted in Fig. 3.

In conclusion, it is clear from Figs. 2a and 2b that the e~p measurenient is particularly
sensitive to the LL+ coupling while the e+p measurement is most sensitive to the LR+ coupling.
On the order of 500 pb"1 of each lepton species is neccessary to maintain limits that are
competitive with pp experiments. Furthermore, if a signal is detected, the use of polarized
beams may help to discern the chiral propertics of the new interactions.
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Lepton Flavor Violation Searches
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Abstract: Experimental limits obtained at lower Iuminosities are extrapoiated to
estimate the ränge of parameter space available with a total luminosity of one inverse
femtobarn. An additional order-of-magnitude beyond present coupling limits will
be available to HERA experiments with this total exposure. For the case of electron
to tau transitions, this will represent a substantial extension of explored parameter
space and the most sensitive search for most of the mechanisms discussed.

l Introduction

All known lepton interactions are consistent with the hypothesis of individual lepton number
conservation. Indeed, this observaüon introduces into the Standard model (SM) three globally
conserved quantum numbers (Le, !„, and LT) for (e~.i/e), (/j",^), and (T~,VT), respectively.
Discovery of lepton flavor violation (LFV) in any form will signal new physics. In many SM
extensions, lepton flavor violating processes are thought to occur, but their rates must be
suppressed to levels consistent with experimental opper bounds.

At the electron-proton colüder, observation of the process

X(1)

where / represents a muon (fi) or tau (T) would provide evidence for LFV. HERA provides
a very sensitive instrument to seek examples of reaction (1). With present Iuminosities, such
searches have been perforrned [l, 2] with little background. Even at very high Iuminosities, the
spectacular signature of an isolated high transverse momentum muon or tau is expected to be
nearly background free.

Though there are many limits [3] on ftavor-violation from low energy experiments, the
most sensitive of these relate to c o ft transitions. In addition, the sensitivities apply only to
specific generations. typically first and/or second, of quarks involved in the transition. However
at HERA, e <-> p and e <-> T transitions can be sought for a wide ränge of quark flavors.

We described in this introductory section the motivations and capabüities for LFV searches
at HERA. Specific mechanisms involving leptoquarks are discussed in section 2 to illustrate
the sensitivity of HERA and other LFV search experiments. The search techm'que and existing
results are outlined in section 3. From these low luminosity results, we extrapolate to the high
luminosity sensitivities given in section 4. Tn?§^eport concludes with the future prospects of
LFV searches.



2 Mechanisms

a)b)c)

Figure 1: The (a) s-, (l ) u-, and (c) z-channel Feynman diagrams for LFV. For the s-
channel and «-channel diagrams. we denote the couplings äs Afl?, where the indices refer
to the lepton and quark flavors.

Extensions of the SM typically introduce new particlcs and associated new couplings. The
masses of new particles are assumcd hcavy enough and the couplings small enough so äs not
to effect well measured SM parametcrs. and not to significantly contribute through direct or
virtual effects to unobserved SM forbidden processes, like ji —)• t-v or the process (1).

For Illustration, three specific mechanisms for lepton-flavor violation at HERA are shown
in Figure 1. In the first two cases, leptoquarks (LQ), hypothesized bosons which provide direct
connectious between quark and lepton families, are responsiblc for the transition. The rate
for the process in (la) dcpends on the couplings from the initial state, AP?I, and to the final
state, A|,?, and to the leptoquark mass, M/,<j. We use leptoquark mechanisms here to illustrate
and compare the sensitivity to LFV from HERA with that of other experiments. It should be
noted that two SUSY mechanisms producing LFV, involving non-conservation of R-parity. are
equivalent to two specific leptoquark types [4].

The effecth-e chiral LQ interaction Lagrangian with S U (3) © S U (2) £> U (1) symmetry [5]
permits fourteen different types of leptoquarks with differing spin, weak isospin, and chirality.
Given that rcaction (1) could have ei t her a fi or T in the final state. that there are fourteen
different leptoquark couplings. and that there are nine different combinations of quarks possible
in the initial and final states, there are 252 different possible ways in which flavor-violation could
be manifest in reaction (1) from leptoquark mechanisms alone.

3 Technique

In this report, we recall the sensitivity to LFV provided at HERA by ZEUS [2] with centcr
of mass energy •*/$ = 300 GeV using intcgrate£94minosities of O.S4 pb~l with e~p and 2.94 p6 '
with e+p, and indicate how this might be expected to improve for a scenario in which there

exists 500 pb ' for both e p and c+p. For Illustration, we indicate how the 95% confidence
limits would improve for the Situation in which no LFV were found.

The search in rcference [2] involved specific cuts to identlfy isolated final state muons or
tatis (in all decay modes) with large transverse momenta. The search specifically required
largc missing transverse momentum äs ob.se.rved in tke calorimeter to be greater than 12 GeV.
No candidates survived all the selections, so that limits were obtained on the couplings and
leptoquark masses.

The cross section for low LQ mass, \/s 3> MLQ depends on the product Aegi JBin and on
MLQ. Here Biq3 is the branching fraction into the observed final state. For high LQ mass,
\/s <£ M IQ, the cross section depends on the single factor

, A;

ILQ
(2)

As Illustration of "le low mass sensitivity, figure 2 shows the coupling limits versus lepto-
quark mass obtained to date for a few representative cases. Already with 3.8 pb~* luminosity.
HERA ha.s probcd leptoquark coupling strengths äs small äs 10~3aem, where aem is the fine-
structure constant. The HERA limits at low mass are better in all cases shown in figure 2
for any leptons involved with third generation quarks and for any qiiarks involved in e —* T
transitions. As we show below, all such limits will extend down by abouL an order-of-magnitude
with the füll l fb l luminosity.

4 High Luminosity

The high LQ mass limits for the parameter $ (with MLQ — 100 Gel') are given in tables
2-5. Here tables 2 and 3 apply for e f-J- (.1 transitions with LQ ferrnion numbers two and zero,
respectively. Tables 4 and 5 apply for e <-» r transitions. The asterisk indicates cases in which
the top quark must be involved. The four elements listed in each table entry are defined in
table 1.

Process which defined previous best limit
Previous best limit for

Best limit from ZEUS with 3.S pft"
Bcst limit expected with l fb'

Table 1: Items listed in each box of the subsequent tables.

The best limit to be expected in the l fb l case is obtained using the calculated emciencies
and backgrounds after optiinizing the cut cm missing transverse momentum. This was obtained
after recognlzing that the largest backgrounds are expected from processes involving •) + 7 —>
/( + ft and 7 -f •)•—>- r + T. Monte Carlo calculations indicate ihat these backgrounds will remain
small if the cut on missing transverse momentum is raised, for high luminosity, frorn 12 GeV
to 25 GeV. The background cross section with t n i s cut is estimated to be approximately 18/6.



Though additional selections might lower this cross-scction, we have not attempted to optimize
to this level of detail.

In tables 2-5, we indicate by bold-face those cases in which the existing HERA limit (third
entry) supersedes the previous best limit. We also indicate by bold face those cases in which
the expected high luminosity limit will supersede the previous best limit.

Note that. for the e o fi cases in tables 2-3, there are ten cases in which the present
ZEUS limits supersede previous best limits, though in most cases these are only marginally
better. (In three cases, the new limit is significantly better.) In all cases, we expect the
integrated luminosity of l /i"1 to explore approximately an order of magnitude further of
coupling parameter space.

For the c f-» T cases in tables 4-5, by contrast, there are twenty-three instances in which
HERA is already exploring new parameter space. With a luminosity of l /6 !, HERA should
have become the principal instrurnent in such searches. Tables 4-5 indicate that over half the
spaces will havebeen explored best at HERA. Of the remainingspaces, many involve transitions
requiring partidpation by third generation up quarks (topj, shown äs asterisks.1

[3] S. Davidson, D. Bailcy, and B. Campbell, Z. Phys. C61 (1994) 613.

[4] J. Butterworth et a!, Nucl. Phys. B397 (1993) 3.

[5] W. Buchmüller et al, Phys. Lett. B191 (1987) 442.

[6] R. Mohapatra. Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 31 (1993) 39.

5 Conclusion

Soon after the discovery of the muon more than a half Century ago. searches for lepton fiavor
violation began with the expected fi —> c-/ decay mode. In addition to this classic process, other
LFV reactions have been extensively sought. In the meantime, the number of LFV possiblüties
has increased with the discovery of the tau lepton. New opportunities for testing lepton fiavor
conservation have ariseri using high energy colliders. like the ones for HERA described in this
report.

Many models are severely restrictcd by the present experimental constraints on LFV, but
somc ideas, üke the left-right Symmetrie models [6], predict LFV to be dose to the observable
ränge. The next generation of high-sensitivity experiments seeking forbidden kaon decay and
muon transitions should be carried out. But direct LFV searches at HER.A explore transitions
which may not be visible in other ways.

In summary. HERA already is an important tool in the search for lepton flavor violation.
A sensitive search for muons and taus in the final state is feasible at the highest luminosities.
We anticipate that the most sensitive and broadest searches for f <-)• r will be obtained using
HERA.
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'Low energy experiments have little sensitivity here. Measurements of top decays at the Tevatron may be
the Instrument of choice. HERA has some sensitivity since the center of mass energy is above top threshold.
For example, at MLQ = 200 GeV. a HERA sensitiviwuäivolvmg up quark to top quark transitions with fy äs
small äs 0.8 might be visible.
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Table 2: Limits on davor violation for the lepton Iransitions and leptoquark fermion number
indicated in the first row of the table. The entries in each box are described in table 1.
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Table 3: Limits on flavor violaLion for the lepton transitions and leptoquark fermion number
indicated in the first row of the table. The entries in each box are described in table 1.
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Abstract: Neutral right-handed leptons associated with the electron may have
avoided detectiou, if nature has appropriately designed the right-handed sector. A
search at HERA for these particles with the modest luminosities available to now
have permitted some exclusion limits. Much of the parameter space available in the
allowed region will be examined when HERA provides much higher luminosity.

l Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) contains a lepton sector with nearly massless neutrinos in a left-
handed doublet with the left-handed electron. The right-handed electron sits alone. This ugly
lack of svmmetrv makes one worider whether there is rnore to learn. Though detection of the
right-handed sector may lay beyond our present capabilities. it is just possible that we have
not seen it because we have not yet searched in the right place. One picture which would treat
the left- and right-handed sectors more symmetricalty involves the repiacement

where Nc is a right-handed coupled partner of the electron neutrino. This might occur, for
examplc, in conjunction with a more symmetrized version of the SM electroweak sector

in which a right-handed charged boson. VVfi, carrics the right-handed weak force with coupling,
SR. In this case, the repiacement for the equation

l - J_ A
^2 ~ 7i + ?

leads to the following lower limit [l] on the right-handed coupling:
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2 Discussion

There are stringent indirect liraits on such scenarios [2], particularly from the observed value
for the KL — K$ mass difference, äs well äs direct limits [3] on the mass of a right-handed
boson, W R. However, we find that there are scenarios involving relatively low mass Ne and W R
in which exlsting limits do not provide strong constraints. In particular, this is the case for the
following assumptions:

1. There is little or no mixing between A"e and vf_ (or between WL and WR).

2. The CabibboKobayashi-Moskawa (CKM) matrix characteming the right-handed sector
is nearly diagonal in comparison with that of the left-handed sector.

3. The mass for the WR is less than about 100 GtV.

4. The mass for the Nf is greater than that for the \\'R.

We note that under assumptions (1) and (4), the only decay mode available to the right-
handed boson is

WR -> jct + Jet

and the existing direct experimental limits [3] for such right-handed bosons do not extend
below masses of IQÖGeV, Furthermore, indirect limits on the WR mass from the KL — K$
mass diffcrence with assumption (2) are significantly less stringent, and depend strongly on
assumptions about the mass (or effectivemass) of the up quark. For these reasons, we conclude
that existing limits could be avoided under the circumstances described by the four assumptions
listed above.

3 HERA Search

We have searched [4] in HERA data using integrated luminosities of 0.84 pb~l with e~p and
2.94 pb~l with e+p for processes of the following type:

e± + p -> Ar + X

followed by the decays
Nr -> e + WR

WR -» jei + jet

The properties of such evcnts include the following:

1. high transverse energy (Et);

2. presence of a final state electron (e*);

3. at least three jets with large transverse momenta (pr)'<

4. two jets which form the WR and hence have invariant mass, Mw\d

5. two jets and the electron form the N£ an34ience have invariant mass, A/,v.

95% Confidence Level Limits on gR for Heavy Neutrino

40

20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90
mass(WR) (GeV

Figure 1: Limits on the mass of Are versus the mass of WR for various assumptions regarding
the coupling, gK. The area to the left of the curve is forbidden from existing HERA data.
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Selection criteria based on the properties 1-3 provided a sample of ninety-five events, in
Agreement with background expectations from neutral current deep-inelasüc data. The criteria
4 -5 led us to look in bins of M\v and M/v for excessive numbers of events. No excess was
seen bevond what might be expected from statistical fiuctuations in the background. Though
the search provided no strong evidence for the existence of these right handed particles. the
data permitted limits on the masses MW and MN for various assiimptions about the RH weak
coupling, gR. Exclusion contours are shown in figure l, where the regions to the left of the
contours are exciuded subject to the assumption shown for gn- Note that a substantial fraction
of the plane is excluded for gn > Igi, and a smaller though signiticant fraction is excludcd for
9R > 9L- Very little of the plane is excluded for gR > 0.55 #L.

4 Future Searches

Figure 2 shows the expectations for exclusion limits expected for an accumulated luminosity
of l fb'1, spüt evenly between Operation with electron and positron beams. Note that for
such searches, Operation with electron beam provides more sensitivity. With this accumulated
luminosity. the electron running will permit discovery of right-handed Are and WR over a large
fraction of the available parameter space, even with the coupling at the lowest permitted value.

We conclude that the running at HERA with a large accumulated luminosity ( = l /&"')
will permit discovery of a right-handed sector which has thus far been avoided, if naturt- has
put one there. Otherwise, the high luminosity should permit us to rule out such a scenario.
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Abstract: The potential for the discovery of particles predicted by the mini-
mal supersymmetric Standard model in a future, high Imninosity run of HERA
is investigated. For the raost promising process of selectron and squark produc-
tion, the kinematic analysis shows that a supersymmetric signal caii be found
free of background from Standard model processes. If however no signal would
be found, selectrons and squarks can be excluded up to (M~+M-)/2£10G GeV
for a large part of the SUSY parameter space. This number assumes that. an
integrated luminosity of 250 pb"1 will be collected by both experiments and
that the experimental results are combined. This search is in many aspects
complementary to the potential yield at LEP II and the TEVATRON.

l Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is presently considered to be the most promising candidate for
an extension of the Standard model (SM). While there is strong theoretical motivation for
the existence of this new fundamental symmetry of nature, there is äs yet no convincing
experimental evidence for the new particles predicted. For an introduction to the SUSY
particie spectrum and the corresponding literature see [ij.

In the following the discussion is restricted to the minimal supersymmetric Standard
model (MSSM), which is defincd by having minimal particie content in addition to the SM
and minimal additional interactions, i.e. it will be assumed that R-parity [Ij is conserved.
It is generally assumed that the lightest SUSY particie (LSP) is the lightest neutralino
X°- R-parity conservation implies that the LSP is stable and that SUSY particles can
only be produced in pairs. Since the initial state at an ep collider, namely e + q or e + g,
does not easily allow for pair productions of new particles, the search for minimal SUSY
at HERA is lirnited to only very few processes:

• eq —>• eq. This is the most promising channel and will be analysed here (see Fig. 1).
A similar analysis using the presently available data of Hl was published in [2], The
samc process, however with the assumption that R-parity is broken, was analysed
in [3].

• cq —> vtf. Experimentally this process has a less distinct signature, and an irre-
ducible background from charged current events.
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• eq -> eqgg for light gluinos. This channel is difficult to distinguish from SM multi-jet
events äs discussed in [4].

• eq —i exiQ. This channel has a rather small cross section and does not allow a
discovery [5],

Any SUSY search depends in dctail on the numerous new parameters of the MSSM, or
on theoretical assumptions for relations between these parameters. In the following. two
different scenarios will be evaluated:

MSSM with no additional constraints: For this analysis, the relevant free param-
eters of this model are the gaugino inass parameters A/i and M%, the parameters of
the Higgs sector tan/? and //, and the sfermion masses of fL, fR, where / Stands for
e,ve,u,d, s,c.

MSSM with constraints from GUT models: Here only one common scalar mass
m0 and one common gaugino mass m 1/3 are relevant together with tan 3 and sign(fi).
The assumptions motivated by GUT models are used to derive all other masses via
rcnormalisation group equations (RGE), which results in strong correlations between
the masses of SUSY particles.

For the general discussion of kinematics, cross sections etc. the unconstrained model will
be used. For the sake of simpücity all numerical results are derived assuming equal masses
for the partners of left arid right handed fermions. Also the squark masses of the first two
generations are assumed to be equal. Further, all calculations are done with a value of
MI = (5/3) tan2 Ow M2 where 9W is the weak mixing angle. This is in fact motivated by
GUT models. Relaxing these assumptions will not modify the main conclusions, äs will
be discussed. In section 7 the constrained model is treated. It will always be assumed
that gluinos are heavier than squarks.

The most promising SUSY process at HERA is the interchange of a supersymmetric
neutralino between the beam electron and a quark of the proton äs shown in Fig. 1. The

XI

Figure 1: Feynman diagram for selectron - squark production via neutralino ex-
change and the subsequent decays into the, hghtest. supersymmetric particie LSP.

final state consists of a selectron and a squark. These sfermions decay into their SM
276



Partners and gauginos. The signature of the process is therefore an electron, a Jet and
2 gauginos. In the experimentally most favourable case, these gauginos are ^i's. They
leave the apparatus undetected and therefore can be tagged by requiring missing energy
and monientum. Depending in detail on which part of the MSSM parameter space is
investigated, decays into other gauginos are possible or even dominant. These are much
more dimcult to detect and will not be considered at this stage. In any case it is crucial
to take the füll dependence on the MSSM parameters into account for the interpretation
of the experimental results.

2 The event generator HERASUSY

For the determination of numerical results an event generator (HERASUSY) was written.
This generator was also applicd for the analysis in [2]. The program makes use of the
ISASUSY package [7] for the investigation of the SUSY parameter space. In the context
of HERASUSY. the ISASUSY package is mainly used to calculate from the basic SUSY
Parameters the mass eigenstates of neutralinos and the branching ratios of sfermions into
gauginos. For the evaluation of the constraincd MSSM, the routines ISASUGRA from
the ISASUSY package are applied. These allow to calculate from the parameters m0, mi/2

etc. the low energy SUSY masses and couplings by making use of the second order RGEs.

From the results of ISASUSY or ISASUGRA, the couplings between neutralinos and
sfennions are detennincd, which enter in the cross section calculation. The differential
cross section for the neutralino exchange diagrams and thcir interference was derived in [6].
This calculation includes the füll dependence on the free parameters of the unronstrained
MSSM. The Integration of this cross section and random generation of events in x and Q'2
is dorie using the programs BASES and SPRING. The results on the total cross section
are found to be in reasonable agreement with those in [6].

Routines for the kinematics of sfermion decays into fermkms and the Xi are added.
The whole package is interfaced to PYTHIA [8] in order to allow for parton showers and
fragmentation. The Output of PYTHIA is available in a Format suitable for simulations
with the Standard, GEANT-based detector Simulation of the Hl detector. which was
applied for all distributions shown.

In order to allow a detailed investigation of the MSSM parameter space the package
can be steered such that loops on the MSSM parameters. constrained or unconstrained,
are performed. For each new set of parameters the cross section is calculated and events
are generated, if dcsired.

The program is available on request from the author.

3 Cross Section and Branching Ratios

The sensitivity of the HERA experiments depends on the cross section for e-q production,
the branching ratios into different gauginos and how well the corresponding Signals can
be detected. Each of these ingredients depends in a non-trivial way on the basic SUSY
parameters äs deh'ned in section 1.
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Concerning the cross section, the exchange of neutralinos in the t-channel is completely
analogous to rleep inelastic scattering (DIS) in the SM, where 7 and Z° are exchanged.
The main difference is that potentiaily very heavy particles have to be produced. This
means first of all, that the invariant mass of the incident electron and quark has to be
larger t hau the kinematic threshold for t-q production,

(e + xp)2 = xs>(M~+M~)2, (i)

where x denotes the momentum fraction of the quark in the proton and K and p denote the
4-vectors of the beam particles. Due to the steep fall of the quark distribution function
towards large x this determines the rnain dependence of the cross section on the SUSY
parameters. Also the 4-momentum transfer Q2 between the beam electron and the e has
to be larger than

>\ Mj -(2)

In this supersyrnm' ric process four neutralinos x°,2,3,4 can he exchanged. Their ampli-
tudes interfere, similar to the interference of 7 and Z° m Standard DIS processes. The
relative contribution of the x°i,2.3,t depends on the strength of their couplings to fermions
and on the neutralino masses. Because the neutralinos are the mass eigenstates of a
mixing matrix of 7, Z and neutral higgsinos, their couplings are derived frorn the param-
eters entering this mixing matrix. If a neutralino has a strong higgsino component (i.e.
A/2 « \ß\). it couples only extremely weakly to the electron and the light quarks in the
proton. In this case this neutralino does not contribute significantly to the cross section.
In the other cases, when the 7 or Z components are large (for p. « -M2 or /i » A/2),
the couplings are of the same magnitude äs for the 7 or Z°.

The dependence of the Xi and X\s on the MSSM parameters is shown in Fig. 2.
For a given set of parameters the LSP is considerably lighter than the lightest chargino.

The neutralino masses ^1,2,3,4 f°r Xi,2,3,4 enter in the propagator term of the cross
section in the form

4 C,

" ,£, (Q2+m*)(Qi + m])

where the interference between the four exchange diagrams is already taken into account.
Ct] denotes products of the couplings of neutralino i and j to fermions äs discussed above.
Due to the potentially large mass differences the rnost irnportant contribution is expected
from the lightest supersymmetric particle, the LSP. If however the LSP is higgsino like,
the x\'U rnost often give the largest contribution. In this case the cross section is very
much reduced since the leading part of the propagator sum in the equation above is much
srnaller, and often too small for a measurement.

Also the branching ratios of the e and q depend on the neutralino couplings and masses.
In the simplest case, the e and q decay only into the x°\. an^ e, q, rcspectively. This is
the case when the x° is lighter than e and q, and all other gauginos are heavier such that
decays into them are kinematically forbidden. Ifaiso other gauginos, first of all x\d xt,
are light eriough (and not higgsino-like). then decays into these particles will gcnerally
contribute considerably, and the branching ratios into the x® are correspondingly reduced.
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MSSM parameters see section 1. The results for tan/? =1.41 and /t—-300 GeV are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. Shown is the excluded region of (A/- + A/~)/2 versus the gaugino mass
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Figure 5: Exclusion limits from HERA for e-q production. Shown are areas
which could bc excluded at 95% CL for an integrated luminosity of 100 pb"1 and
SOOpb l. Also shown is the region excluded by LEP 1.

pararaeter A/2. The hatched areas correspond to an integrated luminosity of 100 pb~ re-
spectively 500 pb"1 of both experiments together . assuming that no candidates are foimd.
The highest masses accessible are 130 GeV for M2, and up to 100 GeV for (M~+ M~)/2.
The shape of the excluded domain cari bc understood äs follows:

The diagonal line is the limit where the x? nas tne same mass äs the e or q. The
region very close to this line cannot be explored becau.se for small mass differences, the
remaining energy for the final state e and q of the decays e —> ex? and q —>• qx°\s
too small. Also the cross section is smaller for large Xi mas.ses.

The maximum ränge for (A/~ + A/~)/2 is ÜmJted by the available energy in the initial
eq System. The drop of the quark density function towards large x (roughly ~ (l — x)3)
ig eompensated by an increase of the integrated luminosity. It should be noted that the
highest energy reached in the figure, namely M~ + M~ =s 190 GeV, is still considerably
below the maximum possible reach of v^ = 300 GeV. Therefore an even higher luminosity
than 500 pb~' is certainly desirable.

At small values of the gaugino mass parameter A/2 the sensitivity for (M~ + Mr)/2
is slightly reduced because also decays into other gauginos start to become allowed kine-
matically.

Parameter Dependence In [2] it has been shown that the dcpendence on fi is negli-
gible if the higgsiiio-component of the x? is small. The result therefore applies äs long äs

A higgsino-like x? is not accessible at HERA. For a Z-like x? the bounds on M~~
283

are about 10 GeV higher than shown in Fig. 5 (see however the discussion of the bounds
from LEP2 below).

The choice of tan/? influences only very little the cross section and the values chosen
here are preferred theoretically and close to those obtained from global fits of SUSY
Parameters to data [9], For tan/? =35, the bound on M% is about 10 GeV higher than for
tan/? =1.41.

MI was related here to A/2 only because this allows a straight forward comparison
with LEP2 results. For a 7-Iike x?, the limits depend however more directly on the x?
mass, because this enters in the propagator terrn of the cross section and the efficiency.
The dependence on Mi and M2 is to first approximation given only indirectly through
this dependence on the x? mass, and can be deduced from Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. Therefore
the relation Mt = (5/3) tan2 6W M2 can be relaxed without a major changc of the result,
äs long äs the x? mass remains constant and the Xi is 7-like. Also the other neutralinos
have to be heavy enough so that their contribution to the cross section is sinall. This
means that A/2 could be much higher than actually shown in Fig. 5.

The assuinption was inade that the SUSY partners of left and right handed fermions
have the same mass. If this is not the case the cross section would be reduced. In the
extreme case that for example both e/, and </(, are much heavier than ?ß and g^, the cross
section would be reduced by more than a factor two, äs can be verified from [6]. Fig. 3
shows that this would lead to ma-ss bounds about 5 GeV (at most 10 GeV) lower than
the ones displayed in Fig. 5.

6 Comparison with LEP and TEVATRON

At the time when the HERA experiments will have achieved the luminosities shown in
Fig. 5, the LEP2 collider will presumably run at ~ 190 GeV, and the inain injector at
the TEVATRON is expected to deliver a luminosity of 1000 pb"1 per year. The searches
at both colliders will be close to their maximum reach when the HERA Upgrade becomes
effective.

Chargino Searches at LEP2: A mass of the xt close to £cms /2=95 GeV can be tested
[10]. For a 7 like x? (ß = -300 GeV), this corresponds to M2 =75 GeV äs can be
seen from Fig. 2. The HERA sensitivity is much better in comparison and reaches
up to 130 GeV. In addition the LEP2 bounds will be weakcr if the v mass is srnall.
In contrast, for a Z-\ikc x° the LEP2 bound of A/2 =155 GeV is stronger than the
HERA bound.

K and q searches at LEP2: Also here, mass limits close to the kinematic boundary for
pair production can be achievcd provided the integrated luminosity is high enough
[10]. The resulting bound is thereforc almost identical to the one veachable at
HERA. In case of a discovery the combination of the results will allow important
checks because the production mechanisms depend in a different way on the MSSM
Parameters.



q searches at the TEVATRON: Already now the TEVATRON experiments have set
limits for q masses of several hundred GeV, which however depend on the values
assumed for the x? an^ gluino masses and on theoretical assnmptions [11]. The
HERA results in contrast are independent of the g mass.

• In [11] no bounds on M~ could be set within the constrained MSSM for M~
> 500 GeV. This is partially due to the inclusion of cascade decays, to the
connection of A/~ to Mx» in GUT models, and to a reduced sensitivity if MXQ
is close to M~,

This result t;atmot be translated directly into the different theoretical assump-
tions made in this paper, because the masses of gauginos, the squark branching
ratios and the significance of the Pr.mü« signal froin x?'s differ considerably.

• In [11] high bounds on A/~ were set within the unconstrained MSSM indepen-
dently of the gluino mass, however only for A/xo < 15 GeV and assuming that
there are no cascade decays. The HERA bounds in comparison extend up to
ahout M * =60 GeV.

*1

The TEVATRON certainly has a larger potential for q searches than HERA. On the other
hand also the QCD background is much larger. This ineans that the HERA results will
only be competitive in that part of the parameter space where the mass difference between
q and Xi is very small. In this case the jets from squark decays iuto the \° have rather
low energies and also the missing PT signal is degraded. This Signatur« is probably much
more difficult to find at the TEVATRON than the e 4- q + Pr,miSi signal at HERA. For
example this analysis uses a PT,miss threshold of less than 10 GeV. and is sensitive to
mass differences äs small äs 20 GeV.

In conclusion, the HERA results will be competitive to thosp from LEP for a 5~like
X?. In comparison to TEVATRON the only gap, if existing, would be for a x° mass close
to the q rnass.

7 Results for the Constrained Supersymmetric Model

Using the procednre described in section 2 the cross section for e-q production was
evaluated for many combinations of m0 and m1/2. positive and negative f.i and tan 3
=1.41 and 35. Only those parameter sets were accepted which obey constraints from the
measiirement of the Z° width, from graml unification and electroweak symmetry breaking.
In comparison to Fig. 3 only small differences were found due to the mass Splittings in
the fermion sector. However, äs expected. the limits for A/^o and A/j äs shown in Fig. 5
also lead to limits on the gluino mass, since these quantities are related to each other via
the RGEs. In comparison to the TEVATRON bounds [11] obtained already now with the
same theoretical assumptions, the gluino mass limits obtained for HERA were found to
be smaller for all parameter combinations tested. From this it is concluded that HERA
also with high luminosity can not improve on present bounds for this rnodel.
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8 Detector Modifications for High Luminosity Runs

The envisaged Upgrade of HERA implies severe changes to the detectors, the most impor-
tant beiiig that new magnets are inserted very close to the vertex. These will not disturb
the central track measurcments, but in front of the calorimeters and at polar angles below
SOtnrad, a large amount of material will be added. The expected effects for new particle
searches are the following:

• The acceptance for particles at low angles is reduced. For the production of heavy
new particles this could cause problems because these are always boosted into the
forward directiori due to the large mismatch between the beam energies at HERA.
As it is shown ho\vever in Fig. 6 this turns out to be no problem. For a heavy
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Figure 6: Mean rapidity boost for de.cay products of heavy particles (dashed Ime).
Overlayed are for three different masses the rapidity distributions of decay prod-
ucts, assuming an isotropic 2-body decay.

particle A of mass M.4 produced via ep -* AX, the rapidity boost &y depends only
logarithmically on MA

MA
(4)

e,beam

where Ee,bpam 's the electron beam eriergy. This function is shown in figure Fig. 6
äs a dashed line, and gives a maximum rapidity boost of 1.7. The decay products
of this particle ,4 are typically centred in l unit of pseudorapidity around this value
äs is shown in Fig. G for three different masses for a scalar particle A. The decay
products therefore are not outside the acceptance of the detector. In the case of e-q
production, A/^ cotresponds to the invariant mass of the e-q system.

For Hl the loss of acceptance will mainly influence the analysis of the forward
PLUG calorimetcr, which was used in [2] äs a veto against energy losses close to the
beam pipe. In this analysis, the cut on PLUG energies could be avoided by cutting
much strenger on other quantities (Ö9). This lead to a loss of effidency by almost a
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factor 2. However one should note that a reduced efficioncy was ariyhcnv cxpccted
because at much higher luminosities more and different background (\V —t- ei/} is
expected and naturally requires st roiiger cuts. In fact the cuts were not tuned to
avoid dependencies 011 the forward region of the appararus, but evolved that way
naturally because the \V background is strongly forward peaked.

* More uncertain is the effect ofsccondary interactions of particles at low angles, which
hit the inner part of the magnet and produce particles at larger polar angles. Because
particles at low angles tend to have very high energies at HERA, the shower products
will also be highly energetic and might carry considerable transversc moinentum,
The net effect will be an increased energy flow for polar angles much larger than
SOmrad, which could considerably disturb the measurements. At present it is not
known how large the effects will be on average, and more iraportant here, to what
extend tails in the Pr,miss distribution would bc induced. If this turns out to be
the case, then such secondary interactions must be tagged in order to inaintain the
present Situation of an almost background free signal,

In conclusion, there is no rlirect loss of acceptance for new particle searches. It remains
however to be proven that the tails of the Fr.miss distributions froni SM processes can
be controlled. In any case, one should not use a reduced detector perforrnance for new
particles searches äs an argument against a himinosity Upgrade. In contrast, only a major
increa.se of the luminosity, far beyond 100 pb~' per experirnent, allowK also for the future
the possibility of discoveries at HERA.

9 Sumniary

The process e.q —>• eq —> ex"i ?X? was found to yield a very clean signal for Supersymrnetry
at HERA. With simple kinematic cuts on missing momenta and angular distributions the
background froni Standard Model processes can be reduced down to 0.16 events expected
events froin W —> ev for an integrated himinosity of 500 pb . It is argued that these
results are also realistic for a detector setup with magnets close to the interaction vertex.

For a photiiio like x1> masses up to (A/- + A/~)/2<100 Ge\ can be explored for
Mxo<75 GeV with only minor dependences on other parameters of the MSSM. No as-
sumptioiis on constraints from GUT models are made here. Similar values for A/~~can
be reached in a high luminosity run at LEP2. however with different dependences on the
Parameters of the MSSM. Results from the Tevatron experirnents exclude much larger
squark masses. These bounds are however at present not valid for large gluino rnasseK
or heavy x,'s, and have been derived with different theoretical assumptions. It seems
plausible that also in the future a gap for HERA rnight remain in case the x" mass is
close to the sqnark rnass.

It has to be emphasised that the HERA results are only limited by statistics, and that
either with an increase of the integrated luminosity or, even more favourablc, with an
iacrease of the beam energies, this search could carry on to even higher masses.

2*7
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Associated production of selectron neutralino pairs

M. Corradi"
3 Universitä di Bologna and INFN Bologna, Via Irnerio 46, Bologna, Italy

Abstract: A Monte Carlo study of the process cp —> e\°X has been performcd,
including detector Simulation and background estimate. Exclusion plots in the mxo
versus nij plane are provided for different values of integrated luminosity.

l Introduction

Most of SUSY GUT models predict squarks heavier than sleptons. No-scale supergravity models
[1], (that have been the object of renewed interest [2]), predict a ratio m^/mfK ^ 3. In these
models, the process ep —j- Iq has a small cross section or is beyond the accessible region of
HERA, given the exisiting LEP1 (sleptons) and TEVATRON (squarks) lower mass bounds,
Therefore the associated production of slepton gaugino pairs becomes the most important
process for the production of (RF conserving) SUSY particles [3, 4]

Assuming that x? is the LSP and that the selectron decays to \-°e, the signature for process

Figure 1: Relevant graphs for selectron neutralino production.

(1) is an electron (from selectron decay) and missing P, (from the two neutralinos). Moreover.
the fact that a very low mass neutralino is not yet excluded by othcr experiments (at least
for low tan 0) makes this channel interesting at HERA. Process (2) may have an higher cross
section for some set of SUSY parameters, but it produces various final states. due to different
chargino and sneutrino decay channels, some of them leading to Jets and missing pt, not easy
to distinguish from Standard Model backgrounds. Only the selectron neutralino production
channel (1) is considered in this note.

10 E-

20 40 60 0 20 40 60

•n selectron (GeV) m seiectron (GeV)

Figure 2: ep —>• ex?-5'' cross section for the elastic and inelastic process äs a function of selectron
mass in the pure photino limit. Each curve is for a different value of the mxo in 4 GeV steps.

2 Production Cross Section and MC Generator

The relevant Feynman diagrams for process (1) are shown in fig.l. The pair of SUSY particles
is produccd at the electron vertex. The hadronic final state X can be an elastically scattered
proton or an higher mass system.

A monte Carlo generator (PYSUS l ) has been used to evaluate the cross section and to
generate events. It is based on a cross section fartorized into a photon flux times a parton cross
section: 0"tp_^x<> - J?min dzf-,/p(z)a^t_+lx<>(sz} [4, 5, 6j. The parton (e-j -> e\°} cross section is
taken from [4]. In the elastic case, the modified Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [7] is used
for the photon flux. In the inelastic case, the photon flux is convolutcd from GRY92 parton
densities: f-,/^?) = £, £„,„ dx/x^-T" d Q 2 / Q 2 f ^ / < l ( z / j : ) q l ( x . Q'*}. The Q2min cutoff is set to l

GeV2. in order to reproduce the inelastic cross section given in ref [6]. Figure l shows the cross

Figure 3: Ratio of the selectron neutralino to the pure photino cross section (fig. 1) for tan 8 —
1.41 (leß) and tan/3 = 50 fnght), äs a function of the ^ "iass. The lines are from fi = —400
to /j = -40 m steps of 40.

section for (left) inelastic and ( r ight ) elastic process, äs a function of the selectron and neutralino
mass. In this plot, the right and left handed selectron are assumed to be mass degenerate and
the neutralino to be a pure photino (7). Since the value of the e\°e coupling constant depends
on the neutralino mixing matrix. in the MSSM the total cross section is a function of the
parameters tan ß, fi and .\Jl. The dependence on these parameters can be included in the
normalization factor /?(/j, tan ß,mxo) = a^ofm?, mxo, ta.nß,n)/o'^(mt,ni;l} shown in fig. 3. R
is close to l in the gaugino region »

'Contact the author for the code and documentation on PYSUS MC generator: corradiCvxdesy.desy.de
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e)

Figure 4: Detector level distributions for SM background (dots) and for SUSY events (mt = 40,
m\°, = 5) (Une) with arbitrary normalization: a) eiectron polar angle after cuts 1-3; b) missing
Pt, c) E-PZ and d) r = p*-p,/|p ( 2 after cuts 1-4; e) distribution in the E - P2 versus missing
Pt plane for SUSY and f) for 48.8 pb~} of NC DIS after cuts 1-5. The line shows the cut
adopied in the inelastic selection.

3 Selection EfRciency and Backgrounds

MC samples of ep -» e\?A' and SM backgrounds have been produced and passed through the
ZEUS detector Simulation. A selection procedure based on the following requests was adopted
(see fig. 4 a-d):

1) An isolated electromagnetic cluster in the calorimeter identified äs an eiectron and matching
a track of the correct charge from the central tracking detector;
2) missing transverse momentum P, > 8 GeV;
3) Standard cuts to remove cosmic muons and beam-gas interactlons;
4) polar angle of the eiectron &ei < 2.5rad:
5) A cut on the variable r = p, • pj ' / lp* 2 > 0.4 (where -pt is the missing Pt vector and pf is
the eiectron transverse momentum vector) (fig. 4 d).
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ntf
(GeV)

20
40
10
40
60
60

mx

(GeV)

5
5
25
35
5

25

Elastic process
a) t (%)

16
55
31

1
59
59

b) £ (%)

42
71
55
5

66
65

Inelstic process
a) c (%)

16
44
28
2

51
51

b) e (%)

8
15
13
2

17
20

Table 1: Efficiencies for elastic and inelastic process. a) inelastic selection, b) elastic selcction.
Obtaincd from selectron neutralino MC samples of 1000 cvcnts euch.

At this point two different selections are made:
a) The inelastic selection, based on a cut in the missing P, vs E — P, plane along thc line shown
in fig. 4 e-f.
b) The elastic selection. obtained by the request of no energy deposit in the calorimeter other
than the eiectron.

Table l shows the selection efficiency c for diflerent MC samples. The efficiency depends on
the eiectron pt spectrum, and therefore on Am = m^ — roxo.

Process

NC DIS

CC DIS
cc
bb

77 elast.
77 inelast.

VV+ DIS
W+ resolved

ZO DIS
ZO q'iasi-elast.

ZO resolved
ZO elastic

TOTAL

MC
Generator

Herwig, Lepto,
Ariadne Q2 > 100
Lepto Q* > 100
Pythia /Jfmisa > 8
Pythia Ptm'sa > S
Lpair Pf > 5
Lpair P,e > 5
Epvec
Epvec
Epvec
Epvec
Epvec
Epvec

Lumi
(pb-1)

48.8
490

50
64

1910
782

10000
10000
14300
27000
15600
20000

Inelastic
6(fb)

0
0
0
0
0
0

17.9
12.3
1.5
1.3

0
2.4

35.4

Elastic
6(fb)

0
0
0
0

0.5
1.3

0
1.0
.07

0
0

2.8

5.7

Table 2: SM backgrounds. The table shows the process, the MC generator and Ihe generator
level cuts, the MC luminosiiy used and the background rate (i.e. the numbtr of surviving events
normalized to 1000 pb"1) for the. inelastic and elastic selection.

The following background processes have been considered: NC DIS, CC DIS, heavy quark
production, 77 interaction and vector boson production. The MC equivalent luminosity and
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the rate of surviving events 6 are given in table 2. The inelastic selection is affected by an high
background from W production (ep —*• WeX, W —>• ev, with the scattered electron undetected).
The background for the elastic selection is Iower. It comes mairily from elastic Z production
(ep —> epZ°, Z° —» vv~) and from the 77 —> e+e~ process. The main uncertainty on the
background comes from the limited MC statistics for MC DIS and heavy quarks.

In the elastic ep —> e\®p selection, 20 to 30% of the events have the elastically scattered pro-
ton detected by the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS). The proton momentum p' measured
in the LPS can be used to reconstruct kinematical variables such äs the center of mass energy
W = m=vo (fig- 5 a) and the missing mass m\ — (p + e - p' - e')2 (fig. 5 b), allowing a

C-M MM

measurement of the mass of SUSY particles. Moreover the background from elastic ZQ events
can be removed by a cut on mxaxa.

4 Search Reach

Given an expected integrated luminosity L and assuming a number of detected events equal to
the expected background HQ = /ig = bL, a 90% CL upper limit on the signal events Ar9° ° can
be set [8]. This limit can. be transformed in an exclusion plot on ms and mxo, excluding the

mass sets that satisfy a(mt,m o)eL ;

Flgure 5: Distributions of kinematical guantities reconstructed from the elastically scattered
proton detected in the LPS. a) The center of mass \V~,e — mlxa mass and b) the missing mass
m o o . The ßlled histogram is elastic ZO background, the füll linc is m^ — 40, m^ — 5 and tht
dashed Uns, is inj = 60, - 25. Note that m^ + and

Figure 6 a-b) shows the contours of the 90% CL excluded rcgion for diffcrcnt luminosities
for x? — 7 and miR = m-eL. Figure 6 c-d) shows the 90% CL excluded regions with a luminosity
of 1000 pb~' in the MSSM, assuming the relation ^- = |sinöffi. Since the selectron can decay
also to chargino and to the second neutralino, the branching ratio c — ̂  e^i (evaluated with
the ISASUSY[9] code) has beeil taken into account. The dash-dotted line is the limit for the
process e~p -+ e^x^X, i.e. the case of the left handed selectron heavyer than right handed.
The shaded area shows the region excluded by LEF1 and LEP1.5. [10]. The elastic selection is
the more promising: with a luminosity ~ l/6~l existing Hmits can be substantially improved.
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Figure 6: Contours o f t l e regions excluded at 90% CL in the plane mxo vs ms for the clastic (a,c)
and the inelastic (b.d) selection. a.b) for various values of the integrated luminosity in the pure
photino case. c,d) for fixed luminosity (i f b ~ l ) and differcnt values of the MSSM parameters:
tan/? = 1.41, fi = -50 (dashed line); i&nß = 1.41, p = -500 (dotted line); tan,3 - 35,
ji — -500 (solid line.); m^L » m§fl (dash-dottcd line). The hatched area is excluded by LEP.
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R-Parity Violating Supersymmetry at HERA
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Abstract: The phenornenology and prospects for a discovery of R-parity violating
Supersymmetry at HERA is reviewed. Emphasis is put on the direct resonant
productlon of squarks by electron-quark fusion and all possible subsequent decay
modes of the squarks are considered. In particular, the füll consequences of the
mixing in the supersymraetric gaugino-higgsino sector are taken into account. A
rieh phenomenology emerges for HERA which offers a unique sensitivity to new
R-parity violating couplings and good discriminating power against free parameters
of the theory.

l Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) which fundamentally links fermions and bosons is likely to be chosen
äs an essential property of a true theory beyond the Standard Model (SM). Among the most
compelHng arguments for a SUSY world are the fact that local supersymmetric transformations
are fundamentally related to generators of space-time translation (hence necessarily incorpo-
rates gravity) [1], the possibility to "explain" the hierarchy between the electroweak mass scale
and the Grand Unification or Planck mass scale, and the stability of a softly broken SUSY
which "naturally" avoids the arbitrary fine tuning of the parameters which is necessary in the
SM [2].

A natural framework for SUSY searches is provided by the Minimal Supersymmetric ex-
tension of the Standard Model (MSSM) [3] which has predictive power withm a finite and
well denned set of free parameters and has neither been proven nor falsified by experimental
observations. The latter is a non-trivial status given the remarkable precision tests of the SM
at the LEP collider over the recent years. It might have to do with the fact that quantum cor-
rections due to the sparticles which otherwise respect all gauge symmetries of the SM tend to
be small rendering indirect observations difficult. It is in addition possible that direct searches
for particles of the minimal field representation ofFered by the MSSM have at least partly failed
because they were looking at the wrong phenomenology.

The most general Yukawa couphngs in a supersymmetric theory which is gauge invariant
and minimal in terms of field content can be written [4] in the compact formalism of the
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superpotential äs WSUSY - WMSSM + WßL- The WMSSM contains terms which are responsibk
for the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs fields to ordinary fermions. The Wu is given by:

*

where ijk are generation indices of the superfields L,Q,E,D and U. The L and Q are left-
handed doublets while E, D and Ü are right-handed singlet superfields for charged leptons,
down and up-type quarks, respectively. The A and A' terms induce lepton number violation
while the \" terms induce baryon number violation. In the strict MSSM framework, one imposes
that the SUSY theory be also minimal in terms of allowed couplings and all Wn terms are

4*j>
avoided by imposing a strict conservation of the R-parity defined äs Rp = (_i)3ß+L+!S = l
(for particles) = —l (for sparticles), where 5 denotes the spin, B the baryon number and L the
lepton number. Imposing this discrete symmetry is a somewhat ad hoc prescription. Another
viable [5] and less restrictive discrete symmetry is the ß-parity which imposes only baryon
number conservation (i.e. A" — 0). Vanishing A" couplings is sumcient to avoid unacceptable
n — n oscillations and fast proton decay. Moreover from the cosmological point of view, the
observed matter/antimatter asymmetry imposes much more severe constraints on A" than on A
or A' [6]. Finally, 5-parity is favoured over Ä-parity conservation in a large class of superstring
inspired models [5j. It is also interesting to note that the A and A' terms in (1) which have
no equivalent in the SM arise in a fundamental way from the fact that 5f7(2)-doublet lepton
superfields have the same gauge quantum numbers äs the Higgs supermultlplets.

The ep collider HERA which provides both leptonic and baryonic quantum numbers in
the initial state is ideally suited for $p searches. This was realized long ago and was first
investigated theoretically in the context of the previous HERA Workshop [7] which motivated
early experimental searches [8]. The cases A' / 0 which could lead to resonant production of
squarks via e-q fusion offers of course the most exciting prospects. Recent investigations [9, 10,
11] have shown that a new and rieh phenomenology (different for e~ and e+ beams) emerges
when considering the füll complexity of the mixing in the gaugino-higgsino sector of the theory.
This is studied in more details in this contribution in view of future high luminosity runs at
HERA.

The case of associated e-q production at HERA followed by the ^,-decay of the sfermions
has already been studied in detail and also in view of high luminosity runs at HERA in [12],
Via this process one can probe significantly smaller Yukawa couplings than via the resonant
production but only at smaller sfermion masses.

2 Phenomenology of fip SUSY

2.1 Modelling and Free Parameters

The X^LiQjDi, terms in the ftp extension of the MSSM correspond in expanded field notation
to the Lagrangian

+ K)C44"1 + (2)



where the superscripts c denote the charge conjugate spinors and the ' the cornplex conjugate
of scalar nelds. Among the 27 possible AJ -k couplings, the cases i = l can lead to direct squark
resonant production and are thus of special interest at HERA. These cases are studied first in
this paper assuming conservatively that one of the A' dominates.

The masses of the scalar quarks and scalar leptons, bosonic sparticle partners of the SM
fermions, are treated here äs free parameters. In the gaugino-higgsino sector, there are four
neutralinos Xi (* = 1 - - - 4 ) which are mixed states of the photino 7, the zino Z and the
supersymmetric partners H° and H° of the two neutral Higgs fields. Two charginos xf (J - 1>2)

are mixed states of the winos W and of the SUSY partners of the charged Higgs fields. The
masses and couplings of the x° and x± are calculated in terms of the MSSM basic parameters :

• MI and A/2, the t/(l) and S U (2) soft-breaking gaugino mass terms;

• /i, the Higgs mixing parameter;

• tan /3, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two neutral Higgs fields.

The number of free parameters is reduced by assuming a relation at the Grand Unjfication
(GUT) scale between MI and M2 (see Appendix for detail). No other GUT relations are used
and in particular the gluino (g) mass is left free.

We rnoreover consider the following simplifying assumptions :

• all squarks (except the stop) are quasi-degenerate in mass;

• the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the lightest neutralino Xii

• gluinos are heavier than the squarks such that decays q —» q + g are kinematically forbid-
den.

It should be made clear that there are no eompelling cosmological constraints in fip models
which impose that the LSP be neutral and colourless. Other possible choices for the LSP
(e.g. g or x±) would not significantly change the search and analysis strategy and will only be
briefly discussed. In $p models, in contrast to the strict MSSM, the LSP is generally unstable.
This leads to event topologies which differ strongly from the characteristic "missing energy"
signal due to LSP's escaping detection in the MSSM. Hence, except for exclusion limits derived
from indirect searches (e.g. from the intrinsic width of the Z°), the mass constraints obtained
in the MSSM framework do not apply directly in $p models. The search for ftp squarks is
"complementary" (hence mandatory) to that performed in the strict MSSM framework.

2.2 Squark Production

The resonant squark production mode through direct e-q fusion is illustrated in Fig. l for
A'm / 0. By gauge symmetry, only üflike or dß-like squarks (or their charge conjugates) can
be produced in ep collisions. The production of "left" squarks (i.e. supersymmetric partners
of left-handed quarks) is the dominating process if HERA delivers positrons. since the fusion
occurs via a d valence quark. On the contrary, with electrons in the initial state, mainly
"right" squarks are produced. This dichotomy has important consequences since "left" and
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* (e+, i/.) V

(b)

Figure 1: ftp resonant production of ÜL or dR squarks in e+p collisions with subsequent (a
decay or (b) gauge decay involving a (generally) unstable gaugino-higgsino (x° or x+)-

"right" squarks have different allowed or dominant decay modes äs will be seen in the following
sections. In particular, new exotic final state topologies might have sizeable contributions in
e+p collisions.

HERA offers a high sensitivity to any of the nine A'1>Jc couplings, in contrast to most indirect
processes. The production processes allowed for each X(-k are listed in Table l for an e+ beam.
Squark production via A^ is especially interesting in e+p collisions äs it involves a valence d
quark, whilst A'1U are best probed with an e~ beam since squark production then involves a
valence u quark.

Figure 2 shows the production cross-sections via A'U1 for ÜL and dR, and for CL via A'1Z1, each
plotted for coupling values of A' = 0.1. In the narrow width approximation, these cross-sections
are simply expressed äs

where XA - <J^E°E° ~ 300 GeV is the energy available in the CM frame for incident beam

energies of E° = 27.5 GeV and E° = 820 GeV, and q'(x) is the probability to find the relevant

quark {e.g. the d for ÜL or CL and the ü for dR) with momentum fraction x -- Mz j s ~ M?/a m

Table 1: Squark production processes at
HERA (e+ beam) via a R-parity violating
A j -t coupling.

^
111
112

113

121

122

123

131

132

133

Production processes

e+ + ü — > dR

e+ + ü —t SR

e+ + ü — * bR

e+ + c -» ~dR

e+ + c -• SR

e+ + c^bR

e+ + t^ dR

e+ + f-»S„

e+ + ( -» 1R

e* + d — > ÜL

e+ + s -> ÜL

e+ + b ~t ÜL

e+ + d^cL

e+ + s -> CL

e+ + b -> CL

e+ + d -» 1L

e+ + s^ iL

e+ + t -* tL



the proton. Hence the production cross-section approximately scales in A'z. The füll kinematic
dornain can be probed at HERA for couplings weaker than the electromagnetic coupling (i.e.
A2/4?r < aem) given an integrated lummosity of ~ SOOpb"1.

Figure 2: Squark production cross-sections
in e+p collisions for a coupling AJ . , = 0.1.

(GeV)

2.3 Squark Decays

The squarks decay either via their Yukawa coupling into ordinary matter fermions, or in a
first step via their gange coupling into a quark and a neutrab'no Xi ('' — l . . . 4) or a chargino
Xj (j — 152). The former modes are henceforward called "squark $p decays" and the latter
"squark gauge decays".

$p decays of squarks:
In cases where both production and decay occurs through a Aj -k coupling (e.g. Fig. la for

•^in / 0)i the squarks behave äs scalar leptoquarks [13, 14]. For AJn ^ 0, the du resembles on
event-by-event the 5° leptoquark and decays in either e+ + ü or ve + d while the ÜL resembles
the §1/2 and only decays into e+d. The partial decay width reads :

= r,-„ (4)

so that squark $^ decays will mainly contribute at high mass for large Yukawa coupling values
\'. Hence, the final state signatures consist of a lepton and a jet and are, event-by-event,
indistinguishable from the SM neutral (NC) and charged current (CC) deep inelastic scattering
(DIS).

Gauge decays of squarks:
The MSSM Lagrangian contains terms coupling a sfermion to an ordinary fermion and a
gaugino-higgsino. The partial widths for squark gauge decays depend on MSSM parameters
via- the composition of the neutralinos or charginos.

Both qi and qn squarks can decay via q —> qx\- The partial width of the q —> qx° decay is
calculated to be

-9+Xi 8^(

M\ S.

MI

where :

A = B - ee,^ + g(0.5 - eq sin2 0W)

(5)

(6)

and where JVy (JVL) is the transport matrix which diagonalizes the neutralino mass matrix (see

Appendix for detail) in the A — W3 (7 - Z basis). In practice, the x® niasses and the exact
values of the "chiral" couplings A and B depend on the relative 7, Z and H components of the

The dependence of the Xi ma-ss on the ^ parameter is shown in Fig. 3a for fixed Mi and
tan ß. The dominant component (7, Z or H] of the lightest state x° K shown in Fig. 3b. More

ISO 200

(GeV)

Figure 3: (a) Physical masses of the x°

D 50 100 150 200

M (GeV)

o function of fi for tan/3 — l and MI =
60 GeV; (b) Main component of the LSP fortan ß = l

details on the way the nature (and masses) of the various neutralioo states depend on the basic
MSSM parameters Af;, ft and tan/3 can be found in the Appendix.

For a 7-like LSP, i.e. a x° dominated by its photino component, the q to q + 7 coupling is
proportional to the g electric charge and the q partial width reduces to

l

8r'

M|

~Ml
(7)

In such a case, more than 90% of the q -» qx° decays will involve the x°- A similar partial
branching ratio holds for a .ff-like LSP with a relatively large Z component (e.g. in the H
region close to the Z region in Fig. 3b). For a 2-like LSP, t bis branching ratio reduces to
20% < B < 80%. Decays involving the LSP are negligible only in the H dornain extending to
negative fi's adjacent to the 7 domain (Fig. 3b).
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(Almost) only the <JL are allowed by gauge symmetry to decay into q'xt- This is because
the SU(1}L symmetry which implies in the SM that the right handed fermions do not couple
to the W boson also forbids a coupling of qR to the W. The qR decays involving the chargino is
only possible through the H+ component of the x+ in which case the coupling is proportional
to the q' mass. Hence the decay q^ — * q'xt is strongly suppressed for a qR of the first or second
generation. The partial width of the q decay is obtained from (5} with the interchange

M + and with

A = B = (8)
2 Mw cos ß

The regions of the M2 vs ^ plane where the ü decays involving a chargino dominate are shown
in Fig. 4. In most of the parameter space, the ÜL squarks will rnainly undergo a decay involving

Figure 4; Dominant gauge decay of a
150 GeV ÜL squark.

-200 -150 -100 -50

a chargino if kinematically allowed. The mass dependence of the x? states on the ft paraineter
is shown in Fig. 3a for fixed A/2 and tan/3.

2.4 Decays ofthe LSP

In ftp SUSY models with \{-k ^ 0, the LSP will undergo one ofthe following decays : x? —> vd~kdy

X° —' e+üjdk o* x? —* e~v,jdk. Representative diagrarns of such decays are given in Fig. 5. The
relevant matrix elements for these decays can be found in [12]. They depend on the coupling -V,
but also on the parameters M2, ji and tan/?. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 6a for the
LSP decay x° —* e^qq'. Such decay niodes are seen to be dominant (63% < ßK < 88%) if the x?
is 7-like in which case both the "right" and the "wrong" sign lepton (compared to the incident
beam) are equally probable. This leads to largely background free striking signatures for lepton
number violation. The latter will dominate if the x° is 7-like. A ff-like %° will most probably
be long lived and escape detection since its coupling to fermion-sfermion pairs is proportional
to the fermion mass [15]. This is illustrated in Fig. 6b, which shows the flight distance CTO of
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Figure 5: Example diagrams ofthe LSP decays Xi ~* '??' involving a ftp Yukawa coupling.

the x? in the plane (M2,//) for A' — 0.1. The CTO exceeds l m in most of the .ff-like domain
surrounding the singularity at [i — 0 where M^o = 0 at tree level. Hence processes involving a

higgsino-like x? wm be affected by an imbalance in transverse momenta.

(o)

50 100 150 200
(GeV)

Figure 6: (a) LSP (x°) decay branching ratio into charged leptons (i.e. e^ -\-jets), äs a function
of f- and M2 for sfermion masses Mj = 150 GeV and tan/3 — 1; (b) Iogcr0 (m) of the LSP
with X' = 0.1, the LSP mass ts vamshingly small around fi = 0 and aiong the ridge at large

2.5 Decays of Charginos

R-parity conserved ^+ decays into a x° and two matter fermions, have been investigated in
detail in [16], where the relevant matrix elements can be found. New decay modes of the x+

into e+ + d., + di< or vf + Uj + rffc are allowed by the ,̂ couplings Ai -k äs illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Repräsentative diagrams for the Xi decays x\ involving a coupting.

The branching ratio of the x+ into these $p modes is obtained using the partial widths
calculated from the relevant matrix elements. Considering for instance the process x+ ~ ' e+ +
dj + dk (Fig. 7a) in the following notation Xi~(*0 — * e+(0 + d(qi) + d(qz), and using Mandelstam
variables Ä = (<& + ?2)2 = (k ~ l}\ = (k - 5,)2 = (l + q2)2 and u = (k - q2)2 = (l + tfi)2, the
squared matrix element can be written äs :

,

where the propagators R and ß aad the interference term / are :

(9 )

( 1 0 )

(H)
(12)

The matrix element corresponding to the process Xi ~~* v* + w + d (Fig. 7b) is deduced from
the previous one with the following substitutions: e —» v, d —»u, d —> d and |Vn|J —• |C/n|2.
The coriesponding partial width is obtained by integrating over phase space äs :

/
*=J

-o 25Ö7T3
(13)

The ̂ , decays of the x\l mainly dominate over MSSM decays äs soon äs A' is not too s m all,
äs can be seen in Fig. 8. For Xi ~ 7> -Sp decays of the chargino dorninate over MSSM modes
for coupling values above ~ 0.25, which is typically HERA's sensitivity limit with current
luminosity.

2.6 Classification of Final States

Taking into account the dependence on the nature of the x°i tne possible decay chains of the
ÜL an(^ df{ squarks can be classified into eight distinguishable event topologies listed in tables 2
and 3 and labelled Sl to S8. The Sl and S2 classes cover R? squark decays. The S3 and S4
classes are squark gauge decay topologies not accompanied by escaping transverse momenta

30:5

Figure 8: $p chargino decay branching ra-
tio äs a function of \'in and p,, for M2 =
80 GeV, tan/3 = l and sfermions masses
= 150 GeV; the hatched domain corre-
sponds to fi values for which M(xt) <

100 150 200
(GeV)

Channel

Sl

S2

S3

S4

v°Xi
nature

7,2,fl

H

7,2

7,2

7,2

7,2

Decay processes

v + ,g —t e+ q
1 X1 T

1 ^ q X?

<7 — * 9 Xi
v + -/ »

«^ e+dd

9 — 9 X!

1 <i* e~ä'n"

Signature

High P± e+ + 1 jet

Missing Pi + 1 jet

High PL e+

+ multiple jets

High PL e~
(i.e. wrong sign lepton)
+ multiple jets

. — . __ —

Table 2: Squark decays m R? SUSY classified per distinguishable event topologies (PART I).
The dominant component of the x° for which a given decay chain is relevant is given in the
second column. The list of processes contributing to a given event topology ts here representative

but not exhaustive.
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Channel

S5

S6

S7

S8

v6AI

natuie

7,2

7,2

"j^Z^H

ä

fr

7,2

7,2

Decay processes

V -/ i

ÜL ~^ d £ wv
L ,^ -I 1

q q'

UL — -> d Xi
v j

ÜL — > d Xi

<-» q q'

L ^ w+y°
^1+ v

ÜL — > d Xi
^ W+ x?

•-t e*?'^"
U 1+ v

ÜL ^ d XS w+ »
\ -' '

Signature

Missing Pj.
+ multiple jets

High Pj. e+ or /i+

+ missing P! + 1 jet

High Pi. e±

+ high PL e+ or JL+

-r missing PI
+ multiple jets

High P.I e+ or p+
-r missing Pj_
+ multiple jets

Table 3: Squark decays tn ftp SUSY classified per distmguishable
in table 2, the iist of processes given here is not exhaustive, e.g.
and Xi ~" Xi??' maV ^'so proceed via a virtuai sfermion.

event topologies (Part II). As
the gauge decays xt —* Xi^"1""

^*i, while those with large ^i are covered by classes S5 to S8. A set of event selection cuts
has been developed and discussed in detail in [8, 11].

For Sl and S3 (or S4), the DIS NC background is strongly suppressed by requiring a high
Pj. e± found at high ye, where y, = 1/2(1 + cos 8\] and #* is the electron äugle in the e - q CM
frame. The uniform decay of the scalar particle in the CM frame leads to a flat yc spectrum for
Sl and one shifted towards largest ye for S3. This is in contrast to the l/y^ spectrum expected
for the DIS NC background at fixed quark momentum fraction x. For S3 the Hl analysis [11'
has been improved [17], using ö"s computed for the scattered electron and for the highest P±
jet found in the azimuthal hemisphere opposite to the electron, and cutting on £ y = yt + yjtt

äs shown in Fig. 9. Good signal detection efficiencies are obtained in each of these classes,
reaching -^ 70% for Sl and up to — 60% depending on Mxa for S3.

The S4 topology with a wrong sign lepton in the final state is quasi-background free. Event
candidates in classes S2 and S5 to S8 have a large ^±. Classes S2 and S5 suffer from DIS CC
background and from tails of photoproduction background. The S6 to S8 topologies have one
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Figure 9: Distribution of the variable Ey
for neutral current DIS processes, and for
a Simulation of 75 GeV squarks undergoing
gauge decays invohing 20 GeV neutrahnos;
the vertical line is the cui used in the Hl
analysis [17],

or many leptons in the final states and are thus quasi-background free. Typical signal detection
efficiencies [11] reach ~- 30% —> 80% in these channels.

The relative contributions of the squark ftp and gauge decays are shown in Fig. lOa. Gauge
decays are seen to dominate through most of the accesslble mass ränge. Only large Yukawa
couplings can be probed at largest masses and thence #p decays dominate. The shape of the
curves in Fig. lOa is only distorted at lowish mass (e.g. M, < 75 GeV) when convoluting with
signal detection efficiencies. The measurement of the relative branching ratio in 53 and 54
in case of a. discovery, could be used to constrain the x° LSP nature in the MSSM parameter
space äs seen in Fig. lOb.

It is interesting to note that the finaj state classincation discussed here should not be

RPV decays

Gajge decays, no P

Sauge decays, P,̂ ,

-200-150-100-50 0 50 100 150 200
M (GeV)

Figure 10: (a) Squark decay branching ratio äs a function of squark mass integrated over three
distmct set of event topologies for tan/3 - l and M^ = 40 GeV. (b) Ratio ßsi/BS3 of the
squark "gauge" decay branching ratios without tfL tnvolving the hke (SS) and unlike (S^) sign
lepton viewed in the M2 versus fi plane; the plot is obtained for Mg - 150 GeV at the expected
limit of A' coupling sensitrvity for an integrated HERA luminosity of 100 pb"1.



dramatically affected when relaxing the hypothesis of section 2.1, e.g. in models where the g
are lighter than the q, or where the LSP is the Xi •

Assuming Mä < Af$, the decay q —t q + g will generally dominate. If the g is the LSP, the q
decay will be followed by the #p decay g —* q + q' + e± or g —* q + q + v. In such a case, possible
final states contain several Jets and either one electron or $±. These topologies correspond
to channels S3 and S5, previously considered. If M^ > Ms, with the LSP being the lightest
neutralino, the g arising from squark decay will undergo g —* g -f- q, the latter squark being
off-shell. Possible final states are similar to those listed above, but more jets would be expected.
Assuming now that the LSP is the xt (see *ne relevant MSSM parameters in Fig. 3b), a new
event topology would only emerge for a relatively stable xl which could behave äs a "heavy
muon". However, the time of flight of the xj", obtained from the Integration (13) over phase
space, reads äs :

47T l l
77^(8 x 647T')

M

which numerically leads to ;

r = (2.5
5.10"

A' l V,

100 GeV\0

(14)

(15)

From this formula one obtains that the relevant parameter space for the x\o decay outside the
detector (> Im), is already excluded from the intrinsic Z° width measurement at CERN [18].

3 Results for the Mass-Coupling Reach of HERA

In the absence of a significant deviation from the SM expectations, exclusion limits for the
Yukawa couplings Aj^ äs a function of mass can be derived, showing the domain HERA could
probe in the near future. Results aie shown for X(^ in Fig. 11 at 95% confidence level (CL), for
integrated luminosities L — lOOpb"1 and L = 500pb~ . These have been obtained assuming
a 40 GeV -y-like x°, and combining all contributing channels. For C = 500pb~\e existence
of first generation squarks with $p Yukawa coupling X\-v could be excluded for masses up to
~ 270 GeV for coupling strengths AJ2n/47r > aem.

From the analysis of the Ayj case involving the da and ÜL squarks, h'mits can be deduced
on the AJJJ by folding in the proper parton densities. Such limits are given in Table 4 at
M$ ~ 150 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of SOOpb"1. A!so quoted in tbis table are
the most severe existing indirect limits for each of these couplings. The most stringent concern
couplings A'^j, with j = k and come either from the non-observation of neutrinoless double-beta
decay (j = k — 1) or from constaints on the ve mass (j = k — 2,3). The limit from ßßOu decay
depends on the gluino mass and is given here for Mg = 500 GeV.

By the time HERA reaches high luminosity running conditions, new direct limits (or a
discovery !) from other colh'ders will have further constrained the possible squark masses
and SUSY parameters. In e+e~ coUisions, the direct squark pair production process does not
violate R-parity and LEP2 should directly probe squark masses up to ^/s/2, i.e. ~ 90 GeV.
In pp coUisions, squarks can be produced in pair or in association with gluinos. No complete
analysis in the ^,-SUSY framework has been performed yet with existing TEVATRON data.
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Figure 11: (a) Exclusion upper limits at 95% CL on the A'^ coupling äs a function of squark
mass which could be reached with e+p coUisions at HERA (^/s ~ 300 GeVJ for integrated
luminosities of L = 100 pb"1 (dark shaded area) and 500 pb"1 (shaded); (b) Regions of the
M2 versus ft plane excluded for L — 100 pb"1 and for couplings \{^ equal or smaller to the
exclusion upper limit at M$ = 150 GeV.

Tafale 4: Exclusion upper limits at 95% CL on the coupling A^t for Mg = 150 GeV and MX<> —
40 GeV together with best existing indirect limits. The indirect limits have been scaled from
those found in the cited references to Ms — 150 GeV and 95% CL.

HERA sensitivity

A'

A! 22

A 13l

A'l32

A;33

7-like Xi
0.008
0.020
0.026
0.008
0.027
0.043
0.007
0.027
0.068

Z-like x°
0.023
0.057
0.072
0.023
0.077
0.012
0.024
0.091
0.230

Indirect limits
Value [Ref.]

0.003 [19]
0.05 [20]
0.05 [20]

0.5 [21]
0.04 [22]
0.5 [21]
0.77 [23]
0.77 [23]

0.0015 [22]

Nature of the process
ßßOv decay

CC-universality
CC-universality

D+ — > K decays
iV mass

D+ — * K decays
R"p

R"p
i/e-rnass

Nevertheless, q decay topologies similar to those described here have been explored by DO [24]
and CDF [25] in scalar leptoquark or MSSM searches. From these and from di-lepton data [26],
one can infer that the ränge 200 -» 300 GeV of #p-SUSY squark masses will most probably
be not fully excluded by TEVATRON data for an integrated luminosity of ~ 100 pb'1, thus
leaving open a discovery window at HERA in the hypothesis Ms > M§.

If the presence of two simultaneously non-vanishing Yukawa couplings (e.g. A^t and A^
with i ^ 1), resonant q production at HERA can be directly followed by a lepton flavor violation
(LFV) decay leading to p + jet or r + Jet signatures. Relevant analysis with existing data have
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been peiformed by the Hl [13] and ZEUS [27] collaborations and limits comparable to the best
existing indirect LFV limits have been derived in the context of ̂ ,-SUSY for a pure 7 like LSP.
A new ränge of possible coupling products could be probed with increasing luminosity [28].

4 Summary and Conclusions

The HERA potential for .R-parity violating supersymmetry searches was studied. Direct res-
onant production of squarks through nine new Yukawa couplings A^ is possible up to the
kinematical limit of ~ 300 GeV.

Supersymmetric partners qi, of left handed u-like squarks are produced preferentlally in e+p
collisions and most favourably via A'^j. In contrast, e~p collisions mainly produce partners qn
of right-handed d-like quarks and most favourably via A'm. Squark decays via a A' coupling into
l + q final states dominate only at largest accessible rnasses, while elsewhere squarks undergo
mainly gauge decays into a quark and a gaugino-higgsino. The qn decays involve a neutralino
X° while <JL decays dominantly proceed via a chargino x+ 'm a large portion of the MSSM
parameter space. The x's> including the LSP, are generally unstable and their decay chain
involves the A'^fc coupling.

In total, eight classes of event topologies are identined for fl-parity and gauge decays of
squarks, with single or multi-leptons final states accompanied or not by missing transverse
momenta. A good experimental sensitivity is expected in each of these classes. Thus, for an
integrated luminosity of 500 pb"1, squarks can be searched for Yukawa couplings smaller than
the electromagnetic coupling up to masses of < 270 GeV, almost independently of the specific
choice of MSSM parameter values. Coupling values below the most stringent indirect limits
can be probed at M$ = 150 GeV for seven out of the nine possible A'ljt couplings.
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Appendix: Gaugino-higgsino mixing

Detailed expressions (and conventions) used for the mass mixing in the gaugino-higgsino
sector are presented here for completeness.

Neutralino mass mixing:
Mass terms of the Lagrangian describing SU(2)L x U(1)Y neutral gauginos and higgsinos can
be written äs :

£m = -l/2(#)ryV? + A.c. (16)

where the neutrah'no mass matrix in the basis i/>° = (—iA, —iW3, H®, H°) is given by :

I
0 — mz sin BW cos ß mz sin 9vv sin ß

Mj mz sin Ow cos ß —mz cos 8W sin ß
m^sin &w cos/? m^cos (V cos/? 0 -//

in Bw sin ß -mz cos 9w sin ß —p Q

0

The number of free MSSM parameters is reduced by using a GUT inspired relation between
soft-breaking terms MI and MI, MI = |tan2^wMi.

Neutralinos correspond to the mass eigenstates and are defined äs x° = jV'JV',°> with JVjj
being the unitary matrix which diagonalize Y. Finally, we make use of the matrix N', which
diagonalizes the neutralino mass matrix expressed in the basis (7, Z] instead of (Ä, W3) :

, N'3 = N* and N' = N.

(18)

(19)

Chargino mass mixing:
The Lagrangian mass terms for wjnos and charged higgsinos are written äs :

0 XT

X 0
h.c

where :

X =
miv\/2cos/?

and ^t = (~iW+,H+), ^ = (-iW ,Ht ). This mass matrix is diagonalized using two (2,2)
unitary matrices U and V [16] : xt = V^^f and Xi = U^-^J. Masses for these eigenstates
are easily derived from the above X matrix :

(20)

Direct Search for Light Gluinos at HERA

M. David
CEA DSM/DAPNIA CE-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette.France

Abstract Using Monte Carlo simulations for signal and backgrcmnd it is shown
that direct detection of light and almost stable ghiinos (Mg < O(lO)G'eV') might
be posslble at HERA using anomalous calorimetric events.

l Introduction

As explained in the summary of the BSM working group the gluino (g) \s the supersymmetric
partner of the gluon (g). According to the boson-fermion symmetryof supersymrnetry (SUSY):
the gluino is an electricaJly neutral, colored octet Majorana fermion. The existence of a light
gluino Mg < O(10) GeV is not experimentaly excluded [1,2], eventhough it is not widely con-
sidered. In addition, the determination of the strong coupling constant c»s(Q) derived from
the processes at low Q, e.g. in fixed targct deep inelastic scattcring (DIS), are systematically
slightly lower than those coming from high Q processes, e.g. at LEP, when they are compared
to the running predicted by QCD [3], This süght discrepancy could be, in part, due to the
existence of a light gluino [4]. On the theorctica] side there exist arguments that favor the
presence of light gluinos: There is a class of minimal supersymmetric Standard models (MSSM)
with R conservation that imply light gluinos, these models are "without dimension-3 operators"
and they solve economicaly some cosmological problems and the SUSY-CP problem [5j.

The preceeding arguments both theoretical and experimental show that the possible exis-
tence of a light gluino deserves more work: As its indirect effects are very sinall, e.g. on the
structure function of the nucleon even when measured in high energy DIS at HERA [6], one
attempts here to to work out a method for a direct search of the final state gluino.

2 Production of Gluinos at HERA

Many authors have computed gluino production in pp and pp interactions [T], there are very few
results for ep interactions . Productions that happcn through gluon brcmsstrahlung starting
from the quark line and followed by g—* g g have beeil computed [8] but unfortunately. even for
light gluinos, the yield is very small with a(ep —* eggX)/&(ep —> e.\ of the order of 10" • The
production of g g pairs (R-parity is conserved) will be more important with the photoproduction
part of the ep interaction (at Q2=0). In particular the so called "resolved"' photoproduction
where the 7 behaves äs an 1~ hadron. should lead to higher yields.
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In hadroproduction estlmates have been made [9] using the fact that the production of a
gluino pair should be similar to the production of a cc pair

cr(ep —» cggX) = C(Mc/Mg)'a(ep —*• eccX). . i . .
The constant C takes into account the diffcrence in the color factor for gg versus cc. At the
energy of HERA <r(ep—*eccX) has been mesured and is of the order of 500 nb. This estimate
leads to cross-sections that are quite large; for example at A/j = 3GcV one gets (r(f.p —>
eggX)=-iö nb. The corresponding value for pp can be found in [7] and is, also for i/s — 300 GeV
and Mg = 3 GeV', of the order of 40^6. This can be crudly converted to an ep interaction if
one notices that

l
X)

This leads to a value of 20 nb for a(ep —> cggX). More accurate estimates can hopefully be
obtained with an existing PYTHIA + JETSET Simulation of cp —» eggX done by S. Mrenna
[10]. The PYTHIA parameters are choosen to simulate this reaction through rcsolved photo-
production. The content of the electron into photons is taken into account and the hadronic
content of the photon into quarks and gluons is also considered. With quarks and gluons from
the proton. qq and gg subprocesses are simulated that lead to gg. The cross section formula
used for these subprocesses are those of [7]. Except for these rnodifications, PYTHIA JETSET
is set to the default and is similar to the one used in Hl for photoproduction of jets by resolved
photons (MSTP(12)=1).

In Fig. l one can see the Variation of a(ep —* eggX) given by this Simulation versus M-a, the
two preceding estimates at Mj — 3 GeV are also shown to be in agreement with PYTHIA. One
must remark that among both contributions; gg—> gg and qq —> gg, the first one is dominant,
consequently the results do not depend rnuchon the squark rnass that appears in the t channel
of the subprocess qq —* gg. Another remark is that no intrinsic gluino is considered in the
structure function of the proton. These intr insic gluinos could lead to other subprocesses for
gluino production (i.e. g<j —»gg). According to [6] gluinos could carry about 5 to 10 % of the
proton momentum, so represent 10 to 20 % of the gluons. But inc luding gluinos in the proton
corresponds to a decrease of the gluon part used for the production of gg pairs. One assumes
that altogether the total yield does not change.

3 Gluino Lifetimes and Gluino Hadronisation

The most likely decay of the gluino is through its coupling to squark-antiquark. For a light
gluino the squark is virtual and decay s to a quark-photino pair. The lifetime for the deray
g -» qq'i is

Tä = 10-I95(M,-)4/(A^)5! (4)

with masses in GeV. Another possibility would be the decay of the gluino through its coupling
to a gluon and a goldstmo; this occurs for global SUSY theories and the only change for the
lifetime is that in the abovc formula one has to replace A-/,- by \susY/10- &SUSY being the
scale of the SUSY breaking.
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Figure 1: Total cross section for ep —> egg at HERA versus the gluino mass.

For most masses (Mg. A/,) the lifetime is long cnough so that the gluino has time to bind
with gluons or qq pairs before decay. Because of the strong octet binding forces the binding to
the gluon is the most likely and leads to the production of an electrically neutral, color singlet
hadron. This hadron 1s a gg complex and is often denoted /i° hadron [5], This .ß° is built
rather fast at the very beginning of the hadronisation, so that its kinematics are very close to
the one of the gluino at the parton level. The mass and the lifetime of the ff are also not very
different of the one of the gluino, äs argued by G. Farrar [5]. The Tf interacts hadronically in
the calorimeter and its energy is degraded in the hadronic shower. When the gluino decays.
the noninteracting photino (goldstino) produced in the decay gives a small missing transverse
energy signal; in contrast to a heavy gluino with a short life time that decays beföre the
calorimeter and therefore without energy degradation.

4 Detection of Gluino Pairs, Simulation and Efficiency

In the above phenomenological scenario a pair of light gluinos is produced and these gluinos
may live long enough to strike the calorimeter. In the hadronization these gluinos are dressed
äs a fl° hadron; i.e. a neutral hadron that behaves somewhat like a neutron or a A'£. A possible
signature of their presence is to look for a pair of clusters in the calorimeter which have the
following characteristics

1. The clusters must have no l ink to a charged track (neutral cluster).
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Figure 2: Description of a late neutral hadronic cluster (LNtiC) in the calorimeter.

2. They must be of the hadronic type. In order to enforce this for a neutral hadron
one asks for a cluster with a late Start, i.e. not starting in the first electro-magnetic
layers of the calorimeter äs described in Fig 2. Such clusters are called late neutral
hadronic clusters (LNHC).

3. The clusters rnust be somehow opposite in PT, i.e. back to back in the fr, 0) plane.

4. A weak Isolation condition could be imposed, because the .R0 hadron should be very
leading in this scenarios: (Riso(r/, <fi) > 0.5).

5. For a good dectection efficiency of a hadronic cluster one asks that TR? = Eg — Mg >
4GeV. and 10° < Öä < 130°.

6. Not be of unphysical background origin (see next paragraph).

These cuts have been applied to events simulated with the supersymmetric PYTHIA of S.
Mrenna [10]. In addition to what is described in paragraph 2, a crude hadronisation of the
gluino is implemented. i.e. the gluino after the parton level is treated äs a gluon in the showering
and in the later string fragmentation. In Order to represent the If hadron one uses the gluino at
the parton level, äs in this model the ff° is built early in the hadronization, this is a reasonnable
asumption. Alternatively the leading particle of the "gluino Jet" could be used to represent the
ff hadron.

Results of this Simulation for a gluino mass of 2 GeV are presented in Fig 3a to 3d. The
efficiency of the above selection versus the gluino mass is presented in Fig 4. One must remark
that lifetime effects are not treated at this level and also although the efficiency is low, the
correponding quite large cross-section leads nevertheless to a significant number of events.
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Figure 3: a) Energy distribution of the gluino». b) Corrdation EgVeräusEieadtng^Efio. c)
Absolute value 0/A0 m the transverse plane for the gluino pair. d) Isolation: Minimal distance
in (rj,<f>) plane between the leading particle, of the gluino jet and neighbouring particles of more
than 3 GeV.

5 Backgrounds

As already mentioned conventional hadrons with long enough lifetime (i.e. A'£, neutron and
antineutron) can also interact in the calorimeter where they producc LNHC. This represents a
physical background, but one must also take into accout somc artifacts due to imperfections of
the detector that lead to unphysical background.

• A) Unphysical Background

1. If the tracker for some reason is inefficient for a given charged hadron, the cluster
of the correspondirig particle is not linked to a charged track and if in addition the
calorimeter does not record the beginning of the shower (at the beginning of the
shower the charged particle behaves äs a m.i.p.). Then one is left exactly with a late
neutral hadronic cluster. This can be even rnore frequent if the clustering program
cuts the cluster in two parts with one necessarily late.

2. The gammas, that are abundantly produced through TT° decays, lead normally to
clusters of the electromagnetic type. They can nevertheless represent a very severe
background when they are emited in the "cracks" of the E.M. calorimeter because in
this case they start their showering late in the hadonic part of the calorimeter. The
only way to get rid of this background is by means of a cut in $ and z that eliminates
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Figure 4: Efficiency of gluino pairs selection versus the gluino mass with the cuts descnbed in
paragraph 4-

the crack region of the E.M. calorimeter from the acceptance. In the following this
cut is always done.

• B) Physical Background.

In order to study this background due to A'£, n (neutron) and n (antineutron) production,
one has used the Standard Hl Simulation for tagged photoproduction. This is a füll
PYTHIA5.6 Simulation of resolved and direct processes for the Hl detector. The Monte-
Carlo luminosities used are 372nfe-1 for resolved 7p and 7440ni~' for direct ^p. In
addition to the tagging conditions, events are selected to have

0.3 < y < 0.7, Q2

> 25 GeV, Pf"

< 0.01 GeV2

< 15 GeV

The LNHC are selected with the cuts described in paragraph 4 and for the pseudorapidity
( n ) ränge defined by — 1.3 < T? < 1-3- 'n thesc conditions one finds that

1. H is mostly resolved photoproduction that count.s

(K°L + n)dtrect/(K°L + n)„.ol (7)

2. A"? are äs frequent äs neutrons or antineutrons but even with both contributions
added this represents only 2 events out of 1000 events with the cuts defined above.
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3. LNHC due to artifacts are rnore numerous than the physical one, they amount to 5
out of 1000 events.

4. A'£ and neutrons are linked to a late cluster in the calorimeter. One can see that if
one makes a histogram of the distance of dosest approach (DCA) between the line
of flight of the A'£ and the clusters. This shows a clear peak for DCA < 20.cm.

5. The purity of the detection improves with an higher energy cut. The ratio of the
physical LNHC to all LNHC is 0.3 at Ecut = 4GeV and 0.6 at Ecul - 7GeV.

Figure 5: Comparison Data-PYTHIA Simulation for ij and P? distributions.

The Simulation agrees fairly well with the data äs it can be secn in Fig.5 where the distributions
in i) and PT are compared between experimental data and Simulation. This Monte-Carlo study
of the background and the comparison to the data show that it is possible to understand both
physical and unphysical backgrounds . 1t shows also that there is no anomalous production of

LNHC.

6 Derivation of Limits

The fact that one finds no anomalous production of LNHC is an argument against the light
gluino hypothesis, but one can be more specific on this question. One has seen in paragraph 4
that a better way to sign the prescnce of such gluinos was to ask for 2 LNHC approximately
back to back. If one does so for the tagged events in the 1994 data (£94 = S.Spi"1) one
is left with no candidate. The same cuts äs above are used with the following additionnal
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cuts; E^TAG < l GeV and tiining cuts again cosmics arid halo-muons. The sanie result is also
obtained for the corresponding PYTHIA Simulation. The calculated number of events for a
given hypothesis on M$ and M? is

where C is the integrated luminosity. a-gg is the cross-section given in paragraph 2, tgto is the
efficiency described in paragraph 4, £deeay is the efficiency factor resulting from the finite life tiine
of the gluinos. Both gluinos produced must live long enough to interact with the calorirneter
and are weighted by a term t~d^\ is the distance before the calorimeter on the line of flight
of the gluino and A is the decay length connected to TJ seen in paragraph 3. This term gives a
dependence 011 both Mg and Mg and combining this with the above null valucs leads to regions
of gluino and squark mass that are excluded at 90 % CL. These limits are computed under
the hypothesis of an integrated luminosity of 45pi~' and are prescnted on Fig. 6. under these
conditions they could about dose the gap between UAl results and neutral particle searches.

Figure 6: Limits on the gluino mass äs ti function of the squark massfexcludcd rcgions at 90 %
CL are on the hatched side of the limits). Neutral stable particle searches is ref. [11], CUSB is
ref. [12], Beam dump is ref. [13]; HERA is the possible. HERA reach (see text) and curves of
equal gluino lifetime are also shown (see paragraph 3).

7 Conclusion

We have recalled the controversy about whether light gluinos (Icss t hau 10 GeV) are ruled out
or not. Although the detection efficiency for pair production of light gluinos is small, we have

shown that the cross-section at HERA is large enough to allow an improvement of the limits on
the gluino mass, äs soon äs one has at hand an integrated luminosity of 45 pb'1 obtained with
stable conditions. A Monte Carlo study of the background and a comparison to the present Hl
data has also shown that there is in the HERA data no anomalous production of late neutral
düster that could be a signal for such light gluinos.
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Abstract: A method of searching for gluinos in (3+1) Jet events in deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) at HERA is presented. Event shape variables that are sensitive to
gluino production and the dependence of cross-sections on x and Q2 are investigated.
A parton-level Monte Carlo study for events with Q2 > 4 GeV2 shows that although
Standard QCD and gluino producing processes behave differently. the small size of
the gluino cross-section makes a search for gluinos using this method impossible,
given the present prospects for luminosity (500pb'1) at HERA.

l Introduction

The supersyrnmetric partner of the gluon, the spin 1/2 gluino (g), is predicted by supersym-
metric extensions of the Standard Model [l]. Gluino searches have placed limits on the rnass
TOJ, and lifetime T§, of the gluino, but it is not clear that a light, long-üved gluino has been
experimentally excluded [2]. Like the gluon, along-lived gluino would be a strongly interacting
particle, which fragments and could be detected äs a jet m multijet events. Unlike t he gluon, the
gluino has spin 1/2, causing gluino and gluon events to exhibit diiferent event shapes. Rather
than seeking to identify individual gluino events, a search could detect gluino production by
means of an event shape distribution for a large number of events. OPAL performed such a
search [3], but the results were inconclusive [4],

This paper discusses whether such a search for gluinos is possible in DIS at HERA. We first
examine the dependence of gluino production on the kinematic variables x and Q2 and discuss
in which regions of phase space the gluino cross-section would be expected to be larger than its
average. We then examine the distributions of three topological variables which are sensitive to
the presence of gluino production. Finally, we study whether an experimental search at HERA
would be able to detect gluino production using this method.

Electronic mau addresses:
Dirk.Giaudenz@cern.ch, meierkOihep.uni-heidelberg.de,
O.Nachtmana@thphys.uni-heidelberg.de, stevens@ihep.uni-heidelberg.de, Kai.Ziiber@cern.ch
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2 Gluino and (3+1) Jet Production at HERA

Gluino production at HERA would occurto leading orderin a2, producing 3 Jets in the detect or,
plus the proton remnant jet, which partly disappears into the beam pipe. The absolute DIS
cross-section is not constant with respect to the kinematic variables z, Q2. Due to the photon
propagator in Fig. l(a), there is a strong Q2 dependence in the DIS differential cross-section,
while the structure functions Fi(x,Q2) and F-,(x,Q2) grow rapidly with decreasiag x [5j. Thus,
the DIS cross-section is largest at srnall Q2 and small x. The relative contributions of the various

Figure 1: (a) Generic diagram of (3+1) jet production at HERA. The vertex l represents
a subprocess generating any of the final states: (b) qgg, (c) direct qqq, (d) t-channel qqq, (e)
direct qqg, (f) t-channel qqg, (g), (h) gluino production by initial and final state gluon radiation.

subprocesses are also dependent on x and Q2. In Figs. l(g) and (h), one sees that gluino
production occurs only in quark-initiated events. Among the Standard QCD backgrounds
(Figs. l (b)-(f)) , however, there are gluon-initiated final states, such äs qqg (Figs. l(e),(f)).
Because quark parton densities diminish with respect to the gluon density äs x decreases, we
expect the ratio of gluino events to Standard QCD events to be more favourable at large x.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the x and Q2 dependence of the differential subprocess cross-
sections and the total (3+1) jet cross-section. The deep inelastic (3+1) jet cross-section de-
creases with increasing x and Q2, but the proportion of gluino events increases with increasmg
x. Thus, two competing factors play a role when deciding in which area of x and Q2 space to
conduct a search. A discussion of tradeoffs between statistics and signal-to-background ratio
appears in Section 4.

To simulate (3+1) jet events to order a2,, we have used the parton-level Monte Carlo program
PROJET [6] using the GRV parton densities [7]. PROJET contains the Standard contributions
to the (3 + 1) jet cross-section äs well äs the leading order matrix elements for gluino production
in DIS. In order to avoid infra-red singularities in the cross-section due to collinear gluon
radiation, PROJET uses the modified JADE jet algorithm which defines jets according to a
parameter y^ti requiring for each jet pair i,j that m2- > y^tW2. This algorithm also includes
a reconstructed beam jet to account for longitudinal momentum which is partly lost into the
beam pipe. To account for detector acceptance, we have required that the polar angle of the



Figure 2: Differential cross-sections of (3+1) jet QCD processes and of gluino production with
respect to (a) x and (b) Q2.

outgoing detector jets and the outgoing electron be between 4° and 173°, an angular acceptance
typical for the HERA detectors. This corresponds to a ränge of 4 GeV2 < Q2 < 8 x 104 GeV2.

Because the goal of this study is to determine whether a seaich for gluinos in DIS at HERA
is possible at all, we make three optimistic assumptions in our calculation:

(1) All calculations are raade with y^t — 0.01. Although at j/^t — 0.01 the calculation is
theoretically well defined, when analysing data it is often desirable to increase y^ to decrease
the influence of detector resolution and hadronisation on the jet definition. This would result
in a decrease in the total (3 + 1) jet cross-section and a reduction of statistks.

(2) We use a parton-level Monte Carlo prediction. Directly examining the behaviour of
final-state partons ignores hadronization effects and the difficultjes of reconstructing original
parton momenta from energy deposited in a detector. This will cause any effects of gluino
production in this study to appear more clearly than they would in practice.

(3) We assume ms — 0. Supersymmetric theories require a gluino mass larger than several
hundred MeV [8j. Due to reductions in phase space, the gluino cross-section decreases äs m$
increases [9], Our choice of mg — 0 means we will be considering a cross-section which is slightly
larger than what would be seen in reality.

3 Topological Signatures

We studied three event shape variables that differentiate Standard QCD from QCD with gluinos:

!• */.iruCfc : The pseudorapidity of the struck quark. Unlike Standard QCD processes,
gluino events must be quark initiated in leading order. Because of the relatively high quark
densities at larger x, we expect the struck quark in a gluino event to carry a larger fraction
of the proton's momentum. Thus, we expect that for gluino events, the pseudorapidity of the
struck quark (- ln(tan~1(Ö,triJC(./2))) is generally larger than in Standard QCD events, i.e. the
struck quark in a gluino event is more inclined to exit the event vertex in the proton direction.

To identify the struck quark jet we reconstruct the event in the Breit frame where the virtual
photon is antiparallel to the struck quark and has twice its momentum (i.e. —pT- — 2p,truek)-
In this frame we identify the highes t-energy jet with the jet formed by the struck quark.
Figure 3(a) shows the predicted distribution of T/ilTUCk for gluino events and for the Standard
QCD background. As expected, more gluino events are at larger i?,truci.

Figure 3: Normalized differential cross-section with respect to the event shape variables (a)
'Httrufk, (b) SMS, and (c) &NR- In eachfigure the distnbutions for Standard QCD events and for
events with gluino production are shown.

2. &MS '• The Munoz-Tapia-Stirling angle. In the gluino producing diagrams, Figs. l(g)
and (h), the virtual photon always interacts directly with the parton from the proton. For the
qqq and qqg final states, there are also diagrams in which the interaction between the photon
and the proton proceeds by t-channel gluon exchange. Munoz-Tapia and Stirling have defined
an angle $MS which is sensitive to the presence of this exchange in photoproduction at HERA
[10]; ÖMS is the angle between the plane formed by the highest-p^ jet and the proton beam and
the plane formed by the two other jets. We have applied this angle to DIS.

In photoproduction, an electron radiales a photon along its direction of motion. When
this photon interacts with a beam proton travelling antiparallel to the electron direction, the
resulting event has very little transverse momentum and is boosted parallel to the beam axis.
In DIS, the direction of momentum transfer need not be parallel to the beam axis. Therefore,
when applying 8Ms to HERA DIS events, we first transform the event into the centre-of-mass
frame of the virtual photon and the struck quark, where the angle CMS is defined. As prescribed
in Ref. [10], we place a cut of rj,truci, \ l in this System. Although r)ltruck is peaked far in
the forward direction in the laboratory frame, in the centre-of-mass frame the r),tTUfk is peaked
at 0, and consequently this cut results in only a small loss of statistics.

Fig. 3(b) shows the differential cross-section äs a function of SMS for gluino and Standard
QCD processes. Jrst äs in photoproduction, &MS is (in principle) capable of diflerentiating
between gluino and Standard QCD events in DIS.

3. 9NR : The Nachtmann-Reit er angle. The Nachtmann-Reiter angle ffftR wa-s concelved
äs a means of detecting the existence of the non-Abelian gluon self-coupling in QCD [11]. The
angle's sensitivity to the spin of the particles produced at the secondary vertex of a radiated
gluon also allows it to test for the production of spin-1/2 gluinos.

Originally, the Nachtmann-Reiter angle was defined for the case of e+e~ annihilation äs the
angle between suJtable directions formed from the two highest energy jets and the two lowest
energy jets. We have defined 6NR at HERA to be the angle between the struck quark jet
and the two Iower energy jets in the rest frame of the two lower energy jets. Similar atigular
momentum conservation and 75 invariance arguments apply äs in the e+e~ case.
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The differentiai cross-section äs a function of BNR is shown in Fig. 3{c). We see that for
the gluino events it exhibits the sarae sin2 öjvj? behaviour that is predicted for a virtual gluon
Splitting into two fermions [11]. For Standard QCD events, the distribution is qualitatively
different.

4 Search Strategies

To determine whether gluinos could be detected at HERA we pursued two different search
strategies. First we investigated whether an experiment would be able to extract a gluino
signal from a Standard QCD background by imposing cuts based on the angular distributions
mentioned above. Second we determined whether a \ fit of the angular distributions of Stan-
dard QCD plus gluino production to the angular distributions of Standard QCD would be able
to distinguish between the two distributions. For each method we investigated whether the
result could be improved by looking in a favourable region of x and Q2.

la)

Figure 4: (a) Signal-to-background ratio (in per cent) after event shape cuts for different regions
of x (dots) and Q2 (squares). (l) Probability that an experiment would be able to distinguish
between QCD and gluino production at a 95% confidence level äs a function of the available
luminosity.

The cuts made in an attempt to extract a gluino signal from the Standard QCD background
were derived from the distributions in Fig. 3. Our cuts are chosen to be at the point where
the normalized distribution curves intersect: 8MS > 50, BPIR > 70, 7j,(rucfc > 1.0. We cornputed
the s ignal-1 o-background ratios for several values of cuts on x and Q2. Although we vary the
kinematic region where we evaluate our cuts, qualitatively the distributions change very little,
and we impose the same cuts regardless of the kinematic region considered.

Figure 4(a) shows the gluino cross-section in the considered region in proportion to the Stan-
dard QCD cross-section. Although the signal-to-background ratio has been improved from 1%
(Fig. 2) to 6%, the uncertainties in the absolute cross-sections of QCD related processes are
over 20%. Even with an unlimlted statistical sample, this method would not succeed.

A x3 fit of the calculated signal-plus-background event shape distributions to the calculated
background distribution would avoid the uncertainties inherent in the absolute cross-sections.

We divided our Monte Carlo sample into 5 bins in each of the variables Tfttrttck> SMS-, and ##R.
Using a random number generator we simulated the statistical errors that would be seen in
an experimental data sample contaimng QCD and gluino production events. For each value
of the luminosity considered, we simulated 10000 experiments, and performed a x2 fit of the
calculated signal (g) plus background (QCD) event shape distributions to the distribution frorn
the calculated background (QCD).

The probability that an experiment performed would he able to distinguish Standard QCD
processes from Standard QCD plus gluino production at a 95% confidence level is shown in
Fig. 4(b). The current estimate of the lifetime integrated luminosity of HERA, 500 pb"1, is far
too low to allow a search for gluinos at HERA by the above method.

5 Conclusion

We have investigated the effects of gluino production on three event shape variables that are in
principle capable of differentiating between events with and without gluinos in (3+1) jet events
in DIS at HERA. We have also studied the x and Q2 dependence of the gluino production
mechanism and the Standard QCD subprocess mechanisms. Because the total gluino cross-
section is smalJ compared to the competing QCD background, it will not be possible using the
angular distributions to determine whether or not gluinos are being produced at HERA.
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Perspectives on New Phenomena

Hans-Ulrich Martyn

/. Physikalisches Institut, RWTH Aachen, Germany

Abstract A compilation of searches for ncw phenomena at HERA is presented.
Reviewed are direct searches of new ferraions and leploquarks and indirecL signa-
tures of cornpositeness, leptoquarks and new heavy neutral vector bosons rnediated
through contact intcractions.

l Introduction

This article reviews the perspectives to discover new phenomena beyond the Standard Model at
the future upgraded HERA ep collider. Direct formation of new particles, t.g. heavy fermkms
or leptoquarks, typically occur äs s-channel resonance and would lead to a spectacular mass
peak at MX — \fx~s < 300 GeV. A considerably larger mass ränge can be explored through
the study of effects from new virtual particle exchange or contact interactions. All details and
formulae on the underlying model assumptions can be found in the Proceedings Pkysics at
HERA of the previous 1991 Workshop [1].

The present status of searches for heavy fermions, leptoquarks and contact interactions at
HERA is reviewed, labeled äs HERA '95, i.e. including 1995 data with typical luminosities of
£ = 5 -MO pb~' (Hl and ZEUS publications or contributions to ICHEP 96, Warsaw). Com-
paring the achieved results with the projections of ref. [1], it turns out that these Monte Carlo
analyses are quite realistic. It is therefore appropriate to extrapolate the expected sensitivity
on masses and couplings with increasing luminosity by simple scaling laws. Önly in few cases
new Monte Carlo studies were necessary. Direct searches are assumed to scale äs oc £J/2, while
the sensitivity of indirect searches increases üke oc C1/4, Expectations for £ — 250 pb"1 are
labeled HERA 250, those for L = 1000 pb'1 äs HERA 1000.

Results from other colliders or experiments are included, taking the values compiled by the
Particle Data Group [2]. No attempt is made to give a complete list of references.

2 New Fermions

2.1 Exotic Leptons

Searches for exotic leptons L = E, N have so far not being carried out at HERA l due to the
limited luminosity. Mixing angles to ordinary leptons are expected to bc smaller than 0(10"').

'Rocently ZEUS [3] searclied for right-handed electron nemrinos decaying into a relatively light right-handed
W boson, NR —• e WR
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The coupling parameters ( ~ (,L or ^fl (left or right handed leptons) should be close to the
values of the rnixing angles. The neutral and charged current Lagrangiaris are

(l - -„) N + CH c% 0 + 7s) A' W + A.c. , (2)

The cross section for heavy lepton production at HERA can be parametrized äs

<r(f p ~*LX) ~ cC ( >-. v l pk '

with the coefficients
c(JVL) = 15, c(ArÄ) = 10,

(3)

or NR) = 4.5,

HERA 250 HERA 1000

heavy lepton Mt [GeV] ML [GeV]

EL
ER

170
160
130
90

Table 1: Accessible heavy lepton masses (N^ > 20) for couplings (2 ~ 0.02 and a detection
efficiency e = 0.5

Experiments at e+e~ colliders can exclude heavy lepton masses up to ML < \/s/2.

Conclusion HERA is an excellent place to search for exotic leptons E and 7V.

2.2 Excited Leptons

The cross section for excited lepton /* production in narrow width approximation is

CV (6)

The decay into an ordinary lepton i and vector boson V, branching ratio ß(l" —' I V ) , occurs
via magnetic coupling -i j<7„„g"(l - 7s)cv;.(. f-,/p(x) is the photon density in the proton.

LEP experiments can exclude excited leptons up to masses Mj- < v^/2 for pair production
and MI- < i/s for single production. assuming ß(l* —f /7 ) - l and electroweak couplings to the
photon (A-j) or Z (\z] exchange. The relation between the couplings is A/.V/c - v/2cvcj/A.



HERA '95

e- _, e7 CT < 0.8 (2) pb M > 100 (50) GeV
e- _, v W, e Z ü < 2 pb M > 110 GeV
v* -> u -, a < l pb M > 50 GeV
v~ _ e w, v Z v <~2.5 pb M > 125 GeV

Table 2: Upper ümits (95% cl) on the cross section for excited lepton production

M,

e"

v"

. [GeV] c

-> £7
100
150
200
250

— > j/7
100
150
200

HERA '95

ß*'*/\1 c

1 - IG'3
1.2-10-3

2.5-1 0'3
1 • IQ"2

8 - IO-3

i - io-2
2.5 - I O - 2

HERA 250 HERA 1000

B^li.

2 -
2 •
5 •
2 -

1.5
2 -
5 -

\1 c ß> / a /A [GeV]-1

IQ-4 1 - IO-1

IQ-4 1 • 10-'
IO-4 2.5 • IO-4

io-3 i • io-3

•IO- 3 8-10- 4

io-3 i - i o - 3
IQ'3 2.5 - I O - 3

Table 3: Upper limits (95% cl) on couplings c ö'^/A äs a function of the excited lepton mass

Conclusion HERA is an excellent place to search for excited electrons and neutrinos. The
serisjtivity to couplings c ß''2/A can be increased by an order of magnitnde.

References HERA data: Hl Collaboration [4], ZEUS Collaboration [5]

2.3 Leptogluons

The cross section for leptogluon LG production in riarrow width Approximation is

^P^LGX) = ̂  f^%(A/LA) ,

r,

s V A

o. A'&j
LG = 4 A2 '

where g(x) is the gluon density in the proton.

(7)

(8)

Conciusion HERA has a rieh potcntial to search for leptogluons. Scale parametcrs A of more
than one Order of magnitude larger can be probed.

References HERA data: Hl Collaboration [6]
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MLG [GeV]

50
100
150
200
250
280

HERA '95

A [TeV]

5
3

1.2
0.5
0.2
1 1 . 1

HERA 250

A [ leV]

125
65
30
25
6

1.5

HERA 1000

A [TeV]

250
125
65
50
15
3

Table 4: Lower limits (95% cl) on the scale parameter A äs a function of the leptogluon mass

2.4 Excited Quarks

At HERA excited quark q' production proceeds via electroweak couplings ~f q —*• q'. The
cross section for excited quark production can be written analogous to the excited fennion case
including a convolution of the photon densities in the electron /7/e

a(ep^q'X) = (2 J +1) B/,/./g/F(M,V«) , (9)

r«' - Q-<-^- (1Q)

The actual upper limit on the cross section for q' production (HERA '95 data at 95% cl) is

a(€p->q'X)-B(q' ->q-f) < 2 pb for M„- > 100 GeV .

HERA 250

[GeV]'1

HERA 1000

2-10- 4

2.5 • 10-1

6-10-4

4 • I Q - 3

1 • 10-
1.2- 1Q-
3-10-
2 • 10-

Table 5: Up]>er limits (959{ c/) on couplings c Blf2/A äs a function of the excited quark mass

L E P cxpcriments can exclude excited quarks up to inasses Mq> < •*/$/% for pair production
and .l/,,. < ̂  for single production. At the TEVATRON excited quark production proceeds
via QCD couplings gq — ̂ q'. yielding A/,- > 540 GeV.

Conclusion HERA is superior to LEP in the search for excited quarks q'. The mass limit
from jipexperimentK. giving complementary information on t he^q coupling, cannot be reached.

References HERA data: Hl Collaboration [4]. ZEUS Collaboration [5]
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3 Leptoquarks

Leptoquarks LQ are colour triplct bosons of spin 0 (7 scalars 5) or l (7 vectors V), carrying
lepton and baryon number and fractional electric charge.

The cross section for leptoquark production in narrow width approximation is

Tv =
A2

MLQ ,

(11)
(12)= —

5 ~ 16z •""* ' - ' 247T
where q(x) denotes the quark densities in the proton.

There may exist 252 additional flavour changing leptoquarks (2 lepton flavours /, 3 x 3 initial
and final quark generations i, j, couplings A2 = Aei- A f j ) with a production cross section

s—channel 5
£

2

= ~ !
16 TT M J

1(1-!/)2 u-channel S

2(1 -y)2 5-channel V

u~ channel V

Leptoquarks of the first generation with masses ranging from 215 GeV to 275 GeV are
already excluded by present HERA data for couplings larger than the electromagnetic scale
A > v 4 T Q — 0.3. Masses of up to 250 GeV are excluded for couplings with leptons of the
second and third generation larger than A > 0.3.

Complementary information can be obtained from electron and positron beams. For the
extrapolation to high luminosities an equal share of t^ beams is assumed.

MLQ [GeV]

scalars
100
150
200
250

vectors
100
150
200
250

HERA '95

1.5-10-2

2-5 • 10-2

7 • IO-2

2.5- 10-1

1.5 -10-'
2.5 • IQ-2

5 • IG'2
2 - 10-'

HERA 250

2
4
1
4

2
-:
8
3

io-3
io-3
io-2
io-2

io-3
io-3
io-3
io-2

HERA 1000

1 •
2 -
5 -
2 -

1 •
2 -
-1 •

1.5

10~3

10~3

io-3
io-2

io-3
io-3
io-3
• io-2

Table 6: Upper limits (95% ci) on first generation leptoquark couplings An . Values of individual
leptoquarks may differ by a factor of 2

In pp collisions leptoquarks are produced in pairs, thus their production does not depend
on the coupling A. However, the derived mass lirnits depend on the assumed decay branching
ratio ß(LQ-
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MLQ [GeV]

scalar S^,*
100
150
200
225

vector VQ*
100
150
200
225

HERA '95

5 • IQ'3
1 - IO-2

2.5 • IG"3

5 • IQ"2

3 • IO-3

7 • IG"2

1.5 -IO- 3

3 - IQ ' 2

HERA 250

1.5- IO-3

3 - IO-3

8-10-3

1.5- IO'2

1 - IO-3

2.5- IO-3

5 • IO-3

1 • IC'2

HERA 1000

8 - IO-4

1.5 - IG ' 3

4 • 10"3

8 • IO-3

5 . 1 o-4
1 .2 - 10~3

2.5 • IQ-3

5 • 1 0-:t

Table 7: Upper limits (95% cl) on second generation leptoquark couplings A22. Values for other
leptoquarks may be up to a factor of 4 worse

5=1.0 5 = 0.5
MLQ (GeV] MLQ [GeV

first genfration
scalars (CDF)
scalars (DO)

second generation
scalars (CDF)
scalars (DO)

third generation
scalars (CDF [9])

113
129

131
119

94

80
116

96
97

Table 8: Lower mass limits (95% cl) on first, second and third (preliminary) generation scalar
leptoquarks from pp experiments, decay branching ratio ß(LQ —>• l + jet}.

Conclusion HERA remains competitive in the search for leptoquarks, in particular for lep-
toquarks with lepton flavour violating couplings, although the mass limits from p p experiments
may increase in the future. The limits on coupling strengths A can be iniproved by an order of
rnagnitude.

References HERA data: Hl Collaboration [7], ZEUS Collaboration [8]



4 Contact Interactions (ee) (qq)

New currents or bosons may produce indirect effects through interference of a virtual particle
exchange with the 7 and Z fields of the Standard Model. For a sufficiently heavy particle X
with raass MX ~> ̂  and coupling strength gx—t,j (i, f = L, R fermion heliclties) new contact
terms arise frorn contracting the particle propagators to an etTective four-fermion pointlike
interaction. The effective couplings TJ^ carry dimension [mass ]. The expected signatures are
deviations from the Standard Model predictions at high Q2, being either positive or negative.

The neutral currcnt Lagrangian for deep inelastic scattering ep —*• e hadrons gcts an addi-
tional term

(14)

(15)

(e«7*eflK9L7"?L) + IRR

Ml

Only vectorial Lorentz structures need to be considered. Scalar and tensor terms. involving
helicity flip amplitudes proportional to a small fermion mass, are strongly suppressed at HERA.

Specific models, e.g. compositeness, leptoquarks or new gauge bosons Z', can be uniquely
described in terms of the completely general eight coupling coefEcients i/'j. This concept can
be extended to charged current phenomena, but contact interactions in charged currents have
not been considered in this Workshop.

Note that contact interactions depcnd only on the ratio gx/Mx and the sensitivity rises
with the center of mass energy and luminosity äs a (s • £)1'4.

Contrary to the opinion of several authors polarized leptons do not help in discovering new
contact interaction phenomena. Polarization might only be useful, once a discrepancy with the
Standard Model has been observed.

4.1 Compositeness Scales

In the Standard Model the fundamental particles - leptons, quarks and gauge bosons - are
assumed to be pointlike. In extended models it is conceivable that leptons and quarks have a
substructure. If they have cominon constituents a possible t q compositeness can be character-
ized by a compositeness scale parameter A and a coupling strength g

, - 4. 92
»?.•* — ±^T-i ,

where i, j are helicity indices L, R and the signs indicate positive and negative interference with
the Standard Model currents. The coupling strength is convcntionally chosen äs g2/47r = 1.

Conclusion HERA is and will continue to be competitive with experiments at other colliders
in the search for eq compositeness. Compositeness scales A up to 8 TeV can be reached
depending on the chiral stmcture and slgn of interference.

References HERA data: Hl Collaboration [10], ZEUS Collaboration [11]
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HERA '95 HERA 250 HERA 1000 CDF OPAL [12]

,\
A!L
ALK
A L/i

Aflfi
ARR

A KL

ARL

[TeV]
[TeV]
[TeV]
[TeV]

1.7

2.1
1.2

-=-2.3
1.0
-r 2.5

-=-1.4

5.
3.
5.
2.

.1
5
1
1

8.
4.
6.
4.

.0
,1
,3
.0

1.7 —
2.2 —

2.4
1.7
2.0
2.0

1.9
2.2
1.6
2.5

Table 9: Lower limits (95% cl) on e q compositeness scale parameters A± for chiralities LL,
LR. EL and RR, assuming <72/4?r = 1.
atmihilation 5 quark flavours contribute

pp experiments use Drell-Yan production, in e+e"

4.2 Form Factors and Quark Radii

An alternative method to study fermion substructures is to assign a finite size of radius R to
the leptons and/or quarks. A convenient paramctrisation is to mtroduce 'classical' form factors
f ( Q 2 ) at the gauge b> son-ferraion vertices [13]. A finite extension of a lepton or quark is
expected to diminish the Standard Model cross section at high Q'2

(16)

(17)

dQ* Jf^

= 1-1&Q

Note that this concept does not iinply interference effects äs discussed in the previous section.

The HERA data are analyzed in terrns of a single form factor for the light u and d quarks,
since the pointlike nature of the electron is already established down to much smaller distances
in e+e~ and (g — 2)E experiments.

HERA '95 HERA 250

R, [cm] 1.4 H- 2 .6- IQ-'8 0 .6 - lO'16

HERA 1000 Z -^qq Z ̂  ff

0 . 4 - IG'10 1 .2- 10-'6 0.2 -lO'16

Table 10: Upper limits at 95% confidence level on quark radii. Z decays are for 5 quark flavours.
the last column assumes lepton quark universality

Conclusion HERA is and will continue to be competitive with other colliders in the search
for quark form factors or quark radii Rq down to distance of a few lß~ 1 7 cm.

References HERA data: Hl collaboration [10], ZEUS collaboration [11]

4.3 Leptoquarks

The direct search for leptoquarks can be complemented by contact interaction analyses, ex-
tending the accessible mass ränge beyond the HERA center of mass energy. Each leptoquark
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is specified by a set of coupling coefficients

7

where the constants cf, are given by the model. Note that such a contact term analysis is
oiily sensitive to the ratio coupling over rnass and the resulting coupling limits may only be
extrapolated to lower leptoquark masses M IQ > ^/s.

Contact interaction analyses at HERA have been carried out for the first, second and third
leptoquark generation. In general one obtains more stringent bounds for vectors than for
scalars. The access to various leptoquark types cannot be simply guessed on the basis of the
quark densities in the proton. This naive expectation is spoiled by interference effects and by
the fact that not all coefficients 77'. contribute with the same weight and in addition to the s
channel aniplitudes of direct production the contact interaction ansatz implicitly contains the
crossed t and u channel diagrams. The extrapolation to high lummosities assumes an equal
share of e± beams.

Other indirect lirnits on leptoquarks come primarily from low energy data. using information
froni meson decays and atomic parity violation experiments. The bounds on MLQ/\d
by different authors differ by factors up to ~ 1.5 in either direction [1-1], reflecting the model
dependent assumptions.

Conclusion Contact interactions provide a powerful tool to searcli for high mass leptoquark
signals, thus complementing direct searches. With a substantial increase in luminosity HERA
will be cornpetitive with the results on MLQ/\f low energy experiments.

References HERA data: III Collaboration [10], ZEUS Collaboration [8]

4.4 New Neutral Vector Bosons

New heavy neutral vector bosons Z' appear äs extensions of the electroweak SU('2)i, X U(~[)y
Standard Model. The mass eigenstatcs Z°. Z? mix to give the physical masses of Z and Z'

(18)

(19)

Populär models include:

• Standard Model couplings Z^-w

used äs a refcrence for comparing different accelerators

• Left-right Symmetrie extcnsion of the Standard Model ZLR

SU(2)L x SU(2}R x U(1}B.L (gL =9^ = 9}

Gange rnodels of string inspired grand unifying E6 theories Zg
SU(2)L x6'(l) r x U (l)

Z2 = = cos ß Zx + sin ß Z^ (20)
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Table 11: Accessible lower bounds (95% cl) on
from contact interactions

[TeVj for first generation leptoquarks
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model

7' (f~\ \ 1

ZLR (e~)
ZK (e+)
Zu (e*)

Zn (e-)

HERA 250

M [GeV]

460
260
235
95
145

HERA 1000

M [GeV]

650
370
340
135
200

p p search

M [GeV]

505
445
425
415
440

electroweak fit

M [GeV]

779
389
321
160
182

Table 12: Lower mass limits (95% cl) on additional Z' bosons, indicated is the most sensitive
lepton polarity at HERA

Conclusion HERA cannot compete with the direct Z' searches from p p rollisions.
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Abstract: The scalar and vector leptoquark pair production cross sections for
deep inelastic ep scattering are calculated. Estimates are presented for the search
potential at HERA.

l Introduction

In many extensions of the Standard Model bosonic states carrymg both lepton and quark quan-
tum numbers. so-called leptoquarks, are contained. Leptoquarks may exist in the mass ränge
reached by high energy colliders if their couplings are B and L conserving. A general classin-
cation of these states was given in ref. 1} demanding also non-derivative and family diagonal
couplings. In most of the scenarios the fermionic leptoquark couplings are not predicted. More-
ovet, a detailed analysis of low energy data [2] showed that the these leptoquark couplings are
small in the mass ränge up to O(l TeV). Thus processes depending on the fermionic couplings
can not be used to obtain rigorous mass bounds for these states.

On the other hand, the couplings of the leptoquarks to the electroweak gauge bosons and
gluons are determined by the respective gauge symmetries. In the case of scalar leptoquarks
the couplings are thus completely predicted. For vector leptoquarks additionally anomalous
couplings may contribute. Due to the smaU fermionic couplings the pair production cross
sections depend only on the bosonic couplings and mass limits may be derived directly.

In the present paper a brief account is given on results obtained m refs. [3, 4] and estimates
are presented for the search potential in the HERA energy ränge.

2 The Pair Production Cross Sections

The integral leptoquark pair production cross sections in deep inelastic ep collisions are de-
scribed by

a'/y = ffe/yr + a'sy" i (1)

containing a direct and a resolved photon contribution which are given by

(2)
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find

dz - 4M

E

respectively. Here <£>-,/, denotes the Weizsäcker-Williams distribution and M$ is the leptoquark
mass. ql and Gp("r' are the quark and_ gluon distributions in the photon and proton, respectively,
s = Sxy, and /LI and //2 denote the factorization scales.

The Subsystem scattering cross sections ff^fä, M$) were calculated in [3] for the direct
process and in [4] for the resolved processes, both for scalar and vector leptoquarks. There also
the difFerential scattering cross were derived. In the case of vector leptoquarks the scattering
cross sections were calculated accounting both for anomalous photon «4,^,4, and gluon cou-
plings, «GI-^G- These contributions are understood in an effective description being valid in
the threshold ränge, i.e. for S "~ 4M|. Due to the anomaJous couplings the pair production
cross sections for vector leptoquarks obtain äs well unitarity violating pieces which however
are assumed to never become large. It is hardly possible in general, to provide a correct high
energy description in a model-independent way, äs intended in the present paper focussing on
the threshold ränge only. This, instead, requests to consider a specinc scenario accounting also
for the details of the respective pattern of symmetry breaking.

For all details of the calculation we refer to refs. [3j and [4].

3 Numerical Results

In figures l and 2 the integrated scattering cross sections for a series of scalar and vector
leptoquarks are shown in dependence of the leptoquark mass and charges. For the vector
leptoquarks different choices of anomalous couplings are also considered. For simplicity we
identined KA = KG and A^ = \. It is interesting to note that not the Yang-Mills type
couplings, n — A — 0, but the so-cedled minimal couplings, K = l, A — 0, result in the smallest
cross section. In further experimental studies it might be interesting to vary even all the four
anomalous couplings independeiitly. As seen in figures l and 2 the integral cross sections behave
ab out like

Mt). (4)

This relation can be used to obtain an estimate of the respective search limits which can be
reached at a given integrated luminosity, L.

For C = 100 pb"1 and ./s = 314 GeV the search limits for charge \Q$ — 5/3 scalar
leptoquarks ranges up to 60 (45) GeV and for vector leptoquarks up to 70 (55) GeV, given a
signal sample of 10 (100) events, respectively.

For most of the channels the experiments at LEP l have excluded leptoquarks with masses
below Mz/2. At present the most stringent mass bound for both scalar [5] and vector leptoquarks1

'Studies considering also anomalous leptoquark couplings were not performed yet.

decaying into the fermions of the first and second family come from TEVATRON and ex-
clude the ränge M* < 90 GeV. For some leptoquark types the ränge JV/$ g, 130 GeV is
excluded [5]. No bounds were yet derived for 3rd generation leptoquarks, e.g. those decaying
äs $5py —* b T, etc., in the TEVATRON analyses. Due to the lower background rates, an
investigation of particularly this channel may be more suited to ep or e+e~ collisions than for
proton collisions.
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Heavy quark physics is an active part of the current research at HERA. With the projected
luminosity of 250 (pk)"1, many detailed aspects of charm physics (production and decay} will
be studied. The alm of the HERA-B experiment is to measure CP violation in B decays and
determine the CKM matrix elements essential for a quantitative test of the Standard model. In
addition, estimated charm hadron cross section at HERA-B will inake it competitive with other
concurrent facilities elsewhere. The anticipated high luminosity would allow both HERA-B and
HERA(ep) to gain sensitivities in searches for new phenomena, such äs mixing, CP violation and
rare decays in the charm sector. whichgo significantly beyond t hose of the exis t ing experiment s.
In addition, an increase in the proton beam energy will greatly help the ß-physics programme
of HERA-B.

The work done in the Heavy Quark Physics working group divided itself naturally into two
distinct parts, namely production and decays of heavy quarks. Consequently, we surnmarize
these parts separately in two summaries. These summaries and overview, together with the
individual contributions. are listed below. In addition. a large number of invited talks was
given during the workshop. They are discussed in the summaries. \Ve would like to thank all
the participants, in particular the Speakers, who contributed to the proceedings.
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Heavy Flavour Production

R. Eichler, S. Frixione

ETH-Zürich. CH 8093 Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: We discuss the impact of the planned Upgrades of the HERA collider
on the study of open heavy flavour and quarkonium production. New experimental
techniqucs in charra physics are presented.

l Introduction

The ep collider HERA öfters new opportunities to study the production mechanism of heavy
quarks and to test the predictions of the underlying theory. In the following, we will deal with
the processes

e + p

1 + P

•} + P

Q + Q + X,
Q + Q + X,

(QQ) + x,

(i)
(2)

(3)

where (QQ\s a generic heavy quarkonium state, like Jj-il\e dominant contribution

to the QQ cross section is due to those events in which the virtuality of the photon exchanged
between the electron and the proton is very small. In this case. the electron can be considered to
be equivalent to a beam of on-shell photons, whose distribution in energy (Weizsäcker-Williams
function [1]) can be calculated in QED. The underlying production mechanism is thcrefore a
photoproduction one (eqs. (2) and (3)), which has been studicd extensively in fixed-target ex-
periments. At HERA, the available center-of-mass energy is about one order of magnitude
larger than at fixed-target facüitics; this energy regime is totally unexplored in photoproduc-
tion. and several new features have to be taken into proper account. In particular, the large
contribution of the resolved photon component introduces in the theoretical predictions a source
of uncertainty which is totally negligible at fixed-target energies.

A complementary way of studying heavy flavour production at HERA is to retain only those
events characterized by a large photon virtuality (eq. (1)). Although the total rates are much
smaller than the photoproduction ones, the resolved component is completely eliminated and
more reliable theoretical and experimental results can be obtained. Also, the dependence of
the data upon the photon virtuali ty can be used äs a further test of QCD predictions.

2 Theoretical summary

Fully exclusive, next-to-ieading order perturbative QCD calculations [2, 3, 4] are now available
for the processes of eqs. (1) and (2). In the framework of the factorization theorem of ref. [5],
a next-to-leading Order calculation for the direct color-singlet photoproduction of quarkonium
has been presented in ref. [6]. Other contributlons to the production of quarkonium, like the
resolved photoproduction and the direct color-octet photoproduction, which are potentially
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relevant in kinematical regions accessible at HERA, have been considered at the leading order
in ref. [7].

In spite of these substantial progresses in understanding the production mechanism, the
(fixed-order perturbative) results may become unreliable in certain kinematical regions, due
to the appearance of potentially large logarithrns which spoil the convergence of the perturba-
tive expansion. In this case, a resummation to all orders of these large logarithrns has to be
perforrned.

When the available center-of-mass energy v$ gets large, the effective expansion parameter
of the perturbative series becomes aslog(6'/mg). The problem of resumming these terms
(small-x effects) has been tackled by several authors [8]. mainly in the context of b production
in hadronic colüsions. Specific studjes for HERA [9] lead to the conclusion that the total
photoproduction rates can be increased by the resummation of the log(S/mg) terms by a
factor smaller than or equal to 40% (45%) with respect to the next-to-leading order prediction
for the direct (resolved) contribution in charm production. In the case of bottom. the effect is
much milder, being always smaller than 10%.

The transverse momentum distribution is in principle affected by the presence of logfpr/mg)
terms. These logarithrns can be resummed by observing that, at high pT, the heavy-quark mass
is negligible. and by using perturbative fragmentation functions [10], Remarkably enough, the
fixed-order and the resummed results agree in a very wide ränge in pT for charm production
(in the HERA energy ränge, the contribution of the resummation of this kind of logarithrns
is expected to be negligible for bottom production): the effect of the resummation might be
visible only for pT larger than 50 GeV.

Finally, multiple soft gluon emission makes the perturbative expansion unreliable close to
the threshold or to the borders of the phase space, like for example the regions p^ c± 0 and
^QQ ~ T _ TlriK problem has not been directly dealt with during the Workshop, but a lot of
theoretical work has recently been performed [11]. The resu-mmation of soft gluons would be of
great help in order to have a reliable prediction for J/v> production at pT ~ 0; also, threshold
effects are important for b production at HERA-B.

2.1 Quarkonium Photoproduction

Quarkonium photoproduction has been dealt with in ref. [12]. The benchmark process is in
this case the production of Jji}>. With suitable cuts, typically pr > l GeV and z < 0.9, where

Hl

the dominant contribution to the cross section is due to the direct color-singlet production of
J/V>; this cross section has been calculated at next-to-leading order in QCD [6]. The radiative
corrections turn out to be sizeable in the HERA energy ränge, being of the same order of the
leading-order contribution. The total rate is of the order of tens of nb, and a first comparison
with data [13] has already been performed. Although there is a good agreement äs far äs the
shape of (z and pT) distributions is concerned. the theoretical predictions appear to slightly
undershoot the data for the total cross section; this can be adjusted by properly tumng the
Snput parameters of the calculation, since the normalization is affected by large uncertainties.
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With a larger integrated luminosity, a more significant comparison will be possible, eventually
helping in constraining the input parameters.

The luminosity Upgrade is mandatory in order to assess the importance of the J/ij> produc-
tion mechanisms neglected so far, namely the direct color-octet contribution and the resolved
contribution. The former has been considered in refs, [7, 12] at the leading order in QCD. It
has to be stressed that this contribution can not be calculated from first principles, and relies
upon fits to Tevatron data on color-octet J/v production. The comparison with HERA data
can therefore be regarded äs a test of the underlying factorization picture [5]. Using the result
of ref. [7], the color-octet contribution appears to be dominant over the color-singlet one in
the large-3 region; the first HERA data do not support this behaviour. Nevertheless, since
both the data and the theoretical calculations need some refinement, no definite conclusion can
be drawn at present. The resolved J/i}> production is expected to be dominant at very IOW-Ä
values, being enhanced by the color-octet terms. Since the total rate is O(l nb) m that region,
large integrated luminosity is needed to study this problcm.

To further investigate the interplay between color-singlet and color-octet contributions,
other possibitities were taken into account in ref. [12]. For example, the photoproduction cross
section of \ should be dominated by color-octet terms; the total rate i s howcver suppresxed
by two Orders of magnitude with respect to the one of J/$, and therefore large luminosity is
reqm'red. The Jji^ + 7 production has a very distinctive signature to color-octet contribution in
the large-5 region [14], but the cross section is very small (0(10 pb)). Finally, large luminosity
is necessary also in order to investigate J/t1 production for pT > 10 GeV, where the dominant
contribution is expected to be due to charm fragmentation (the total rate is at most O (l pb)).

2.2 Open Heavy Flavour Production

Severa! aspects of the deep-inelastic production of heavy flavours at HERA have been studied
during the workshop. The work of ref. [15; basically falls into three parts. To begin with,
the authors present a study of the heavy quark inclusive structure function F2(x,Q2,m2), its
sensitivity to the input parameters of the calculation, and the size of the QCD corrections. The
füll next-to-leading order theoretical prediction [3. 4] suffers from a fairly little uncertainty,
and the radiative corrections are not too large. The structure function is on the other hand
significantly sensitive to the small-.r behaviour of the ghion density in the proton. Thercfore,
it is concluded that F2 in charm production is an excellent probe to infer the gluon density in
the proton at small x.

Next, the exclusive properties of the final state are investigated, since they allow a deeper
understanding of the dynamics of the production process with respect to the inclusive structure
function. The next-to-leading order corrections to F^. k = 2, L, in a fully differential form have
been recently calculated [4] using the subtraction method. The results were incorporated in
a Monte-Carlo style program which allows one to study correlations in the laboratory frame.
The authors of ref. [15] present some single-inclusive distributions and compare them with
preliminary ZEUS data [16]. In general, the data follow the shape of the theoretical curves, but
lie above them. This behaviour is consistent with the recent analysis by Hl [17] that, using a
single-inclusive quantity, showed that the charm production mechanism is boson-gluon fusion.
and not a consequence of charm quarks in the sea. Correlations between charm and anticharm
are also presented. Clearly, all these issues will be further clarified äs soon äs data with better
statistics will be available; a large integrated luminosity is highly desirable.
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Finally, the authors of ref. [15] deal with the fact that, at truly large Q2, a charm quark
should bc described äs a light quark. i.e. äs a constituent parton of the proton, whereas at Q"2

of order of m2 it can only be produced through boson-gluon fusion (see ref. [18] for a detailed
discussion). It is shown that, surprisingly. already at Q2 of order 20-30 GeV2, the asymptotic
next-to-leading order formula (large Q2) for the inclusive structure function differs from the
exact result for a factor of 5% or less, indicating that at these not so large Q^ values the charrn
quark behaves already very much like a parton. Since, äs mentioned before, the boson-gfuon
fusion almost correctly accounts for experimental results on single-inclusive distributions, this
points out that the scale at which the charm quark can be regarded äs a parton actually depends
upon the physical observables considered.

Open heavy flavour photoproduction has been considered in ref. [19]. With an integrated
luminosity of 1000 p6 , next-to-leading order QCD predicts about 109 (106) charm (bottom)
particles produced in ep collisions (Weizsäcker-Williams approximation). Therefore, taking into
account the experimental efficiencies, the mimber of reconstructed particles will be comparable
to or larger than the one obtainable by the fixed-target hadroproduction experiments of the
new generatlon at Fermüab. This will provide the HERA experiments with the possibility
of performing studies of charm and bottom physics at an excellent level of accuracy. In this
respect, it is extrernely intcresting to compare the results at HERA with the results of fixed-
target pholoproduction experiments, which have a center-of-mass energy of about one order of
magnitude smaller. In charm physics, high luminosity will allow to consider exclusive quantities,
like correlations, which constitute the rnost stringent test for the underlying theoretical picture.
One may also adopt a different point of view, namely to look at charm production äs a useful
tool to constrain the input parameters entcring the calculations, like for exarnple the quark
mass. To this end, it h mandatory to have data with large statistics. The capability of
HERA of producing bottom quarks is also very promising. In particular, the comparison of
the QCD prediction for the pT spectrum of bottom (which has been shown in ref. [20] to be
only marginally affected by the uncertainties on the input parameters of the calculation) with
the data could be of great help in understanding the origin of the discrepancy observed at the
Tevatron for the same quantity.

2.3 Production at HERA-B

The study of the production mechanism of heavy flavours at HERA-B might prove to be
extremely useful. The data on bottom production at fixed target have low statistics, and have
been mainly obtained in trN collisions (only very recently, the first measurement of the total
bb rate in pN collisions has been presented). A study of distributions would be interesting in
order to test the QCD description of bottom quark production at low center-of-mass energies.
In charm physics, the results of fixed-target experiments at CERN and Fermilab still leave
plenty of open questions (see ref. [2l] and references therein). In particular, new measurements
may help in understanding the importance and the nature of non-perturbative contributions
to charm cross section. The hypothesis of the intrinsic charm in the proton could be tested äs
well.
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2.4 Determination of the Gluon Density in the Proton using Charm
Data

The possibility has been considered of using charm data to constrain (or to measure) the
gluon density in the proton, both in the unpolarized and the polarized case. Photoproduction
of charm is in principle an ideal tool in order to perform this measurement, since the gluon
density enters the cross section already at the leading order. and in a simpler way with respect to
hadroproduction processes. It has been shown in ref. [22] that the use of correlations between
the charm and the anticharm can give a direct measure of the unpolarized gluon density in
the proton in a fairly large ränge in x (10~3 4- 10"1), since the contribution of the resolved
component can be suitably suppressed. Being necessary to reoonstruct both the charm and the
anticharm for this kind of measurements, a very large integrated luminosity is required. The
measurement of the polarized gluon density in the proton has been considered in refs. [23, 24]
(see also ref. [25]). in view of the possibility for HERA to operate in the polarized mode. The
conclusion has been reached [23] that charm photoproduction data can be used to constrain
this quantity, if an integrated luminosity of at least 100 pb~l wil l be achieved.

2.5 Intrinsic Charm

The possibility of detecting signals due to intrinsic charm in the proton has been discussed
during the workshop by G. Ingelman. An intrinsic charm contribution has been suggested
long time ago [26] to explain an excess of data frorn fixed-target experiments with respect
to theoretical predictions in the large-xF region, Recently. tliis problem has been tackled in
ref. [27], dealing directly with ep collisions at HERA. It turns out that the intrinsic charm
contribution is non-negügible only in the very forward region, and can not be detected with the
present experimental configuration; an Upgrade in the very forward region would be necessary.

3 Heavy Quark Production Cross Sections and Recon-
struction Efficlencies

In this section we give measured cross sections and expected reconstruction efficiencies for
charmed mesons. As an example the capabilitics of the Hl detector [28] are given. The effect
of a double layer silicon vertex detector [29] is investigated.

The charm production cross section has been measured by both collaborations Hl and
ZEUS [30, 3l] and is close to one microbarn. The value for photoproduction (Q2 < 0.01 GeV2)
amounts to [30]

a(ep -+ ccX) = 941 ± 160+J^ nb.

The first error is the statistical and the second the systernatic error dominated by the extrapo-
lation uncertainty to the unmeasurcd phase space. This rather large cross section makes HER.A
an ideal place for charm physJcs.

The b cross section has not been measured yet. An estimate [32] trjep —> bbX] = 6 ± 2 nb is of
similar magnitude äs on the Z°- or the T-resonance and much lower than at hadron colliders.
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The reconstruction of charm uses the central tracking chambers with an angular coverage
of -1.5 < i) < 1.5. The decay chain

ep -> D'X -> Z/V, -> (A'-Tr+jTr,

yields a signal to background ratio of 1:1 for the mass difference AM — A/(A'~7r+7r+) -
M(K~ir+) with a cut on the transverse inomentum of pr(D') > 2.5 GeV. A total efficiency
in photoproduction of trigger, acceptance. branching fraction, and reconstruction of charmed
events via Z)*-tagging of 10""1 has been achieved (table 1). This is only a tiny fraction of the
total cross section. The yield can be enlarged by summingother decay channels of the D meson.
A similar signal to background ratio can be achieved with the reconstruction of

D° -> A-TT+ (3.83%), A'°jr+7T- (5.4%). K-*****- (7.5%), A'V" (3.23%J.

This is an improvement of a factor of 5 over the single A'~TT+ channel.

Besides the branching fractions into a specific decay channel the biggest event loss (order of
magnitude) comes from the transverse momentum cut of the D* which is necessary to reduce
the combinatorial background. This can be partially compensated with the help of a vertex
detector.

3.1 Charm Reconstruction with the Hl Vertex Detector

The main effect of a vertex detector is the assignment of charged particle tracks to a sec-
ondary vertex which results in a much improved signal to background ratio S/N, but with a
corresponding loss of acceptance.

This can be seen in figure la (from ref. [33]), where this ratio S/N is plotted versus the
Separation d/a of primary and secondary vertex, with d the distance and a its error. No lower
momentum cut for the D* was applied. The track finding efficiency of the slow pion in the
D" —t- D°TVS decay is non zero only above pT(7rs) = 120 MC V which impliesan indirect transverse
momentum cutofF for the D' mcson of about l GeV.

The signal to background grows rapidly with the vertex Separation and reaches values above
one for d/a > 2 — 2.0. At the same time we observe a loss of the signal by a factor two comparcd
to no vertex cut (see figure Ib). Therefore the net gain is not very large.

But with the vertex cut even more decay channels are reconstructable. The D° mesons
can be found directly without the detour via the D". This gains a factor of more than two,
Also the D+ dccays into A"7r+7r+(9.1%), A'^+TT+TT- (7%), and A'OTT+ (2.8'Xj will be possible.
Therefore the net gain with a vertex detector to fully reconstrucl, charmed final states is a factor
5-10.

A vertex detector is also useful for tagging charm by looking for secondary vertices insidc
jets. A study [34] has been performecl where two or more jets with E^J > 6 GeV, \r}je'\ 2 .
Q2 <4 GeV2, and 135 GeV < W^p < 270 GeV were selected. The efficiency using very loose
cuts (at least one track with an impact pararneter displaced by d/a >2) is 37% for charm and
17%. for bottom with S/N=0.9 and also here the gain from a vertex detector is significant (order
of magnitude).

Tables l and 2 summarize the eificiencies. For an integrated luminosity of 300 pb"1 we
expect thereforc of order 106 fully reconstructed D° and D± rnesons with a S/N>1.
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Figure 1: a): Signal to background ratio S/N of the D' signal versus the vertex Separation d
normalized to its error a for a transverse momentum cutoff of l GeV (ope.n circles) and 2 GeV
(ciosed triangles) of the D", (bj: Yield of the D' signal with pT(D") >1 GeV (open circles)
and >2 GeV (ciosed triangles) respectively relative to a momentum cutoff ofpT(D~) >2.5 GeV.

3.2 Charm-Anticharm Correlations

For many applications and QCD studies the two-particle inclusive distribution is of interest,
We investigated the probability to fully reconstruct two charmed particles in Hl.

The acceptance that both charin quarks fall inside the acceptance of the tracking System
(\r)\ 1.5, pT > l GeV) is 3%. Using all the above decay channels and a vertex detector we
can reach a double tagging efficiency of Order 2.5xlO"~5, which translates into 7000 charm pairs
for 300 pb~l. Without a vertex detector this riumber will be an order of magnitude less.

If we do not require the füll reconstruction of both charmed mesons, but ask only for one
reconstructed D meson plus a lepton of momentum pT > 1.5 GeV which does not come from
the primary vertex, we reach similar efficiendes äs above, therefore doubling the number of
double charm tags. Relaxmg the quality of the double tagged events even more one would ask
for one fully reconstructed charmed meson and a well separatcd jet. Efficiencics depend very
imich on chosen cuts and no numbers are given here.

4 Summary and Comparison with other Machines

At HERA, a rieh physics program can be achieved with an integrated luminosity L = 300 pb~l,
The inclusive properties of open charm photo- and electroproduction can be studied at an ex-
cellent level of accuracy. The next-to-leading order QCD predictions for the direct color-singlet,
photoproduction of JfiL' can be thoroughly tested. Correlations between charm and anticharm,
open bottom production, resolved and direct color-octet quarkonium photoprodxiction could be
studied with L = 300 p6~' äs well, although larger luminosity would allow a more significant
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no vertex
detector
D° ~> A-TT+
D° -4 A-TT+T+TT-
D° -}• A'-/i+i/
D° -> A'°7r+7r- -j. ITT
sum (D°)

with vertex
detector

D° -> A-TT+
D° -> A-TT+TT+TT-
D° -4 A'-^
OQ -> A'°7i+ff- -> 4 T
sum (D")
D+ -4 A'°-+ -> 3:r
ü+ -> A-TT+-+
D+ -4 A'Ü7T + 7r + 7T- ->• Ö7T

sum (D±)
sum (all ZJ-mesons)

acceptance
pT > 2.5 GeV

0.03

0.03

acceptance
pT > 1.0 GeV

(//ST > 2.3
0.05

0.05
0.05

0.05

reconstr.
efficiency

0.5

0.5

reconstr.
efficiency

0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3

c-> D' -j.
£>°7T

0.18

0.18

c^ 7)ü/^

0.55

0.55
0.21

0.21

D°
decay mode

0.038
0.075
0.032
0.019
0.164

D°/D+

decay mode

0.038
0.075
0.032
0.019
0.164
0.019
0.091
0.024
0.134

total
efficiency
i io-4

4 IO-4

total
efficiency

3 IO-4

1 10~3

6 IO-5

4 IO-4

2 IO-3

Täble 1: Summary of various reconstruction efficiencics for D° mesons in photoproduction
with and without a vertex detector. Charge.d particles have been conßned to \T}\ and a
vertex Separation of d/a >3.3 has been assumed for the lower example with a vertex detector.
Acceptance and reconstruction efhcicncies depend on details of cuts and only rough numbers
using cuts similar to ref. [SO] are given.

tagging mcthod
D* -meson
identified muon
non-vertex track.
non-vertex track,

dfa
djo

> 3
>2

charin-taggiiig
0.014
0.073
0.10
0.37

bot toni- tagging
0.09
0.20
0.33
0.17

Table 2: Summary of charm and bottom tagging efficiency inside Jets with E^ft > 6 GeV,
Irf" < 2 . Q2 <4 Ge\^. and 135 GeV < \V^P < 270 GeV. Non-vtrtex track means a track
with an impact parameter d larger than 2 rcsp. 3 times its crror a (from ref. [3/,])-

comparison between theory and experiments. Charm Correlations can be exploited in order
to measure the gluon density in the proton. In polarized ep colüsions, charm data are useful
to constrain the polarized gluon density in the proton. Very large luminosity is mandatory in
order to study the production of \ J/v + 7 and to investigate the charm fragmentation into
J / t y . Intrinsic charm sigrials are not detectable without upgrading the detectors in the very
forward region. A vertex detector is essential to reach a high tagging efficiency for open charm
and should be taken into account in the design of the luminosity Upgrade program.



A figure of merit of the potential for charm physics is the total iiumber of reconstmcted opeti
charmed particles. The biggest competition comes from fixed target experiments at FermHab.
A program to reach IQ6 reconstructed open charm is in place which corresponds to 300 p6~' at
HERA. Progress beyond 106 will depend on commitment to the physics and a potential to get
10 at Fermüab is enticing [35].
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Heavy Flavour Decays - Introduction and Summary

A. All" and H.Schrödera

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-22603 Hamburg, ERG

Abstract: We review some selected topics in the decays of heavy flavours, beauty
and charm, which arc of principal intcrest at HERA-B and HERA. The topics in B
physics include: an update on the quark mixing rnatrix and CP violating phases,
issues bearing on an improved resolution on the CP-violating phase A(sin2/3),
prospects of measuring radiative and semileptonic rare B decays, the B® - B° mixing
ratio xs, improved measurements of the B® - B% mixing ratio x<t and the B-hadron
lifetimes, in particular r (At) . In the charm sector, we have focussed on rare decays
and D°- DG mixing, whose measurements will signal physics beyond the Standard
model.

l Introduction

The origin of CP violation, even 32 years after its discovery by Christenson et al. in neutral K
decays [1], remains a puzzle. So far the ratio 6% is the only precisely determined CP violating
quantity in particle physics [2]. In the Standard model (SM), the couplings of the charged
vector bosons W± with the quark-antiquark pairs are complex, which for three generations
lead to a complex phase in the quark mixing matrix - the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix [3]. The quantity (-K m the SM measures essentially this complex phase. However, this
hypothesis remains to be tested by independent measurements of other CP-violating quantities.
In neutral ß-meson decays, the angles in the CKM-unitarity triangle shown in Fig. l are
characteristic measures of CP violation, äs tbe CP violating asymmetries in the decay rates of
a ß-hadron into specific modes and their CP-conjugates can be related to these angles. The
primary aim of the HERA-B experiment is to measure the CP-violating asymmetry in B decays
related to the phase sin(2/3).

A related and equally important goal of the HERA-B physics programme is to quantitatively
test the unitarity of the CKM matrix, in which apart from the improved measurements of the
matrix elements |V'C& and \Vub , the matrix element |V((j| plays a central role (see Fig. 1). This
matrix element can, in principle, be determined in a number of B and K decays [4, 5]. At
HERA-B, this would require either measuring the mass difference between the two eigenstates
of the B°-B® system, AA/S, (equivalently the ratio of the mass difference to the averaged decay
width x, = AM,/?,,), which can then be compared with the already well-measured quantity
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Figure 1: The unitarity triangle. The angles a, 3 and 7 can be measured via CP violation in
the B System.

AA/j [6] to extract the ratio |Kd|/|Ks , or the branching ratlos of at least one of the CKM-
suppressed rare decays, such äs B° —l p°+~t, which would yield IHdl/IK*!- These measurements
are also very challenging; apart from efficient triggers and good vertex resolution, both high
luminosity and higher proton beani energy will be big assets here. The unitarity of the CKM
matrix will, of course, be very precisely tested by the measurements of all three angles in the
unitari ty triangle shown in Fig. 1. This. however, is an arnbitious programme, which may or
may not materializein three years of HERA-B running and may require a post-HERA-B facility
such äs the LHC. Hence, in this workshop, we have concentrated on sin(2/2), zs, and rare B
decays.

Concerning charm physics at HER.A and HERA-B, which will undoubtedly contribute to our
understanding of the dynamics of heavy flavour production in QCD (reviewed here by Eichler
and Frixione [7]), the principal interest is in attaining improved experlmental sensitivities in
searches for rare decays. D° - D° mixlng and CP violation. As opposed to the FCNC phenomena
in B decays, SM predicts tiny FCNC decay rates, mixing frequency, and CP asymmetries in
the charm sector. This reflects the observed pattern of quark masses and mixings and the
built-in GIM-mechanism [8] in the SM. Long-distance (LD) effects may increase some of the
transitlon rates but these enhancements in all realistic estimates rernain modest; FCNC-related
phenomena in the charm sector remain unmeasurable in SM for all practical purposes. Hence,
finding a positive signal in any of the rare decays such äs D° -* i+i~, D° -> 77, D° - D°
mixing or CP violation in any charmed hadron decay mode will unambiguously signal physics
beyond the SM. As argued quantitatively in these proceedings by Grab [9] and Tslpolitis [10],
counting rate is the decisive parameter in such searches and an increase in HERA-luminosity
will be very welcome in the ep mode. At HERA-B, the anticipated charmed hadron production
rate is already very high. Here. one has to develop an efficient trigger to make use of this high
yield and do competitive physics.
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2 Flavour Mixings and CP Violation in the SM and at
HERA-B

The profile of the CKM matrix [3] is updated by Ali and London in [11]. In particular, they
focussed on the CKM unitarity triangle and CP asymmetries in B decays, which are the prin-
cipal objects of interest in experirnents at present and forthcoming B facilities, in particular
HERA-B.

2.1 Present profile of the CKM unitarity triangle

In updating the CKM matrix elements the Wolfenstein parametrization [12] has been used which
follows from the observation that the elements of this matrix exhibit a hierarchy in terms of A,
the Cabibbo angle. In this parametrization the CKM matrix can be written approximately äs

A
(1)

The allowed region in p-i] space can be displayed quite elegantly using the so-called unitarity
triangle. The unitarity of the CKM matrix leads to the following relation:

vudv:b + vcdvz + vtdvti = o . (2)
Using the form of the CKM matrix in Eq. l, this can be recast äs

which is a triangle relation in the complex plane (i.e. p-r/ space), illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus.
allowed values of p and ij translate into allowed shapes of the unitarity triangle.

The present Status of the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters A and .4 is äs follows [2, 6]:

|VUJ = A = 0.2205 ±0.0018 ,

0.0393 ± 0.0028 A = 0.81 ±0.058 , (4)

The other two parameters p and r) ( the all important comp_lcx phase) are detennined at present
through the measurements of |V^ |/1V^ j , AA/j, the B%-B%-mixing induced mass diiTerence,
and £A'|, the CP-violating parameter in K decays. The present experimental input can be
summarized äs [11]:

= 0.363 ±0.073 (from \VabjVcb -0.08 ±20%),

- 0.202 ±0.017 (from AA^ = 0.464 ± 0.018 (ps}'1).

5A"7?[0.93±(2.08±0.34)(1 - p ) } = (0.79 ±0.11) (from \CK\ (2.280 ± 0.013) x 10-

The errors of the last two lines include the small experimental errors on AA/j (3.9%) and
(0.6%), äs well äs the larger errors on m^ (11%) and Ä2 (M%) . In [11]. two lypes of CKM fits
have been considered.
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L = 200 ± 40 MeV ,

Figure 2: Allowed region in p-i] space. from a simultaneous fit to both the experimental and
theoretical quantities given in eqs. (4) and (5). The theoretical errors are treated äs Gaussian
for this fit. The solid line represents the region with ,\-2 = \Ln + 6 corresponding to the 95%
C.L. region. The triangle shows the best fit. (From [11].)

• Fit 1: the "experimental fit." Here, only the experimcntally meaaured numbers are used

äs inputs to the fit with Gaussian errors; the coupling constants /ßdi/-ß#d and BK are
given fixed values.

• Fit 2: the "combinedfit.11 Ilere, both the experimental and theoretical numbers (indicated
on Flg. 2) are used äs inputs assuming Gaussian errors for the theoretical quantities.

These two methods provide very similar results and we focus here on the "'combined fit" (Fit
2), which is shown in terms of the allowed CKM triangle in Fig. 2. As is clcar from this ngure,
the allowed region is still rather large at present. However, present data and theory do restrict
the parameters p and T; to He in the following ränge:

0.20 < r, < 0.52,

-0.35 < p < 0.35 . (6)

The preferred values obtained from the "combined fit'' are

(p,rj) = (0.05,0.36) (with \* = 6.6 x 10'3) , (7)

which gives rise to an almost right-angled unitarity triangle, with the angle 7 being close to 90
degrees.

2.2 CP Violation in the B System

It is expected in the SM that the B system will exhibit large CP-violating effects. characterized
by nonzero values of the angles a, ß and -v in the unitarity triangle (Fig. 1). The most
promising method to measure CP violation is to !ook for an asyrnmetry between f( B -*• /) and

3öl

l'(Ö° —*• /), where / is a CP eigenstate. If only one weak amplitude contributes to the decay,
the CKM phases can be extracted cleanly (i.e. with no hadronic uncertainties). Thus, sin2a,

sin2/3 and sin 27 can in principle be rneasured in 'Er —> TT+W~, ß —> JjipK, and B, —> pKa,
respectlvely. Penguin diagrams will, in general, introduce some hadronic uncertainty into an

otherwise clean measurement of the CKM phases. In the case of ß —>• J/^KS, the penguins
do not cause any problems, since the weak phase of the penguin is the same äs that of the tree
contribution. Thus. the CP asymmetry in this decay still measiires sin 2/3, This augers well äs
ineasuring this asymmetry is the primary goa] of the HERA-B experiment.

For 'Er —>• :r+7T~, however. although the penguin is expected to be small with respect to
the tree diagram, it will still introduce a theoretical uncertainty into the extraction of a. This
uncertainty can, in principle, be removed by the use of an isospin analysis, which requires
the measurement of the rates for B+ —l 7r+7r°, and ß° -t 7ru7r°, äs well äs
their CP-conjugate counterparts. Help will come here from e+e experiments which are the
only ones which can measure the B° —> 7r°7r° mode. Still, this isospin program is arnbitious
experimentally. If it cannot be carried out, the error induced on sin2o is of order \P/T\, where
P (T) represents the penguin (tree) diagram. The ratio \P/T\s difficult to estimate since it

is dominated by hadronic physics. It is Bs —>• pK$ which is most affected by penguins. In
fact. the penguin contribution is probably larger in this process than the tree contribution.
Other methods to measure 7 have been devised, not involving CP-eigenstate final states, and
are reviewed in [11].

The CP-violating asymmetries, parametrjzed by sin2a, sin 2/3 and and sin2 7 , can be ex-
pressed straightfonvardly in terms of the CKM parameters p and TJ. The 95% C.L. constraints
on p and TJ found previously can be used to predict the ranges of sin 2a, sin 2,3 and sin2 7 allowed
in the Standard model, The ranges for the CP-violating rate asymmetries are determined at
95% C.L. to be [11]:

-0.90 <sin2a < 1.0 ,

0.32 < sin '23 < 0.94 ,

0.34 < sin2 7 < 1.0 .
( 8 1

It is assumed that the angle ß is measured in B —» J/tl>h',, and an extra minus sign due to
the CP of the final state has been included. Since the CP asymmetries all depend on p and r/,
these ranges for sin2ci, sin 2ß and sin •> are correlated. The correlation in (sin2a - sin 2/3) is
shown in Fig. 3. Finally, in the SM the relation a + /3 + "v = 7 r i s satisfied. However, note that
the allowed ränge for 8 is rather small. Thus, there is a strong correlation between o and 7
[11].

It is seen from this figure that the smallest value of sin2/? occurs in a small region of
parameter space around sin2a ^ 0.8-0.9. Excluding this small tail, one expects the integrated

CP-asymmetry in B" -4 J/y<l\ to be at least 20% (i.e., sin 2/3 > 0.4), with the central value
estimated äs A(J/tyh's) = (30 ± 7)% [11]. Less satisfactory at present is the prediction for the
asymmetry rclated to sin2o, for which practically all values are allowed by the fits, including
the one sin2o — 0. If the preferred solution of nature is in the vicinity of sin(2a) = 0, it is
improbable that the asymmetry related to this quantity will ever be measured. However, even
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if sin(2a) is not measured at HERA-B, a measurement of sin(2/3) and a demonstration that
sin(2a) <£ sin(2/3) will lead to non-trivial constraints on the unitarity triangle. Such a scenario
will also rule out the so-called superweak theory of CP violation [13], in which case one has the
relation sin(2a) = sin(2/3).

Returning to the CP-asymmetry in the decay B
dent asynimetry is given by

J/1/JÄ',, we recall that the time depen-

to decay into

n(t)+n(t)

where n ( t ) and n(() are the time dependent rates for the decay of a B° (B
Z) is a dilution factor which accounts for imperfect tagging.

The accuracy on sin 2/3 is given by

l l
A sin 2/3 oc —

P V A1 ff)

where P — D^/T^ is the tagging power. ttag the efficiency to get a tag of the B° meson
and ;Vßo the number of reconstructed B° mesons. A potential enlargement in the CP reach
of HERA-B could be achiex~ed by an increase in the proton energy at HERA and thus an
increase in the rate of produced B° mesons. This scenario, which would substantially improve
the Signal/ Background ratio for B physics at HERA-B, is, however, somewhat unlikely. A
reduction of the error on sin 2/3 could however corne from reconstructing other B° decays which

also mcasure sin 2/3. This was studied at this workshop for the decays B^ — > \KÜ by Misuk

and Belyaev and for B — > JfijiK*0 by Barsuk [14]. These studies showed that one could
expect a gain in statistics of about 20% including both these decays and the favourite rnode

An increase in the tagging power P and thus a smaller error on sin 2/3 could also come from
new tagging techniques. For this purpose the decay B"+ — > w+ B° was studied by Kagan and
Shepherd-Themistocleous in the HERA-B environment [15]. This tagging is particularly useful
because it is not spoiled by BB mixing. The analysis gave promising results with a tagging
power of P — 0.21 compared to the tagging with primary leptons which yielded P = 0.17.
Misuk investigated the possibility to tag the flavour of the B mesons by using cascade leptons
from the decay chain B — > D — > (* and obtained for this tagging method a tagging power of
P = 0.08 [16], In summary, these studies undertaken to increase the sensitivity of the HERA-B
expcriment for sin 2/3 showed that a gain in the statistical power of about 30% is possible.

2.3 AMS (and .r,,) and the Unitarity Triangle

Mixing in the B°-B® systcm is quite similar to that in the B^- ° system in the SM in which
box diagrams are dominated by i-quark exchange. Using the fact thatand

(Eq. 1), it is clear that one of the sides of the unitarity triangle,
obtained from the ratio of AA/j and

AA/3

AAL

be

(9)

fn = 200 ± 40 MeV , = D 75± 0.10

Figure 3: Allovved region of the CP-violating quantities sin2a and sin 2/3 resulting from the

"combined fit" of the data for the ranges for fBj\J Bäll and BK given in the text. (From [11].)

Here TJB, — ̂ flj — 0-55 is the perturbative QCD correction factor [17]. The only real uncertainty
(apart from the CKM matrix element ratio which we would like to determine) is the ratio of
hadronic matrix elements /a,-ßflJ//Bdßß(,. Using the determination of A given earlier, r(B,) =
1.52 ± 0.07 ps, and mj = 165 ± 9 GeV, one gets

AM. - (12.8 ±2.1)

xs = (19.5 ±3.3)

/l
(230 MeV)'

(230 MeV)-
(10)

The choice fs,\lBBi = 230 MeV corresponds to the central value given by the lattice-QCD
estimates, and with this the fits in [11] give xs ~ 20 äs the preferred value in the SM. Allowing

the coefficient to vary by ±2<7, and taking the central value for fg,\jBB,^ this gives

12.9 < xs <26.1 ,

.6 (ps)-1 < AAf, < 17.0 (ps] (11)

It is difficult to ascribe a confidence level to this ränge due to the dependence on the unknown
coupling constant factor. All one can say is that the Standard modcl predicts large values for
AMS (and hence xs). The present experimental limit frorn the combined fit of the ALEPH
[18] and OPAL experiments AM, > 9.2 (ps)'1 [6] is better than the lower bound on this
quantity obtained from the CKM fits given above. In particular, the LEP-bound, expressed äs
AM,/AMd > 19.0, removes the (otherwise allowed) large-negative-/» region, leaving the reduced
Parameter space [ -0.25 <p < 0.35, 0.25 < T} < 0.52) äs the presently allowed one [11]. In terms
of the ratio |V;d|/|Vts , this implies |V,d|/|V',s| < 0.29, to be compared with the central value
from the CKM fits \Vtd\I\Vts = 0.24 [11]. The constraints on the unitarity triangle from AM.
will become more pronounced with improved data. With the present HERA-B detector, one
expects to reach a sensitivity xs ~ 17 (or AA/3 ~ 11 ps"1) combining various Bs reconstruction
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and tagging techniques and data for three years [19]. This overlaps with the ?a-range expccted
in the SM, though it is somewhat on the lower side. To completely cover the estimated .r3-range
in eq. (11), one must strive to increase the experimental sensitivity to x„ — 26.

3 Rare B Decays in the SM and at HERA-B

The FCNC B decay with the largest branching ratio in the SM, B —j- Ä's + 7, lias been observed
by the CLEO collaboration [20] through the measurement of the photon energy spectrum in
the high £-j-region. This was preceded by the obscrvation of the exclusive decay D —J- A'* + 7
by the same collaboration [21]. The present measurernents give [22]: B(B —> Xs + 7) =
(2.32±0.57±0.35) x 10~4 and ß(B -4 A'-t-7) = (4.2±0.8±0.6) X 10~5, yidding an exclusive-
to-inclusive ratio: RK. = Y(B -4 A'- + 7)/F(ß -> Xs + 7) = (18.1 ± 6.8)%. In the SM the
decay rates determine the ratio of the CKM matrix elements ]Vis|/|\cfr and the quantity RK-
provides Information on the decay form factor in B —> A"* + 7. It is important to undertake
independent measurements of the above-mcntioned decays and related processes elsewhere.

A Monte Carlo study by Saadi-Lüdemann described in these proceedings [23] shows that the
largc-pj- photons emcrging from the decays B ~» A'*+'y can, in principle, be distinguished from
the background events at HERA-B, which ränge out earlier in pr- Only slight rnodifications to
the present HERA-B trigger scheme are necessary. This argument also hoids for the photons
from the inclusive decay B —> Xs + 7, äs the photon pr-spectrum is rather hard and the
additional requirement of a large-pr charged track accompanying the energetic photon will be
fulfilled by these decays. Since 6-quark fragments include typically 20% of the time a B® meson
or a b baryon (henceforth generically called AI,), the FCNC rare decays of the B° meson and Aj,
baryon will be new and valuable additions to this field which cannot be studied at e+e~ threshold
machines, optimized to operate at the T(4S) resonance. The approximate equality of the
inclusive radiative branching ratlos for the decays B± —» X^+f, B° -> A'° + 7, B^ —)• -V?sii+7
and A& —> (A 4- A') + 7 will test the hypothesis that these decays are indeed dominated by
short-distance physics. Glveii conducive triggers, HERA-B has the potential of contributing
significantly to the field of rare B decays. Here, we summarize some repräsentative examples
which can be studied at HERA-B, given the present and planned triggers and assuming that
109 bb pairs will bc produced in three years of data taking at HERA-B.

3.1 Inclusive decay rates B -» A's + •> and B -> Xd + 7

The leading contribution to 6 -> s + 7 arises at one-loop from the so-callcd pengmn diagrams.
With the help of the unitarity of the CKM matrix. the decay matrix element in the lowest
order can be written äs:

GF e

where x, — m^/m^, and qu and EU are, respectively, the photon four-momentum and polar-
ization vector, and A, - VtbVt"s. The (modified) Inami-Lim function F2(J,) derived from the

(1-loop) penguin diagrams [24] can be seen in [4], The measurement of the branching ratio for
B —> X, + 7 can be readily interpreted in terms of the CKM-matrix element product A(/|VC(,|
or equivalently |V!s|/]VC6 . For a quantitative determination of |Vt,|/|V^|, however. QCD radia-
tive corrections havc to be included and the contribution of the so-called long-distance effects
estimated. This has been reviewed in [4], yielding:

ß(B -+ X, + 7) = (3.20 ± 0.58) x 10" (13)

which is compatible with the present measurement ß(B —> Xs + 7) — (2.32 ± 0.67) x 10 4 [20].
Expressed in terms of the CKM matrix element ratio, one gets [4]

= 0.85±0.12(expt)±0.10(th), (14)

which is within errors consistent with unity. äs expected from the unitarity of the CKM matrix.

Since the masses and lifetimes of the B±, ß°. and B® mesons are very similar, the branching
ratio quoted above holds (within minor differences) for all three B mesons. The branching ratio
for the A(,-baryon will ' e reduced by the ratio of the lifetimes. One estimates,

= ß(Bd-

= (2,3 ±0.6) x IG'4 , (15)

where we have used r(ßd)/r(Aj) = 0.78 ± 0.04 [25].

The theoretical interest in studying the (CKM-suppressed) inclusive radiative decays B —>
Xd + 7 lies in the first place in the possibility of determining the parameters of the CKM
matrix. With that goal in view. one of the relevant quantities in the decays B —)• Xj + 7 is
the end-point photon energy spectrum which has to be measured requiring that the hadronic
system Xd recoiling against the photon does not rontain stränge hadrons, so äs to suppress
the large-E-, photons from the decay B —*• A's + 7. This requires, in particular, a good A'/TT-
separation. Assuming that this is feasible, one can determine from the ratio of the decay
rates B(B —t Xd + ~/)/ß(B —)• A's + 7) the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters p and 77. To get an
estimate of the inclusive branching ratio at present, the CKM parameters p and t) have to be
constrained frorn the unitarity fits discussed above. Taking the preferred values of the fitted
CKM parameters from eq. (7), one gets [26, 27]

B(B (16)

whereas B(B -*• A'j + 7) - 8.0 x 10~6 and 2.8 x 10~5 for the other two extremes p = 0.35, rj =
0.50 and p — -T? — -0.25, respectively. Therefore, one expects O( IO ' ) B —)• X^ + 7 events at
HERA-B, which taking into account an estimated trigger and reconstruction efficiency of 1%
would yield 0(102) reconstructed B decays of this kind. However, one will have to suppress
the background from the dominant B —t Xs + 7 decays which requires further study.
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3.2 ß(B -t V + 7} and constraints on the CKM parameters

Exclusive radiative ß decays B —> K+7, with V = K', p, u, arealso potent ially very interesting
from the point of view of determining the CKM parameters (29). The extraction of these
parameters would, however. involve a trustworthy estiraate of the SD- and F.D-contributions in
the decay amplitudes.

The SD-contribution in the exclusive decays (B±,B°) -4 (A'^.A"*0) + 7, (B±,B°) -4
(p*,p0) + 7. B° -4 u.- + 7 and the corresponding B, decays, Bs -4 ^ + 7. and ßs -4 A'*° + 7,
involve the magnetic moinent operators [4], The transition form factors governing these decays
can be generically defined äs:

l T
T nPaPv (17;

Here K is a vector meson with the polarization vector e'A ', V = p,*},I\* or <i>; ß is a generic
ß-meson ß111, ß° or ßs. and 0 stands for the field of a light u,d or s quark. The vectors pa, pv
and q — pB— pv rorrespond to the 4-momenta of the initial ß-meson and the outgoiiig vector
meson and photon. respectively. Keeping only the SD-contribution leads to obvious relations
amoiig the exclusive decay rates,

^ *u.rf (18)

where K, = [F$(Bi -4 pf)/Fs(Bi -4 A'"7)]2$u.j and 3>U:j is a phase-space factor which in all
cases is close to 1. Likewise, using the SD-contribution and isospin symmetry yields

- 2 r(ß" -4 A) = 2 i l ' M

If the SD-amplitudes were the only contributions, the measurements of the CKM-suppressed
radiative decays (B±,B°) -+ (p±..p°] + 7, B° H- ^ + 7 and B°s -4 A''° ±7 could be used in
conjunction with the decays (B±,B°) —> (A'*±, Ä"*°) + 7 to determine one of the sides of the
unitarity triangle. The present cxperimental upper limits on the CKM ratio |Vij|/|V'(S| from
radiative B decays are indeed based on this assumption. The present limits on some of the
decay modes are reviewed in [4], which yield at 90% C.L.[22]:

< 0.45 - 0.56

depending on the modcls used for the 5(7(3) brcaking effects in the form factors. The estimated
ränge for this ratio is 0.15 < |V,d|/|V'is < 0.29, which impües that an improvement of a factor of
3 - 1 0 in the experimental sensitivity would result in measurements of several CKM-suppressed
radiati\-e decay modes.

The possibility of signifkant LD-contributions in radiative B decays from the light quark
intermediate states has been raised in a number of papers. The LD-contributions in B —> V'" + 7
are induced by the matrix elements of the four-Fermion operators (see [4] for definitions and
references). Their amplitudes necessarily involve other CKM matrix elements and hence the

3f,7

simple factorization of the decay rates in terms of the CKM factors involving \Vtd and | V j s

no longer holds thereby invaüdating the relations (18) and (19) given above. The modified
relations have been worked out in [30, 31]. Combining the estimates for the LD- and SD-forin
factors in [31] and [29], respectively, and restricting the Wolfenstein parameters in the ränge
—0.25 < p < 0.35 and 0-2 < r/ < 0.5, äs discussed above. the following estimates for the
absolute branching ratios have been given in [4]:

- (0.65 ± 0.35) x 10"ß(B° ß(ß°

where we have used the experimental value for the branching ratio ß(B -4 K~ -f 7) [21],
adding the errors in quadrature. The large error reflects the poor knowledge of the CKM
matrix elements and hence experimental determination of these branching ratios will put rather
stringent constraints on the Wolfenstein parameters, in particular p.

In addition to studying the radiative penguin decays of the B^ arid ß° mesons discussed
above, HERA-B will be in a position to study the corresponding decays of the ß" meson and
Af, baryon, such äs ß° —> $ + 7 and Aj -4 A + 7, which have not been measured so far. We Hst
below the branching ratios in a nurnber of interesting decay modes ralculatcd in the QCD sum
rule approach in [29].

~ B(Bd -4 A"7) = (4.2 ± 2.0) x 10~5 .

- (0.36 ± 0.14)|-
B(Bd

B(B,-> A"-)) = (0.75 ±0.5) x 10" (22)

The branching ratio for the radiative decay AI, —> AT can be calculated in terms of the
exclusive-to-inclusive function R_\ r(Aj -4 A + "})/T(Ai —> [A + A') 4- 7), analogous to the
ratio RK-, defined for the B meson decays carlier. This would then give:

5(At -4 A7) = R_\B(\ -4 (A + A')7) = (3.8 ± 1,5) x 10'5 , (23)

where wehave used the S M estimate5(ßj -4 A'S7) = (3.2 ±0.6) x 10~4 [4], assurned Rt\ RK-,
with RK. = 0.15 ± 0.05 [29] and r(ß r f)/T(A t) = 0.78 ± 0.04 [25], We note that a much smaller
branching ratio has been calculated in [28]. The CKM-suppressed decay A° -4 n + 7 is related
to the decay A£ -4 A + 7 by the CKM ratio |Kj|/|Vta 2 in the $U(3) limit. Using the central
value [V'^l/jy,, 2 = 0.058, this gives #(A6 -4 n + 7) = (2.2 ± 1.0) x 10~6. Estimated counting
rates for several of the exclusive decay modes in the HERA-B experimental environment are
given in these proceedings [23], taking into account the trigger and reconstruction cfficiency.
They ränge between O(10a) for the CKM-aüowed decays and 0(10) for the CKM-suppressed
decavs.

3.3 Inclusive rare decays B -» Xsf,+( in the SM

The decays B —J- A"s£+^~ . with t — e,fi.T. provide a more sensitive search strategy for h'nding
new physics in rare B decays than for example the decay B —> A',,7 . which constrains the
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magnitude of the effektive Wilson coefncient of the niagnetic moment opcrator, Cj . The sign
of Cjff (which is negative in the SM but in general depends on the uiiderlying physics) is not
determined by the mcasurement of B (B -> A's + 7) alone. It is known (see for example [32])
that in supersymmetric (SUSY) models, both the negative and positive signs are allowed äs
•jne scans over the allowed SUSY parameter space. \Ve recall that the B —>• Xsf.+£~ amplitude
in the Standard model (äs well äs in SUSY and multi-Higgs models) has two additional terms,
a:ising from the two FCNC four-Fermi operators. Calling their coefficients C9 and C'io- it has
been argued in [32] that the signs and magnitudes of all three coefficients C? , Gj and Cm ran,
in principle, be determined from the decays B —> X, -f 7 and B —» X,C+f .

The difierential decay rate in the dilepton invariant mass in B —» X,£+l can be expressed
in terms of the semileptonic branching ratio B,i,

dß(£
ds

QI( .s, m.

with s = s/ml, u(s) = y'fs - (l + m s)2] [s - (l - ms)'2\, m; = JT^/mJ, and the functions

/(m,.), rc(mc). and a, can be seen in [4], Here 3?(C7 ) represents the real part of C? . A
useful quantity is the differential FB asymmetry in the c.m.s. of the dilepton defined in refs.
[33]:

dA(s) f1 dB

where z = cos#, which can be expressed äs:

dA(a) „ 3a2 l
ds

The Wilson coefficients Cf", Cg^ and Cio appearing in the above equations can be determined
from data by solving the partial branching ratio ß(As) and partial FB asymmetry A( As), whcre
As defines an interval in the dilepton invariant mass [32]. From the experimental point of viewv

the normaüzed EB-asymmetry, which is defined äs

is a inore useful quantity. Following branching ratlos for the SD-piece have been estimated in
[34]:

B(B -> X,e+e~

The present best upper limit is B(B -> -Y./J+/O < 3.6 x 10~5 at (90% C.L. ) by the DO
collaboration [35], and there are no useful limits on the other two decay niodes. To get the
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physical decay rates and distributions, one has to include the LD-contributions (which are
dominated by the Jjifc and ip' resonances) and the hadronic wave function effects. These aspects
have been recently studied in [34], using the Fermi motion model [36] which depends on two
Parameters p? (the 6-quark kinetic energy) and mq (the spectator quark mass in B = bq). We
show here the resulting invariant dilepton mass spectrum in Fig. 4. from which it is obvious that
only in the dilepton mass rcgion far away from the resonances is there a hope of extracting the
Wilson coefficients governmg the short-distancc physics. The region below the J/tl> resonance
is well suited for that purpose for HERA-B äs the dilepton invariant mass distribution here is
dominated by the SD-picce. The prerequisite for measurements at HERA-B is a lower dilepton

(310.300) SD
(310.300) SDt-LD

Figure 4: DifTerential branching ratio dßjds for B H- XJ^i calcnlated in the SM using the
next-to-leading order QCD corrcctions and Fermi motion effect (solid curve). and including the
LD-contributions (dashed curvc). The Fermi motion model parameters (pf,m,,) are displayed
in the figure. (From [34].)

mass trigger than is the case now which is optimized at the J/ii- mass. otherwise the SD-piece
in B —» Ä'.,f(+/(~ will be harder to extract. Including the LD-contributions, following branching
ratio has been estimated for the dilepton mass ränge 2.10 GeV2 < s < 2.90 GeV2 in [34]:

B(B

-•ith B(B -> Xsc+e~) ~ B(B

= (1.3 ±0.3) x 10~6, (29)

The normalizcd EB-asvmmetrv is estimated to
be in the ränge 10% - 27%. These branching ratios and the EB asymmetry are expected to
be measured within the next several years at HERA-B with few tens of events [23] and othcr
forthcoming B facilities. In the high invariant rnass region, the short-distance contribution
doniinates. However, the rates are down by roughly an order of magnitude compared to the
region below the J/0-mass. Estimates of the branching ratlos are of 0(10~'), which should be
acc.essible at the LHC.

In conclusion. the semileptonic FCNC decays B —>• Xs(+(~ (and the related exclusive
decays) will provide very precise tests of the SM in flavour physics. They may also reveal new
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physics beyond the SM. The MSSM model is a good case study where measurable deviations
from the SM are anticipated are anticipated and worked out [32, 37],

3.4 Other topics in B physics

With large samples of B hadrons available, also other precision measurements involving B
decaysjire feasible at HERA-B, e.g. precise determination of |Vcj,j, ß-hadron lifetirnes and the
B'd ' B° mixing ratio Xd- Present measurements of \V^ are at ±7% [6], and the lifetimes of the
specificß hadrons are (all in ps): r(B±) = 1.65±0.04, r(B$) = 1.55±0.04, r(B°) = 1.52±0.07
and r(A6) - 1.21 ± 0.06 [25]. Theoretical estimates based on the QCD-improved parton model
predict almost equal lifetimes of the charged (B*) and neutral (B%, B°) mesons and the A&
baryons. Power corrections will split these lifetimes but only moderately. There exists a mild
embarrassmcnt for present theoretical estimates in that the ratio 7"(A(,)/7(ßd) = 0.78 ± 0.04 is
significantly lower than unity (expected to be > 0.9 in most estimates). To check these models.
üfctinie have to be measured very accurately. in particular of the A& and B°. Of some theoretical
interest is also the lifetime difference between the two mass eigenstates AT(ßs.i — ßii2), which is
expected to be O(15%) [39]. Kreuzer showecl that lifetime measurements at one to two percent
level are feasible for the B^ and the neutral ß° mesons, and at ±5% for At and ß^1 at HERA-B
[38]. Another interest lies in the precise determination of Amj, [38]. Although the combincd
LEP and ARGUS/CLEO measurements have reached an accuracy of a few percent with AA/j —
0.464 ± 0.018 (ps)"1 [6]. HERA-B would be able to contribute to these measurement with
comparable crrors and very different systematic effects, äs it was demonstrated by Kreuzer in
this workshop.

The question of producing and detecting the mesons Bc = bc (and its charge conjugate) at
HERA-B and HERA(ep) was discusscd by Baranov, Ivarsson, Mannel, and Rückl at this work-
shop. This is an interesting object to study, äs both the 6 and c quarks can decay independcntly
and O(5%) decays would take place via the annihilation diagram. The decay products involve
final states such äs J/V + (ir,p,Ai,...) and the semileptonic decays such äs J4't+ve, which are
measurable at HERA-B and HERA(ep). Unfortunately. the production cross sections are small
at HERA in both the ep and pp modes. Typical estimates are: <r(pp —» BfcbX) ~ 10 fb at the
HERA-B energy ^fs ~ 40 GeV, with the cross section in the vector meson (B*) mode a factor 2
- 3 larger. This, for example for iheJ/ifiir mode yields u ( B c X ) - B ( J / y i v } = O(10~2)/6, putting
its detection beyond the integrated HERA-B luminosity. At HERA(ep), the production cross
section is estimated äs &(ep —>• BccbX) ~ l pb, making it well nigh impossible to detect the
ßc-meson even with an integrated luminosity of 250 (pb)~l.

4 Rare Decays, £>u - D° Mixing and CP Violation

As discussed by Eichler and Frixione in these proceedings. the measured chann hadron pho-
toproduction cross section at HERA is close to one microbarn. At present. a total efficiency
of 10~4 of charmed hadron reconstruction via £>*-tagging has been achieved at HERA, which
is expected to go up to O(10~3) by adding various useful decay modes of D° and having the
benefit of a vertex detector. With an integrated luminosity of 250 (p6)-1, and including the
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D± mesons, this could yield up to 106 reconstructed D°(D°} and/?* events with a S/N > 1.
At HERA-B, the charmed hadron production cross section is estimated äs 0(10 p6)/Nucleon,
consistent with the fixed target experiments [40]. leading to O(1012) charmed hadrons produced
in three years of data taking. No detailed study of the charmed hadron reconstruction efficiency
has been undertaken at HERA-B. Hence, it is difficult to be quantitative. However, the method
of D'-tagging coupled with vertex resolution studied in the context of HERA will be useful at
HERA-B äs well. With an (assumed) overall reconstruction efficiency of 0(10"") at HERA-B,
this would lead to Ö( 10r) reconstructed charmed events. As reviewed by .ieff Appel during this
workshop, fixed target experiments (in particular E791 and E6S7) have alrcady reconstructed
in excess of 105 charmed hadrons. A programme to reach O(106) charmed hadrons in fixed
target experiments in USA is already in place. There are enticing proposals to get to Ö(108)
(or even 109) charmed hadrons. though the time scale for beyond 106 is difficult to predict. It
is clear that both HERA and HERA-B have formidable tasks ahead in matching the current
and planned performances in the charmed hadron sector.

The current interest in the charm sector lies in doing what has become to be known äs
''the high impact physics". This means searches for rare decays. D° - D° mixing and CP
violation. Some of the rare D decays were studied during the previous HERA workshop [41]. An
updated study of D° ->• p* n~ has been undertaken by Grab during this workshop [9]. with the
conclusions that with an integrated luminosity of 250 (pb)'1 at HERA, a sensitivity of 2.5 x 10~6

will be reached in this channel. The present upper lirnit on this decay mode is 7.6 x 10~6 [2].
This implies a factor of 3 improved sensitivity at HERA. The sensitivity in the other leptonic
modes D° -^ e+e~, D° H- p* t* and the semileptonic decays D° -j />°e+e~, p°fi+fi~, äs well äs
the analogous charged decays D* -» n±e+e~. D± -> x*n+n~ was studied during the previous
HERA workshop and can be seen there. In the rneanwhile, upper limits on several of these
decay modes have moved up significantly [2], leaving a reduced window for searches at HERA.

Finally, we note that both mixing and CP violation in the charm sector are too small to bc
measured, if the SM is the only source of such transitions. Typically in the SM, one has the
following scenario [42]:

(30)

with the CP-violating quantity Im(AMj/TD) negligible. The feature ArD/AA/D « l will
hold in all extensions of the SM, äs the decay rates are determined essentially by the tree
diagrams and one does not anticlpate large enhancemcnts here. However, in a number of
extensions of the SM, the quantity AA/D/TD may reccive additional contributions pushing
it close to its present upper limit [43]. In addition, in some theoretical scenarios. one has
/m(AAfd/rD) - Re(AMd/TD), implying also measurable CP-violation. This could manifest
itself in the differences in the time-dependent and time-integrated rates, leading to CP violating
asymmetries in D°(() -4 / and IJ°(i) -> /, where / and / are C'P-conjugate states. Examples
of such extensions are: SUSY models with quark-squark alignment, in which case there are
additional contributions to A MD from box diagrams with gluinos and squarks [44], models
with a fourth quark generation in which AMD gets new contributions from the W and b'
intermediate states [45], models with an St/(2)-singlet left-handed up-type quark u'L, inducing
tree-level FCNC couplings, for example in the form of a Zuc coupling [46] with implications for
the unitarity of the quark mixing matrix, multiscalar models with natural fiavour conservation
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[47], in which AMo gets new contributions froin box diagrams with intermediate charged Higgs
H* and quarks. Finally, leptoquark models with light scalar leptoquarks [48] may also lead
to a large value for AA/o; with leptoquark couplings F(CF[U > 10~3 and leptoquark masscs
MLQ — ^ TeV, new contributions could be of the order of the present experimental bounds

[49]. "

The present iimit on D° - Dg mixing can be expressed in terms of the quantity TD =
(AMß/r£.)3/[2 + (AA/D/rD)2]. Thc decay modes of interest here are Dü -> K+ir~ and D° -4
/\'+7r~7T+7T~, which can be reached both via adoubly suppressed Cabibbo (DSC) decay and D°
- D° mixing. Decay time information is therefore required to distinguish the two mechanisms.
The present experimental Iimit is somewhat porous, namely at 90% C.L. one has TD < 5.0 x 10~3

in each of the two decay modes from the E691 expcriment [2], assuming no interference between
the DSC- and mixing-ampütudes. As pointed out in [49], taking into account this interference
the upper Iimit is degraded, and one gets instead TD < 0.019 from the A'+TT" mode and
r/-j < 0.007 froin the A'+7r~7r+7r"~ mode [2]. A monte carlo study to estimate the mixing
reach at IIERA(ep) has been done by Tsipolitis [10], with the conclusions that a factor of 5
improvement in TQ is conceivable, given the assumed luminosity and vertex resolution.

In the workshop, also experimental developments were discussed. Jcff Appel (FNAL) gave
an overview of the physics program at Fermilab in the next years with respect to heavy quark
physics. Manfred Paulini (LBL) reported on the achievements of CDF and Kerstin Höpfner
(CERN) presented a novel, radiation-hard vertex detector using scintillation fibres.
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Abstract: A Status report hu the prospects of measuriug rare decays of charmed
mesons at HERA is given. Based on actual experience with measuring charm at
HERA, the sensitivity on limits of rare decays is estimated.

l Why should we study rare charm decays?

At HERA recent measurements of the charm production cross section in cp collisions at an
energy ,/s^ s» 300 GeV yielded a value of about 1/ib [l]. For an integrated luminosity of 250
pb"1, one expects therefore about 25 • 107 produced cc pairs, maiuly through the boson-gluon
fusion process. This corresponds to a total of about 30 • 107 neutral D", 10 - 107 charged D*,
sotne 5 • 10T Ds, and about 5 • 107 charmed baryons. A sizable fraction of this large nurnber
of D's is accessible via decays within a HERA detector, and thus should be used to improve
substantially our knowledge on charmed particles.

There are several physics issues of great intercst. This report will cover however only aspects
related to the decay of charmed mcsous in rare decay channels, and in this sense provides an
update of the discussion presented in an earlier workshop on HERA physics [2]. In the following
we shall discuss these aspects, and point out the theoretical expectations. Based on experiences
made at HERA with charm studies, we shall present an estimate on the sensitivity for the
dctailed case study of the search for the rare decay D° —* ^~l^-~ • Other cliallenging aspects
such äs the production mechanism and detailed comparisons with QCD calculations, or the
use of charmed particles in the extraction of proton and photon parton detisities, will not be
covered here.

Possibly the most competitive future source of D-mesous is the proposed tau-charm factory.
The coiitmuing efforts at Fermilab (photoproduction and hadroproduction experiments), at
CERN (LEP) and at Cornell(CESR), which are presently providing the highest sensitivities.
are compared with the Situation at HERA. In addition, all these different approaches provide
useful and complementary information on various properties in the charm System.



2 Decay processes of interest

2.1 Leading decays

The charm quark is the only heavy quark besides the b quark and can be used to test the
huavy quark symmetry [3] by measuring form factors or decay constants. Hence, the D-meson
containing a chartned quark is heavy äs well and disintegrates through a large uumber of decay
channels. The leadiug decays c —» s + qq or c —* s + Iv occur with branching ratios of ordcr a
few % and allow studies of QCD mechanisms in a transitkm ränge between high and very low
euergies.

Although experimeutally very challenging, the search for the purely leptonic decays D~ —>
fi^v and an improved measurement of D^ —» ß±f should be eagerly pursued further, since
these decays offer direct access to the meson decay constants fD and fDs, quantities that can
possibly be calculated accurately by lattice gauge theory methods [4],[5],

2.2 Singly Cabibbo suppressed decays (SCSD)

Decays suppressed by a factor sinöc, the socalled siugly Cabibbo suppressed decays (SCSD).
are of the form c —> dud or c —» ssu. Examples of SCSD, such äs D —» TTTT or KK have been
observcd at a level of 10~3 branching ratio (1.5 and 4.3 -10~3, respectively) [6]. They provide
Information about the CKM-matrix, and also are background processes to be worried about in
the search for rare decays.

2.3 Doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays and D mixing

Doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays (DCSD) of the form c —» dsu have not been obscrved up
to now[6], with the exception of the mode ßfl(D° -* K+x~] that has a branching ratio of
(2.9 ± 1.4) - IGT4. The existing upper bounds are at the level of a few 10~4, with branching
ratios expected at the level of 10~5. These DCSD are particularly interesting from the QCD-
point of view, and quite a few predictions have been made[7], DCSD also act äs oue of the
main background processes to the D° «-> Dg mixing and therefore must be well understood.
before the problem of mixing itself can be successfully attacked.

As in the neutral Kaon and B-nieson system, mixing between the D° and the D" is expected
to occur (with AC - 2). The maiu contribution is expected due to long distance effccts,
estimated to be äs large äs about TD ~ 5 • 10~3 [8], while the Standard box diagram yields
rD ~ l(r5 [9]. Here TD is the mixing parameter rD ~ (1/2) - (AA//T)2, with contributions by
the DCSD ueglected. Recall that the DCSD poses a serious background source in case only the
time-integrated spectra are studied. The two sources can however be better separated, if the
decay time dependence of the eveats is recorded separately (see e.g. [10]). More details on the
prospect of measuring mixing at HERA are given in [11].
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2.4 Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC)

An important feature of the Standard niodel is that flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC
with A(7 = \.) only occur at the one loop level in the SM i.e. through short distance contribu-
tions, such äs e.g. in penguin and box diagrams äs shown in figs.l and 2. These are transitions
of the form s ~->d + Noic—>u + N, where N is a non-hadronic neutral state such äs 7
or Ü, and give rise to the decays D —> pj, D° —t n+fi~, D+ —> 7i+fi+p.~ etc. Although the
relevant couplings are the same äs those of leadiug decays, their rates are very small äs they are
suppi'essed by the GIM mechanism [12] and the unfavourable quark masses within the loops.
The SM-prediction for the branching ratios are of order 10~9 for D° —- Xl+l~ and of O(10~15)
for D° —> l+l~, due to additional helicity suppression. A summary of the expected branching
ratios obtained from calculations of the loop Integrals ([13], [7], [2], [14]) using also the QCD-
short distance correctious available [15] is given in table 1.

However, FCNC are sensitive to uew, heavy particles in the loops, and above all, to new
physics in general.

In additiou to these short distance loop diagrams, thcre are coutributious from loug distaucc
effccts, which might be even larger by several ordere of maguitude[l4j. To mention are photon
pole amplitudes (7-po!e) and vector meson dominance (VMD) induced processes. The 7-pole
model (see fig.3) in essence is a W-exchange decay with a virtual photon radiating from one of
the quark lines. The behaviour of the amplitude depcuds ou the spin state of the final state
particle (vector V or pseudoscalar P). The dilepton mass distributiou for D —> Vi~l~ inodes
peaks at zero (small Q2} since the photon prefers to be nearly real. On the other hand, tbe
pole amplitude for D —> Pl+l~ decays vanishes for small dilepton masses because D —> P"f is
forbidden by angular mornentum conservation. The VMD model (see fig.Sb) proceeds through
the decay D —> XV" —- Xl+l~. The intermediate vector meson V° (p,uj,0) mixes with a
virtual photon which then couples to the lepton pair. The dilepton mass spectrum therefore
will exhibit poles at the corrcspouding vector ineson masses due to real V° mesons decaying.

Observation of FCNC processes at rates that exceed the loug distance contributions heuce
opens a window into physics beyond the Standard model. Possible scenarios include leptoquarks
or heavy neutral leptous with sizable couplings to e and p.

A measurement of such long distance contributions in the charm sector is inherently of
interest, äs it can be used to estimate similar effects in the bottom sector [16], e.g. for the
decay b —* 57, which was seen at the level of 2.3 • 10~4. A Separation of short and loug
ränge contributious would allow e.g, a deterinination of | Vtd/Vt, \m the ratio BR(B —»
pj)/BR(B —* K*"t} and bears äs such a very high potential.

Figure 1: Example of an FCNC process in the Standard model at the loop level; D° —> fj.+fi~ .
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Figure 2: FCNC processes: short ränge contributions due to box diagrams (a) or penguin
diagrams (b).

Figure 3: FCNC processes : lang ränge contributions due to j-pole amplitude (a) and vector
mcson dominante (b).

2.5 Forbidden decays

Decays wbich are not allowed to aü orders iu the Standard model, the forbidden decays, are
excitiiig signals of ncw physics. Without clairn of completencss, we shall list here some of the
rnore important oues:

• Lepton mimber (L) or lepton farnily (LF) uumber violatioD (LFNV) in decays such äs
D" —» fj.e, Dv —> TC. It should be strougly emphasized that decays of D-mesons test
couplings complementary to those effective in K- or B-meson decays. Furthermore, the

Decay mode

D-^py

c — * ull
j-i+ + + —
LJ ' — * 7T G 6

Expected brauching ratio

io-15- io-14
io-7
io-10

5 - IQ"8

io-8

Table 1: Expectations for branching ratios of loop processes based on SM calculations, hereby
assuming the BR of both D —< pp and D —> ^TT to be below 10~3.
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charmed quark is the only possible charge 2/3 quark which allows detailed investigations
of unusual couplings. These are often predicted to occur in models with i) technicolour
[17]; ii) compositeness [18]; iii) leptoquarks [19] [20]; (sce e.g. fig.4a and b); this can
include amoug others non-SU(5) Symmetrie flavour-dependent couplings (u to ^±, and
d to u), which would forbid decays of the sort KL —* ftp, ^e, while still allowing for
charin decays; iv) massive neutrinos (at the loop level) in au exteuded Standard model;
v) superstring inspired phenomenological models e.g. MSSM models with a Higgs doublet;
vi) scalar exchange particles that would manifest themselves e.g. in decays of the form
D° -» vv.

Further models feature horizontal interactions, niediated by particles comiectiiig u and c
or d and s quarks (see e.g. fig.4a). They appear with similar signatures äs the doubly
Cabibbo suppressed decays.

Baryon nuraber violating decays, such äs D° —» pe~ or D+ —» nc". They are presumably
very much suppressed, although they are not directly related to proton decay.

The decay D —< 7:7 is absolutely forbidden by gauge invariauce and is listed here only for
completeness. c l

X,H

Figure 4: FCNC processes or LFNV decays, mediatcd by the exchange of a scalar particle X or
a particle H mediatmg "horizontal interactions", or a leptoquark LQ.

The clean leptonic decays make it possible to search for leptoquarks. If they do not cou-
plc also to quark-(auti)quark pairs, they cannot cause protoii decay but yield decays such äs
K —* Vz or D —« 1-[13. In the case of scalar Icptoquarks there is no hehcity suppression and
consequeutly the experimeutal sensitivity to such decays is enhanced. Let us emphasize here
again, that decays of D-mesons are complementary to those of Kaons, since they probe different
leptoquark types. To estimate the sensitivity we write the effective four-fenniou coupling äs

A f o , and obtaiu

(MLQ/l.8TcV) 10-
BR(D°

(1)

Here geff is an effective coupling and includes possible mixing effects. Similarly, the decays
D+ -* t~v, D+ -> 7r+e+e" cau be used to set bounds on MLQ. With the expected sensitivity,
one can probe heavy exchange particles with masscs in the l (TeV/geff) ränge.

Any theory attempting to explain the hadron-leptou symmetry or the "generation" aspects
of the Standard model will give rise to new phenorncna connected to the issues mentioned
here. Background problems make it quite difficult to search for signs of them at high cncrgies;
therefore precision experiments at low energies (hke the highly successful p-, TT- or K-decay
experiments) are very suitable to probe for any non-standard pheiiomena.
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3 Sensitivity estimate for HERA

In this sectiou we present an estimate on the sensitivity to detect the decay mode D° —» /i"V~.
As was poiuted out earlier, this is among the cleanest manifestation of FCNC or LFNV processes
[13]. We base the numbers on our experience gained in the analysis of the 1994 data, published
in [l]. There the D-nieson decay is measured in the decay mode Z)"1" —t D^x* ; D° —> K~x+,
exploiting the well established D*+(2Q10) tagging technique[2l]. In analogy, we assume for
the decay chain D'+ —> DOTT+; D" —> ß+n~, a similar resolution of a & 1.1 MeV in the mass
difference AM — M(^+^~TT+) — M(/i+/i~) äs in [1]. In order to calculate a seusitivity for the
D° —> ß+ß~dccay branching fraction we make the following assumptions:

i) luminosity L = 250 pb~l; ii) cross section a(ep -> ccX) ^^-aoo.Q^o.oi^ 94° nk i") rc-
construction efficiency ereconstruct,™ = 0.5; iv) trigger efficiency f l r,9ffer = 0.6; this is based on
electron-tagged events, and hence applies to photoproduction processes ouly. v) The geornet-
rical acceptauce A has been properly calculated by ineans of Monte Carlo Simulation for both
decay modes Dü —» K~K+ and D° —> fi+/j,~ for a rapidity interval of TJ |< 1.5. For the parton
deusity functions the GRV parametrizatious were employed, and the charm quark mass was
assumed to be mc = 1.5. We obtained
A = 6% for PT(D') > 2.5 (for K'ir+ )
A = 18% for pr(D') > 1.5 (for K~TT+ }
A = 21% for PT(D') > 1.5 (for ^fi~)

A direct comparison with the measured decays A^,- into K~x+ [l] then yields the expected
number of events JV^ and determines the branching ratio to

^ K-X+) .Ww.I^L. A(pT > 2-5)
L,^ NKw A(pT > 1.5)

Taking the numbers from [l] NK, - 119 corresponding to an iutegrated luminosity of
•„ — 2.77 pb~l, one obtains

BR(D° --t n^fj, ) — 1.1 • 10 6 • jVw

In the casc of NO events observed, au upper limit on the branching ratio calculated by rneaus
of Poisson statistics (N^ = 2.3), yields a value of BR(D" -t ti+p,~] < 2.5 - IQ-6 at 90% c.l.

In the case of an observation of a handful events e.g. of O(A7MM = 10). one obtaius BR(D° —•
/i+fi~) ss 10~5. This can be turned into an estimate for the mass of a potential leptoquark
mediating this decay according to eqn.l, and yields a value of MLQ/geff ss 1.8 TeV.

4 Background considerations

4.1 Background sources and rejection methods

The most prominent sources of background originate from i) genuine leptons from semilep-
tonic B- and D-decays, and decay muons from K, TT decayiiig in the detector; ii) misidentified
hadrons, i.e. ir,K, from other decays, notably leading decays and SCSD; and iii) combinatorial
background from light quark processes.

The background can be considerably suppressed by applying various combinations of t.he
following techniques:
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Mode
r = (Da-.ts-X)
(D*-I>-X)

(D»-,Dl)-K+x-)
(D°—K+x-+K-*+)

D° -> M+M~
Dü -» fj+p-
D° -» /i+/i-
D° -> e+e~
Dü ^ e-£-
D° -» vre*
D° -. fe*
D° -» fjre=
D° -^ Kve+e~
D° -> K°e+e-/ß+^-/^e^
D° -. K'°e+e-/!i+p-/^e*
iP-nPe+e-/^?-/^
D° -UTe+e-//*-1-/*-//*^
Ofi-tfPe+trlp+p-liite*
D" -. Lüe+c-/fi+^-/^e^
QÜ -Kf>e+e-/fi,+ii-/p±e:f

Da -+ K+K-^X-
D° -» K~V-K-K-
D° -» A'-TT
Z?ü -^ JT-TT-

BR (90% C.L.)

5.6 * 1(T3

= 0.01'
1.4*10-'
3.7*10-'
7.0 * IQ"5

3.4* 10~5

1.1*10-'
1.3*10~4

1.3 *10-5

1.2 * IQ-4

1.0* 10~4

(1.9*10-5)
1.7* IQ'3

1.1/6.7/1. *10~4

1.4/11.8/1.* 10~4

0.5/5.4/.9* 10~4

1.1/5.3/1.* 10-4

1. /4.9/0.5*10~4

1.8/8.3/1.2 *10~4

5.2/4.1/0.4*10-*
< 0.0015
< 0.0015
- 0.00029
< Ü.ÜOOG

Interest

AC - 2, Mix

AC = 2, Mix
AC - 2, Mix
AC = 2, Mix

FCNC
FCNC
FCNC
FCNC
FCNC

FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF

FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF
FCNC, LF

DC
DC
DC
DC

Reference

E615 86

MarkHI 86
ARGUS 87

E691 88
ARGUS 88
CLEO 96
E615 86

Marklll 88
CLEO 96

Marklll 87
ARGUS 88
CLEO 96

Marklll 88
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 96
CLEO 94
E691 88

CLEO 94
E691 88

Tablc 2; Expcrimental limits at 90% c.l. on rare D°-riiesou decays (except where indicated by
= ). Here L, LF, FCNC, DC and Mix denote lepton number and lepton family number violation,
flavour changing neutral currcnts, doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays and mixing, respectively.

D'-tagging technique [2l]:
A tight wiudow on the mass difference A A/ is the most powerful criterium.

Tight kinematical constraints ([22],[2]);
Misidentification of hadronic D° 2-body decays such äs D° —> Ä"~7r+(3.8% BR), D" —t
TT + 7r-(0.1% BR) and D° -» AT+A:-(0.5% BR) are suppressed by more than an Order
of magnitudc by a combination of tight Windows on both AM and M£". Final states
containing Kaons can be very efficiently discriminated, because the reflected M"1" is
sufficiently separated from the true signal peak. However, this is not true for a pion-muon
or pion-electron misidentification. The Separation is slightly better between D° —* e+e~
and D° -> TT^TT-.

Vertcx Separation requirements for secondary vertices:
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Background from light quark productiou, and of muons from K- and TT- decays within
the detector are further rejected by exploitiug the Information of secondary vertices (e.g.
decay length Separation, pointing back to primary vertex etc.).

• Lepton identification (example Hl) ;
Electron identification is possible by using dE/dx measurernents in the drift chambers,
the shower shapc analysis in the calorimeter (and possibly the transition radiators infor-
mation). Muons are identified with the instrumented iron equipped with limited streamer
tubes, with the forward muon System, and in combination with the calorimeter Informa-
tion. The momeutum has to be above ~ 1.5 to 2 GeV/c to allow the fj. to reach the
instrumented iron. Thus, the decay D" —> ß+fi~ suffers from background contributions by
the SCSD mode D" -> TT+TT", albeit with a known BR = 1.6- 10~3; here ^-ideutification
helps extremely well. An example of background suppression using the particle ID has
been showu in ref.[2], where a suppression factor of order 0(100) has bceu achieved.

• Particle ordering methods exploit the fact that the decay products of the charmed mesons
teud to be the leading particles in the event (see e.g. [23]). In the case of observed Jets,
the charmed mesons are expected to carry a large fraction of the jet energy.

• Event variables such äs e.g. the total transverse energy Etrans^fr,f tend to reflect the
difference in event topology between heavy and light quark production processes, and
hence lend thernselves for suppression of light quark background.

4.2 Additional experimental considerations

• Further possibilities to enhancc overall statistics are the usage of inclusive decays (no
tagging), whcre the gain in statistics is expected to be about .̂ °"D ^ , — 0.61/0.21 to 3,
however on the the cost of higher background contributions.

In the decays D° -
rejection efficiency.

ee or D° —> fj,e one expects factors of 2 to 5 times better backgiound

Trigger : A point to mention separately is the trigger. To be able to measure a BR at
the level of 10~5, the event filtering process has to start at earliest possible stage. This
should happen preferably at the first level of the hardware trigger, because it will not be
feasible to störe some IQ"1"7 eveuts on permanent storagc to dig out the few rare decay
caudidates. This point. however, has up to now not yet been thoroughly studied, let alone
been implerneuted at the hardware trigger level.

5 Status of sensitivity in rare charm decays

Some of the current experimental upper limits at 90% c.l. on the branching ratios of rare D
decays are sumrnarised in tables 2 and 3 according to [6],

Taking the two-body decay Du —t ß+ p,~ to be the sample case, a comparison of the achiev-
ablc sensitivity on the upper limit on branching fraction B^o^^^- at 90% c.l. is summarized
in table 4 for different experiments, assuming that NO signal events are being detected (see
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Mode
r>-t- o. j. —

r-|+ + -f —

ö+ _ jr+^+e-
D+ -> jr-*>-e*
D+ -* 7!-e+c+

D+ -»• ir-n+fi+

D+ -> K-ß+e+

D+ -> Kit
c — * X/i~^/j,~

c — * Xe+e~

c -+ Xß+e~
D+ -» <f>K +

D+ -» /f+TT + TT-

D+ -» K+K+K-
D+ _ fj+Vit

Ds -f 7r-/i+^+
Ds — K-/J,+/I+

D s -» M+"M

BR (90% C.L.)

6.6 * 10"5

1.8* IQ-5

3.3* IQ-3

3.3* IQ-3

4.8* 10-3

2.2*10-"
3.7 *10-3

similar
1.8*10-a

2.2 * 10"3

3.7.1Q-3

1.3*10-"
= 6.5* 10~4

1.5* 10""
7.2*10-"
4. 3* IQ-4

5. 9* IQ-4

= 9 * IQ-4

Interest
FCNC
FCNC

LF
LF
L
L

L+LF
L+LF
FCNC
FCNC
FCNC

DC
DC
DC
ID
L
L

fos - 430

Reference
E791 96
E791 96

Markll 90
Markll 90
Markll 90
E653 95

Markll 90
Markll 90
CLEO 88
CLEO 88
CLEO 88
E687 95
E687 95
E687 95

MarkHI 88
E653 95
E653 95
BES 95

Table 3: Selection of experirncutal liinits a t
(except where indicated by —).

on rare D+- and Ds-meson decays[6]

[24] and [6]). Note that the sensitivity reachable at HERA is compatible with the other facil-
ities, provided the above assumed luminosity is actually delivered. This does not hold for a
proposed r-charm factory, which - if ever built and performing äs designed - would excecd all
other facilities by at least two Orders of magnitude ([25]).

The status of competing experiments at other facilities is the following :

• SLAC : e+e- experiments : Mark-III, MARK-II, DELCO : stopped.

• CERN : fixed target experiments : ACCMOR, E615, BCDMS, CCFRC : stopped.
LEP-experiments : previously ran at the Z°-peak; now they continue with increased ^,
but at a reduced a for such processes;

• Fermilab (FNAL) : the photoproduction experiments E691/TPS and hadroproduction
experimeuts E791 and E653 are stopped, with some analyses being flnished based on
about O(105) rcconstructed events. In the near future highly competitive results arc to
be expected from the jp experimeuts E687 and its successor E831 (FOCUS), based on an
statistics of about O(1Q5) and an estimated IQ6 reconstructed charm events, respectively.
But also the hadroproduction experiment E781 (SELEX) is anticipated to reconstruct
some 106 charm events within a few years.

• DESY : ARGUS e+e~ : stopped, final papers emerging now.
HERA-B : With a very high cross section of <j(pN -» cd) « 30^b at ^/s = 39 GeV and an
extremely high luminosity, a total of up to 1012 cc-events niay be produced. Although
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ff« (ub)gs
Aro
E -.4

NBGNI)
^f
BDa^p+p-

SPEAR

5.8
9.6

6 + 104

0.4
0:o;

1

1.2* IQ-4

BEPC

S G

30
3* 105

0 i
0(1)
0.4

2 * 10-a

E691

500
0.5

2.5 *105

0 23

0(10)
0.01

4 * 10"5

LEP

4.3
150
106

0.05

0(10}
0.1

5*10~ 5

r — cF

5.8
104

6* 107

0.5
0(1)

1

5 - 10-a

CLEO

1.3
3850

5t 10b

0.1
0(1)
0.1

3. 4* 10~5

HERA

oep = 940
250

2.4*10a

0.06
S/N»1

0.1

2.5* 10~b

Table 4: Comparison of estimated sensitivity to the sample decay mode D°
facilities or experiments.

no detailed studies exist so far, a sensitivity of Order 10
depeuding on the background rates.

to 10 7 might be expected,

CESR : CLEO is coutimiing steadily to collect data, and above all is thc present leader
in sensitivity for many processes (see table 2).

BEPC : BES has collected data at ^/s = 4.03 GeV (and 4.14 GeV), and is continuing to
do so; BES will become competitive äs soon äs enough statistics is available, because thc
backgrouud conditions are very favourable.

T-charm factory : The prospects for a facility bcing built in China (Beijing) are uncertain.
If realized, this is going to be the most sensitive place to search for rare chann decays.
Both, kinematical constraints (e.g. running at the i/>"(3700)) and thc inissing background
from non-charm induced processes will enhance its capabilities.

6 Summary

D-mesou decays offer a rieh spectrum of interesting physics; their rare decays may provide
Information on new physics, which is complementary to thc knowledge steinming from K-
meson and B-decays. With the prospect of order a few times 10a produccd channed inesons
per year, HERA has the poteutial to contribute substantially to this field. Further competitive
results can be antkipated from the fixcd target experiments at Fermilab or from a possible
T-charm factory.

For the rare decay D° —> /i~/i~investigated here we expect at least an Order of magnitude
improvemeut in sensitivity over current results (see table given above) for a total integrated
luminosity of /Ldt — 250 pb~', the limitation here being statistical. An extrapolation to eveu
higher lurninosity is rather difficult without a very detailed numerical Simulation, because at
some (yet unknown) level the background processes will become the main limiting factor for
the sensitivity, rendering shcer statistics useless. For this. a good tracking resolution, excellent
particle Identification (e, ft, TT, K, p) and a high resolution for secondary vertices is required to
keep the systematics under control, and either to unambigously identify a signal of new physics,

or to teach the ultimate limit in sensitivity,
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_D° - ÖQ mixing at the ep-collider HERA

Georgios Tsipolitis"

ETH-Zürich, CH 8093 Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: The sensitivity to Da — D° mixing at the ep-collider HERA is evaluated.
It is found that with an integrated luminosity of about 600 p&~ ] , a limit for the
D° — D° mixing which is more than a factor 5 better than the existing ümits can be
rcached. Furthermore, it can establish a more accurate measurement of the Doubly
Cabbibo Suppressed Decays.

l Introduction

It is known in particle physics that mixing between a neutral /J° meson and its CP-conjugate
state P can occur. Up to now mixing has been observed only in the kaon and B-meson system
and is expected to be present at the D-meson system äs well.

One can characterize D°D® mixing in terms of two dimensionless variables: x = 5m/r+ and
y — F_/r+ ) where the quantities r± and Sin are defined by F± = (FjiFa)/^ and Srn = m^-mi
with m,. I", (i — 1,2) being the masses and decay rates of the two CP eigenstates. One usually
defines the parameter r äs

j. D°;t)dt Nmiltd „t.

with $™P(X\t)dt bcing the probability that the process X occurs. Assuming a small mixing,
i.e. <5m,F_ <£ F+ we have r — (i2 + y2)/2. Mixing can be caused either by x / 0 (meaning
that the mixing is genuinly caused by the D° - D° transition) or by y / 0 (meaning that the
mixing is caused by the fact that the fast decaying component quickly disappears, leaving the
slow decaying component which is a mixture of D° and D°).

There are big uncertainties on the theoretical estimates of r. The predicted rate of the D°Da

mixing in the Standard Model is r < 10~7 [1], However, long distance effccts expect r to be of
the ordcr of 10 4[2]. r can bc measured expcrimentally by measuring the ratio

_ N(D° -» D° -» A')

N(D° -»• X )

At HERA, the charm production cross section in ep collisions at an energy of ./$ ~ SOOGeV,
was found to be about l pb [3]. This corresponds to about l O8 cc pairs produced per 100 pb~l

coüected luminosity. A more detailed report on the production and the expected number of
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events for the different decay channels can be found in the article of R. Eichler and S. Frixione
in these proceedings.

In this report an attempt is made to evaluate the sensitivity to measure DÜÖ° mixing at a
high luminosity HERA run. A Monte Carlo Simulation of the Hl detcctor [4] equipped with a
silicon vertex detector [5] was used. The events were generated with AROMA 2.1 [6] and the
study corresponds to an integrated luminosity of about 600 pb~l.

2 D° - L>° Mixing Studies with Hl

The possibility of a mixing signal is studied by looking at the decay chain1 D'+ —> D°^. The
charge of the charm quark in the D° at production is tagged through the slow pion, TTS, of the
decay D*+ —> D°TT+. Two ways of tagging the charge of the charm quark in the D° at the time
of its decay are used. In the first, the decay Du —» l\n~i/ is used, where the charge of the
lepton is identified and in the second the decay DD -> A'+TT~ where the charge of the kaon is
taken. The first decay mode is free of Double Cabibbo Suppressed Decays (DCSD). One would

measure the ratio

D-

0 10 013 0 16 0.19 0.22 025
Arn (GeV)

Figure 1: Monte Carlo Simulation of massdifference A/(A>jr,)-A/(A'/j) for the correc.t n, assignment
(füll histogram) and the TTS from the wrong D* decay (dashed histogram). The two histograms are
normalized to the same number of events.

The Monte Carlo Simulation has shown that an irreducible background of order 5% comes from
events with two D"-mesons produced in the same evcnt. The slow pion rr+ from the D"+ decay

, charge conjugate states are always implicitly included.
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observed signal can bc obtained.

In Figure 3 the result of a MC Simulation is shown. The background shape can be accurately
estimated by ntting simultaneously the A A/ - A/(A~7r7rs) - A/(AV) distributions for both the
I\'~7r+ and

In Figure 4 the number of fitted events äs a function of the decay time t/r is shown. The open
points give the total event number for an inlegrated lumlnosity of 600 pb~J for three diffcrent
phase angles of the illterference term between DCSD and rnixing.
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Figure 4: Sirnulated number of expected events for 600 ptr1. A rate of DCSD of 5 - 10~3 and
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From this figure, it is concluded l hat a mixing ratio, Rm<x- iess than 10 3 can be achieved with
HERA, which is more than a factor 5 better than the existing liniit of ö'10~3 [7. 9]. Furthermore.
the DCSD can be studied with high accuracy.
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Abstract: Deep-inclastic production of heavy quarks at HERA, especially charm.
is an excellent signal to measure the gluon distribution in the proton at small x
values. By measuring various differential distr ibutions of the heavy quarks this
ceaction permits additional more incisive QCD analyses due to the rnany scales
present. Furthermore, the relatively small mass of the charm quark, compared to
the typical rnomentum transfer Q, allows one to study whether and when to treat
this quark äs a parton. This reaction therefore sheds light on some of the most
fundamental aspects of perturbative QCD. We discuss the above issues and review
the feasibility of their experimental investigation in the light of a large integrated
luminosity.

l Introduction

Since the previcms HERA workshop in 1991 significant progress has been made on the the-
oretical side in understanding the production of heavy quarks in electron proton collisions.
Iniprovements in available experimental techniques and particularly the expected increase in
luminosity amply justify this effort. In general the progress consists of the calculaiion of all
O(a,) corrections to the processes of interest, thus improving the accuracy of the theoretical
prcdictions both in shape and normalizatkm. At the time of the previous workshop the only
NLO calculations available were for the case of inclusive photoproduction [l]. In the mean-
time NIX) calculations have also been performed for inclusive electroproduction [2, 3, 4], and
both have been extended to the fully differential cases [5, 6. 7]. Therefore, meaningful and
extensive comparisons between theory and data can now be made. In what follows we review
liow the deeply inelastic electroproduction process allows us to explore, in detail. three areas
of perturbative QCD in particular.
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We first discuss the inclusive case, via the structure function F2(x,Q2,m'2). We show that
this structure function for the case of charm suffers from only very modest theoretical uncer-
tainty, that its NLO corrections are not too large, and that it is sensitive to the shape of the
smali-x gluon density. Next we treat single particle differential distributions in the charm kine-
matical variables, and also charin-anticharm correlations. Because many distributions can be
studied, many QCD tests can be performed. Examples are tests of the production mechanism
(boson-gluon fusion), studies of gluon radiation pattems, and dependence on scales such äs
deep-inelastic rnomentum transfer Q, the heavy quark mass m (with enough luminosity one
can detect a sizablc sample of bottom quarks}, the transverse rnomentum of the charm quark,
etc. Finally, in the last subsection, we review the theoretical Status of the boson-gluon fusion
descriptlon of charm production at small and very large Q. In essence. it involves answering
the questlon: when is charm a parton?

2 Structure Functions and Gluon Density

This subsection has some overlap with the more detailed review on heavy fiavour structure
functions in the structure function section. Here we only present the most salient features. The
reaction under study is

P(p) (1)

whcre P (p) is a proton with rnomentum p. Q(pi)(Q(p:)) is a heavy (anti)-quark with rnomentum
Pi (Pi = T"1} and X is any hadronic state allowed. Its cross section may be expressed äs

^ = 7^ I(1 + (1" y)2)^1'«1."1') - ÄMW)] , (2)

Q2 P-q*=^-- y = JLJL- 0)
-P ' 9 P ' Pe

The inclusive structure functions F2 and Ff_ were ralculated to next-to-leading order (NLO) in
Ref. [2j. The results can be written äs

.'hcre

Fk(x,Q\m2} =
Q2o.s

dz

(4)

where k — 2, L and the upper boundary on the Integration is givcn by zmax — Q2/(Q'2 -\-
4m2) . The functions / ,-(x,/z2), (i = g,q.q) dcnote the parton densities in the proton and p
Stands for the mass factorization scale, which has been put equal to the renormalization scale.
The c(l\(r)^),c(^^),(i = g ,q,q:l_=_Q,l) and 4'!-('/-0- (J' = 9 i 9 ^ ' = 0,1) are cocfficient
functions and are represented in the MS scheme. They depend on the scaling variables ?/ and
f, defined by

5

-Im2
£=2-v „ .

m2
(5)



where 5 is the square of the c.ra. energy of the virtual photon-parton subprocess which implies
that in (4) z — Q2/(Q2 + s). In eq. (4) we distinguished between the coefBcient functions with
respect to their origin. The coefficient functions indicated by c[ , ( n . £ ) , c k ,-(??,£) originate from
the partonic subprocesses where the virtual photon is coupled to the heavy quark, whereas the
quantity dk -(r), £) comes from the subprocess where the virtual photon interacts with the light
quark. Hence the forrner are multiplied by the charge squared of the heavy quark e2^, and
the latter by the charge squared of the üght quark c;£ respectively (both in units of e). Terms
proportional to ej/et integrale to zero for the inclusivc structure functions. Furthermore we
have isolated the factorization scale dependent logarithm In(/i2/m2). A fast program using fits
to the coefficient functions [S] is available.

The first thing to note about eq. (4) is that the lowest order term contains only the gluon
density. Light quark densities only come in at next Order, and this is the reason F?(x, Q2, m2) is
promising äs a gluon probe. To judge its use äs such, we must examine some of the character-
istics of this observable. These are: the size of the O(a,) corrections, the scale dependence, the
mass dependence, its sensitivity to different gluon densities, and the relative size of the light
quark contribution. These are the issues we investigate in this subsection. We take the charm
mass 1.5 GeV, the bottom mass 5 GeV, the factorization scale equal to \/Q2 + m2 and choose
at NLO the CTEQ4M [9] set of parton densities, with a two-ioop ruiiniiig coupling constant
for five flavors and A — 202 MeV, and at LO the corresponding CTEQ4L set, with a one-loop
running coupling with five flavors and A — 181 MeV. In Fig. l we display F2(x,Q2, m2) vs. x

Figure 1: f j (x ,Q 2 ,m 2 ) vs. x at LO and MO for two values o/Q2. The shaded areas indicatc
the uncertainty due to varying the. charm mass from 1.3 to 1.1 GeV".

for two values of Q2 at LO and NLO. The scale dependence is rauch reduced by including the
NLO corrections (when varying p from 2 to 1/2 times the default choice. the structure function
varies from, at LO, at most 20% and 13% at Q2 — 10 and 50 GeV2 respectively, to at most 5%
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and 3% at NLO). but the dominant uncertainty is due to the charm mass and stays roughly
constant, amounting at NLO maximally to about 16% for Q2 — 10 GeV2 and 10% for Q2 = 50
GeV2. The feature that the LO result is mostly larger than the NLO ones is due to the use
of LO parton densities and one-loop QS, and scale choice. Had we used NLO densities and a
two-loop cta, or chosen the scale ji equal to m, the LO result would have becn below the NLO
result. In the first case the size of the corrections is then about 40% at the central values at
Q2 = 10 GeV2, and 25% at Q2 = 50 GeV2, and in the second case, at small r, about 20% and
30% respectively. In the next figure, Fig. 2, we show for the same values of Q'2 an important

Figure 2: F2(x.Q2,m2) vs. x at NLO for two choices o/ parton densities. The shaded areas
again indicate the uncertainty due t o varying the charm mass from 1.3 to 1.7 GeV.

propcrty, namely the sensitivity of the NLO FZ to diffcrcnt parton density parametrizations.
In this case we compare the CTEQ2MF set [10], whose gluon density stays quite flat when x
becomes small, and the GRV94 set [11], which has a steeply rising gluon density. One sees
that the difference is visible in the structure function. Finally we remark that the contribution
of light quarks to tl.e charm structurc function is typically less than 5%. The bottom quark
structure function is suppressed by electric charge and phase space effects and amounts to less
than 2% (5%) at Q2 = 10(50} GeV2 of the charm structure function. Previous investigations
of the scale and parton density dependence of F? using the same NLO Computer codes are
available in [12] and [13].

We conclude that f2(x,Q2 , m2) for charm production is an excellcnt probe to infer the
gluon density in the proton at small x. The NLO theoretical prediction suffcrs from fairly little
uncertainty, and the QCD corrections are not too large. See the section on structure functions
in these proceedings for many more details, where also a comparison with (preliminary) data
is shown. Therefore in view of a large integrated luminosity, a theoretically well-behaved
observable, and promising initial experimental studies [14, 15] a precise measurement at HERA
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of the gluon density should bc possible.

3 Single Particle Distributions and Heavy Quark Corre-
lations

In this subsection we leave the fully inclusive case and examine in more detail the structure of
the final state of the reaction

X (6)

By studying various differential distributions of the heavy quarks we can learn morc about the
dynamics of the production process than from the structure function alone.

Single particle distributions dF2(x,Q2,m2,v)/dv, where r is the transverse momcntum p?
or rapidity y of the charm quark, were presented in NLO in [-1] for various choices of x and
Q2. The LO distributions diffcrcd significantly from the NLO oncs, so that the effect of 0(as)
corrections on such distributions cannot be described by a simple K-factor.

The O(QS) corrections to f*(x, Q2, m2) in a fully differential form were calculated in Ref. [6]
using the subtraction method. Recently [7], these fully differential structure functions were
incorporated in a Monte-Carlo style program resulting in the 0(as) corrections for reaction
(6). The program for the füll cross section. generated according to Eq. (2). allows one to study
correlations in the lab frame. The phase space integration is done numerically. Therefore, it
is possible to implement experimental cuts. It furthermorc allows the use of a Peterson type
fragmentation function. For details about the calrulational techniques we refer to Ref. [6, 7].
Here we show mainly results.

da/dpj

0 2 4

do/d»

Figure 3: Differential cross sections and ZEUS data.
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Shown in Fig. 3 are various distributions da/dv for the reaction (6), where the heavy
(anti)quark has fragmented into a D" meson, with v representing (a) the D' transverse mo-
mentum p?' (b) its pseudorapidity nD (c) the hadronic final state invariant mass W (d) Q2

for the kinematic ränge 5 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2, 0 <y < 0.7, l .SGeV < p?' < 9GeV and
|7/D" < 1.5. The data are from a recent ZEUS analysis [15]. The NLO theory curves have
been produced by using the GRV [11] parton density set, with Peterson fragmentation [16].
The dashed line is for fi — 2m, m — 1.35 GeV and t = 0.035, whereas the solid line is for
(i = 2^Q2 + 4m2, m = 1.65 GeV and e = 0.06. From Fig. 3 and studies in Ref. [14] it is
clear that a wide ränge of studies can be and are being performed already at the single particle
inclusive level. Preliminary conclusions [14, 15] are that the data follow the shape of the NLO
predictions quite well, but lie above the theory curves. The Hl collaboration [14] has recently
shown clearly from the dlna/dxo distribution that the charm production mechanism is indeed
boson-gluon fusion. (after earlier indications from the EMC collaboration [17]) äs opposed to
one where the charm quark is taken from the sea. Here XD = 2|pD'|/l^' in the 7" P c.m. frame

Next we exarnine a few charm-anticharm correlations. At the experimental level such cor-
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Figure 4: Differential distributions t/Fsf-r, Q2,m2,pei:)/dp" and
x = 0.001 and Q2 = 10 Ge\"" (solid) and 100 Ge\ (dashed).

at

relations are more difRcul t to measurc since it rcquires the identification of both heavy quarks
in the final state. However, with the expected large luminosity that both ZEUS and Hl will
collect. such studies are likely to be done. As an example we show in Fig. 4 the p? distribution
of the pair. p?, and the distribution in their azimuthal angle difference, A^ec in the 7*P c.m.
frame for a particular choice of J and Q2. For these figures we used the MRSA' dcnsities [18].
Both distributions are a measure of the recoiling gluon jet.

In summary. differential distributions of deep-inelastic heavy quark production offer a rieh
variety of studies of the QCD production mechanism. Fruitful experimental studies, even with



low statistics, have been done [14. 15]. and with a large integrated luminosity we therefore fully
expect many more. We finally point out that besides a LO shower Monte Carlo program [19],
now also a NLO program is available for producing differential distributions.

4 When is Charm a Parton?

We return to the inclusive case to ask the fundamental question in the title. The question can
be more accurately phrased äs follows: intuitively one expects that at truly large Q2 the charrn
quark should be described äs a light quark. i.e. äs a constituent parton of the proton, whereas
at small Q'2 (of Order m2) the boson-gluon fusion mechanism, in which tlie charm quark can
only be excited by a hard scattering, is the correct description. This has been demonstrated
recently by Hl [14] and ZEUS in [15]. In this subsection we examine where the transition
between the two picturea occurs.

At LO this issue was investigated in [20]. A picture that consistently combines both de-
scriptions, the so-called variable flavor number scheine, is presented and worked out to LO in
[21]. Here we exhibit where the transition occurs at NLO [22]. In other words we will locate the
onset of the large Q2 asymptotic region, where the exact partonic coefficient functions of [2] are
dorninated by large logarithms \n(Q2/m2). These logarithms are controlled by the renormal-
ization group, and, when resummed, effectively constitute the charm parton density. Here we
however restrict ourselves to the onsct of the asymptotics. Let us be somewhat more precise.
In (4) we can rewrite e.g. all terms proportional to e2H äs

dz Q2

where G(^,^j2) is the gluon density and £(.r,/j2) = X),-=,p(j fi(x,fi2

of quark densities. In the asymptotic regime one may write

Q2 m2
(7)

is the singlet combination

The effort lies in determining the coeffidents ö, ; . Similar expressions hold for the other coef-
ficients in (4). Taking the limit of the coefficients in [2] is extremely complicated. Rather, a
trick [22] was used, exploiting the close relationship of the \n(Q'2/m2) logarithms with collinear
(mass) singularities. The ingredients are the massless two-loop coefficient functions of [23] and
certain two-loop operator matr ix elements. The trick, dubbed "inverse mass factorization''.
essentially amovmts to reinserting into the IR safe massless coefficient functions the collinear
singularities represented by the logarithms \n(Q'2/m*). See [22] for details.

There is another advantagc to obtaining the asymptotic expresssions. The terms in cq. (4)
proportional to e2L have been integrated and füll analytical expressions for them exist [22], but
in the other terms in eq. (4) two Integrals still need to be done numerically. Therefore in the
large Q2 region the asymptotic formula is able to give the same results much faster, äs the
latter formula needs no numerical integrations.

In t ig, 5 we show the ratio of the asymptotic to exact expressions for Fi(x.Q2, m2) for the
casc of charm äs a function of Q2 for four diffcrcnt x values. Here the GRV [11] parton density
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Figure 5: Ratio of the asymptotic to eiact expressions for F2(x,Q'2,m2} for the case. of charm.

sei was used, for thrce light fiavors. We see that, surprisingly, already at Q2 of order 20-30 GeV
the asymptotic formula is practically identical to the exact result, indicating that at these not
so large Q2 values. and for the inclusive structure function. the charm quark behaves already
very much like a parton. This is in apparent contradiction with the findings [14], mentioned in
the previous subsection, that the production mechanism is boson-gluon fusion. and illustratcs
that, interestingly, the question in the title can have a differcnt answer for inclusive quantities
than for differential distributions having multiple scales.

We finally note that with the results shown in this subsection also the first important stcp
is made for extending the variable flavour number scheine to NLO.

5 Conclusions

In the above we have reviewed the many interesting facets of deep-inelastic production of heavy
quarks. The possibility of selecting the heavy quarks among the final state particles affords a
window into the heart of the scattering process, and allows tests and measurenients of some
of the most fundamental aspects of pertnrbative QCD: the direct determination of the gluon
density, many and varied studies of the heavy quark production dynamics. and insight into how
and when a heavy quark becomes a parton.
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Abstract: The cxpectcd rates for charm-tagged jet photoproduction are evaluated
for a nuraber of tagging procedures, and some of the physics potential is discussed.
Charm in Jets is tagged using D*'s, /i's. or tracks frorn secondary vertices which
might be identified in a microvertex detector. We find high cxpected event rates.
Icading to the possibility of placing strong constraints on the kinematics of charm
production and on the gluon content of the proton and the charm content of the
photon.

l Introduction

At HERA energies interactions between alrnost real photons (of virtuality P'2 Ä 0) and protons
can produce jets of high transverse energy (£7-")- A significant fraction of these jets areexpected
to arise from charmed quarks. The presence of a 'hard' energy scale means that perturbativc
QCD calculations of event properties can be confronted with experiment, and herice the data
have the potential to test QCD and to constrain the structures of the colliding particles.

At leading order (LO) two processes are responsible for jet production. The photon may
intcract directly with a parton in the proton or it may first resolve into a hadronic state. In the
first case all of the photon's energy participates in the interaction with a parton in the proton.
In the second rase the photon acts äs a source of partons which then scatter off partons in the
proton. Examples of charm production in these processes are shown in Fig. 1.

The possibility of experitnentally separating samples of direct and resolved photon events
was demonstrated in [1], and in [2] a definition of resolved and direct photoproduction was
introduced which is both calculable to all Orders and measurable. This definition is based upon
the variable

ro»s _ £Jrt.Sf * * | (l)

where the surn runs over the two jets of highest E^1. x°BS is thus the fraction of the photon's
energy participating in the production of the two highest E%1 jets. This variable is used to
define cross sections in both data and theoretWat calculations. High a;!?BS events are identified
äs direct. and low x®BS events äs resolved photoproduction.



a)

Figure 1: Ezamples of charm photoproduction at HERA: a) Direct; photon-gluon fusion, b)
Resolved; singie excitation of charm in the photon, c) Resolved; gluon-gluon fusion. The charm
and anticharm quarks are indicated by the bold lines.

Charm-tagged jet cross sections have several advantages over untagged jet cross sections.
Knowledge of the nature of the outgoing parton rcduces the nurnber of contributing subprocesses
and thus simplifies calculations and the possible extractiün of parton densities. including the
charm content of the photon and the gluon content of the proton. Detailed studies of the
dynamics of charm production should provide a stringent test of the QCD calculations. In
addition, in the case that charm decays are fully reconstructed, the outgoing momenta provide
an alternative to calculating the event kinematics from jet momenta, which could provide
a usefui model independent examination of the uncertainties coming from non-perturbative
fragmentation effects.

Here we briefly exaniiue the event rates and distributions obtainable with high luminosities
using the three charm tagging methods described below. We use the HERWIG 5.8 [3] Monte
Carlo Simulation, including multiparton interactions [4], along with simple cuts and smearing to
rnimic the expected gross features of detcctor effects. We define our starting sample by ninning
the kT jet algorithm [5] on the final statc particles of HERWIG (after the decay of charmed
particles) and demanding at least two jets with transverse energy E^A > GGeV and absolute
pseudorapidity \rfet < 2. In addition we demand P2 < 4GeV2 and 135 GeV < IV7P < 270 GeV.
This is a kinematic region in which dijet cross sections have already been measured at HERA [2].

According to HERWIG, the total cross section for heavy flavour (b or c.) jets in this kinematic
region is 1900 pb"1 (1000 pb"1) for direct (resolved) photoproduction, using the GRV94 LO
proton parton distribution set [6] and the GRV LO photon parton distribution set [7].

There is soine evidence [2. 8] that these LO calculations may underestimate the cross section,
particularly the resolved cross section, by a factor of around two. On the other hand, the
dominant LO subprocess for resolved charm production is predicted to be excitation of charm
from the photon. This expectation is not fully reliable: the charm content in the photon is
presently overestimated in the available parton distribution sets äs they assuine only massless
quarks. If quark masses are included one would expect the resolved charm cross section to
be considerably smaller than the number we are quoting here. Its measurement will be an
important topic in its own right.

40:;

2 Charm tagging methods

2.1 D* tagging method

Currently, the reconstruction of D' is the only method used to tag open charm by the HERA
experiments in published data [9]. D* are tagged by reconstructing the D° produced in the
decay D-± —> D° + ?r± and the mass difference A(A/) between the D' and the D°.

The overall tagging efficiency for the D' method is given in table l, along with the ex-
pected nuraber of events after an integrated luminosity of 250 pb"1. For this study we have
demarided a D' with pr > 1.5 GeV and \TJ\ 2, and assumed that for these D* the efficiency
of reconstruction is 50%. The decay channels used are D" —> D° + TT —> (K + TT) + -n and
D' —> D° + TT —> (K + TTTTTT) + TT. A signal/background ratio of around 2 is estimated, although
this (äs well äs the D' reconstruction efficiency) will depend upon the understanding of the
detectors and cuts eventually achieved in the real analysis, which cannot be simulated here.

2.2 ß tagging method

The capability of the (i tagging method has been evaluated using a complete Simulation of the
ZEUS detector [10] based on the GEANT package [11]. The method itself develops previous
work [12] in which a measurement of the total charm photoproduction cross section was obtained
in the ränge 60 < W < 275 GeY. Muons are tagged requiring a match between a track in the
ZEUS central tracking detector pointing to the intcraction region and a reconstructed segniem
in the inner muon detectors (which lie about one metre away, outside the uranium calorimeter).

The position and the direction of the reconstructed segment are used to determine the
displacements and deflcction angles of its projections on two orthogonal planes with respect to
the extrapolated track. These quantities are distributed according primarily to the multiple
Coulomb scattering within the calorimeter. In comparison the measurement errors are negligible
and have not been taken into account. With this approximation and a simple model accounting
for the ionization energy loss of the muon through the calorimeter, a x2 nas been defined from
the four variables. The cut on the x2 has been chosen to keep 90% of the events with a
reconstructed true muon in largc Monte Carlo charm samples and chccked in selected data
sarnples. The results are contained in table 1.

2.3 Tagging using secondary vertices

If a high resolution microvertex detector is installed dose to the interaction region, the tagging
of charm by looking for secondary vertices inside jets becomes practical. For this study we have
simulated three example methods ('A', very tight cuts and 'B', looscr cuts and 'C'. very loose
cuts) äs follows:

Look at all stable charged tracks which have transverse momentum pr(track) > 500 McV

and |r/(track)| < 2 and which lie within öR = \J(o<p)2 + < t y 2 < 1.0 of the centre of either
of the two jets, and 404



Tagging
Method

D"

V
Vertex A
Vertex B
Vertex C

Direct
Efficiency

\A%
7.3%
2.3%
10%
37%

N (events}
6500 ( 9% b)

34000 (20% b)
11000 (63% b)
47000 (33% b)
170000 (17% b)

Sig./Bkgd
~, 2

2.0
76
3.4
0.9

Resolved
Efficiency

0.7%
3.4%
1-0%
6.0%
32%

N (events)
1700 ( 4% b)
8400 (10% b)
2500 (34% b)
15000 (17% b)
79000 (6% b)

Sig./Bkgd

0.3
8

0.5
0.2

Table l: Estimated tagging efficiencies, signal to background ratio and total riumbers of expected
signal events for various tagging methods after an mtegrated luminosity of 250 p b ~ ^ . The
efficiencies given are the ratios of good events which are tagged to all good events. 'Good
events' are ep —> 2 or more jets with E^* > 6 GeV, |7^et| < 2, for virtuahties of the exchanged
photon less than 4 GeV2 in the ränge 135 GeV < \V-,P < 270 GeV and where ont or more of
the outgoing partons from the hard subprocess was a charm or beauty quark. The fraction of
the Signal events which are from b quarks is also given.

• Assume a (Gaussian) impact parameter resolution for these tracks of 180 fim in XY and
Z independent of momentum and angle. This corresporids to the design value of the Hl
vertex dctector [13] for tracks with momentum 500 MeV at 90".

• Demand at least two tracks which have impact parameters displaccd by 3a (condition A)
or one track with an impact parameter displaced by 3<J (condition B) or 2rr (condition
C) from the primary vertex.

The results are given in table 1. We note that an enriched sample of b qnarks conld be
obtaincd by using very tight tagging conditions in a microvertex detector.

3 Physics Potential and Conclusions

High luminosity running at HERA will provide large samples of Jets containing heavy quarks.
These Jets can be identified using muons or D* with efficiencies of a few percent and signal-to-
background ratios of around 2. In addition there is the possibility of identifying the eleetron
channel for semi-leptonic decays, which we have not considered here but which could be very
effective at these high transverse energies. The presence of a high resolution vertex detec-
tor would enormously enrich the tagging possibilities. allowing improved signal-to-noise ratios
and/or improved efficiencies (up to around 35%) dependirig upon the details of the cuts and
reconstruction. Combining the tagging methods we have studied here can be expected to give
still more flexibility in the experimental selection and cross section mcasurcnient.

With the samples of several tens of thousands of charm-tagged jets thus obtainable. jet cross
sections can be measured over a wide kineinatic ränge. For the signal events .selected by the
vertex method B, various distributions are showii in Fig.2. From the x°BS distribution (Fig.2a)
we see that the resolved photon cornponent, whilst suppressed relative to the direct componcnt
compared to the untagged case [2], is significant. This component is largely due to the charm
content in the GRV photon parton distributiojitßet. Measurement of this cross section can be

TU<J

expected to constrain the charm content of the resolved photon and the Implementation of the
7 —> cc Splitting in the pcrturbative evolution. The boson gluon fusion diagram dominates

i 6000

4000

2000

Figure 2: a) x°BS, b) x°BS. c) MJJ, and d) cosß". In a), b) and c), clear circles are the LO
direct only, solid dots are the füll sample. The normalisation is to 250 pb~l. In d) the solid
squares are the x^BS < 0.75 sample and the clear squares are the x®BS > 0.75 sample. Both
samples arp. nonnalised to one at cosO" = 0 and the error bars have been scaled to correspond
to the statistical imccrtamty expected after 250 pb~l.

for the higli-x?ßs ränge and this cross section is sensitive to the gluon content of the proton

in the ränge 0.003 < x™™ < 0.1, where a£ö-s' = - is the fraction of the proton's

energy manifest in the two highest ET Jets (Fig.2b). The MJJ distribution is shown in Fig.2c,

where MJJ - ^^"'^"[cosht^" - r,^} - cos(o'p" - ^a}} is the dijet invariant mass.

For MJJ > 23 GeV the dijet angular distribution [14] cosÖ" = tanh)^' ^"— )| is unbia.sed

by the E?1 cut. As shown in Fig.2d the angular distributions of high and low x®BK should differ
strongly, due to the underlying hosonic (gluon) or ferrnionic (quark) exchange processes [14],
The measurernent of such a distribution should confirm that the dominant charm produc-
tion process in direct photoproduction was photon-gluon fusion. In addition it will determine
whether excitation of charm from the incoming particles or ghion-gluon fusion is the dominant
production mechanism in resolved photoproduction.
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Prospects for heavy flavour photoproduction at HERA

Stefano Frixione

Theoretical Physics, ETII. Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: I discuss few selected topics in heavy flavour photoproduction at HERA
which require large integrated lummosity in ordcr to be experimentally invesügated.
I present phenomenological predictions for bottom production. As a possible appli-
cation of mcasurements involving double-tagged charrn events, I outline a method
for the direct measurement of the gluon density in the proton. The possibility of
using charm data in polarized electron-proton collisions to constrain the polarized
gluon density in the proton is also discussed.

Charm quarks are copiously produced at HERA. Total cross sections in photoproduction
have been measured [l, 2], and appear to be in reasonablc agreement with next-to-lcading order
QCD calculations [3, 4, 5, 6], Recently, the first results on single-inclusive distributions havc
been presented [2]. Although in substantial agreement with cxpcriments, the theory displays
the tendency to undershoot the data. On the other hand, preliminary results by the ZEUS
collaboration [7] show sizeable discreparicies in the comparison with next-to-lcading order QC'D,
especially in the pscudorapidity distribution.

The limited statistics of the data prevents from any definite conrlusion on the capability of
Hxed-order QCD calculations to correctly describe charm photoproduction at the large center-
of-mass energies availableat HERA. It has t o bepointed out that the resummationof logarithms
which in certain regions of the phase space may grow large and spoil the convergence of the
perturbative expansion, can not improve the comparison between theory and experiments (see
ref. [8] and references therein). The luminosity Upgrade of the HERA collider will allow to
increase the statistics of present measurements, and to perform new ones. The underlying
theoretical picture will therefore face a severe test. Üetailed phenomenological predictions for
total rates and single-inclusive distributions of charm quarks in photoproduction at HERA
have been available for some Urne [9. 10, 11]. In the following, I will dcal with quantities whose
measurement has not yct been performed.

l Bottom production

Due to the higher value of the quark mass, perturbative QCD predictioris for bottom pro-
duction are more reliable than those for charm. In monochromatic photon-proton collisions.
the pointlike component has an imcertainty of a factor of 2 if all the parameters are varied
together m the direction that makes the cross section larger or smaller. At \/S-,p — 100 GeV.
the lower and upper limits of the pointlike component are 16 nb and 35 ob respectively, while
at JS^, = 280 GeV we get 41 nb and 101 nb [10], The hadronir component has larger un-
certainties, but much smaller than for charm, since in bottom production the small-x region
is probed to a lesser extent than in charm production, and the sensitivity of the result to the
photon densities is therefore milder; we get an imcertainty of a factor of 3 (to be compared
with a factor of 10 in the case of charm). The hadronic component can still bc the dominant



-5

b + X, Vs = 300 GeV
NLO + fragm., |n|<l.E

Solid band: füll uncertainty
Dotted: upper limit,

pomUike only

Figure 1: Füll uncertainty on the transverse momentum distribution for bottom ciec-
troproduction (Weizsäcker-Williams approximation) with Peterson fragmentation and
a psetidorapidity cut.

contribution to the photoproduction cross section, if the gluon in the photon is äs soft äs the
LAC1 parameterization suggests.

The bottom rates are about a factor of 200 smallcr t hau the charm ones, To perform a
statistically significant study of bottom production, the luminosity Upgrade at HERA is nec-
essary. In any case, it is very likely that a comparison with the theory could only be done by
considering the electroproduction (in the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation) process. In this
case the sensitivity of the theoretical predtctions to the input parameters is sizeably reduced,
and a reliable comparison between theory and data can be performed. For example, in electro-
production the hadronic component contribution to the total cross section is at niost 75% of the
poiritlike contribution, even if the LAC1 set is used. The most interesting results are however
obtaincd when considering more exclusive quantitles, like single-inclusive distributions [4, 11].
In particular, äs shown in fig. l, the transverse momentum of the bottom quark at HERA can
be predicted by perturbative QCD quite accurately. It is clear that even with the LAC1 set the
hadronic component afFects the prediction only marginally: this fact is basically a consequencc
of the applied pseudorapidity cut. Figure l can therefore bc regarded äs a reliable prediction
of QCD for the pT spectrum of B mesons at HERA. The comparison of this prediction with
the data would be extremely useful in light of the status of the comparison between theory and
data for b production at the Tevatron.

2 The gluon density in the proton

As discussed in ref. [8], the experimental efficiency for double-tagged charm events is quite low.
and in order to study fully-exclusive quantlties, like the correlations between the charm and
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the anticharm, a large integrated luminosity is mandatory. The comparison between theoretical
predictions and experimental results for correlations constitutes the most stringent test for the
undcrlying theory, and it is therefore extremely interesting for a complcte understanding of the
production mechanism of heavy flavours. However. at present it is not particularly useful to
present detailed predictions for double-differential distributions, since data will not be available
for a long time. In the following, I will therefore conccntratc on a possible application of
measurements involving double-tagged charm events, namely the determination of the gluon
density in the proton (/,').

At present, no dired measurement of /jp) has been performed. In principle, this quan-
tlty could be determined by investigating the exclusive properties of hard scattering processes
initiated by gluons. In practice, this procedure is quite diflicult; the data on direct photon
production and on inclusive jet production, which depends upon /'p' already at the leading
order in QCD, are not äs statistically significant äs DIS data are (DIS data allow a direct
and accurate determination of the quark densities). Direct photon and inclusive jet data are
used to constraiu, in cornplementary regions of x and Q2, the gluon density. Furthermore, in
a next-to-leading order QCD evolution, /jpl affects the quark densities through the Altarelli-
Parisi equations, and therefore has an impact on the description of DIS data on F^x.Q'*] (for
a detailed presentation of the determination of parton densities froni a global QCD analysis,
see for example refs. [12, 13]).

A direct measurement of the gluon density is therefore highly desirable. In ref. [14] it was
argued that charm production in high energy ep collisions may help to solve this problern. To
proceed explicitly, I hegin by writing the heavy-quark cross section at the leading order in the
following form

r-2 J -> \"--f>'o/J3 \ "3 ' f* f

where MQq is the invariant ma&s of the heavy-quark pair, and yQ^ is the rapidity of the pair
in the electron-proton center-of-mass frame (I choose positive rapidities in the direction of the
incoming proton). E = \/S is the electron-proton center-of-mass energy, and

The function fw is the Weizsäcker-Williams function [15] (for a discussion on its use in produc-
tion processes involving heavy particles, see ref. [16]); the explicit expression for the leading-
order cross section ä^1 can be found in ref. [3]. The factorization and renormalization scales (UF

and JIR) are set equal to 2^0 and ^u respectively, where fi0 is a reference scale; wben studying
correlations, it is customary to choose [ö]

(4)

where pT and pT are the transverse momenta of the heavy quark and of the heavy antiquark
respectively.
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Assuming that the left-hand side of eq. (1) is identified with the data, the equation can be
inverted, and we can get a first determination of /'p':

(5)
QQ

The inclusion of radiative corrections does not pose any problem. I write the füll cross section

2 rni J1 V~~" f U y J g V"-f i ' ff /"-»O \"*QQ > ' "Wo i -"31 "J QQ'' W
uxjiuu-j £i

where A represents all the radiative effects. In A I have also indicated explicitly the functional
dependence upon the gluon density in the proton. The light quarks, which cnter at the next-to-
leading order via the 717 —>• qQQ process, give a small contribution (less than 5% for all values
of xg and MQg considered here). I now write /'"' äs

/4), (7)

where the second term is the next-to-leading order correction, and plug it back into eq. (6).
Then

I have ncglected the /j ' piece contained in the A term, the corresponding contribution being
of order aema|. It could also be easily incorporated by iterating eq. (8), using the füll gluon
density in the right-hand side.

The charm cross section receives a large contribution from the hadronic component, which
was neglected in the above derivation. In order to extract the gluon density in the proton with
the method previously outlined, we have to consider only those kinematical regions where the
hadronic component is suppressed by the dynamics. I study this possibiüty in figure 2, where
I present the next-to-leading order QCD predictions for the variable xff, defined in eq. (3). in
electron-proton collisions at \/S — 314 GeV. The partonic densities in thc proton are given by
the MRSG set, while both the LAC1 and GRV-IIO sets for the photon are considered, in order
to account for the uncertainty affecting the gluon density in the photon. Figs. 2(a)-2(c) show
the effect of applying a cut on the invariant mass of the pair. Even in the case of the smallcst
invariant-mass cut. there is a region of small xs where the hadronic component is negligible with
respect to the pointlike one. When the invariant-mass cut is increased, the hadronic component
can be seeii to decrease faster than the pointlike one. This is due to the fact that, for large
invariant masscs of the pair, the production process of the hadronic component is suppressed
by the small value of the gluon density in the photon at large r. By pushing the invariant-mass
cut to 20 GeV, it turns out that the pointlike component is dominant over the hadronic one
for x3 values äs large äs 10~L . The conclusion can be drawn that the theoretical unccrtainties
affecting the charm cross section, in thc ränge 10~3 < x,, < 10~', are small enough to allow for
a determination of the gluon density in the proton by using invariant-mass cuts to suppress the
hadronic component. In a more realistic configuration, üke the present one of the detectors at
HERA, additional cuts are applied to the data. Fig. 2(d) shows the effcct on the J3 distribution
due to a small-pj- and a pseudorapidity cut, applied to both the charm and the anticharm. In
this case, even without an invariant-mass cut, the pointlike component is dominant in the whole
kinematically accessible ränge. Taking into account experimental efficiencies [8], a statistically
significant measuremeut of the gluon density requires an integrated luminosity of at least '250
pb-'.

ill

Figure 2: xs distribution in ep collisions (Weizsäcker-Williams approximation) at
HERA, for mc = 1.5 GeV. The proton parton density set adoptcd is MRSG.

3 Polarized ep collisions

It is conceivable that in the future the HERA collider will be operated in a polarized mode.
The heavy flavour cross section in polarized ep scattering is dependent already at the leading
order in QCD upon the polarized gluon density in the proton, Ag'p'. Therefore, data on charm
production could be used to directly mcasure Ag'p', äs previously shown for the unpolarized
case. In practice, the Situation for the polarized scattering is much more complicated. First of
all, a füll next-to-leading order calculation is not available for the partonic processes relevant
for polarized heavy flavour production. Furthermore, there is no experimental information on
the partonic densities in the polarized photon. It is reasonable, however, to think that charm
production at the HERA collider in the polarized mode can help in constraining the polarized
gluon density in the proton. This possibiüty was first suggested in ref. [17], and recently
reconsidered in refs. [18, 19].

The next-to-leading and higher order corrections to the polarized cross section are expccted
to be sizeable, therefore casting doubts on the phenomenological relevance of leading-ordcr
predictions. To overcome this problem. one possibiüty is to present predictions [18] for the
ratio A<7/<7 (asymmetry), where u is the unpolarized cross section and

I . ( 9 )

Here c/1̂  and a^ are the cross scctions for cc production with parallel and antiparallel pola.riza-
tions of the incoming particles respectively. One inight expect that the effect of the radiative
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corrections approximately cancels in the ratio. It has to bc strcssed that, for consistency rea-
sons, the unpolarized cross section a appearing in the asymmetry must be calculated at the
leading order, äs the polarized one.

_ ep - c+X. -Ja = 314 GeV, |TJ|<I.Ö

Bare: datted (CS-A), dot-dashed (BFR-AB)
Fragm.: solid (GS-A), dashed (BFR-AB)

10"' -

B, O: 1/V2LCT(NLO) -j

L=100 pb"1

H 1 bare, o: fragm

Figure 3: Asymmetry cross section versus transversc momentum in polarized ep colli-
sions (Weizsäcker-Williams approximation) at i/S = 314 GeV. The. minimum observ-
able asymmetry, computed at ncxt-to-leading order, is also displayed.

The next-to-leading order value of a can then be used to estimate the sensitiv! ty of the
cxperiraent. A rough estimate of the minimum value of the asymmetry observable at HERA
can be obtained by requir ing the difference between the numbers of events with parallel and
antiparallel polarizations of the initial state particles to be larger than the statistical error on
the total number of observed events. This gives

(10)

where L is the integrated luminosity and the factor c accounts for the experimental efficiency
for charm identification and for the fact that the initial beams are not completely polarized.
This procedure can be applied to total cross sections, äs well äs to differential distributions: in
this case, the values of a and Au have to be interpreted äs cross sections per bin in the relevant
kincmatical variable.

In ref. [18] it was shown that total cross section asymmetrles for the pointlike component
are quite small in absolute value, and can bc measured only if t is equal or larger than 1%
(0.1%), assuming £ = 100 pb"1 (1000 pb"1). Therefore, even with a vertex detector (see
ref. [8]), it appears to be unlikely that this kind of measurernents will be performed at HERA.
Furthermore. in ref. [19] a rough estimate of the hadronic contribution to the polarized cross
section has been given, assuming polarized parton densities in the photon to be identical to

zero or to the unpolarized densities to get a lower and an upper bound on the cross section.
It was found that a non-negligible contamination of the pointlike result might indeed come
from the hadronic process. The Situation clearly improves when considering more exclusive
quantities; in ref. [18] it was found that at moderate pT values the asymmetry for the pointlike
component can be rather large, well above the minimum observable value (in this region, the
experimental efficiency is sizeable [8]); this is shown in fig. 3. In ref. [19] it was argued that
the hadronic component should have a negligible impact in this case. I conclude that, with an
integrated luminosity of 100 pb"1. charm data in high-energy polarized ep collisions will help in
the determination of the polarized gluon density in the proton. In order to distinguish among
different parameterizations for A^r''5'. a larger luminosity is likcly to be needed.

4 Conclusions

I have discussed few selected topics in heavy flavour physics which will become of practical
interest at HERA after that the planned Upgrades of the machine will be carried out. With
an integrated luminosity £ = 100 pb"1, about IQ5 bottom quarks are predicted by QCD to
be produced in ep collisions at vS — 300 GeV. If the experimental efficiency for ß-meson
identification will be large enough, this will provide with the possibility of a detailed study of
the bottom production mcchanism. and of an interesting comparison with the results at the
Tevatron. In order to study charm-anticharm correlations, £ must be equal to or larger than
250 pb"1. As a possible application of rneasurements involving double-tagged charm events,
I presented a method for the direct measurement of the gluon density in the proton. Charm
data in polarized ep collisions could also be used to constrain the polarized gluon density in the
proton. In this case, an integrated luminosity of at least 100 pb"1 is required.
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Future Perspectives of Quarkonium Physics at HERA

Matteo Cacciari and Michael Krämer

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, D-22607 Hamburg. FRC!

Abstract: We work out and review prospects for future quarkonium physics at
HERA. We focus on the impact of color-octet contributions and discuss how mea-
surements at HERA can be used to test the picturc of quarkonium production äs
developed in the context of the NRQCD factorization approach.

l Introduction

The production of heavy quarkonium states in high energy collisions provides an important tool
to study the interplay between perturbative and nonperturbative QCD dynamics. Quarkonium
production in deep inelastic scattering and photon-proton collisions at HERA has been analysed
at some length in the context of the previous HERA Workshops (see e.g. ref.jl]). However,
most of the previous studies havc been carried out within the color-singlet modcl (GSM) [2j or
the color-evaporation model [3]. Only recently, a rigorous theoretical framework for treating
quarkonium production and decays has been developed in ref.[4). The factorization approach
is based on the use of non-relativistic QCD (XRQCD) [5] to separate the short-distance parts
from the long-distance matrix elements and explicitly takes into account the complete structurc
of the quarkonium Fock space. This formalism implies that sp-called color-octet processes, in
which the heavy-quark antiquark pair is produced at short distances in a color-octet state
and subsequently evolves nonperturbatively into a physical quarkonium, should contribute to
the cross section. According to the factorization formalism, the inclusive cross section for the
production of a quarkonium state H can be exprcssed äs a sum of terms. each of which factors
into a short-distance coefficient and a long-distance matrix elernent:

X) = (1)

Here, da denotes the short-distance cross section for produäng an on-shell (JQ-pair in a color,
spin and angular-momentum state labelled by n. The NRQGD vev matrix elements (O [n])
givc the probability for a QQ-pair in the state n to form thc quarkonium state //. The relative
importance of the various terms in (1) can be estimated by using NRQCD velocity scaling
rules [6]. For v —¥ 0 (v being thc average velocity of the heavy quark in thc quarkonium rest
framc) each of the NRQCD matrix elements scales with a definite power of t- and the general
expression (1) can be organized into an expansion in powers of t'2.

It has recently been argued in refs.[7, 8] that quarkonium production in hadronic collisions
at the Tevatron can be accounted for by iiicluding color-octet processes and by adjusting the
unknown long-distance color-octet matrix elements to fit the data. In order to establish the
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phenoinenological significance of the color-octet mechanism it is however necessary to identify
color-octct contributions in differcnt production processes.1 In this report we will focus our
discussion on the prospects of extracting Information on the coior-octet processes from the
measurements of inelastic quarkonium production at HERA. Elastic/diffractive mechanisms
will be discussed elsewhere [10]. We shall briefly review the impact of color-octet contributions
and higher-order QCD corrections on the cross section for J/0 photoproduction and compare the
thcoretical predictions with recent exper i mental data. In this context we will also comment on
the possibility of measuring the gluon distribution in the proton from Jjv photoproduction. The
high-statistics data to be expected in the future at HERA will allow for a detailed comparison
of the theoretical predictions with cxperimental data not ouly for Jjy photoproduction, but also
for various other channels and final states, like photoproduction of V-'', T and x states, associated
Jhfr + f production, fragmentation and resolved-photon contributions äs well äs deep iiielastk
J/<1' production. We will discuss how these reactions can be used to constrain the color-octet
matrix elements and test the picture of quarkonium production äs developed in the context of
the NRQGD factorization approach.

Color-octet configurations are produced at leading order in as through the 2
processes [14. 15, 16]

2 J/i/j photoproduction

Quarkonium production in high energy cp collisions at HERA is dominated by photoproduc-
tion events where the electron is scattered by a small angle producing photons of almost zero
virtuality. The measurements at HERA provide 'Information on the dynamics of quarkonium
photoproduction in a wide kinematical region, 30 GeV <; \/S^ ä 200 GeV, corresponding
to initial photon energies in a fixed-target experimeiit of -150 GeV <; E-, g 20,000 GeV. The
production of J/ip particles in photon-proton collisions proceeds predominantly through photon-
gluon fusion. Elastic/diffractive mechanisms can be eliminated by measuring the Jfö energy
spectrum, described by the scaüng variable z = p p • k- being thc momcnta
of the proton and J/i/', 7 particles. respectively. In the proton rest frame. z is the ratio of the
J/V> to 7 energy, z — E^jE-^. For etastic/diffractive events ~ is close to one; a clean sample of
inelastic events can be obtained in the ränge z ^ 0.9.

For J/0 production and at leading order in l'2, the general factorization formula (1) reduces
to the Standard exprcssion of the color-singlet model [2j. Thc short-distance cross section is
giveii by the subprocess

7 + 9 ~> cc[35'i-l] + g (2)

with cc in a color-singlet state (denoted by I), zero relative velocity, and spin/angular-mo-
mentum quantum numbers '13+iLj = 3Si- Relativistic corrections due to the motion of the
charm quarks in the Jfo bound state enhance the large-; region. but can be neglected in the
inelastic domain [11]. The calculation of thc higher-order perturbative QCD corrcctions to the
short-distance process (2) has been performed in refs.[l2, 13]. Inclusion of the NLO corrections
reduces the scale dcpcndcnce of the thcoretical prediction and increases the color-singlet cross
section by more than 50%, depcnding in detail on the photon-proton energy and the choice of
Parameters [13].

'Quarkonium production via color-octet states has also been studied in e*e~ annihilation and Z decays. for
hadronic collisions in the energy ränge of fixed-target experiments and in B derays [9],

l parton

(3)

Due to kinematical constraints. the leading color-octet terms will only contribute to the up-
pcr endpoint of the J/?/> energy spectrum, z K l and p? KI 0, pT being the Jfy transverse
momentum. It has, however, been argued in ref.[17] that sizable higher-twist effects are ex-
pected to contribute in the region pr ^ l GeV, which cause the breakdown of the factorization
formula (1). Moreover, diffractive production mechanisms which cannot be calculated wi th in
perturbative QCD might contaminate the region z ^ l and make it difficult to extract precise
information on the color-octet processes.

It is therefore more appropriate to study J/0 photoproduction in the inelastic region z < 0.9
and pT > l GeV where no diffractive channels contribute and wherc the general factorization
formula (1) and perturbative QCD calculations should be applicable. Coior-octet configurations
which contribute to inelastic J/w photoproduction are produced through the subprocesses [14
16]

•,+S -> cc[3POA^S} + g. (4)

Light-quark initiated contributions are strongly suppressed at HERA energies and can safely
be neglected. Adopting NRQCD matrix elements conslstent with those extracted from the fits
to prompt JI4> data at thc Tcvatron [S] (see Table 1) one fmds that color-octet and color-singlet
contributions to the inelastic cross section are predicted to be of comparable size [14, 16].

Tablc 1: Values of the NRQCD matrix elements used in the numerical
analysis. w i t h the velocity and mass sraling. v ia the velocity of the
heavy quark in the quarkonium rcst frame. For charmonium it holds
v2 ~ 0.25.

However, taking into account the uncertainty due to the valuc of the charrn quark mass and
the strong coupling, the significance of color-octct contributions can not easily be dcduced from
the analysis of the absolute J/tl- production rates. A distinctive signal for color-octet processes
should, however. be visible in the J/0 energy distribution da/dz shown in fig.l [8]. Since the
shape of the distribution is insensitive to higher-order QCD corrections or to the uncertaintv
induced by the choice for mc and a,, the analysis of the Jjtp energy spectrum da/dz should
provide a clean test for the underlying production mechanism. From fig.l we can conclude that
the shape predicted by the color-octet contributions is not supportcd by the experimental data
and that the J/v energy spectrum is adequately accounted for by the color-singlet channel.
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y + P - J/V + X
- da/dz [nb]

= 100 GeV

i > l Cev

Figure 1: Color-singlet and color-octet contributions to the J/ij> energy
distribution du/dz at the photon-proton centre of mass energy \/s^p ~
100 GeV integrated in the ränge pT > l GeV [14]. Experimental data
from [18, 19].

This is however not to be considercd äs a failure of the factorization approach, since also other
analyses (see for instance the last item of ref. [9]) have pointed out t hat the fits to the Tevatron
data may have returned slightly too large values for the matrix elements. With higher statistics
data it will be possible to cxtract more detailed information on the color-octet matrix elements.
in particular from the analysis of the Jfy energy distribution in the inelastic region.

The impact of higher-order QCD corrections on total cross sections and differential distri-
butions has been studied thoroughly for the color-singlet channel in ref.[l3]. A detailed analysis
of the spcctra in the high energy ränge at HERA shows that the perturbative calculation is
not well-behaved in the l imit pT -4 0, where pT is the transverse momentum of the Jfo. No
reliable prediction can be made in this singular boundary region without resummation of large
logarithmic corrections caused by multiple gluon emission. If the small pT region is excluded
from the analysis, experimental results on differential distributions and total cross sections are
well accounted for by the color-singlet channel alone, including NLO QCD corrections, see e.g.
fig.2. However, since the average momentum fraction of the partons is shifted to larger values
when cxcluding the small-pr region, the sensitivity of the prediction to the small-x behaviour
of the gluon distribution is not very distinctive. A detailed analysis reveals that the size of the
QCD corrections increases when adoptirig parton densities with flatter gluons. The sensitivity
to difFerent gluon distributions is thus reduced in ncxt-to-leading order äs compared to the
leading-order result, in particular when choosing a small charm mass and a large value for the
strong coupling. Parametrizations with extremely flat gluons like MRS(DIT) [21] are clearly
disfavoured by the recent HERA measurements of the proton structure function [22] and do
not allow for a reliable prediction in the high energy region. For the parameters adopted in

, l , , I l , , , l , , , l
• y + P - J/> + X

o- [nb]

Z < O.B, pj. > l GeV

Figure 2: NLO color-singlet prediction for the total inelastic Jty pho-
toproduction cross section äs a function of the photon-proton energy for
different parametrizations [20] of the parton distribution in the proton
[13]. Experimental data from [18, 19].

fig.2, the MRS(DO') distribution leads to next-to-leading ordcr results not very different from
those obtained with the MRS(A') parametrization. The corresponding A'-factors are however
uncomfortably large, K ~ 4. casting doubts on the reliability of the perturbative expansion
äs obtained by using flat gluon distributions. If parton distributions with steep gluon densi-
ties are adopted, the next-to-leading order cross section is wcll-behaved and gives an adequate
description of the experimental data, äs demonstrated in fig.2.

The cross section for the production of ti1' particles has been measured by several photo-
and hadroproduction experiments [23] to be suppresscd by a factor ~ 0.25 compared to J/i<
production. This result is consistent with naive estimates obtained within the color-singlet
model where one assumes that the effective charm masses in the short distance amplitudes
scale like the corresponding v' and J/v masses [2]. Within the NRQCD factorization approach
it is however conceptually preferred to exprcss the short-distance coefficients in terms of the
charm quark mass rather than the quarkonium mass, yieldmg f ( ^ ' ) / o ( J / i ^ ) ~ 0.5 for color-
singlet dominated production channels. Relativistic. corrections and color-octet contributions
are expected to affect the ratio o-(ij/)/o-(J/y), but no quantitative prediction can be made with
the present experimental and theoretical information.

Bottomonium production is a particular interesting subject to be studied at HERA. The
larger value of the bottom quark rnass makes the perturbative QCD prcdictions of the short-
distance cross section more reliable than for charm production. Moreover, the derivation of
the factorization forrnula eq.(l) relics on the fact that the momentum scales which govcrn the
bound state dynamics are well separated: (mQv^)'2 <£ (mQv)2 <£ m^. This assumption is
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reasonably good for charmonium (where v3 ~ 0.3) but very good for bottomonium (where
i«2 ~ 0.1). Thus, the theoretical predlctions for bottomonium production should be much more
reüable than those for charmonium. The production rates for T bound states are, however,
suppressed, compared with J/i/> states, by a factor of about 300 at HERA, a conscquence of the
smaller bottom electric charge and the phase space reduction by the large b mass.

3 J/ip production via fragmentation

At sufficiently large transverse momentum pT, quarkonia production is dominated by fragmen-
tation, the production of a parton with large p? which subsequently decays into the quarkonium
state and other partons [24]. \Vhile the fragmentation contributions are of higher order in as

compared to direct quarkonia production in fusion processes, they are enhanced by powers
p\jml and can thus overtake the fusion contribution at pr » mc. It has in fact been argued
that quarkonium production at large pT in hadronic collisions at the Tevatron can be accounted
for by including gluon fragmentation into color-octet states [7].

The fragmentation contribution to the differential cross section for producing a quarkonium
state U at large pT can be written in the factorized form

where d£ is the differential cross section for producing a parton of type i with momentum
pT/(, The fragmentation function D,_»H gives the probability that a jet initiated by parton i
contains a hadron H carrying a fraction ( of the parton momentum. According to the NRQCD
factorization formalism, fragmentation functions for charmonium have the general form

analogous to eq.(l). The function d,_^[n]A- gives the probability for the parton i to form a jet
that includes a cc pair in the state labelled by n. It can be calculated at an ini t ial scale (i ~ mc

äs a perturbative expansion in a,(mc) [24. 25] and bc evolvcd up to higher scales ,i ~ pT by
using the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations.

A quantitative analysis of the fragmentation contributions to J/i> photoproduction at HERA
has been performed in ref.[26] (see also ref.[27] for an earlier analysis wi th in the color-singlet
model). The authors have considered the fragmentation of gluons and charm qnarks produced
at leading order via the Compton- and Bethe-Heitler processes, 7 + 9 -> q + g and 7 +g -> c + c,
respectively. It appears that at large transverse momenta. pT Ä 10 GeV, color-singlet charm
quark fragmentation dominates over the photon-gluon fusion proccss while gluon-fragmentation
is suppressed by an order of rnagnitudc over the whole ränge of pr, see fig.3 [26]. Color-octet
contributions to the gluon fragmentation function considerably enhance the large-; region,
but have no strong efTect in the inelastic domain z & 0-9. Thus. the Information that will
be obtained from large pr production of Jft particles at HERA can be used to study the
charm quark fragmentation mechanism and is complernentary to the analyses performed at the
Tevatron where the large pr region is dominated by gluon fragmentation. However, since the
cross section for J/tl> photoproduction at jn Ä 10 GeV is at the most O(lpb), a largc luminosi ty
is required to probe fragmentation contributions to quarkonium production at HERA.
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Figure 3: Transverse momentum distribution da/dpL for J/ip photo-
production at the photon-proton contre of mass energy v = 100 GeV.
The solid line represents the (leading-order) fusion contribution and the
dashed-dotted line the charm quark fragmentation contribution. The
dotted and dashed lines represent the gluon fragmentation contributions
with and witliout a color-octet component for the 5 state. The cut on
the inelasticity parameter z is 0.1 < z < 0.9. From Ref.[2öj.

4 Resolved photon contributions

The photoproduction of a Jfö particle can also take place via a so called resolved photon inter-
action, where the photon couples through one of its hadronic components. For J/0 production
wi th in the color-singlet model the process goes like:

meaning that the gluon coming from the photon fuses with the one corning from the proton to
give a 35i color-singlet cc pair which subsequently hadronizes into a J/0. This process has been
extensiveiy anahved in the past (see for instance [1]) and found to contribute to the overall
cross section only marginally everywhere but in the low-r region. More contributions, coming
from production and radiative decay of \, are also expected to be present. These terms
also probe the quark content of the photon. They arc expected to be of comparable size with
the J/i/.' production process (7) described above (see [1] for a survey of these and other resolved
production mechanisms).

With in the factorization approach. however, more channels have to be considered, where
the Jjii- production goes via color-octet cc pairs. Namely. the following processes contribute:
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t: i .

Direct Photon (singlet)

Resolved Pholon (octet)

Resolved Photon (singlet)

PT

Figure 4: Comparison of the inelasticity distributions for direct (singlet)
and resolved (singlet and octet) J/p photoproduction.

They are in every respect analogous to the ones which have been argued to greatly increase the
Jjil> production in pp collisions at the Tevatron. They must therefore be carefiilly considered
here to understand whether or not they change the picture established by the CSM.

Using the matrix elements squared evaluated in ref.[8] and the choice of nonperturbative
Parameters displayed in Table l vve can calculate the cross sections and compare thein with
the CSM ones. The results are shown in Table 2, with a minimumpj- cut needed to screen the
collinear singularity present in the '5o and 3Pj channels.

Channel

Direct

Resolved

<%,!
JA'„1
'50,8
3? ßDl, ft

3Po-8
3^i,8
3P2,8

v-,p (nb)
/s = 100 GeV

PT > 1 GeV
13.68

.48

.79

.34
1.61

.50
2.06

Table 2: Results for the total cross sections (in nb).
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These results make clear that the color-octet channels could provide a non-negligible incre-
ment of the overall Jfa photoproduction cross section. It's therefore worth studying in more
detail which regions of phase space will be mostly affected. A close look to the diflerential
distributions of experimental interest shows that the behaviour of the color-octet contributions
to the resolved channels is similar to that of the color-singlet one. Namcly. it is only visible
in the low-z region, Fig.4 shows the z distribution for the direct photon color-singlet channel
(füll line) compared with the old CSM resolvcd photon contribution (dashed line) and the new
resolved photon color-octet one (dotted line). The resolved contributions can be seen to be
enhanced by the color-octet terms, but the qualitative picture of them being visible only in the
low-z region remains unchangcd.

5 x photoproduction

For the production of 5-wave quarkonia, like J/t/>, ib' or T. the factorization approach coincides
with the color-singlet model in the nonrelativistic limit r —^ 0. In the case of x bound states,
however, color-singlet and color-octet mechanisms contribute at the same order in v to annihi-
lation rates and production cross sections and must therefore both be included for a consistent
calculation [28], The production of \s plays a peculiar role in photon-hadron collisions.
Unlikely what happens in hadron-hadron collisions, werc \-s are copiously produced by gg, gq
and qq interactions. the process

1+g^cc[3Pj,ti+g (8)

namely the production of a color-singlet cc pair with the x quantum numbers, happens to be
forbidden at leading order in as. This is due to the color factor of the two gluons having to be
Symmetrie in order to produce a color-singiet states. The gluons could therefore be replaced
by two colorless photons, and the process \> 777 is know to be forbidden by the request of
charge conjugation invariance.

To have \n initiated by a direct photon vve mus-t thereforc either go to higher
orders within the CSM, adding one gluon to the leading order diagrarn. or consider color-octet
mediated channels.

Within the factorization approach, indeed. \n can still take place at the leading
ö(aal). provided it is a color-octet 35i charm pair which is produced in the hard hiteraction
and subsequently hadronizes into a physical \. The following two processes contribute:

The first of these two reaction is by far the dominant one in the HERA energy ränge and at
low transverse momentum. Within the spirit of the factorization approach, the cross section is
given by the same short distance cross section evaluated for color-octet Jfa photoproduction (sec
eq.(l) and the second process of eq.(4)), times the appropriate rnatrix clemcnts (OXJ\
These matrix eleinents have also been fitted to the Tevatron data in [7, 8], and found to be of
order 10~2 GeV3. Using, for the sake of simplicity. (OXo[35i,8]} = 10^ GeV3 and the relation

"
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we find
X j ) = 9{OX(1[351.8]) x 0.9 nb GeV3 ~ 80 pb 10

at y/s = 100 GeV and with a minimum pT cut of 3 GeV.

It is worth noticing here a pretty large discrepanry with the result of ref.[29]. Despite using
a nonperturbative matrix element about a factor of two smaller than ours, it finds ff(~yp —>
\ i ) ~ 0.13 nb, which is about a factor of five larger than our result.

6 Associated Jfy + 7 production

A particularly distinctive experimcntal probe of the relevance of color-octet contributions in
quarkonia production can be the observation of the exclusive process given by the associated
production of a J/ij> and a photon [30]'J:

•yp-» Jfö+i (11)

Within the CSM this process can only undergo via the resolved photon channel. since at least
two gluons must couple to the heavy quark line to produce a color-singlet cc pair:

7P -+ g-, + 3p -*• «pS,, 1] + -, -» JA- + 1 (12)

A big suppression of the cross section, and the characteristic z distribution typical of resolved
photon processes, peaked at low z, can therefore be expected.

Within the factorization approach, on the other band, other cc states can contribute and. in
particular, the reaction can now proceed also via a direct photon channel. Indeed, the following
processes are now possible:

Direct photon (fig.Sa):

+gp

Resolved photon (fig.Sb):

(Standard CSM process)

.g-r + </p->cc[ J ,S'1 ,8j-

9T+gp->cc[3Pj,8\h the nonperturbative matrix elements which mediate the hadronization of the color-

octet cc pairs to a Jfa are suppressed with respect to the color-singlet onc (see Table 1). we
can however still expect the two following features:

-see also ref.[31] for aii analysis within the color-evaporatioi: moclcl
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J/f

Figure 5: Diagrams contributing within the factorization approach to
J/ip + photon associated production in direct (a) and resolved (b) photon
coüisions. In (b) the right diagram contributes to 1S$ and 3Pj states
production only.

i) the production of color-octet states via a dircct proccss - rather than a resolved one -
will at least partially compcnsate for the smaller matrix elements. We should therefore
expect an increase in the overall cross section;

ii) the z distribution of the J/^>, will be more peaked towards one. This is again due to the
presence of a direct photon coupling äs opposed to the resolved one, where the g^ only
carries part of the photon cnergy into the rcaction.

These (and especially the second one) are the reasons why we expect this process to be a
sensitive probe to color-octet componcnts.

Direct

GeV
GeV

Table 3: Results for the total cross sections of J/y + f photoproduction
(in pb). At leading-order, the 'So and 3Pj direct contributions vanish
identically.

The total cross sections (with a minimum pT cut of l GeV) are shown in Table 3 for •>/)
collisions at a cm energy of 100 GeV (scc rcf. [30] for more details). The bulk of the cross section
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Figure 6: Differential distributions in -jp collision at ^/s = 100 GeV. A
minimum pr cut of l GeV is applied.

can be seen to comc from the Standard CSM channcl gg -» ccpS'i.l] + -,. Ilowever, the direct
channel gives a non negligible contribution, amounting to about 25% of the overall cross section
of ~- 27 pb. This increase is however far too srnall to be reliably used to assess the presence
of the color-octet terms, given the smallness of this cross section (in the picobarn region) and
the large theoretical uncertainties involved (like the charm mass, the strong coupling and the
nonperturbative matrix elements values).

On the other hand, the study of the differential distributions can make easler to disentangle
the color-octet, contributions from the Standard color-singlet onc.

We therefore show in fig.6 the differential distributions related to the total -yp cross scctions
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at >/s = 100 GeV with a minimum pr cut of l GeV, presented in Table 3. The distributions due
to PSi,!] production in resolved photon collision (continuous line) and to [35i.8] production in
direct photon collision (dashed line) only are shown. The distributions due to the other color-
octet processes do indeed present the same features äs the ones of [35i,l], being also produced
in resolved photon interactions, but are suppressed in inagnitude. äs can be seen from Table 3.
Their inclusion would therefore not change the picture we are going to discuss.

Fig.6 compares the result of the CSM with that due to the production of a color-octet 3S\e in dircct photon collision, fig.Sa, äs predicted by the factorization approach. As expected,

the effect of the direct photon coupling can easily be seen in at least some of the plots. While
the PT of the J/tp and the invariant mass distribution of the J/ü-'-'y pair are pretty similar for
the two processes. the z, rapidity and photon cnergy distributions do indeed show a strikingly
different behaviour.

Recalling that we put ourselves in the so-called "HERA-frarne", w i t h the photon (or the
electron) traveling in the direction of negative rapiditics, we notice how the direct pholon
coupling favours the production of the quarkonium and of the photon in the negative rapidities
region. This contrasts the case of resolved photon production of color-singlet 3S\, which
are uniformly produced around the central region.

As for the z distribution, the resolved photon process predicts a decrease of the cross section
going towards the high-2 region. The direct photon process does on the other hand predict the
opposite behaviour; the cross section now mcrcases going towards 2 — 1. The small dip m the
last few bins is due to the minimum p-j- cut.

Similarly to the z distribution behaves the photon energy one, which is predicted to be
much harder in direct photon processes,

These distributions (which were also checked to be robust with respect to a higher p? cut, so
äs to be sure of the absence of p™" effects) could already be good experimental discriminators:
observation of a substantial fraction of Jfö + -y events in the high z region would providc good
evidence for the presence of color-octet contributions to the overall cross section.

7 J/ip production in deep inelastic scattering

Leptoproduction of quarkonium states has been extensively studied m the framework of the
color-singlet model [2]. Though the color-singlet contribution can explain inelastic leptopro-
duction of J/ib it can not explain the total cross section. Thus, in order to arrive at a complete
description of J/il< leptoproduction, the color-octet contributions to the JjiL' production rate
have been calculated in ref.[32]. The authors obtain the following expression for the differential
subprocess cross section:

- (4ml + (13)



where v^ is the subprocess center-of-mass energy, Q2 is the negative invariant mass of the pho
ton, and y is the momentum fraction of the Jjip relative to the incoming elcctron. To obtain the
cross section one convolutes the expression given in eq.(13) with the gluon distribution function.
The hadronization of the cc pair, produced initially in a color-octet state with spin/angular-
momentum quantum numbers 2S+lLj, into a J/0 bound state is parametrized by the NRQCD
inatrix elements (OJ/*[*S0,&]} and (OJ/Vl[3P0.8]). Note that it is precisely the matrix elements
appearing in eq.(13) that are at the heart of the discrepancy between the CDF measurement
and the photoproduction results.

There is an important point regarding the differential cross section presented in eq.(13). In
principle this result is valid for all values of Q2, however, there are corrections due to higher
twist terms that have been neglected in the derivation of the factored form of the cross section.
These higher twist terms are supprcssed by powers of m^/Q2, and will, therefore. vanish for
Q2 > m2.. Thus it is necessary to compare the theoretical results presented in eq.(13) to
experimental data in the large Q"1 regime. In the limit where s, Q'2 S> m^, eq.(13) rcduces to

dy

(14)

Note that for large Q2 the linear combination {ÖJ^[%,8]) + 3(a*'[3P0,8]}/X is determined.
This is precisely the linear combination of NRQCD matrix elements that is mcasured at CDF.
Therefore Jfö leptoproduction can provide an independcnt means of determining this linear
combination of NRQCD matrix elements in a manner different from the CDF measurement.

Currently there exists experimental data on the production of J/<p in /jAr collisions [33],
however, the values of Q2 probed in this experiment are too low to be in the asymptotic
region. and the error on the experimental measurcmcnts are too large to allow for an accurate
determination of the color-octet matrix elements. Thc high-statistics measurements to be
expected in the future at HERA could defmitely help to improve the Situation and to constrain
the color-octet matrix clernents.

8 Conclusion

\Ve have worked out and reviewed the iinpact of color-octet contributions on quarkonium pro-
duction in photon-proton collisions and deep-inelastic scattering at HERA. Photoproduction
of J/0, i/'', T and \, associated J/v + 7 production. fragmcntation arid resolvcd-photon
contributions äs well äs deep inelastlc J/V1 production have been discussed. We have shown how
these reaclions can be used to constrain the color-octet matrix elements arid lest the picture
of quarkonium production äs developed in the context of the NRQCD factorization approach.
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Abstract: We have recently reviewed and updated the constraints on the paraine-
ters of the quark flavour mixing matrix VCKM m tne Standard model. A summary
of the main results is given here, emphasizing the features relevant for HERA-B.
These include the Standard model predictions for the B°-B% mixing parameter x,
(or, equivalently, AMS) and the quantities sin2a, sin Iß and sin2 7, which charac-
terize CP asvmmetries in ß-decavs.

l An Update of the CKM Matrix

We have recently revised and updated the profile of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix [1] in Ref. [2]. Our inain focus is on the CKM unitarity triangle and CP asymmetriesin B
decays, which are the principal objects of interest in experiments at present and forthcoming B
facilities. In performing this Update, we have included the improvemcnts reportcd in a nunibcr
of measurcments of the lifetime, mixing rat.io. and the CKM matrix elements |Vcj, and \Vub/Vcb
from B decays, äs well äs the top quark mass, \e , and progress in theoretical calculations
involving a number of perturbative and non-perturbative aspects of QCD. We summarizc the
input and those results which have a direct bearing on the physics of HERA-B. For details and
references, we refer to [2].

In updating the CKM matrix elements, we make use of the Wolfenstein parametrization
[3], which follows from the observation that the elements of this matrix exhibit a hierarchy
in terms of A. the Cabibbo angle. In this parametrization the CKM matrix can he wrlt ten
approximately äs

A
AA'

l
(1)

We shall discuss those quantities which constrain these CKM parameters, pointing out the
significant input in the determination of A, A. p and r;.
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IKah We recall that |V'Ü3| has been extracted with good accuracy from A' —* TTC.V and
hyperon decays [4] to be

|V„| = A = 0.2205± 0.0018 . (2)

This agrees quite well with the determination of Vuj ~ l - |A2 from .3-decay [4],

\Vud -0.9736 ±0.0010 . (3)

\Vcti : The determination of |Vcb from inclusive and exclusive B decays has been reviewed
earÜer in a number of studies [5, 6, 7, 8]. Here, we shall concentrate on the exclusive
decav B —> D'tvt analyzed in the context of heavy quark effective theory (IIQET) [9], äs
this method seems to have been scrutinized in great detail. This gives [2]:

yielding
.4-0.81 ±0-058 .

(4)

(5)

IKi/K*!: The knowledge of the CKM niatrix element raüo IKi/^l is based on the
analysis of the end-point lepton energy spectrum in semileptonic decays B — *• X/i-v and
the measurement of the exclusive semileptonic decays B —> (it,p}ivi rcported by the
CLEO collaboration [8]. Present measurements in both the inclusive and exclusive modes
are compatible with [10]:

Vufc (6)
Vr

=0.08 ±20%

This gives
^a + 7Ja = 0.363 ±0.073 . (7)

?K, and constraints on p and r/: The experimental value of \t\s [4]:

c| = (2.280 ±0.013) x IQ'3 . (8)

Theoretically. |e is essentially proportional to the irnagiriary part of the box diagram for
A'°-A'° mixing and is given by [11]

(9)

where y; = mf/A/^, and the functions /2 and /3 can bc found in Ref. [ö]. Here. the n,
are QCD correction factors, calculated at next-to-leading order in [12] (77«), [13] (<?„) and
[14] (fjc (). The theoretical uncertainty in the expression for t is in the renormalization-
scale independent parameter BK, which represents our ignorance of the hadronic matrix
elernent (A'°|(rf7"(l - -js)sf\K°). Recent calculations of BK using lattice QCD methods
and the l/jVc approach are summarized in [2], which gives

BK -0.75 ±0.10. (10)
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fflrf.ößd, and constraints on p and 77: The present world average for AMd is AA/j =
0.464 ± 0.018 (ps)-1 [10] . The mass difference AMrf is calculated from the ßj-ßj box
diagram. Unlike the kaon system, where the contributions of both the c- and the i-quarks
in the loop are important. this diagram is dominated by (-quark exchange:

where, using Eq. l, JV^V^ "" = A2A6[(1 — p) +T;2}. Here, 7/3 is the QCD correction. In the
fits presented in [2] we used the value TJB ~ 0.55, calculated in the MS scheme, following
Ref. [13]. Consistency requires that the top quark mass be rescalcd from its pole (mass)
value of m, — 175 ± 9 GeV to the value m7(m,(po/e)) — 165 ± 9 GeV in the M S scheme.

For the B system, the hadronic uncertainty is given by /gd-ßs,,, analogous to BK in the
kaon system, except that in this case /ed has not been rneasured. In our fits in [2], we
have taken

which is compatible with the results from both lattice-QCD and QCD sum rules for this
quantity.

For the CKM fits, the present experimental input can be summarized äs follows:

= 0.363 ±0.073 (from \Vub/Vcb\),

l - 0)2 + «a = 0.202 ± 0.017 (from AMA

Z?A-;;[0.93 + (2.08 ± 0.34)(1 - p)\ (0.79 ± 0.11) (from e|).

The errors of the last two lines include the small experimental errors on AA/j (3.6%) and
(0.6%), äs well äs the larger errors on m* (11%) and A2 (14%). Adding all these errors in
quadrature, one finds that the total experimenta] errors involved in |Vut/Vc& , AAfj and |e| are

about 20%, 8% and 16%, respectively. The theoretical error on fRd\] Bgd is about 20% and on

BK about 13%. Thus. one sees that the present theoretical and experimental errors are not
terribly different.

We have considered two types of fits in Ref. [2]. In Fit l, we assume particular fixed values
for the theoretical hadronic quantities. The allowed ranges for the CKM parameters are derived
frorn the (Gaussian) errors on experimental Jiieasurements on]y. In Fit 2, we assign a central
value plus an error (treated äs Gaussian) to the theoretical quantities. In the resulting fits, wc
combine the experimenta] and theoretical errors in quadrature. For both fits we calculate the
allowed regiori in CKM parameter space at 95% C.L.

We have also estimated in [2] the SM prediction for the ß°-ß° rmxing parameter, A A/, and
x,. The experimental lower limits on these quantities have steadily increased, thanks to the
experirnents at LEP [16, 17] and more recently also from SLC. These l imits have now started to
be signih'cant for the allowed CKM parameter space. We show how the improved ALEPH limit
of AM. > 7.8 (ps)-1 leading to AA/,/AAk > 16.0 (95% C.L.) [15. 17) constrains the CKM
parameter space. Wc have presented in [2] the allowed ranges for the CP-violating phases that
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Parameter

"A

AMd

Value

0.2205
0.0393 ± 0.0028
0.08 ±0.016
(2.280 ±0.013) x 10~3

(0.464 ±0.018) (ps)-1

(1.52 ±0.05) (ps)
(165 ±9) GeV
0.55
1.38
0.47
0.57
0.75 ±0.1

200 ± 40 MeV

Table 1: Parameters used in the CKM fits. Values of the hadronic quantities BK and /Bd\/^Ba

shown are motivated by lattice QCD results, QCD sum mies and chiral perturbaüon theory.
In Fit l, specific values of these hadronic quantities are chosen, while in Fit 2, they are allowcd
to vary over the given ranges.

These can be measured

D* K*. and B,

will be measured in B decays, characterized by sin '2ß, sin 2a and sin 7

directly through rate asymmetriesin the decays Bj — * J/ifrKs, Bd — '

(or B* — * D A"*), respectively. We also show the allowed correlated domains for two of the
CP asymmetries (sin2a,sin2$).

This contribution is organized äs follows. In Section 2, we summarize the results of our
updated fits for the CKM parameters [2] in tcrms of the allowed domains of the unitarity
triangle, which are displayed in several figures and tables. In Section 3, we discuss the impact
of the recent lower limit on the ratio AM,/AA/j reported by the ALEPH collaboration on the
CKM parameters and estimate the expected ränge of the mixing ratio x, and AA/S in the SM
based on our fits. In Section 4 we discuss the predictions for the CP asymmetries in the neutral
B meson sector and calculate the correlations for the CP-violating asymmetries proportional
to sin2a, sin 2/3 and sin2-). Section 5 contains a summary and an outlook for improving the
profile of the CKM unitarity triangle.

2 The Unitarity Triangle

The allowed region in p-rj space can be displayed quite elegantly using the so-called unitarity
triangle. The unitarity of the CKM matrix leads to the following relation:
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(0,0)

v.td

Figure 1: The unitarity triangle. The angles Q, ß and 7 can be measured via CP violation in
the B system.

Using the form of the CKM matrix in Eq. l, this can be recast äs

v;6 . K, (15)

which is a triangle relation in the complex plane (i.e. p-T) space), illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus,
allowed values of p and 77 transiate into allowed shapes of the unitarity triangle.

In order to find the allowed unitarity triangles, the Computer program MINUIT is used to fit
the CKM parameters A, p and T] to the experimental values of \Vcb\, |Kt/K& , *• and xd. Since
A is very well measured, we have fixed 1t to its central value given above. As discussed in the
introduction, two types of fits have been presented in [2]. We first discuss the "experimental
fit" (Fit 1). The goai here is to rcstrict the allowed ränge of the parameters (p,ij) for given

values of the couphng constants fBd\jBBd and BK. For each value of BK and fg^BBd, the
CKM parameters A, p and T/ are fit to the experimental numbers given in Table l and the \'2
is calculated.

First, we fix BK = 0.75, and vary !ßd\/~B~Bd in the ränge 130 MeV to 240 MeV. The
resulting x^i*. values were calculated together with the best-fit values of the CKM parameters
(p-,r)), which can be seen in [2]. The fits are presented äs an allowed region in p-r} space at 95%
C.L. (x2 - Xmm + 6-°)- The results are shown in Fig. 2. As we pass from Fig. 2 (top left)
to Fig. 2 (bottom right), the unitarity triangles represented by these graphs become more and
more obtuse, which leads us to the conclusion that our quantitative knowledge of the unitarity
triangle is at present not very solid. This is seen more clearly in the results of Fit 2. So, unless
our knowledge of hadronic matrix elements improves considerably, measurements of e and xj.
no matter how precise, will not belp much in further constraining the unitarity triangle. This is
why measurements of CP-violating rate asymmetries in the B system are so important [19, 20].
Being largely independent of theoreücal uncertainties, they will allow us to accurately pin down
the unitarity triangle.
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Figure 2: Allowed region in p-r) space, from a fit to the experimental values given in Table 1.

We have fixed BK = 0.75 and vary the coupling constant product fs^Bß^ äs indicated on the
figures. The solid line represents the region with x' = X'm.n + 6 corresponding to the 95% C.L.
region. The triangles show the best fit.

13?

= 200 ± 40 MeV . BH = 1.0 = 0.75± 0.10

Figure 3: Allowed region in P-TJ space, from a simultaneous fit to both the experimental and
theoretical quantities given in Table 1. The theoretical errors are treated äs Gaussian for this
fit. The solid line represents the region with x2 — Xmm + 6 corresponding to the 95% C.L.
region. The triangle shows the best fit.

We now discuss the "combined fit" (Fit 2). Since the coupling constants are not known and
the best we have are estimates given in the ranges in Eqs. (10) and (12), a reasonable profile of
the unitarit}' triangle at present can be obtained by letting the coupling constants vary in these
ranges. The resulting CKM triangle region is shown in Fig. 3. As is clcar from this figure, the
allowed region is still rather large at present. However, present data and theory do restrict the
Parameters p and TJ to lie in the following ränge:

0.20 < 77 < 0,52,

-0.35 < p < 0.35 .

The preferred values obtained from the "combined fit" are

(p,T)) = (0.05,0.36) (with x2 = 6-6 x 10~3) ,

(16)

(17)

which gives rise to an almost right-angled unitarity triangle, with the angle -y being close to 90
degrees. However, äs we quantify below, thc allowed ranges of the CP violating angles Q, /?,
and -y estimated at the 95% C.L. are still quite large, though correlated,

Finally, to check that our combined fit (Fit 2) is not introducing a significant theoretica]
bias in estimating the profile of the unitarity triangle, we have also determined the allowed
Parameter space in the p-Jj plane by overlaying the individual constraints following from the
experimental measurements of |VU&/VC& and given in Eqs. (13). In doing this, we
took the central experimental value for the ratio |K&/K&I> ar|d varied the experimental error by
±2<r, which is then a common feature with Fit 2. For e| and AMj, we varied the experimental

errors by ±la and varied the theoretical input B& in thc ränge 0.65 < BK < 0.85 and fB<,\]Bsd

in the ränge 160 MeV < fijd^/B8il < 240 MeV. The resulting allowed domain in the p-i) plane
is shown in Fig. 4 together with the (95%) C.L. contours allowed by our Fit 2. This plot shows
that one gets essentially the same allowed region using the two techniques. reflecting the fact
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Figure 4: Allowed region in p-ij space obtained by overlaying the individual constraints following
from [Kfc/Ktl (with ±2<r error) (dashed curves), \e.\d curves), and AA/j (dotted curves)
[both with ±!<T errors given in Eqs. (13)], and varying BK in the ränge 0.65 < BK < 0.85 and

JBd\/~B~Bd in the ränge 160 MeV < fBd\J~B~Bd < 240 MeV. The 95% C.L. contour from Fig. 3
resulting from a simultaneous fit to both the experimental and theoretical quantities in Table l
is also shown ("haggis"-type curve). The triangle shows the best fit.

that the experimental and theoretical errors at present are very similar. In view of this, we
shall now show only results from our Fit 2.

3 AMS (and xs) and the Unitarity Triangle

Mixing in the B°-B° system is quite similar to that in the ö°-#2 system. The ß°-ß° box
diagram is again dominated by f-quark exchange, and the mass difference between the mass
eigenstates AA/S is given by a formula analogous to that of Eq. (11):

Usingthe fact that. \Vcb\ \Vta (Eq. 1). it is clear that one of the sides of the unitarity triangle,
llWAVd, , ran be obtained from the ratio of AA/,j and AA/31

(f,
(19)

All dependpnce on the i-quark mass drops out, leaving the square of the ratio of CKM matrix
elements, multiplied by a factor which reflects 5(/(3)flav0ur breaking effects. The only real
uncertainty in this factor is the ratio of hadronic matrix elements. Whether or not xs can be
used to help constrain the unitarity triangle will depend crucially on the theoretical status of the

ratio fl.BBl/fldBBf In what follows, we will take^ = (/s,v/S^)/(/ßj\/ß^) = (1.15±0.05),
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consistent with both lattice-QCD [21] and QCD sum rules [22]. (The SU(3)-breaking factor in

The mass and lifetime of the B, meson have now been measured at LEP and Tevatron and
their present values are MB. - 5369.3 ± 2.0 MeV and r(Bs) = 1.52 ± 0.07 ps [23]. The QCD
correction factor TJB, is equal to its 5j counterpart, i.e. TJB, ~ 0.55. The main uncertainty
in AA/j (or, equivalently, xs) is now fBBB,- Using the determination of A given previously,
rBi = 1.52 ± 0.07 (ps) and nTt = 165 ± 9 GeV, we obtain [2]:

(230 MC V

'• = (19-5±3'3)(2än^r (20)

The choice fß.yBB, = 230 MeV corresponds to the central value given by the lattice-QCD
estimates, and with this our fits give xs ~ 20 äs the preferred value in the SM. Allowing the

coefficient to vary by ±2u, and taking the central value for /B,\ this gives

12.9 < xs <26 .1 ,

8.6 (ps)-1 < A A/, < 17.0 (ps)-1 . (21)

It is difficult to ascribe a confidcnce level to this ränge due to the dependence on the unknown
coupling constant factor. All one can say is that the Standard model predicts large values
for AA/S (and hence xs), which are somcwhat above the present experimental limit AA/S >
9.2 (ps)~l [10, 17].

Summarizingthediscussionoii j:3. we note that the lattice-QCD-inspiredestimate/s, \]BB, —
230 MeV and the CKM fit predict that T5 lies between 13 and 26. wi th a central value around

20. All of these values scale äs (fB,y.Bßs/230 MeV)'2. The present constraints from the lower
bound on AA/, on the CKM parameters are now competitive with thosc frorn fits to other
data. In particular, the LEP-bound AA^/AA/rf > 19.0 removes the largc-negative-p region,
leaving the reduced ränge [-0.25 < p < 0.35, 0.25 < i) < 0.52} äs the allowed one [2]. This
is shown in Fig. 5. The constraints on the unitarity triangle from AMS will become more
pronounced with improved data. At HERA-B, one expects to reach a scnsitivity x, ~ 17 (or
AA/s — u P5"1) combining various tagging techniques and data for three years [18]. Of course,
an actual measurement of AA/j (equivalently xs) would be very helpful in further constraining
the CKM parameter space.

4 CP Violation in the B System

It is expected that the B System will exhibit large CP-violating effccts. characterized by nonzero
values of the angles a. 8 and ', in the unitarity triangle (Fig. 1) [19]. The most promisingmethod
tomeasureCP violation is Lo look for an asymmetry between T(B° -»• /) and T(B° —> /), where
/ is a CP eigenstate. If onty one weak amplitude contributes to the decay, the CKM phases
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L =200 ± 4 0 M e V , B„ = 1.

Figurc 5: Further constraints in p-r; space from the LEP bound AMs/AMd > 19.0. The
bounds are presented for 3 choices of the SU(3)-breaking paramcter: £2 ~ 1.21 (dotted line),
1.32 (dashed line) and 1.44 (solid line). In all cases, the region to the left of the curve is ruled
out.

can be extracted cleanly (i.e. with no hadronic unccrtainties). Thus, sin2a and sin 28 can

in principle be measured in B^ —> TT+TT" and Bj, —» J/ifcKg, respectively. Pcnguin diagrams
[24] may introduce some hadronic micertainty Snto the measurernent of sin2a, but this can be
removed via an isospin analysis [25]. For the measurernent of the angle 7, two other methods
have been devised, not involving CP-eigenstate final states. The CP asymmetry in the decay

B, —<• D±Klf can be used to extract sin2 7 [26]- Similarly, the CP asymmetry in B± —> D°rpK±

also measures sin2 7 [27]. Here, DÜCP is a D° or D° which is identified in a CP-eigenstate modc
(e.g. TT+TT-, A*+A-,...).

These CP-violating a-symmetries can be exprcssed straightforwardly in terms of the CKM
Parameters p and i). The 95% C.L. constraints on p and r/ found previously can be used to
predict the ranges of sin2a, sm2ß and sin37 allowed in the Standard model. The allowed
ranges which correspond to each of the figures in Fig. 2, obtaincd from Fit 1. are found in

Table 2. In this table we have assumed that the angle 3 is mcasured in Bd —» J/*A'.9, and
have therefore included the extra minus sign due lo the CP of the final state.

Since the CP asymmetries all depend on p and ?/, the ranges for sin2a, sin 2ß and sin2 7
shown in Table 2 are correlated. That is. not all values in the ranges are allowed simultaneously.
We ülustrate this in Fig. 6. corresponding to the "combiued fit" (Fit 2). by showing the region
in sm2a-»m2ß space allowed by the data. From this figure one sees that the smallest value of
sin 2/3 occurs in a small region of parameter space around sin 2a ~ 0.8-0.9. Excluding this small

tail, one expects the CP-asymmetry in Bd -f <//*A's to be at least 20% (i.e., sin 23 > 0.4).

5 Summary and Outlook

We summarize our results:

/Bd/i^(MeV)

160
180
200
220
240

sin2a

0.86 - 1.0
-0.03 - 1.0
-0.69 - 0.90
-0.85-0.61
-0.90 - 0.32

sin 2ß

0.38 - 0.58
0.47-0.71
0.53 - 0.81
0.60 - 0.89
0.67 - 0.94

sin 7

0.47 - 0.92
0.77 - 1.0
0.61 - 1.0
0.44 - 0.98
0.34 - 0.86

Table 2: The allowed ranges for the CP asymmetries sin2a, sin 2/3 and sin2 7, corresponding

to the constraints on p and TJ shown in Fig. 2. Values of the coupÜng constant /BJ^/^B,, are
stated. We fix BK = 0.75. The ränge for s'm2j3 includes an additional minus sign due to the
CP of the final state J/*A'S.

Figure 6: Allowed rcgion of the CP-violating quantities sin2a and sin 23 resulting frorn the

"combiiied fit" of the data for the ranges for /ö r f \ /ßß d and BK given in the tcxt.



(i) We have presented an Update of the CKM unitarity triangle using the theoretical and
experimental improvements in the following quantities: |e , |Vci , |Vu(,/Vc(, , AMj, r(ßd), mj.
The fits can be used to exclude extreme values of the pseudoscalar coupling constants, with the

ränge 130 MeV < /fl„\/ß^ < 250 MeV still allowed for BK = 0.75, although the fits at the

two boundary values of /Ö^V^B^ are poor.

(ii) The newest experimental and theoretical numbers restrict the allowed CKM unitarity
triangle in the (p, ?;)-space. However, the present uncertainties are still large - despite the
new, more accurate experimental data, our knowledge of the unitarity triangle is still deficient.
This underscores the importance of measuring CP-violating rate asymmetries in the B system.
Such asymmetries are largely independent of theoretical hadronic uncertainties, so that their
measurement will allow us to accurately pin down the parametcrs of the CKM matrix. It rnay
be possible to measure the parameter fsd, using isospin symmetry, via the charged-current
decay B^ —K T±VT. Along the same Ünes, the prospects for measuring f/ßd, /g,) in the FCNC
leptonic and photonic decays of B°d and B°s hadrons, (£J°, B°) — • /i+/j~, (5°, B°) — * 77 in future
B physics facilities are not entirely dismal [28].

(i i i) We have determmed bounds on the ratio [Vfd/Vis from our fits. For 130 MeV <

!Bd\f&Bd < 250 MeV, i.e. in the entire allowed domain, at 95 % C.L. we find [2]

0.15 < <0.34

The upper bound from this analysis is more restrictive than the current experimental upper limit
following from the CKM-suppressed radiative penguin decays BR(B —* u; + 7) and BR(B —*
p + 7), which at present yield at 90% C.L. [29]

vt.
depending on the model used for the SU(3)-breaking in the relevant form factors [30], Long-
distance effectsin the decay B± —> p* + f may introduce theoretical uncertainties comparableto
those in the SU(3)-breakingpart but the correspondingeffects in the decays ß° —* (p",^)+'/ are
expected to be very small [3l]. As emphasized in [28]. we expect some of the CKM-suppressed
radiative rare B decays will be measured at HER.A-B and at the B factories, thereby making
an essential input to the CKM unitarity physics.

(iv) Using the measured value of ro(, we find [2]:

f2 R„

xa = (19.5 ±3.3)
(230 MeV)2 ' v '

Taking fB,\] BB, = 230 (the central value of lattice-QCDestimates), and allowing the coefficient
to vary by ±2u. this gives

12.9 <x, < 26.1 . (25)

Wc conclude that the SM predicts large values for x„ which lie above the ALEPH 95% C.L.
lower limit of xs > 12.0. Measurements of the B® - B° oscillation frequency up to xs — 17 are
feasible at HERA-B, which lies inside the predicted ränge for this quantity given above.
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(v) The ranges for the CP-violating rate asymmetries parametrized by sin2a, sin 2/3 and
and sin2 7 are determined at 95% C.L. to be [2]

-0.90 Ssin2o < 1.0 ,

0.32 < sin 13 < 0.94 ,

0.34 < sin2 7 < 1.0 .

(26)

Barring a small ränge in sin 2a, we expect sin 2/3 > 0.4, with the central value around sin 13 —
0.63, implying a CP-violating asymmetry A(J/ij?Ks) ~ 30%, which augurs well for HERA-B
and the B factories.
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Rare B Decays in the Standard Model

A. Ali"

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-22603 Hamburg, FRG.

Abstract: We discuss the electromagnetic-penguin-domiriated radiative B decays
B-*X,+ l, B±(0> -> I<*±{0} + 7, Bs -» (p + 7 and A6 -» A + 7 in the context of the
Standard model (SM) and their Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)-suppressed
counterparts, B -* Xd + 7. B 7, B, -* K*° + 7. and
A — > n + 7, using QCD sum rules for the exclusive decays. The importance of these
decays in determining the parameters of the CKM matrix [1] is emphasized. The
semileptonic decays B —> Xs(+l~ are also discussed in the context of the SM and
their role in determining the Wilson coemcients of the effcctive theory is stressed.
Comparison with the existing rneasurements are made and SM-based predictions
for a large number of rare B decays are presented.

l Estimates of B(B
Model

Xs +7) and \Vfs in the Standard

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics does not admit Flavour-changing-neutral-current
(FCNC) transitions in the Born approximation. However, they are induced through the ex-
change of H7± bosons in loop diagrams. The short-distance contribution in rare decays is
dominated by the (virtual) top quark contribution. Hence the decay characteristics provide
quantitative Information on the top quark mass and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix elements Vi,-; i — d,s,b [ l ] . We shall discuss repräsentative examples from several such
transitions involving B decays, starting with the decay B —> Xs + 7, which has been measured
by CLEO [2]. This was preceded by the measurement of the exclusive decay B —> K* + 7 by
the same Collaboration [3j. The present measurcments give [4]:

ß(B
Xt + t) = (2.32 ±0.57 ±0.35) x 10"
A" + 7) = (4.2 ± 0.8 ± 0.6) x 10~5 ,

yielding an exclusivc-to-inclusive ratio:

-(18.1 ±6.8)%

(1)
(2)

13)

These decay rates determine the ratio of the CKM matrix elements |Kj|/[Kj and the quantity
Rif provides Information on the decay form factor in B —• K' + 7- In what follows we take
up thcsc points briefly.
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The leading contribution to b —> s + f arises at one-loop from the so-called penguin diagrarns.
With the help of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, the decay matrix elcment in the lowest order
can be written äs:

M(b
Gf

- F2(xf)) m,L)b -i

where x± = m^/m^,-, and q^ and e^ are. respectively, the photon four-momentum and polar-
ization vector. The GIM mechanism [5] is manifest in this arnplitude and the CKM-matrix
elemcnt dependence is factorized in A, = K&Ks' The (modified) Inami-Lim function F^(xi)
derived frorn the (1-loop) penguin diagrams is given by [6]:

6i(3i-2)logi-(x (5)

The measureiTient of the branching ratio for B —> Xs + 7 can be readily interpreted in terrns
of the CKM-matrix element product A,/|V'cj,| or equivalently |Ft5|/|V^|. For a quantitative
determination of |V^|/|V^ . howcver. QCD radiative corrections have to be computed and the
contribution of the so-callcd long-distance effects estimated.

The appropriate framework to incorporate QCD corrections is t hat of an effect i ve thcory
obtained by integrating out the heavy degrees of freedom, which in the present context are the
top quark and W* bosons. The operator basis depends on the underlying theory and for the
SM one has (keeping operators up to dimension 6).

0, (6)
V ^ 1=1

where the operator basis, the ''matching conditions" C,(mw), and the solutions of the renor-
malization group equations C',-(/i) can be sccn in ref. [7]. The perturbative QCD corrections to
the decay rate T(B —• Xs -f 7) have two distinct contributions:

• Corrections to the Wilson coefficients C,(/i). calculated with the help of the renormaliza-
tion group equation, whose solution requires the knowledge of the anomalous dimension
matrix in a given order in as.

• Corrections to the matrix elements of the operators (9, entering through the effective
Hamiltonian at the scale u —

The anomalous dimension matrix is needed in order to sum up large logarithms. i.e., terms like
Q"(m»') logm(mi,/A/), where M = mt or mw and m < n (with n — 0.1,2... .). Al present only
the leading logarithmic corrections (m = n) have been calculated systematically and checked
by several independent groups in the complete basis given in Eq. (6) [8]. First calculations of
the NLO corrections to the anomalous dimension matrix have been recently reported by Misiak
[9] and are found to be small. Next-to-leading order corrections to the matrix elements are now
available completely. They are of two kinds:

• QCD Bremsstrahlung corrections b —> 57 + g, which are needed both to canccl the in-
frarcd divergences in the decay rate for B —> A's + 7 and in obtaining a non-trivial QCD
contribution to the photon energy spectrum in the inclusive decay B —r X, + 7.
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• Next-to-leading order virtual corrections to the matrix elements in the decay b —* s + 7.

The Bremsstrahlung corrections were calculated in [10, 11] in the truncated basis and last year
also in the complete operator basis [12, 13]. The higher order matching conditions, i.e., t\(mw),

are known up to the desired accuracy, i.e., up to O(a.s(Mw)) terms [14]. The next-to-leading
order virtual corrections have also been calculated [15], They reduce the scale-dependence of
the inclusive decay width. The branching ratio B(B —> X, + 7) can be expressed in terms of
the semileptonic decay branching ratio

B(B ß(B -» Xtvt (7)

where the leading-ordcr QCD corrected exprcssion for FSL can be seen in [7], The leading order
(1/JTij,) power corrections in the heavy quark expansion are identical in the inclusive decay ratcs
for B —*• X, + t and B —> Xtvt, entering in the numerator and dcnominator in the square
bracket, respectively, and hencc drop out [16, 17].

In Ref. [7], the present theoretical errors on the branching ratio ß(B —* A's-j) are discusscd,
yielding:

ß(B - X, + 7) = (3.20 ± 0.30 ± 0.38 ± 0.32) x lO'4 (S)

where the first error comes from the combined effect of Amf and A/i (the scale dependence),
the second error arises from the extrinsic sources (such äs A(mt), A(BR$L)), ari(l thc third
error is an estimate (±10%) of the NLO anomalous dimension piece in C$ , the coefücient of
the magnetic moment operator. Combining the theoretical errors in quadrature gives [7]:

B(B -* X, + •>) = (3.20 ± 0.58) x 10" (9)

which is compatible with the present measurement ß(B -v X, + 7) = (2.32 ± 0.67) X 10 4 [2]
Expressed in terms of the CKM matrix element ratio, one gets

= 0.85±Q.12(expt)±0.10(th) , (10)

which is within errors consistent with unity, äs expected from the unitarity of the CKM matrix.

In order to get the complete amplitude for B -> Xs + 7 onc has to include also the effects
of the long-distance (LD) contributions, which arisc from the matrix elements of the four-
quark operators in He}f, (X,i\Oi\B). For the exclusive radiative decay s B -> ( p , ^ ) + 7. thcse
contributions have been calculated using QCD sum rules [18,19] and we shall discuss them later.
Concerning the inclusive decays B -*• A's + 7, one has at present little choiceother than invoking
phenomenological models to estimate the LD-ampütude. Thcy have been used in a iiumber of
papers [20], which typically give M(B -» X, + - y ) L D / ' M ( B -> A's + 7)SD < O(O.l ) , based on
which we shall ignore the LD-effects in the decays B -» Xt + 7 (likewise, in B -> !<' + 7)-
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2 Inclusive radiative decays B —> X<t + 7

The theoretical interest in studying the (CKM-suppressed) inclusive radiative decays ß —*
Xd+f lies in the first place in the possibility of determining the parameters of the CKM matrix.
We shall use the Wolfenstein parametrization [21], in which case the matrix is determined in
terms of the four parameters A, A — sinflc, p and r/. Since A and A are well determined,
and p and TJ are bounded from present measurements (in particular, from ß° - ^d frequency
TJ and t , the CP violation parameter in A' decays) [22, 23], we shall concentrate on the
improved determination of the last two parameters from radiative ß decays. With t hat goal in
view, one of the relevant quantities in the decays B —> A'«j -f ~i is the end-point photon energy
spectrum, which has to be measured requiring that the hadronic system Ä'j recoiling against
the photon does not contain stränge hadrons to suppress the large-.fi., photons from the decay
B —• X, + 7. Assuming that this is feasible, one can detennine from the ratio of the decay rates
B(B —* Xd-\-~i}jB(B —* Ä'a + -y) the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters p and T). This measurement
was first proposed in [11], where the photon energy spcctra were also worked out.

In close analogy with the B —> Xs + f case discussed earlier, the complete set of dimcnsion-ö
operators relevant for the processes b —* d'/ and b —> d-yg can be written äs:

where £} — VjkV~d for j = f . c , « . The operators Oj. ; = 1,2, have irnpliät in them CKM
factors. In the Wolfenstein paramctrization [21], one can exprcss these factors äs :

^ = A\(p-n,l <e = -AA3 . & = -£u-6. (12)

We note that all three CKM-angle-dependent quantities £,- are of the samc order of magnitude,
0(A3). This aspcct can be taken into account by defining the operators O\d O? entering in
Ke//(6— d) äs follows [11]:

(13)

with the rest of the operators (Oj; j — 3...8) deh'ned üke their coimterparts O3 in "He//(6 —* s).
with the obvious replacement s —> d. With this choice, the matching conditions Cj(mw) and
the solntions of the RG equations yielding C3(ji) become identical for the two operator bases
Oj and Oj. The essential difference between Y(B —• Xs + 7) and T(B —> A"j + 7) lies in the
matrix elements of the first two operators 0\d 0; (in 7ie//(6 —* s)) and 0] and O2 (in
7~teff(b —> d)). The branching ratio ß(D —> A'j + 7) in the SM can be written äs:

B(B - r,D3 (14)

where the functions D, depend on the parameters m,,777;,, mc , / / , äs well äs the others we
discussed in the context of ß(B —> X, +7) . These functions were first cakulated in [11]
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in the leading logarithrnic approxirnation. Recently, these estimates have bcen improved in
[24], making use of the NLO calculations in [15]. For the central values of these parameters
(mi = 175 GeV, mb = 4.8 GeV, mc/mh = 0.29, p = 5 GeV. arid as(mb) = 0.212). one gets
D! = 4.5 x 10~4, D2 = 0.30, D3 = 0.23, and D4 = 0.06 [24]. To gct an estimate of the inclusive
branching ratio, the CKM parameters p and TJ have to be constrained from the unitarity fits.
Present data and theory restrict the parameters p and TJ to lie in the following ränge (at 95%
C.L.}[22]:

0.25 <i]< 0.52,

-0.35 <p< 0.35 , (15)

which, on using the current lower bound from LEP on the B, - B® maws difference A A/, > 9.2
(ps)'-11 [25], is reduced to -Q.U < p < 0.35 using £, = 1.1 where £s is the 5t/(3)-breaking
parameter £, — /g,BB,lffidBB^• The preferred CKM-fit values are

(p,jj) - (0.05,0.36) (with \ = 6.6 x 10"3) .

Takiiig the preferred values of thc fitted CKM parameters one gets [24]

> X d + ->) = 1.63 x l (T5,

(16)

(17)

whereas B(B -* Xd + 7) = 8.0 x 10~G and 2.8 X 10~5 for the other two extremes p ~ 0.35. t] -
0.50 and p = — /; — —0.25, respectivcly. In conclusion, wc note that the functional dependence
of ß(B —> Xd + ':) on the Wolfenstein parameters (/», 77) is mathematically different than that of
A.l/j. However. qualitative!}- they are very similar. From the experimental point of view. the
Situation p < 0 is favourable for both the measurements äs in this case one expects (relatively)
smaller values for AA/a and larger values for the branching ratio ß(B —* Xd + 7), äs compared
to the p > 0 case which would yield larger AA/S and smaller ß(B —• Xd + 7)-

2.1 B(B —* V" + 7) and constraints on the CKM parameters

Exclusive radiative B decays B —> V+~/, with V = K*, p,^. are also potentially very interesting
from the point of view of determining the CKM parameters [26]. The extraction of these
parameters would, however, involve a trustworthy estimate of the SD- and LD-contributions in
the decay amplitudes.

The SD-contribution in the exclusive decays (B±.B(>) -> (A'^.A''0) + 7, (B±,B°) -*
(p*, p0} +7, B° —> u-1 + 7 and (he corresponding B, decays, Bs —* 6 + 7, and B„ —> A'*° + 7,
involve the magnetic inoment operator O7 and the related one obtained by the obvious change
5 —* d, O?. The transition form factors governing these decays can be generically defmed äs:

, 1
(18)

Here V is a vector meson with the polarization verlor e'A', V = p,**j. K" or 0: B is a gencric
ß-meson B±,B° or Bs, and 0 Stands for the field of a light u,dor s quark. The vectorspß, pv
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and q = ps — Pv correspond to the 4-momenta of the initial ß-meson and the outgoing vector
raeson and photon, respectively. Keeping only the SD-contribution leads to obvious relations
arriong theexclusivedecay rates. exernplified here by the decay rates for (B±,B°) —* (p±,p°)+t
and (B±,B°) -* (A"*, K'°) + 7:

(19)

wliere 3>uj is aphase-spacc factor which in all cases is close to l and K; = [Fs(Bf —* p f ) / F s ( B i —*
K*"f}}2- The transitioti form factors FS are model dependent. Estimates of FS in the QCD sum
rule approach in the normalization of Eq. (18) ränge between F$(B —* K'j) = 0.31 (Narison
in [27]) to FS(B -» K*t) = 0.37 (Ball in [27]), with a typical error of ±15%, and hence are
all consistent with each other. This, for example. givcs RK- = 0.16 ± 0.05, using the result
from [26], which is in good agreement with data. The ratios of the form factors, i.e. K,, should
therefore be reliably calculable äs they depend essentially only on the SU(3)-breaking effects.

If the SD-ainplitudes were the only contributions, the measurcments of the CKM-suppressed
radiative decays (B±, B°) -+ (p*,?0) + -), ß° -* w + 7 and B„ -+ A" + 7 could be used in
conjunction with the decays (B±, ß°) —> (Kf±, K*°) + 7 to determine the CKM parameters.
The present experimental upper limits on the CKM ratio V(d|/ |V ( s from radiative B decays
are indeed based on this assumption. Thc 90% C.L. limits on soine of the decay modes are
given in Table l, which yield at 90% C.L.[4]:

< 0.45-0.56 (20)

depending on the models used for thc .9f/(3) breaking effects in the form factors [26, 27].

The possibility of signincant LD-contributions in radiative B decays from the light quark
intermediate states has been raised in a number of papers [20]. Their amplitudes necessarily
involve other CKM inatrix elements and hence the simple factorization of the decay rates in
terms of the CKM factors involving |V(d| and \Vts no longer holds thereby invalidating thc
relation (19) given above. As we already discussed, the LD-contributions are small in the
exclusive decays B — *• K' +7 and so this issue hinges sensitively upon the LD-contributions in
the CKM-suppressed charged and neutral exclusive ß-deca,ys, p±"! and B — • (/j°,u))7.

The LD-contributions in B — > V + 7 are induced by the matrix elements of the four-
Fermion operators 0\d 02 (likewise üi and Oj). Estimates of these contributions require
non-perturbative methods. This problem has been investigatcd in [18, 19] using a technique
[28] which trcats the photon emission from the light quarks in a theorctically consistent and
model-mdepcndent way. This has been combined with the light-cone QCD sum rule approach
to calculate both the SD and LD — parity conserving and parity violating — amplitudes in
the decays (ß± ,ß c To illustrate this, we concentrate on the ß decays.
B± — * p± + 7 and take up the neutral B decays B° + 7 at the end. T!ie LD-amplitude
of the four-Ferrnion operators Oi, 0? is dominated by the contribution of the weak annihilation
of valence quarks in the B meson and it is color-allowcd for the decays of charged B± mcsons.
Using factorization, the LD-amplitude in the decay B± 7 can be written in terms of
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the form factors Ff and Ff,

AIong = -^VuiV

Again, one has to invoke a model to calculate the form factors. Estimates from the light-cone
QCD sum rules give [19):

f /Fs = 0.0125 ± 0.0010 , Ff /Fs = 0.0155 ± 0.0010 , (22)

where the errors correspond to the Variation of the Borel parameter in the QCD sum rules.
Including other possible uncertainties, one expects an accuracy of the ratios in (22) of order
20%. The parity-conserving and parity-violating arnplitudes turn out to be numerically close
to each other in the QCD sum rule appraoch, Ff ~ Ff- = FL, hence the ratio of the LD- and
the SD- contributions reduces to a number [19]

A l A — pB^-^p*-!
Aiong/Ashon - RL/s

Using C2 = 1.10, Ci = -0.235,
GeV) gives:

= -0.306 from Ref. [7] (corresponding to the scale fi = 5

?5±-e±-» _
IL/S —

Ff
(24)

which is not small. To get a ball-park estimate of the ratio Aiona/Ashort, we take the central
value from the CKM fit s, yielding | Vub | /1 Vtd \ 0.33 [22],

± IV^KJI-r | • uo * ua \ \R
L/S (25)

Thus, the CKM factors suppress the LD-contributions.

The analogous LD-contributions to the neutral B decays B° -» ^7 and ß° •+ ^7 are
expected to be much smaller, a point that has also been noted in the context of the VMD and
quark model based estimates [20]. The corresponding form factors for the decays B° -+ p°(u!)-f
are obtamed from the ones for the decay B± -> p±-t discussed above by the replacement of the
light quark charges e„ -v ed, which gives the factor -1/2; in addition, and more importantly,
the LD-contribution to the neutral B decays is colour-suppressed, which reflects itself through
the replacement of the factor ai by aj. This yields for the ratio

R

H

-0.13 ±0.05. (26)
L/S

where the numbers are based on using a^/cn = 0.27 ± 0.10 [29], This would then yield at most

RT,?' -- 0.05, which in turn gives

A?'^"'f^l'.^f
< 0.02. (27)
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Even if this underestimates the LD-contribution by a factor 2, due to the approximations made
in [18, 19], one can safely neglect the LD-contribution in the neutral ß-meson radiative dccays.

Restricting to the colour-allowed LD-contributions, the rclations. which obtains ignoring
such contributions (and isospin invariance),

= 2

get modified to

1L/S

where RL/S = fif/s^ "'. The ratio r(B± -» p±-,)/2T(B° -* />?)( = r(B± -t
W7)) is shown in Fig. l äs a function of the parameter p, with i) — 0.2. 0.3 and 0.4. This
suggests that a measureinent of this ratio would constrain the Wolfenstein parameters (/J, 17),
with the dependence on p more marked than on tj. In particular, a negative value of p leads to a
constructive interference in B* —> p*7 decays, while largc positive values of p give a destructive
interference.

The ratio of the CKM-suppressed and CKM-allowed decay rates for charged B mesons
gets modified due to the LD contributions. Following [20], we ignore the LD-contributions in
r (B —» A'*7). The ratio of the decay rates in question can therefore be written äs:

+ ̂

Using the central value from the estimates of the ratio of the form factors squared KU =
0.59 ± 0.08 [26), we show the ratio [30] in Fig. 2 äs a function of p for TJ = 0.2,0.3, and
0.4. It is seen that the dependence of this ratio is rather weak on TI but it depends on p
rather sensitively. The effect of the LD-contributions is modest but not negligible, introducing
an uncertainty comparable to the ~ 15% uncertainty in the overall normahzation due to the
Sf/(3)-brcaking effects in the quantity *u.

Neutral 5-meson radiative decays are Icss-prone to the LD-eiTects, äs argued above, and
hence one expects that to a good approximation the ratio of the decay rates for neutral B
meson obtained in the approximation of SD-dominance remains valid [26]:

(31)

where this relation holds for each of the two decay modes separatcly.

Finally. combining the estimates for the LD- and SD-fonn factors in [19] and [26], re-
spectively, and restricting the Wolfenstein paraineterK in the ränge -0.25 < p < 0.35 and
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Figure 1: Ratio of the neutral and charged fl-decay rates T(B± —»• /)±7)/2r(ß° —t pf) äs a
function of the Wolfenstein parameter p, with i) — 0.2 (short-dashed curve), r) — 0.3 (solid
curve), and r/ — 0.4 (long-dashed curve). (Figure taken from [19].)

0.2 < r] < 0.4. äs suggested by the CKM-fits [22], we give the following ranges for the absolute
branching ratios:

B(B±-

B(BC

?±7) - (1.5 ±1.1) x!0~6 ,

p-)) - B(B° -t W7) - (0.65 ± 0.35) x 10 (32)

where we have used the experimental value for the branching ratio ß(B —> K' -f 7) [3], adding
the errors in quadrature. The large error reflects the poor knowledge of the CKM matrix ele-
ments and hence experimental delermination of these branching ratios will put rather stringent
constraints on the Wolfenstein parameter p.

In addition to studying the radiative penguin decays of the B*- and D° mesons discussed
above, hadron rnachines such äs HERA-B will be in a position to study the corresponding
decays of the B® meson and Aj baryon, such äs _ß° —* o + 7 and AI, —> \ 7, which have
not been measured so far. We list below the branching ratios in a number of interesting decay
modes calculated in the QCD sum rule approach in [26].

ß(Bs

B(BS-
ß(Bl IV,

B(B, (33)

The branching ratio for the radiative decay Aj, —> i\-/ can be estimated äs follows. Assuming
the electromagnetic penguin dominance. one expects F(Ai —» Y, +7) ~ F(ß —> X, + 7), where
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- O t -0.3

Figure 2: Ratio of the CKM-suppressed and CKM-allowed radiativc B-decay rates
T(B± -» p±~!)/T(B ~> K'-,) (wi th B = B± or £°) äs a function of the Wolfcnstein paramcter
/>, a) with i/ = 0.2 (short-dashed curve), TJ — 0.3 (solid curve), and TJ — OA (long-dashed curve).
(Figure taken from [19].)

Y, represents a baryonic system having an ovcrall net strangeness quantum number. The
exclusive decay rate can be calculated in terms of the exclusive-to-inclusive function R\
r (A& —* A + 7)/F(At —> Y, + 7). analogous to the ratio /?A-> defmed for the B meson decays
parlier. This would then give:

where we have used the SMestirnateß(5rf->AYy) = (3.2±0.6) x 10"1 [7],assumed ßA = RK-,
with ÄA-. - 0.15 ± 0.05 [26] and r(Bd)/T(\} = 0.78 ± 0.04 [30]. The CKM-suppressed decay
A° ->• n + ") is related to the decay Ag -* A+ 7 by the CKM ratio |V^|/|V,S 2 in the 5(7(3) limit.
l/sing the centralvalue|V' t £ ( | / |V; s 2 = 0.058. this givcs ß(A6 -». n + 7) = (2.2 ±1.0) x 10~G. The
estimated branching ratios in a number of inclusive and exclusive radiative B decay modes arc
giveri in Table l, where we have also listed the branching ratios for Bs —+ 77 and Bj —* 77.

2.2 Inclusive rare decays D —> Xst+t in the SM

The decays B —> Xs£+(~ , with t — e, / i ,r , provide a more sensitive search strategy for
finding new physics in rare B decays than for example the decay B —> Xsf , which constrains

the magnitude of C7 . The sign of C? , which depends on the underlying phj'sics, is not
determined by the measurement of B(B —> X3 + 7). This sign. which in our convention is
negative in the SM, is in general model dependent. It is known (see for example [31]) that in
supersymrnetric (SUSY) models, both the negative and positive signs are allowed-as one scans
over the allowed SUSY parameter space. The determination of the sign of C'7 is an important
matter äs this will impose further constraints on the parameters of many models. We recall
that for low dilepton masses, the differential decay rate for B —t X3f+l~ is dominated by the
contribution of the virtual photon to the chargcd lepton pair, which in turn depends on the
effective Wilson coefficient C~ . llowever. äs is well known, the B —> Xsf+C~ amplitude in the
Standard model has two additional terms, arising from the t wo FCXC four-Fermi operatorH,
which are not constrained by the B —< X, + 7 data. Calling their coefficients CQ and C\Q, it
has been argued in [31] that the signs and magnitudes of all three coefficients C7e , CQ and C\Q
can, in principle, be determined from the decays B —* Xs + 7 and B —> X,C+£~ .

The SM-based rates for the decay b —> sf+£~ , calculated in the free quark decay approxima-
tion, have been known in the LO approximation for some time [32]. The LO calculations have
the unpleasant feature that the decay distributions and rates are scheme-dependent. The re-
quired NLO calculation is in the meanwhile available, which reduces the scheme-deperidence of
the LO effects in these decays [33]. In addition. long-distance (LD) effects. which are expected
to be very important in the decay B —> A"sf+C~ [34], have also been estimated from data on the
assumption that they arise dominantly due to the charmonium resonances J/tfr and 0' through
the decay chains B —> X3J/tl>(ib',...} —* Xsl+£~. The effect of these resonances persists even
far away from the resonant masses deforming the short-distance based distributions apprccia-
bly [34]. Likewise, the leading ( l /m t 2) power corrections to the partonic decay rate and the
dilepton invariant mass distribution have been calculated with the help of the operator product
expansion in the effective heavy quark theory [35]. The results of [35] have, however, not been
confirmed in a recent independent calculation [36], which finds that the power corrections in
the branching ratio ß(B —* Xsi+(~} are negligible. Moreover, the end-point dilepton invariant
mass spectrum is not calculable in the heavy quark expansion and will have lo be modelled. In
what follows, we shall ignore the power corrections.

The amplitude for B —* X,C+f~ is calculated in the effectrve theory approadi, which we
have discussed earlier, by extcnding the operator basis of the effective Hamiltonian introduccd
in Eq. (6):

+ 7;

where the two additional operators are:

C?10= —
4z

1This also holds for a large class of models such äs MSSM and the two-Higgs doublet models but not for
all SM-extensions. In LR Symmetrie models, for example, there are additional FCNC four-Fermi operators
involved [37].
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The analytic expressions for Cg(rtiw) and C"io(mw) can be seen in [33] and will not be
given here. We recall that the coefficient Cg in LO is scheme-dependent. However, this is
compensated by an additional scheme-dependent part in the (one loop) matrix element of 09.
We call the sum C$, which is scheme-independent and enters in the physical decay amplitude

given below,

with

The function Y(s) is the one-loop matrix element of OQ and can be seen in literature [33, 7].
The differential decay rates in B —» Xs£+£~ (ignoring lepton masses) are,

dß(s) a2 A2
rr~ — Osi , T t i /

with u(J) - ̂  - (l ± ms)2] [J - (l - m.)2], /(*) =

l - 2a,(^)/37r [(7T2 - 31/4)(1 - z ) 2 + 3/2], and

2 ± s ( l + m 2 ) ± ( l -rh\ m2)s2- (l +14m2 +

Here ^ ( 6 7 ) represents the real part of C-c ' . A useful quantity is the differential FB asymmctry

in the c.m.s. of the dilepton defined in refs. [38]:

dA(s) _ fl dß_

ds Ja dz

z = cos#, which can be expressed äs:

-i dB_

dz'
i ; ; ,

(44)

The Wilson coefficients C? , C$ and C\o appearing in the above equations can be dctermincd
from databy solving the partial branching ratioß(A_s) and partial FR asymmetry ,4(As), where

As defines an interval in the dilepton invariant mass [3l].

There are other quantities which one can measure in the decays B —* Xaf+£ to disentangle
the underlying dynamics. We mention here the longitmlinal polarization of the lepton in B —*
X,i+i~ , in particular in B —> X,T+T~, proposed by Hewctt [39], In a recent paper, Krüger and
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Sehgal [40] have stressed that complementary Information is coiitained in the t wo orthogonal
components of polarization (Pr, the component in the decay plane, and P,v, the component
normal to the decay plane), both of which are proportional to m//mt. and therefore significant
for the T+T~ channel. A third quantity, called energy asymmetry, proposed by Cho, Misiak
and Wyler [4l], defined äs

A = Et-'
N(Ee-

(45)

where N(Et- > Ef+) denotes the number of lepton pairs where i+ is more energetic than i
in the B-rest frame, is, however, not an independent measure, äs it is directly proportional to
the FB asymmetry discussed above. The relation is [36]:

x A . (46)

This is easy to notice if one writes the Mandelstarn variable u(s) in the dilepton c.m. and the
ö-hadron rest Systems.

Next, we discuss the effects of LD contributions in the processes B —» Xsf+C~. Note that
the LD contributions due to the vector mesons such äs Jjib and fy'', äs well äs the continuum
r.r. contribution already discussed, appear äs an effective (sL'iufiL)(i'/t'l) interaction term only,
i.e. in the operator CV This implies that the LD-contributions should change Cg effectively,
Cf äs discussed earlier is dominated by the SD-contribution, and G\Q has no LD-contribution.
In accordance with this, the function Y(s) is replaced by,

= Y(s

where ires('S) is given äs [38],

L

(47;

(48)

where K is a fudgc factor, which appears due to the inadequacy of the factorization framework
in describing data 011 B —* J/ii'Xs. Here we use K (3Ci + C2 + 36*3 + €4 + 3C'5 + CG) — +0.88
for the numerical calculation, which reproduces (in average) the measured branching ratios for
B —' J/ij-'X, and B —* if."'Xa. after the contributions from the ^e states have been subtracted.
The long-distance effects lead to significant interfcrence effects in the dilepton invariant mass
distr ibution and the FB asymmetry in D —> X^t^ shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respcctively.
This can be used to test the SM, äs the signs of the Wilson coefficients in general are mode)
dependent.

Takiiig into account the spread in the values of the input parameters, ji. A, m t, and BSL
discussed in the previous scction in the context of ß(B —* Xs + "j). we estimate the following
branching ratios for the SD-piece only (i.e., from the intcrmediate top quark contribution only)

[36]:

ß(ß-> X

B(B -> X.

• X,T

= (8.4 ±2.2) x IQ'6

- (5.7 ±1.2) x HT6

= (2.6 ±0.5) x 10-7
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Figure 3: Differential branching ratio dßjds for B —» Xsf*£~ calculated in the SM using the
next-to-leading order QCD corrections and Fermi motion effect (solid curvc), and including the
LD-contributions (dashed curve). The Fermi motion mode! parameters (Pp,mq) are displayed
in the figure. (Figure taken frorn [36].)

where theoretical errors and the error on BSL have been added in quadrature. The present
experimental limit for the inclusive branching ratio in B —* Xa£+f~ is actually still the one
set by the UAl collaboration some time ago [42], namely ß(B —* Xan+ /i~) > 5.0 x 10~5. As
far äs we know, there are no interesting limits on the other t wo modes, involving Xse+e~ and
AV+T-.

1t is obvious from Fig. 3 that only in the dilcpton mass region far away from the resonances
is there a hope of extracting the Wilson coefficients governing the short-distancc physics. The
region below the J/t/' resonance is well suited for that purpose äs the dilepton invariant mass
distribution here is dominated by the SD-piece. Including the LD-contributions, following
branching ratio has been estimated for the dilepton mass ränge 2.1 GeV < s < 2.9 GeV2 in
[36]:

ß(B^ .\>+/T) = ( l -3±0 .3)x IQ"6. (50)

with ß(B —> A'jC+e") c± ß(B —> A' sfi+/i~). The FB-asymmctry is estimated to be in the
ränge 10% - 27%, äs can be seen in Fig. 4. These branching ratios and the FB asymmetry are
expected to be measured within the next several years at BABAR, BELLE, CLEO, CDF, DO,
and IIERA-B. In the high invariant mass region, the short-distance contribution dominates.
However. the rates are down by roughly an Order of magnitude compared to the region below
the J/V'-mass. Estimates of the branching ratios are of O(10~7), which should be accessible at
the LHC.
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- 0 4

Figure 4: Normalized FB asymmetry A(s) for B — » Xs£+£ calculated in the SM using the
next-to-leading order QCD corrections and Fermi motion effect (solid curve), and including the
LD-contributions (dashed curve). The Fermi motion model parameters (Pf ,m,} are displayed
in the figure. (Figure taken from [36].)

The experimental limits on the decay rates of the exclusive decays B — > (K, K')H+C~ [29,43],
while arguably closer to the SM-based estimates, can only be interpreted in specific models of
form factors, which hinders somewhat their transcription in terms of the Information on the
underlying Wilson coefficients. However, many of these form factors can be reiated to the known
ones using ideas from heavy quark effective theory augmented with QCD sum rule estimates in
studying the heavy to light form factors in B decays. We will not take up such exclusive decays,
important äs they are, and content ourselves with presenting the expected branching ratios for
some of the experimentally inleresting decay modes. Using the exclusive-to-inclusivc ratios
RKU = T(B -H. Kl+£-)/T(B -> Xaf+T) = 0.07 ± 0.02 and R^.ee = T(B -+ K'^r)/Y(B ->
Xai+r) = 0.27 ± 0.0.07, which were estimated in [45], the rcsults are presented in Table 1.

In conclusion, the semileptonic FCNC decays B -> X s £ + f ~ (and also the exclusive decays)
will provide very precise tcsts of the SM, äs they will determine the signs and magnitudea of
the three Wilson coefficients, C7, C'/ and C\. This, perhaps, may also reveal physics beyond-
the-SM if it is associated with not too high a scale. The MSSM model is a good casc study
where measurable deviations from the SM are anticipated and worked out [31, 41].
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Decay Modes
(B±,B°)-^X,-!

(B±,B°)-^ K'f
(ß± ,ßu)^^7

B± -» p* H- 7
D° -» pü + 7
B° -» u) + 7

ßs -* ® + T
ßs -> A" + 7
\ -* \ 7
.V -* n + 7

(ßd.B„) -> Xe+e-
(ß,,,.^)^ A'je+e-
(Bd,B»)->X.fi+n-

(ß^M^i^v;
(Bd,B„)-> X.T+T-
(Bd,Bu}^Xdr+T-
(Bd,Bu] -* A'e+c-
(B„, /?„)-* A>+ /'-

(ßd,Bu)->/0*V
(ßd,£„) -> A-e+e-

(ßd,fl,.)->ÄV>~
Bs — > 77

-öd -* 77
ßs -» r+r-
ß, -» r+r-

£s -+ p+jt-

ßd -> /< V
n, -» f ' t -
BA -* e+e-

ß(SM)
(3.2 ±0.58) x IQ-4

(4.0 ±2.0) x 10-"
(1 .6±1.2) x 10-°
(1.5 ±1.1) x 10~6

(0.65 ±0.35) x 10-6

(0.65 ±0.35) x \(r'J
(4.2 ±2.0) x 10-*
(0.8 ±0.5} x 10-"
(3.8 ±1.5) x 10-°
(2.2 ±1.0) x IQ-6

(8.4 ±2.2) x 10-b

(4.9 ±2.9) x IQ'7
(5. 7 ±1.2) x 10-b

(3.3±1.9) x 10-'
(2.6 ±0.5) x 10-'
(1.5±0.8) x 1Q~S

(5.9 ±2.3) x 10-'
(4.0 ±1.5) x 10-'
(4.0 ±1.5) x 10-
(2.3 ±0.9) x IQ'6
(1.5 ±0.6) x 10-b

(3.0 ±1.0) x 10-
(1.2 ±0.8) x 1Q-*
(7.4 ±1.9) x 10-
(3.1 ±1.9) x 10-"
(3.5±1.0) x 10-"
(1.5±0.9) x 10-1J

(8.0 ±3.5) x 10-14

(3-4 ±2.3) x 1Q-1J

Measurements and Upper Limits (90% C.L.)
(2.32 ±0.67) x 10-" CLEO [2]

(4.2 ±0.8 ±0.6) x 10-" CLEO [4]

< 1.1 x 10-5 CLEO [4]
< 3.9 x ]Q-5 CLEO [4]
< 1.3x 10-5 CLEO [4]

-

-

< 3.6 x 10~s DO [47]

-
< 1.2 x 1Q-S CLEO [43]
< 0.9 x 10-6 CLEO [43]
< 0.9 x 10-6 CLKO [43]
< 1.6 x 10-5 CLEO [43]
< 2.5 x 10-5 CDF [44]

< 1.1 x 10-' L3 [48]
<3.8 x 10-5 L3 [48]

< 8.4 x 10-fi CDF [44]
< 1.6 x 10-" CDF [44]

Table 1: Estimates of the branching fractions for FCNC ß-decays in the Standard model tak-
ing into account the uncertainties in the input parameters äs discussed in [7]. The entries in
the second column correspond to the short-distatice contributions only except for the radiative
decays B± — * / ) * + 7 and B° —t (/>°,w) + '<,. where long-distancc efFccts have also been in-
cluded. For the two-body branching ratios, we have used fsd — 200 MeV and /s,//ad — L16.
Experimental measurcments and upper limits are also listed. (Updated from [7].)
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The partial reconstruction of B° -> XciK°, B° -> ^'Kg and
B° -> J/V>K*° decays at the HERA-B experiment

R. Mizuk '

Inst, of Theoretical and Experiraental Physics, B. Oherermishk. 25, 127259 Moscow, RUSSIA

Abstract: The possibility of partial reconstruction of additional CP channels at
the HERA-B experiment is considered. The resulting error in sin2/? is estimatcd.

l Introduction

The decays B° -* J/^Kg and B° -* TT+TT- determine the CP rcach of the HERA-5 experiment
[l, 2]. Some more CP channels are automatically included into the maln trigger. The use
of these additional CP channels can effectively enhance the statistics coming from the main
channels. Besides, if CP violation is observed in more than one channel, the reliability of the
obtained result becomes larger. Among the additional CP channels are:

The longitudinal polarizatlon has been measured to dominate in the latter decay [3], thus
resulting in a CP eigenstate. This mode is especially important, since the predicted CP parity
of the final state is opposite in sign to that of J /^Kg mode and possible systematic biases can
be revealed. The neutral particles in the final state can not be detected with high efficiency.
Another approach is to reconstruct these channels partially äs it is described below.

2 Met ho d

In a two-body decay the direction of mother particle and the momentumof one of the daughters
determine the kinematics of the decay if masses of all particles are known. This fact is used to
reconstruct the kinematics of the decays B° -» J/v 'KgX, where X - undetected particle(s). The
J/)/| and K§ are regarded äs one daughter particle and undetected particle(s) are regarded äs the
other one. Measured values are the B° meson flight direction (known from the reconstruction of
B° meson production and decay vertices) and the J/t/> and Kg momenta. The method of partial
reconstruction is described in more detail in (•!]. The found energy-momentum of X can be used

'Partially supported by INTAS Foundation with gcant 94-3819
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to calculate the invariant masses of J/i/i X and K° X. The peaks at Xa and ip' masses in J/V1 X
invariant mass distribution would be the signatures of (a) and (b) decays correspondingly. The
peak at K*° mass in KgX invariant mass distribution would be the signature of (c) decay.

The mass of X is set to zero, when the invariant mass of J/^> X is calculated (the error in
mjMx due to Substitution mTo,o by zero is negügible) and to m^o when the invariant mass of
KgX is calculated.

The decay kinematics is known with two-fold ambiguity (this fact is considered in [ij for the
similar partial reconstruction of semileptonic B decays). The invariant masses are calculated
for both Solutions and their average is taken äs a final value.

Simulation shows that the maximal value of 0 (where 0 is the angle between the B° meson
flight direction and the J/ty Kg momentum): #max ~ 5 • 10~3, is comparable with the accuracy
in 6 due to finite vertex resolution: 68 ~ 3 • \0~3. Therefore the measured value of B is often
outside the kiiiernatically allowed region and the Solutions exist only in about one half of cases.

3 Monte Carlo Simulation

For Simulation we use the PYTHIA 5 .6 [5] event generator for bb events and FRITIDF 7 .0 [6]
for minimum bias events. To reproduce HERA-ß experimental conditions we generate l bb
event with 4 Poisson distributed minimum bias events for every interaction of bunch of protons
with target. J/ty vertex is smeared with the nominal detector resolution [2] a^~ay = 25^m, trz —
500/;m. The B production vertex is sineared with <TX = (T}. = <rz = 10/<m.

Branching ratlos of B decays to charmonium for signal and background processes are listed
in Table 1. Only a few decay modcs are measured experimentally (shown in bold) [7]. For

Ku

K '
K°7T0

K-T-

KÜ7T07r°

KV-7T-

K + TT-TT0

anything

JA6
0.94 (+)
1.6 (-)

1.0
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.2
8.0

</>'
0.69 ( + )
1 . 1 - , :

0.27
0.27
0.33
0.33
0.33

3.4

Xcl

1.0 ( + )
1.7 (-)

0.23
0.23
0.29
0.29
0.29
4.0

\

0.29 (-)
0.49
0.31
0.31
0.37
0.37
0.37

2.5

Table 1: Branching ratios o/B° dccays to charmomum (in 10 3). Measured values are shown
in bold. The channels. which result in J /OK^X final statcs with positive CP parity are. markcd
with ( + ), with negative - (-).

some channels isotopic relations can be used:

ß(B° -* xeiK0)
ß(B° -» 0'K°) - ß(B+ -* 0'K+)
B(E° -v J/0K°7r°) = ß(B°
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In order to compare with B° —* J/^Kg decay, the trigger and reconstruction efficiencies
determined for this decay were used.

The J/t/" X mass peaks of XdKg and ip'K.° decay modes overlap (see Figure 1). However the
final states are predicted to have the sarne CP parity and both channels can be combined for
CP violation studies.

'3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5
M(J/t/-X) [GcV/c2]

Figure 1: J/0X mass distribution o/\Kg and 0'Kg decay modes.

The main sources of background both for the decays (a), (b) and (c) are:
1) J/^/> and K° from B° — ' J/0KgX decays, in which the final states have a CP parity opposite
in sign to that of signal. This source of background dilutes strongly the observable CP asym-
metry. For (\-ci, </'')Ks signal such background modes are (J/V>, ,\cii v')^*° (we assume, that
in {xd,0')K*° modes longitudinally polarized helicity state dominates, like in J/i/'K*0 mode).
For the J/^K*° signal such background modes are (xcl, Vi'JKg.
2) J/i/' and Kg from B° — * J/V'KgX decays, in which the final states have the same CP parity
äs the signal. For J/0K*0 signal such background modes are (^ci, 0')K*°.
3) J/V1 and Kg from B — * J/^KgX decays, which does not result in a CP eigenstate.
4) J/0 and accidental Kg. It is considered, that only J/ij> and Kg originating from the same
target wire contribute to this source of background.
The background from direct J/v and accidental Kg is strongly suppressed by the cut on minimal
B meson fliglit distance of 4 mm.

In the J/üK*° mode the expected distribution in 0K*o (where 8K*o is the angle between K"° di-
rection in B° meson rest frame and K° direction in K*° rest frame) is dlY/d cos OK- = f cos2 OK-
[3]- The background with positive sign of CP parity is concentrated in the region of negative
cos #K"0 (sec Figure 2). Therefore, the cut cos0K.o > 0.4 is applied.

In the signal decay modes no hadron tracks originale from the B° decay vertex. The
background from B decays with additional hadrons from the B decay vertex can be suppressed.
The event is rejected if there is at least one track near the B decay vertex and far from
interaction vertices. The cut in distance froin a track to vertices is at the level 2.5<Timp.par.
(^imp.par. = 25/mi & 30/tm/pt - nominal impact parameter resolution for a given track). Only
tracks with transverse momentum pt > 0.3GeV/c are regarded. The efficiency of this cut is
85%, while the background is suppressed by a factor of three.

The J/i/> X and Kg X mass distributions expected after one year of HERA-Ö Operation, are
shown in Figure 3. The accuracy in sin 2/3 using the combined B° — » X'dKiJ — > (J/^7)Kg and
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Figure 2: cos OK- distributions. The contribution of J/^K*° signal is represented by the grey
area. The contribution of background with positive sign ofCP parity - by the area, hatchcd with
the slope to the left, the contribution of background with negative sign of CP parity - by the
area, hatched with the slope to the right.

1000 -

'3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5
M(J / V X) [GeV/c3

1.2 1.4 1.6 l - K
M(KgX)

Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution of J/0X (a) and Kg X (b) expected afier one year of
Operation of HERA-B. The open histogram rcprcsents the contribution of the signal. The
hatched histogram (a) represents the contribution of the background with negative CP parity.
Gray histogram represents contribution of background of B df.cays which do not lead to a CP
eigenstate. In tht case o/K§X mass the background from CP eigenstates is strongly suppressed

by the cut on cos OK" •

<//Ks -» (J/^X°)Kg channels isisin 2/3 - 0.5, using B° -t J/yK'0 -t J/0(KS7T°) channel
0.6 (the J/i/>K§ mode is used for normalization - .5 sin 2,3 - 0.13 for about 1400

signal events without a background; the event numbers and background condiüons for the
decays under analysis are taken into account). The error of background subtraclion is not
included here. The values of errors depend strongly on the accuracy in the measurement of
vertex coordinates. 10% improvement in vertex resolution gives 57o improvement in 6 sin 2/3.

The Simulation can be checked with data sample. We expect about 800 fully recon-
structed B+ -* ?/>'K+ -* (J/^7r+7r-)K+ decays per year, 3000 B° decays and 3000
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B+ —> J/^K+Tr+Tr decays. Comparison of partiatly reconstructcd events B° —* i/j'Ks, followed
by J/1' —* J/V"1""1""" w'th füll reconstrucüon allows the determination of the systcmaüc errors
coming froni the method described, Thus after normalization of any decay under study to
the V1' ~* J/V'X the systeraatic errors due to method uncertainties mainly cancel. The shape.
normalization and efficiency are determined directly from the data.

4 Summary

The accuracy in sin 2,3 using combined B° -» *clKg -» (J/V^Kg and B° -» ^'K§
channels is S sin 2ß ~ 0.5, and using B° -* J/0K*° -» J/V'(KgjrD) channel is 6 sin 2^ - 0.6. The
latter channel is especially important, since it is predicted to carry CP parity opposite in sign to
that of "gold-plated" i/ipKg mode and possible systematic biases can be revealed. About 10%
effective enhancement of J/^Kg mode statistics can be expected. The errors can be reduced
by the Jmprovements in vcrtex resolution.

The statistics of all three additional channels can be combined and then the error is
6sin2ß "- 0.4. Since sin 25 is expected to be about 0.6, an independent measurement of
CP violation with these modes seems to be possiblc aftcr 4 years of HERA-B Operation.
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Pion tag of B meson flavour at HERA-B

C.H.Shepherd-Themistocletmsa

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-22603 Hamburg, FRG

AbstractiThe high rate of P-wave B mesons, recently measured at LEP, enables
their use for tagging the flavour of neutral B mesons at HERA-B. A tagging power
of 0.21 is found. This power is coruparable to that of the conventional techniques.

l Introduction

The study of CP violation at HERA-B requires the tagging of the initial flavour of a neutral
B meson. It has been suggested that pions produced in b fragmentation may provide such a
tag [1]. This type of tag has the advantage that no information from the B hadron containing
the associated b quark is required. The presence of narrow resonant states of b and light
quarks decaying into B°TT would enhance the performance of such a tagging method. A further
advantage is that good particle identincation, äs in the case of the kaon tag, is not a requirement
for this tag.

Recent results from LEP [2] experiments have demonstrated the existence of, at least, the
two predicted narrow P-wave B resonances1. It has also been established that pions both from
B" resonances and those that do not come from the decay of a B" (refered to äs non-resonant
pions here) provide useful flavour tags. When a B° meson, which contains a d quark, is formed
it implies that a d will exist nearby in phase space. If this d gives rise to a pion then it can
only be a T+ or a TT . These are the pions that can provide a flavour tag when no B" resonance
exists in the event.

2 Modelling

A Monte Carlo Simulation that does not include any detector Simulation2 was used. In a
comparison of generator level Simulation and OPAL data it was found that the purity and
efficiency of the tags agreed very well. This implies that the physics and not detector effects
are of paramount importance and therefore the use of a generator level Simulation for this study
at HERA-B is probably reasonable.

'a general P-wave B lesonance is denoted B" heie
2Refered to äs generator level Simulation hereafter.
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To retain any correlation there might be between pion charge and B flavour in the case where
the B meson has not come from a B" only the PYTHIA 5.7 generator was used.3 The mean
multiplicity for a BTT invariant mass is 2.0 for PYTHIA alone and 2.4 for PYTHIA+FRITIOF.

The parameters used for the P-wave B mesons are given in the table below. They are
essentially taken from reference [3]

B"
3^ Pj(3/2)
Bi P,(3/2)
B ^ P , ! ! 2
B;P0(l/2)

Mass (GeV)
-,."
5.76
5.67
5.67

Width (MeV)
24
20
100
100

Decay mode
B''"-- : (B" - -

B-7T +

B-7T +

BTT+

4Branching fraction 30%.

There are no experimental measutements of the fractions of the different B" that are pro-
duced. The extremes of equal fractions and fractions proportional to 2J+1 (where J is the
spin of the B meson) are considered. The purities and efficiencies are not found to be strong
functions of B"M species therefore the particular choice for this study is not very important.

3 Pion Tags

In all of the following only pions known to have come from the primary vertex are considered.
Various kinematic variables were examined. Some of the more successful tagging variables are
listed here. The tagging pion was chosen to be the one with the

• maximum cosine of the helicity angle (cosa). That is the angle between the BTT direction
in the laboratory frame and the pion direction in the BTT centre of mass frame.

• maximum value of the TT momentum projected along the B direction (P/).
• minimum value of the TT momentum transverse to the B direction (P().
• minimum angle between the B and the TT in the laboratory frame.
• value of the invariant mass dosest to some particular value ( X ) . The best choice of this

value depends upon the masses of the B", their decay modes and their relative fractions.

Monte Carlo Simulation samples with and without P-wave B mesons were studied separately.
The purities obtained using these various tags on event samples where all the events contain
one particular B" are shown in table 2. The energy of the B in the event is always required to
be greater than 40 GeV and pions are only considered if their energy is above l GeV.

As can be seen from the table when an invariant mass cut is applied there are no great
differences between the tags shown (where the mass tag with the Optimum value of X is
considered) with the exception of the mass tag for B1( which is somewhat better than the
rest. When no invariant mass cut is applied the mass tag gives the best performance. It should

3The Standard procedure for the HERA-B environment is to use PYTHIA to generate B hadrons; to keep
these particles and then to generate the "lest" of the event with a beam momentum of the original minus that of
the B hadrons using FRITIOF. Using this procedure however removes any correlation there might be between
pion charge and B flavour in the case where the B meson has not come from a B".
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be noted however that the performance of this tag depends on the value of X used. Since mass
measurements do not yet exist for the various P-wave B mesons the estimates of the purities
given here may prove to be inaccurate. The performances of the alternative tags do not depend
significantly on the actual masses of the B" and are therefore likely to be more reliable. If, for
example, the differences between the masses of the B" are found to be larger than expected
the performance of the mass tag will be degraded. A further caution with regard to the mass
tag is that if the mass difference between the charged and neutral B" is large then simple use
of B+TT~ correlations to calibrate (or optimise) the performance of the tag for a particular value
of X will be incorrect. Cuts in a variety of variables were investigated, but no improvement in
the purity was found.

The branching ratio of b quarks to B" is only of the order of 30%. The performance of a
pion tag in events that do not contain a B" is therefore important to the ultimate performance
of a pion tag of B flavour. The performance of the various tags on Monte Carlo Simulation
samples that do not contain any P-wave B mesons is given is table 2. Since only the PYTHIA
generator was used and no effects due to the interactions of pions with nuclear material are
considered it is probable that the numbers presented here are better than can be expected
in the data. The purities found for the various tags can again be seen to be similar but are
quite low. It is likely therefore that non-resonant pions will not provide a very useful tag at
HERA-B. There may still however be a small effect due to the average number of pions with
the correct sign being slightly larger than the average number with the wrong sign. This effect
is a consequence of the fact that the light quark partner of the one that was used in forming
the B meson will combine with another quark and if this forms a charged pion it will have the
correct tagging sign. AU other fragmentation pion production will be charge Symmetrie. All
pions in an event are considered so that if a B° B° pair is produced the two tagging pions in
the event are of opposlte charge. If however the other B meson produced is a charged one then
the two tagging pions wiE be of the same charge. This then is the origin of the average number
of pions with the correct tagging sign being greater than the average number with the wrong
sign.

4 Tagging Powers

The tag quality is characterised by two quantities: the dilution factor D, which determines the
observed asymmetry, given the actual one: AC$ = D x ACT, and the tagging power P, to which
the error of the asymmetry measurement is inversely proportional: ffAcp = \j(P x \/^ß°) • The

tagging power is given by Z) x ,/(emciency). The results are quoted in terms of purity where

D — 2(purity) — 1 = 1 — 2(mistag fraction).

The average of the LEP experimental values gives a fraction of B° from B" of 29 ± 4%. A
value of 30% is used for the results quoted here. Using a mass cut of MBl< 5.8 gives a tagging
power of 0.18 for the cosa tag and 0.19 for the mass tag. Removing the mass cut improves the
tagging power of the mass tag to 0.21. This is because the purity stays almost constant whilest
the efficiency increases. The tagging power of the cosa tag decreases to 0.12 when the mass
cut is removed. A pion tag is likely therefore to be at least äs good äs the lepton tag reported
on in the HERA-B proposal [4] and possibly better.

Assuming isospin invariance this tag can be studied in data using charged BTT correlations
to determine the best tagging variable and to determine the the efficiency and purity. Given a
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B"

Bi
B,

y
BÄ

•iigging Variable
cosa

0.56
0.5E
0.67
0 it.

MB,<5.8

0.68
D. 65
0.63
0.68

IMg. - X

X=$.72

0.68
0.76
0.66
0.69

MB.<5.8
.V -5 7;

0.70
0.78
o r: s
0 "1

Jf=5.70

0.66
0.75
0.68
0.70

X=5.68

0.64
0.71
0.63
0.71

X-f. '1t-,

063
0.66
u v;
072

P(

0.54
0.53
0.54
0.54

Ma.<5.8

0.69
0.68
0.68
0.70

SB.

0.67
0.55
0 58
0.57

MB,<5.8

0.67
0.63
067
0.67

Table 1: Values of purities fot pion tags for B flavour where the B comes from a B**. The
efficiencies are 99% for no mass cut and 90% for an invariant mass cut of MB^< 5,8. The
B energy is required to be above 40 GeV and only pions with an energy above l GeV are
considered.

Taggmg Variable

cot a

P(
«D,

|M B „-X |
X = 5.65
X = 5.70
X = 5.75

Purity

0.55
0.56
0.56

0.57
0 57
0.55

M H - : r, 8

J 55
;:• ;-. =.
0 56

0 56
0 56
056

Table 2: Values of purities for pion tags of B flavour where the B does not come from a B".
The efficiency is 97% for no mass cut and 74% for an invariant mass cut of MB„< 5.8. The
B energy is required to be above 40 GeV and only pions with an energy above l GeV are
considered.

good determination of B° mixing, the decay B° — > J/^K", where the flavour of the decaying
B° can be determined from the K" decay, provides a good channel in which to study tagging
because of its siinilarity to the J/^Ks channel. The difficulties of simulating the behaviour of
the non-resonant pion tag would be overcome in this way.

It may be possible to improve this type of tag by combining some of the tagging variables
mentioned. The correlations of the various tagging variables mentioned were investigated [5]
and all tags were found to be quite highly correlated. The least correlated tags appear to be
the angular (OB*) tag and the mass (MB-,) tag. A simple combination of these results does not
however provide an improvement of the tag. The use of a neural net which could be trained on
the data, by using charged BTT correlations may help.

5 Conclusion

The observation of P-wave mesons at LEP [2] has suggested that using pion charge to tag the
flavour of neutral B mesons is possible.5 Using a simple generator level Monte Carlo Simulation
of HERA-B conditions has suggested that this type of tag will work reasonably well and be
at least äs good a the lepton tag described in the HERA-B proposal. This tag also does not
use Information from the other B in the event and is therefore complimentary to the three tags
discussed in the proposal.

5In a recent Conference contribution [6] CDF reports on their obseivation of B-JT flavour charge correlations,
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Low pt lepton tag at the HERA-B experiment

R. Mizuk l

Inst, of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, B. Cheremushk. 25, 127259 Moscow, Russia

Abstract: The low pt lepton tag is proposed for the HERA-ß experiment. The
tagging efficiency, dilution and the statistical power are expected to be 14%.Ö.21
and 0.08 correspondingly.

To measure mixing-induced CP asymmetries in B raesons, the initial flavor of the neutral B
meson under study has to be determined. Several tagging techniques are expected to be used
in the HERA-/? experiment; high pt lepton tag, charged kaon tag, secondary vertex charge
tag [l, 2, 3] and tag with B** decays [4], The idea of the soft ''wrong-sign " (with respect to
the sign of primary leptons from B-decays) lepton tag of the B meson flavor belongs to BaBar
Collaboration [5] and can also be effectively used in the HERA-ß experiment. The transverse
momentum spectrum of the "wrong-sign" leptons (mainly cascade leptons from b —> c ->• g-vX.
decay chain) and the "right-sign" leptons (mainly from b -» £+i/X) taking into account the
mixing of the b-hadrons which accompany the neutral B meson to be tagged are shown in
Figure l(a). The signlficant excess of the "wrong-sign" leptons over the "right-sign" leptons in
the low transverse momentum region can be effectively used äs a tool for B flavour tagging,

The estimation of the characteristics of the low pt lepton tag was performed at the level
of Monte Carlo event generators. The PYTHIA 5.6 [6] and FRITJOF 7.0 [7] generators were
combined [1] to generate event s with bb pairs. The momentum of the tagging candidate was
required to exceed 5 GeV/c, which is close to the minimal momentum where the reliable lepton
Identification at HERA-ß is possible. The transverse momentum of the candidates was deemed
to be less t h an 0.5 GeV/c.

The numbers of lepton and hadron tag candidates satisfying these requirements per event
are listed in Table 1. The corresponding momentum spectra are shown in Figure l(b).

For the estimation of the total misidentification probability for hadrons to be detected
äs leptons the Information from Muon system [8], Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) and
Ring Imaging Cerenkov Couiiter (RICH) can be used fsee Figure 2). The H-T>, C-TT, e-K and
p-K Separation capabilities with the aid of the RICH Detector were recalculated from the TT-
K Separation studied in detail in [2], The results of the Neural Network Analysis of ECAL
Information were used. The misidentification probabilities were convoluted with the hadron
momentum spectra to obtain the numbers of fake leptons (see Table 2).

Particles from the main vertex will be additionally suppressed by the vertex cut. Three
values of the suppression factor a have been considered in this work: l .0, 0.5 and 0. l . The sta-
tistical powers for low p, /i-i.ag and low pt e-tag are correspondingly P„ = {0.060, 0.064, 0.067}

'Partially supported by INTAS Foundation with grant 94-3819
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Figure 1: (a) The transverse momentum spectra of "wrong-sign" (solid line) and "right-sign"
(dashed line) leptons (p > 5 GeV/c). (b) The momentum spectra of pions (solid histogram),
kaons (dashed histogram), ''wrong-sign" (solid line) and "right-sign" (hatched area) leptons
(pt < 0.5 GeV/c). The normalization corresponds to one B° —> J/t/'K° decay to fre tagged.
Regarded are tracks in the geometrical acceptance only.

Table 1: The numbers of lepton and hadron tag candidates per tve.ni. "-" Stands for the "wrong-
sign" and "+" stands for th? "right-sign" leptons. Main vertex (MVx) is a B production vertex
and tracks from secondary vertices (SVx) are the tracks which can not be assigned to the main
vertex, placed on the iarget wire.

production
acceptance
p > 5 GeV/c
Pt < 0.5 GeV/c

/'
SVx-

-
0.11
0.10

0.074
0.028

+
0.13
0.12
0.10

0.013

MVx

-
-
-
-

e
SVx

-
0.16
0.14

0.083
0.032

+
0.18
0.15
0.11
0.018

MVx

0.17
0.10

0.016
0.013

7T

SVx

5.0
1.1
2.6
1.4

MVx

12.0
7.0
3.8
2.3

K
SVx

0.73
0.62
0.58
0.21

MVx

1.1
0.75
0.51
0.25

and Pe — {0.047, 0.051. 0.056}. Since the e and p tagging effiriencies are small, the combined
statistical power can be estimated äs P„+e — {0.075. 0.080, 0.087}. The characteristics of the
low pt and high pt lepton tags are compared in Table 3. Also, neglecting the probability to
have in the event both the high pt and low p, lepton tags, the combined statistical power can
be roughly estimated to be 0.19. This is equivalent (taking into account the difference in the
dilution factors) to the effective enhancement of the high p, lepton tag statistics by about 22%.

In summary, the low pt lepton tag was proposed for the IIERA-ß experiment and its
characteristics were estimated. The statistical power was found to be 0.08.
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Figure'2: The total(sum ofthe punch-through and decays-in-flight) fake rate offi-x (a)
(b) Separation with Muon System and Tracker, (c) 77ie fake ratesfor e-hadron Separation with
ECAL: Inner, Middle and Outer parts. (a) The fake ratcs for f i - n , C-TT, e-K and ß-K Separation
U'ith RICH. The lepton identißcation efficiency is äs high äs 95%.

Table 2: The numbers of tagging fake Table 3: Tagging efficiency, düution factor and
leptons per event.

fl-TT

£K

e-TT

SVx
rTW5
1.5 - IQ- 4

9.9- 10~3

MVx
12.7 -10-3

1.8- 10-"
16.3 ' IQ- 3

statistical powcr for low pt lepton tag [a = 0.5)
and for high pt lepton tag.

Low pt leptons (a = 0.5)
High PI leptons

£[%]
14
16

D
0.21
0.43

P
0.08
0.17
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Trigger for Radiative B Decays at the
HERA-B experiment.

F. Saadi-Lüdemann.

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, D-22603 Hamburg.

Abstract: We have studied the possibiüty to extend the HERA-B trigger to accept
events of type B —>• A'7. An interesting aspect of the measurement of the radiativc
B decays branching fractions is the extraction of the ratio |Vy/|V,s| which gives a
constraint on one side of the unitarity triangle. This trigger will also allow to search
for ß, and A?, radiative decavs.

l Introduction

The evidente for Penguin decays (Figure. 1) has been seen by the CLEO collaboration [1].
They have observed the decays ßü -> A'*(892)-) and B~ H- A'*(892)~7 in a data sample
of 1.39 - Itf BB events with an average branching ratio of (4.5 ± 1.5 ±0.9) • 10~s. With the
additional measurement of the decay B° -> p°^ one can extract the ratio |V(j|/|Vfs [2] providing
a constraint on the unitarity triangle [3] and allowing precision tests of the Standard Model.
This ratio is also given by the measurement of the mixing parameters xj and x,. But if xs is
too high its measurement within HERA-B will be technically limited by the vertex detector
rcsolution.

s,d

Figure 1: Penguin diagram

In HERA-B we expect a production of more than 108 bb pairs/year and hence thousands of
radiative B decays. Some of the predicted radiative B decay modes which can be reconstructed
in HERA-B are summarized in Table l where we show the theoretical predictions for the
corresponding branching ratios [4] and the number of produced events per year. The decays
Bs -» &y (which can be reconstructed in the decay mode 0 -> A'+A'~) and Ab -> A7 are
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Dccay modes
Bd -> A'"7
Bd -^ A'ä7

Bd -> Paj
Bd -> Xdi

Ba ->07
A t -^ A 7

BR
(4.5 ± 1.75) -H)-8

(3.2 ±0.58) - IQ- 4

(0.85 ± 0.6) -IG'6
(1 .0±0.8)-10~ 5

(4 .8±1.5)-10- B

(3.8 ±1.5) -IQ'5

Decays/year
1 1 500

103000

270
3220

2850

1040

Table 1: Theoretical branching ratios [4] and expectcd produced radiative B decays assuming 3.7-

108 produced bb pairs/year and the production probabilities Bd : Bs '• A i =0.87:0.16:0.074
(the probabilities include a factor 2 due to pair production). Note that for B° -* A'"(892)7 the
experimentaüy measured branching ratio is used.

very interesting to measure in HERA-B since they can not be measured by e+e~ B factories at
T(45).

The originaHy proposed HERA-B first level trigger system based on charged track finding is
very selective and does not accept this kind of events. In this paper we will present an extension
of the first level trigger with a reasonable signal efficiency and a low background rate. This
study is based on the channel ßü — >• A'* (892)7 where A'*° — )• A'+TT~.

2 Signatures of the decay ->

Due to the high background interaction rate in the HERA-B environment (tT6j/<7£nf| äs 10~ )
the first level trigger System has to reject background events by a factor better than 200 while
keeping the signal efficiency high. To achieve such high background rejection one need a very
good signature for the signal.

In this section we will look for such a signature for the decay chain B° — > 7A'"°(892) — >
A'+TT~ using Monte Carlo events without detector Simulation. HERA-B Monte Carlo evenl
generation is based on PYTHIA for heavy flavor production and FRITIOE for nuclear in-
teractions. The pN interaction center of mass energy is 40 GeV. One event is a mixture of
several single pN interactions. The number of interactions n^ per event is generated according
to a Poisson distribution with n,- — ö äs mean value.

Fig. 2 shows momentum and transverse momentum distributions of photons from radiative
B decays and photons frorn background events. The transverse momentum Pj. 1 of photons
from ZJ's is in average large and this fact represents a good signature. Also the decay products
of A" carry a valuable Information in their transverse momentum.

3 Hard photon trigger

We will briefiy describe the general concept of the First Level Trigger FLT of the HERA-B
experiment (for details see [5] [6]). The basic task of the HERA-B first level trigger is to

this note Pj^is dcfined with respect to the bcam axis.
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Figure 2: a)Momentum and b) transverse momentum distributions for photons front B° -*
A'*(892)7 and from background. cjTransvcrse momentum of decay products of the K' and
charged tracks from background. The plots are drawn at arbitrary scale.

accept events with lepton pairs (e+c~. n+(i~) that originale froin the decay of a «//?/> meson
and events with charged hadrons pairs that originale from a B meson decay. In addition it
should allow triggers based on any coinbination of leptons and charged hardrons with given
type, charge. momentum, transverse momentum and mass. Thus the original FLT design does
not accept photons. To trigger on photons we will use the electromagnetic calorimeter (FC AL)
pretrigger. The photon clusters fortunately satisfy the electron pretrigger thresholds. The
new high Pj.threshold and a flag for photon triggers are implemented in the EGAL pretrigger
processors. The second step is to allow the photon candidatcs to pass all the track finding steps
without requiring found hits. This condition is implemented in the redesigned FLT processors.
The hard photon trigger is combined with the high Pj_hadron triggcr (see [5]) used to trigger
on the f\' decay products.

4 FLT Simulation and results

Using a füll Geant Simulation of the HERA-B detector and the FLT Simulation Software
LlSIMU, we generated 10000 background events and 3000 signal events. Each signal event
involves one decay Ba — » h'*"). Figure 3 presents the effidencies and the rejection factor äs a
function of the P± cut.

The rejection factor using only the photon Information i.e. requiring an EGAL cluster with
EL > 3.0GeV/c is better than 300 but it is not a sufficient requirement which can be used by
the higher level triggers to reject further background. Hence we have used the High Pj. trigger
äs additional requirement. The high Pj. trigger efnciency is shown in Figure 3.

Requiring a photon with Fj_> 3.(7eV'/c and a high Pj_track with !\> 1.5GeV/c, the FLT
efficiency for B° — » A'* (892)7 is 10% and the background rejection factor is better than 500.
It is possible to increase the rejection factor requiring neutral clusters (i.e. no track is matched
to the EGAL photon pretrigger). But to keep the FLT efficiency äs high äs possible. this
requirement can be used together with a refit of the high Pj_tracks and cuts on their impact
Parameters in the higher level triggers.
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Figure 3: FLT signal efficiency and background rejection factor äs functions of transverse
momentum cut: a~b) solid Ime: cut on P^of photon, dashed iinc: cut on Fj_o/ the photon and
at hast one high P]_track, c-d) cut on high !\trigger tracks only.

5 Semileptonic FCNC B-decays B -» Xl+l~

The semüeptonic FCNC B-decays B -» A'/+/~ are of great interest for precision tests of the SM
and may probe physics beyond the SM äs discussed in [4] [7]. The forward backward asymmetry
of the dileptons in their ccntcr of mass system äs calculated in [4] is proportional only to the
Z and H''+W'~ exchange diagrams. Thus this observable is sensitive to any enhancement duc
to non Standard effect. Experimentally the measurement of the short distance contribution is
interesting if we are in a regime where the düepton invariant mass is far below the J/t/.' and 0'
resonances. For the HERA-B experiment the most critical step is to accept this kind of events
at the first level trigger. The actual lower cut on the dilepton invariant rnass is 2.75 GeV/c2.
Hence the mass window for the measurement of the decays B —> Xl+l~ below the J/ip mass
is quitc tight and the expectcd reconstruction efficiency of these channels is lower than 2%.
With the expected branching fractions Br(B H- Xse+e~) = (8.4 ± 2.2) • 1(T6 and Br(B -4
.VS/(~V~) = (5.7 ± 1.3) • lO"6 [4] and after collecting a few 109 B mesons the detection of the
discussed channels could be possible with few tens of events. Since the HERA-B trigger is
flexible one will investigate the possibility to increase the triggcr efficiency of these channels
based on high Pj_rnixed tracks trigger.

6 Conclusion

We have extended the HERA-B First Level Trigger scheme to accept radiative B decay events.
The achieved FLT efficiency is better than 10% for the studied channel B° — > A'* (892)7 and
bchaves accordingly for similar radiative B dccays. Assuming 3.7 - 108 produced 66 pairs/year



we expect about 1000 events/year of the studied channel passing the FLT trigger and about 100
events after füll reconstruction. This redesigned trigger enriches the HERA-B physics program
by opening the possibility to extract the ratio \Vtd /\Vt, via the raeasurement of Br(ß —>• K'i)
and Br(ß —> p-j) which provides a constraint on the unitarity triangle. It will also allow to
search for observation of B, and Aj radiative decays.
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Accuracy of B°-B° mixing and B° lifetiine measurements
at Hera-ß

Peter Kreuzer
University of California, Los Angeles, USA

Abstract

This article presents an estimate of the expected accuracy Ilera-ß should reach in the
measurement of time-dependent oscillations of neutral B° mesons. The füll reconstruction
of about 3700 ß° —> J/ipK"° —f l+l~Kir events per year, together with lepton, kaon and
charge tagging should allow the deterinination of Amj with a relative error of about 4.0%
after two Hera-B running years. A similar estimate for the B° meson lifetirne measurement
accuracy yields a relative error on the B° proper lifetime of about 1.5%. Both results will
improve the existing world averages.

l Introduction

The accurate deterrnination of Standard Model parameters is presently one of the inain issues
in high energy physics. The mixing factor Am,; which characterizes B° oscillations is coupled
to the CKM-parameter |V td|2. Hence the accuracy of |Vtd is related to the error of a Am,)
measurement. The most sensitive measurements of Am^ are obtained through time dependent
studies. If one neglects the effects of CP non-conservation and the decay rate difference AFj
between the "long-üved" and "short-lived" Bü under study, the probabilities for a B° meson
with a given initial flavor (B or B)1 to decay with the saine flavor (unmlxed) or to undergo
mixing before it decays are given by the following distributions:

(1)

The B° -> J/i/jK'0 —t /+ /~A'TT decay mode is a good choice for mixing measurements at
Hera-ß because it can be triggered with the J/)/.'-trigger used for the ''golden channel" ß° —»•

The time-dependent observation of B oscillations requires the detcrmination of
(a) the proper time of the B meson decay
(b) the production (B or B) and decay (B or B) flavors of the B meson

If the B decays can be fully reconstructed. the effect of the energy (or momentum) resolution
on the decay time resolution is negligible and the main contribution to the decay time resolution

1 For convenience, B is now used for B° .
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is the decay length resolution. At Hera-ß , the vertex resolution in the silicon vertex detector
should reach uz =3 500//m and the expected boost of the B meson is ~,ß sä 20. Therefore, the
decay time resolution can be computed äs ;

tß-cr (3)

Tliis resolution willonly havea littleinfluenceon the accuracy of a B°- B° niixing measurement,
because <rt is very small compared to ~-,

The b flavour at the B dccay is given by the reconstruction of the dccay. The dctermination
of theproduction flavor of the B meson requiresflavor-taggingof the "second B" in theevent. As
tagging is never perfect, one has to account for dilution effects such äs mixing of the tagging B.
wrong charged particles or wrong tags due to particle misidentification. The tagging efficiencies
from the Ilera-ö proposal [1] for lepton, kaon and charge tags are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Tagging Efficiencies and dilution factors
TAG
Efficiencies:
( (tag found)
ec (correct)
ew (wrong)

Dilution :

Lepton

16.1%
11.5%
4.6%

0.43

Kaon

46.0%
31.3%
14.7%

0.36

Charge

96.4 %
56.0 %
40.4%

U. i i,

The determination of Amrf is achieved through the fit of a measured mixing assymetry
function. The main factor affecting the statistical accuracy of Am j is the number of recoiistruc-
tible B decays per Hera-ß running year in a given channel. An estimate of this number for the
ßu —> J/ij,' K'° -*• /+ /~ A'TT channel is presented in section 2. In section 3, the Simulation of the
mixing analysis is described and the results on the estimated Am^ accuracy are given. Finally,
a similar estimate on the B° lifetime measurement accuracy is presented.

Similar measurements have been achieved at the various LEP experirnents. However, none
of them are based on fully reconstructed B events, which leads to a substantial increase of
systematic errors from lifetimes and fractions of individual B hadron species, äs well äs from
the parametrization of the b fragmentation function.

2 Signal-reconstruction efficiency

T!n' u T h d i f fp ivnce bctwoon l he ÜL' —<• .1 V h""" — /*/ A"- dccay channel and t I n ' l l e i i i - / / "gol-
den chaimel" is the I\*° —t Kir decay versus the K s —* ^+^~ decay. Therefore, all the trigger
and reconstruction efficiencies [l] except the K"° reconstruction efficiency are the same in the
two channels2. A summary of all the factors used in the signal-reconstruction efficiency es-
timation is given in Table 2.

The K*° reconstruction efficiency is estimated separately. 1t mainly depends on the kaon
identification capabifityof the RICH detector. This is simulated usmg the momentum-dependent

•^Tliis is a conservative choice. One expects better B rcconstrurtion efficiency in the J/i/iK' ° channel. smce
the B forms a 4-track decay vertex.
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Table 2: Kn reconstruction efficiency

Branching ratlos
Trigger
Lepton tracking
A'*° reconstruction
J/ijj and B reconstr.
Decay kinematics
Secondary vertex
Overall efficiency

J/0 -» p+p-
5.056- 1(TS

0.637
0.837
0.540
0.941
0.799
0.690

7. 552 -IQ-6

J/tl' ->- e+e~
5.056 • 10~s

0.325
0.757
0.540
0.679
0.799
0.690

2.514-10-6

kaon detection efficiency curve [1] shown in Figure 1; the probability to identify a kaon with
less than 35 GeV is set to 90% and for higher momenta it drops according to a Gaussian
distribution. A 5% probability to misidentify a pion äs a kaon is also assumed. The thresholds
for pions (3.5 GeV), kaons (12.5 GeV) and protons (23.4 GeV) correspond to the lower bound of
20 detected photons. If a kaon doesn't rnake sufficient light, identification is made by excluding
pions. The resulting ovcrall kaon detection efficiency is e^- — 72%. Considering geometrical
acceptances for kaons and pions (88 % each) and a 10 % probability for kaons to decay before
the RICH detector, one obtains a K'° reconstruction efficiency of 54 %.

Figure 1: Momentum dependence of the kaon detection efficiency for a fixed pion fake rate of
EA't71") = 5%. The number of detected photons was set to the pessimistic case of 20. Above 35
GeV, the. points where fitted with a Gaussian distribution.

The number of estimated reconstructible B dccays per year is extracted from Table 2;



the Overall efficiency for the electron and muon channels together is eRECo — 9.948 • 10~6.
At Hera-ß , one running year is expected to produce about 3.7 • 108 bb pairs, therefore the
corresponding number of reconstnictible B° —» J/j/i A'"° -> /+/" Kir decays is

.\no ~ 3700 events/year

3 Accuracy of a Am</ measurement

This study is achieved using a fast Montc-Carlo Simulation. For every decay, a decay time
is generated and srneared with the resolution given in (3). The ""candidate" is then mixed
according to equations (1) and (2) and the tagging efficiencies from Table l are introduced.
The proposed mixing asymmetry measurement for a given time-bin (t) is the difference between
the number of rnixed (nm(t)} and unmixed (nn(t)) "candidates" divided by the sum. Using
equations (1) and (2) one can easily show that

(4)

where DT is the overall tagging dilution factor due to wrong tags3. The result of the Simulation
and the fit using A f t ) are shown in Figure 2. The relative error on Am,f extracted from the fit

Figure 2: Asymmetry distribution fitted with A ( t ) - - DT cos (Am<j () for an input of 7400
events (2 Hera-B running years). The decay length cut corresponds to t0 > (0.7) • rßo. The
eitracted values from the fit are Amd — 0.521ÖP5"1 and J (Amj ) = 0.02081 ps"1.

3The overall dilution factor DT is a combination of dilution factors from the various taggs. Their individual
contribution given in Table l is included in the Monte-Carlo Simulation, but DT is left äs a free parameter in
the fit to extract Amj.
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for l Hera-ß running year (3700 reconstructed B events) is

S(Amd) 0.02689
Am, 0.5252

5.5% (5)

After t wo running years (7400 reconstructed B events), this relative error decreascs to 4.0%.
The actual world average [2] has a higher relative error (-^'"' & 2̂ |1 — 6.5%).

It is irnportant to note that no background effects have been included in the present
Simulation. Nevertheless, the expected capability of Hera-ß to fully reconstruot B° decay's
should limit the systematic errors compared to LEP results.

4 Accuracy of a B° lifetime measurement

The HQE rnodel predicts small lifetime differences between charged and neutral B mesons:

^^ — l + 0.05 • f joovfev 'p- Prec'se üfetime measurements are necessary to check this model. In
order to estimate how accurately Hera-ß can rneasure the lifetime TRO in the Ba —> J/v A""° —>
l+l KK channel, a similar Simulation to the mixing study is used. In this case, no tagging is
required. and the lifetime is extracted froni an exponential fit to the decay-time distribution
(Figure 3). The obtained accuracy after two Hera-ß ruimiiig years is

'200 -

1000 -

Figure 3: Lifetime distribution fitted with an exponential for an input of 7400 events. The
extracted values from the ßt are TBO — 1.48522ps and O(TBO) — 0.02246p.s.

1.5 (6)

Again, no background effects have been included in this Simulation. In comparison. the existing
vvorld average [2] on TBO is given with an accuracy of



5 Conclusion
The Simulation has shown that Hera-ß will be able to measure accurately both Amj and TBC
(4.0% and 1.5% accuracy respectively after 2 running years) using the B° -^ J/ipK'° -»
l+t~I\x decay mode. The accuracy estimates mdicate an improvement of the existing world
averages. Mixing studies in additional channels like semi-leptonic decays could further enhance
the statistics and therefore improve the measurement accuracy.
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On the Study of BB Correlations at HERA-B

R. Rylko"
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Abstract: We analyze the possibility of studying the heavy flavour hadropro-
duction properties at the HERA-B experiment. In addition to the high statistics
single inclusive B spectra measurements, the measurement of the BB meson cot-
relations is considered. The techniques of momentum estimators, widely used in
the charm sector, are demonstrated to be useful for the BB correlation studies at
HERA-B. The kinematic hmits for the precision of the momentum estimator within
which the pair spectra can be measured are determined. The errors are weakly
dependent on the topology of the multibody B meson decay.

l Introduction

Although the flagship goal of the HERA-B experiment is to study the CP violation in the B
System, there should be quite an interesting data sample available for studies of production
properties of heavy hadrons. Here we report on a study of possibilities for measurements of
various heavy hadron production properties with an emphasis on the measurements of the
distribution of pairs. We concentrate on beauty hadrons, äs the momentum estimators were
already demonstrated to be a useful tool in the charm sector. First, we briefly review the
existing experimental results on the fixed target hadroproduction of heavy hadron pairs (mostly
for the charm sector) and we briefiy discuss the momentum estimator techniques used. Next,
we find the lower boundaries for the systematic errors for the distributions of pairs when the
momentum estimator is used in the kinematic Situation of HERA-B. This is illustrated for a
typical B decay channel. The major systematic effect on the momentum estimator coming
from the secondary vertex resohition is also evaluated. Finally, the errors of the momentum
estimator are studied for a wide ränge of B decays classified topologically.

2 Single inclusive B production

With a heavy hadron sample of the order of 105 B mesons per year [1] the HERA-B will be
a very competitive experiment for the study of properties of the single inciusive production.
Although the QCD calculations of the single inclusive heavy hadron production have been
performed some time ago [2], the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations [3] must be
supplemented by various soft phenomena [4] in order to give predictions that agree with the
experimental data. There are two sources of theoretical uncertainties: the choice of the heavy
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quark masses, the renormaJization and factorization scales etc., which are input for the NLO
QCD calculations, äs well äs the parameters of the nonperturbative models which Supplement
them. Thus, the resulting total cross-section for the bottom production at HERA-B energies
is predicted only within a ränge of 6-17 nb. The single inclusive Feynman-i and the transverse
momentum spectra are predicted with similar uncertainties [4].

On phenomenological grounds, the high statistics sample of B mesons may be used to answer
questions concerning the XF and p? spectra for heavy hadrons. Namely, several experiments
(see e.g. [5] and references cited therein) report non-vanishing x°F, the center of Feynman-z
Distribution

|l~(i_B,-4l)-. (D
This offset, although predicted by the theory, is experimentally demonstrated only within one
Standard deviation. Another problem is the shape (of the tail) of the pr spectrum. While the
e-bipT form is use(l for most of the data, some collaborations find the simple exponential form
e-bipT better describes the data, particularly in the high pT region (see e.g. [5]).

3 Current results BB correlations

The perturbative and nonperturbative input parameters produce considerable uncertainties for
the predictions of the single inclusive heavy hadron production. The distributions of heavy
hadron pairs seems to be even more sensitive to the choice of those parameters. In addition,
some nontrivial effects for distributions of pairs, absent in the leading order QCD (where the
heavy hadron pair is produced back-to-back), arise entirely äs the NLO or the nonperturbative
effects. Thus, the distributions of heavy hadron pairs, although more difficult from experi-
mental point of view, are an excellent place to study the effects of higher order QCD and
nonperturbative contributions.

The kinematic variables commonly used to study the hadroproduction of heavy hadron pairs
may be divided into two groups

the angular variables, e.g.
- azimuthal angle difference
- pseudorapidity difference = |rji —

the momentum variables, e.g.
- the Feynman-z of a pair xp/"~ ,
- the effective mass of the pair Me//,
- the transverse momentum of the pair
- the rapidity difference y&j; — \yi — y2\ (p^

A majority of data comes from the fixed target hadroproduction of charmed pairs. The
only result for bottom is based on 9 pairs (not fully reconstructed). The results are collected
in Table 1. In all these studies momentum estimators have been used.
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experiment

E653 p-em.
800 GeV [6]

WA 75 7r~-em.
350 GeV [7]

WA92 TT--CU
350 GeV [8]

NA32 TT--CU
230 GeV [9, 10]

E653 7r~-em.
600 GeV [11]

Xo. of
pairs

35

177

475

557

9
BB

< ?Lm T >
[GeV']

-

2.oigiS

1.90 ± 0.17

1.98 ± 0.11

5.0 ± 2.5

< M,ft >
[GeV]

C Kfi+"-"O.OD_o.37

4 Ko+0.14
^t.O3_0 QQ

5.02 ± 0.16

4.45 ± 0.03

-

< yaff >
[i]

-i n - i+U. lU
L-*L-0.l»

0.80 ± 0.05

-

0.54 ± 0.02

-

< Atf>>

[1
107.1 ± 9.6

109.2 ± 4.0

102.4 ±3.6

109.2 ± 2.4

147.3 ± 19

Table 1: Experimentat results for the heavy hadron momentum correlations. The first four are
the results for the charm pairs, the last one is for the beauty pairs.

4 Momentum estimators

To study the distributions of angular variables of the heavy hadrons one needs to know the
flight directions of both hadrons. This is achieved from the precisely determined primary and
secondary vertices. It is enough that one (or even none) of the hadrons is fully reconstructed.

In order to study the momentum correlations, one needs to know the momenta of both
heavy hadrons1. There are various techniques used for the estimation of the momentum of
decaying heavy hadrons. They are based on the precise measurement of the position of the
primary and secondary vertex and the measurement of the charged decay products' momenta.
The kinematic techniques described below are often supplemented by Monte Carlo Information.
There are two populär approaches:

• estimator EQ, the problem may be solved exactly with three inputs: the heavy hadron
flight vector, the visible decay products' momenta and the effective mass of the invisible
decay products.

• estimator ET, relies on the assumption that the invisible decay products' momentum,
in the rest frame of the heavy hadron, is perpendicular to its flight vector. Then the
corresponding boost from the rest frame may be found to match the laboratory visible
momentum.

The estimator EQ gives the exact answer, which is ambiguous. Then either the most probable
solution (äs suggested by MC or the ET estimator) or just the average of the two Solutions
may be used. For this estimator one needs to know the effective mass of the invisible decay
products. This is simple when the invisible decay product is e.g. one 7r°, neutrino or a narrow
state decaying into neutrals. But in a case of e.g. nonresonant 7r°jr0 in the final state, the
necessary estimates of the invisible effective mass and the experimental uncertainties of the

1Thete is an alternative approach to study the correlations of heavy hadron pairs in a case of experiment

like HERA-B [12]. In this report we concentrate on the momentum estimator approach.
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measured quantities needed for the exact solution, limit the applicability of this estimator to a
small class of events.

The ET estimator is simple to apply and works well for multibody final states 2. It has
been used for studies of the single inclusive distributions by the E653 collaboration [13], and
the charm hadron momentum correlations in the E653 [6], WA75 [7], WA92 [8] and NA32 [9]
data.

5 HERA-B and B B correlations

According to expectations [1], the HERA-B experiment should collect a sample of about IQ5

BB events per year. The advantage of the design of the experiment is that one of the B
hadtons in each event will he fully reconstmcted. The other B hadron will decay into any
decay mode. The momentum estimator ET has typically a sizable error, however, the es-
timated momentum of the other B will be added to the well measured, fully reconstructed
B. Thus, the relative error of the momentum of the BB pair will he roughly halved. The
results of the Simulation [14], with HERA-B parameters and XF and pT acceptances [l], for
the BB pairs with one of the B mesons fully reconstructed and the other decaying into
B~ -t P*+(2Q10)7r ir~Tr° -» (K~ K+ ir<*)ir+ it' K' Tt° chain (D° decay products are in the brackets
and both TTOS are unmeasured) are shown in Fig.l. The resolution of the momentum estimator
for the laboratory momentum of the single B meson is 18 %, while for the laboratory momen-
tum of the pair p^*r is 9.1%. This results in the errors for the pair variables3 Azp"r=O.Q27,

AP.um r=1-3 GeV2' AJtfe// = 0.34 GeV and Aydi//=0.16.

The quoted errors of the pair variables are the lower limits, determined by the produc-
tion and the decay kinematics, when the momentum estimator ET is used. One of the most
important sources of additional systematics is the secondary vertex resolution4. To use the
momentum estimator, only the flight vector direction, and not e.g. the decay length, must be
known. The longitudinal resolution has a little influence on the flight vector direction. This is
further reduced if the decay length cut is applied. Indeed, the Simulation with the secondary
vertex resolution u2 — 500/im and ax = uv - 25^im [1] results in small changes of the momen-
tum estimator errors for the pair Feynman-z, A^^"r=0.028, and for the rapidity difference,
Aj/di//= 0.17, once the cut5 of 3 mm on the decay length is applied. The effect is stronger for
the transverse momentum Ap(^niT=1.8 GeV2 and the effective mass AM,y/— 0.38 GeV.

2In practical applicatkms, in order to reduce the error of the estimator, the measured distributions are cut at
the very tau (with a typical loss of a few percent of events). A strong improvement for the momentum estimatoi
comes from the applieation of the cut on the transverse momentum of the visible decay products with respect
to the flight vectoi. This cut, however, has much stronger influence on the statistics. For the following studies
of the errors of the momentum estimatot we do not optimize the selection cuts, thus keeping more than 90% of
events.

The B mesons in the BB paii are uncorrelated, thus giving the averages < p,*m T > = 10.3 GeV! and
< Mt}} >=11.8 GeV.

4The primary vertex resolution at HERA-B is of the oidet of lOjim [1] and is neglected tiere.
5The mean flight path of the B meson at HERA-B energies is of the order of 9 min.

(P. *)/P-

Figure 1: The relative difference of the estimated and the true laboratory momentum for the
single B meson (lefi) and for the BB pair (right). One of the B mesons in the pair decays into
B' -t- D'+(2010)*--7r-7r° -t (K~ ^-K6)^ ir~-K~ TTQ with both TT°S being unmeasured. The other
B meson is fully reconstructed.

6 Topological approach

As shown in the previous section, the ET momentum estimator is adequate within a typical
error of —10% for the laboratory momentum of the BB pair. The studied decay channel has
the branching ratio of (1.5±0.7)% [15] only. On the other hand, the inclusive branching ratios
for B mesons are B -» D+X = (26 ± 4)% and B -» D°X = (54 ± 6)% [15]. As the B mesons
decay in a large number of channels with small branching ratios, in any praetical approach,
one needs to identify the decay vertex of the other B hadron and all tracks which belong to
this vertex. Exact knowledge of the decay channel and the decay chain is not necessary for the
momentum estimator ET to be applied. The dependence on the decay chain for the decays
with the same number of tracks einerging from the secondary vertex is week (see Table 2). In
addition, the vertex missing mass may be used to estimate the number of missing neutrals.
The events may be classified topologically and their systematics studied for the whole class of
events.

7 Conclusions

We show that the HERA-B experiment will provide an excellent opportunity to study the heavy
quark hadroproduction and the perturbative and nonperturbative contributions to this process.
It should resolve long standing problems of the single inclusive heavy hadron production like
the shape of the Feynman-x and pr distributions. The heavy hadron pair distributions are
also worth studying at HERA-B. Firstly, there should be a large BB sample for the study
of angular correlations (comparing with current results). In addition, the study of the BB
momentum correlations, although difficult, is possible with the use of momentum estimators.
Approximately a few percent of BB events, with the first B meson fully reconstructed and the
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decay
mode
(ff«-)™*0*0

(KM°)w™°
(#*W>;ir
(ÄVffXjrirV
(Knirxa)inrir0

(ÄjmrV)w7r

Ajcr[%]
8.1
11.1
10.9
7.5
9.1
9.2

Az£"r

0.023
0.034
0.033
0.021
0.027
0.027

AP, 'm T

[GeV=]
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.3

AMe//

[GeV]
0.30
0.43
0.43
0.28
0.34
0.35

kydijs

0.14
0.20
0.19
0.13
0.16
0.16

Table 2: Errors of the momentum estimator ET for various classes of the B decaying into the
D('> + (mr) channels. In brackets are the decay products of the /X*). The ir°s are not leing
measured. The other B meson in the event is fully reconstructed.

second B meson partially reconstructed, could be used, compared with -C 10 3, when both B
mesons are required to be fully reconstructed. The kinematic limits on the resolutions of the
momentum estimator are of the order of 8-12% for the laboratory momentum of the BB pair,
resulting in the resolutions

• 0.02-0.04 for the x%" distribution,

• 1.2-1.4 GeV2 for the pjm T distribution (with the average < pt*m T > = 10.3 GeV2),

• 0.3-0.5 GeV for the Meff distribution (with the average < Mcff > = 11.8 GeV),

• 0.15-0.20 for the y& distribution.

The source of the main systematic error, namely the effects of the secondary vertex resolution,
are under control once the cut on the secondary vertex Separation of 2-3 mm is applied.
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Abstract: The working group on jets and high-£j_ phcnomena studied subjects
ranging frorn next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections in deeply inelastic scattering
(DIS) and photoproduction with the corresponding determinationsof physical quan-
tities, to the physics of instanton-induced processes, where a novel non-perturbative
manifestation of QCD could be observed. Other centres of interest were the physics
of the forward direction, the tuning of event generators and the development of
a new generator which includes a consistent treatment of the small- and large-z
QCD evolution. The recommendations of the working group concerning detector
Upgrades and machine luminosity are summarized.

Introduction

The physics of hadronic final states is currently one of the main interests at HERA. To mention
only a few points, the study of jets has led to a determination of the strong coupling constant
and of the gluon density, and the investigation of the hadronic activity in the forward direction
has improved our understanding of parton radiation in the initial state. Concurrently with
these phenomenology issues, there was the development of tools such äs next-to-leading order
Monte Carlo programs for jet production and event generators modelling the hadronic final
state. The goal of the working group was to study the future prospects of the physics of jets
and high-£i phenomena in the light of the two different improvements of an increased machine
luminosity (of the order of /£di = 250 — 1000pb"1) and improved detectors in the forward
direction. Because of the wide ränge of subjects, the working group was organized in four
subgroups:

• Deeply Inelastic Scattering. The subjects considcred in this subgroup were the study
of QCD-instanton-induced processes, the calculation of jet cross-sections in NLO and
the extraction of the strong coupling constant and the gluon density via hadronic final
states. A particular emphasis has been the study of the statistical and systematic errors
for large luminosity. One project studied the semi-DIS region. defincd by events with
P± ^* Q S> AqcDi and the prospects of the determination of the virtual photon structure
function.

Electronic mail addressa:
trdmann@dice2.tiesy.de, Dtrk.Graudemt&cern.ch, letf&nordtta.dk, loku&vxdfsy.desy.de.
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• QCD Evolution and the Forward Region. This subgroup studied the prospects of
measuring in deeply inelastic scattering the QCD evolution in the initial state. Several
small groups searched for relevant observablcs in order to (a) distinguish the QCD evolu-
tion schemes of DGLAP and BFKL, (b) detect instanton formation, and (c) establish 'hot
spots' in the proton. Also studied were detector Upgrades in the outgoing proton direc-
tion which concern the results of this working group and the working group on Diffractive
Hard Scattering. All results from the two working groups which are related to a detector
Upgrade in the forward direction are summarized in a separate report [9].

• Photoproduction. Two projects considered the calculation of the NLO correctiona to jet
cross-sections, where in one of the projects the matching of theoretical and experimental
jet cross-sections has been studied in detail. The measurement of the gluon density of
the photon by means of the rapidity distribution of charged particles has been studied.
Two projects considered the effects of colour coherence and of rapidity gaps between
jets, respectively, and one project studied prompt photon, Drell-Yan and Bethc Heitier
processes.

• Event Generators and Tuning. In this subgroup, a standardized framework (HZ-
TOOL) for the comparison of experimental data and generator predictions has been de-
veloped and used to tune existing generators. Another projert considered the Implemen-
tation of the linkc-d dipole chain rnodel in a Monte Carlo program interfaced to ARIAÜNE.

The outline of this working group summary is äs follows. The next section introduces
the notation. In the following four sections the activities of the subgronps are summarized.
A concluding section then gives the final recommcndations of the working group concerning
detector Upgrades and machine luminosity.

Notation

The momenta of the incident and outgoing electron1 and of the incident proton are denoted by
/, l' and P, respectively. In deeply inelastic scattering. the electron phase space is parametrized
by the Bjorken variable2 XB = Q^jlPq and by y - Pq/Pl, where q = l - {' is the (space-like)
momentum of the exchanged virtual photon, and Q2 = -q1 is the square of the photon virtu-
ality. In this way Q represents the energy scale of the scattering and XB may be interpreted, in
the case of Iowest-order QCD sub-processes. äs the momentum fraction of the proton carried
by the scattered parton. For some processes such äs heavy-flavour production or the photo-
production of large transverse energy jets the energy scale is not determined by ths photon
virtuality. In these cases the photon virtuality may be denoted by P (not to bc confiised with
the proton momentum), where for photoproduction, P2 a; 0.

Because of the hadronic component of a real photon, the parton dcnsities /.^(.r-,,/^) of the
photon have to be introduced for photoproduction. Here x-t denotes the momentum fraction
of the photon carried by the parton i. Morc commonly used is the experimentally observed
quantity i°BS = (ELj£~^ + £j.2e"'12)/2yF, dcrived from the two jets with the highcst EL.

:We use the term "electron" äs synonymous to -positron". Charged-current processes and Z° exchange have
not been studied in the working group.

"The variable XB is someümes also denoted by x.
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The convention of placing the proton along the positive z-axis in the laboratory frame, and
the virtual photon along the positive 2-axis in the hadronic centre of rnass and Breit frames
is used throughout. For jet rates in DIS the "(n+1)" counting convention is used, where the
ll+l" refers to the proton remnant jet.

References to contributions printcd in these proceedings are made by quoting the author
names, printcd in italics.

Deeply Inelastic Scattering

The subgroup on deeply inelastic scattering had three main foru.ses: QCD instantons, the calcu-
lation of next-to-leading-order jet cross-sections, and the determination of the strong coupling
constant a,(l£) and the gluon density g(x,(i*) from hadronic final states. Deeply inelastic scat-
tering is defined by a photon virtuality much larger than the fundamental QCD scale parameter,
Q 3> AQCD- The presence of this large scale allows the calculation of infrared-safe quantities in
perturbative QCD. A possible approach to the inclusion of hadronization effects in an analysis
is to take them into account by data unfolding or by the inclusion of correction factors based
on a comparison of the hadron level and the parton level by means of event generators.

QCD Instantons. QCD instantons give risc to helicity-violating non-perturbative pro-
cesses, whose experimental discovcry would clearly be of basic sigriificance. M. Gibbs, T. Grcen-
shaw, D. Milstiad, A. Ringwald and F. Schrcmpp considered the discovery potential for these
processes at HFRA by stndying the characteristics of the hadronic final state. Because the pro-
cesses are flavour-democratic, stränge particles would be produced in abundance. In addition,
a suitably defined event-shape variable might help t,o discriminatc the QCD-instaiiton-induced
processes from Standard QCD background. Despite large uncertainties in the first (preliminary)
estimates of the cross-section. HERA offers a distinct discovery window for these spectacular
processes, notably with a substantial luminosity Upgrade.

NLO Corrections. The calculation of jet cross-sections in NLO was considered in two
projects. E. Mirkes and D. Zeppenjdd have calculated the (2+1) jet cross-section by means of
the phase space slicing method, employing helicity amplitudes and the technique of universal
crossing functions. S. Catani and M. Seymour used the subtraction method, where the sub-
traction term in the collinear and soft regions is obtained by means of the recently developed
dipole formalism. Because the Monte Carlo program based on the latter calculation has been
finishcd only recently, a numerical comparison of the two different approaches has not yet been
done.

The Strong Coupling Constant. The fu ture prospects of the determination of aa via the
(2+1) jet rate has been considered by Th. Hadig, Ch. Niedzballa,, K. Rabbe.rtz and K. Rosen-
bauer. They studied the depcnderice of statistical and systematic errors in dependence of the
available luminosity. It turns out that the energy scale error of the detector is the dominant
experimental systematic error. Assuming this error to be 2%, a total error of ±0.007 can be
achieved for as(A/|) with / Cdt = 250pb *, which is to be compared with the present error
of the world average of os(A/|) of ±0.006. A further increase of the luminosity might lead
to a reduction of the energy scale error and thus to a further improvement of the error. The
effect of additional acceptancc cuts to reduce the systematic error has also been studied. In
particular, a cut in the jet transverse momentum seems to be promising. The systematic error
induced by the dependence of parton densities on AQCD has been cstirnated by J. Chyla and
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J. Rames by considering the relative importance of os in the matrix element and in the evoki-
tion of the parton densities. At moderately large Q2, where the present QS measurements have
been done, the former is dominant. It would be desirable to find a way to consistently include
this dependence at smaller (J2, where the data sample is much larger. An as measurement
by means of scaüng violations of fragmentation functions has been studied by D. Graudenz.
Here a large systematic error is induced by the choice of parton densities. This error can bc
rcduccd by going to large values of Q . Because of the rapid fall-ofF of the cross-sections, a large
lurninosity is required. It turns out that the measurement would not be competitive concerning
the size of the error (the cffect being only logarithmic in the factorization scale), but might be
an interesting complementary measurement at HERA.

The Gluon Density. The photon-gluon fusion process, giving rise to (2+1} Jets in the
final state, can be exploited for a measurement of the gluon density. G. Lobo has studied the
prospects for a combined global fit of FZ and jet rates. By including the Jet rate data, the error
at large z J> 0.03 can be reduced considerably. The global approach also allows a combined
fit of the quark and gluon densities. The direct measurement of g(x) by means of the Mellin
transform method has been studied by D. Graudenz. M. Hampel and A. Vogt. Here the quark
densities are assumed to be input distributions; the momentum sum rule is taken care of by
means of the normalization of g(x). An increased luminosity of the order of 250pb ' may
allow the reduction of the error band by a factor of two, compared to the present integrated
luminosity of 3pb~ .

The Semi-DIS Region. J. Chyla and J. Cvach have studied the prospects of a measure-
ment of the virtual photon structure function by looking at DIS events with some additionai
hard scale pL ;» Q 3> AQCD, and conclude that an integrated luminosity of 50 pb"1 is sufh'cient
for a measurement that allows for a discrimination between various models, assuming the vir-
tual photon structure functions suppression is .r-independent. To measure the x-dependence of
the virtual photon structure functions. an integrated luminosity at least 10 times higher would
be necessary.

Except for the analysis in the semi-DIS region. all projects in this subgroup related to
the extraction of physical quantities as well as the QCÜ instanton study strongly favour a
substantial luminosity increase, whereas a detector Upgrade in the forward direction is not
required. The QS analysis shows that above an integrated luminosity of about 250pb ' the
systematic errors will eventually domiriate over the statistical ones. A similar Situation can be
expected in thc case of the direct determination of the gluon density via Jets. It should be kept
in mind, however. that the energy scale error, and thus the systematic error of the extracted
physica) quantities, also depends on the avaüable integrated luminosity, since high-pi jets are
required to calibrate the detector [1].

QCD Evolution and the Forward Region

The leading question of the 'forward physics' group was: how can we understand the QCD
evolution of the initial state? Compared to the Interpretation of inclusive measurements of the
proton structure function Fz, exclusive measurements in the forward direction (outgoing proton)
are sensitive to the explicit details of the evolution between the proton and the photon-quark
vertex.
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Tbday's conventional description of the evolution of a single parton are the DGLAP evolu-
tion equations. These equations resurn terms of the form (as In Q2}". At small fractional parton
momenta x, contributions of the form (a3 ln(l/z))n , not describcd by the DGLAP equations,
become important. It is, however, still debated at which values of x this will be the case.
HERA offers the opportunity to settle this question empirically, for mstance by testing predic-
tions of the BFKL type against those of DGLAP evolution. Apart from these perturbatively
calculated effects, also non-perturbative effects. such as instanton formation, are expected to
contribute to the parton evolution. Beyond single parton evolution, multi-parton evolution
effects are expected which could exhibit inhomogeneous regions in the proton, e.g. regions of
high parton density ('hot spots'). Their detection would imply a signih'cant step forward in our
understand i n g of the proton.

It is essential to find observablcs which reflect the evolution of the partons from thc proton
to the f q vertex:

a) Indirect access is given by a measurement of kinematical variables of thc final-state
proton which can, in the case of a hard scattering process. be described by models where
the proton initially lost partons during the scattering and finally received partons for
the colour neutralization process (/. Gialas, J. Hartmann: A. Edin, G. Ingelman and
J. Rathsman),

b) Direct measurements of the parton evolution require observables which involve high trans-
verse momenta in order to suppress the influence of non-perturbative effects (A. Edin,
G. Ingelman and J. Rath$man). Single charged particlc spectra can distinguish at high
transverse momenta different scenarios of QCD evolution (M. Kuhlen). In a similar
way, Jet cross-sections can be used to study parton evolution in the forward direction
(T. Haas and M. Riveline; J. Bartels, A. De Roeck and M. Wüsthoff). In a related
project (E. Mirkcs, D. Zeppenfdd] it has been found that the measured forward jet cross
section at small XB [2] is not described by a fixed-order NLO calculation. However. it can
be explained by a LO calculation amended with a BFKL ladder in the initial state ['!].
A different class of observables are shape variables which .can, in principle. resolve short
ränge effects at sufficiently large transverse momenta (//. Ileßlijig).

Detector Upgrades in the direction of the outgoing proton will give essential improvements
in all the direct measurements of parton evolution (M. Kuhlen; A. Bamberger, S. Eisenhardt,
H. Heßling, H. Raach and S. Wolfle). The extension of the ZEUS detector by a PLUG calorime-
ter which enlarges the rapidity coverage by 1.6 units, was studied in detail (.4. ßamberger e.i
al.).

A high luminosity Upgrade of the HERA machine, as proposed by the working group HERA
Optics and Layout of Interaction Region, will signal the cnd of thc physics described in th is
section. Before such Upgrade, data corresponding to a luminosity of order 100pb~ should
be collected in order to ensure that the HERA project may contribute significantly to the
understanding of QCD evolution.

Photoproduction

A further, important field of testing perturbative QCD is the study of photoproduction pro-
cesses with large transverse energy in the hadronic final state. Here one of the goals is to
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obtain new information on the partonic structure of the photon and the proton. Whereas F£
measurements in e+e~ collider experiments constrain the quark distribution in the photon. the
gluon distribution is largely unknown. In the region where X-, is close to zero or unity, even
the quark distribution is not well constrained at present. In this workshop. thrce different final
states were considered to study the structure of the photon and proton: Jets, inclusive hadronic
particle distributions, direct photons and Icpton pairs.

Jets. J. Butterworth, L. Feld, M. Klasen and G. Kramer have made a detailed comparison
in order to match the definition of Jets in experimental and theoretical studies. It is shown
that one can match Jets of NLO calculations to various experimental jet defmitions by tuning a
Parameter Rsep- The matching is better when the EL of jets becomes larger. Smearing effects
from hadronization are smaller at high E±, äs well. By selecting high-fi jets in a good detector
acceptance region (E1^ > 30 GeV and n3et < '2), one can test the photon and proton structure in
the high-x region provided a large integrated luminosity (> 250pb ') is available. P. Aurcncht,
L. Bourhis, A/. Fontanna: and J.Ph. Guükt have developed a Monte Carlo program describing
the 2- and 3-jet photoproduction in NLO. These jet cross-sections can be extracted froin the
generated events using a cone algorithm together with desired experimental cuts.

Inclusive Particle Production. J. Binnewies, M. Erdmann, B. Knickt and G, Kramer
have demonstrated that inclusive differential rapidity cross-sections of charged particles with
large transverse momenta are sensitive to the gluon distribution of the photon. at low x-,.
Assuming that the gluon fragmentation function will be bettcr known from LEP data on the
longitudinal polarized cross-sections. the extraction of the NLO gluon distribution in the photon
can be done with a precision of the order 10% using an integrated luminosity of 100 pb~' .

Prompt Photon and Lepton Pair Production. With a high integrated luminosity, it is
possible to study the quark distribution of the photon using proccsses which are suppressed by
the fine structure constant a relative to the dominant di-jet production. but with the advantage
of a very clean environment. Processes with non-hadronic particles directly coiriing from the
hard scattering process is an exampleof this. P. ßusseyestimated the event rates with a high-pi
photon (prompt photon). One can obtain sufficient data to determine the quark distributions
in the photon at the 5-10% level with an mtcgrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1. B. Leetchenko
and A. Shumilin studied Drcü-Yan process. It is important to separate Drell-Yan leptori pairs
from the pairs that come from the Bethe-Heitler process, which has a imich larger cross-section.
Kinematical cuts for this Separation are proposed.

There are two studies on event topology of high-pi photoproduction, on the colour coherence
eifect and on colour-singlet exchange.

Colour Coherence. L. Sinclair and E. Strickland s tudied the effect of colour cohercnce
in multi-jet events. In order to obtain a large sample of multi-jet events it is nccessary to have
high luminosity. However, it turned out that a large acceptance in the forward region is also
important. The luminosity Upgrade at the expense of reducing the forward region acceptance
is not woithwhüe for this study. By extending the detector coverage up to 4 in pseudorapidity,
the effect could be more pronounced. A. Lebcdcv arid J. Vazdik studied the process-dependencc
of colour coherence. Particle flows in the inter-jet region are sensitive to the effect.

Coiour-Singlet Exchange. J. Bulterworth, M. Hayes. M. Seymottr and L. Sindair stud-
ied events with a rapidity gap between jets. The colour-singlet exchange appears here at a scale
where perturbative QCD calculations give reliable predictions. Such data therefore give access
to the origin of the so-called hard Pomeron. It is shown that with a larger detector coverage in
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the forward region one can obtain an unambiguous signature for the colour-singlet exchange.
The luminosity requirement is of the order of 100 pb"1,

Event Generators and Tuning

The importance of theoretically well-founded event generators which give a good description
of data cannot be emphasised enough. The Situation at HERA in this respect has not been
very satisfactory, especially when comparing to the extraordinary success of event generators at
LEP [4]. This can be exemplified in DIS where all available generators have had great problems
with describing fairly simple distributions, such äs the £j_-flow [5],

This is not surprising considering the extra compücations introduced at HERA which are
not present in e+e~ annihilation. In photoproduction there is the problem that the photon
sometimes behaves äs a point-like object and sometimes äs a resolvable hadron. In the latter
case, multiple interac.tions may occur, giving rise to an underlying event. Also, in photoproduc-
tion äs well äs in DIS, there is the problern of initial-state QCD evolution and how to handle it.
especially in the small-x region. and in relation wi th the fragmentation of the proton remnant.

During the course of this workshop, the Situation has much improved. Bot h for DIS and
photoproduction, the available generators have been developed and the agreement with data
1s now at a level where a tuning of the parameters is meaningful. Two closely related projects
have been working with the tuning of event generators. One of them (J. Bromley, Ar. Brook,
A. Buniaiian, T. Carli, G. Grindhammtr, M. Haycs, M. Kuhlen, L. Lönnblad and R. Mohr)
developed a library of FORTRAN routines called HZTOOL for easy comparison of event genera-
tors with published data. The other (N. Brook, T. Carli, R. Mohr, M. Sutton and R.G. Waugh)
used this library to perform a first tuning of the DIS generators ARIADNE [6], HERWIG [7]
and LEPTO [S]. A few of the measured distribution were selectcd, from which a global \
was constructed to ineasure the quality of the fit s. For all three programs the \ was much
improved by the tuning. The final numbcrs present cd were \ = 0.81, 1.85 and 1.36 per degree
of freedom for A R I A D N E , HERWIG and LEPTO, respectively.

One new generator has been developed by G. Gustafson, H. Kharraziha and L. Lönnblad. It
implements the Linked Dipole Chain model, which is a refonnulation on the CCFM evolution
equations based on the colour dipole picture. Here a careful division between initial and final
state emissions results in a model well suited for an event generator Implementation. This is
the first complete generator where QCD coherence is correctly taken irito account in the small-x
region and where DGLAP and BFKL dynamics bot h are reproduced in the relevant limits. The
preliminary comparison with data presented here looks promising.

Suniniary of Recommendations

The recommendations of the working group concerning a detector Upgrade in the forward direc-
tion and an Upgrade of the luminosity, äs summarized in Table l, are not unambiguous, because
the two options are confüctmg. The physics involving processes with large transverse momenta
of final state jets would benefit substantially from a luminosity Upgrade. This would allow the
study of processes at large Q2, thus incrcasing. for instance, the lever arm for a measurement of
the ranning coupling constant cns(Q'2). A larger data sample would also permit the application



of strict acceptance cuts to bias the sample towards a phase region where perturbative QCD is
applicable unambiguously, i.e. without taking into account large hadronization or resummation
effects. It would moreover allow a reduction of the energy scale error, which has a direct impact
on the extraction of physical quatititics.

On the other hand. HERA offers a unlque opportunity to study the QCD evolution and
the physics of the forward dircction in a comparably clean environment. The results of the
working group show that most studies in this phase space region would already benefit from an
increase of the detector acceptance by one unit of rapidity, with a total integrated luminosity
requirement of the order of lOOpb"1 . However, the proposed high luminosity Upgrade of the
HERA machine would to a large extent make such studies impossible. In a separate rcport by
members from both the Jets and High-E± Phenomena and Diffractive Hard Scattering working
groups, the cases for a forward detector Upgrade are surnmarized [9], strongly recommending
that a luminosity Upgrade should at least be postponed to allow for more studies of forward
physics.

In conclusion: the physics of jcts and high-£j_ phenomena wil l continue to be a very inter-
esting topic at HERA- Both options for the future of HERA, a substantial luminosity increase
and a forward detector Upgrade, which have bcen studied in the working group, would mean
new physics opportumties. It is worth while to consider running HERA for two or three years
with a total integrated luminosity of 100 pb~ , to allow for the Instrumentation of and mcasure-
meiit in the forward direction, and then rnoving to the luminosity Upgrade, which is definitely
required for preclse QCD studies at large transverse momcnta.
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Jets and High- EI

Measurements'1'2'

DIS

7P^

DIS

1P

Instanton (A\/i,£j_)

o, (particles. Jets)

gluon in proton (Jets)

QCD evolution (Jets)

(particles)

(shape variables)

proton fragm. (LPS)

quark in 7* (2 Jets)

gluon in 7* (2 jets}

gluon in 7 (dv^^/dr))

quark in 7 (prompt 7)

(Drell-Yan)

(high- EL Jets)

hard Pomeron (Ar/3"*)

colour coherence (jets)

Competition'3'

e+e~

PP

quark at LKPII

none

(charm at LEPII)

quark at LEPII

(PP)

e+e~,pp

fCdt

[pb-1]'4'

1000

250

250

30

100

>10

>10

50/50Ü

100

1000

1000

250

100

250

Luminosity

Upgrade'5'

yes

no

no

no

n o

yes

yes

no

no

Detector

Upgrade'6'

ZEUS plug

very forward

III tracker

ZEUS plug

Hl VLQ

ZEUS plug

ZEUS plug

Table 1: Future HERA measurements recommcnded by the Jets and High-E± Phenomena

working group; the columns show
1) process type: deeply inelastic scattering (DIS), pholoproduction (7?),
2) physics topic (experimental method); LPS Stands for the leading proton spectrometer,
3) (possible) competition from other laboratories.
4) required luminosity in pb"1,
5) statement on the luminosity Upgrade including acceptance lasse.» in the current detectors,
6) a detector Upgrade which would significantly improve the results. (VLQ — very low Q



Search Strategies for Instanton-Induced Processes
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Abstract: We study the discovery potcntial for QCD-instanton induccd events
at. HERA. A significant enhancement of the Signal cornpared to the perturbative
QCD background may be achieved by merging scardics for an excess in strangeness
production and multiplicity with Information on the expected event shape. While
first (prelirninary) cstimatcs of the production ratcs for instanton-induced events
are surprisingly large, an Upgrade in luminosity appears to be most iinportant, in
view of the inherent theoretical uncertainties in the cstimatcs.

l Introduction

Instantoiis [1] are known to represent tunnclling transitions in non-abelian gange theories be-
tween degenerate vacua of different topology. These transitions induce processes which are
forbidden in perturbation theory, but have to exist in general [2] due to Adler-Bell-Jackiw
anornalies. The experimental discovery of such a novel, non-perturbative manifestation of non-
abelian gange theories would clearly be of basic significance.

Searches for instanton-induced processes have received new Impulses during recent years: It
was shown [3] that the natnral exponential suppression of thcse tunnelling rates, a exp( —4^/a),
may he overcome at high energies. Furthermore, deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA offers
a unique window [4. 5, 6, 7] to experimentally detect processes induced by QCD-instantons.
Here, a theoretical estimate of the corresponding production rates also appears feasible [4, 7, 8],
since a well defined instanton Kontribution in the regime of small QCD gange conpling may be
isolated on account of the photon virtuality Q2.

In this brief report we concentrate on improvcd search strategies for instanton-induced
events at HERA. The main idea is to merge searches for an excess in strangeness production
and multiplicity with Information on the expected event shape (Sect. 3). Our results are based
on the instanton Monte-Carlo generator [6. 9] QCDINS 1.3.

While first (preliminary) cstimates of tlie production rates for instanton-induced events at
HERA [7, 8] are surprisingly large (Sect, 2), an Upgrade in luminosity appears to be most
important, in view of the inherent theoretical uncertainties in the estimates.
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current quark jet

always
strangeness, charm
in final state!

Figure 1: Instanton-induced contnbution to the cross-section of ~f*9 scattering exhibiting the
structure of an I-induced subprocess, denoted by "/".

2 Instanton-Induced Cross-Sections

The instanton (/) contribution to hadronic observables (e.g. cross-settions) is described in terms
of a Standard convolution of corresponding partonic observables with parton densitics [5. 7, 8].
Therefore, let us confme our theoretical discussion to the partonic levcl. The generic structure of
the /-contribution to the (domiuating) ~/'g cross-section d<rj)g(x, Q2,...) is displayed in Fig. 1.

The apparent structure of an /-subprocess with cross-section da^)g is due to the fact that the
virtual photon only fouples to instantons via their quark content.

A Standard evaluation [l(i] of the /-contribution to the total q'y cross-scction leads to the
result [8]

°f,c'.<n -1? (^n)"1'' «p {-7^mFH • m
where primed variables such a,s Q1'1 — -q'2 and x' = Q'2/(s' + Q'2) > x > xBj always refer
to the /-subprocess. The running scale fi(Q') in as, satisfying ß(Q') = «;(9'a.,(Q')/(47r) with
K. — 0(1). plays the röle of an effcctive renormalization scale. The x' dependence resides in the
functions S(i') and the so-called "holy-grail'' function F(x') < l. which are both known as low-
cnergy expansions in s'/Q12 — (l - x')/x' -C l within conventional /-perturbation theory. Their
form implies a rapid growth of aq.}g for decreasing x'. Unfortunatcly, in the phenomenologically
most relevant region of small x', the perturbative expressions are of little help and we have to
rcsort to some extrapolation based on a suitable resummation tcchnique.

An appropriate approach to resumniing instanton perturbation thcory is the /7-valley ap-
proximation [11, 10] which we have adopted. It amounts to the identiflcation of the holy-grail
function with the known //-valley action. It appears reasonable to trust this mcthod down to
x' = 0.2, where F(0.2) = S;7_va|ley(0.2) ~ 1/2, a value sometimes advocated [12] as the lower
bound for the holy-grail function. An important phenomenological/cxperimental t,ask will be
to make sure (e.g. via kinematical cuts on the final state) that x' does not become too small.

Note the following important fcature of a^ as a function of Q'2: The Q1'2 dependences froni
the high invcrse power of as and the exponential in Eq. (1) compete to produce a strong peak
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Figure 2: Left: Q'2 dependence of the total cross-section, <?q-g(x',Ql2), for fixed x' = 0.2.
Right: I-induced total cross-section for HERA (pretimmary) with various cuts.

far away from the IR region, e.g. Qpeak(x' = 0.2) K 31 A. Tbis implies that in the Bjorken

limit o\,'g(x, Q2) is dominated by this peak, since it involves an Integration over Qa. This
strongly peaked structure also feeds through into the invariant-mass distribution (v^) of the
7-subprocess, via s' ~ Q' (l/x'mj„ - 1). an iraportant feature for the search Strategie« to be
discussed below.

In Fig. 2 (right) we present the resulting /-induced total cross section for HERA for two
values {0.2, 0.3) of the lower x' cut (c.f. discussion above), äs a function of the minimal
Bjorken x considered. It is surprisingly large. So far, only the (dominating) ghion contribution
has bcen taken into account. The inherent uncertainties associated with the renormaliza-
tion/factorization scale dependences may be considerable and are presently being investigated.
Therefore, the results in Fig. 2 are still to be considered prelirninary.

3 Search Strategy

The typical /-induced event (Fig. 3) from the Monte-Carlo generator [9] QCDINS 1.3, illus-
trates most of the important features characteristic for the underlying instanton mechanism: A
current-quark Jet aloiig with a densely populated hadronic "band" of width Ar/ = ±0.9 in the
(r/iab, 0iab)-plane [5]. The band reflects the isotropy in the /-rest System- The total ET = 0(20)
GeV is large äs well äs the multiplicity, Arhand = 0(25}. Finally, there is a characteristic flavour
flow: All (light) flavours are democratically represented [2] in the final state. Therefore. strongly
enhanced rates of K°'s and n's (from stränge and charm decays) represent crucial signatures
for /-iuduced events.

The search strategy proposed here relies upon two characteristics of the hadronic final state
in /-induced DIS, namely:
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Figure 3: Lego plot (j7iab.
atxB] = 10~3.

, £r[GeVj) of a typical I-induced event in the HERA-lab system

1. The event shape, which is determined by the isotropic production [5] of large nuinbers of
partons and hence hadrons, in the /-subprocess rest frarne.

2. The democratic production of all kinematically allowed quark flavours.

The former allows an experimental estimate of %/? to be rnade. In a frame in which the virtual
photon (7*) and the proton (P) are collinear, such äs the 7*P centre-of-mass frame, it is easy to
show that \fs' jl = Eout ~ £„' |P"' * i where the En are the energies of the A' final state hadrons
(assumed massless) and i is a unit vector normal to the 7'P direction. k, chosen such that the
suni is minimised. Large values of E^t occur in /-induced events, whereas in (1 + 1) or (2 + 1) jet
DIS events (where the +1 refers to the proton remnant) Eout only reccives coritributions due to
the kT spread of the Jets. In addition, in (1 + 1) jet events Etn is small, where Em — £* |p,t - j \h l = j x k. Events with (2 + 1} Jets have £1OU[ « Ein, whereas E^, <± E,n for /-induced

evenrs (isotropy). The Separation obtainable using Eaut and Em between events arising from
higher order QCD processes, leading to the production of three or inore jets, and /-induced
events can be enhanced by calculating E'out and E'm using only hadrons in a limited ränge of
pseudorapidity, close to the pseudorapidity at which the transverse energy is maximal. Tliis
tnodification is effective äs the isotropic distribution of energy in the /-subprocess centre-of-
inass leads to a peaked Eout distribution in the "/"P frame, with a full-width half-maximum ^
1.5 units of pseudorapidity. whereas the jets produced in higher-order QCD processes may bc
spread over a large pseudorapidity ränge. The powcr of an /-induced event selection based upon
event shapc is illustrated in Fig. 4 äs is the correlation between the /-subprocess centre-of-mass
energy and lE^. The values of Emt and Ein were calculated using hadrons within 1.5 units of
pseudorapidity of the mean ET weighted pseudorapidity. The QCDINS 1.3 Monte Carlo was
used to simulate the /-induced events and Standard DIS was simnlated using HERWIG [13].
Nominal HERA detector acceptance cuts were applied, but no allowance was made for finite
detector resolution. The Separation illustrated in the figure is thus better than that obtainable
using the HERA dctcctors.
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Figure 4: Le/i: Distribution of I-induced (lower plot) and Standard DIS events in the (E'in.E'out)
plane with togarithmic z scate for the kinematic region 0.001 < x < 0.01,. 0.1 < y < 0.6 and
20 < Q2 < 70 GeV2. Right: Correlation between 2Eaut and the I-subprocess centre-of-mass
e n f i r , W = VV.

The production of large numbers of partons in the /-subprocess also leads to large charged
particle multipHcities in the hadronic final state (c.f. Fig. 3). This is of particular interest
for an instanton search if the HERA detectors can extend their multiplicity measurements to
include the region covered by the forward trackers.

The second characteristic of /-induced DIS events, their flavour democracy, has been used
by the Hl collaboration in a recent study of stränge particle production in DIS [14]. Instanton-
induced events contain more stränge particles than Standard DIS events, The Hl measurements
showed no evidence for anomalous K° production and hence it was possible to place an upper
limit of 0.9 nb on the cross-section for /-induced DIS.

A second feature associated with the flavour democracy of /-induced events is the large
number of muons they contain. These result largely from the decay of charmed partides.
Unfortunately their energies are rather low. the transverse momenta of the muons in the labo-
ratory frame is typically less than 1.5 GeV, and hence their detection is a challenging task for
the experimenters.

4 Conclusions

The cross-section for instanton-induced processes in DIS at HERA is surprisingly largc. Current
cross-section estimates do, however. contain large uncertainties. The isotropy of the hadron
production in the instanton subprocess rest frame and the democratic flavour production rnake
a search for instanton-induced events using event shape, multiplicity and particle identih'cation
a feasible proposition. Given the uncertainties in the cross-section estimates, of highest priority
for this search is the total luminosity available. Upgrades to the tracking in the forward region
of the HERA detectors could improve their sensitivity to instanton-induced events, but little
is gained by Upgrades to the calorimetry in the forward direction.
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Abstract: NLO corrections to Jet cross sections in DIS at HERA are studied, with
particular emphasis on the two Jet final state. High Jet transverse momenta are a
good criterion for the apphcabihty of fixed order perturbation theory. A "natural"
scale choice is the average k? of the jets in the Breit frame, which suggest analyzing
the data in different < k? > intervalls.

An important topic to be studied at HERA is the production of multi-jet events in DIS,
where the expected good event statistics jlj allows for precision tests of QCD [2]. Such tests
require next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections. Füll NLO corrections for one and two-
jet production cross sections and distributions are now available and irnplemented in the fully
difFerential ep —> n jets event generator MEPJET [3], which allows to analyze arbitrary jet
definition schemes and general cuts in terms of parton 4-momenta. A variety of topics can be
studied with these tools. They include: a) The determination of a,(^fi) from dijet production
over a ränge of scales, /JR, b) The measurement of the gluon density in the proton (via 73 —» qq),
c) Associated forward jet production in the low x regime äs a signal of BFKL dynamics [4].

The effects of NLO corrections and recombination scheine dependences on the 2-jet cross
section were discussed in Refs. [3, 5, 6] already for four difFerent jet algorithms (cone, kr, JADE,
W) . While these effects are small in the cone and kx scheraes, very large corrections can appear
In the W-scheme or the modified JADE scheine, which was introduced for DIS in Ref. [7].

At leading order (LO) the W and the JADE scheme are equivalent. The NLO cross sections
in the two schemes, however, can differ by almost a factor of two [3, 5], depending on the
recombination scheine and on the definition of the jet resolution mass ({Mf- — (p; + Pj)! in
the W scheme versus Mf- — 2£iEJ(l - cosC,j) defined in the lab frame in the JADE scheme).
Trefzger and Rosenbauer [2j find similarly large differences in the experimental jet cross sections
(which are in good agreement with MEPJET predictjons1), when the data are processed with
exactly the same jet resolution rnass and recombination prescription äs used in the theoretical
calculation. The large differences between and within the JADE and W schemes are caused by
sizable single jet masses (compared to their energy), predominantly for jets in the central part
of the detector. Such single jet mass effects first appear in a NLO calculation where a jet may

1The two jet rate in the W scheme (with E recoiHöftation) and in the JADE scheme for corrected ZEUS
data are 18.6 ± 0.7% and 8.6 ± 0.5%, respectively. The corresponding NLO predictions from MEPJET for the
same kinematics and the same jet definitions are 17.9% and 8.6 % (see T. Trefzger [2]).

be composed of two partons. Clearly, theoretical calcvlations must be matched to experimental
definitions and such potentially large single jet mass effects must be taken mto account.

Previous programs [8, 9] were limited to a VT type algorithm2 and are not flexible enough to
take into account the effects of single jet masses or differences between recombination schemes.
In addJtion, approximations were made to the matrix elements in these programs which are
not valid in large regions of phase space [3]. These problems are reflected in inconsistent
values for a,(M|) [ranging, for example, from 0.114 to 0.127 in the Hl analysis [1], (see K.
Rosenbauer [2])], when these programs are used to analyze the data with different recombination
schemes. Because of these problems, the older programs cannot be used for precision studies
at NLO in their present form [10]. In order to reduce theoretical errors, previous analyses
[1] should be repeated with MEPJET or a similar flexible Monte Carlo program [11]. A first
reanalysis, with MEPJET, of Hl data by K. Rosenbauer yields a markedly lower central value,
a,(M|) = 0.112, which is independent of the recombination scheme (used in both data and
theory), and the a,(/Jft) extracted from different kinematical bins follows nlcely the expectation
from the renormalization group equation. A similar reanalysis of the ZEUS data has already
been performed by T. Trefzger, also with MEPJET.

Single jet mass erTects and recombination scheme dependences are fairly small in the cone
and kf schemes [3] which, therefore, appear better suited for precision QCD tests. In the
following, we concentrate on these two and the E recombination scheme. A first issue which
must be addressed is the dependence of the NLO 2-jet cross section on the renormalization
scale, fiR, and the factorization scale, /j,F, The chosen scale should be characteristic for the
QCD portion of the process at hand. For dijet invariant masses, THJJ, below Q we are in
the DIS limit and Q is expected to be the relevant scale. For large dijet invariant masses,
however, rrijj 3> Q, the Situation is more h'ke in dijet production at hadron colliders and the jet
transverse momenta set the physical scale of the process. A variable which interpolates between
these two limits is the sum of jet Ars in the Breit frame [6], £j fcj(j)- Here, (fcr( j))2 is defined
by 2ßJ(l — cosöjp), where the subscripts j and P denote the jet and proton, respectively.
£j ^r(j) approaches Q in the parton limit and it corresponds to the surn of jet transverse
momenta, p^, (with respect to the 7*-proton direction) when the photon virtuality beconies
negligible. We use this "natural" scale for multi-jet production in DIS in the following.

A good measure of the improvement of a NLO over a LO prediction is provided by the
residual scale dependence of the cross section. As an example we use the fcr algorithm (irnple-
mented in the Breit frame) äs described in Ref. [12]. One finds very similar results for the cone
scheme. Kinematical cuts are imposed on the final state lepton and jets to closely model the Hl
event selection [13]- More specifically, we require 10 GeV2 < Qz < 10000 GeV2, 0.01 < y < l,
0.0001 < x < l, and an energy cut of E(l') > 10 GeV and a cut on the pseudo-rapidity
i? = -lntan(Ö/2) of the scattered lepton. This 77 cut is Q2 dependent: -2.794 < ri(l') < -1.735
for Q2 < 100 GeVJ and -1.317 < r>(l') < 2.436 for Q2 > 100 GeV2. In addition, we require
-1.154 < rj(j') < 2.436. The hard scattering scale, E%, in the kT algorithm is fixed to 40 GeV2

and j/eut = l is the resolution parameter for resolving the macro-jets.

Fig. la shows the scale dependence of the dijet cross section in LO and NLO for the kj
scheme. The LO (NLO) results are based on the LO (NLO) parton distributions of GRV [14]

3DISJET [9] and PROJET [8] are largely based on the fact that the calculation of the jet resolution mass
squared, A/,3.-, can be done in a lorentz invariant way, ««Pas in the W scheme. Only in LO does this agree with
tue JADE definition, defined in the lab frame.
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Figure 1: a) Dependence of the two-jet exdusive cross section in the fcj- scheine on the scale
factor £. The solid curves are for /J?R = fi2F - £ (£; k^(i})2, while for the dashed (dotted)
curves only £R = £ (£/r — £) is varied but £F — 1/4 (£R = 1/4) is fixed. Results are shown
for the LO and NLO calculations. b) NLO < k? > distribution for the two-jet exclusive cross
section. c) NLO Q distribution for the four bins in b).

together with the one-loop (two-loop) formula with five flavors for the strong coupling constant.
The scale factors £ are defined via

O)2 (E (i)

The LO Variation by a factor 1.55 is reduced to a 11% Variation at NLO when both scales
are varied simultaneously over the plotted ränge (solid curves). Also shown is the £ = £jj
dependence of LO and NLO cross sections at fixed £f = 1/4 (dashed curves) and the £ = £F
dependence of LO and NLO cross sections at fixed £R - 1/4 (dotted curves). The NLO
corrections substantially reduce the renormalization and factorization scale dependence. If not
stated otherwise, we fix the scale factors to £ = £R = £F = 1/4 in the following discussion.

Let us denote the average h? of the (two) jets in the Breit frame by

< * (2)
j=i.a

Fig. Ib shows the < k? > distribution for the NLO 2-jet exclusive cross section in the kT

scheme. We divide the distribution into four < k% > bins (suggesting a separate determination
of Q,(< k? >2) for each). The dependence of the NLO cross section on the scale factor, £, is
shown in Table l for individual bins, and is typically below ±5%. These fairly small theoretical
uncertainties in the fcj algorithm are due to the relatively high value of the hard scattering
scale, Ej. > 40 GeV2 (or roughly equivalent cuts of p^iPr S. ^ '^e^' on t^ie Jets 'n t*16 cone

scheme). Thus a precise measurement of o,(< fcj >2) should be possible.

The Q distributions for the NLO exclusiv«,p^jet cross section for these four bins in Fig. Ic
show that even events with very large < fc^ > are dominated by the small Q2 region. (The
dips in the Q distribution around Q = 10 GeV are a consequence of the rapidity cuts on the

Table 1; NLO (LO) 2-jet exlusive cross sections in pb for the four < kj; > bins and their sum.
Results are shown for three different choices of the scale factor £ = fR — £F.

bin 1: 5 GeV < < fe£ ;
bin 2: 10 GeV < < k$ ^
bin 3: 15 GeV < < fc£ ;
bin 4: 20 GeV < < Jt| ;

sum of bins

> < 10 GeV
. < 15 GeV
. < 20 GeV
>

£ = 1

881 (821)
396 (357)
105 (102)

63 (68)
1445 (1348)

£ = 1/4

900 (907)
415 (403)
107 (118)
64 (80)

I486 (1508)

£ = 1/16

934 (999)
433 (461)
106 (137)
57 (95)

1530 (1692)

scattered lepton, see above). Thus there is a qualitative difference betwen scale choices tied
to < fcy > versus scales related to Q. One finds that i^, ^2F - £QJ gives a much larger £
dependence for dijet events at NLO than the ones exhibited in Fig. la [3]. This is the reason
why scales tied to fcjf are better suited for QCD analyses of multijet events in DIS.
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NLO QCD calculations in DIS at HERA based on the
dipole formalism
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Abstract: We briefly describe a new general algorithm for carrying out QCD
calculations to next-to-leading order in perturbation theory. The algorithm can be
used for Computing arbitrary jet cross sections in arbitrary processes and can be
straightforwardly implemented in general-purpose Monte Carlo programs. We show
numerical results for the specific case of jet cross sections in deep inelastic scattering
at HERA energies.

l Introduction
In order to make quantitative predictions in perturbative QCD, it is essentiai to work to (at
least) next-to-leading order (NLO). However, this is far from straightforward because for all but
the simplest quaatities, the necessary phase-space integrals are too difficult to do analytically,
making numerical methods essentiai. But the individual integrals are divergent, and only
after they have been regularized and combined is the result finite. The usual prescription,
dimensional regularization, involves working in a fractional nurnber of dimensions, making
analytical methods essentiai.

To avoid this dilemma, one must somehow set up the calculation such that the singular parts
can be treated analytically, while the füll complexity of the integrals can be treated numerically.
Effkient techniques have been set up to do this, at least to NLO, during the last few years.

A new general algorithm was recently presented [1], which can be used to compute arbi-
trary jet cross sections in arbitrary processes. It is based on two key ingredients: the sub-
traction method for cancelling the divergences between different contributions; and the dipole
factorizahon theorems for the universal (process-independent) analytical treatment of individ-
ual divergent terms. These are sufficient to write a general-purpose Monte Carlo program in
which any jet quantity can be calculated simply by making the appropriate histogram in a user
routine.

In this contribution we give a brief summary of these two ingredients (more details and
references to other general methods can be found in Refs. [l]-[3]) and show numerical results
for the specific case of jets in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (DIS) at HERA energies.

A Monte Carlo program for jet calculations in DIS based on a different method [4] is
presented in Ref. [5]. Previous calculations [6, 7] were limited to a specific jet defmition and
used approximated methods.
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2 The Dipole Formalism

2.1 The subtraction method
Considering the case of DIS (füll details for other processes are given in Ref. [1]), the general
structure of a QCD cross section in NLO is:

where the symbol x denotes the convolution with the density /„ of the parton a in the incom-
ing hadron and the leading-order (LO) cross section <r%° is obtained by integrating the fully
exclusive Born cross section du^ over the phase space for the corresponding jet quantity. We
suppose that this LO calculation involves m final-state partons, and write:

/" n
= / dff% . (2

At NLO, we receive contributions from real and virtual processes (we assume that the ultraviolet
divergences of the virtual term are already renormalized) and from a collinear counterterm that
is necessary to define the scale-dependent parton densities:

= l da* + l \do-l + da(a
Jm+l Jm L

(3)

As is well known, each of these is separately divergent, although their sum is finite. These
divergences are regulated by working in d — 4 - 2e dimensions, where they are replaced by
singularities in 1/e. Their cancellation only becomes manifest once the separate phase space
integrals have been performed.

The essence of the subtraction method [8] is to use the exact identity

J V , J Cl IA\a + d(ra \ W

which is obtained by subtracting and adding back the 'approximate' (or 'fake') cross section
contribution da*, which has to fulfil two main properties. Firstly, it must exactly match the
singular behaviour (in d dimensions) of da^ itself. Thus it acts äs a local counterterm for d<ra

and one can safely perform the limit e —» 0 under the integral sign in the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (4). Secondly, d<r* must be analytically integrable (in d dimensions) over
the one-parton subspace leading to the divergences. Thus we can rewrite the integral in the
last term of Eq. (4), to obtain

Performing the analytic Integration £ daA, one obtains £-pole contributions that can be com-
bined with those in dv^ and da%, thus cancelling all the divergences. Equation (5) can be
easily implemented in a 'partonic Monte Carlo' program that generates appropriately weighted
partonic events with m + l final-state partons and events with m partons.



2.2 Dipole factorization and universal subtractioii term
The fake cross section daa can be constructed in a fully process-independent way, by using
the factorizing properties of gange theories. Specifically, in the soft and collinear limits, which
give rise to the divergences, the factorization theorems can be used to write the cross section
äs the contraction of the Born cross section with universal soft and collinear factors (provided
that colour and spin correlations are retained). However, these theorems are only valid in the
exactly Singular limits, and great care should be used in extrapolating them away from these
limits. In particular, a cateful treatment of momentum conservation is required. Gare has
also to be taken in order to avoid double counting the soft and collinear divergences in their
overlapping region (e.g. when a gluon is both soft and collinear to another parton). The use of
the dipole factorization theorem introduced in Ref. [2] allows one to overcome these difficulties
in a straightforward way.

The dipole factorization formulae relate the singular behaviour of ,Wm+i, the tree-level
matrix element with m + l partons, to ,Wm. They have the following symboh'c structure:

= Xm(pi (6)

The dots on the right-hand side stand for contributions that are not singular when p i - p j —t 0.
The dipole Splitting functions V\ are universal (process-independent) singular factors that
depend on the momenta and quantum numbers of the m partons in the tree-level matrix element
,Mm 2. Colour and helicity correlations are denoted by the symbol g. The set pi,...,pm of

modified momenta on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is defined starting from the original m + l
parton momenta in such a way that the m partons in Mm 2 are physical, that is, they are
on-shell and energy-momentum conservation is implemented exactly. The detailed expressions
for these parton momenta and for the dipole Splitting functions are given in Ref. 1.

Equation (6) provides a single formula that approximates the real matrix element j.V(m+1 2

for an arbitrary process, in all of its singular limits. These limits are approached smoothly.
avoiding double counting of overlapping soft and collinear singularities. Furthermore, the pre-
cise definition of the m modified momenta allows an exact factorization of the m + 1-parton
phase space, so that the universal dipole Splitting function can be integrated once and for all.

This factorization, which is valid for the total phase space, is not sufficient to provide
a universal fake cross section however, äs its phase space should depend on the particular
jet observable being considered. The fact that the m parton momenta are physical provides a
simple way to implement this dependence. We construct d(r£ by adding the dipole contributions
on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) and for each contribution we calculate the jet observable not
from the original m + l parton momenta, but from the corresponding m parton momenta,
Pi,...,pm. Since these are fixed during the analytical Integration, it can be performed without
any knowledge of the jet observable.

3 Final Results
Refering to Eq. (5), the final procedure is then straightforward. The calculation of any jet
quantity to NLO consists of an m + 1-parton integral and an m-parton integral. These can be
performed separately using Standard Monte Carlo methods.

For the m -f 1-parton integral, a phase-space point is generated and the corresponding real
matrix element in da* is calculated. These are passed to a user routine, which can analyse the
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event in any way and histogram any quantities of interest. Next, for each dipole term (there
are at most 10 of them in the calculation of (2+l)-jet observables in DIS) in dtr*, the set of
m parton momenta is derived from the same phase-space point and the corresponding dipole
contribution is calculated. These are also given to the user routine. They are such that for
any singular m + 1-parton configuration, one or more of the m-parton configurations becomes
indistinguishable from it, so that they fall in the same bin of any histogram. Simultaneously,
the real matrix element and dipole term will have equal and opposite weights, so that the total
contribution to that histogram bin is finite. Thus the first integral of Eq. (5) is finite.

The m-parton integral in Eq. (5) has a simpler structure: it is identical to the LO Integration
in Eq. (2), but with the Born term replaced by the finite sum of the virtual matrix element
in d<7^, the collinear counterterm daa and the analytical integral of the dipole contributions
in da* (to be precise, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) involves an additional
one-dimensional convolution [l], which is a finite remainder that is left after the cancellation of
the singularities in daa ).

Note that our algorithm does not require the convolution with the parton densities fa to
be made during Monte Carlo Integration. One is free to choose either to calculate the hadron-
level cross section in Eq. (1), thus including the convolution, or the parton-level cross section
aa — (7„° + &aL° as a function of the partonic momentum fraction. The latter can then be
convoluted with the parton densities after Monte Carlo integration. This can be extremely
useful in many respects. For instance, one can produce cross sections with a wide variety of
parton densities, or study the scheine- and scale-dependence of the results without having to
reintegrate for each new scheme or scale.

For the specific case of jet observables in DIS, we have implemented the algorithm as a Monte
Carlo program, which can be obtained from http://suryall.cern.ch/users/seymour/nlo/.
The program uses the matrix elements evaluated by the Leiden group [9]. In Fig. la we show
as an example the differential jet rate as a function of jet resolution parameter, f^t, using
the fcj_ jet algorithm 10 . We see that the NLO corrections are generally small and positive,
except at very small f^t (where large logarithmic terms, —Q,log f^t arise at each higher
order). In Fig. Ib, we show the Variation of the jet rate at a fixed /Cü[ with factorization and
renormalization scales. The scale dependence is considerably smaller at NLO.

4 Conclusion

The subtraction method provides an exact way to calculate arbitrary quantities in a given
process using a general purpose Monte Carlo program. The dipole formalism provides a way
to construct such a program from process-independent components. Recent applications have
included Jets in DIS.

We have constructed a Monte Carlo program that can be used to carry out NLO QCD
calculations for any infrared- and collinear-safe observable (jet cross sections using different jet
algorithms, event shapes, energy correlations and so forth) in (2 4- l)-jet configurations in DIS.
Possible applications to future physics at HERA include determinations of the strong coupling
constant a$(Q) and extracüon of the parton densities. More details of the program, and its
results, will be given elsewhere.

Acknowledgments. This research is supported in part by EEC Programme Human Capital
and Mobihty, Network Physics at High Energy Colhders, contract CHRX-CT93-Q357 (DG 12
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Figure 1: Jet cross sections in ep collisions at HERA energies (,/s — 300 GeV). (a) The
distribution of resolution parameter f^t at which DIS events are resolved into (2 -f- 1) jets
according to the fei jet algorithni. Curves are LO (dashed) and NLO (solid) using factorization
and renormalization scales equal to Q2, and the MRS D—' distribution functions. Both curves
are normalized to the LO cross section. (b) The rate of events with exactly (2 + 1) Jets at f^t =
0.25 with Variation of renormalization (solid) and factorization (dashed) scales. Normalization
is again the LO cross section with fixed factorization scale.

COMA). We wish to thank P.J. Rijken and W.L. van Neerven for having provided the matrix
elements for us.
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Abstract: Prospects of the direct determination of the running strong coupling
constant ctsiQ2)1 based on jet rates in deep inelastic ep-scattering at HERA for
a future integrated Hl-luminosity up to 1000 pb"1 will be presented. After a few
introductory remarks on the basic method the error treatment in the present 05
analysis will be briefly reviewed [l, 2. 3]. Subsequently the impact of an enlarged
luminosity on the errors of a$ in the thrce investigated Q1 bins and at the scale
equal to the mass squared of the Z°-boson, M|, is estimated.

l Introduction

The physics of jets in deep inelastic scattering is a promising subject at HERA. Consideririg the
current discrepancy between c<s measurements from fixed target deep inelastic scattering exper-
iments, cts(M|) = 0.112±0.002(stat.©sys.)±0.004 (scale tincert.) [4], and for example hadronic
event shapes in the experiments at the SLC and LEP colliders, as(M2z] — 0.122 ± 0.007 [4],
HERA can contribute to a better understanding. Therefore a very precise measurement of
as(M|) is aimed at to draw a conclusion by HERA.

The error discussion on as(Q2} presented here is based on an extraction of the running
strong coupling constant essentially following the strategy of the previous measurement [5]-

The fractional (2-|-l)-jet rate ß2+i(Q2"J/,-) = ̂  |ni) — f(Qs(Q2)) 's chosen to explorc the
running of as(Q'*) [6], where ff^t(Q2) represents the sum of the (1 + 1)- and (2+l)-jet cross
sections. The resolution criterion of the applied modificd JADE [9] jet algorithm2 is t/^ =
2£,£j(l — cos6,})/W2 > yc, with the resolution parameter yc set to 0.02 in this analysis. Here
W^ denotes the invariant mass squared of the total hadronic final state. Since the proton
remnant, which can only parüally be observed in the detector. is included in the clustered
objects, the algorithm takes into accotmt a pseudo-particle representing the missing longitudinal
raomentum in the measured events. Then /?2+i is obtained by dividing the nurnber of events
with two current jets observed in the final acceptance region, jVj+i« by ;V,D(, the numbcr of
events with one or two jets in this region. Using a füll event generator like LEPTO 6.3 [10],
these measured jet rates at the detector level are corrected to the parton level. Here they
can be compared with NLO. i.e. up to Ö(Q|), QCD predictions, which are available in the
PROJET and MEPJET Monte Carlo integration programs [7, S]. Based on the independent
äs measurements in bins of Q2 with their statistical errors a fit t,o the renormalization group
equation (RGE) is performed äs discussed in [5], Afterwards a value for Qs(A/f) is evaluated.

'In the study presented herc, the renormalization and factorization scales (i2 and jij are identificd with Q-,
the absolute four-momentum transfer squared between the in- and outgoing electron.

2Two objects i and j are recombined to a new one k by taking tlie sum of the four-momentum-vectors:
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2 On the error determination

The present analysis is based on data taken in 1994 with the Ill-detector corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of L = 2.7-1 plr1. A ränge of 150 GeV2 < Q2 < 4000 GeV2 was
selected, where the (2+l)-jet cross section is dominated by quark initiated processes and the
corresponding parton densities are well known.

The use of PROJET äs in carlier analyses [l, 5] results in os(A/f) = 0.124 ± 0.006(stat.) ±
0.008(sys.) [2, 3], which, in view of theoretical discrepancies when PROJET is replaced by
MEPJET, cannot be taken äs a measured value of QS- For the purpose of this study the explicit
value of ös(M|) can be considered äs arbitrary and only the determined errors are of interest.
The event selection requirements are: W2 > 5000 GeV2, Ee > 11 GeV, 10° < #f < 150°, and
yf < 0.7. To suppress higher order QCD effects a Jet acceptance cut of 10° < öje, < 145° is
applied and in addition, for (2+l)-jet events, zp > 0.1. In the CMS of the hard subprocess zp is
defined by the smaller (with respect to the incoming parton) polar angle Ö*e( of the two current

jets: zp = l (l -cos0*e().

The systematic experimental and theoretical error on as(M|) was estimated by analyzing
different scenarios taking into account possible correlations between the error sources. For this
task the cuts relevant for the Jet analysis were varied around their central values äs defined
above. The error includcs uncertainties due to detector effects, yc, acceptance cuts, QCD mod-
els, hadronization effects, parton densities (and the \QCÜ uscd therein), fir and ftj. The final
systematic experimental (±0.006) and theoretical error (±0.006) was taken from the maximum
spread of the fit results of all the corresponding scenarios investigated. Their quadratic sum is
taken äs the total systematic error.

As errors on the measured values of as(Q1} in the three Q2 bins the spread of all values of
the different cut scenarios belonging to cach Q2 bin is considered äs the systematic error. The
total systematic error on os(Q2) is given in the same way äs described above. This procedure
assumes that errors in the different Q2 bins are uncorrclated and gives an npper estimate of
the true systematic error. The statistical and total systematic error are summed in quadrature
to give the total error.

p* > 0 GeV
A'1
N*

A',
75.7-1%
4.57%

A',
9.66%
10.03%

Pl > 15 GeV

Figure 1: Purity p = A'|/( A'| + A'*) and efficiency £ = A'2/( A'| + A'2'} of the. Jet classification
after kinematical cuts in dependence of a p~ cut, where A*™ denotes the number of simulated
events which are classified äs (n + l)-jet events at thf parlon Icvcl and äs (m + l)-jet events at
the detector level. In addition, the correlation matrices for p' > 0 GeV and p" > 15 GeV are
expHcitly given.
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3 Error estimate for increased luminosity

The systematic experimenta] error in the present analysis is dominated by the error due to the
hadronic energy scale (4% uncertainty). Therefore a realistic hadronic energy scale uncertainty
of 2% [11] is assumed for the estimation of the future experimental error. The systematic
theoretical error is dominated by parton showcr eiTects and hadronization paramcters/models
estimated with LEPTO and HERWIG [12]. At higher luminosity it is possible to reduce this
crror by a cut on the transverse inomentum p" of the two current jets in the hadronic centre-of-
mass System, because the jets become narrower with increasing p". Besides a p" cut improves
the purity of the jet classification äs shown in Fig. 1. In Order to estimate the effects of different
p't cuts on the error, the parton and hadron levels are studied explicitly for different parton
shower and hadronization parametcrs in LEPTO while the correction factor from the hadron to
t he detcctor level is taken over from the present analysis. Here the theoretical cross sections are
calculated with MEPJET. It is assumed that the behavior of the uncertainty due to HERWIG
tends to be similar to that of the LEPTO paramcters.

The resulting error estimations are summarized in the tables l and 2. In addition, Fig. 2
compares the errors of the present analysis [2, 3] and the error estimations for an integrated
luminosity of £ — 250 pb"1 (with and wjthout a cut p' > 15 GeV) with measurements by other
experiments,

4 Conclusion

To achieve a prccision measurement of as(A/|) and to prove the ruimiiig of the strong coupling
constant according to the RGE at HERA high luminosity is needed. In that case the systematic
uncertainties can be reduced significantly and the errors can be expected to reach a magnitude
comparable to the error of the present world averagc.

Luminosities above 250 pb"1 might allow a better understanding of the hadronic energy
scale than assumed here. possibly leading to a decrease in the systematic experimental error.
For very high luminosity it might even be feasible to use a higher p* cut in order to reduce the
systematic uncertainties and migrations in the jet classification furthcr.

£ = 2.74 pb-'
stat

p' > 0 GeV

p' > 10 GeV

p" > 15 GeV

0.006

sys

0.008

£ = 250 pb-1 £ = 1000 pb-1

tot stat

0.010 0.0006

0.0008

0.0013

sys

0.007

0.006

+ 0.00-1
-0.005

tot || stat

0.007

0.006

+ 0.004
-0.005

0.0003

0.0004

0.0007

sys

0.007

0.006

+ Ü.Ü04
-0.005

tot

0.007

0.006

+ Ü ü . l l
- 0.005

Table 1: The statistical, systematic and total errors on
an increased luminosity for seoeral p* cuts.

in the present analysis and for
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Q* ränge || t = 2.74 pb'1 || £ = 200 ph'1
(CeV-*] \\as(Q')

150-300

300-700

700-3000

150-300

300-700

700-4000

150-300

300-700

700-4000

0.202

0.149

0.137

0.202

0.149

0.137

0.202

0.149

0.137

stat

0.020

0.016

0.018

sys
+ 0.027
- 0.035

+ 0.032
-0.012

+ 0.013
-0.021

tot || stat
+ 0.034
- 0.040

+ 0.036
- 0.020

+ 0.022
- 0.028

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.004

0.004

sys
+ 0.027
- 0.035

+ 0.032
-0.006

+ 0.010
-0.021

+ 0.026
- 0.033

+ 0.031
-0.005

+ 0.010
- 0.021

+ 0.025
-0.032

+ 0.030
- 0.004

+ 0.008
-0.020

£ = 1000 Pb-'
tot || stat

+ 0.027
- 0.035

+ 0032
- 0.006

+ 0.010
- 0.021

+ 0.026
- 0.033

+ 0.031
-0.005

+ 0010
-0.021

+ 0,025
- 0,032

+ 0.030
-0.006

+ 0.009
- 0.020

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0,001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.002

sys
+ 0.027
- 0.035

+ 0.032
-0.006

+ 0.010
-0.021

+ 0.026
- 0.033

+ 0.031
-0.005

+ 0.010
- 0.02 1

+ 0.025
-0.032

+ 0.030
- 0.004

+ 0.008
-0.020

tot
+ 0.027
-0.035

+ 0.032
- 0.006

+ 0010
-0.021

+ 0.02G
- 0.033

+ 0031
-O.OÜ5

+ 0.010
-0.021

+ 0025
-0.032

+ 0.030
-0.00-1

+ 0.008
-0.020

Table 2: The statistical, systematic and total crrors on as(Q?) in the. three Q2 bins in the present
analysis andfor an increased luminosity vrithout (first part) and with a p* cut (> 10 GeV: second
part; > 15 GeV: third part)- For the scenarios at high luminosity studied here the total error
is dominated by systematics.
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Abstract: For a theoretically consistent determination of as from Jet rates in
deep inelastic scattering the dependence on Q5 of partori distribution functions is in
principle äs important äs that ofhard scattering cross-sections. For the kinematical
regioii accessible at HERA we investigate in detail the numerical importance of these
two sources of the a, dependence of jet rates.

As QCD enters the stage of a truly quantitative theory, great emphasis is put on a precisc
determination of its basic parameter as, or equivalently A^g , using difierent sorts of hard
scattering processes in a broad ränge of kinematical conditions. The production ofjets in DIS
at HERA offers a possibility to investigate the running of as(^) in a single experiment. Recently
both the Hl [1] and ZEUS [2] Collaborations have reported evidence for the running of os(/i)
obtained from the measurement of the quantity

(l)

whcre trt+i, the cross-section for the production of k hard and one proton remnant jet, is given

35 r. jfi
In eq. (2), /,-(.T,M) denote parton distribution functions (PDF) of the proton evaluated at the
factorizatlon scale M, the sum runs over all parton species i, and

•1+1,

Using PROJET 4.1 [3] with the JADE jet algorithm and yc = 0.02, the Hl Collaboration has
obtained the following result a3(M^.MS)

o,(Afz,HS) = 0.123 ± 0.012(stat.) ± 0.008(syst.). (5)

In Ref. [1] oa(^,MS) (or, equivalently, A^g) was considered äs a free parameter in the parton-
level hard-scattering cross-sections C^+i,; but not in the parton distribution functions (PDF),
for which the MRSH set was used. Theoretical consistency of this procedure has been frequently
questioned. In Ref. [4[ we have shown that the Variation of A in PDF changes the ratio 7?j+i by
the same order äs the Variation of A in parton level cross-sections Ct+i and rnust therefore in
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principle be taken into account. We have also investigated the numerical importance of varying
AJ^ in the PDF and in particular addressed the question under which conditions neglecting
Ajjj in the PDF is numerically a good approximation for determining as from (1] at HERA.
The main results are presented below. For details see Ref. J4].

In Ref. [4] we have devcloped a procedure for varying A^g in PDF while keeping certain
Parameters specifying the initial condiüons for the GLAP evolution equations fixed. It should
be emphasized that this procedure docs not use fixed boundary conditions at a finite initial MO-
It exploits in a crucia] way the parametrization of the Solutions of GLAP equations by means
of the evolution distance

/ I n ( A f / A ) \U
S-ln\]n(M0/\))-ln(a.(M/\))'

In our stiidies we have used several of the GRV parametrizations [5]. All the results reported
below were obtained using the PROJET 4.1 generator [3]. To quantify the dependence of /?2+1

on A separately in hard scattering cross-sections and PDF we considered it as a function of
<52,3/c and two independent A-parameters, denoted as Ahsc and Apdf, respectively, and defined

(6)

Considered äs a function of s for fixed r, eq. (T) quantifies the relative importance of varying
A in the PDF (described by R?+\n the numerator) and in hard scattering cross-sections
(described by #2+1 in the denominator). To a good approximation, eq. (7) is a linear function
of s for any fixed Q2,y,:.r. We therefore fitted V(Q^, yc, r, .s) by a linear function of & and
defined

ds
which. by construction. is an s-independent function of Q2, yc and r. Positive \V means that
the Variation of A in the PDF is more important than that in the hard scattering cross-sections,
while for negative \V the Situation is opposite. The simulations were done at both the leading
and next-to leading order and for 12 valuesof Q'2 (equidistant in In Q2 betwcenö and l O4 GeV2),
5 values of A«"11" or Ahbf (equal to 0.1,0.2.0.3,0,1 and 0.5 GeV). 3 values of yc = 0.01,0.02,0.04
and two options concerning cuts on final jets (with no cuts äs well äs with the cuts äs used in
Ref. [1]). The main results are displayed in Figs. 1,2 and summarized bclow:

1. For Q2 below about 40 GeV2 the Variation of A is more important in the PDF than in
the hard- scattering cross-sections, while above 40 GeV2 the Situation is reversed.

2. Above Q2 PS IQ3 GeV2 the Variation of A in PDF becomes negligible.

3. The preceding conclusions depend only weakly on i/c.

4. the "cross-overv point Q2r, where W(Qlr, yr.,r) — 0, is at higher values of
GeV2 and depends more sensitively on j/c, than at the NLO,

50 — 200

5. the relative importance of varying A in PDF is larger at the LO,

6. the differencc between tlie LO and NLO results increases with increasing yc,

7. the Hl cuts result in a significant reduction of the sensitivity to A^g in PDF in low Q2,



Q' Q1 Q1

Figure 1: (a-c) £2-dependencc of the ratio R3+i(Q, yc, Apdl , Ahsc ) for fixed Apdf =0.1,0.3,0.5
GeV and five values of Ahsc - 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0, 5 GeV. (d-f) The role of AP*" and A1"* is
reversed. No cuts were applied in evaluating /?2+1 and yc - 0.01. In all plots the curves are
ordered from belovv according to increasing Ahsc (in a-c) or Apdf (in d-f). (g-i): The quantity
M'*(Q2,!/c- r) as a function of Q2 for five values of r (given in GeV) and yc = 0.01,0.02,0.04. All
curves correspond to the case of no cuts.
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Figure 2: (a f): The same äs in Fig. la-f but for the Hl acceptaiice cuts. (g-h): Q2--dependence
of W(Q2,y,.,r — 0.2) for three values of yc at the NLO (g) and LO (h) and no cuts.
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Abstract: The prospects for a determination of the strong couph'ng constant a,
via scaling violations of fragmentation functions in deeply inelastic scattering are
studied. The statistical error in the case of an integiated luminosity of 250pb ,
and the theoretical errors due to the various parton density parametrizations and
to the factorization scale dependence are estimated.

l Introduction

The strong couph'ng constant 0, has been measured at HERA by means of the (2+1) jet rate [l].
This particular process has the advantage that a* is, iip to higher order corrections, directly
proportional to the ratio of the measured cross-sections. Another route to a determination of
a, is given by scaling violations of phenomenological distribution functions. Perturbative QCD
predicts the scale evolution of these quantities by means of renormalization group equations
[2,3]. As a consequence, again up to higher order corrections and resummation effects, the ex-
perimentally measurable quantities (the structure functions, and the fragmentation functions,
which depend on factorization scale and scheine) are (symbolically) of the form A + B a,ln/i!.
Here /j, is the factorization scale, which is to be identified, in deeply inelastic scattering, with
a scale of the order of the photon virtuality Q, for lack of other hard scales related to the
leading-order process. The distribution functions contain a /j-independent term A, and the
a, dependence is only logarithmic in the factorization scale. The scaling violations are there-
fore expected to be small, and will require large luminosity to be statistically significant. An
a, determination via scaling violations has the advantage that, in principle, no explicit model
assumptions such äs specific fragmentation models go into the measurement. In the case of
scaling violations of structure functions1 a completely inclusivc quantity is measured, and the
theoretical basis, namely the operator product expansion, is very transparent and can be de-
rived rigorously from light cone dominance. In the case of one-particle-inclusive processes,
where the operator product expansion is not available, the factorization theorem of perturba-
tive QCD (see, for example, Ref. [4] and references therein) allows the Separation of the hard

'Electronic mau address: Dirk.Graudenz@cern.ch
* WWW URL: http://ü)WU!cn.cern.ck/-<-graudenz/indez.html

1See, for example, the contributions of the working group on structure functions.
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scattering process from the non-perturbative fragmentation process. The one-particle-inclusive
cross-section is a convolution of a mass-factorized parton-level scattering cross-section, a parton
density and a fragmentation function: er — ̂ Wi ® f ® D. A possible strategy for an a, mea-
surement at HERA is to perform a combined multiparameter fit of fragmentation functions
and of the strong couph'ng constant to the z/-distribution p ( x F ) — (der/die^) /fftot (or to any
other distribution sensitive to the fragmentation functions) of charged hadrons at two different
scales Q. Here the variable x? is defined to be 2hL/W, where kL is the longitudinal momentum
fraction of the observed charged hadron in the direction of the virtual photon in the hadronic
centre-of-mass frame2, and W is the total hadronic final state energy. In leading order, XF is
the momentum fraction of the final state current quark carried by the observed hadron. The
total cross-section is denoted by <rt0f The strong coupling constant enters the expression for
p in three places: (a) äs an expansion parameter in the next-to-leading order expression for
0Wdi and in the renormalization group equations of (b) the fragmentation functions and (c)
the parton densities. The parton densities are an input to the analysis. Since they are obtained
by a global fit, where a specific value of a, is used, it is necessary to include this dependence
äs weh1 äs the Variation due to the different parametrizations into the systematic error3. The
next-to-leading-order one-particle-inclusive cross-section has been calculated in Ref. [6]. For
our study, we use a recent recalculation and numerical Implementation described in Ref. [7]. A
comparison of the theoretical z^-distribution with experimental data from the Hl and ZEUS
Collaborations [8] has been done in Ref. [9]. It turns out that the theoretical description of the
experimental data is quite satisfactory. The next-to-leading order result is always within one
Standard deviation of the experimental data points except for those at very large xp-, where the
currently available fragmentation function parametrizations are not weh1 constrained by e+e~
data.

In the next section, we describe the estimate of the various errors4 of the value of a,. We
also discuss the sensitivity to the strong coupling constant of various ranges in XF- The paper
closes with a short summary and conclusions.

2 Error Estimates

To get a quantitative estimate of the dependence of the scale evolution of fragmentation func-
tions on the employed value of a,, we fix the fragmentation functions at a scale of /io = 2 GeV
äs the leading-order parametrization of Ref. L10]. We then evolve this input with two different
values for AQ£D of O.lGeV {a} and 0.2 GeV {b}. The corresponding a^-distributions p^ and
p{b> are deterrnined for these two sets of fragmentation functions. We now assume that the
zp-distributions p are measured in two different bins i, j of the factorization scale Q. The
ratlos \^ — p^ jp^ for an arbitrary coupling constant a, (taken at the mass of the Z boson)
are expanded in a power series in et,, where only the linear term is kept:

2It mlght be possible to reduce the dependence on the parton densities and on the not yet well uudetstood

physics of the forward direction by peiforming an analysis in the Breit frame. I thank N. Brook and T. Doyle
for remarks concerning this issue.

Alternatively, parton density parametrizations with vatying values of the strong coupling constant [5] can
be employed.

'We do not considet expeiimental systematic eirors,
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Based on this formula, a quantitative estimate of the statistical error of Q^ is possible. Moreover,
by varying A^, for example by iising various parton density distributions or by modifying the
factorization scale, the impact of systematic effects can be studied.

0.00

Figure 1: Statistical errors of a, for the individual xp-f>ins, for the Q-bins {!}, {2} [ ] and
{2}, {3} [ - - - ] -

To be more specific, we assume the phase space cuts and z^-bins of the ZEUS analysis,
except for the ränge in the photon virtuality Q, where we consider three bins: [3.16,12.6] GeV
{!}, [12.6,100] GeV {2} and [100,150] GeV {3}. To obtain explidt numerical values, we use
the CTEQ 3L parametrization [11] for the parton densities (for simplicity, we wotk in leading
order). The integrated luminosity is assumed to be 250pb~ . Under the assumption of Gaussian
statistical errors we arrive at a statistical error of a,(Mf) of Ao"at — ±0.0007 for an analysis
based on bins {1} and {2} and of ±0.027 for an analysis based on bins {2} and {3}. The
individual errors of a. for the various £F-bins are shown in Fig. 1. The large error around
XF ~ 0.08 for the large-Q bins comes from the fact that the evolution of the fragmentation
functions around this value of the momentum fiaction is quite small (for smaller values, the
fragmentation functions increase with increasing factorization scale, and for larger values, they
decrease). The sensitivity of the cross-section to a Variation of a, is largest at large xp-, but this
region also suffers from small statistics of the data sample. It turns out that the füll zp-range
is about equally important.

As briefly mentioned already in the introduction, an input parton density has to be chosen.
To estimate the size of this effect, we determine the spread of the results for a,(Mf) depending
on the next-to-leading-order parton densities from Refs. [11,12]. For the bins {1} and {2}, the
spread is AafDF = ±0.017, and for the bins {2} and {3}, it is ±0.005. Future global fits of
parton densities including improved HERA data should reduce this systematic uncertainty.

Perturbative QCD allows for some freedom in the choice of the factorization scale ^ of the
fragmentation functions D(z,/i2}. This brings out the inherent uncertainty in the theoretical
prediction, and can be interpreted äs an effect of unknown higher order contributions. To obtain
an estimate of this uncertainty, the ratios A are determined for the three choices Q/2, Q and
2t? of this scale. The change of cross-section has for consequence a Variation in the extracted
a,(M2z) value of Aa*cale = ±0.013 and ±0.011 for the combinations of the bins {!}, {2} and
{2}, (3), respectively.
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3 Summary and Conclusions

We have studied the prospects of a measurement of the strong coupling constant in deeply
inelastic scattering at HERA by means of scaling violations of fragmentation functions. The
combinations of the obtained values for Aa*tat, AQ^DF and Aa*cale are large compared with the
present error Aa, — 0.006 of the world average. It is therefore likely that a measurement of this
kind will not be competitive, concerning the size of the error. Nevertheless, it is worth doing
äs an independent quantitative test of QCD and, more important, because it complements
the other (potential) HERA measurements based on (2+1) Jet rates and scaling violations of
structure functions.
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Abstract: An extraction method of the gluon density in leading order from a
global fit to Fj and Jet rates is presented. Prospects are studied for an integrated
luminosity of 250 pb"1 and 1000 pb . This study is particularly focused on the
gluon error band behavior. Only statistical errors are taken into account.

Introduction
Up to now the usual way to extract the gluon density from DIS events was rnainly by the study
of scaling violations of structure functions. With HERA experiments one has the opportunity to
measure the hadronic final states [l, 2, 3, 4]. Given this, new methods are possible. for example
the (2+1) Jet cross-section measurement (or the jct rate #2+1) as a physical observable to
extract the gluon density [5, 6].

The advantage of using the (2+1) Jet cross-section (<j(2+i]) comes from the fact that the
latter is directly dependent on the gluon density and this gluon-Jnduced part is expected to
dominate in the HERA kinematical ränge. So far all methods using <7(2+i) or #2+1 treat the
quark-induced part of the cross-section by fixing the quark densities. Such a hypothesis does
not necessarily change the result itself, but surely the error treatment, since quark densities
are coupled to the gluon via the DGLAP [7] equations. In order to avoid this problem. onc
should use a measured quantity which can give strong constraints on the quark densities, e.g.
an F-2 measurement. In this way, we can have a correct treatment of the gluon density, takiiig
in account correlations bctween quarks and gluons.

l Method and jet cross-section computation
Rasically, the method is a global QCD fit äs usually inade in DIS. The differenccs comes
from incorporating The problem is to compute the time-consuming X/j ( J + 1 many times.
Already in leading order (LO) each term of the (2+1) jet cross-section is a convolution of a
parton density with hard matrix elements [8]. These integrations are timc consuming and a
straight for ward calculation is not really suited best for a fit program. In next-to-leading order
(NLO) [9, 12, 11] this problem becomes much more important. and the existing programs
[10, 11] cannot be used without modifications. One way to overcome this has been proposed
in Ref. [13] by use of the Mellin transform. Here we develop a procedure using cubic spline
Interpolation. We illustrate this method with the BGF term of the cross-section:

(1)
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First, we define a network {^,... ,^} in £. Then we define äset of basis functions <&(£) such
that the </>,-(£} are continuous and <&(£t) = &&• If we interpolate the <&(£}'s with cubic splines,
then we can expand

N,

13)

With such an expansion Eq. (1) becomes :

Now we can compute all Integrals since they are not affected by tlie parton densities changes
in the fit. We calculate them bcfore the \  minimization procedure. At each step of the fit we
only have to perform a vector product instead of a integral.

It is very easy to extend this procedure to NLO. In LO the analytical results from [8] have
been used. but in NLO this cannot be done so easily, one has to use theoretical programs
[10, 11]. The best suited program for this Job is the D1SENT [12] program since it allows to
have only the coefficient functions and convolute them with any arbitrary function.

2 Choice of the data points
The "data points'' which we use were extracted äs follows. We choose a binnning in x with
two samples of low and high Q1- . This binning corresponds to reasonable statistics for 1994
luminosity (2.5 pb"1). Considering this binning we compute the jet rate /?2+i using parton
densities obtained from the fit to F2 1994 dala. The justification of such a procedure comes
from the fact that no real difference was Seen from the gluon obtained from F? fit alone and the
combined F? Äifia+i fit. The statistical errors are computed according to the desired luminosity.
We used two jet definitions :

• mJADF. [14]

kt [15]

3 Fit with F2 and R2+l

Using FZ and R2+i to fit the gluon density, we expect to include the maximum inforrnation
about parton densities. Figure 2 shows the gluon error bands for three kinds of fits: F2 only,
F-2 and fi!|+*DE, F2 and fi*^; with errors computed on the basis of 1994 statistics. While there
is no improvement with mJADE one can see a small improvement with kt, We hope that this
improvement increases with luminosity. These results are not surprising considering the fact
that for mJADE we have f ^ i/cl|[ whereas for kt we have f ^ x/ycut. Adding the fact that wc
have much more statistics at low x for kt. we could have expected such an improvement.

Now if we use the k, and take statistical errors corresponding to 250 pb"1 and 1000 pb"1

(Fig. 4), we see that we have a real improvement at medium and high x. We could also have
expected this result since the bulk of the statistics for the jet rates corresponds to this region
of f. Going to lOOOpb ' does not improve the result substantially.
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4 Conclusions
This study shows that running HERA can substantially improve the precislon on gluon density
knowledge. The gain is not so Jmportant at low x but it seems that at high x we can learn
something. Of course, to be complete this study should be redone in NLO, and maybe we can
have new information about gluon and not only increase the precision.
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Abstract: The prospects of a direct extraction of the proton's gluon density in
next-to-leading order via jet rates in deeply inelastic scattering are studied. The
employed method is based on the Mellin transform, and can he applied, in prin-
ciple, to all infra-red-safe observables of hadronic final states. We investigate the
dependence of the error band on the extracted gluon distribution on the statistical
and systematic error of the data.

l Introduction

The extraction of the proton's gluon density over a wide kinematical ränge is one of the cen-
tral issues at HERA. This distribution is important for phenomenological applications at pp-
colliders, äs well äs at small z, x S 0.005 say, for studies related to parton dynamics, since
higher-order terms of the type [a, ln(l/z)] lc in the perturbative expansion may become im-
portant here. At HERA, this region is mainly covered by the scaling violations and (with
increasing luminosity) more directly by the charm content of the structure function FZ. The
classical gluon constraint at larger x (x > 0.01), direct photon production in pp collisions, is
plagued by sizeable theoretical uncertainties, see Ref. [1]. It is therefore desirable to have a
direct determination of the gluon density from HERA also at x > 0.01, complementing the
observables so far employed in global fits (see, for example, Ref. [2]).

Experimental analyses of hadronic final states use very complicated sets of cuts. The theo-
retical predictions for the employed infra-red-safe observables are in general obtained by means
of time-consuming Monte-Carlo integrations of parton cross-sectlons. This is contrary to the
case of DIS structure functions, for example, where the convolution kernels can be given in a
compact analytical form. Parametrizations of the gluon density involve some free parameters
— for a decent description at, say, a scale of a few GeV! at least 3-4 parameters are necessary
[1,2] — so that a fitting procedure with a large number of iterations is unavoidable. This leads
to the problem of the repeated evaluation of the theoretical cross-section for various gluon
density parametrizations. It turns out that the direct method is not easily feasible due to its

ö-l l

Figure 1: Generic Feynman diagrams for the leading-order processes of QCD Compton scat-
tering (a) and photon-gluon fusion (b), and an example for a diagram corresponding to a
next-to-leading order real correchon (c).

prohibitive need of Computer time. A method based on the Mellin transform technique1 to cir-
cumvent this problem has been presented in Ref. [3]. It allows the rapidly repeated evaluation
of the convolution of a cross-section and a parton density, even if the cross-section is not of the
Mellin-factorizing form. In fact, this is always the case when acceptance cuts are applied, even
for "factorizing" jet definition schemes [4].

Jet observables are particularly suitable for the extraction of the gluon density. The reason
for this is that the lowest-order gluon-induced subprocess is the photon-gluon fusion process
(Fig. Ib), which can give rise to (2 + 1) jet final states. The cross-section of the competing quark-
initiated "QCD Compton"-subprocess (Fig. la) is either sinall (at small x) or well-known (at
large x). Hence it can be determined theoretically and then subtracted from the experimental
cross-sections. In leading-order QCD, the momentum fraction of the incident parton can be
reconstructed from the final-state jet niornenta, and therefore a direct unfolding of the gluon
density is possible [5]. This procedure does no longer work beyond leading order, where the
mass-factorized hard scattering cross-section is a distribution (in the mathematical sense) to
be convoluted with the parton densities.

For general factorization schemes, the parton-level cross-section contains subtractions, thus
''the momentum fraction of the incident gluon" in a naive probabilistic Interpretation no longer
makes sense. The physical origin of this phenomenon is initial-state radiation (see Fig. Ic; in
this example, the antiquark q is assumed to be radiated into the forward direction, giving a
contribution to tlie hard process of Fig. la). The Separation of the calculable short-distance
subprocess from the long-distance physics of the proton state (whose onset appears in the form
of collinear and soft dlvergences of matrix elements) requires the renormalization of the parton
densities. A change of the factorization scheme amounts to a redefinition of both the hard
scattering cross-section äs well äs of the parton densities — in other words, the notion of an

'The Meilin transform F„ - dxxn~lF(x) maps a convolution ff(xB) - £ (d£ /£)/(£} ̂ (^s/O of a
parton density / and a parton-level cross-section <rp into the product <r„ — /n"1« of the respective moments.
For a specific set of acceptance cuts, the time-consuming Monte Carlo calculation of the moments <rf has to be
done only once. The cross-section ff can be evaluated repeatedly for varying patton densities by means of an
inverse Mellin transform. A restrictlon of the method is that the factorization scale in every bin of analyzed
data is assumed to be constant. However, owing to scale-compensating terms in the parton-level cross-section
the procedure is always accurate to the order of pertnrbation theory for which the cross section is calculated.
For details, in particular on how to treat the non-factoiizable case, see Ref. [3].
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"incident parton" becomes a factorization-seh eine dependent concept — such that, to all orders,
observable quantities are unaffected. For general factorization schemes, the determination of
the gluon density has to rely on a fitting method.

2 Two Scenarios at HERA

In this section, we present the explicit results for a study based on Jet rates in the modified
JADE jet definition scheine J6] with a jet cut parameter of y^t — 0.02. We use the PRDJET
next-to-leading-order Monte-Carlo program [7] with the matrix elements from Ref. [8]. The
program is applied in a phase space region (Jets in the very forward direction are excluded)
where the approximations made in the calculation underlying PROJET should be justified. In
Fig. 2a the error bands for a typical statistical-, systematic- and theoretical-error scenario are
shown. The employed acceptance cuts are discussed in Ref. [9]. A luminosity of about Spb"1

has been assumed. The inner shaded region shows the statistical plus experimental systematic
errors, added in quadrature. The outer shaded region displays the total error, obtained by
subsequently adding the theoretical error quadratically, including a scale Variation in the ränge
of [Q/2,2Q], Only the region with x > ycut is covered by data2, but the extrapolation to
smaller x exhibits a reasonable behaviour of the gluon density parametrization.

q
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I , Q2=20GeV2

^y . MRSA'
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FJgure 2: Fit result on tke protoris gluon density wtth typical error bands for statistical, sys-
tematic (and theoretical) errors added in quadrature compared with recent parametrizations [2].
(a) for 1994 HERA litminosity, (b) high-lummosity scenano. For details see the text.

In Fig. 2b it is assumed that, owing to a much higher luminosity (of the order of 250 pb"1),
the systematic error can be halved by much tighter cuts leaving the same statistical error in
the sample, and that the progress in the unders tan ding of theoretical uncertainty will allow for
neglecting its influence against the rernaining experimental error. Under these assuraptions the

3The use of the modified JADE algorithm restricts the accessible ränge in the gluon momentum ftacüon to
values latger than the jet cut, because the invariant niass of the outgoing hadronic System is constiained. It b
possible to extend this ränge by usmg othei jet algorithms, such äs the cone or the k? schemes.
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error is reduced dramaticaUy, enabling a discrimination between different present-day parton
parametrizations [2]. It should be noted that the spread of these parametrizations does not
represent the real uncertainty on the gluon distribution, due to the use of similar data samples
and theoretical assumptions. This emphasizes the discriminating power and constraining effect
of a DIS jet data sample at HERA with much reduced systematic error in the region 0.01 <

3 Summary and Conclusions

We have studied the prospects of a direct determination of the proton's gluon density via jet
rates in deeply inelastic scattering at HERA. The application of the Mellin transform method [3]
allows for an efficient fitting procedure with several parameters, the input data of the fit being
the jet rates in bins of Qz. We haveillustrated that high luminosity at HERA and, consequently,
smaller systematic errors owing to tight acceptance cuts, can permit a useful constraint of the
gluon density, complementary to {and finally includible in) global fits. Forthcoming high-
statistics runs of HERA will also allow for a binning in other variables more closely related to
the (unobservable) momentum fraction of the gluon, which should have a direct impact on the
quality of the fit.
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Abstract: The feasibility of measuring parton distribution functions of of virtual
photons via the jet production at HERA is investigated.

Production of jets in ep collisions at HERA offers one of the ways of studying the structureof the
virtual photon. Due to the fact that this structure needs time to develop, parton distribution
functions (PDF) /;(x. P2, Q2) of the virtual photon, probed at the hard scattering scale Q, are
expected to be decreasing functions of the magnitude P2 of its virtuality. As P2 approaches
Q2 from below fq(x,P2,Q2} should approach parton model formula

rPM
2?r P2

(1)

The transition of the quark distribution functions of the real photon to the form (1) is so far
not calculable but there are models which interpolate between / and (1). Measurement of
the PDF of the virtual photon would provide valuable ne\ information on the properties of
parton interactions at short distances. In rcf. [-1] this transition is parametrized äs follows

L = (2)

while in analogous relation for the gluon L is replaced by L1. The parameter uj determines
the value of P'1 above which the suppression factor L becomes significant. Small u means
strong suppression already for weekly off mass shell photons. while w —>• oc corresponds to
no suppression at all. The suppression formula (2) is implemented. for instance, in the recent
versions of HERWIG MC generator. Because of a different x behaviour of PDF of the real
photon and parton model formula (1), jj must in general bc a function of x. As, however, in
our simulations P2 -C Q2 & 4{p^1)2 > 100 GeV2 we considered u; äs x independcnt.

Jet production at HERA for general values of P2 and p£ 1s a two-scale problem, where it
is thus not obvious what to take for the relevant har-scattermg scale Q2 in /,-(x, P2. Q2): P2 or
pT of the produced jets, or some combinaüons thereof? In this study we stayed in the region
AQCD < P2 < pj and therefore assumed Q2 - KP]- with the proportionality factor of the
order of unity. To make the experimental procedure of jet finding well- defined and ensure the
applicability of perturbativc QCD, we furthemore required p£ > p™'" — 5 GeV, P2 < 10 GeV2.
As in this region dynamics of the jet production is close to that of the real photoproduction,
all our further considerations were carried out in the -y"p CMS. To study the P2 dependence
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we split the region P2 < 10 GeV2 into eight intervals: (0,0.1) ("photoproduction"), (0.1,0.2),
(0.2,0.5), (0.5,1), (1,2), (2,5). (5,10) GeV2, each with roughly the sarne number ofevents. To
guarantee good electron Identification, the cut on 0.2 < y < 0.7 was imposed in all simulations.

Our simulations were guided by recent preliminary Hl and ZEUS data on virtual photon
structure [l, 2]. The results presented liere are based on HERWIG ö.Sd MC generator and
Standard cone jet finder with R = 1. To estimate the dependence of the results on the strength
of the virtual photon suppression factor the simulations were performed for three values of
u; — 0.1,1.0,3.0. We addressed the following questions:
a) How to isolate the contribution of the resolved photon, vvhich depend on /;(x,P2,(52) and

thus in principle allow its rneasurernent, from direct photon one?
b) What are the ensuiiig requirements on the detector and experimental procedure?
c) What is the required luminosity Upgrade to get a rcasonable statistics?

Most of the current attempts at separating resolved from direct photon c.ontributions to jet
cross-sections are based on the fact that for the latter the distribution of the variable

(3)

where f/'-" and Ej correspond to (wo jets with highest transverse energies, peaks at a value
close to unity, while for the resolved component the spectrum peaks at low x and drops rapidly
äs s-y -4 1. In parton model x-, is interpreted äs a fraction of the photon momeiitum carried
by the parton or photon participating in the hard collision with a parton from the proton. In
the direct channel and for two final state massless partons x-, — l identically. Taking into
account nonzero P2 leads to slightly modified formula for x-, but we sticked to (3) äs in reaüstk
QCD-based MC simulations there are other. niore important, effects that lead to the smearing
of the x-, distribution. To see which of them is most important we compared, in both direct
and resolved channels, our MC results for a) two final massless partons with no parton showcrs,
b) two final partons after they acquire nonzero virtuality. c) jets formed out of final state on
mass-shell partons and fiually d) realistic hadron jets. It turns out that the most dramatic
effect of the smearing. due mairily to hadronization, occurs for the x-, distribution: instead of a
pronounced peak for z-, = l we get much wider and less pronounced structure peaked at about
X-, = 0.85, äs shown in Fig.la. Its position and shape is essentially independent of P2.

To rneasure the parton structure of the virtual photon requires a suitable signature to
separate resolved and direct components. The best candidate remains. even after the smearing
shown in Fig. la, the x-, distribution. The resoived component can be enhanced by imposing
cuts on other variables. The most effective would be a cut on the pseudorapidity T/ > 0,
illustrated in Fig. Ib. Unfortunately, in this region there are problems with the Separation of
hard jets from the proton remnant one. Both experiments [l, 2] therefore restrict their jets
to the region TJ < —0.5. Another, but less effective way of enhancing the resolved component
cxploits the fact that the Ar/ distribution is broader for the resolved component. In some
simulations we therefore imposed also the cut | A?; |> l.

To assess the feasibility of measuring PDF of the virtual photon at HERA and to get
some idea of what the theoretical predictions look like, we show in Fig.2 for three values of
the suppression parameter o; — 0.1.1,3 our MC results for the x.f distribution. We see that
the direct component of the virtual photon gives rise to a peak at about x-, — 0.85, while
the resolved one, wherefrom the virtual photon PDF would be determined, is dominant bclow



rnassless portons
• rnossive partons

...... parton Jets
hadron Jets

Figure 1: a) Distributions of x^ in direct channel for 2 < P2 < 5 GeV2, taking into account
various smearing effects. b) The r; distributions of Jets with ET > 5 GeV in direct (dashed
curve) and resolved (solid curve) channels.

X '

Figure 2: The 27 distributions of direct and resolved components of the photon and thcir
surn for threc values of u; and Jets with r\ —0.5. Superimposed are present (a) äs well äs
anticipated future (b) statistical error bars. The hatched in b) area shows systcmatic error due
to 3% uncertainty in jet energy measurernent.

X-, K 0.5. The cross-over point, where the two contributions are equal depends on ui and P2

but lies around x" = 0.75. The peak of the direct photon contribution at x-, = 0.85 is reflected
in the TJ distribution (not shown) äs the dominance of the direct component in the low r) region
around T/ = —3. The error bars superirnposcd in Fig. 2a on the MC results characterize the
present statistical errors, while thosc in Fig. 2b indicate the effect of increasing th<i present
luminosity by a factor of 50 to 50 pb . This increase would allow rather detailed study of P2

dependence of overall suppression factor. To measure the x.t dependence of the virtual photon
PDF would. however. require still significantly higher luminosity.

The crudest measure of the resolved photon contribution to jet cross-sections is the ratio
R = <7rps" Vf ja 'recl. It depends. beside w, sensitively on p™n and also on cuts on 77. We
consider p™" = 5 GeV äs is the minimal reasonable lower cut-off on p£ . Increasing p^n would
significantly improve the possibility of separating direct and resolved components but, on the
other hand, lower the statistics. In Fig. 3 we plot the ratio R äs a function of P2 for three
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10 * 10 1 10 10 10 1 10
p; P2

Figure 3: P2 dependence of the ratio R = <j""°ivedy<7dircet. fhe hatched area shows the sys-
tematic error due to 3% uncertainty in jet energy ineasurement. Solid lines correspond to R äs
given by generator, the dashed ones to the method based on the xcr cut-off described in the
text. The triplets of solid and dashed curves correspond from above to uj — 3.1,0.1.

values of u. The solid curves correspond to R evaluated from the knowledge, available in MC
generators. of separate contributions of direct and resolved channels, In real experiments at
HERA we may attempt to separate them using the cut on x-,, defining the resolved contribution
by the condition x-, < x™* = 0.75 and complementarily for the direct one. The corresponding
results for R are shown äs dashed curves in Fig. 3.

Conclusions:

• Higher luminosity Ss clearly a precondition to serious studies of virtual photon structure.

• Kinernatical region of positive TJ m hadronic CMS and large Ar; can further enhance
the contribution of the resolved component.

• Direct photon component should be observable at about x-, = 0.85.

• Generator dependence should be investigated.
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Abstract: Inclusive differential rapidity cross sections of charged particles with
large transverse momenta are sensitive to the parton content of the photon. We
discuss the accuracy of a future measurernent and the uncertainties of the differcnt
input distributions required for the next-to-leading Order (NLO) QCD caloilations.

l Motivation and Method

The fluctuations of photons into quark-anti-quark pairs have been studied in deep inetaatic
electron-photon scattering (e-/ DIS) at e+e~ colliders [l]. The subsequent radiation of gluons
from the quark or anti-quark has beeil analyzcd in resolvcd photon-proton scattering at the ep
collider HERA. Here the first measurement of the gluon distribution in the photon was carried
through using two-jet events and a leading Order (1.0) QCD analysis [2]. Ilowever. sizable error
bars resulted from the uncertainties in the corrections of the underlying event energy effects.

In this contribution we suggest a measurement of the inclusive differential rapidity cross
sections der/dt] of charged particles in -jp scattering in the ränge —1,5 < '/ < 2.5. By comparison
with a next-to-leading (NLO) QCD calculation, the gluon distribution of the photon can be
extracted at NLO. The transverse morneiita of these hadrons should be sufTidently large in
order to a) minimize the influence of underlying event effects which cannot be calculated in
NLO QCD, and b) have the scale in a regime where perturbative QCD calculations give reliable
results.
On the other hand, pt should not be much larger, since the sensitivity to the gluon componcnt
in the photon decreases with increasingp,. Our choice of p, > 4GcV satisfies both requirements.

The rapidity of the particles is to some extent correlated with the incornmg fractional energy
x-, = Ep^rton/E-, of the parton from the photon side. In LO QCD. x^ can be reconstructed from
the two final state partons using x-, — p, (e~n' + e""1) /(2E-,). Here we have predominantly one
high-pf particle per event with pt ~ 4 GeV. carrying a rapidity rj and reflecting the direction
of one of the final stale partons. With r\c \nxy, the rapidity distribution is sensitive to the
parton distribution functions (PDF's) of the photon with a lovver limit around x-, — 0.01.
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2 Measurement

The inclusive differential rapidity cross section for charged particles has been measured before
[3]. Events were used where the scattered electron is tagged in the electron detector of the
luminosity system. The statistical uncertainty from an integrated lurninosity of l pb"1 was
however too large at pt > 4 GeV for a sumciently precise measurement. A future measurement
using 100 pb"1 will result in a statistical uncertainty of Order 1%. The dominant systematic
error is an overall uncertainty in the luminosity measurement which is currently of order l —2%.

The rapidity interval of the previous ineasurements was \rj\ 1.5. In future measurements
it should be extended to the positive rapidity region äs far äs possible (forward trackers reach
17 — 2.5) to also cover the region of small x^.

In order to control the scaling violaüon, the differential cross section need to be measured
in bins of p, between 4 < p, < 12 GeV. dtr/dr) is expected to exhibit not only a decrease in the
rate, but also a strong change in the shape of the distribution. The statistical error will be of
order 5% in the highest anticipated bin 10 < pt < 12 GeV, which is still tolerable.

3 Prediction in NLO QCD

The NLO QCD calculation öl the charged particle cross sections requires five ingredients. These
are the Splitting function f-,/e, the PDF's for the photon and the proton (/;/-, and /j/p), the
fragmentation functions (FF's) Dj,/t> and the hard scattering cross section da^^hldr}:

--.Ml

Here y denotes the scaled photon energy, xp the fractional encrgy of the parton entering the
hard scattering process from the proton side, z is the energy carried by the hadron relative
to the energy of the scattcred parton, Q2 the virtuality of the photon, and ^i, A/;,A/f, the
renormalization, factorization. and fragmentation scales. In the following the uncertainties in
the different contributions are discussed. They are partly shown in Fig. 1:

f-f/v: The Equivalent Photon Approximation for events where the scattered electron is measured
at srnall scattering angles is precise to the percent level.

/,/-.,: (Fig.la) The quark distributions in the photon /,,/-, have been measured in e-y DIS with an
accuracy of s; !}0% in the relevant kinematic region [l]. With the upcoming mcasurements
at the LEP2 collider the precision in jqj,t will improve to the level of a few percent [4]. The
gluon distribution in the photon f3/^ has so far the largest uncertainty and is expected
to contribute up to 50% to the cross section.

/j/p: (Fig.lb) The uncertainties in the PDF's of the proton currently contribute < 10% to the
uncertainty in the cross section calculation. This error will be rcdiiccd with new HERA
data and analysis.
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(Fig.lc) The NLO QCD parton cross sections have been calcuiated for direct and
resolved photoproduction processes [6]. The dependence of the calculatlon on the renor-
malization, factorization and fragmentation scales has beeri studied in multiples f of the
hadron transverse momenta JP(. With the requirement pt > 4 GeV the scale dependence
of the calculation does not show a point of minimal sensiüvity. We employ the method of
fastest apparant convergence, which yields a scale of £ — l/\/2- Variation^ of this scale
choice between 0.5 < £ < l result in an ovcrall shift of the cross section, but not in a
sizeable change of its shape.

'- (Fig-ld) The quark FF's Dh/q have been determined from e+e~ data with an accuracy
of a few percent [7]. The gluon FF Dh/s currently has a relatively large uncertaJnty. The
gluon FF is expected to increase by about 45%, when C?(QS) corrections to the cross
section are included in the analysis [8], With new LEP data on the longitudinal polarized
cross sections, the uncertainty in Dh/g will be reduced to below 10%.

Therefore, in 1997 the expected uncertainty in the theoretical calculation - apart froin the
gluon contribution of the photon fg/y ~ is expected to be at the Icvel of 10%. Cornparisons of
precise cross section measurement s with the NLO calculations will then allow the extraction of
f3/y for a fixed choice of the scale.

4 Summary

A measurement of the inclusive rapidity cross section for charged particles with pt > 4 GeV
will have an accuracy of order few percent using an integrated luminosity of 100 pb~'. The
uncertainty of a corresponding NLO QCD calculation due to the input PDF's (except for the
gluon in the photon) and the FF's is expected to be at the level of 10% in 1997. The comparison
between the measurement and the calculation at a fixed scale will then allow the extraction of
the NLO ghion distribution in the photon with a precision of order 10%.
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Figure 1: The inclusive differential rapidity cross section for charged particles w i t h 4 < pt < 12 GeV,
—1.5 < ij < 2.5 is shown for eveiits with photon energy 0.3 < y < 0.7 and virtualities Q'1 < 0.01 GcV2.
The symbols represcnt a possible measurement with statistical errors corresponding to an intpgrated
luminosity of 100 pb~'.
a) fi/p- t he füll (dotted) [dashed] curve gives the NLO QCD calculations using Lhe protoii PDF of
GRV [11] (CTEQ3M [12]) [MRS(A') [13]].
b) The scale dependence of a LO (dashed) and NLO (fül l ) QCD calculatlon is shown äs furiction of
£ = t*/Pt-
c) /i/7: the füll (dashed) [dot-dashed] curve gives the NLO QCD calculations using the photon PDF's
of GRV [5] (GS [9]) [ACFGP [10]]. The double-dot-dashed curve is the direct -; component, the
dotted curve shows the contribution resulting from the dirert ; and the quark distribution of the
phcton (using GRV).
d) ßh/fc: contribution of the quark FF Dh/g (dotted) and total (quark+gluon) FF (füll) are shown
[7]. The dashed curve corresponds to a 45% rise 55iP/i/tf' äs expected for an updated analysis.
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Abstract: Predictions from a new next-to-leading order (NLO) calculation for
direct and resolved photoproduction of one and two Jets are compared to simu-
lated HERA data. We propose a method to match experimental and theorstical
jet definitions and observe a reduced dependence on Jet defmitions and hadroniza-
tion corrections at larger transverse energies. From the irrcducible uncertainty, we
cstimate the maximum beiiefit that can be obtained from increased luminosity to
constrain the structure of the photon and the proton.

l Introduction

Hard scattering of real photons off partons can be reliably predicted by perturbative QCD.
The first NLO QCD calculation for complete (direct and resolved) photoproduction of one and
two jets was completed recently [l], It is based on the phase space slicing method and uses an
invariant mass cut to integratc soft and collinear singularities analytically. The program has
successfully been tested with an oldcr existing program in single jet production [2]. In order to
be able to cornpare these theoretical cross sections to experimental data in photoproduction of
Jets from the cp collider HERA [3. 4]. the soft interacüon links between initial and final state
partons and hadrons have to be under control. Therefore it is only possible to extract new
Information on the parton densities in the protori and the photon if the jet definitions in the
measurement and in the theoretical prediction match. In this paper we propose a method to
achieve this for various jet algorlthms. The experimental cross sections are simulated for 1994
HERA conditions, vvhcre electrons of energy Ee = "27.Ö GeV collided with protons of energy
Ep = 820 GeV. using HERWIG 5.8 [5].

2 Jet Definitions

Accordlng to the standardization of cone jet algorithms at the Snowmass meeting in 1990
calorimeter cells or partons i are included in a jet. if they have a distaace of
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from the Jet center and a distance of

ET. + ET,
Ti, ET,)

R 1 2 .

from each other. Here. 77 = - ln[tan(0/2)] is the pseudorapidity related to the polar angle
6, and $ '1S the azimuthal angle. If two partons have equal transverse energy they may be
separated from each other by äs much äs 2R. As parton j does then not lie mside a cone of
radius R aroimd parton i and vice versa, one might with some justification also count the two
partons separately. If one wants to study only the highest-iV jet. this ''double counting" must
be excluded. The definition of an initiating cluster before a cone is introduced ("seed-finding")
is not fixed by the Snowmass convention, and different approaches are possible. The ZEUS
collaboration at HERA uses two different cone algorithms: EUCELL takes the calorimeter
cells in a window in r\ 4> space äs seeds to find a cone with the highest ET- The cells in this
cone are then removed, and the search is continued. On the other hand, PUCELL was adaptcd
from CDF and starts with single calorimeter cells. It then iterates cones around each of them.
until the set of enclosed cells is stähle. In this case it may happeii that two stable jets overlap.
If the overlapping transverse energy amounts to a large fraction of the jets. ihey are mergcd.
otherwise the overlapping energy is split. In addition, we simulate the same cross sections with
the AT algorithm KTCLUS [7, 8], where particles are combined if their distance

is small. As the same recombinationschemeis used, the results are quitesimüar to the PUCELL
results. In the following we choose R — l throughout. Partonic jets with a large distance of
two contributing partons are hard to find because of the missing seed in the jet center. This
is especially true for the PUCELL algorithm, vvhich does not perform a preclustering and does
indeed find smaller cross sections and different hadronization corrections than the less affected
EUCELL algorithm. We propose to model this theoretically by introducing an additional
Parameter R^fp to restrict the distance of two partons from each other [9j. This tnodifies eq. (2)
to

< min -fl, (4)

The meaningful ränge of fi^p is between l and 2. For two partons of siinilar or equal transverse
energies ET- RseP is the limiting parameter, whereas it is the parton-jet distance R for two
partons with large ET Jmbalance. ün a NLO three parton final state we find that R^p = 1.5...2
for EUCELL and ff,™ ~ l for PUCELL and KTCLUS.

3 Results

In figure 1. we show the dijet cross section da/d?/ with Ef > 6 GeV and Af? = (TJ\ 1/2) G
[—0.5. 0.5] for a) direct and l») resolved photoproduction äs a function of the average pseudora-
pidity of the two observed jets 77 = (1/1 + ijt)/'2. The photon distribution in the electron is taken
from the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation with maximum virtuality of Q^,ax — 4 GeV2 and
longitudinal momentum fraction y € [0.2,0.8]- The direct and resolved regions are defined by
XOBS > Q 75 an(j XOBS ^ |Q^ o_75]( where the sum in x!?BS = ^' ^—- runs over the two jets
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Figure 1: Demonstration of compatibility of the HERWIG Monte Carlo generator on matrix
demertt level (histograms) and the leading-order (LO) perturbative QCD prediction (curves) for
a) direct and b) resolved dijtt cross sections dt7/d.Tj.

with largest ET- In both regions, direct and resolved contributions are added because only
their sum is physically meaningful. We demonstrate the compatibility of the two tools used
in this study comparing the HERWIG Monte Carlo generator on LO matrix element level and
the LO perturbative QCD prediction. We use the CTEQ3L proton and the GRV^(LO) photon
structure functions. It was not possible to calculate QS in l-]oop approximation in HERWIG,
so we took the (inconsistent) choice of the 2-loop formula for ftä with Akpn = 177 MeV for

this part in the calculation äs well. The scales in HERWIG could also not be changed from
^2 = M* = M* = 'IstuKs2 + t2 + u 2 ) , bin the effect with respcct to using E\s in the calcu-
lation is very small. After these adjustments, HERWIG agrees with the LO QCD prediction.

Figure 2: NLO (left) and HERWIG (right) predictions for direct (top) and resolved (botiom)
dijet cross sections da/dij. H'e comparcjet double counting (dotted), no R^p (füll), and R^fl> = l
(dashed) curves with EUCELL (füll), PUCELL (dashed), and kr (dotted) histograms.



Figure 2 shows the same cross section for different jet algorithms. We corapare our new
NLO calculation with jet double counting, without jet double counting. and with /^^p — l
to simulated data from HERWIG with the EUCELL, PUCELL, and KTCLUS algorithms run
on the final state particles. In the calculation, we now use a NLO set of input Parameters,
i.e. CTEQ3M proton, GRV-^HO) photon structure functions, and 2-loop as with AJYpr) - 239

MeV. For the Monte Carlo, we now take HERWIG including parton showers and hadronization.
Due to the different parameters used in the NLO calculation and in HERWIG, we do not expect
the overall normalization of HERWIG and N'LO QCD to agree. However, the relative changes
between no ßseP (equivalent to FL,et, — 2) and Rsfp ~ l on the theorelical side and EUCELL
and PUCELL or KTCLUS on the experimental side show the expected similar behaviour, so
that the Äep parameter is well suited to match theoretical and experirnental jet dcfmitions.
Jet double counting does not correspond to an experimental Situation and is only shown to
illustrate its effect on the theory,

20 40 60 80 100

E^lGeVl

Figure 3: E-r-dependfnct of the Snowmass jet definition unctrtaintics for a) direct and b)
resolved dijet cross sections d.u/dET- Wt demonstrate the effects of jet double counting (füll
curves) and setting /fsPp = l (dashed curves) comparcd to no double counting with R^ep = 2.

The Er-dependence of the Snowmass jet definition uncertainties is shown in figure 3 for the
a) direct and b) resolved dijet cross sections da/dEr- where we integrated over the complete
rj ränge and over Ar; e [-0.5,0.5]. The fractional difference of jet double counting from no
double counting amounts to — 20% at 5 GeV and decreases continuously towards larger ET-
Including the parameter Riev - l lowers the cross sections by as muth as ~- 40% at 5 GeV,
but its influence drops rapidly and gives a constant difference of about 20% (direct) and 10%'
(resolved) almost over the whole £Y-range. Only at the boundary of phase space at very large
£7-, the fractional difference increases again. Thus. one should match the jet definitions at
srnall and large ET even more carefully.

The E^-dependence of the hadronization corrections is shown in figure 4 for the a) direct
and b) resolved dijet cross sections dv/dEr- We integrated again over the complete rj ränge and
over AI? € [—0.5,0.5]. At low transverse energies of ET — 5 GeV, the hadronization corrections
amount to ~ 20% - a comparable effect to the theoretical uncertainties discussed before. They
decrea.se very nicely towards larger EI and vanish at 30 to 40 GeV to cstabüsh the correspon-
dence between partonic and hadronic jets Uiere. The error bars are due to limited statistics
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and could be drastically reduced with more Computer time.
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Figure 5: Number vf ei-ents produced at an increased HERA luminosity of 250 pb l asafunction
Oj .J.OBS faft^ x°BS (right), and transrerse jet energy ET-

Finally, we estimate the bencfit that can be obtained from an increased HERA luminosity
of 250 pb""1 to constrain the photon and the proton parton densities. Figure 5 gives the number
of jets produced as a function of x®BS (left). x°BS (right), and transverse jet energy ET, where
the bin sizes reflect the approximate expected cxperirnental resolution. The cuts applied to
the dijet cross section are y € [0.2.0.9], ET > 30 GeV, and rj < 2. If we require at least
100 events, where statistical and systematic errors start to be of comparable size, jets with
transverse energies up to 55 GeV can be measurcd. where the jet double counting uncertainties
and hadronization corrections are very much reduced, We can still test the photon structure at
large ET in the region of x^BS = 0/1 -1 and the proton structure in the region x°BS = 0.05 — 0.3.
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4 Conclusions

Constraining the proton and photon structure functions in photoproductioo of jets at HERA
requires a good understanding of the jets in experiment and in theory. We used a new NLO
calculation and sirnulated HERA data to match different experimental jet deh'nitions (EUCELL,
PUCELL, and KTCLUS) with theory predictions with different values for the Rsep parameter.
At larger transverse energies, the uncertainties from different theorctical jet defmitions and
hadronization corrections are reduced. These regions can be studied if the HERA luminosity is
increased to 250 pb~', thus providing valuable information on the proton and photon structure
functions over large x ranges.
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Abstract: Colour coherence in hard photoproduction is considered usiiig the Monte
Carlo event generators PYTHIA and HERWIG. Significant effects in the parton
shower are found using rnultijet obscrvables for direct and resolved photon indaced
reactions. The particle flow in the interjet region of direct processes shows a strong
influence of string fragmentation effects.

l Introduction

Colour coherence is an intrinsic property of QCD. Its observation is important in the study of
strong interactions and in the search for dcviations from the Standard Model [l]. It is interesting
to look for colour coherence effects in hard photoproduction processes at the ep-collider HERA
where largo mornentum trausfcrs can be achieved and both direct (Fig. l(a)) and resolved
(Fig. l(b)) photon induced evcnts occur. In Section 2 multijet observables are studied which

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Examples of (a.) direct and (b) resolved photoproduction

reveal coherence at the parton shower level for both direct and resolved photoproduction. In
Section 3 consideration of the particle flow in direct photoproduction shows colour coherence
effects at the fragmentation stage of hadron production.

2 Multijet observables
The effects of colour coherence on the emission pattern of jets in e.+e~ collisions are well known
and intuitive. However in hadron hadron comsions the large number of possible colour flows
involved in jet production complicates the identification of variables sensitive to coherence.



Here, radiation patterns in -yp colliskms are studied hy considering events where soft radiation
is hard enough to form a jet. This reduces the effect of secondary interactions in resolved
photoproduction.

The effects arising from different implementations of coherence were studied using 500 pb"1

of events generated with PYTHIA 5.7 [2] and HERWIG 5.8 [3]. Direct and resoived events were
generated separately and combined according to their cross sectioiis. Events were generated
with a minimum pr of 20 GeV using the GKV proton and photon structure functions [4], Two
event samples were generated using PYTHIA: the PYTHIA Coherent sample and the PYTHIA
Incoherent sample which was obtained by switching off the coherence in the parton shower and
the initial-final state coherence. HERWIG represents an alternate inipleinentation of coherent.
processes. Jets of particles were found using the KTCLUS [5] algorithm in covariant p? niode
with radius equal to 1. Three jet events with at least two Jets of transverse energy (E3tet)
satisfying Eiet > 30 GcV and a third jet of E{et > 3 GeV were selected. The jcts are ordered by
E\ decreasing and referred to äs "first1', '"seamd" and ''third11 jet acccordingly in the following.
Two scenarios were considered, one to reflect the acceptance in jet pseudorapidity (rfet) of
the present ZEUS detector, \rfet < 2.5. and one to show the possibilities with an extended
acceptance, \rfet\ 4. In addition the events satisfied 0.2 < y < 0.85 and P'2 < 4 GeV2, wherc
P2 is the negative of the four-momentum squared of the photon.

An overall drop in cross section is observed between incoherent and coherent event samples.
For example, with a luminosity of 250 pb"1 and the Standard detector acceptance, \rfft\ 2.5,
2600 multijet events are predicted by PYTHIA Incoherent, 1728 by PYTHIA Coherent and
1665 events by HERWIG. For comparison in the extended acceptance scenario. rfRt < 4, 3012
multijet events are predicted by HERWIG.

The angular distribution of the third jet is also affected. Following [G] the angle « is defined
äs the azimuthal angle of the third jet about the second jet in the T;-9 plane. Here, however. we
nse centre-of-mass (c.m.) variables so a — arctan(A///|A^|) where A/f = sign(?;.jm)(r^ - r/j)
and t)™ = rj2~ 1/2(772 - j)i) and A^ = ^3 - ̂ - J?ii 'h and r;:i refer to the psendorapidities in
the lab frame of the first, second and third Jets respectively and positive r/ is in the direction
of the incoming proton. Ai^ is the difference in azimutli (p) between the second and third
Jets (in radiaus). The definition of u is illustrated for a typical event geometry in Fig. 2(c).
The distribution of a äs shown in Fig. 2(a) is broader for coherent events. This is cousistent

with our understanding that for coherent processes radiation is generally suppressed in regions
far from the directions of the incoming coloured partons. In addition, reducmg the bias on

the distribution by increasing the acceptance from jj^*') < 2.5 to |r^el| < 4 produces a more
pronounced depletion in the central region for coherent events (Fig. 2(b)).

Canonical detector effects were simulated by smearing the HERWIG jet quantities with
Gaussian distributions of varying widths. A resolution of 20% (10%) was used to smear the
Ei* of Jets with E{e< < 10 GeV (Ef' > 10 GcV). The width of the difference between generated
and detected values of rfft and f ^ e t was taken to be 0.1. As shown in Fig. 2(a) such detector
effects should not seriously hinder the measurement of a distributions.

The coherent emission of soft radiation does not have a strong effect on the jet profiles of
the first and second Jets. For instance, in Fig. 3(a) the transverse energy profile of the second
jet is shown. This is the distribution of Ör)? — rfari -ih, wherc rfari is the 77 of a particle within
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one radian of t? of the jet centre, weighted by the transverse energy of the particle, äs illustrated
in Fig. 3(c). For this the extended acceptance scenario particles are considered with absolute 7;
up to 5. The profile of the third jet is shown in Fig. 3(b). The occurrence of two peaks outside
the jet core is due to partial overlap in p of the first or second jet. A strong effect of coherencc
is apparent: it Icads to less energy in the core of the third jet.

One of the anticipatod effects of colour coherence is that radiation from an incoming par-
ton should bc inhibited in regions far from the initial partons direction. Therefore in direct
photoproduction events. where the single coloured parton in the initial state has positive 77,
the coherent emission pattern should be at relativcly higher 77 than the incoherent emission.
\Ve have selected a subsample of events which is euriclied in direct photon events by requir-
ing i7 > 0.8 wherc x~, = (^]ets E{c'e"l"')/(2E^). The suin runs only over the two highest
E?' Jets and £-, is the energy of the incoming photon. The r] of the third jet in the c.m.
frame, 77^ — % - l/2(i?2 - "/O- is shown for this selection in Fig. 4(a). The expected effective
enhancernent of radiation at largo i^"1 can clearly be secn.

Resolved events, with incoming coloured partons from both the "- and p directions, should
show an effective enhancement of radiation in coherent processes both at higher positive and
at more negative pseudorapidities in comparison to incoherent emission. This effect is evident
äs shown in Fig. 4(b). Note that the extended acceptance scenario must be employed in order
to see the relative enhancement of radiation at high T; in resolved events.

To summarize this section, a high integrated luminosity (^ 250pb"1) is desirable in order to
accumulate statistics in multijet events at highgg^1 - However luminosity Upgrades which involve
a signiücant reduction of forward acceptance are not worthwhile for this study. They destroy
the sensitivity to colour coherence without significantly improving the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 4: r)^"1 distributions se.parated by an i7 ciit o/0.8 znto j'aj direct and (b) resolved samples
for the extended acceptance scenario of\rfiet\ 4. In (c) the deßnition 0/77™ is illustrated.

3 Interjet string efFects in direct photoprocesses

Colour coherence effects which lead to a change in particle flow A' distributions in the inter-
jet region should be rathcr pronounced in the direct photon induced processcs such äs QED
Compton on quark (QEDC), QCD Compton (QCDC) and Photon Gluon Fusion (PGF). These
distributions are considered hcre using the PYTHIA [2] generator with string (SF) or indepen-
dent parton fragmentation (IF) into hadrons, Using SF is equivalent to taking into acconnt the
coherence effects at the hadronization phase of cvent generation. The flow N depends on the
string topology and colour antennac which are different for the three direct processes äs shown
in Fig. 5(left).

The calculation at the generator level was done using the GRV proton structure function [4]
and minimum pr equal to 2.0 GeV. The Hl detector Simulation was taken into account äs
well. A jet-cone algorithm [7] with radius equal to l was used for the selection of two jets
and gamma-jet events with E\ ° 7 > 3 Ge\ and jet (or final -y) cmission angles 25 - 155°.
This procedure corresponds to the selection of mainly direct processes. The calculated flow of
chargcd particles with p, > 0.2 GeV cmitted at angles of less than 20" to the reaction plane is
shown in Fig. 5(right) äs a function of the scale angle f l . £i is defined [8] äs the ratio of the
particle angle 6^ to the angle between partons. fi = 0 corresponds to the direction of the initial
state photon; fj = l - the final state quark; fi = — l - the final slate 7. gluon or antiquark for
QEDC, QCDC or PGF respectively; fi = -2 or 2 - the proton remnant.

It is seen that in the scale angle region between l and 2 (region II in Fig. 5} SF (solid
histogram, generator level) and IF (dashed histogram, generator level) give different predictions
for jV. SF taking into account colour forces leads to a suppression of particle flow which
is especially strong for QCDC process. The Hl detector Simulation (dark circles, SF) weakly
distorts the generator level N distribution except for directions close to remnant proton emission
where detector acceptance is rather low. Thus colour coherence effectH can be observcd at the
detector level.

It is interesting to consider raiios of particle flows N for different processes since the ra-
tio is less sensitive to experimental errors. The ratios R = N (QCDC)/N (QEDC), R' =
N (QCDC) l N (PGF) are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 displays more clearly the role of colour co-
herence which leads to drag effects in particle distributions. It is seen that for the case of SF
the suppression in N for QCDC is more pronounced than for QEDC and PGF. At £2 = 1.7
(he suppression readies a factor of ~ 3. It has beeil found that misidentification of quark and

QEDC

III

QCDC

111

PGF

Figure 5: Left: Topology of direct photoproduction processes in the 7 — parton c.m. frame. The
double hne is the proton remnant, dotted - strings. Q^ and 9^ are quark and hadron ernission
angles. Rtght: Charged particle flow N normalized to l at the quark emission anale vs the
scalp. angle fi. Solid line - generator level SF, dashed Hne - generator level JF, dark circle - Hl
Simulation SF. In the regions I - IV Sl is changing within the limits: 0 < £1 < l (I), l < Jl < 2
(II), -l < £2 < 0 (III), -2 < ti < -l (IV).

gluon jcts for QCDC does not change this conclusion.
To observe colour coherence at the fragrfi&ätation stage of hadron production in direct

processes it is necessary to distinguish these processes from resolved photoproduction and to



Figure 6: Ratios R and R" in the scale angle region l < il < 2. Notations are äs in Fig. 5.

separate QEDC, QCDC and PGF from each other, The Jet selection proccdure used here
enriches the data sample with direct processes. Fnrther enrichment can be achieved by going
to larger E}tetOT~' an{j by choosing events with x-, close to 1. Since the direct processes cross
section is low we expect ~ 230 QEDC events at the detector levcl for an integratcd luminosity
of ~ 100 ph~'. So higher luminosity is needed to study interjet coherence.

4 Conclusions
The observation of colour coherence in photoproductkm processes is an important challenge.
particularly given the unique opportunity at HERA to study direct äs well äs resolved photon
induced reactions. Since the cross sections of mnltijet events or of prompt photon reactions are
small high luminosity ep-collisions are necessary for their study. 250 pb"1 would appear to be
barely sufficient for these stndies; however in upgrading to 1000 pb~' it is essential that the
forward acceptance should not be reduced.
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Abstract: An excess of events with a rapidity gap between Jets, over what would
be expected from non-difiractive processes, has been observed at HERA. A process
based on a perturbative QCD calculation of tolour singlet exchange has been added
to HERWIG. With this addition, HERWIG is able to describe the number of events
with a gap between Jets over the number \vithout a gap. This gap fraction is
predicted to rise at large rapidity intervals between jcts which would only be visible
if the detector coverage werc increased.

(a)
p remnant

yremnant _ \)

Figure 1: Feynrnan diagrarns of processes involved. (a) and (b) are examples of the direct
and resolved contributions in pliotoproduction. (c) is the colour singlet exchange. (d) is the
representation of how an individuai event would appear in Tj-0 space.

At HERA the incoming electron is accorgjtgiriied by a cloud of photons. The spectrum
of photon virtuality, P2, is dominated by almost-real photons and, provided P2 is prevented
from being too large, the incoming photon can be regarded äs real and the types of event it



participates in are classified as photoproduction events. We use the usual experimental cut of
P2 < 4GeV2. If the event contains one or more jets it is assumed to have a hard interaction
and is then perturbatively calculable in QCD; hence it is referred to as a hard photoproduction
event. Here we will refer only to these kinds of events. These can be of two maiii types:
direct and resolvcd photoproduction, shown in figures l(a) and (b). In the direct ca.se the
whole photon interacts with a parton in the proton. In the resolved case the photon 'resolves'
into partons, one of which then interacts with a parton from the proton. If the transverse
momentum exchanged is high enough, outgoing partons give rise to 'jets' of particles in the
detector.

In rnost cases of parton-parton scattering a coloured object is exchanged (e.g. fig. l(b))
with an associatcd colour rlow between the outgoing partons and the remnant particles. This
can be modelled by a colour string which is stretched across the central rapidity interval. This
string then fragments into particles which occupy the region between the two jets. However it
is also possible for the exchanged object to be a colour singlet (fig. l(c)). In this case the colour
strings connect each outgoing parton with the remnant jet closest to it in rapidity. This leads
to a suppression of particle production in the rapidity region between the two jets. It was first
observed at pp colüders [1] and subsequently measured at HERA [5].

The presence of high ET jets in these events guarantees a high value of t and assures us of
the applicability of perturbativc QCD, -£/-\QCD >• l (s is the centre of mass energy and i the
invariant momentum transfer squared of the parton System). In addition, the pseudorapidity
interval between the jets, Ar/, reflects the Separation in rapidity of the outgoing partons. y.
Therefore at large Ar/ we have y ^ \n(~s/t) and — s/t. '3> l- Gluon exchange in the t-channel
increases with l ff2. However because a gluon is a coloured object, a rapidity gap does not
normally result. Two gluon exchange. which may be in a colour singlet state, can give rise to
a rapidity gap. Gluons exchanged between this i-channel gluon pair can further enhance the
cross section such that it rises faster than l/P at small t. These gluons can be summed using
the BFKL equation [2], to give

dg(qq -» qq) = 4^r

dt f' 4i

as derived in ref. [3] (CF = 4/3. C4 = Nf = 3, ((3) = 1-202 is the Riemann zeta function and
M) = 2dSi41n2). The approximations made in deriving this formula mean that the correct
scale to use in as cannot be determined, and does not even need to be the same in each case.
We use n s ( — i ) in the prefactor, ös — 0.25 in the dcnominator and uJ0 — 0-3 (which have bcen
installed as HERWIG defaults).

The package HzTool [4] was used to generate the Monte Carlo and to compare to the
original analysis [5] on ZEUS 1994 data. This facilitated the comparison of the data to the
Monte Carlo generated. HERWIG 5.8d [6] was upgraded to include the QCD calculation [3]
described above. About 2.6pb~ l (the 1994 ZEUS luminosity) of events were then generated.
A cone-based jet finding algorithm was run on this sample. Events were required to have at
Jeast two jets of E? > 6 GeV with pseudorapidity satisfying 7?J(>, < 2.5. Denoting by i/i and r/2

the pseudorapidities of the two highest ET jets, the events were required to satisfy in addition
'^^ < 0.75 and Ar/ — r/t - % > 2. Events with no particle with transverse energy greater

than 300 McV between the two jets were thetr Wassified as 'gap' events. The characteristic
signature of these events is illustrated in fig. l(d).

The selected sample exhibits an exponential decay in transverse momentum (fig. 2(a)) and
a bias towards high x°BS (fig. 2(b)). x°BS is the fraction of momentum of the photon that
participates in the interaction as calculated from the observed jets. The differential cross section
as a function of Ar/ is also shown (fig. 2(c)). The gap fraction (fig. 2(d)) is the number of events
with a gap divided by the total number of dijet events. It levels off at around 60%. Althoiigh a
fraction of 100% might be expected, many gap events are lost by such factors as the final state
particles escaping the bounds defined by the jet cone and hence filling the gap.

' • •

Figure 2: The QCD colour singlet process by itself. (a) shows the spectrum of the jet ET used
in the sample, (b) shows the x®BS distribution of the sample, (c) shows the cross section of
the sample as producd by HERWIG, m bins of AT; (the intervai between jets). (d) shows the
fraction of cvents with a gap over the total number of dijet events.

HERWIG 5.8d was then used to produce 'Standard' direct and resolved photoproduction
events and these were added to the sample of 'colour singlet7 events. The cross section for
the dijet sample without the requirernent for a jet was tuned to the ZEUS 1994 data. This
was then held fixed as the 'colonr singlet' sample normalization was adjusted to fit the gap
fraction graph. An overall normalization factor of 30 for the 'colonr singlet' sample was found
necessary to describe the data. This factor is allowed due to theoretical uncertainties in the
value of a, as mcntioned above. PYTHIA 5.7 [7] was then used to produce 'Standard' events.
as a comparison.

Bot h Monte Carlos are compared to the data (fig. 3{a)). As can be seen from the last two
bins, PYTHIA. which does not include colour singlet exchange fails to describe the data. How-
ever HERWIG, with the new QCD process, provides a good description. Also induded is the
Standard HERWIG plot (HERWIG 5.8d) witßÖÖt the colour singlet sample. This emphasizes
the dramatic effect, at high AT; of the new process on the gap fraction.
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Figure 3: Gap fractions äs produced by PYTHIA and HERWIG (with the colour singlet inter-
action denoted by 5.8d+). (a) is for a Standard detector, and the ZEUS 1994 dato, has been
superimposed. (b) is for an extended coverage. detector.

Using this rnodel the Monte Carlo was used to simulate an extended detector- The extended
detector coverage was simulated by changing the 7jje[ cut to j;JEl < 3.5. With the extended
detector clear evidence for the colour singlet cxchange for Ar/ > 4.0 is seen (fig. 3(b)). Figure 3
also shows a characteristic rise in the gap fractitm. The gap fractkm of the process by itself
is 60%. The diffractive cross section falls less rapidly äs A/j increases than does the 'background'
non-diffractive cross section. Thus at large Ar/ we expect the gap fraction to rise towards 60%.
Hence given an increased detector acceptance. we can see a clear signal for this kind of event.

The extended HERWIG was also used to simulate increased luminosity with the current
detector coverage. Although increased statistics would allovv differcnt bins of ET of the Jets
and of x®BS no such striking signal of the colour singlet exchange would be seen. So we conclude
in favour of the extended detector coverage.
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Dijet cross section in photoproduction at HERA
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Abstract: We havc built a Monte Carlo program describing the photoproduction
of 2 and 3 Jets at HERA. With desired cuts and cone algorithins, any cross section
can be extracted from the generaled events. We study the effect on the cross section
of Higher Order QCD corrections.

l Introduction

The importance of the photoproduction of Jets at HERA arises from the possibility of probing
the hadronic structure of the photon in a way cornplcmentary to the usual studies of the deep
inclastic photon structure function. In the latter case, one can reach the very small-i domain of
the parton densities in the photon and. in particular. directly measure the quark distributions
whcreas the gluon distribution is constrained by the evolution equations. On the contrary, in
photoproduction rcactions one directly probes thc gluon density in the photon assuming the
parton distributions in the proton are known from elsewhere. A siinultaneous study of both
processes should then lead to a precise determination of the photon structure very much in the
same way äs it does in purely hadronic reactions.

In the QCD-improved parton model, the jet cross sections are given by convolutions of
the parton distribution functions with the hard subprocess cross sections. The inore exclusive
the cross section, the less numerous the convolutions. since the internal variables are more
constrained by the final jet kincmatics. For instance the dijet cross section. äs a function of
the transverse rnomentum pj. and the jet rapidities T)?, and rj.,, is given by a product if the
subproress is a 2 —» 2 reaction [1] (Leading Logarithm approximation)

dtT da
(1)

dajdt is the a + b —> pa + p4 cross section. and F^(F^) the parton distributions in the electron
(proton). The direct contribution corrcsponds to a — 7 and F^ is thc Weizsäcker-Williams

LURA 14-36 du CNRS, associee ä l'Ecole Normale Superieuce de Lyon, et au Laboratoire d'Annecy-le-Vieux
de Physique des Particules.
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formula. In the resolved case, ffa is given by a convolution of F^ with the paxton distribution
in the photon

^ (Ee is the incident electron energy in the LAB frame). If the photonwith xf = ^^2hf , , -.- -. „ - - ~-, - -
energy (zEe) is known (for instance, by tagging the outgoing electron), we can write

P i (e -™+ «-"')
dx-

dz £ - (3)

Thus the dijet cross section written äs a function of x., is proportional to the parton distribution
in the photon F^(x^).

Higher Order (HO) QCD corrections to the LL expression (3) blur the simple kinematjcs of
formulae (1) to (3). There are contributions with three Jets in the final state, and we can no
longer fix .r.-,, because the third jet is not observed. However we can follow the strategy of the
ZEUS collaboration [2] which defines the variable

. / \ \

and observe the dijet cross section da/dx^". However this definition of x°b3 constrains the
phase space integration too rauch. An inclusivc dijet cross section can only be a function of pi,
rjä and rj4; the transverse momentum of the second jet cannot be observed without spoiling IR
compcnsation between the virtual and real HO cross section. We therefore propose the infrared
safc definition

z" = P3i (e-*3 + e-*) /2£, . (5)

In the LL approximation, x^L is equal to x^ (note that x^ can be larger than one at NLO);
it is important to check how much the HO corrections change this simple picture, and if the
detcrmination of F"(x-,) from da/dx^L remains accurate.

2 HO QCD corrections to the dijet cross section

HO corrections to the 2 —>• 2 processes irivolve virtual corrections to these proccsses and 2 —¥ 3
real contributions. We perform these corrections by using a Maple [3] program originally written
[4] in order to study dihadron production. The final three body phase-space, with parton of
momenta p3, p4 and pä, is divided into an initial collinear region with p5J_ < p^", in a final
collinear region with d-65 or d45 < R,. (dtj — (A^|j- + AJJ,^)') and in a 3-body region (without
collinear and/or IR singularity). The collinear contribution are analytically calculated and the
IR singularities are cancelled by the virtual contributions. The rcrnaining collinear singularities
are absorbed in the distribution functions. The collinear contributions contain large logarithms
log Psi" and logp^" logßc of the unphysical cut-offs p^n and Rc which are cancelled by the
3-body contributions.

A Monte Carlo program [5] generates (with a weight equal to orie) quasi 2 -> 2 events
(according to the collinear and virtual contributions) and 2 —?• 3 events. Then we perforrn
histograms [6] of these events for any cross section we may want with any cone algorithm (with
a physical cone radius R > Rc). We have checked this method by comparing the single inclusive
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jet cross section with a füll analytical calculation [7]. In fig. l we see that agreement is quite
good [8]. The Monte Carlo method leads to a dispersion of the predictions at large pL where the
cross section is small. This effect can be corrected by slicing the pL ränge and generating events
in each slice independently. We have also checked that the results in fig. l are independent of
p™j|" and Rc. The values used in fig. l are p™R — 0.5 GeV, Rc = 0.1 and R = 1.

Figure l: Single jet inclusivc cross section äs a function
results with tkose of ref. [7j (füll linc).

Comparison of the Monte Carlo

3 Results for da/dxLL
7

In order to obtain da/dx^L. we histogram the Monte Carlo events with constraint (5) and cuts
PZAL £ 9-2 GeV and —l < ^3,4 < 2. The radius of the cone is Ä = 1. The scales used are
^renorma/isaiion = Mjactorisatitm — Pi and the distribution functions are those of the ABFOW
collaboration [9] and AFG collaboration [10]. The direct and resolved contributions are shown
in fig. 2 and fig. 3. Note however that the Splitting in direct and resolved parts is factorization
scheine dependent and so is not physical at NLO.

The Born term leads to a peak at x^L = l in fig. 2 with dabornj'dx^L = 36232 pb (with
a resolution Ax^L — 0.08). It corresponds to the delta function which appears in (3) when
F%(x-,) = S(i — £-,)- When HO corrections are included, the height of the peak is decreased
and we obtain the histogram of fig. 2. In fig. 3 we show the LL and NLO contributions of
the resolved part. In the LL case, we still use NLO distribution functions and the shape of
the spectrum is proportional to F^(x^L). With our choice of parameters, the HO corrections
appear to be large. Obviously. changing the value of R, Ax^'", the cuts on r/3, 774. • • • will affect
the relative weight of HO corrections [11],

In conclusion, a quantitative determination of /^(-r.,) from the dijet cross section should be
possible.
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Figure 2: Total contribulions of Ihe dirtct
ter-rn.

4 Conclusion

Figure 3: LL (dashed) and total (füll) con-
tributions of the. resolved pari.

We have built a, Monte Carlo program, at NLO. describing the photoproduction of 2 and 3
Jets at HERA. With desired experimental cuts and jet algorithms, any cross section can be
extracted from the generated events,
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Prompt photon, Drell-Yan and Bethe-Heitler processes
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Abstract: We present prospects and requirements for the study of hard photon
processes which generate high pj- photons in the final state, and processes which
generate Drell-Yan lepton pairs.

l Introduction

The ZEUS and Hl experiments at HERA have published a variety of studies on hard processes
in quasUreal photoproduction. In lowest order (LO) QCD, an incoming photon (or parton from
the photon) interacts with a parton from the proton, and two outgoing high pr partons emerge
in the final state, which can then hadronise to give rise to two observable Jets. Two major
classes of LO process are defined: direct, in which the entire photon interacts in the QCD
subprocess, and resolved, in which the photon is a source of partons one of which interacts. A
major objective is to determme the parton densities in the photon and the proton, the latter
complementing the many measurements which have been rnade in DIS processes.

A problem concernirig measurements of this type concerns the effects of final state QCD
radiation, or higher order QCD etfects in general. These are reduced if we can measure processes
in which the emerging particles from the QCD subprocess are not themselves subject to QCD
effects. Two classes of process which have been used in this way in hadron colliskms are those
in which high-pr photons are produced, i.e. so-called "prompt" photons, and those in which
quark-antiquark annihilation gives rise a pair of leptons, known äs Drell-Yan processes. Fig. l
illustrates the different types of process. In "dijet" processes, both final state particles in the
basic diagram are quarks or gluoris, while the others involve a photon or a pair of leptons.

In pp collisions at Fermilab, prompt photon processes provide a way to study the gluon
content of the proton [l, 2], At HERA, the accessible kinematic ränge restricts the main
sensitivity to the quark content of the photon [3-6', together with the quark and gluon contents
of the proton. The particular virtue of prompt photon processes is that the observed final-state
photon emerges from the QCD process directly, without the intermediate hadronisation t^at
accompanies the observation of a quark or gluon through the means of a final state jet. This,
together with the availability of NLO calculations [7, 5], makes such processes attractive in
providing the prospect of a relatively clean technique for studying QCD. On the other hand,
the cross sections are substantially lower than those of dijet processes.
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Figure 1: Main LO diagrams for direct dijet and prompt photon processes in hard photopro-
duction, and examples for resolved processes. Diagrams for Bethe-Heitler and LO Drell-Yan
processes are also shown. Broad arrows represent photon or photon remnantg.

Drell-Yan (DY) processes in photoproduction are by definition resolved at LO. There is
no exactly parallel class of direct events, but a background comes frora Bethe-Heitler (BH.
"photon-photon") processes, äs iljustrated in Fig. 1. (A further BH diagram, not shown, has
an inelastic excitation of the proton at the lower vertex.) Both BH photons interact in a
direct way in producing the lepton pair. Direct-resolved and resolved-resolved photon photon
interactions can also occur and give hadronic final states. A higher order "direct" DY diagram
can also be drawn in which the photon remnant is replaced by a high-pr ? or q [8],

The study of lepton pair production through DY processes is of interest because it can
provide a further alternative way to measure the parton densities of the photon and the proton,
testing perturbative QCD and the determination of the running coupling constant. It is also
an important background process for other production mechanisms of lepton pairs, such äs
J/$ and T decays. The twist-two chirality violating proton structure functjon hi(x) can be
measured in the DY reaction when both beam and target are transversely polarized. In the
framework of the nuclear program at HERA the DY reaction will allow investigation of the
violation of charge symmetry in the valence quark distributions of the nucleon at large x, and
tests of Sf(2)-flavour symmetry breaking.

In 1971 Jaffe [9] suggested that the photon structure function could be determined through
the DY process in photoproduction experiments. Since then, several other authors have stud-
ied lepton pair production theoretjcally using the QCD formalism at kinematic conditions at
fixed target experiments [10], äs well äs ep colliders such äs HERA [11], Much attentjon was
paid to find proper kinematic variables and to determine a kinematic region where the major
contribution from the DY leptons would not be dominated by the background processes. All
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Figure 2: Diatributions of x^ [6] for (a) dijet events, (b) prompt photon events äs observed in
an idealised HERA detector. Solid curve = direct contribution; dashed curve = resolved; dots
= total, (c) Preliminary ZEUS results [15]: dashes - resolved + direci, dots = resolved.

of them, however, reached the not very comforting conclusion that, because of the overwhelm-
ing Bethe-Heitler background, photoproduction of lepton pairs from a proton target is not an
adequate way of measuring the photon structure function through the DY effect.

The planned HERA Upgrade, however, will increase the integrated luminosity by two orders
of magnitude and allow stricter selection criteria to separate the processes of interest. The
conclusion of [11] for HERA was based on a comparison of inclusive spectra (pr and rapidity),
calculated for 4?r geometry without taking into account the acceptances of the Hl or ZEUS
detectors. One should therefore make an effort to analyse the Drell-Yan and background pro-
cesses using a more precise approach to the experimental conditions. Results presented below
show that it is possible to find kinematic criteria under which the Bethe-Heitler background is
totally suppressed.

2 Prompt photon processes

The quantity x-, is defined äs the fraction of the photon energy taking part in the hard QCD sub-
process, and is a powerful tool in characterising high energy photoproduction processes [13, 14].
For direct processes its value is by definition unity. Experiinentally, its distribution is expected
to differ markedly between dijet processes and prompt photon processes. An "observed" value
of z7 may be evaluated, using the definitions of [13] and [6], äs £,,et,(E ~ pz}l "£.fvent(E ~ Pz),
summing over particles (or calorimeter cells) in the jets (or the jet plus the photon) and in the
whole event, for dijet events or prompt photon events äs appropriate.

Figure 2 shows the difference between the distributions of the "observed" value of IT between
dijet events and events with a prompt photon and an accompanying high-£V Jet, subject to the
typical kinematic constraints of a HERA experiment. High ET Jets have been reconstructed
(Ex > 5 GeV) from the four-vectors of HERWIG simulations of direct and resolved events,
with jets and prompt photons (also ET > 5 GeV) accepted in the pseudorapidity ränge —1.5 <
T/ < 1.7. First experimental results from ZEUS have been reported at the Rome DIS 96
Workshop [15]. In round figures, an integrated luminosity of 6 pb"1 gives approximately 50
direct events with a prompt photon in the ZEUS barrel calorimeter and 30 resolved events, an
accompanying jet also being observed.
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The Direct Compton diagram gives a good measurement of the quark content of the proton,
but an even more important aim is to measure the photon structure by means of the resolved
events. With an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 we may thus expect to record around 5000
resolved events and 7500 direct events with a prompt photon and a jet. This should suffice to
give a reasonable measurement of the photon quark density and distinguish between present
models which currently give cross sections differing among themselves by typically 10-20% [6].
Such measurements would be noticeably degraded if the total mtegrated lumiriosity were less,
say, by a factor of 4. Use of photons detected in the rear calorimeter would give a small
improvement, but not in the numbers of resolved events. To improve the resolved statistics we
would require a better un der s t an ding of photon detection in the forward calorimeter. This is
technically difficult, however, and its viability needs further study.

An alternative possibility would be to use inclusive prompt photon distributions. These [4]
appear to give a better sensitivity to the photon structure, different models varying by äs much
äs 40%. The inclusive cross section for prompt photons within a pseudorapidity ränge of \n\ l
is given by [4] äs 24-34 pb for the resolved contribution, with a similar figure for the direct.
An integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 will then give around 30k events in each category, the
gain coming by an avoidance of the need to detect the jet. However to take advantage of these
statistics, it would still be necessary to distinguish somehow between direct and resolved events.
One way to do this is to model the photon remnant in terms of energy detected (outside any high
ET Jets) in the rear regions of the detector, with the aim of reconstructing x-, approximately for
each event. First investigations have been made [16] but the technique is clearly more difficult
than if the outgoing jet is detected. For this reason, it seems necessary at present to aim for
an x^ measuremeiit, for which the highest possible luminosity is required.

3 Drell-Yan and Bethe-Heitler processes

In our present analysis, e+e~ and n*ft~ production in ep collisions (Ef = 26.7 GeV, Ep = 820
GeV) was simulated by PYTHIA5.7 (for DY leptons) and LPAIR [17] (for BH leptons). This
allows us easily to apply all the necessary cuts to account for detector resolution and detector
geometry. The results presented here are correspond to the geometry of the ZEUS detector
and are based on samples of 2 • 10* events (for DY pairs) and 105 events (BH pairs).

To study the effects of different selection criteria on the background suppression, cuts on
the the polar angle &i and energy EI of produced leptons were defined äs follows: lLe = 2.2° <
ec < 176.5°; 1L,, = 5" < eu < 170°; 2LC = 2.2° < öe+ , 0e- < 176.5°; 2LU - 5° <
8^ , &»- < 170°; 1E H £i > l GeV, 1E5 = £, > 5 GeV, 2E = Ei,t > l GeV. These conditlons
correspond to lepton acceptances in the ZEUS detector. Two types of trigger were considered:
a) "tagged", requiring the detection of the scattered electron (5 < E,' < 25 GeV) at very small
angles, thereby limiting Qy to less than 0.02 GeV2, and b) "untagged", requiring the absence
of a detected scattered electron in the inain rear calorimeter (Q2 < 4 GeV2).

The total "untagged" and "tagged" cross sections for photoproduction of DY pairs with
masses Mi+j- > l GeV were found to be 84 pb and 25 pb respectively.

Table l presents numbers of events with electron pairs passing the different combinations
of cuts defined above, From the last column of the table it can be seen that the requirement of
detectirig at least one of the BH electrons in the calorimeter (!Le®lE) dramatically reduces the
number of BH events passing this cut. With simultaneous detection of both electrons (2LeS2E)
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TRIGGERS

No Cuts
1L
2L
1E
1E5

1L®1E
2L&2E

PYTHIA
Q3 < 4 GeV2

20 000
14 301
12475
15560
8 874
9 824
5 771

PYTHIA
<92 < 0.02 GeV2

20 000
14099
12248
15 589
9058
9693
5609

PYTHIA
Q2 < 0.02 GeV2

5 GeV < Ee. < 25 GeV

7 125
5 903
3 974
5 221
2 209
3997
2 439

LPAIR

~TÖ^
54 569
44 649
5801
1 050

0

Table l: Nürnberg of events with photoproduction of an electron pair (P YTHIA 5. l for D Y and
LPAIR for BH) under different trigger conditions.

only about 12% of the DY electron pairs survive, but the BH background is totally eliminated.
The ZEUS muon detector system has a smaller angular acceptance and so the number of DY
muon pairs passing the 2L(Jo2E cuts is 1548 events of 20 000.

Figure 3 illustrates these results and shows the (pseudo)-rapidity distributions of DY and BH
leptons (i.e. electrons + muons) under different trigger conditions. The final plot summarizes
the results of our analysis; at an integrated luminosity of 10 pb"1, with the 2LC2E cuts in the
ZEUS detector, about 40 events can be detected with DY electron pairs and 25 events with
DY muon pairs. With an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb"1 these data samples will increase
by two orders of magnitude, which should just be sumcient to enable the photon structure to
be investigated.

A further feature which could be used to distinguish DY from BH events is the presence of
a photon remnant. This can be quantined once again by evaluating xy (in terms of the two
leptons instead of jets). The BH events will have XT a; 1; x-, must be evaluated in any case for

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Pseudo-rapidity distributions of (a) DY leptons for all events (open histograrn), and
the subsets with applied cuts iUE (shaded, light) and 2E5 (shaded, heavy), (b) BH leptons with
the sa,me cuts äs above, (c) leptons passing the 2L®2E cuts with an integrated luminosity of
10 pb'1. The solid and dashed histograms correspond to BH and DY leptons respectively. The
acceptance of the ZEUS calorimeter is indicated.



a study of the photon structure, and a cut to remove high 2,, events should help to remove the
BH background and perhaps allow other condltions to be loosened. We have not had time to
investigate this question furfcher, but it is clear that a number of possibilities exist for studying
DY pairs at HERA. All require the highest luminosities that can be obtained.

4 Conclusions

To study the photon structure through prompt photon and Drell-Yan processes will require
the highest integrated luininosities that HERA can deliver. We support a füll Upgrade to an
Jntegrated luininosity of 1000 pb"1.
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Abstract: We illustrate how improved detection in the forward region can give
further knowledge on important unsolved problems of QCD dynamics at small-x
and confinement. The physics issues considered are QCD multiparton emission
(GLAP, BFKL), proton remnant hadronization and diffractive interactions. The
possibility to investigate the transition from diffractive to non-diffractive events
and obtain a 'continuous' description of the interaction dynamics is emphasized.

QCD at small-a^. The current strong interest in QCD at small-z is likely to rernain for
some years, given the complexity and importance of the problems involved. The observables
considered first, e.g. the rise of FZ and the large forward transverse energy flow, are presently
too inclusive to give decisive results. The measured forward transverse energy flow [1] is con-
sistent with BFKL [2] dynamics, but can also be understood in terms of GLAP evolution [3j
cornbined with non-perturbative hadronization effects [4]. Therefore, one needs to consider
other observables and extended coverage of the forward phase space region.

The following results are obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) event simulations in neutral
current deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA (27.5 GeV e on 820 GeV p) in the kinematic
region Qz > 1 GeV2, x > 10"4, 0.05 < y < 0.7 (unless otherwise stated).

Fig. la shows the mean transverse energy (EL) flow in pseudorapidity from the conventional
GLAP-based LEPTO 6.5 [5] MC together with the ARJADNE 4.08 [6] MC based on the colour
dipole inodel (CDM). Although CDM is not based on BFKL, it has a similar non-ordering of

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Trangverse energy fiow in the laboratory system and (b) pj_ spectrum of charged
particles with 3 < 77 < 6 from LEPTO (solid) and ARIADNE (dashed).
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W (b)

Figure 2: Pseudorapidity distributions in the laboratory frame from LEPTO for (a) various
particle species and (b) protons at different fixed x and Qz.

PJ_ in the emissions, which combined with a low pi-cutoff in the emissions gives a larger E^
flow at large rapidities.

The present data only extend to r\ 3 and cannot demonstrate BFKL behaviour due to the
uncertainties from hadronization effects. An extension of the detectable ränge would be helpful,
but a decisive test rtiay still be impossible using the transverse energy flow. The hadronization
effects should not be so important for other less inclusive observables like the rate of forward
jets or the tau of the p_L-distribution [7] of charged particles in a forward rapidity bin. This is
illustraied in Fig. Ib, whete emissions at high pL are suppressed for the GLAP-based model.
Here, one should be more sensitive to few hard emissions in perturbative QCD rather than a
cuirmlative effect from many soft particle emissions in the hadronization,

Proton remnant. Confmement and non-perturbative QCD are still major unsolved
Problems in particle physics. Related to this is the hadronization of the proton remnant. In MC
models the remnant can be defined on the parton level äs the proton 'minus' the parton t hat
enters the hard scattering. Since the partons are not observable, the experimental definition of
the remnant is not clear and cannot be niade unambigously event-by-event, except in the case
of large rapidity gaps (see below).

Fig. 2a shows pseudorapidity distributions of different particle species äs obtained with
LEPTO. This illustrates that a natural statistical definition of the remnant region is where
p — p > 0, i.e. at TI 5^ 5. This is, however, model dependent given the uncertainties in how
the remnant should be treated. This concerns, in particulai, the case when the remnant is not
a simple diquark, but a more complex parton System remaining when a sea quark or gluon
interacted. The remnant can then have effects down to much more central rapidities [4]. These
issues could be investigated by measuring very forward (anti)baryon spectra (see also Fig. 3d).
The background of very forward charged pions (Fig. 2a) is quite large in the angular 77-variable,
but much less in terms of energy or momentum since the pions in general are much softer than
the baryons (cf. Fig. 3d).

The Variation of the proton spectrum with x and Q2 shown in Fig. 2b is rather limited.
This is expected äs long äs the remnant is considered a spectator relative to the hard scattering
System. The leading proton spectrum is, therefore, not directly affected by the perturbative
QCD radiation, which otherwise has substantial effects in the forward region äs discussed above.

However, since the spectator system takes the remaining energy-momentuin it is affected by
the fraction going into the hard System and thereby indirectly by the QCD emissions. For the
same x (dashed and the dotted lines in Fig. 2b) the proton spectrmn is somewhat softer for
larger Q2. This allows more QCD radiation and thereby a larger momentum fraction for the
parton from the proton and hence a softer proton spectrum.

Transition to diffraction. Although the observed rapidity gap events can be phe-
nomenologically described in terms of Regge-based models of porneron exchange, there are
still theoretical problerns in understanding the pomeron concept and its interaction mecha-
nism. Moreover, the gap events are then described by one kind of model with no clear direct
connection, or 'continuous' transition, to the models for normal DIS. The theoretical descrip-
tion should preferably contain both event types, and a smooth transition, within a common
framework.

Recently introduced models [8,4] attempts to describe the rapidity gap events without using
Regge or pomeron concepts. In the soft colour interaction (SCI) model [4], the main assumption
is that the partons produced in the perturbative phase may exchange colour, through soft non-
perturbative gluon exchange, with the colour neld of the proton remnant. The hard scattering
system may then become a colour singlet which is well separated from the colour singlet proton
remnant system, i.e. a rapidity gap appears between them.

Figure 3: (a,b) Size (Ar;) of the largest gap in each event versus the position of its upper edge
{ifoapmoz) with iso-Unes showing changes by a factor two in the number of events per bin. (c)
Distribution in ATJ for all events and those with a leading proton or neutron. (d) ip-distribution
for leading protons, neutrons and pions. Monte Carlo results from LEPTO (solid) with SCI and
ARIADNE (dashed) representing models including pomeron exchange.



The position of the largest gap in the event is different in this model (Fig. 3a) äs compared
to s. pomeron-based model (Fig. 3b). The latter gives a large rapidity gap by construction, äs a
kinematical consequence of a soft pomeron exchange, which gives a two-component structure in
Fig. 3b when added to normal non-gap events. In the SCI model, on the othei hand, gaps appear
äs randorn fluctuations and can be of arbitrary size, providing the smoother transition in Fig. 3a
between smaller gaps at any rapidity and the large gaps (A?/ ^,4) at very forward rapidities.
The remainder system forward of the gap has a continuous mass spectrum, but for large gaps it
is dominated by a proton (Fig. 3c) giving a characteristic diffractive peak (Fig. 3d). However,
the continuum of higher niass states (see [4]) could describe proton dissociation, which in a
Regge model must be added separately. Also leading neutrons emerge in the model äs shown in
Fig. 3cd, but give only a sniall contribution to the large-rapidity-gap events. This corresponds
to pion exchange in Regge, which is not included in ARIADNE resulting in the exponential
fall-off in Fig. 3c due to fluctuations in normal hadronization.

The development of a consistent theoretical description of both diffractive and normal DIS
would benefit from measurements of these kinds of observables. In particular, dependences
on the gap size, the pioperties of the forward system, leading particles and effective quantum
number exchange over the gap etc. should then be considered.

ConclusiOns. Improved forward detection capabilities, both in coverage and quality
(energy/momentum measurements and particle identincation) would give new information of
interest for several important physics issues:
• Novel perturbative QCD at sinall-i, e.g. BFKL dynamics nray be observable through E±_
flow, jets or high-pi particles at very forward rapidities.
• Non-perturbative QCD and confinement, e.g. issues in connection with the hadronization of
the proton remnant and its correlation with the hard interaction.
• The transition from diffractive to normal DIS events and a 'continuous' theoretical description
of the interaction dynamics.

The forward rapidity region can be moved more into the detector by lowering the proton
energy. With the Iowest realistic beam energy of 300 GeV the forward region essentially moves
about l unit of rapidity towards the center. Although this certainly helps to some extent, it
does not give enough improved coverage for most of these issues. One should also realize that a
Hmitation of the forward coverage, e.g. due to low-/3 insertions for increased luminosity, would
essentially remove the discussed opportunities.
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On Forward Jets and the Hot Spot Limit at HERA

H. Heßling

Abstract: A Monte Carlo study of forward jets in deep inelastic Icpton-proton
scattering at HERA is presented. The jets are identified with an extension of the
JADE algorithm which differs from the JADE algorithm by jet mass terms.

A new variable for the transverse hadronic activity, K2 = E(E — Pz)-, is ln-
troduced and investigated in the 'Tlot Spot Limit", i.e. at high jet energics, high
transverse jet momenta and low Bjorken-x (XBJ)- It is shown that a study of the
shape of the K-distributiori allows to discriminate between the predictions of t\vo
Monte Carlo programs, which are based on a color dipol model and a parton shower
model, respectively.

l Introduction

Transverse energy flow measurements of Hl and ZEUS at small ZBJ seem to indicate that the
DGLAP evolution of the parton densities [3] is underestimating the data [4]. It is expected that
the BFKL evolution [8] which is applicable in the small Bjorken-x (XBJ) region, 1s producing
more transverse hadronic act iv i ty than the DGLAP evolution. However the transverse energy
flow is not an infrared-safe observable, and it rnay turn out that the observed gap between the
DGLAP evolution and the data is mostly due to hadronization effects, so that nori- perturbative
models, such äs the Soft Color Interaction model [2], are able to explain the gap [12].

Jets of higb energy and high transverse momentum, i.e. 'hard jets. at very low ,rßj are
expected to be suited for a search for new QCD phenomena, such äs Hot Spots [11]. Hot
Spots are small regions in the proton where the parton densities are so large that parlon
recombination proccsses are more dominant than parton Splitting processes. which are the
dominating processes at high .r HJ. Experiincntal evidence for new QCD phenomena can bc
found by looking for discrepancies between the data and predictions of conventional theorctical
approaches. Hot Spots, for cxample, are beüeved to suppress differential jet cross sections
compared to Standard approaches because of recombination processes of partons in the proton
[11]. In Ref. [4] first measurements of the cross section of hard jets at low XBJ were presented.
The results seem to favour the BFKL evolution over the DGLAP evolution, howevcr a firm
conclusion could not be extracted from the data. Cross sections are difficult to measurc. In
this study we are looking for a different signature of new perturbative QCD phenomena. The
idea is to take into account that the recombination processes could influence the hadronization
of partons in such way that on the hadron level certain dlstributions of hard jets differ not
only in the normalization but also in the shape from predictions of conventional Monte Carlo
programs. Shapes are easier to measure than cross sections, i.e. a different possibility to find
evidence for new QCD phenomena would bc to find a jet variable which shows, for hard jets,
significant discrepancies in the shape between the data and conventional Monte Carlo programs.
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As a first step we identify in thls work a jet variable which discriminates between two different
Monte Carlo models: a MEPS model which is bascd on low order QCD matrix elements and
parton showers [6], and a color dipol model (CDM) [9].

2 Extended JADE Algorithm

In Ref. [5] a Jet clustering algorithm was deduced from a few conditions of general nature, such
äs energy-momenturn conservation, Lorentz invariance and infrared safety1. The jet clustering
is applied to äset of momentapi, . . .pjy. First, thesquared distance d^ = (p;+pj)! —(mi+m_,)2is

assigned to all pairs of momenta p, and p}. \vhere i < j < N and m, = Jp^ is the rnass of the
i-th mornentum. Secondly, the momenta p; and p} are recombined to the momentum p± + PJ
(E-scheme), if d,j is not only the smallest of all disLances but also smaller than a refercnce
distance ^/y^Mre!, where A/£f = (p, +p2 + .. ,)2 - (m, +m 2 + .. .)2 . y^t 3s called jet resolution
parameter and A/ref reference mass. The second step is iterated untü all distances are larger
than the reference distance. The final set of momenta defines the jets of the hadronic final
state.

The proton remnantis identified äs the jet with the smallest distance <£prot to the momentum
of the incorning proton. Within the set of the non-remnant jets, the jet with the smallest
distance d,prot to the incoming proton momentum is called the forvvard jet. \Ve stress that thls
Interpretation of the forvvard jet will be applied to each event, also to (1 + 1) jet events. despite
the fact that because of kinematic constraints the current jet of (1 + 1) jet events may not be
emitted into the region around the proton direction in the HERA laboratory frame.

The jet resolution parameter is set in the following to yfut = 0.02.2

3 Hot Spot Limit

Hcisenberg's uncertainty relations suggest that siibregions in the proton may be investigated,
if the energy of forward jets with a high transverse momentum is increased.

The basic idea of the following analysis is to find a jet variable whose distr ibution has a
shape which is not identical for the conventional Monte Carlo prograrns DJ ANG06-MEPS3 and
DJANGO6-CDM4, respectively, if the behavior of high transverse inomentum jets (pj. ~ Q2}
is studied in the limit of high energies and small ZBJ

* = T?-£7^- -+0. (1)

where £jeu is the energy of the forward jet. A study of this kind was siiggested in the context
of Hot Spots [11], Therefore. the limit (1) will be called Hot Spot Limit in the following.

1 A jet algorithm is infrared safe if it does not resolve infrared or collinear momenta
2For the extended JADE algorithm it can be shown that at ynl - 0.01 and at high Q- (> 100 GeV2)

the next-to-leading order correction factors (K-factors) to the (2+1) jet cross sections in leading order are
reasonably small (A' - 1.3).

3DJANGO6-MEPS [1] is an Interface between the Monte Carlo programs LEPTO [6] and HERACLES [13].
"DJANGOe-CDM [1] is an Interface between the Monte Carlo programs ARIADNE [9] and HERACLES.
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Jets in the Hot Spot Limit should be sensitive to perturbative (multi-parton) effects and
only weakly influenced by non-perturbative hadronization effects since, on the one band, in
the Hot Spot Limit subregions in the proton should be probed and since, on the other hand.
hadronization effects are long distance effects.

It is a non-trivial task to find a jet variable which is shape sensitive in the Hot Spot Limit,
mainly because there is no Information from theory available, äs to how a shape sensitive
jet observable should look like. Eor example, it turns out that the shape of the transverse
momentum distributions of the forward jet does not change very much in the Hot Spot Limit.

Let us introduce the observable K2 = E (E — PZ). i.e. the energy weighted E ~ PZ of the
forward jet. The qualitative agreement in the shape of the n distribution between the Monte
Carlo predictions is lost if .TBJ is decreased and the energy of the forward jet is increased at the
same time (sce Fig. 2. where the K distribution is shown for the jet energies larger than 10,15
and 20 GeV).

MFPS C;DM

x<o.oooa
E>1O GeV

2O 3O

(jel 1) (GeV)

10 2O 3O

(jetl) (GeV)

) 1O 2O 3O

K (jet 1) (GeV)

( \O < Q2 < 35 GeV1

l 1O 2O 3O

K (jet 1) (GeV)

p, > Q'/J K > 2 ö Q )

Figure 1: Comparison of the Hot Spot Limit of the n distribution on the ZEUS detector
using the Monte Carlo programs DJAXG06-MEPS and DJA.\G06-CDM. (The kinematic
ränge is limited to 13 GeV2 < Q2 < 35 GeV2. Moreovcr, it is required that the forward jet /to.s
o high transverse momentum, p\ (?2/3, and a high "energy weighted E — F'z ', K > 2.5Q.
The distributions of the partons inside the proton are taken from the MRSD-' set [10].)

It can be shown that the discrepancies with respect to the peak structure are stable against
the experirnental uncertainties in the hadronic energy scale, one of the most important ex-
perimental unccrtainty. The contributlon to the systematic error from the uncertainty in the
Icptonic energy scale is small. Moreover, it turns out that there is a (weak) correlation between



the generated and reconstructed events, indicating tliat the influence of the ZEUS detector on
the K distribution in the Hot Spot Limit can be unfolded. Tlnis, the ZEUS detector seems to
be suitable to measure the K distribution in the Hot Spot Limit.

Newer versions of ARIADNE and LEPTO were published, now with ^imilar predictions for
the for ward energy flovv. It can be shown, however, tliat the discrepancics found here are still
present.

In summary, a measurement of the shape of the K distribution of the forward Jet in the Hot
Spot Limit may lead to an improvement of the understanding of perturbative QCD.

We thank the Organizers of the Workshop ''Future Physics at HERA" and the convenors of
the working group "Jets and High ET Phenomena" for their strong support.
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Abstract: The production of forward jets of transverse momentum pr(j} ~ Q and
large momentum fraction x j f l 3> x prübes the onset of BFKL dynamics at HERA.
A füll O(al) calculation of the inclusive forward Jet cross section is presented and
compared to the expected BFKL cross section.

Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA provides an ideal place to probe strong interaction
dynamics. One focus of interest has been the small Bjorken-x region, where one would üke
to distinguish BFKL evolution [l], which resums the leading o_ ä l n l / : r terms, from the more
traditional DGLAP evolution equation [2], which resums leading QS In Q2 terms. Unfortunately,
the measurement of Fi(x,Q2} in the HERA ränge is probably-too inclusive to discriminate
between the two [3],

A more sensitive tes-t of BFKL dynamics at srnall x is expected from deep inelastic scattering
with a measured forward jet (in the proton direction) and p\(j) « Q"1 [4]. The idea is to
study DIS events which contain an identified jet of longitudinal momentum fraction Xjei =
Pi(jet)/Eprotan which is largc compared to Bjorken .r. W'hen tagging a forward jet with p r ( j ) ^
Q this leaves little room for DGLAP evolution while the condition x ] f t 3> x leaves BFKL
evolution active. This leads to an enhanccment of the forward jet production cross section
proportional to ( X j c i / j ) a r ~ l over the DGLAP expectation.

A conventional fixed order QCD calculation up to O(a2s) does not yet contain any BFKL
resummation and must be considered a background for its detection: one must search for an
enhancement in the forward jet production cross section above the expectation for two- and
three-parton final states. In this contribution we perform a füll next-to-leading order (NLO)
analysis of this "fixed order'' background. Such an analysis has become possible with the
Implementation of QCD radiative corrections to dijet production in DIS in a fully flexible
Monte Carlo program, MEPJET [5],

Numericalrcsults below will be presented both for leading order (LO) and NLO simulations.
The LO 1-jet and 2-jet results ernploy the LO parton distributions of Glück, Reya and Vogt [6]
together with the one-loop fonnula for the strcgggcoupling constant. At O(a^} all cross sections
a.re determined using the NLO GRV parton distribution functions f(xi,/j,F) and the two loop
formula for a3(n]t). With this procedure the 2-jet inclusive rate at NLO is simply given äs the



with forward jet without forward jet

0(a°e)
0(<*\)
O(a])

: 1 jet
: 2 jet
: 1 jet inclusive

2 jet inclusive
2 jet exclusive
3 jet

P?,J#*>4 GeV

Opb
18.9 pb
100 pb
83.8 pb
69.0 pb
14.8 pb

fcf > 4 GeV

0 pb
22.4 pb
100 pb
98.3 pb
66.8 pb
31.5 pb

pf l > p^>4GeV

8630 pb
2120 pb

2400 pb
2190 pb
210 pb

Table 1: Ooss sections for rc-jet events in D1S at HERA at order o-°, a,, and a*,. The jet
multiplicity includes the forward jet which, when required, must satlsfy p r ( j ) > 5 GeV and
the cuts of Eqs. (1,2). The transverse momenta of additional (non-forward) Jets must only
exceed cuts of 4 GeV (first and third column). This requirement is replaced by the condition
fcf > 4 GeV in the second column. No p% cut is imposed in the l-jet case at Ö(o°) and the
factorization scale is fixed to Q.

sum of the NLO 2-jet and the LO 3-jet exclusive cross sections. The value of as is matched at
the thresholds /JR = m,, and the number of flavors is fixed to ri/ = ö throughout. i.e. gluons
are allowed to split into five flavors of massless qiiarks.

Unless otherwise stated, both the renormalization and the factorization scales are tied to the
sumof parton kr's in the Breit frame, ^R — ftp — \Y,i ^r( ') - where (fcf(i))2 — 2£f (l-cosfl j p).
Here 0ip is the angle between the parton and proton directions in the Breit frame. £;fcf(0
constitutes a natural scale for jet production in DIS [7] because it interpolates between Q, in the
naive parton niodel limit, and the sum of jet transverse momenta. when Q becomes negligiblc.

We are interested in events with a forward jet with pr(j) ~ Q and x3fi >> x and impose
kinematical cuts which closely model the Hl selection[8] of such events. Jets are defined in the
cone scheine (in the laboratory frame) w i th A.R — l and |T;| < 3,5. Here i/ = — ln tan(ö /2 )
denotes the pseudorapidity of a jet. Unless noted otherwise, all jets must have transverse
momenta of at least 4 GeV in both the laboratory and the Breit frames. Events are selected
which coiitain a forward jet (denoted "j") in the pseudorapidity ränge 1.735 < rj(j) < 2.9
(corresponding to 6.3° < 0(j) < 20°) and with transverse momentum p'fb(j) > 5 GeV. This jet
must satisfy

< 4

in the laboratory frame. The condition x!ft 3> r is satisfied by requiring x < 0.004. Additional
selection cuts are Q2 > 8 GeV2, 0.1 < y < 1. an energy cut of £(/') > 11 GeV on the
scattered lepton, and a cut on its pseudorapidity of —2,868 < r}(l') < —1.735 (corresponding to
160° < 0(1'} < 173.5°). The energies of the incoming electron and proton are set to 27.5 GeV
and 820 GeV, respectively.

Numerical results for the multi-jet cross sections with (or without) a forward jet are shown in
Table 1. Without the requirement of a forward jet , the cross sections show the typical decrease
with increasing jet multiplicity which is expecggfcin a well-bchaved QCü calculation. The 3-jet
cross section in the last column constitutes only about 10% of the 2-jet cross section and both
rates are sizable. The requirement of a forward jet with large longitudinal momentum fraction

(xjet > 0.05) and restricted transverse momentum (0.5 < Pr(j)/Q2 < 4) severely restricts the
available phase space. In particular one fmds that the 1-jet cross section vanishes at LO, due
to the contradicting x < 0.004 and Xjei > 0.05 requirements: this forward jet kinematics is
impossible for one single massless parton in the final state.

Suppose now that we had performed a füll O(dj) calculation of the DIS cross section.
which would contain 3-parton final states at tree level, 1-loop corrections to 2-parton final
states and 2-loop corrections to 1-parton final states. These 2-loop contributions would vanish
identically. oncc J < x]Kt is imposed. The rernaining 2-parton and 3-parton differential cross
sections. however, and the cancellation of divergences between them, would be the same as
those entering a calculation of 2-jet inclusive rates. These elements are already implernented
in the MEPJET program which, therefore, can be used to determine the inclusive forward jet
cross section, within the cuts discussed above. At 0(o£) this cross section is obtained from the
cross section for 2-jet inclusive events by integrating over the füll phase space of the additional
jets, without any cuts on their transverse momenta or pseudorapidities. Numerical results are
shown in the third row of Table 1.

The table exhibits some other rcrnarkablc features of forward jet events: the NLO 2-jet
inclusive cross section exceeds the 1,0 2-jet cross section by more than a factor of four and the
3-jet rate at O(a]) is about as large as the 2-jet rate at O(cxs). The srnallness of the LO 2-jet
compared to the NLO 2-jet inclusive cross section means that at least three final-state partons
are required to access the relevant part of the phase space, This three-parton cross section.
however, has only been calculated at tree level and is subject to the typical scale uncertainties
of a tree level calculation. Thus, even though we have performed a füll ö(al) calculation of the
forward jet cross section at HERA, including all virtual effects, our calculation effectively only
glves a LO estimate of this cross section and large corrections may be expected from higher
order effects.

The characteristics of forward jet events are demonstrated in Fig. l where the transverse
momentum and the pseudorapidity distributions of therecoil jet with the highest p'fb are shown,
subject only to a nominal requirement of Pr^iPr > l GeV. Here the recoil system is defined
as the complemerit of the forward jet, in the final state which arises in the photon-parton
collision. Almost all forward jet events contain at least one additional jet in the recoil system,
with pjfc ;> 4 GeV and, typically, in the central part of the detector.

In the usual cone scheine final-state collinear singularities are regulated by the AH Separa-
tion cut while infrared singularities and initial state collinear emission are regulated by the PT
cut. In '/"p collisions the photon virtuality, Q2, eliminates any collinear singularities for initial
state emission in the electron direction and therefore a large k? is as good a criterion to dcfine
a cluster of hadrons as a jet as its pT. The dashed linc in Fig. l(a) shows the fcj distribution in
the Breit frame of the recoil jet candidate with the largcst kT. Rasically all forward jet events in
this NLO analysis possess a recoil ''jet'1 with kT > 4 GeV and would thus be classified as 2-jet
inclusive events in a variant of the cone scheine where the pr > 4 GeV condition is replaced by
a fcff > 4 GeV cut. This observation makes intuitively clear why we are able to calculate the
1-jet inclusive forward jet cross section with a program designed for the 2-jet inclusive cross
section at NLO: there exists a jet definition scheine in which all forward jet events contain at
least one additional hard jet.

An estimate for higher order corrections rggg be obtained by comparing to BFKL calcula-
tions or to existing experimental results. The Hl Collaboration has published such a measure-
rnent which was made during the 1993 HERA run with incident electron and proton energies of



Figure 1: Characteristics of the highest transverse momentum "jet" in the recoil system, i.e.
excluding the forward jet. Distribution» shown are (a) dffjdpT in the lab frame (solid line)
and dujdkT in the Breit frame (dashcd line) and (b) the jets pscudorapidity distribution in the
laboratory frame. All distributions are calculated at order a}. Jet transverse momentum cuts
have been relaxed to p ' i P > l GeV.

Ef = 26-7 GeV and Ep = 820 GeV [9], The acceptance cuts used for this measurement differed
somewhat from the ones described before. Because of the lower luminosity in this early HERA
run the Xjet cut on the forw-ard jet was lowered to 0.025 and defined in terms of the jet energy
äs opposed to the longitudinal momentum of the jet in the proton direction,

- E ( j ) / E „ > 0.025 , (3)

and the pseudorapidity ränge of the forward jet was chosen süghtly larger, 1.735 < r/(j) < 2.949
(corresponding to 6° < ö(j') < 20°). Scattered electrons were selected with an energy of
E [l') > 12 GeV and in the pseudorapidity ränge -2.794 < r/(l') < -1.735 (corresponding to
160° < 0(1') < 173°). Finally the Bjorken-x and Q'* ranges were chosen äs 0.0002 < x <
0.002 and 5 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2, Within these cuts Hl has measured cross sections of
709 ± 42 ± 166 pb for 0.0002 < x < 0.001 and 475 ± 39 ± HO pb for 0.001 <x < 0.002. These
two data points, normalized to bin sizes of 0.0002, are shown äs diamonds with error bars in
Flg. 2. Also included (dashed histogram) is a recent calculation of the BFKL cross section [10].

As shown before, the MEPJET program allows to calculate the füll 1-jet inclusive fonvard
jet cross section1 for x <£ x3et. The LO result is shown äs the dash-dotted histogram in Fig. 2
and the NLO result is shown äs the solid histogram. The shaded area corresponds to a scale

'We have checket! that also for the kinematical regle« considered now alrnost all forward jet events contain
at least one second jet with p'y > 4 GeV and k% > 4 GeV.

OJ
a

1̂ 3

t

0.0005 0.0010 0.0015

x Bjorken

0.0020

Figure 2: Forward Jet cross seclion at HERA äs a function of Bjorken T within the Hl acceptance
cuts [9] (see text). The solid (dash-dotted) histogram gives the NLO (LO) MEPJET result for
the scale choice ///j = /41 = £(0.5 £ &r)2 with £ = l. The shaded area shows the uncertainty of
the NLO prediction, corresponding to a Variation of £ between 0.1 and 10. The BFKL result
of Bartels et al. [10] is shown äs the dashcd histogram. The two data points with error bars
correspond to the Hl measurement [9].

Variation PR = p}? = £, \e *r(0) > from £ = 0.1 to £ = 10. and indicates a ränge of
•'reasonable" expectations for the forward Jet cross section at O(cx23).

Whi!e the BFKL rcsults [10] agree well with the Hl data, the fixed-order perturbative
QCD calculations clearly fall well bclow the measured cross section, even wheri accountirig
for variations of the factorization and renormalization scales. Thc measurcd cross section is
a factor of 4 above the NLO expectation. The shape of the NLO prediction. on the other
hand, is perfectly compatible with the Hl results, and not very different from the BFKL curvc
in Fig. 2. At LO a marked shape difference is still observed, which can be traced directly lo
kincmatical arguments given in Ref. [l 1], Additional detaüs, including a study of the NLO scale
dependence of the forward jet cross section, can be found there. First NLO studies for forward
jet production have been prescnted in Ref. [12]. For a study of forward Jet cross sections wi th
the ZEUS detector, see Ref. [13].

We conclude that the existing Hl data show evidence for BFKL dynamics in forward jet
events via an enhancement in the observed forjtard jet cross section above NLO expectations.
The Variation of the cross section with x. on the other hand. is perfectly compatible with either
BFKL dynamics or NLO QCD. Since MEPJET provides a füll NLO prcdirtion of the 1-jet



inclusive forward jet cross section ibr arhitrary cuts and Jet definition schemes, more decisive
shape tests may be possible äs additional data become available.
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Abstract

We iavestigate the prospects for a precise measurement of differential forward jet cross
sections with the ZEUS detectoi in order to discriminate between the QCD evolution
schemes of DGLAP and BFKL.

At low z-Bjorken (x) and in leading order of as the parton evolution is dominated by
the Boson-Gluon Fusion process. Higher order terms are usually described by the Altarelli-
Parisi equation [l], \vhich sums up leading powers of InQ2 and ueglects terms with Inj alone.
This leads to an emission of partons strongly ordered both in longitudinal (x,) and transverse
momentum (fcf.) (see fig.l):

The resulting gluon distribution is proportional to; xy(x) oc
The BFKL approach [2] resums the In- tenns and leads to parton emissions which are

not ordered in transverse momentum. The resulting gluon density grows äs a power of x (the
Lipatov growth): xg(x) oc i~c""1"1 with ap - l = ^^fi2.
The efYectK predicted by the BFKL evolution
equatiori are expected to become important
at low x. As a signature of a BFKL-like par-
ton evolution. it has been suggested [4] to
study high-fiV Jets (fcr:jf( ^ Q3) emitted in
the forward direction. This relies on the idea
that, in the BFKL picture, because of the
absence of strong ordering in transverse mo-
rnentum, the struck quark and the high xjet

parton can be separated by a largc rapidity
interval, in which the parton emissions are
enhanced. In this picture, the cross section
for parton emission is dominated by powers
of otsln^1-, while these processes are sup-
pressed in the DGLAP picture.

Figure 1: Gluon ladder in the Boson-
Gluon Fusion process.

In contrast to measurements of the inclusive proton structure function or transverse energy
flow, measurements of forward jet cross sections have the advantage that they are sensitive to
the explicit details of QCD evolution and have smaller sensitivity to hadronization efFects.
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However sorne diffitulties still remain. First, because of the kinematics, NLO corrections
are large in this region [6]; therefore it is necessary to evaluate the perturbative background to
BFKL using NLO calculations of DGLAP. Then the experimental problems are more difficult
to handle in the forward region than elsewhcre: the purity of the jet sample (i.e. the ratio
of the number ofjets seen in the detector which also match a jet from the generator level to
the total number of jcts in the detector) and the jet resolution (i.e. the difference between jet
dctected and jet generated äs a function of various kinematical variables) drop in this region.

Here, äs an exampie, we use the ZEUS detector to show the possibilities and the lirnits of
a forward jet analysis äs well äs to discuss some luminosity requirements for such an aiialysis.

In order to reconstruct the Jets, the cone algorithm was u.sed, because it leads to small
higher order corrections and rccombination schemes dependences [6].

In order not to lose energy in the beam pipe, a cut on the pseudorapidity r/ < 3 units
has been used where r) is a, function of the polar angle 0 (// = ~ln(tan(&/2))). A cut on the
transverse energy of the Jets of 7 GeV has been imposed for better energy resolution and small
hadronization effects (for this value of ET, studies show t hat. the hadronization effects are less
than 10%). The present study has been performed for eveiits with Q2 > 6 GeV2.

In order to evaluate the size of the expected effect of a BFKL type process, the cross section
for inclusive one-jet production, where one jet is constrained in the forward region, is calculated
with the ARIADNE Monte Carlo [5]. ARIADNE is often used äs an Approximation to the BFKL
effect. although it does not have the exact BFKL evolution process iniplemented. This cross
section is compared to the one found in the LEPTO Monte Carlo [5]. LEPTO iinplements the
DGLAP evolution process.

The results of the comparison are shown in fig.2, where the inclusive one-jet cross section
föne jet being constrained in the forward region} is plotted äs a function of x. The forward
jet has been selected with 2 < 77 ,̂ < 3 and the transverse energy of the jets is larger than 7
GeV. For this value of ET, the hadronization effects are within 10%, äs determined with the
present generators. The plots show a significantly larger cross section in ARIADNE comparcd
to LEPTO at low x and low Q2. äs expected. This is taken äs a sign of the difference between the
two parton evolution schemes. Recent cornparisons of theoretical calculations using fixed-order
NLO QCD calculations [8] and cakulation based on a BFKL ladder in the initial state [9] show
similar strong differences in the rate of forward jet cross sections. These cross sections have
also been evaluated using with other cuts using MEPJET [8] at leading and next-to-leading
order. The numerical results of the comparison between LEPTO and ARIADNE are:

g
x (xlO-4)

LEPTO [pb]
ARIADXE [pb]

6-10 GeV2

1-3
120
243

3-7
149
214

_6-20|
128
196

10-20 GeV2

TsT^
136
173

5-15
214
286

10-40
135
140

20-100 GeV2

6-15
177
191

15-30
204
145

30-80
262
229

Table 1: Comparison of cross sections
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Figure 2: Comparison ofthe l jet inclu-
sive cross section (in nb) for LEPTO
6.3(o) and ARIADNE 4-08(*) in dif-
ferent Q2bins.

This study is experimentally challenging. äs
can be inferred from fig.3. There, the purity
(defined above) and efficiency (i.e. the ratio
of the generated jets which actually match
a jet ob&erved at detector level over the to-
tal number of generated jets) on a one-to-
one jet basis, äs well äs the correction factors
(i.e. the factors needed to get the hadron jet
cross section from the detector level value)
are shown for an ET cut of 7 GeV. There is a
clear drop in purity at high T/, obviously due
to the difficulry of reconstnicting the jet in
this region: Monte Carlo studies .show that
the angular resolution gets worse in the for-
ward region. As a matter of fact, the granu-
larity of the ZEUS calorimeter sets the limits
on the angular resolution of the jet in this re-
gion.

In fig.4 the luminosity needed in order to get to 5% for the statistical error äs a function of
x (for x bins of 2 • 10~4) is shown for two different sets of cuts.

The first one has requirements only for the
jets (a forward jet with 2 < r/ < 3, ET,J«I > 7
GeV). The second one requires additionally
a cut on pT/Q2 on the forward jet in order
to be in the phase spaee region of interest
(0,5 < pr/Q2 < 6). No detector effect has
been taken into account. As can be seen from
the figures, the constraint on the momentum
ofthe jet to be within some ränge around Q2

severly decrea-ses the statistics and incrcases
the luminosity requirements by a factor be-
tween 2 and 5,

Figure 3: Purity, efficiency and correction fac-
tors äs a function of rjjet in a jet by jet basiä
with ET,jEt > 7 GeV.
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Summary and future
Forward jets are expected to be a clear sig-
nature to distinguish between BFKL and
DGLAP parton evolution. These jets are a
challenge to measure, but a sufficient accu-
racy can be reached with the set of cuts that
has been worked out here. The difference
predicted for the cross sections in BFKL and
DGLAP evolutions are expected to be larger
than 10%. A comparison with the NLO cal-
culation seems to be necessary to evaluate
the Standard QCD background. This could
be done by using the MEP.1ET package.

Figure 4: Luminosity (m pb~[) needed
to have a statistical error of 5% in each
x bin for two sets of cuts: 1) cuts on
rapidity and transverse energy of the
jets and 2) same cuts plus constaint on

on the forward jet.
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Abstract: We study predictions for the associatecl production of forward jets at
HERA using the high energy asymptotic expressions derived from the BFKL equa-
tion, and compare it with calculations made in the Born approximation. The cuts
have been varied to optimize the detcction of the BFKL signal. For typical detec-
tor cuts we find that the slope of the cross section äs a function of x can strongly
increase if jets with smallcr angles (more forward jets) can be detected.

l Introduction

A proposed clean footprint of BFKL dynamics [1] at HERA is the measurement of mclusive
jet production in the forward direcüon, in deep inelasüc scattering interactions. Jets have
to be selected with longitudinal momentum close to the onc of the proton (i.e. the fractional
momentum of the jet is much larger than the Bjorken-i : Xjet >• .T), and transverse momentum,
pTjcti °f the order of the virtual photon mass \/Q^. These measurements have been proposed
in[2] and analytical calculations werc pcrformcd in[3], The cross section formula foi the process
f* + tf —* g-\- (n g) +c;qor 7" + ? —* q+ (ns) +?<J has been derived from the BFKL equalion which
resums the leading logarithms. Details aie givcn in [4], The results of the BFKL calculations
have been compared with the Born diagram calculations. i.e. interactions where no gluons
are emitted along the laddcr (;i=0). Data from the Hl experiment at HERA [5] have shown
encouraging agrecment with the BFKL parton level calculations presented in [4], Morcover,
recently fixed-order NLO calculations [4. 6] demonstrate that the expected jet cross sections
are lower and may have a different x dependence. The BFKL prediction — which, äs a result
of gluon production between the forward jet and the current jet, rises äs a function of 1/x —
is found to lie above the matrix element calculatiou. We also find that the Born cakulation
and matrix element cakulation are very slmilar. In oiir previous publication we compared the
results of the cakulation with the Hl data, for exactly the same cuts. In this paper we use the
BFKL cross section program to investigate the dependence of the cross section on these cuts.
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2 Experimental cuts

In a recent analysis forward Jets have been studied by the Hl collaboration[7] for a sample
of DIS events with a scattered electron satisfying Ee > 11 CeV. 160° < 0e < 173° and the
kinemalical conditions y > 0.1 and 0.0005 < x < 0.0035. A cone algorithm is used to find
Jets in the Hl calorimeter, requiring an ET larger than 3.5 GeV in a cone of radius R =

+ A?>2 — 1.0 in the space of pseudo-rapidity T/ and azjmuthal angle <f> in the HERA
frame of reference. Preiiminary cross sections are measured for events which have a ''forward"
Jet defined by xjet >0-035, 0.5<pj-jetV<?3 <2, 7° < 0jet < 20° and prj« > 3.5 GeV, whcre pTjf.t
is the transverse momentum of the Jet, and 9^ft the angle of the Jet with respect to the proton
beam direction. The variable zjet is approximated äs E^fljEhesm with £jpl the energy of the jet
and ibeam = 820 GeV. The data are presented äs function of ßjorken-x. The prediction for this
experimental cuts is shown in Fig. l for incldent electron and proton beam energies of 27.5 and
820 GeV respectively, Shown is the jet cross section per bin in x. The bins of the histogram
are matched to the preliminary bining of the data äs they were presented in [7].

(pb) /bin

Figure 1: Cross section per bin from the BFKL calcuSation (upper curve) and Born calculation
(tower curve), for the jet and evcnt selection given in section 2.

3 Modified cuts

We have varied the cuts described in the section above and studied the behaviour of the Born
and BFKL cross sections. We modify the forward jet quantities pj-jet5'IQ^- pTjet, and öjet The
variables defining the selection of the dcep inelastic events have not been varied. It was chcckcd
that selecting predominately events with Iower x by either changing the minimum scattered
electron energy to a few GeV. or by increasing the cut on minimum y from 0.1 to 0.4 does not
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a (pb) /bin a (pb) /bin

bj

Figure 2: a) Cross section per bin from the BFKL and Born calculations with pj-)ft = 3.5 GeV
(solid line), 5 GeV (dashed iine) and 6 GeV (dottcd Sine): upper curves are BFKL, Iower are
Born calcuSations. b) Cross section per bin from the BFKL and Born calculations with 9-iel =
2 (solid Iine). 3 (dashed line) 5 (dotted line) and 7 degrees (dash-dotted line); upper curves are
BFKL, Iower are Born calculations. AU other cuts for both figures are äs given in Section 2.

have a large effect. Beam energies of 27.5 and 820 GeV were assumed for the electrons and
protons respectively.

A priori one could imagine that tightening the cut 0.5 < prjet2/Q2 < 2 woiild result in a rnore
visible difference äs one approaches more the 'BFKL' condition. In practice the slope for both
the BFKL and Born cross sections do not change much, Reducing the cut to O.S <pTiet^/Q1 <
1.2, however reduces the cross section by approximately a factor of 4. 1t would be of interest
to see the effect in a NLO calculation, but the results basically indicate that this cut äs used
in the experiment al present is sufficiently narrow.

The minimum jet transverse energy requircd by the set of Standard cuts is 3.5 GeV. This
could be considered too low to be safe against hadronization effects. Also the predictions of
NLO calculations, to be considercd äs a background to this process, become more reliable at
large pT'^i- Therefor predictions were calculated for higher pj>t cuts. In Fig. 2a results are
shown for cuts PTJ« = 3.5,5 and 6 GeV. It shows that the slope of the BFKL calculation
becomcs less steep with increasing PT^I- This is in accord with the expectations äs presented in
[4]. Tt can understood äs being due to the decrease in phase space: the requirernent of prjet to
be similar to \/Q^ results, for an increase in pfiet. to an jucrease in \/Q^, and corresporidingly
an increase in x. Hence the zjet/x lever arm becomes smaller and the BFKL gluon cmission
is reduced. Note also that the cross sections are strongly reduced äs the cut increases. Hence
such an increase reduces the BFKL effect and rnakes it harder to detect.

The most substantial effect romes from reducing the minimum angle for the jet detection
öjet. In Fig.2b the cross section is shown for Ojel — 7.5,3 and 2 degrees. The slope of the
BFKL calculation increases strongly at small angies. It would be interesting to see if the
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NLO calculations are still in agreement with the Born calculations for these small angles. If
so. instrumenting the detectors to cover lo\ angles for jet measurements would bc clcarly
advantageous for these BFKL studies.

The effect of an increased prjet cut on a data sample selected with 0jet = 3 degrees is similar
to the one discussed above: the slope gets smaller. However the slope and cross section for a
selection with pjjel = 5 GeV and 0jet = 3 degrees is about the same äs for the present selection
with pjj<.t = 3.5 GeV and 0je[ = 1 degrees. Hence detecting Jets towards smaller angles allows
to put more stringent cuts on the Jet energies. It also allows to increase the jjet cut to enlarge
the Xjet/x lever arm.

4 Conclusions

The dependence of the forward jet cross section äs functjon of x was studied for different jet
selections. Increasing the jet energy reduces the sensitivity to the BFKL effect. A snbstantial
gain to observe the BFKL porneron can be made if the detectors can get upgraded to detect
and measure jets at smaller angles.
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Abstract: Leading protons with longitudinal inomentum signincantly below the
proton beam energy are a powerful tool to study the transition of partons to ob-
servable hadrons. Some distributions of leading-proton properties are studied which
will allow to learn more about this transition process.

Introduction
The fragmentation and hadronisation of partons to observable particles is not calculable in
perturbative QCD. Monte Carlo models, which simulate deep inelastic ep scattering events
(D1S), first generate the hard scattering process based on perturbative QCD calculations. Then
the fragmentation and hadronisation of the colored partons to observable hadrons is modeled
differently. Most of the global properties of final state particles are described successfully
by the following models: ARIADNE (using the Color Dipole Model and string fragmentation),
HERWIG (using parton showers and cluster fragmentation) and LEPTO (using parton showers
and string fragmentation). The test of these modcls in all possible regions of phase space is an
important test of our knowledgc of nature.

The ZEUS detector has a powerful leading proton spcctrometer (LPS). It allows to detect final-
state protons. which movc with high momentum p, along the proton beam line. Monte Carlo
generators for D1S processes produce such a leading proton in 50-60% of the events. Some of
them have about the beam momentum. i.e. ?i — p,/820 GeV ss 1. They are attrihuted to
diffractive scattering processes. where a colorless object. a pomeron. is exchanged between the
proton and the virtual photon. The initial state proton does not break up in this case.

A bulk of events have lower Xf. 0.05 H Xi •& 0.95. These protons are an excellent tool to
study the hadronisation process because they likely have exchanged a colored object with the
incoming virtual photon. Thus the proton was left in a colored state (the proton remnant) for
a very short time. The way the proton remnant hadronises to a real proton again is not well
understood and is modeled differently by the various models. The color forces acüng in this
process may be studied with high accuracy because these final-state leading protons are not the
result of a long fragmentation and hadronisation chain äs the rest of the hadrons in the event.

Standard Monte Carlo predictions
The predicted ,rj distributions of the LEPTO. HERWIG and ARIADNE Monte Carlo generators
[1] are shown in Fig. 1. They differ in shape, oifering a handle to investigate the color forces
involved by comparing the measured distributions to the different models. Events with a
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High—pj Particles in the Forward Region at HERA
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Abstract: In order to probe the dynamics of parton evolution in deep inelastic
scattering at srnall x , high-px particles produced centrally in pseudorapidity are
studied. In the BFKL mechanism gluon radiation is expected to be more abundant
than for DGLAP evolution with strong ordering of the gluon transverse momenta,
leading to harder pj spectra. The proposed measurements require charged particle
tracking capability äs much forward äs possible in the HERA laboratory frame,
for example with a Very Forward Silicon Tracker, and high luminosity for detailed
studies.

HERA allows the study of a new kinematical regime in deep inelastic scattering, reaching
very small values of Bjorken-x (« 10~5) with Q2 still a few GeV2 , such that perturbation
theory can be applied. H is an open theoretical question whether HERA data can still be
described with the conventional ÜGLAP (Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi) parton
evolution equations [l] which are derivedfor not too small x and corrcspond to aresummationof
terms proportional to (a, ln(Q2 /Qo)), or whether terms proportional to (QS Inl/x)" become
iniportant, which are treated in the BFKL (Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov) equation [2]1. The
two approximations lead to different constraints for the gluons which can be emitted in the
parton evolution chain (Fig. la). The leading log DGLAP evolution corresponds to a strong
ordering of the transverse momenta kr (with respect to the proton beam) in the parton cascade
(Ql < fcr ? < --kr ? < ---Q2 )• while in the BFKL evolution arbitrary k-r are possible [4]. It
appears that the structure function measurernents are too inclusive to distinguish the different
evolutions [5]. The hadronic final state emcrging from the cascade may be more sensitive to
the new type of evolution (see e.g. [6]). However, hadronization cffects screen to some extent
the parton dynamics from direct observation [7].

QCD predictions for the hadronic final state are extracted from Monte Carlo models, which
incorporate the QCD evolution in different approximations and utilize phenomenological mod-
els for the non-perturbative hadronization phase. The MEPS (Matrix Element plus Parton
Shower) [8] and the HERWIG [11] models invoke leading log DGLAP parton showers with
strong ki ordering. In the colour dipole model (CDM) [9], an unordcred parton emission sce-
nario is realized, and in that respect it is similar to the BFKL evolution [12]. Gluon radiation
in MEPS and HERWIG is suppressed w.r.t. CDM without the k? ordering constramt (see
Flg. lb)2. However. all models give a satisfactory overall description of current HERA final
state data [13].

'More recently, in the CCFM approach [3] an equation for both amall and large x has bee» provided.
2All difatributions shown are in the hadronic ccntre of mass sysiem (CMS), and are normalized to the number

of events jV which enter the distribution. The pseudorapidity ij in the CMS is defined äs ij = —In tan 0/2, with
8 measured «ith respect to the viitual photon direction.
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Figure 1: a) Parton evolution cascade. b) The multiplicity of hard gluons with px > '2 GeV äs
o. function of r) for events at sma.il x, {2} =0.00037 at {Q2 } R; 14 GeV'2 . The proton remnant
direction is to the left.

During the HERA workshop it was found that inclusive charged particle transverse mo-
menturn (pr) spectra ofFer a handle to disentangle hard perturbative from soft hadronization
effects [14]. The hard tail of the pr spectra (see Fig. 2a) is sensitive to parton radiation from the
cascade, The CDM generates a harder tail than LEPTO and HERWIG with suppressed gluon
radiation. One can thus hope to study the parton evolution dynarnics with high-p7' particles,
and discriminate between the different scenarios. Here the implications for the future experi-
mentation at HERA will be investigated.

The rneasurement of Lhe hard tail of the py spectrum shown in Fig. 2a would pose a chal-
lenge to QCD (in fact, a QCD calculation for the rate of high pr forward pions, based upon
the BFKL equation, has just bccome available [15]), and it has been investigated what exper-
imental precision can be achieved. In Fig. 2b the Inmirtosity needed is shown to reduce the
statistical error for a given pr bin to the same level äs the expected systematic error [16] for
that bin. The luminosity estimate is based upon the CDM. The birming was chosen such that
the systematic error is constant (z; 5%) for all bins. In order to measure the pr spectrum
at pr =12 GeV with a precision of 5% for both statistical and systematic error an mtegrated
luminosity of 300 pb~' would be needed. The quest for a rneasurement at Iarge pj (and Iarge
luminosity) is also motivated by the expectation that perturbative QCD will be more reliable
there.

As a measure of the rate of hard particles äs a function of pseudorapidity, the multiplicity
flow of charged particles with pr > 2 GeV is shown vs. r} in Fig. 3. Events from two kine-
matic bins, one at "Iarge x " ((x}=0.0023) and one at "small x" ({x)=0. 00037) are compared,
with (Q2} ss 14 GeV2 approximately constant. At high x the differences between the rnodel
predictions are not very big. but at small x the models deviate by a Iarge amount. The CDM
produces much more particles with PT > 2 GeV than MEPS and HERWIG, and the discrep-
ancy increases with the distance from the current system. That difference has its origin in the
very different gluon emission pattern, see Fig. Ib.

The sensitivity to this effect with typical (here Hl [17]) HERA tracking devices is indicated.
It is clear that such a rneasurement requires charged particle tracking capability äs far "for-
ward" (into the remnant direction) äs possible. The so called "forward" region of the HERA
detectors corresponds to the central region in the hadronic CMS. Ralher than measuring w i t h
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Figure 2: a) The pr spectra for charged hadrons from 0 < ij < 2 at (x) =0.00037 and (Q*)
14 GeV1 . b) The luminosity needed for a statistical precision of 5% far a given bin in p?.

Figure 3: Multiplicity flow vs. r/ for charged hadrons with PT > 'i GeV at a) "high" x and
b) "low" x . The current direction is to the right. Indicated are the acceptance limits of
the Hl central tracking System (C, &\&b > 20°^, the forward tracking system (F, 9\i, > T),
and a hypothctical very forward tracking System (V, #iab > 30/ Here ö]ab is measurtd in the
laboratory system w.r.t. the proton direction.

high precision a relatively small efFect, which may be masked by hadronization and other un-
certainties. it is preferable to measure a Iarge effect with moderate precision. Thereforc a "Very
Forward Tracker" is proposed which covers angles down to 0\\, ~ 3°.

Here a feasibiüty study for the case of III is presented. A silicon trackcr similar to the Hl
Backward Silicon Tracker (BST), but with radial ("$>'') readout strips to measure curvature,
could be positioned suitably in the forward region [18]. It would consist of four to eight disks
mounted perpendicular to the beam line, and sit in between the central drift chamber and the
beam pipe. There is space available between z "& 40 — 120 crn, with 2 being the longitudinal
distance from the interaction point. Radially. the sensitivity would extend from 6 to 12 cm.
Angular coverage from #]ab — 3° to 8° would be possible. matchjng with the end of the Hl
forward tracker acceptance at #jab — 7°. With four readout planes, spaced 0.1 m apart, and
with a pitch of 50 /im, a rnornentum resolution of 8pr /pr ~ 10% - pr can be achieved. It can
be improved by a vertex constraint. Since the efFect i ve HERA beam width is 70 /im (vertical)
by 330 f i m (horizontal), the event vertex needs to be dofined by tracks measured in the existing
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central silicon tracker [18] (impact parameter resolution 60 /an), reducing it to roughly 50 /im
by 50 ^m. When such a vertex constraint is applied, the momentum resolution could be
irnproved to 6pr /Pr « 2 — 3% • pr . That is ccrtainly sufficient for the simple measurement
of the PT spectra discussed here. More detailcd studies and simulations would be neccessary to
study the occupancy in the detector and questions of pattern recognition. The detector would
cost 250k-500k DM (estimate based upon the BST costs), deponding on the number of silicon
planes.

The HERA luminosity Upgrade would have an impact on the VFT. When dipoles are in-
serted into the Hl detector, perhaps up to the faces of the central drift chamber, that would
require a larger diameter beam pipe to let out the produced Synchrotron radiation. The ex-
isting BST could no longer be used, and the VFT would need to be redesigned according to
the larger diameter beam pipc. Of course other options could also be cxplored. For example.
Hl is building a Very Low Q-square (VLQ) tracker for the backward region based upon GaAs
technology. Again, this device would not fit on a larger diameter beam pipe. However, it may
be possible to save on the new detector by re-using the existing clectronics.

Initially,for a minimal meaningful measurement a moderate integrated luminosity of 10 pb~'
would already be sufficient. For that purpose, one could cven think of a short dedicated HERA
run with minimal, but optimized Instrumentation, including only the trackers and backward
electron detection devices.

In this study, however, only the sensitivity of charged particle spectra11 to <mppressed or
abundant gluon radiation scenarios has been exploited. It should be possible to construct
variables based on correlations bctween high-py- particles which probe the gluon dynamics, for
example k? ordering or recombination effects, more directly and locally. Considering the rate
of such particles (Fig. 3), high luminosity would be needed to have enough events with pairs of
higli-pT particles. Again, a large forward acceptance would increase the evolution length that
can be probed, äs well äs the statistics of high-pj- particle pairs for correlation studies.
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Abstract: A library of generic routines (HZTOOL) has been established to allow
easy reproduction, by Monte Carlo generators, of the experimental distributions
and accessibility to the published data. This packagc contains a comprehensive
collection of published data froin Hl and ZEUS .

Many of the physics conclusions and analyses at HERA are limitcd due to the inability of the
Monte Carlo generators to describe some of the distributions published by Hl and ZEUS in the
fields of photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering. This is exacerbated by the large ränge
of variations between the models available. This large Variation can hinder in the planning of
future physics studies. In comparison to the LEP results. the agreement between Monte Carlo
event generators for HERA and the experimcntal data is significantly worse.

Difficulties with the tuning of the event generators arise with the model builders not under-
standing the experimentalists' cuts and the experimentalists not understanding (he generators'
various parameters. A consequence of this is a selective tuning of just a few of the available
physics distributions. To help remove these problems the HZTOOL project was initiated to
provide an easy-to-use environment in which the generators could be tuned and compared
to a comprehensive ränge of the published experimental hadronic final state data, both deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) and photoproduction, from the Hl and ZEUS experimcnts.

The HZTOOL package 1s fully documented in [1]. It incorporates a collection of jet algo-
rithms commonly used at HERA and a series of tools that allows Monte Carlo studies and
comparisons to be made in an uniform environment irrespective of the generator being used. A
series of routines are provided that initiaüze, fill and manipulate the histograms from the pub-
lished data and creatcs generator comparisons with the correct experimental cuts. HZTOOL
may also be used äs a repository for suggestcd measurements where data is not yet availablc.
This enables easy comparison between predictions from differcnt models and may also facili-
tate the communication between model builders and experimentalists. There are currently five
Monte Carlo generators supported in the package; ARIADNE [2], HERWIG [3], LEPTO [4],

( i l l

PYTHIA [5] and PHOJET [6j. The results of the tuning of these programs, using this package,
are discussed in these proceedings [7].

The authors intend to maintain this package and include future hadronic final state distri-
butions produced by Hl or ZEUS. The source code is available on WWW at
http://dice2.desy.de/~h01rtc/hztool.html.
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Abstract: The Monte Carlo models ARIADNE, HERWIG and LEPTO are com-
pared to deep-inelastic scatteving data measured at the ep-collider HERA. An im-
proved description of the data is achievcd for all Monte Carlo models by tuning the
available parameters.

l Introduction

An adequate description of detailed event properties is a key ingredient for a rcliable extraction
of any physics observable from the data. Precision measurements of the structure function F2 or
the strong coupling constant os rely on a correct rnodelling of the event topology. Observables
based on the hadronic final state need to be corrected for detector effects which is only possible
if the Monte Carlo Simulation describes the data. Therefore. irnproving the Monte Carlo model
description of the large variety of hadronic final state data will play an important röle in the
future physics from HERA.

To allow an easy comparison of HERA data to model predictions, a test facility has been
developed [1]. In this contribution, the influence of the model parameters to the hadronic
properties of deep-inelastic events (DIS) is systematically investigated. The free parameters of
the models are adjusted such that an optimal description of the HERA data is achieved. A list
of the various parameters and switches. with a brief description, is given in table 1.

To quantify the description of a given data distribution by the inodel, a ,\ is defined äs:

(MC(Q-Data(Q)a
(D

where Data(i) and MC(i) are the values of the distribution in a given bin i for the data and
Monte Carlo respectively. The sum runs over the n data bins.

From the data already published by the Hl and ZEUS experiments, a set of djstributions
is chosen that is sensitive to variations of the parameters in the Monte Carlo models. Care is
taken that the various regions in the (x, Q2) kinematic plane are covered. Sensitive parameters
are identified for each Monte Carlo generator by considermg either the Variation of the \ or the
distribution 5 = (SMC(MC)/(6P/P) weighted by the error on the experimental data after an
extreme parameter Variation (6P). Parameters already constrained by the recent LEP tuning
[2] are not radependently considered in our optirnization procedure. Due to their sensitivity to
the model parameters, the following distributions were chosen to perform the tuning on:

• the transverse energy (ET) nW in function of the pseudo-rapidity (T/* = - In tan (0/2))
and the mean ET in the central rapidity region -0.5 < i/" < 0.5 in the hadronic center
of mass frame (cms) [3] for selected ( x , Q 2 ) bins;
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L
E
P
T
0

A
R
I
A
D
N
E

H
E
R
W
I

G

PARAMETER
LST(34)
PARL(7)
PARL(8)
PARL(9)

PYPAR(21)
PYPAR(22)

PARA(L)
PARA(3)

PARA(IO)
PARA(H)
PARA(15)

PARA(25)

P AR A (27)

CLMAX

PSPLT

default
on
0.5

0.01
1

0.2
1

0.22
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.0

0.6

3.35

1.0

tuned
on
0.1

0,04
25
0.2
1.5

0.22
0.6
1.5
1.0
0.5

2.0

0.6

5.5

0.65

DESCRIPTION
switch fbr new seaquark treatment

probabiüty of soft colour interaction
cut-off in matrix element zqm{n

cut-off in matrix element sm;n in GeV^
AQCD used in initial state parton shower in GeV
cut-off for initial state parton shower Qg in GeV^

AQCD in GeV
p, cut-off for parton cascade in GeV

power in soft suppression for remnant(a)
factor for fcj- to get extension of remnant (p) in GeV

power in soft suppression for struck quark (a)
j , governs probability of emissions
outside the soft suppression cut-off

square root of primordial fej. in GeV

maximum of the
allowed cluster mass in GeV

exponent controlling the mass spectra
of split clusters

Table 1: Parameter vatuts before and after tuning for the Monte Carlo models ARIADNE,
HERWIG and LEPTO.

• the scaled longitudinal momentum (XF= IPzjW) of single particles in the cms at fixed
vahies of the invariant rnass of the hadronic system W [4];

• the logarithm of the inverse scaled momentum (xp — 2P/Q) in the Breit frame in various
(x,Q*) bins [5];

• the transverse momentum of single particles in the positive hemisphere of the eins [6];

• the mean squared transverse momentum versus IJT ({frJx XF) in the positive hemisphere
of the cms ('seagull' plot) [4, 6].

An overall combination of the ^2 is formed by averaging over these distributions. The
distribuüons entering this overall combination \^oinb are given in table 2. The typical error on
the \ is about 0.04. The parameter combination giving the absolute minimum of )^oinh >s

the tuned result. For all Monte Carlo models the parton density functions of GRV 94 is used
[7]. The transverse energy-energy-correlation [4] turned out to be very sensitive to parameter
variations. However, since the errors of this distribution are highly correlated, they were not
included in \omb. Unfortunatley no jet- data was included in this tuning procedure because, äs
yet, there is no pubüshed DIS jet data corrected to the hadron level,

2 ARIADNE

In ARIADNE [8] the QCÜ cascade is modelled by emitting gluons from a chain of indepen-
dently radiating dipoles spanning colour connected partons [9], correcting the first emission to
reproduce the first order matrix elements [10]. Hadronizing the partons into final state hadrons
is achieved using the Lund string model äs incorporated in JETSET [11]. Since the proton
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TYPE of DATA

X«*- J>,- *-•=! w' *

J_ JA1 at <W>= 77 GeV

^ dxF al <W>= 169 GeV

1 JA'
;Vrf;>7.

ZEUS< pT > vs .TF

Iow
J-££Z medium
JV <V high
(ET) all bins

Iow
1 dN medium
A'dlnl /*P high

weight
IWj

0.5
0.5

1.0

0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
Ü.25
0-33
0.33
0.33

ARIADNE

X defaull

1.16

0.58
1.73

0.24

3.20
0.69
1.00
0.96
2.60
0.86
0.53
0.23
2.13

Ximied

0.81

0.43
1.57

0.13

0.56
0.11
2.47
0.34
1.32
1.85
0.62
0-19
2.04

HERWIG _j

Xdftault

3.26

0.51
12.74

0.70

4.82
3.83

^TIö"
2.81
1.30
2.32
2.78
0.61
2.8!)

AJtmeJ

1.85

0.14
2.92

1.28

2.39
0.16
1.83
2.33
1.03
1.24
4.38
0.93
3.49

LEPTO

X'defaiilt

1.74

0.41
2.56

0.86

0.87
_ 0 - 9 4 |

7.25
2.01
3.08
5.33
0.37
0-16
2.18

A'tuned

1.36

0.22
1.86

0.75

0.74
0.27
6.60
1.35
3.19
3.37
0.57
0.54
1.55

Table 2: y^ values obtained by comparing deep-inelastic HERA dato to the prcdiction of the
Monte Carlo models before and after tuning. The first line gives the x2 °f '^e overall com~
bination built on weighted data covering different aspccts of the hadronic final state listed in
the five following lines. Where available, kinematic bins equaHy distributed over the kinematic
plane are selected. For dEr/dtf the Iow bin corresponds to (x) = 1.6-10~4 and (Ö2}= 6.8 GeV2,
the medium one to (x)= 6.3 - 1(T4 and (Q2}= 14.2 GeV2, iht high one to (x)= 2.1 - 10~3

and (Q2}= 30.9 GeV2. dN/dln l/xp is calculated u-ithin the boundaries x —1.2 — 2.5 • 10~3 and
Q'> = 10-20 GeV2 (Iow), x =1.2-2.5-l(r3 andQ3 = 20-40 GeV2 (medium), x =2.4-10-10-3

andQ2 =80-160 GeV2 (high).

remnant at one endpoint of the parton chain is an extended object, the coherence condition
allows only a fraction of this source to be involved in gluon radiation. Since the photon probing
the proton only resolves the struck quark to a distance ,\ l/Q, the struck quark is also treated
äs aii extended object. As a consequence gluon emissions in the proton and photon directions
are suppressed. This phase space restriction is governed by a = (ft/kx) where a is the fraction
of the colour antenna involved in the radiation, fj, is a parameter related to a typical invers«?
size of a hadron and a governs the distribution of the cnergy along the dipole.

For tuning, the two Q parameters for the proton remnant (PARA(IO)) and the struck quark
(PARA(15)) and the square root of the mean primordial kT in the proton (PARA(27)) are con-
sidered. All other parameters were Icft at their default values determined from a tuning of EMC
and early DELPHI data [12]. The p parameter, PARA(14). is highly correlated with PARA(IO)
and PARA(15) so was left at its default. Before the tuning, the x?0[ah was already acceptable.
^2mb=1.16, however it could be further reduced to X^mb^-^l by settmS PARA(IO)—1-5 and
PARA(15)=0.5. The "quality" of the description for the individual distributions can be read
from table 2. The improvement is mainly due to a mach better description of (P?) X XF• (see
Fig. l/2b). The description of the ET flows in the high x and Q"1 bin improved mainly in the
current region (see Fig. l/2d) however, at Iow x and Q2 the tuned ARIADNE curve now lies
slightly below the data (see Fig. l/2c). The transverse energy-encrgy correlations are better
described after (he tuning altliough not included in x^2 b (see Fig. l/2e and f).
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3 HERWIG

HERWIG [13] relies on a coherent parton branching algorithrn with additJonal first order matrix
element corrections [14] to populate the extremities of phase space which the partons from the
conventional QCD cascade fail to occupy. The partons are transformed into hadrons using the
cluster fragmentation model [15], whereby the primary hadrons are produced from an Isotropie
two body decay of colour-singlet clusters formed from partonic constituents.

All HERWIG parameters that are not constrained by the LEP data and are expected to
be relevant to hadronic interactions were inspected for their sensitivity (o HERA data. Only
few had an impact on the description of the data. The distr ibution of intrinsic k? of the
incident hadronic constituents driven by PTRMS and the parameter BTOL.M detcrrnining the
mass distribution of the cluster containing the hadronic remnant are found only to modify the
ET flows at Iow 17* values close to or beyond the deteclor acceptance. The maximal allowed
cluster mass CLMAX and the exponent controlling the mass spectra of split clusters PSPLT
turned out to be most sensitive. The EI flows grow with both increasing CLMAX and PSPLT.
whHe tlie seagull plot decreases with increasing (decreasing) PSPLT (CLMAX). The XF and
the Inl/Xp distributions fall with increasing CLMAX and decreasing PSPLT. However. the
lnl/Xp spectra in the intermediate (x,Q2) ränge are systematically shifted to Iow values. A
reduction in CLMAX, while nicely describing the ET flows, at the same tiine reduces the level
of the seagull plot such that varying CLMAX alone is unable to descrihe all data. PSPLT
has the opposite effect on the seagull, so that simultaneonsly reducing PSPLT while increasing
CLMAX reproduces the data best.

The optimal parameter settings are CLMAX—5.5 and PSPLT=0.65 leading to an improve-
ment of ^.2omh—3.26 to '̂̂ =1.85. This is achieved by ameüorating the XF spectra, the seagull
plot and the ET flows (see table 2). Such a high value for CLMAX would be potentially wor-
rying, if not taken in conjunction with the reduction of PSPLT to compensate. Since for this
HERWIG version and for HERA data it is also necessary to vary the parameter PSPLT, this
result may still be consistent with the recent tuning of CLMAX below 4 achieved for LEP
data, where the parameter PSPLT is not varicd. Varying the parton density functions (GRV92
LO [16], MRS-H [17])) typicaJly yields a Variation smaller than 2% at the minimum of x? .
Although the transverse energy-energy correlations are not included in ^omb' the new settings
lead to a better agreement with the concave shape seen in the data (see Fig. 2e/f).

4 LEPTO

In LEPTO the hart! parton processes are described by a leading order matrix element (ME),
The soft and collinear divergences are regulated with a lower and upper cut in zqm,n where
zq = p • j\/P ' </ where p (q) is the proton (photon) four-vector and '̂i the four-vector of one of
the partons produced in the hard subprocess. In addition, the invariant mass squared of the
two hard partons is required to exceed a minimal value, s,nm. Relow the ME cut-offs, parton
emissions are treated by parton showers based on the DGLAP evolution equations [20]. The
amount of parton radiation dcpends on the virtuality chosen between a lower cut off (Ql) and
a maximum given by the scale of the hard process or the ME cut-off. LEPTO uses JETSET for
the hadronization of the partons. In addition to this non-perturbative phase, LEPTO introdtices
two non-perturbative mechanisms. The first is in events where a sea-quark is irjvolvcd in the
hard subprocess, its partner is not sirnply rearranged to a meson or a baryon within the target
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remnant, but is used to Stretch a string to one of the quarks remaining untouched in the proton.
The additlonal ET produced when hadronizing this string is needed to describe the data. The
second is a soft (i.e. at a scale below QQ) colour interaction which assumes that the colour
configuration of the partonic system can be changed whilst traversing the colour field of the
proton remnant. The probabiüty that a parton pair exchanges their colour is controlled by a
parameter, Psci.

In the optimization procedure the parameters of JETSET and the ones governing the final
state parton showers were only varied in sets defined by the four LEP collaborations. Sensitive
parameters are filtered out by inspecüng the relative change of the ,\ after Variation of the
parameters within a reasonable ränge. The remaining parameters are shown in table 1. When
increasing z?,nin and smm the description of the seagull plot and the xp spectra improves, but
then the ET flows are badly reproduced. The ET flows do not allow a high value of the cut-off
parameter for initial state parton showers Q2ini and prefer high values of Psci. However. the
x/r spectra are better described by low values of Psd- High values of I\QCD in the initial state
parton shower are able to bettcr reproduce the ET flows at low (x,Q^), but are disfavored by
the XF spectra and the transverse energy-energy correlations.

When leaving z,m;„ at the low default value of O.Öl, s„iin has to be raised to rather high
values up to 100 GeV2 to get a good ~x^om^. For 0.04 < zqmin < 0.08 a ^2omb minimum is found
for a large ränge in sm^n between 4 and 25 GeV2. The best combination of zqmin and $„,,•„
is used for a simultaneous Variation of PSCJ and Q^-ini- The last improvement is then achieved
by varying AQCD in the initial state parton shower and a stable \^amb minimum for values of
0.2-0.27 GeV is found. The parameter combination giving the lowest ^^=1.36 is shown in
table 2. For this set the hadronization parameter used are those defined by L3. If one repeats
the optimization procedure using the set from OPAL one gets compatible results, the set from
ALEPH only achieved a ;£„„= 1.56.

The agreement of the ET flows with the data is improved for all kinematicbins and thescaled
longitudinal momenta are better described at high W (see table 2). Replacing the structure
function to MRSH results in a worse xlmt- m particular, it softens the transverse momcntum
distribution for single particles and the (PT}x XF comes out too low for high Xp. With this
parton density function the optimized Xc2omb value is only äs good äs the one obtained with GRV
before tuning. The transverse energy-energy correlations are, even with the tuned parameters.
poorly described for x > 10~3. The shape of this distribution can be improved by using the
parameter set from OPAL. A better description can be achieved by turning off the soft colour
interactions or increasing the cut-off parameter of the final state parton shower. However. then
the YS deteriorates mainly because the ET flows fall below the data.

-Varnb J *

5 Conclusion

The Monte Carlo event generators ARIADNE, HERWIG and LEPTO have been compared
with the hadronic final state of deep-inelastic scattering data from HERA. All the models'
descriptions of the published data have improved with tuning, with ARTADNE giving the best
fit to the data used in this study. Even though the description of the data has improved the
Situation is still far worse than that faccd at LEP, where there is no initial state radiation or
target remnant to model.
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Lepto 6.4 Herwig 5.8

Figure 1: The transversc momenta dN/dpr ("•) o-nd the 'scagull' plot (P^x xf ß) of single
particlf.s in the positive, hcmisphere of the hadronic center of mass. The transverse energy flow
dEx/dr; in a low (c) and high (d) x and Q2 bin. The transverse energy-ene.rgy correlahons for
x > 10-3 (e) andx < 1(T3 (f).

Lepto 5.J Ariadne 4.0S Herwig 5.B

Figure 2: As Fig. l, but Montt Carlo curves are produced with the tuned parametcrs.
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Abstract: We describe briefly a Monte Carlo Implementation of the Linked Dipole
Chain model and an interface of it to the ARIADNE program for Simulation of
complele DIS events at HERA. Using this new tool we make some preliminary
comparisons to HERA data and find reasonable Agreement.

The Linked Dipole Chain model

We here give a brief sketch of the properties of the Linked Dipole Chain (LDC) model, developed
by the Lund group. A more detailed description is presented in Refs. [l, 2]. The model is a
reformulation and generalization of the formalism developed by Ciafaloni, Catani, Marchesini
and Fiorani (CCFM) [3], which interpolatee smoothly between the DGLAP and BFKL regions.
In the CCFM mode! thcre is a specific recipe, which for each possible final state specifies a
Separation of the produced gluons in what can be called initial-state and final-state radiation.
The initial state radiation can be described by a ladder diagram äs in Fig. 1. Each set of final
states, specified by a definite ladder (but with arbitrary fina-state radiation within the allowed
kinematic region), gives a contribution to the cross section, or io the structure function FZ,
with a specific weight which includes a non-eikonal form factor.

In the LDC model more of the produced gluons are treated äs final-state radiation. This
means that the possible final states are grouped in fewer but larger sets. Each get is specified
by a chain äs in Fig. l where the produced (pseudo-real) gluons g, satisfy the constraint

•/•-i ft+i

Figure 1: The notation use.d for the links and rungs in the ladder.
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To leading order each gluon chain of this type contributes to the cross section, or to F2, with
a wcight of the simple form (z^ = fc+ii/i+r,_1; ö

(2)

The non-eikonal form factors are exactly cancelled. The constraint in Eq. l means that any
gluon with y; < y < t/,+i and q± < min(fcj_.n fci,,_i) will be regarded äs final-state radiation.
They affect the properties of the final state and can be treated by means of Sudakov form
factors, but they can be disregarded in the calculation of the ~-p cross section or Fa.

To generate events with the weights given in Eq. 2, or to calculate F%, it is convenicnt to
express the result in terms of the propagators k; rather than the real momenta q,. Equation l
implies that q]_ t =s maxffc^, k]_ f _[ ) . and thus the weight in Eq. 2 can be rewritten äs

11 1.1 " l > 1.2 ' \

If Q2 is large, the dominant contribution is obtained for the ordered region kj_t\ /rj.,2 <
... < &_[_,„. and the DGLAP result is recovered. If x is very small for moderate Q2, also
non-fcj_-ordered chains give important contributions. and F% increases äs a power x .

In the LDC model it is possible to study both a constant and a running 05 (in the latter
case the result is sensitive to a necessary cutoff at small q±, where 03 is very large). It is also
possible to include quark Hnes and some non-leading contributions by replacing the pole term
l/z; by appropriate Splitting functions.

The LDC model is a general scheine, which within the same formalisin describes what is often
called "normal'1 DIS events, boson-gluon fusion and hard resolved photon-proton (or photon-
photon) scattering. It is Symmetrie with respect to an exchange of the photon and proton ends
of the ladder, and provides, for example. automatically the correct 1/fc^ dependence for hard
sub-collisions.

Generation of the initial chain

The objective is to produce the initial dipole chain by perturbative initial-state emission of
partons, given the momentum fraction x0 and flavour of the first perturbative incoming parton,
the momentum fraction x and flavour of the struck quark and the virtuality Q2 of the probing
photon. For the probability distribution of the chain we use the result from the LDC model.
Also quark emissions with the füll Splitting functions are considered.

The generation is done in three steps. We start out with the leading-log approximation
probability for the producüon of a gluon Jet. Also fürt her simplifications are made, at this
level, by using constant coupling. allowing the propagators to be below the non-perturbative
limit (Qo = 0.6 GeV) and by neglecting the exponential suppression of emissions where the
virtuality of the propagator decreases. These simplifications are corrected for later on. together
with corrections to the leading-log approximation.

The path of the chain inside the phase spacc is specified by choosing the k]_ and A:_ for the
propagators. With the above simplifications and with logarithmic variables, the probability
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distribution for these points becomes flat inside a rectangular area specified by the available
phase space and the ordering of k+ and t_.

The next step is to throw away all the chains which crawl under the perturbative level since
these partons are included in the non-perturbative initial parton density. The surviving chains
are then kept with a probability proportional to the suppression of the "going down" steps äs
in Eq. 3. The ones which are left, about one percent. are now distributed correctly within the
leading-log approximation.

The remaining corrections are made in a similar rnanner: A weight is calculated which is
proportional to the probability to keep the chain. Using this weight we are left with a set of
chains which are properly distributed. The corrections included at this level are the running of
QS, the füll Splitting functions and a suppression factor, which is obtained from the Integration
over azimuthal angles. when the virtuality of two succeeding propagators are almost equal.

Interfacing to ARIADNE

The Interface between the C++ code generating the dipole chains and the FORTRAN Code
of A R I A D N E is hidden from the end user so that changing from the Standard DIS scheme in
ARIADNE [4] to using the LDC model is done by a simple switch in a common block, leaving the
current Interface to the Lepto generator [5] for generating the electro-weak interaction intact.

The Interface consists of three main parts. One for giving the initial parton distributions to
the LDC to determine at which x0 the chain starts. Another deals with converting the initial
chain of partonic links to final state on-shell partons, taking care of energy and momentum
conservation and the pL limits of subsequent final-state dipole emissions in ARIADNE. The
third part is a procedure to correct the emission dosest to the electro-weak vertex so that the
O(as) matrix elements (taken from Ref. [6]) is reproduced.

The latter turns out to be a minor correction äs the main difference äs compared to the
leading-log Splittings is that the matrix elements behaves like oc Q*/k]_ when the fcj. of the first
link is rnuch larger than Q2, which is already taken into account in the LDC part.

The initial parton densities are given äs a simple parametrization:

l-D

And for the preliminary results below. we have simply taken the valuea presented in [7]. The
correct procedure would, of course, be to adjust the parameters in Eq. 4 to fit available dat.a
on structure functions using the LDC evolution. This is a future project, which will result in
an LDC sct of parton density functions which should then, for consistency, also be used to
calculate the electro-weak vertex in LEPTO.

The final part, which contains the actual FORTRAN/C + + Interface, is a basically straight
forward conversion from the momenta k of the generated links, to the momenta q of the (quasi-)
real emitted gluons which make up the dipoles and may emit further final-state radiation. There
are, however, some ambiguities. First we have to decide how to Interpret the fcj_ which in the
leading log approximation determines the virtuality of the link. In the original, purely gluonic,
formulation we used the relation dk]_/k^ = d.K where K = I n f c ^ / A 2 . In the z —» 0 limit the
vir tua l i ty -k2 K fc^/fl — z] is the same äs k]_. When quarks are introduced, they are massive,
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= In for simplicity.TB1**2and z is not necessarily close to zero. Here we have used K = In — L ~

although a more correct choice might be the "off-shellness", K — In

The q± of the real emissions are fully determined by the £j_ of the virtual links only in the
leading log approximation, where the dependence upon the azimuthal angles can be neglected.
This fact causes some problems with energy-momenturn conservation. We have chosen to
replace the phase-space factor dzjz — dk+/k+ in Eq. 3 by dk_/k_, and generate the chain from
the photon rather than the prolon end. Imposing energy-momentum conservation by hand
implics that the value x'0 obtained when reaching the proton is not necessarily the same äs the
XQ put in frorn the beginning. Starting from the proton end would give the corresponding. but
more serious problem in the photon end.

The final problem arises when we have gluon links, where the outgoing partons must be
associated with either the colour or the anticolour flow in the diagram in order to construct the
final-state dipoles. This association is simply made randomly, but a complication occurs since
two outgoing partons forming a dipole may be connected by more than a single link, in which
case the correct limit for the final-state ernission dcpends on the rapidity. In this first version
of the LDC generator we have madc the simplification that this limit is constant and given by
the smallest k± of the connecting links.

Preliminary results

The followiog results are preliminary in the sense that therc are, äs mentioned above, still soine
ambiguities which have not been fully explored. and that the input parton densities may be
more or less incompatible with the ones used at the electro-weak vertex and with the LDC
evolution.

Besides the parameters in Eq. 4, which should be well constrained by inclusive structure
function data, there are no new parameters introduced in the LDC generator. There is, of
course, the A and cutoff in k± of the links, but these are taken to be the same äs in the final-
state emissions where they are constrained by LEP data [S]. In principle the k± cutoff should
match the virtuality in the input parton densities /o(^o,Qo), but we may have a problem äs
long äs no such parton densities satisfying the LDC evolution are available. The only other
parameters deal with the fact that the LDC model in principle produces weighted events,
which are then normalized to one using a veto. This is a very ineffective procedure and may
be speeded up by varying the ä used internally and a global weight factor. Nevertheless, there
is a possibility to have weights bigger than one, in which case the same initial chain may bc
given several times (although with different final-state radiation). and it is important to check
that the distributions studied are insensitive to the choices of these parameters.

Due to lack of space. all distributions available in the HZTOOL [10] package are not pre-
sentcd here. Instead we only show two distributions in Fig. 1 to indicate how sensitive the
result is to the input parton densities. The MRS-like input distributions used behaves like i°
for sinall x, where a = — 0.17. and for comparison we have used the same distributions but set
a to 0. The result is that in the former case, the generated x0 is generally smaller, resulting in
shorter evolution in x which Iowers the EL flow.

Besides these uncertainties, Fig. 2 shows that the LDC generator is working and is giving
sensible results, although much more work is needed to get the input parton densities consistent
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Figure 2: (a.) the E± flow äs a function of pse.udorapidity in the hadronic c.m.s. and (b) the,
transverse energy-eriergy correlütions for x < 0.001 for the LDC generator comparcd with data
from Ref. [9j. Füll line is with input parton density behaving likc x~°-17 at small x while for
dashed they behave like x°.

with structure function data and with the LDC evolution bcfore quantitative predictions can
be made.
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Abstract: We summarize the conclusions of a number of contributions to the
working groups on Jets and High~E± Phenomena and Diffractive Hard Scattering
concerning issues related to the forward phase space regjon. Thcy imply stroiig
physlcs reasons to Upgrade the HERA detectors in the forward (proton) direction
and we recommend such options to be seriously considered. although they may be
in conflict with planned luminosity Upgrades.

Introduction. Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is an excellent way to study the structure
of the proton and the HERA results have indced attracted much attentlon. This concerns, in
particular, the observed rise of the structure function F2 at small x.. Although this had been
predlcted in perturbative QCD (pQCD), the proper theoretical Interpretation is still unclear.
There is presently vigorous theoretical research on 'QCD at small x' and difFerent observables
based on the hadronic final state are considered in order to improve our understanding. The
available experimental data have shown interesting effects. but are not yct sufficient to give
clear conclusions.

Confmement and non-perturbative QCD are still rnajor unsolved problems in particle physics.
Related to this is the hadronization of the proton rcmnant in DIS. which has not yet been prop-
erly investigated. In particular at small J, this remnant may be a complex many-parton system
whose development is far from being understood. General questions such äs 'how should the
remnant system be described?1 and 'what is the proper color-field structure in DIS events?1

remain to be answered. These are important problems in their own right and they also have con-
sequences for tests of pQCD issues, since observables can be strongly affected by hadronization
effects.
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The discovery of large rapidity gap events in DIS at HERA has stimulated enormous interest.
Although these events can be phenomenologically described in terms of pomeron models based
on Regge concepts, there is no satisfactory understanding of the dynamics creating them.
There are conceptual and theoretical problems with the pomeron approach. Efforts are made
to use pQCD, which is theoretically better defmed, for diffractive processes where a large
momentum scale or small slze object is present. Furthermore, new ideas have been proposed to
describe diffractive scattRring in terms of soft color interactions between the scattered partons
and the 'background' color field of the proton. Thus, there are fundamental problems to be
solved concerning diffractive interactions and their connection to normal DIS, which preferably
should both be described in a common theoretical framework. In addition, there are rnany
other unsolved problems concerning various details of the diffractive processes. It is therefore
important to experimentally observe äs much äs possible of the hadronic Systems produced in
diffractive scattering.

All of these issues, which are elaborated on in the follow^ing, require additional measurements
and increased forward acceptance to be properly investigated.

Perturbative QCD. In spite of recent results on the structure of the proton we are still
far from a satisfactory understanding of the underlying QCD dynamics in the small-i region.
Although the rise of the structure function F^ at small x was predicted by pQCD, it does not yet
have a clear and unique theoretical Interpretation. A rise is compatible with the BFKL equation
[1], but also with conventional DGLAP evolution [2]. To understand the QCD dynamics it is
important to sort out which of these approximation schemes are applicable in different regions
of phase space. DGLAP should be appropriate for large Qa but not too srnall x and BFKL at
small x. It is. however, not theoretically known how far down in x one needs to go in order
for the predicted, but not experimentally verified, BFKL dynamics to becorne noticeable or
dominant. In recent theoretical progress these two approximation schemes have been included
in a more general one. The CCFM equations [3] incorporate DGLAP and BFKL which are
thus reproduced in the relevant limits. The Linked Dipole Chain (LDC) model [4] goes further
along this line by also offering an explidt model for Monte Carlo Simulation of parton cmissions
[5].

If the parton density increases witliout limit äs x decreases, it would eventually lead to a vio-
lation of unitarity. The high density, or 'overcrowding', of partons in the proton does, however,
imply that parton-parton interactions can no longer be neglected. Thus, gluon recombiriation
93 —' .</• '-c- the reverse of the gluon Splitting process. should reduce the parton density and
restore unitarity. The GLR equation [6] attempts to describe such gluon recombination effects
and predicts novel non-linear phenomena in QCD. Numerical estimates indicate that these
efFects are too small to be observable at HERA using the inclusive structure function. The
effect may, however, be larger if the partons are not distributed evenly in the proton, but there
exist smaller regions with higher than average density, so-called 'hot spots'.

To test these theoretical frameworks and develop them further requires detailed comparison
with experimental data. Progress in our understanding with inclusive measurements requires
very precise data. To be really conclusive, one must cxploit the Information contained in the
hadronic final state, which is of course affected by the radiatkm processes sumrned over in the
inclusive structure function.

An increased forward transverse energy ( E L ) flow has been suggested äs a sign of BFKL
dynamics [7], The observations at HERA are indeed consistent with BFKL dynamics, but can
also be reproduced by DGLAP-based models dcpending on the mode! for thc hadronization of
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the proton remnant [8]. This observable is thus sensitive to hadronization corrections. However,
35 discussed in Ref. [9], the BFKL and DGLAP scenarios are still expected to show differences
in the E± flow closer to the proton direction than can presently be observed. Here one should
keep in mind that 'forward' in the HERA laboratory frame corresponds to the central regioii
in the hadronic cms, and the large effects are therefore to be found much closer to the proton
remnant.

To discriminate betweeii BFKL and DGLAP dynamics it would be advantageous to use
observables that enhance the genuine perturbative QCD effects relative to soft hadronization
effects. One raethod is to look for Jets with p]_ ^ Q2 in the forward region [10]- Such a
measurement has already been done [11], but the result was not quite conclusive, although
it has been shown that a fixed order a| calculation alone cannot describe the data [12, 13].
According to BFKL, the forward Jet cross-section should rise Hke a power of X-^JXB for large
rapidity intervals Aj/ — Iii£jet/#ß between the current and the forward Jet, while for pure
DGLAP dynamics, such jets would be heavily suppressed. In Refs. [14, 15, 16] a number of
suggestions are niade for how to improve this measurement in the future, and Jt is clear that
extending the Jet search closer to the proton direction is a vast improvement.

Another way of investigating perturbative effects is to use high—px particles, which are
exponentially suppressed in non-perturbative mechanisms. In Ref. [17] it is shown that such
a measurement is feasible and would greatly improve with increased tracking coverage in the
forward direction.

Also in photoproduction there are important studies which would benefit greatly from an
increase of the forward detector coverage. It is, for example, possible to investigate the impor-
tant QCD phenomenon of color coherence in the initial state parton emission processes [18],
Such studies are also possible at e.g. pp colliders, but fp has the advantage of reduced smearing
effects from the underlying event. Another issue is large rapidity gaps between jets or between
a Jet and a high-pj, meson [19. 20] related to the diffractive phenomena discussed below,

Dlffraction. Diffractive processes are conventionally related to soft physics. but through
the introduction of a large momenturn scale in diffractivc hard scattering [21], perturbative
methods may also be used to explore them.

Instead of describing diffraction based on the old Regge formalism, there is a growing field
using perturbative QCD methods where the pomeron is represented by Feynman diagrams of
gluons. These ränge from the simplest case of two gluons, via the addition of next-to-leading cor-
rections, to more compücated ladder diagrams. For a special class of hard diffractive processes,
vector-meson production by longitudinally polarized photons and high-pj, dijet production, it
has been shown that perturbative QCD is applicable (for a review see Ref. [22]).

Another approach to understand rapidity gap events has recently bcen introduced based on
non-perturbative soft color interactions [23]. These may be seen äs partons intcracting with
the 'background' color field of the proton [24], The perturbative phase of the interaction is
then supposedly äs in usual events, but the color structure is altered through the soft gluon
exchanges. In this way the hard scattering system and the proton remnant systern rnay each
become color singlets and thereby decouple in the hadronization such that a rapidity gap
between them arises. The proper rate of gap events can be obtained and an explicit mode!
[S] seems to reproduce the salient features of the data. This approach may also offer a more
'continuous' theoretical description of all kinds of events, such that gap events and non-gap
events can be described in the same frarnework [8. 9].
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Thus, there are different theoretical approaches to the problem and. since they are not on a
firm ground, there is a strong need for more experirnental Information. Ideally, one would Hke
to test the models more generally in comparison to data that covers also the transition from
diffractive gap events to 'normal' DIS events, i.e. from large to smaller and vanlshing rapidity
gaps. Furthermore, the system Y in front of the gap in the process e +p —* e' + X + Y, need
not be a single proton but can represent proton dissociation or some more general state of
higher mass and other quantum numbers. It is desirable to develop a more general description
covering also these possibilities. All of this requires äs complete detector coverage äs possible.

Diffractive events at HERA have mainly been selected by the requirement of a large rapidity
gap. This prevents a clear observation of large diffractive masses (Mx) since the A"-system is
then extending to more forward rapidities. In the present detector configurations it is possible
to tag such events with a forward proton spectrometer. However, the only way to study the
topology of these events is by extending the angular coverage of the calorirneters. It would
then be of interest to establish whether large mass diffraction (M% 3> Q2} exhibits propertics
different from those expected in soft diffractive interactions [25]. From a theoretical point of
view the regimeof large diffractive masses, or small B = Q2/(Q2 + M]-), corresponds to the triple
regge limit of diffractive scattering and novel effects are expected. An experirnental icvestigation
of this regime is important for increasing our understanding of diffractive scattering.

It has been postulated that the study of hard diffractive scattering, in which the virtual
photon fluctuates into a small size quark-antiquark configuration which then interacts with the
proton, may be a sensitive probe of the deviations from the DGLAP evolution equation [22]. The
properties of reactions, such äs vector meson production by longitudinally polarized photons [26]
or high-pj. dijet production [27], may be affected by proton dissociation. Current experirnental
estimates of this uncertainty are at the 5-10 % level [28]. This percentage can be expected to
decrease significantly with an Upgrade of the forward region.

The change of regime from soft to hard scattering is expected to affect the slope of the
mornentum transfer (t) dependence [29]. This in turn may affect the probability of proton
dissociation [30]. This calls for a precise measurement of proton dissociation for different con-
figurations of the photon diffracted state A'. A clear measurement of the proton fragmentation
region is also of experimental importance in order to isolate genuine diffractive events and
control the background from non-diffractive events.

If the cross section for inclusive diffractive scattering 1s mainly due to soft pomeron exchange,
then one should observe that the ratio Rx - <r(e + p —* e! + X + Y)[cr(e + p —> e' + X + p),
where Y is the proton dissociation system, should not depend on the system X. The change
in the energy dependence of the total 7*p cross section in the DIS regime may be the first
indication that the exchange of one or several vacuum poles may not be appropriate and that
pomeron-type factorization is violated. This is expected äs a consequence of QCD evolution. It
is thus of interest to test the factorization hypothesis in the regime of hard diffractive scattering
involving interactions of small size configurations (vector meson production by longitudinally
polarized photons or high-px dijet production). The latter are believed to be driven mainly by
perturbative QCD [26, 27].

An interesting observation is that the percentage of double dissociation can be related to
the level of gluon fluctuations in the wave function of the proton [22]. A systematic study of
double dissociation for various configurations of the photon diffracted state, i.e. vector-mesons
and high-px dijets, initiating the diffractive scattering may therefore shed some light on the
distribution of color in the proton.



Furthermore, a clear test of color transparency [22] can be raade by measuring the probabil-
ity of survival of large rapidity gaps between two high-p± jets in photoproduction äs a function
of the transverse size of the "photon" [3l]. Since color transparency predicts the suppression of
initial and final state interactions, the large rapidity gaps are more likely to survive when the
hard interaction is initiated by an unresolved photon äs opposcd to a resolved one. In order to
measure the gap survival probabiüty for resolved photons, an efficient reconstruction of jets in
the forward region is essential [19].

Finally, the study of charged current induced diffraction would also profit from extending
the coverage of the forward region äs shown in Ref. [32].

With a suitable forward detector Upgrade, these physics issues (excluding the charged cur-
rent studies) could be well explored with an mtegrated lurninosity of 100-150 pb~'.

Noü-perturbative QCD. To understand soft, non-perturbative strong interaction pro-
ccsses remains a main challenge in QCD. Hadronization is here an important problem which
is not solved, although there are well functioning phenomenological models. DIS events pro-
vide an interesting source of Information since the presence of the initial proton gives a richer
structure than e.+e.~~ annihilation, without giving the füll complications of hadron collisions.

Compared to e+e~ the main new ingredient is the proton remnant. Although it is normally
considered a spectator relative to the hard scattering process, it does influence the final state
significantly. If the remnant system can be considered äs a single color charge, it is natural
to have a single color-field conncction to the hard scattering system. However, with a more
cornplex rernnant the color-field structure may be more complicated leading to another result
of the hadronization. An example of this is when the remnant is not a simple diquark, but
a more complex parton system remaining when a sea quark or gluon has entered the hard
scattering process. Depending on how these cases are described, different final states will
result. The effects are not just localized at very large rapidity, but can also have effects rather
centrally depending on the model [8j. Although some Information will come from the tagging of
highly energetic protons which were formed after a hard, non-diffractive interaction [33], more
experimental information from the forward region is crucial for an improved understanding of
these issues.

In addition, one cannot avoid considering these problems when studying the above pertur-
bative QCD issues since, äs mentioned, hadronization corrections may be substantiai and rnust
in any case be well controlled in order to reach safe conclusions.

Measuring particles in the forward region would also give data to be used in the context
of fracture functions [34]. These are recently introduced theoretical concepts that combine
structure function and fragrnentation function information. They can, e.g., specify an incoming
parton under the condition of a certain particle being produced in the final state. Fracture
functions factorize with respect to the hard interaction and their scale evolution is calculable
within pQCD.

The target proton wave function may have different types of fluctuations which can be
probed. One interesting case is intrinsic charrn quarks [35], i.e. the possibility of some (small)
probability of having a cc pair in the Fock state decomposition of the proton wave function. An
interaction with the proton can then reaüze this charm pair and produce charm particles. At
HERA there are two main possibilities for this interaction. The photon can couple directly to
either the c or c, leaving the other in the proton remnant system. The scattered charm quark
will typically emerge at a small forward angle due to the large momentum fraction x of intrinsic
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charm quarks. Alternatively, the photon couples to a non-charm quark in the proton, such that
both the c and c are materialized in the proton rernnant hadronization, i.e. very forward. Not
only open charm (e.g. D-mesons and Ae) can be produced, but also large-momentum J/V>'s that
could be observed through the decay into a muon pair in the very forward region. Predictions
for these processes at HERA are available [36] based on detailed Monte Carlo simulations and
show that upgraded forward detectors would be essential.

Monte Carlo models. One should not forget or underestimate the importanceof having
theoretically well founded event generators which give a good description of data. This is
crucial for most measurements at HERA. Although these models are steadily improving, with
substantiai progress within this Workshop [37], there are still important discrepancies with
respect to data. To improve these event generators even more, one should compare them
with data where they di ff er the most. These differences are typically found in the treatment
of initial-state parton showers, and in the hadronization of the proton remnant. Thus, they
mainly affect the hadronic final state in the forward region. Improving generators to better
describe the forward region will, however, also set constraints on how they behave in other parts
of phase space. Learning more about the forward region will thereby increase our confidence
in the generators in general. Indirectly this will also affect the results and conclusions of
measurements seemingly unrelated to the forward region.

Conclusions. Taken together the above physics issues make up a compelling case for
intensifying the studies of forward physics at HERA with an upgraded forward detector. This
would also most certainly be beneficial for the study of other issues, which have not been covered
in this workshop due to limited time and manpower. Our two working groups have, however,
investigated designs of forward detector Upgrades, which would be appropriate at ZEUS and
Hl äs reported in Refs. [16, 17].

Forward detector Upgrades are, unfortunately, incompatible with the proposed scheme for
increased lurninosity with magnets in the forward (and backward) regions. Such magnets placed
within the present detectors will severely hinder the above forward physics program and in most
cases totally exclude it. Note also that these magnets prevent electrons scattered at very small
angles {low Q2) to be detected, hence the data will not extend to äs small x values äs are
presently reachable. We therefore urge the HERA Community to consider these incompatible
options in a proper way. It should be stressed that most of the physics issues presented here
do not require very large lurninosity [22, 38] and could be completed in a fairly limited time.
Therefore such a forward Upgrade, if speedily irnplemented, should not exclude a lurninosity
Upgrade, although some delay to the final stage of the latter may be implied.
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